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PREFACE 
 
 

 Fox River Congregational Church (FRCC) in Pewaukee, Wisconsin was founded in 
2001. Early in our history the congregation spent several months considering well into 2003 an 
extensive document entitled Vision: Building for the Future of Our Church providing focus and 
contributing to how we are organized today. After several years of activity, effort and growth, 
we revisited the then current status of our church as to where we were with respect to being a 
discipleship-making church, and what might be done to improve our efforts to encourage, equip 
and support our church members (and others) to progress toward becoming more Fully Devoted 
Followers of Christ. A book entitled Fox River Congregational Church: Becoming an Effective 
Disciple-Making Church (2009) was written for the purpose of providing an informational base 
for strategic thinking about how best to create and implement a fertile environment to become 
more effective in our disciple-making efforts. The past ten years witnessed significant progress 
in our growing church. However, as is true with respect to any organization, a church which 
lessens its forward visioning efforts will ultimately plateau and then decline. Through the 
leadership of and discussions with our Senior Pastor Lonnie Richardson, it was clear that here at 
Fox River we should again undertake an in depth look as to how we can better grow as an 
effective disciple-making church. 

 
The purpose of this resource book, entitled Growing as a Disciple-Making Church, as 

was the case with its predecessor several years ago, is to provide an informational base to aid in 
developing a strategic approach for more effective disciple-making. In doing so, this book 
incorporates much of and builds upon the previous efforts. As was true in our earlier efforts, it 
should be emphasized that this effort sets forth a vision from both an individual’s perspective on 
growing as a disciple (follower) of Christ and from the church’s perspective on growing disciples 
of Christ. Thus, prayerfully, this resource book will serve as a useful reference for both 
individuals in their personal Walk with Christ and for the church as a whole in helping people in 
their Walk. 

 
A Task Force on Growing a Disciple-Making Church, consisting of Reverend Lonnie 

Richardson, Reverend Ardie Johnson, Jon Hanson, Randy Johnson, Mary Beth Miranda and 
Barbara Zaiser, has undertaken a several month comprehensive review of this resource book 
leading to incorporating some changes both as to content in general and recommendations in 
particular. The Task Force achieved unanimous concurrence as to both.  

 
It is anticipated that book in some form will be made available to every member of our 

church for at least four reasons. (1) The book serves as an informational base for our members 
when considering whether to adopt the recommendations ultimately proposed in enhancing our 
disciple-making efforts. (2) The book offers an opportunity to heighten one’s own individual 
awareness as to the nature of becoming a Fully Devoted Follower of Christ and sets forth ways 
of doing so. (3) This book may spark interest for people to become involved in the 
implementation of a disciple-making process and to provide a resource book helping them to do 
so. And, (4) if we as a church are to embark on a fundamental effort, prayerfully rooted in a 
sound vision, it is essential (i) that we understand what we are doing and why, (ii) that we are 
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committed both intellectually and emotionally to doing it, and (iii) that we are on the same 
wavelength.  

 
 This resource book is not being presented to the congregation as a fait accompli, but 
rather as a basis for consideration by and opportunity for input from members of our 
Congregation. The Task Force wants the Congregation to have the full opportunity to be 
involved before final recommendations are presented to the Congregation for action.  

It is our fervent hope and prayer that the process of considering this material will  (1) 
stimulate broad participation throughout the church in discerning God's vision for the future of 
our church, (2) will create the space, time, and opportunity for meaningful and honest dialogue 
among members of the church in a caring and supportive setting, and (3) will enable members 
of the church to give substantive input to the expression of a faithful, hopeful, and compelling 
vision to guide the Fox River Congregational Church into the future. It is also our hope and 
fervent prayer that this effort will not only contribute to our church becoming a more effective 
disciple-making church, but also that it will contribute to encouraging and assisting individuals 
in progressing in their own personal Walk with Christ. 

 
         
        
 
       Jon S. Hanson  

                       July 2023 
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PART ONE:  

DISCIPLE-MAKING IN A CHRISTIAN CHURCH 
 

 
Different churches vary in their approaches as to what they are about. Churches today 

reflect different approaches or mixture of approaches as to their mission, their specific roles, and 
their ways of seeking to fulfill their mission. The discussion in this study focuses on rethinking 
the mission of Fox River Congregational Church (often herein simply referred to as FRCC or 
Fox River) and how to go about achieving it.  

 
 

I. MEMBERSHIP MODEL OF CHURCH   
 

Widely prevalent among churches today is the reflection of the membership model of 
church. In these churches, at least to a large extent, the focus is on the members of the 
congregation. When members' perceived needs and desires are adequately met, if they are 
satisfied with the worship services and other activities provided, and if conflict is avoided or 
minimized, then the membership can be counted on to do its part to keep the contributions 
flowing to pay the bills, salaries, and costs of ministry. Maintaining the church for the sake of its 
members is the primary even if the unstated goal of the congregation.1 

 
The common cold of too many churches has been members’ limited perception as to what 

constitutes a Christian life. Regular attendance in worship services, periodically serving on some 
board, committee or task force, satisfying members’ desires, serving some members’ needs and 
regular financial contributions to the church suffice as what constitutes a good Christian life.  
These churches focus is on serving the desires and the needs of their membership. As a 
consequence, churches often fail to encourage and help people focus on intentional discipleship 
leading to spiritual formation which embraces not only deepening one’s intimacy with God, but 
also deepening fellowship with other believers, serving others and reaching out to the doubters, 
the unbelievers and the otherwise unchurched. The cost of the failure to make disciples is 
staggering. The vibrancy of the church is lost, the Great Commission does not get well served, 
and these un-discipled Christians may lead unfulfilled if not wasted lives.2  
 
 However, this is not to say that focus on the congregation is unimportant. Such attention 
enables meeting spiritual, physical and fellowship needs of its members. Such a church is often 
there for its people during times of life when connectedness to God is most needed. Such 
churches offer a comforting place for many people. Thus, membership model churches possess 
some strengths. But they also reflect weaknesses. 

 
Perhaps the greatest weakness of the [membership] model has 
been the loss, over time, of its vision for the mission of the church 

 
1 Michael W. Foss, Power Surge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church 16 (2000). 
2 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On being and Making Followers of Christ 200-01 (2006). 
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– a mission that can be characterized quite simply as participation 
in God’s love in Jesus Christ for the world.3  

 
It has been said that many traditional approaches, followed by churches today, as to what 

it means to be and to do church, don’t work anymore. Too often people of faith have failed to 
live out their Christian faith. Congregations tend to focus more on maintaining their ministry and 
budgets than on growing disciples. Churches, commonly, either from the outset or from gradual 
development overtime, stray from focusing on the mission of God as they seeks to satisfy 
members’ perceptions and desires. Churches should be shaped with a view toward God’s 
purposes rather than simply fashioning churches with a maintenance or inward focus attitude to 
serve current members needs and personal preferences.4  

 
Churches need “to be less focused on what makes it happy and 
more focused on what pleases Jesus.  … Most churches have 
worked hard to get to a place where congregational customers are 
happy — their needs are met. The problem is that we are not called 
to cater to customers. …[A] church does not exist for the comfort 
of its people. Actually, the Bible reminds us again and again that 
we are to “provoke one another to love and good deeds” (Hebrews 
10:24), to “bear one another’s burdens” (Galatians 6:2), and more. 
But, if your church loves its comfort more than caring for others, 
it loves the wrong thing.”5 
 

Those churches which over-focus on the needs of insiders eventually will only 
have insiders. When this occurs, a church misses its mission.6  
 

New answers need to be discovered and implemented. Such answers can be found 
through the recovery of local churches traditional identity as disciple-making communities.7 

 
 

 
 

 
3 Michael W. Foss, Power Surge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church 16 (2000). 
4 Stuart Murray, Church Planting: Laying Foundations 124 (2001).   
 

The church is still one of the few organizations that exists for the sake of its non-
members. Doubt that? Well, aren’t you glad someone didn’t decide the church was done 
before you were introduced to the love of Jesus? For sure you need to care for the people 
you have, but never to the exclusion of the people you’re called to reach. Churches that 
over-focus on the needs of insiders will eventually only have insiders. And when that 
happens, you have missed the mission. 
 

Carey Nieuwhof, “Why Charismatic Churches Are Growing (and Attractional Churches Are Past Peak),” 
OutreachMagazine.com, November 28, 2018. 
5 Ed Stetzer, “3 Things Churches Love that Kill Outreach,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 27, 2015. 
6 Carry Nieuwhof, “Why Charismatic Churches Are Growing (and Attraction Churches are Past Peak),” November 
18, 2018, outreachmagazine.com. 
7 Jeffrey D. Jones, Traveling Together: a Guide for Disciple-Forming Congregations 2 (2006). 
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II. CALL FOR DISCIPLESHIP 
  
When his disciples saw Jesus following the resurrection, Jesus commanded them in the 

Great Commission. It has been said that the Great Commission is the greatest command, given 
by the greatest Commander, to the greatest army, for the greatest task ever. In it, Jesus commands 
that we, both individually and as a church collectively, be responsible, for carrying out the Great 
Commission to 

 

 go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the 
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey 
everything I have commanded you. (Matthew 28:19-20) 

 
The Great Commission serves as marching orders for the church and provides the benchmarks  
by which we measure success.  

 
Inherent to the Great Commission is the command to make 
disciples, which implies two types of growth - width and depth. 
We are to reach people from every nation on earth. That's width. 
We are to make true disciples of them, teaching them to obey all 
that he has commanded. That's depth. To be faithful, a church must 
vigorously pursue both.8 

 
Not only does Jesus command that we to go out and evangelize people9 proclaiming the 

good news and leading people to Christ, the Great Commission is more. Jesus also commands 
that we invite and lead people into the embrace of fellowship within the Christian family. And, 
he goes even further and calls upon us to make disciples. We are called upon not only to be 
disciples ourselves but also to “make disciples.”10 The Great Commission charges us to lead the 
lost to Christ, bring them into the body of Christ and then equip and support them to become 
more Christlike.11  

 
We often use the word discipleship in two different senses. We refer to 
our personal spiritual growth as discipleship - the process of becoming 
more like Jesus. But we also use the word to refer to a person or church's 
ministry of making disciples. So, when we talk about discipleship as a 
purpose of the church, to which are we referring? Both.12 

 

 
8 J. D. Greear, “Deep and Wide: How Your church Can Pursue Growth,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 2, 2015.  
9 Although the direct Greek translation uses the word nation, the Greek word is more typically translated as Gentiles. 
It is people, not nations, who are to be discipled. Of course, this makes sense since discipling a political entity, such 
as a nation, is impossible. Only people can be discipled and become disciples. Thus, Christ commands us to go and 
disciple all people wherever they are living their lives.  
10 Ed Stetzer, “Weeping for Willow’s Disciples,” Outreach Magazine (January-February 2008). . 
11 Larry Gilbert, How to Influence Your Loved Ones for Christ When You Don’t Have the Gift of Evangelism: Team 
Evangelism 20 (2003).   
12 Brandon Cox, “Is Discipleship About Growing or Going?” OutreachMagazine.com, September 22, 2015. 
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Understanding the ministry of Christ and that of the early church clearly reveals that 
forming disciples of Christ is fundamental to the mission and the identity of the church. The 
responsibility for carrying out this function, both becoming a disciple and helping others do the 
same, falls upon all believers, not just upon church leaders.  Churches make a fundamental 
mistake when they categorize discipleship as simply one of the ministries of the church. But 
rather, making disciples should be viewed as the core of the church’s ministry and integral in all 
that the church does.13 “[M]aking self-initiating, reproducing, fully devoted followers of Jesus… 
[is] the central mission of the church.”14  

 
 The membership model of a church, which is a prevalent model for many contemporary 
churches, focuses on the membership of the congregation. Maintaining the institution for the 
benefit of the members is either the stated or unstated goal of the church. Chaplaincy is the model 
of ministry with the pastor functioning as a family or individual caregiver. He/she is expected to 
provide pastoral care, preach, teach and pray. Neither personal spiritual growth of members nor 
personal accountability for their personal spiritual journeys are high on the list of expectations. 
The fundamental weakness of this model has been the loss of the vision of the mission of the 
church as participating in God’s love in Jesus Christ for the world.  
 

The perspective of the discipleship model of church recognizes and elevates Christ as the 
center of both personal and public life and then living out the implications of that reality. A 
church which focuses primarily on members rather than on mission inevitably de-centers both 
Christ and the mission of God to the world.15  
 

Although in the discipleship model, the senior pastor may still preach, teach, pray and 
render pastoral care, his and other leaders in the church primary function is to enable the church 
to offer spiritual support through emphasis on following of Christ through making disciples. In 
the discipleship church model, pastors are primarily leaders rather than chaplains.16 

 
 

III. WHAT IS DISCIPLE-MAKING? 
 

Christ calls for the church to make disciples. But what is a disciple? Being a Christian 
disciple requires more than simply accepting a certain set of beliefs, regularly attending worship 
services, volunteering some time, contributing financially to the church’s ministries, and leading 
a decent life.  

 
What I see the Scriptures telling us is that a successful church is 
where people’s lives are being transformed and becoming more 
Christ-like.17 (Emphasis supplied.) 

 

 
13 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 36 (2006).  
14  Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples a Few at a Time 38 (2003). 
15 Michael W. Foss, Power Surge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church 28 (2000). 
16 Id. at  32.  
17 Gearge Barna as quoted in Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of 
God 18 (1995). 
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A Christian disciple is a person who seeks to learn from and follow Christ. The key is personal 
transformation, i.e., becoming more Christ-like in one’s thoughts, feelings and actions. Being a 
follower of Christ is an on-going life-long journey of discerning and living out God’s call to be 
the person God created us to be as we participate in his purpose in redeeming his creation in our 
particular time and place.18 It involves active participation in God’s mission rather than passive 
inaction.  
 
 After a person becomes a believer and accepts Christ as his Lord and Savior (i.e., has 
converted), he or she must then be taught and mentored.  As a church, “we need not only a 
passion for decisions being made for Jesus, but also an equal passion for making disciples of 
Jesus.”19 Discipleship embraces mentoring people in the foundations of the Christian faith, 
encouraging them, and praying for them so that they may follow Christ more fully.20  

 
[Disciple-making] is the process of helping people become more 
like Christ in their thoughts, feelings and actions. This process 
begins when a person is converted and continues throughout the 
rest of his life.21  
 
 

IV. DISCIPLE-MAKING:  
CORE MISSION OF THE CHURCH   

 
As considered above, too commonly, churches fail to significantly grow their members 

toward more Christ-like lives. Rather their primary focus is on church maintenance, budgets and 
personal preferences instead of developing and implementing a strategic approach for disciple-
making. Disciple-making is (or should be) at the core of a church’s ministry. Failure to do so 
ignores Christ’s command and disserves a church’s members as well as others whom the church 
might influence.  

 
Discipleship occurs within a community of faith which is essential in forming disciples. 

Only a community of faith offers the setting, the resources, the relationships, the variety of gifts 
and experiences essential for disciple formation. It takes a community to form a disciple. We do 
better in a community which helps us than attempting to follow Christ and practice spiritual 
disciplines alone. For among other reasons, in community, others encourage us and hold us 
accountable for our intentions. More specifically, it is the community which offers the 
experiences of deepening, equipping and ministering that form disciples. It creates expectations 
and motivates commitment. It is essential for a church to offer experiences which encourage, 
equip and support people in developing and ingraining spiritual disciplines which lead to the 

 
18 Jeffrey D. Jones, Traveling Together: a Guide for Disciple-Forming Congregations 43 (2006). 
19 Dan Kimball, “Sacred Mission: Beyond Trends,” OutreachMagazine.com, February 11, 2013. 
20 The New Apostolic Churches 144 (C. Peter Wagner, ed., 1998). 
21 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message & Mission 106 (1995) 
(hereafter referred to as Warren (Church). Warren is an author and Senior Pastor, Saddleback Valley Community 
Church (California). 
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strengthening and transformation of character as an integral part of their lives and equip people 
with the habits needed for spiritual growth, i.e., spiritual disciplines.22 

 
 Unfortunately, a low condition of discipleship is rather widespread though the Christian 
church. A common cause has been church leaders’ reluctance to call their people to discipleship. 
Perhaps this is viewed as asking too much from people. Such attitude may stem from a fear that 
people won’t come back. People will flee to an “entertainment church” if we ask them to commit 
rather than simply to be spectators at a performance.  
 
 In the post Christendom world, the common wisdom seems to be that churches should 
lure seekers by focusing the message around faith’s relevance to life’s daily challenges. 
Typically, this is done by appealing to self-interest, felt needs, personal fulfillment and personal 
search for happiness. Thus, not unexpectedly, too often the message as received by the hearer is 
that Christianity is all about me rather than about becoming a follower of Christ.23   
 

This is not to suggest that preaching and teaching relevance of the faith to a person’s life 
is inappropriate or wrong. Studies have shown that young adults are much more likely to attend 
and remain in church when they consider preaching and services relevant to their daily lives. 
Relevance matters. But care needs to be exercised in the manner that this is accomplished. The 
goal of simply trying to lure people in and/or to stay is an insufficient basis for ministry.24 
 

Churches commonly avoid putting disciple-making at the center of its ministry. Among 
other reasons, such failure appears to be a response to people’s aversion to concepts such as 
submission, accountability, vulnerability, confession, study, sacrifice and discipline. Or, perhaps 
it is simply because people don’t want interference in how they live their lives.25  
 

However, starting with a no pain gospel leads to disillusionment since it will not deliver 
on its promise. It is only when we lose our life for Christ’s sake that we find life. The irony is 
that our fear that we will lose people if we call them to commitment has proven unfounded. 
Growing churches tend to be those appealing to idealism and sacrifice by calling people to 
participate in the greatest effort of all – God’s rescue mission through his church.26 

 
Thus, the issue is posed for all churches is whether enough being done to call and expect 

people to discipleship? Is there sufficient broad-based understanding as to what discipleship is 
all about? Are we sufficiently challenging people and getting their commitment to grow toward 
a more Christ-like life? These are issues which need to be addressed. 

 
Even though vital, this is unlikely to happen without a deliberate plan and without people 

helping people. “It is the church's responsibility to develop people to spiritual maturity.”27 As 
here at Fox River Congregational Church, our Senior Pastor Lonnie Richardson has emphasized, 

 
22 Jeffrey D. Jones, Traveling Together: a Guide for Disciple-Forming Congregations 44-45 (2006).   
23 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Few Disciples at a Time  50 (2003).  
24 See Stezer at 126.  
25 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 24 (2006). 
26 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship Making Disciples A Few At A Time 50-51(2003). 
27. Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 106 (1995). 
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“[t]his in not optional. We must do it.”28 (Emphasis supplied.) The challenge for the local church 
is to respond to and live up to the expectation which God has for his church. “When we cease to 
form disciples, we cease to be the church....”29 

 
As a church, we are called not only to reach people, but also to teach them. After someone 

has made a decision for Christ, he or she must be discipled. It is the church's responsibility to 
help develop people to spiritual maturity (i.e., grow toward a Christ-like life). This is God's will 
for every believer. Paul writes that Christ gifted people in different ways for service   

 
...so that the body of Christ [i.e., the church] may be built up until 
we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of 
God and become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the 
fullness of Christ. (Eph. 4: 12-13) (Emphasis supplied.)  

 
 Churches may perform good deeds in the community, but service organizations do also. 
Churches may offer fellowship, but so do fraternal organizations. Churches may assist people 
with their lives, but so do self-help and recovery groups. Churches may worship, hold Sunday 
school and hold board and committee meetings. However, the only question that really matters 
is whether a church encourages and offers real opportunities for people to experience the 
transforming love of Christ in ways that touch their greatest needs and highest hopes and do so 
in ways which lead them to be people that God wants and created them to be. The key to leading 
people to becoming what God intends them to be lies in the recovery of churches’ identity as 
disciple forming communities.30 

 
Thus, as a church, we at FRCC need to accept and embrace the responsibilities of not 

only reaching out to and leading people to Christ, but also teaching our members (and others) 
that each person is confronted with a choice of whether or not to follow Christ and what this 
means. The nature of the church environment either contributes to people remaining stuck in 
their spiritual growth or the congregational environment encourages spiritual growth. To avoid 
the former, it is essential that churches return to transformational discipleship, i.e., to create the 
expectation for each person to grow toward a more Christ-like life and to encourage, equip and 
support him or her in doing so. 

 
This responsibility is not age specific. That is, the church is responsible for discipling 

persons of all ages whether adults, youth or children.31 Obviously, the manner in doing so needs 
to be age appropriate. Nevertheless, children and youth programs, activities, etc. should be 
designed and implemented in a manner contributing toward their spiritual growth based upon 
the mission of the church. 

 
Furthermore, disciple-making is not solely a communal activity. It requires that each 

member individually engage in the process of encouraging, equipping and supporting another in 
his or her following Christ. That is, disciple-making involves journeying with others to grow in 

 
28 Fox River Congregational Church, Minutes of Task Force on Disciple-Making, October 29, 2008, p.2. 
29 Jeffrey K. Jones, Traveling Together: A Guide for Disciple-Forming Congregations 66 (2006). 
30 Id. at 49-50. 
31 Ed Stetzer, “Strategy Matters in Fast Growing Churches,” OutreachMagazine.com , October 28, 2014. 
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the knowledge, the virtues and the character of Christ. Both becoming disciples and contributing 
to forming others as disciples is the responsibility for all believers individually, not just the 
church collectively. Disciple-making is an individual as well as a communal responsibility. 
 
 Regardless of whatever else it does, the only question that really matters is whether a 
church encourages and offers real opportunities for people to experience the transforming love 
of Christ in ways that touch their greatest needs and highest hopes and do so in ways which lead 
them to be people that God wants and created them to be? The key to leading people to becoming 
what God created them to be lies in the recovery of churches’ identity as disciple forming 
communities.32  
 
 C. S. Lewis said the purpose of the church is to “draw people into Christ and make them 
little Christs.”33  Jesus gave the mission to make disciples. Thus,  
 

[T]he church urgently needs to … establish the biblical mission of 
seeing Christ formed in individuals as the foundational mission of 
biblical community.34 

 
Disciple-making must be the core be a church’s ministry. 
 

Throughout this document, we focus on becoming a more effective disciple-making 
church. However, in doing so, we need to be clear as what is and is not meant by the term 
disciple-making. As individuals and as a church, we cannot make people become disciples. As 
discussed more fully in PART TWO, Section III.B.2.b. (2) below, each person has a choice. It 
is God, through the Holy Spirit, working in the life of a person and that person positively 
responding which causes real transformation to takes place. God is ultimately responsible for 
transformation. However, a church can vitally contribute to bringing people into experiences in 
which God’s transforming power is more likely to occur. Leading and bringing people into such 
experiences is what we mean by the term disciple-making.35     
 
 

V.    CAUTION: CONSUMER MALL CHRISTIANITY 
 

Since the Renaissance, people have moved God out of the center of their lives and 
replaced him with themselves. The focus on individual rights, thoughts and actions are 
paramount. This was a fundamental shift from the view that valued community and, in religious 
terms, the congregation. The congregation/the community had served as the basis for Christian 
life. It was about God, not about self. The congregation reflected a community where disciples 
learned to love God by loving one another. However, individualism turns a congregation into a 
consumer enterprise. The gospel is recast into consumer items, entertainment, adventure and 
problem solving. Too often, churches have become essentially providers of religious goods and 

 
32 Jeffrey D. Jones, Traveling Together: a Guide for Disciple-Forming Congregations 50 (2006). 
33 As quoted in Randy Frazee, The Connecting Church: Beyond Small Groups to Community 66 (2001). 
34 Randy Freeze, The Connecting Church: Beyond Small Groups to Community 66 (2001). 
35 Bobby Gruenewald, “Discipleship: Are We Hosts or Producers?” OutreachMagazine.com, December 15, 2015. 
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services. Rather than offering a full and integrated approach to discipleship, churches have often 
become the supplier of an array of religious (or sometimes not necessarily religious) goods, 
services and activities from which the religious consumer chooses and rejects according his or 
her tastes as to what best suits his or he needs and/or desires. In effect, too often churches become 
a religious mall supplier goods and services rather than makers of disciples.36  

 
Elizabeth Steele drives home the caveat about drifting into or intentionally pursing a 

consumer mall or needs approach to doing ministry. 
 

Defining the church's ministry by responding to people's needs is 
a common notion; but, because of the blurred line between want and need, 
no matter how much we speak of needs or perceived needs, it puts the 
church in the position of being defined not by its faith or history but by 
people's wants. This trivializes the church, its mission, and its outreach. It 
eviscerates the heart of the church's message and cuts the church off from 
its identity as the people of Christ.37 

 
The consumer mall approach, be everything to everybody, to doing church fails to form 

people into the image of Christ. The consumer Christian culture makes us become more while 
Christ becomes less. We don’t live sacrificially and we aren’t available to others. This is the 
antithesis of what Jesus calls us to be. Churches are accomplishing the right thing – gathering 
people into a congregation – but in the wrong way – cultivating consumer Christians.38  

 
FRCC has not succumbed to the consumer mall approach to Christianity. However, being 

aware that churches have fallen into this trap in efforts to attract people to the church serves as a 
red flag for us as we develop various programs, activities and services. In all that we do, we need 
to be cognizant of the ways we bring people in and seek to retain them. We are not here to 
provide religious goods, services and activities to suit the likes and dislikes of the religious 
consumer. We need to keep our prime focus on God and growing in our personal relationship 
with Christ and into a more Christ-like life and bringing in other people to do the same. 

 
VI. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF A  
          DISCIPLE-MAKING CHURCH 

 
 Extensive research of over 400 churches suggests a very strong relationship between a 
simple church process and church vitality. In general, churches with a simple process for 
reaching and maturing people are more effective in expanding the Kingdom.39  
 

This is not because such churches have moved away from their doctrine and convictions. 
Sound biblical doctrine is foundational in growing churches. On this, no compromise should be 
permitted. However, in a complex world, people are responding to simple. 
 

 
36 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 295-296 (2006). 
37 Elizabeth Steele, “How Responding to People’s Needs Hurts the Church,” June 9, 2008 (Alban Institute.org.). 
38 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 296 (2006). 
39 Thom S. Rainer and Eric Geiger, Simple Church: Returning to God’s Process for Making Disciples 14 (2006). 
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  The crucial question is how can we most effectively structure what we do to make 
disciples? “Spiritual growth is the process of believers becoming transformed into the image of 
Christ.” To be a simple church, everything a church does must mesh together to engender life 
transformation. Simple churches design and create experiences for spiritual growth. A simple 
church has been defined as 
 

a congregation designed around a straight-forward and 
strategic process that moves people through the stages of 
spiritual growth.40  

 
The process must clear, easy to grasp. The leaders know it and the people understand it. 
Complexity is not welcomed. A multitude of new programs are rejected. The process is tied to 
the purpose of the church. The process moves people. Programs are tools to foster this movement. 
The movement is through stages of spiritual growth, also referred to as stages of discipleship.  

 
Most churches lack a simple discipleship process. They are not structured around 

spiritual formation. Consequently, they are making little impact.  The research is convincing. 
Simple church strategy offers a much greater likelihood of creating an effective church. 

  
To be an effective disciple-making church, we need to create disciple-making 

experiences in three key areas:  
 

1) defining our disciple-making mission with clarity (considered in PART TWO 
below),  

 
2) knowing the content of disciple-making experiences (spiritual disciplines) which 

leads to the accomplishment of the Mission (considered in PART THREE below), 
and     

 
3) understanding the nature of the process (i.e., stages of disciple-making) to     

experience the content of disciple-making (considered in PART FOUR below).  
 

PART FIVE considers program content in the context of the various stages of discipleship. Then 
PART SIX considers recommendations for implementing the vision for disciple-making. 
 
  

 
40 Id. at 60. 
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PART TWO:  
DISCIPLE-MAKING MISSION 

 
 
The first of the three of the principal elements undergirding an effective disciple-making 

church is defining and embracing the mission of the church founded on the two Great 
Commandments and the Great Commission. 

 
 

I. MISSION: ESSENTIAL FOUNDATION  
          OF A DISCIPLE-MAKING CHURCH  

 
A. NEED FOR AND UNDERSTANDING OF FOUNDATIONAL MISSION 
 
 1. Role of Mission 
   

Building lives is what ministry is about. It is what we and our church are called 
to do. Paul said some people are  

 
to be prophets, some to be evangelists, and some to be pastors and 
teachers, to prepare God's people for works of service, so that the 
body of Christ may be built up…. (Ephesians 4:11-12) (emphasis 
supplied)  

 
Building up the body of Christ is an on-going process – one person at a time. “Believers are 
challenged to continue growing in the faith.”41 The role of the church is to partner with God in 
this great building project. 

 
[We] are to build the spiritual house by bringing people into a 
relationship with God. And… [we] are to build the lives of 
individuals by helping them progress in their faith.42  

 
 In order to effectively build the body of Christ, we need to know what this involves. What 
is it that the members of the church individually and collectively as the church need to do? 
Activity with no purpose is nothing more than activity. The adoption and acceptance of the 
purpose or purposes of a church encourages church members with a sense of direction which, in 
turn, generates a driving power and energy. A well defined mission purpose is essential for a 
church to effectively respond to God’s calling. 

 
The number one task of leadership is to clarify and communicate 
the purpose and vision of the church…. A statement of purpose is 
not just a hoped-for target; it is the church’s reason for being and 
the foundation for healthy church programs. When churches stray 

 
41 Rainer and Geiger at 110. 
42 Id. at 110. 
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from being purpose-driven, they slip into becoming centered 
around the problems of people, program and property.43 

 
 2. Distractions  
 
  To be an effective disciple-making church, a church must discern and deal with 
distractions from their foundational purposes. Such distractions commonly found in churches 
leading them astray from the basic mission include problems of people, programs and property. 
 

� People Centered – Many churches are people centered. They reflect the nature of the 
membership model churches considered in PART ONE, I.A. above.  Of course,  
 

[p]eople matter to God, but they're not the first priority of the high-
impact church. The most important question for a church is not, 
What do people want but, What does Christ want to have happen 
in people's lives? Only as Christians claim Christ's purpose for the 
church will ministry be in accord with His will.44 

 
� Program-Centered – Too commonly churches become program centered primarily 

focusing and relying on their activities and traditions. These churches lose their 
relevance as a Christian church in contemporary society. Being focused on their 
programs, they are likely to lack flexibility and ability to adapt to changing cultural 
situations. 
 

To counter program-centered inertia, the question to be 
continually asked “What kinds of programs will best help us 
accomplish Christ's purpose in the lives of our people?”45 
 

� Property-Centered – Since property is a large budget item, not uncommonly churches 
are dominated by property issues consuming much of leadership efforts for fund 
raising. Yes, there are seasons in a church's growth when significant attention must 
be directed at the church facilities, but not at the expense of sidetracking the church 
away from seeking to accomplish its purpose(s).  
 

The most important question concerning property is, “What 
kind of property do we need to facilitate our programs designed to 
carry out Christ’s purposes in people’s lives?... Buildings are tools, 
not temples. They are a means to an end, not an end in themselves.”46   
 

� Problem Centered – It is probably a rare church, if any, that does not encounter people 
problems whether they be conflicts, neediness, leadership failings, etc. People 
problems are inevitable and must be dealt with. However, the focus and energy of the 

 
43 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 119. (1993). 
44 Id. at 120. 
45 Id. at 120. 
46 Id. at 120-21. 
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church must not be diverted from carrying out its purpose(s). “A loss of purpose 
causes a church to lose vitality and often dies.”47 

 
In short, churches which center on people, programs, property and/or problems 

eventually lose their direction, hence their vitality. “The antidote is to remain purpose-centered 
in Christ.”48 (Emphasis supplied.) The number one task of leadership is to [define or redefine,], 
clarify and communicate the purpose and vision of the church.”49  

 
B. CLARITY OF PURPOSE AND PROCESS 

 
Unfortunately, church mission statements often are too clichéd, too ambiguous, too broad 

or too generic to orient a church’s efforts.50 An effective building process is founded on 
blueprints. They show not only what will be built, but also how to build it. A good builder does 
not simply “wing it” Successful builders commence with a clear design. The same is true when 
building spiritual lives. Effective disciple-making requires a clear disciple-making purpose (or 
mission) and a clear process leading toward achieving the purpose. Research demonstrates that 
there is a highly significant relationship between clarity of purpose and the vibrancy of a church.  
 
 “Clarity is the ability of the process to be communicated and understood by the people.”51 
Clarity offers certainty and eliminates confusion. Both the leadership and the people know how 
the church is structured to move people toward spiritual growth. The process (how) is discussed, 
taught and illustrated. Without clarity of purpose and process, commitment wanes. 
Understanding is a condition of commitment. Simple churches articulate a crystal clear process 
which all can grasp. Clarity needs to be articulated and presented with conviction.  

 
Greg Ogden emphasizes that one of the underlying causes of the malaise in today’s 

churches is their failure to discern and communicate a clear path to spiritual maturity. We need 
both a clear destination and a clear path for people to walk in order to understand and pursue the 
implications of discipleship.52 Rick Warren emphasizes that “[i]nstead of growing a church with 
programs, focus on growing people with a process.”53 In one survey, 9 out of 10 believers 
expressed that they would seriously pursue their church’s spiritual path if one were presented to 
them.54 Process is needed to go along with purpose or mission. Clarity of both the purpose and 
the path (process) is essential for effective disciple-making. 

 
A church needs to articulate a mission statement.  The language needs to be biblically 

sound, personally compelling, and clear and concise enough to be understood and remembered.  
The mission statement must be communicated. Print it, preach it, teach it in classes and small 
groups, and make it known in as many forums as possible. The objective is to reach the point 

 
47 Id. at 118. 
48 Id. at 121. 
49 Id. at 119. 
50 “What Difference Do You Want to Make,” Alban Weekly, August 7, 2017. 
51 Thom S. Rainer and Eric Geiger, Simple Church: Returning to God’s Process for Making Disciples 11 (2006). 
52 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship Making Disciples A Few At A Time 52-53 (2003).  
53 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 108 (1995). 
54 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples a Few at a Time 54 (2003). 
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where every regular worship attendee can answer the question, “what is the church trying to do.” 
The mission statement must be embedded in the culture of the church before it will become the 
guiding principle in the church’s and its members’ decisions and actions.55 

 
Unfortunately, too many churches are ambiguous about their ministry purpose and/or the 

process to achieve such purpose either because they don’t have them or because they are 
ambiguously defined. When the purpose and process are not clearly defined, confusion and 
frustration result. Defining the ministry purpose (the what) and process (the how) are essential 
for moving people from salvation to spiritual maturity and significant ministry. People within 
the church need to understand the purpose and the process since they are integral to the 
fulfillment of each. The process is for them. The end result is transformation of their lives.56  

 
 

II. DEFINING MISSION PURPOSE FOR FOX RIVER 
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 

 
The foundation of creating effective disciple-making experiences is a crystal-clear vision 

of what we are about. Clarity requires that we answer two fundamental questions. First, what 
does God want us to become? Second, what do we need to do in order for us to become what 
God is calling us to be?  

 
A. WHAT DOES GOD WANT US TO BECOME?  

 
What results do we seek from our disciple-making efforts? What does God (hence 

presumably us) want to happen in the lives of the people (including ourselves) whom we are 
trying to influence? What does God want us to become? Answering this question offers clarity 
for defining the mission purpose of our church.57  
 
 Some equate the attainment of spiritual maturity with the completion of a plan or a 
program of classes and activities. Classes can be helpful. However, they should not be considered 
the determinants of spiritual growth. They can help people to be better informed about their faith. 
However, they do not automatically lead to spiritual maturity. Skill focused churches concentrate 
on training people to become proficient in certain skills for ministry. Bible knowledge focused 
churches stress biblical literacy. While skills and Bible knowledge are important in a person’s 
spiritual growth, the ultimate purposes are not skills or Bible literacy. But rather, the ultimate 
focus should be on what the person will become58 through life transforming understanding of 
the nature and character of God and our relationship to him. 
 

 
55 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism 30-31 
(2001). 
56 Thom S. Rainer and Eric Geiger, Simple Church: Returning to God’s Process for Making Disciples 111 et seq. 
(2006). 
57 Andy Stanley and Bill Willits, Creating Community: 5 Keys to Building a Small Group Culture 54 (2004). 
58 Id. at 54-56 (2004). 
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 Spiritual formation is “a process through which individuals who have received new life 
take on the character of Jesus Christ by a combination of effort and grace.”59 That is, spiritual 
formation is a process of being conformed to the image of Christ.  
 

Scripture reveals from the very beginning that human wholeness 
is associated with the image of God. We are created in the image 
of God – (Genesis 1:26-27). The New Testament parallel to this is 
that we are to become the likeness of Christ – (Corinthians 3:18).60 

 
 A central theme of one of the most heralded Christians, Dallas Willard, is that a faith in 
Christ must recognize and believe that he knew how to live and that we can become like him 
(transformation) by living our lives around the practices he followed to remain in fellowship 
with the Father. Christ’s life reflects the practice of spiritual disciplines. Hence, spiritual 
disciplines must become the center of our lives. The spirit of the disciplines is simply the love 
of Jesus coupled with the will to become like him. 

 
David Claassen highlighted that Jesus, in his discipleship program, did more than simply 

educate his disciples.  
 
[Jesus] sought to transform them! Discipleship was more than so 
many credit hours of academics. It was a 24-7 process of spiritual 
transformation in which the Twelve were to become like Jesus. …. 
“Believers are to be on a journey that takes them ultimately to 
Jesus Christ and the call to be like Him.” This is what “adult 
education” in the church is to be about: that we might come to 
know Jesus and become like Him. Our “adult education” 
ministries should promote a process of spiritual transformation 
whereby we grow closer to Christ and become more and more like 
Him.61 (Emphasis supplied.) 

 
 Similarly, reflective of Willow Creek Community Church, it is said that 
 

Disciples are not just people with more answers to Bible questions 
or who attend more events or listen to more Christian radio. 
Disciples are people who act like Christ, who are willing to train 
to be like Him, who practice the disciplines of prayer, solitude, 
worship, Bible reading and study, community, and ministry. They 
are lifelong learners and lovers of Christ.62 (Emphasis supplied.) 

 

 
59 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 19 (2006). 
60 M. Robert Mulholland Jr., Initiation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation 16 (1993). 
61 David Claassen, “Great Small Groups: A Primer for Small Group Ministry in the Church,” Congregationalist 3, 
4 (Fall 2005). 
62 Bill Donahue, Leading Life Changing Small Groups 15 (2002). 
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It is God’s plan for those who call upon his name and perceive themselves as being Christ 
followers to become like him in attitude and behavior. “Whoever claims to live in him must live 
like Jesus did.” (1 John 2:6) 
 

The church exists not just to collect followers, but to support them along a growth path 
leading to transformation. Transform people how? What do we want people to become?  In 
short, our purpose as a church is for people to become more like Christ in their thoughts, feelings 
and actions as they live out their faith. Or, as similarly expressed, 
 

“Discipleship is unique conformity—conforming your life to 
Jesus and his way through your unique gifts, passions, abilities, 
and personality.”63 

 
B. WHAT DO WE WANT PEOPLE TO DO?64 
 
 The second fundamental question is what do we want people to do in order to grow more 
Christ-like, i.e., grow as disciples of Christ? This focuses upon the how people are going to reach 
the goals of becoming what we want them to be, i.e., growing into a more Christ-like life. 
Answering this how question requires clarifying our understanding of what it takes to grow 
spiritually. 
 
 Christ answered what it is that demonstrates a growing relationship with God. During his 
ministry, Jesus gathered disciples around him, he talked with them about what it means to be a 
disciple, they prayed together and there was opportunity for Jesus to correct their mistakes and 
teach them even more. In all of this, Jesus sought for his disciples to (a) go deeper into their own 
faith and relationship with God, (b) be a part of a community of faith, (c) grow in their ability to 
serve others, and (d) reach out to unbelievers and doubters, bring them to Christ and into the 
body of the church.  
 

Jesus provides the model for discipleship. He teaches what we are to be about and shows 
us how. In the Great Commandment, we are to love God with all our heart, soul, mind and 
strength. And, we are to love our neighbors as ourselves. (Matthew 22:36-40)65 Such spiritual 
maturity is measured by demonstrative growth in our love for God and others. Thus, spiritual 
growth involves four types of relationships.  

 
(i)  Intimacy with God – Jesus said “Whoever wants to be my disciple must 

deny themselves and take up their cross daily and follow me” (Luke 9:23). 

 
63 Trevor Lee, “Ten Seconds: Five Short and Meaningful Discipleship Definitions,” unique conformity.com. 
64 This section draws primarily on Stanley and Willits, Andy Stanley and Bill Willits, Creating Community: 5 Keys 
to Building a Small Group at 61-67.  
65 The central point of Christianity is loving God with all your heart, soul, mind and strength. This involves 
committing oneself to being loyal to God above all other loyalties, cultivating one’s spiritual life (this needs to be 
worked at), controlling one’s mental diet (we are what we think so control what enters one’s mind), and continue 
loving God to the best of our ability. Lonnie Richardson, “The Mark of a Disciple,” August. 24, 2008 (sermon). 
Lonnie Richardson is the founding and Senior Pastor of Fox River Congregational Church (Pewaukee, Wisconsin). 
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“God desires a special relationship with every woman, man, and child.”66 
He invites us to a personal relationship. He urges us to bring our sin and 
doubts and follow him. “It’s an invitation to a personal relationship with 
an invisible God who revealed himself through his Son, who was a visible 
person: the Lord Jesus Christ.”67 A mark of a maturing follower of Christ 
is the continual pursuit of an intimate relationship with God. This is 
achieved through, among other things, (a) loving worship of God and (b) 
experiencing a personal relationship with God through the learning and 
practice of spiritual disciplines.  

 
(ii) Intimacy in Community with Believers – The second mark of a 

person maturing in his or her faith is regularly and meaningfully 
connecting with other believers. We need each other for mutual 
encouragement, support and accountability.  This happens when 
believers spend time together. In short, share life together. 

 
(iii)  Serving Others – The third mark of growing in one’s faith is 

serving the needs of others.  All are created, loved and valued by 
God. Jesus calls upon each of us to serve both believers and 
unbelievers.68  

 
(iv) Evangelism – The fourth mark of discipleship is partnering with 

God in reaching out to the unbelievers sharing the gospel and 
bringing them to Christ and to be a part of the church body.  

 
In short, the how to grow toward becoming more Christ-like in one’s thoughts, feelings 

and actions is pursuing these four relationships with God, with other believers, with those in 
need, and with those outside the faith.   
 
C. DISCIPLE-MAKING MISSION PURPOSE FOR  
               FOX RIVER CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 
 

Clarity of purpose is the foundation for creating successful disciple-making experiences. 
Our mission needs to reflect both (a) what we want people to become – purpose and (b) what 
they need to do to get there – process.   
 
 1. Foundational Purpose  
 

What does God want us to become? We are called to “go and make disciples….” 
(Matthew 28:19)   We are called to be in the disciple-making business. Christ’s life is the perfect 

 
66 Andy Langford and Mark Ralls, Beginnings: an Introduction to Christian Faith 73 (2003) (a participant’s 
companion). This was God’s intention from the very beginning when he created man and woman in his image and 
sought to walk with Adam and Eve in garden.  (Genesis 3:8-9) 
67 Andy Stanley, Follow 95 (2014) (Participant’s Guide). 
68 E.g., “I tell you the truth, whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers of mine, you did for me.” 
Matthew 25:40. 
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model for all. Christ is not only our Savior, he also is a perfect model for us to follow (i.e., be 
his disciple).   

 
The primary purpose of spiritual life is human transformation – 
real change in the essential nature of the person. God is in the 
business of transforming ordinary people… so that we express his 
character and goodness in our whole being. This is real 
transformation from the inside out – learning to think as Jesus 
would think, to feel what he’d feel, to perceive what he’d perceive, 
and therefore to do what he would do.69 (Emphasis supplied.) 
 

The fundamental mark of ministry success is the transformation of peoples’ character.70 We want 
people to grow toward becoming Fully Devoted Followers of Christ. To do so requires growing 
in the image of Christ, i.e. growing toward a more Christ-like life in thoughts, feelings and 
actions.  

 
Thus, the foundational overriding objective of FRCC is to expand the number of people 

committed to and growing toward living a Christ-like life (discipleship) in thoughts, feelings and 
behavior. The product is transformed lives. The role of each individual is to strive toward a more 
Christ-like life. The role of the church is that “we are in the disciple-development business. The 
product is transformed lives - an expanding body of Christ-like people.”71  

 
 What can we become as a congregation? A group of people 
who are on their way to being more like Jesus. And, if we hold to 
that aspiration, we will be extraordinary.72  
 

 2. Describe Purpose as a Process  
 

The gospel uses the word disciple 233 times and the Book of Acts does so 30 
times. However, the Epistles never use this term, but rather uses the terms saint, servant brother 
and witness.  

 
Saint points to the new character of the disciple – that a disciple 
has a new relationship with God. Brother points to the new 
redeemed communal relationship of discipleship – that a disciple 
has a new a relationship to other, Christians. Servant points to the 
new motivation of discipleship – that a disciple has a new 
motivation to serve to Christ [and in doing so, serve others] instead 
of him or herself. Witness points to the missionary responsibility 
of disciples – that a disciple has a new relationship to the world. 
The shift from the use of the word disciple in the gospel to the 

 
69 John Ortberg, Life You’ve Always Wanted (Participant’s Guide), 23 (2004).   
70 Dallas Willard, Living in Christ’s Presence: Final Words on Heaven and the Kingdom of God 124 (2014). 
71 Jon S. Hanson, Building for the Future of Our Church 27 (2005) (revision of Vision for the Future: Building the 
Foundation of Fox River Community Congregational Church (2003). 
72 Ronald R. Johnson, “What a Congregation can Become,” p.13, The Congregationalist, December 2020. 
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terms saint, brother, servant and witness in the Epistles indicates 
that the early church saw discipleship as a multi-dimensional 
church-based corporate activity.73 
 

As expressed above, as a church, our foundational purpose of disciple-making, i.e., 
growing people toward more Christ-likeness, is expressed in quite general terms. However, to 
effectively move from the fundamental purpose to action needed to achieve that purpose, some 
additional (albeit simple and clear) specificity reflecting the multi-dimensional aspects of God’s 
call, is called for. Clarity of mission is the foundation for creating successful disciple-making 
experiences. However, the mission needs to reflect not only what God wants people to become 
(purpose), it also needs to express what people need to do to get there (process).74  

 
3. Recommended Mission Statement for 

Fox River Congregational Church 
 

Accepting the premise that our mission should encompass both (1) what we want 
people to become (foundational purpose) and (2) what they need to do to get there (process), it 
is here recommended that the following mission statement be adopted by Fox River 
Congregational Church. 

 
MISSION OF FOX RIVER CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 

 
The Mission of Fox River Congregational Church is to fulfill Christ’s 
Great Commandment and Great Commission to encourage, equip and 
support all people in growing toward more Christ-like lives in their 
thoughts, feelings and actions by  

 
� connecting with God in a loving and intimate 

relationship as modeled by Christ, 
 
� connecting with Christian believers through love, 

caring and sharing life together, 
 

� connecting with people through lovingly serving their 
physical, emotional and spiritual needs, and 

 
� connecting with people outside the faith through 

lovingly witnessing the good news of Christ and the 
power of God’s love for all people, leading them to 
accept Christ as Lord and Savior, and bringing them 
into congregational life. 

 

 
73 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 127-28 (1993). 
74 Rainer and Geiger, Simple Church: Returning to God’s Process for Making Disciples 115 (2006). 
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This recommended mission statement includes the process of discipleship to move 
people along the path toward growing toward a more Christ-like life. “It provides clarity to the 
expectations of members through a… [mission] statement. And, it guides members through an 
unambiguous process of discipleship.”75 
 

This expression of our mission essentially reflects an integration of Fox River’s current 
general mission adopted June 22, 2003 as part of our Constitution and the Discipleship Team’s 
Disciple-Making Mission Statement adopted by the Congregation June 14, 2009. These two are 
parallel in content to the recommended mission statement, albeit not necessarily in the manner 
of expression. However, it is important that a church have only one mission statement. To be an 
effective disciple-making church, church leadership, teams and members must focus on one 
mission. Drawing on and interpreting differing language in multiple statements creates confusion 
as to what we are to be about. Different mission statements divert people into different directions. 
Unity, effort and resources become dissipated. Thus, it is critical that Fox River have only one 
mission statement which clearly expresses the overarching theme applicable to all church-wide 
efforts  
 

4. Criteria for Effective Mission Statements 
 
 Evaluating the recommended mission statement by applying criteria for effective 

mission statements provides a solid basis for that being recommended.  
 

 Criteria 1 – Clarity of Mission 

 The foundation of an effective disciple making church is clarity of mission which 
requires both (1) what God/we (the church) want people to become (the purpose) and (2) 
what people need to do to get there (process). To effectively move from the fundamental 
purpose to action needed to achieve that purpose, some specificity (albeit simple and 
clear) reflecting the multi-dimensional aspects of God’s call is necessary.  

 Criteria 2 – Clarity of Purpose  

 Clarity of purpose is the foundation for creating successful disciple-making 
experiences. The primary/fundamental purpose expresses that which overarches all other 
goals or mandates of the ministry. It is the predominate thrust that should direct all that 
we do. The language “to encourage, equip and support people in growing toward more 
Christ-like lives in their thoughts, feelings and actions” offers a very simple, concise, 
straight forward fundamental expression of purpose.  

Criteria 3 – Clarity of Process: Provide a Guide as to What Needs to be Done 

While the fundamental purpose very briefly encapsulates what we are to be about, 
by itself it so general that it fails to communicate sufficient specificity as to what we 
actually need to do to achieve the fundamental purpose.  An effective mission statement 
needs to be specific enough to focus on the areas that will make the most difference for 
Jesus' sake in our world. The recommended language, centering on “connecting” in four 

 
75 Thom S. Rainer, Who Stole My Pulpit? Leading Change in the Church 73 (2016). 
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relationships (with God, with other believers, with people through serving and with those 
outside the faith) well serves setting forth the process for achieving the fundamental 
purpose. It provides clear guidance, which is not subject to widely diverse and perhaps 
contradictory or ineffective interpretations as to what should be done to foster achieving 
the fundamental purpose. The process of growing in one’s discipleship is the pursuit of 
these four relationships. These are the marks of discipleship which evidence growing 
toward a more Christ-like life.  
 

By proclaiming our mission as an integration of our foundational purpose and the 
process to be followed to achieve that purpose, clarity is enhanced. The key in effective 
disciple-making is defining the church’s mission the in terms of process.76 The mission 
expressed above does this.  

 
 Criteria 4 – Be Simple and Clear so as to Be Easily Understood 
                                and Transferable to Others  
 

FRCC is in the disciple-making business. We seek to grow and expand the body 
of people progressing to becoming Fully Devoted Followers of Christ by helping them 
grow toward a more Christ like in their thoughts feeling and actions. Our product is 
transformed lives. The recommended disciple-making Mission Statement well 
encapsulates what we are trying to achieve (purpose) and the process for doing so. The 
mission for a church needs to be crystal clear as to both what the church collectively and 
the individual members of the church are to do. The recommended Mission Statement 
makes clear that the church is to encourage, equip and support people in growing toward 
more Christ-like lives and individuals are to do so by pursuing connecting in the four 
crucial relationships.  

 
And, the recommended mission statement is in simple, clear and understandable 

language free from theological or doctrinal jargon. The words used are simple and 
straight-forward. It does so with clarity.  

Furthermore, while lacking meaningful specificity, in appropriate situations, the 
mission can be very briefly expressed. That is,  
 

The mission of our church is to encourage, equip and support 
people to grow toward more Christ-like lives by lovingly 
connecting with God, with believers by sharing life together, with 
others through serving, and people outside the faith.  

 
Here a key theme is getting connected. This short hand expression of mission is clear, 
easy to remember, simply express and communicate to others.  
 
Criteria 5 – Be Measurable (which requires a certain degree of specificity) 
                    so that the degree of achievement of purposes can be evaluated 

 
76 Thom S. Rainer and Eric Geiger, Simple Church: Returning to God’s Process for Making Disciples 115 (2006). 
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 By including in the mission statement some specificity, we not only provide clear 
direction as to what we are supposed to do, it also enhances our ability to measure and 
evaluate what we do. 

 
 Criteria 6 – Be Brief Enough to Be Remembered, yet Long Enough to Be Complete 

 
 An oft heard view is that a mission statement should be brief.  Although not overly 
long, it is not suggested here that the recommended mission statement is the epitome of 
brevity. However, brief generalities are ambiguous and subject to widely varying 
interpretations. They provide little guidance and offer little basis for evaluation. The quest 
for brevity should not trump effectiveness. In considering how brief should our Mission 
Statement be, let us remember the often-repeated statement by our Senior Pastor Lonnie 
Richardson “let's not succumb to ineffectual wandering generalities in lieu of meaningful 
specifics.” The recommended Mission Statement provides the essential meaningful 
specifics to better enable people to grow toward more Christ-like lives.  
 
 Although the above recommended mission statement is not a pithy one sentence 
statement, it is not overly long. It might be noted that the recommended Mission 
Statement uses virtually the same number of words as our current Mission Statement. If 
our sole focus is on brevity, we need to eliminate our current statement and come up with 
something else. 
 
 The recommended Mission Statement is quite susceptible to memory. Virtually 
all, if not all, members of our church can recite the Lord’s Prayer with no trouble. It is 
length is 60% of that of the recommended Mission Statement and is substantially longer 
than a pithy mission statement some would advocate. Also, the recommended Mission 
Statement is substantially shorter than the Christmas carol Silent Night which a lot of 
people have had little trouble learning.   

 Furthermore, the recommended mission statement is more susceptible to being 
memorized than our current statement because it can be readily summarized in a 
shorthand version: i.e., the mission of our church is to encourage, equip and support 
people to grow toward more Christ-like lives by connecting with God, Christian 
believers, all people through serving, and people outside the faith. The key theme is clear. 
i.e., getting connected in four relationships This short hand expression of mission is clear, 
easy to remember, and simple to state. This, in turn, provides an easy bridge to, learning 
the full statement to incorporate the needed specificity for better understanding and 
commitment. 

 Thus, being susceptible to memory is not the problem. To the extent there is a 
problem, it the un willingness of a person to memorize.  Most people in our church 
probably can’t recite our current mission statement nor the covenant. The lack of one 
sentence brevity in the recommended statement, as is true with the current statement, is 
not the problem. The solution is for the church is to inculcate the mission statement (and 
covenant) into the culture of the church through repeated emphasis and usage. There is 
no need for ultra-brevity to trump effectiveness.  
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 In short, the recommended mission statement matches up well with the criteria for an 
effective mission statement.  
 
D. COVENANT 

 
FRCC is a Congregational church. A foundational element of the Congregational Way is 

the concept of covenant. In general, covenant signifies a relationship based on commitment, 
which includes both promises and obligations and possesses the quality of reliability and du-
rability. A covenant is a formal agreement between two parties with each assuming some 
obligation, e.g., between a husband and wife. Or, a covenant also might be imposed by a greater 
power upon a lesser one. A covenant is a solemn promise. The greater power demands loyalty 
and obligates itself to the protection of the lesser one.77  The covenants between God and people 
are covenants of divine favor or grace. They express God’s gracious commitment and 
faithfulness and thus establish a continuing relationship.78 

 
A Congregational church is a “covenanted body of gathered believers.” In this church 

context, the concept of covenant is understood from a biblical perspective. In the Bible, 
whenever God interacted with humanity, he did so through a covenant, i.e., a sacred promise. He 
made a sacred promise to Noah, to Abraham, to the nation of Israel at Mt. Sinai and initiated a 
new covenant with all humanity in the person of Jesus. Our Congregationalist forefathers 
recognized that God does interact with humanity through covenants and that we should interact 
with both him and with each other in a like manner. Congregational churches are founded on the 
concept of covenant. When we covenant, it is a sacred promise with God and each other.79 
Owning our Covenant here at FRCC includes confirming acceptance of Christ as Lord and 
Savior.  

 
In the tradition of Congregational churches and here at FRCC, owning/committing to the 

church’s covenant is a condition of church membership.  It is a solemn/sacred agreement, a 
binding promise, on our part in establishing a relationship with God and relationship with one 
another which includes (i) a statement of purpose and (ii) how we are to grow and help others 
grow toward a more Christ-like life.80  

 
 It is recommended here that our current church covenant be replaced by the proposed 
covenant below.  

 
 

 
77 Harper’s Bible Dictionary 191 (1985). 
78 The Oxford Companion to the Bible 138 (1993). 
79 Bruce Pratt, “Covenants, Covenants, Everywhere Covenants,” The Congregationalist, pp.11, 12, February/March 
2003. 
80 “Introduction to Scripture & Theology,” Congregational Leadership and Wisconsin Congregational Leadership 
and Lay  Program, September 25, 2010 led by Doug Gray (drawn from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson). 
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COVENANT OF MEMMBERSHIP   

OF FOX RIVER CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 
 
As a follower of Jesus Christ, the Son of God and my Lord and Savior, I covenant 
with God and other members of our church to personally commit to creating an 
environment for richer communion with God and to 

 
OWN the Mission of our Church  
 
GROW toward a more Christ-like life by seeking to  
 

connect with God in a loving and intimate relationship as modeled 
by Christ, 
 
connect with Christian believers through love, caring and sharing 
life together, 
 
connect with all people through lovingly serving their physical, 
emotional and spiritual needs, and 
 
connect with people outside the faith through lovingly witnessing 
the good news of Christ and the power of God’s love for all people, 
leading them to accept Christ as Lord and Savior, and bringing 
them into congregational life. 

 
DEDICATE time, talent, and treasure to the service of God  
 
ABIDE in the Congregational Way as understood and embraced by our 
fellowship 

 
Although first impression of the language might suggest that owning the mission of the 

church and repeating the elements of the mission in growing toward a more Christ-like life are 
unnecessarily duplicative, but they are not. Owning the mission of the church commits the person 
to support the church’s efforts in making-disciples, but does not commit the person individually 
do so.  It is critical that the individual church member commit personally to growing toward a 
more Christ-like life. 

 
A covenant is a solemn agreement or binding promise establishing a relationship which 

includes (i) a statement of purpose and (ii) how the parties to the relationship are to proceed.81 
The recommended covenant, as does the recommended Mission Statement, clearly does both. 

 

 
81 “Introduction To Scripture & Theology,” Congregational Leadership and Lay Training Program, September 25, 
2010 led by Rev. Doug Gray (Notes from Session #1 prepared by Jon S. Hanson. 
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Although the recommended revised and current covenants cover much of the same 
substance, the language and manner of expression of the revised version directly ties into the 
recommended new mission statement. Not only is it crucial that a church have only one mission 
statement, it is equally critical that the church membership covenant closely parallels the mission 
statement. Drawing on and interpreting differing language in multiple statements creates 
confusion as to what we are to be about. Different language diverts people into different 
directions. Unity, effort and resources become dissipated. Thus, it is critical that Fox River 
covenant expression directly and clearly correspond to our church’s mission statement.  

 
Furthermore, the recommended Covenant expresses “I” commit in lieu of the more 

amorphous, “we” commit which is a bit weaker in terms of an individual making a personal 
commitment. Although the “we” continues to be embraced within the meaning of the covenant 
statement. when the individual expresses “I covenant,” he or she makes the covenant his or her 
personal mission statement. 

 
 
III. RESPONSIBILITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL CHRISTIAN  

TO GROW AS A DISCIPLE  
 

For a person to embark upon and grow as a disciple, he or she one needs to 
understand God’s call upon him or her, be able to express it and be committed in his or her efforts 
in striving to meet the call in his or her daily living. It is incumbent on the church to offer clarity 
in vision of what this is all about. The foundation for this clarity is offered in the recommended 
Mission Statement for FRCC. 

 
If we are to be an effective disciple-making church, we need to move people beyond the 

too often held limited view and practice of what being a Christian is all about. This is essential 
from the perspective of our church as a whole as it pursues its mission and it essential from the 
perspective of each individual in our church progressing in his or her Walk with Christ. If the 
fundamental role of our church is making and growing disciples, in order to do so, it is imperative 
to motivate people to commit to discipleship. In turn, this requires a basic understanding of God’s 
call, i.e., what is discipleship and then individual’s personal commitment to grow in his or her 
following Christ. “This commitment to follow Jesus Christ is what it means to describe ourselves 
as Christians.”82 
 
A. WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A DISCIPLE? 

 
1. Understanding God’s Call: “Follow Me” and Transformation 

 
  In very clear language, “Jesus said to his disciples, ‘Whoever wants to be my 
disciple must deny themselves and take up their cross and follow me.” (Matthew 16:24)  
 

 
82 Andy Langford and Mark Ralls, Beginnings: An Introduction to Christian Faith 23 (2003) (a participant’s 
companion). . 
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The most urgent call upon God’s people is to live as 
followers of Jesus. The most indicting critique is a simple 
failure to do so.  
 
It all turns… on our response to Jesus’ two words: ‘Follow 
Me.’ This is the primary call of God that creates and 
defines the church.83 

 
 The word disciple, translated from the Greek word, means a learner and a follower who 
is usually committed to a significant master or teacher. He or she wants to know more about the 
teachings and way of life of a particular person. He or she also wants to follow and become more 
like that person.  
 

A Christian disciple is one who wants to learn more about Jesus so that he or she can 
follow and become more like Jesus. Becoming a follower of Christ, i.e., discipleship, is an on-
going journey of discerning and living out God’s call to be the persons God created us to be.  

 
The adventure with God is not a destination but a journey. 
Beginning the journey is like a wedding that takes place at a 
definable time; but the journey itself is like a marriage – it takes 
time to know and understand each other.84 

 
We never reach the point at which we have learned all that we need to know about following 
Jesus. That will only occur in eternity.85 

 
 To be a disciple involves much more than simply accepting 
a certain set of beliefs, attending worship services, providing some 
financial contribution to the church’s ministries and leading a 
decent life. The key to discipleship is transformation. We seek to 
be transformed into a more Christ-like life. This is not only a 
matter of the mind; it is also a matter of the heart. To become more 
like Christ, we need to do and to lead. Christ followers are leaders 
as well as followers. Discipleship is an approach to life from the 
perspective of God’s call and mission. Being a follower of Christ 
means active participation in God’s mission rather than passive 
inaction. It involves challenge and growth.86 

 
Thus, there is more to being a Christian than simply accepting Christ, expressing certain 

beliefs and perhaps attending church worship services on occasion.  
 

 

 
83 Mark Labberton, Called: The Crisis and Promise of Following Jesus Today (2014) (preface). 
84 Ben Campbell as quoted in Andy Langford and Mark Ralls, Beginnings: an Introduction to Christian Faith 10 
(2003) (a participant’s companion). 
85 Jeffrey D. Jones, Traveling Together: a Guide for Disciple-Forming Congregations 40-42 (2006). 
86 Fox River Congregational Church, Minutes of Task Force on Disciple-Making, October, 23, 2008, p.1.  
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Christianity is not just about what we believe. It is also  
about how we behave.87 

 
Christ calls upon us to follow him. When Jesus said, “Whoever wants to be my disciple must 
deny themselves and take up their cross daily and follow me.” (Luke 9:23), he set the standard 
for all who name him as savior. There is a gap between identifying oneself as a Christian and 
being appreciably affected by the gospel.88 As evidenced by Paul, believers are expected to grow 
toward spiritual maturity (1 Corinthians 3:1-3). “Christianity is a way of life that results from 
believing in and following Jesus Christ.”89 
 
 Bill Hybels (founder and former senior pastor of Willow Creek Community Church) 
emphasizes that acceptance of Christ and conversion doesn’t mean that the game is over. Instead, 
salvation gets people into the game so that the Holy Spirit can work on people and enable them 
to draw near to Christ. Once one has crossed over the bridge of accepting Christ, what will 
happen between then and the final day? What is a person saved for? If God has no purpose for a 
person’s life, he could have simply sent him or her by Federal Express straight to heaven. 
However, God does have purposes for each of us including growing toward the image of Christ, 
living in biblical community with others, serving others, and reaching out to others so as to build 
his church.90  
 

Similarly, Dallas Willard has issued a clarion call against the belief held in many 
churches that becoming a disciple of Christ is optional. Although accepting Christ as savior and 
affirming certain beliefs are essential to being a Christian, they alone are insufficient and only 
partially fulfill the teachings of scripture and the commands of Christ. There is nothing in 
scripture that teaches that being forgiven and saved is all that there is to being a Christian. 
Instead, Christians need to undergo a profound transformation in their character toward 
becoming more Christ-like. Spiritual formation is the process of transforming a person into 
Christlikeness. This requires learning and practicing spiritual disciplines. Although one cannot 
earn salvation, in granting grace, God does anticipate effort.91  

 
 In short, a disciple is one who follows Christ. This embraces a committed life long 
journey of learning, experiencing and acting. “Discipleship is not a destination but a journey. 
The process is lifelong….”92 Being a disciple depends upon our response to God. How we 
choose to live our lives determines whether or not we are disciples. If we choose to approach 
life’s decisions from the perspective of God’s call and involvement in God’s mission, we are 
disciples even if we fall short in living out our discipleship. Our faith perspective shapes our 
decision making and performance. Our response to God’s call comes both in thoughts, feelings 
and actions. It is the response that makes us disciples.93 The response is to follow Christ by 

 
87 John Stott, Basic Christianity 15 (1958). 
88 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 36 (1993). 
89 Timothy Larsen, “What Is Christianity?” Theology Questions Everyone Asks: Christian Faith in Plain in 
Language 17 (2014) (edited by Gary M. Burge and David Lauber).  
90 Bill Hybels, “Defining Moments,” Willow Creek Association Audio Journal for Church Leaders (2008). Bill. 
91 Dallas Willard, The Great Omission: Reclaiming Jesus’ Essential Teaching on Discipleship (2006) (book reviews 
by Paul M. Dubuc appearing in amazon.com).   
92 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 310 (2006). 
93 Jeffrey D. Jones, Traveling Together: a Guide for Disciple-Forming Congregations 44 (2006). 
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becoming more like him in words, thoughts, feelings and actions. This is the essence of 
discipleship.  
 

The process and product of Christian discipleship is transformation. For Paul, the fully 
devoted disciple is a person who has matured to reflect the character of Christ in his or her life.94 
Spiritual formation is the movement we experience from the persons that we are, changing by 
degree, to becoming persons more in the image of Christ.95 Transformation is the process through 
which individuals take on the character of Jesus by a combination of personal effort and God’s 
grace. Personal effort involves commitment to learning, understanding and practicing spiritual 
disciplines such as worship, prayer, scripture, Christian fellowship, etc. Spiritual disciplines are 
the intentional practices, relationships; and experiences which give people space from other 
demands of life so as to be better able to keep company with God. The exercise of spiritual 
disciplines places people where God is most likely to exercise his transforming power. 
Transformation comes from intentional effort to cultivate the kind of life in which God can bring 
change through the Holy Spirit to generate a Christ-like character in each of us.96  

 
Growing toward becoming more Christ-like in our thoughts, feelings and actions and 

following Christ is the responsibility of all who profess to be Christians. This is the core of 
discipleship. Following Christ is the responsibility of all of those persons who profess to be 
Christians.  

 
2. Being a Christian without Being a Disciple? 

 
The question has been posed can one be a Christian without being a disciple. 

What does it mean to be a Christian? What does it mean to be a disciple?  
 
Some people consider themselves Christians either because they were born into a family 

that termed itself Christian or because they attend church once in a while. However, this does 
not make one a Christian. One could be born in a garage, but that does not make him or her a 
car. One does not inherit Christianity.97 A distinguishing characteristic of these people is that 
God makes little or no difference in their lives.98 “[However,] Christianity is more than doctrine 
or theology, and even more than prayer.… [But rather,] it is the daily effort to live one’s faith in 
every time and place.”99 Christianity has been defined as  

 
a way of life that results from believing in and following Jesus 
Christ. …Christians are those who believe in Jesus Christ and 
follow him at whatever the cost.100  

 
 

94 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples a Few at a Time 105 (2003).  
95 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 188 (2006). 
96 “Discipleship and Formation,” Leadership and  Lay Minister Training Program, March, 2012 (from notes 
prepared by Jon S. Hanson). 
97 Lonnie Richardson, “The Christian,” Nov. 2, 2008 (sermon).  
98 Dinesh D’Souza, What’s So Great about Christianity 2 (2007). 
99 William R. Cook, “The Lives of Great Christians,” The Great Courses. 
100 Timothy Larsen, “What Is Christianity?” Theology Questions Everyone Asks: Christian Faith in Plain 
Language, 17,18 (2014) (edited by Gary M. Burge and David Lauber).  
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Thus, there is a body of authority which holds that one is not a Christian if one does not seek to 
follow Christ, i.e., grow more Christ-like.  
 

This perspective derives from the fact that Jesus set in motion the vision of finding and 
training people to become like the original 11 disciples. This is a lifelong experience during 
which imperfect people are shaped into Christ’s likeness – people who progress though not 
achieving perfection. At the point of salvation, when a person decides to accept Christ as Lord 
and Savior, his or her journey should not cease. Instead, he or she should strive to progress 
through spiritual childhood, adolescence and adulthood in his or her spiritual growth. By 
attempting to do so, a person evidences his or her desire to please God.101 As noted previously, 
the product and process of Christian discipleship is transformation. Spiritual formation or 
spiritual transformation is the movement we experience from the persons that we are, changing 
by degree, to becoming persons more in the image of Christ.102 
 

We should not succumb to the erroneous teachings of the gospel that equates faith to 
simply agreeing with of a set of religious facts or beliefs. Belief in Christ has little meaning if 
we don’t follow him. Believing without discipleship is simply to agree to a set of facts about a 
religious figure.103 When Jesus commanded “make disciples” (Matthew 28:19), he wasn’t 
focusing only on converting people to believing in Christ. He wants his followers to submit to 
his teachings and his way. The earliest Christian believers were referred to as belonging to “the 
Way.” (Acts 9:2) They understood that the Christian faith was a way of life as well as a set of 
beliefs.104 When a person chooses to follow Christ, the goal is spiritual formation leading to 
transformation to a more Christ-like life. This is for all Christians, not just religious or church 
leaders.105 This is not earning salvation, it reflects salvation.106 
 
 The Bible does not sanction the belief that it is fine to simply be a causal Christian who 
professes faith in Christ and accepts the gift of salvation without continuing to become a follower 
or disciple of Christ. Some people believe that one cannot be a Christian without being a disciple. 
Faith modeled and taught by Jesus requires more than mere agreement with religious truth. It 
requires commitment to follow Christ daily.  Following Christ is the centerpiece of the Christian 
experience.107 Dietrich Bonhoeffer said, “Christianity without discipleship is always Christianity 
without Christ.”108 You can't have one without the other. It is said, that the distinction between 
being a Christian and being a disciple lacks biblical basis.109 
 
 However, the belief that one cannot be a Christian without being a disciple is not accepted 
by all. Many churches hold the view that one can be a Christian without being a disciple – 
sometimes referred to as non-discipleship Christianity. That is, one can be a Christian without a 

 
101 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 33 (2006). 
102 Id. at 188. 
103 Id. at 43 
104 Keith L. Johnson, “What Is Salvation?”  Theology Questions Everyone Asks: Christian Faith in Plain Language 
113 (2014) (edited by Gary M. Burge and David Lauber).  
105Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 39 (2006).  
106 Id.  at 43-44. 
107 Id. at 47. 
108 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship (1937) as quoted in Hull at 47. 
109 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 33 (2006). 
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sincere effort to obey and follow Christ. Here, the emphasize is on grace in the context of 
conversion, rather than upon the whole journey of life.110 A Christian is any person who by faith 
accepts Christ as savior, receives eternal life, and is secure in the family of God. (Being a 
Christian only in this sense has been referred to as “cheap grace.”111) From this perspective, a 
disciple is perceived as a more serious Christian who actively practices spiritual disciplines, 
engages in evangelism and trains others to be disciples.112  
 

Christ calls upon us to follow him. As previously noted, when Jesus said, “If anyone 
would come after me, he must deny himself and take up his cross daily and follow me.” (Luke 
9:23) He set the standard for all who name him as savior. Paul scolded believers for not growing 
to maturity. (1 Corinthians 3:1-3) In short, all too many Christians fail to live up to the biblical 
expectations of being a disciple. 
 

Timothy Larsen, in addressing the question of what is Christianity, defines Christianity 
“as a way of life that results from believing in and following Jesus Christ.”113 The question 
should not be what is minimum one has to believe and do to be a Christian. But rather, at 
whatever stage one is at in his or her spiritual life, a Christian is one asking what is God 
commanding him or her to believe and do and then responding by believing and doing it as well 
as calling others to do the same.114  

 
 Reverend Lonnie Richardson of our church maintains that we are not Christians because 
of what we do, but because of what Christ did. When we accept what Christ did, we become 
Christian. We don’t earn our Christianity by what we do. Reverend Timothy Keller expresses it 
this way. 
 

We hold to the classic teaching about the nature of the gospel: to 
be a Christian is to be united with Christ by faith so that the merits 
of his saving work become ours and his Spirit enters us and begins 
to change us into Christ’s likeness. You either are a Christian or 
you are not—you either are united to him by faith or you are not—
because being a Christian is, first of all, a “standing” with God.115 
 

 
110 Id. at 41-42. 
111 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 54 (rev. ed. 1988). Foster is a Christian 
theologian, author in the Quaker tradition, a professor of theology at Friends University and pastor of Evangelical 
Friends churches. 
112 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 33 (2006). 
113 Timothy Larsen, “What Is Christianity?” Theology Questions Everyone Asks: Christian Faith in Plain Language 
17 (2014) (edited by Gary M. Burge and David Lauber). 
114 Id, at 18-19. 
115Tim Keller, “Turning Laypeople into Lay Ministers, OutreachMagazine.com, October 8, 2012.  
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Once we accept Christ, we are Christian which, in turn, opens the door to growing into becoming 
a disciple.116 “A Christian is a person in whom Christ dwells.”117 In fact, most Christians 
entertain thoughts and engage in actions reflecting discipleship even though they don’t think in 
those terms.  
 
 It is not the purpose of this discussion to resolve the issue whether one can be a Christian 
without being a disciple (i.e., without attempting to follow Christ). But rather, the purpose here 
is to highlight that there is more to being a Christian than simply accepting Christ, expressing 
certain beliefs and perhaps attending church worship services on occasion. This is strongly 
suggested by the mere fact that the “word “Christian” is listed only three times in the New 
Testament, while the word “disciple” is mentioned over 300 times. Clearly, discipleship is a big 
deal.”118  
 
 Regardless of whether or not one concludes that a person can be appropriately termed a 
Christian without also seeking to be a disciple, we need to recapture the biblical expectation 
defined by Jesus when he called upon us to follow him.119 It has been said that the difference 
between a Christian and a follower of Christ (disciple) is commitment. The Bible does not 
distinguish between ordinary and extraordinary followers. Instead, there are Christians who do 
and those who do not sincerely try to live up to expectations. A church seeking to enhance its 
effectiveness as a disciple-making church cannot accept non-discipleship Christians as the norm. 
Effort to grow as a disciple needs to be the expectation and goal for each and every individual.  
 
B. SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES: UNDERSTANDING  
               WHAT GROWING AS A DISCIPLE INVOLVES    
 
 To grow toward becoming more Christ-like in thoughts, feelings and actions, both 
individually and collectively as a church, we need to understand what growing as a disciple 
involves. What are the marks of discipleship? 
 
 1. Vision of Growing 
   

When asked what is the greatest commandment, Jesus responded “Love the Lord 
your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind. This is the first and 
greatest commandment. And the second is like it: Love your neighbor as yourself. – (Matthew 
22:37-39). And, as expressed in 1John 4:11, "Since God so loved us, we also ought to love one 

 
116 Fox River Congregational Church, Minutes of Task Force on Disciple-Making, October. 23, 2008, p.2.  
 

“Some Christians today still suggest things like this. They believe that church attendance, regular 
Bible study, the right kind of worship, or even believing the right doctrines are requirements for 
being one of God’s own children. But this is simply not the case, While each of those things is 
certainly important and also beneficial for a growing faith, they are not re requirements. Rather 
they are the results of a growing faith – the fruit produced by faith.” 

 
Comments on Galatians 1:6-9, The  Study Bible: Arranged in 365 Daily Readings (NLT) 968 (2nd ed. 2011).   
117 Lonnie Richardson, “The Christian,” November 2, 2008 (sermon).  
118 Christy Heitger-Ewing, “Disciples Making Disciples: First Baptist Raytown,” OutreachMagazine.com, October 
13, 2015. 
119 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples a Few at a Time 49 (2003).  
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another." All people “have value because they are made in the image of God. Therefore, they are 
to be loved even at great cost.”120 

 
Life is about learning to love. The primary purpose in life is not acquiring possessions, 

achieving success or status, or even experiencing happiness. These are secondary issues. The 
essence of life centers on love and developing relationships with God and other people. Learning 
about and practicing love is life's most important lesson. As Jesus said this is the greatest 
commandment.  Nothing else comes close in importance.121  

 
Such spiritual maturity is measured by demonstrated growth in our love for God and 

others. However, such love does not come easily. Human nature tends to focus on one’s own 
self-interest first. Real love places the needs of others before one’s own. It involves giving to 
another without any requiring or expectation of getting something in return. It involves giving 
others what they need not conditioned by what they deserve.  

 
In his classic definition of love, Paul said 

 
Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it 
is not proud. It does not dishonor others, it is not self-seeking, it is 
not easily angered, it keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not 
delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. It always protects, always 
trusts, always hopes, always perseveres, (1 Corinthians 13:4-7) 
 

While love may create intense feelings, love is not a feeling. Love is a choice, an action, 
a way of behaving, a commitment. Love sacrifices for others.122 To grow as followers of Christ 
to be more Christ like in our thoughts, feelings and actions,  

 
we must learn to love. It isn't easy. Real love takes knowledge, 
God's grace, and lots of practice. We must retrain ourselves to 
think and act in loving ways.123 

 
In doing so, as Paul says, “Let love be your highest goal” (1 Corinthians 14:1) 
 

In addition to repeatedly clarifying the fundamental understanding of discipleship as 
God’s call for us to grow toward more Christ-like in our thoughts, feelings and actions, a church 
needs offer a clearer awareness of the parameters and expectations for growing as a follower of 
Christ. What is it that Christ (and we as a church) want people (including ourselves) to do in 
order to grow in becoming disciples of Christ? What does it take to grow spiritually? 
 

 
120 Francis A. Schaeffer, The Mark of a Christian 16 (1970). 
121 Rick Warren, 40 Days of Community: 40 Days of Community Devotional: What on Earth Are We Here For? 12 
(2012). 
122 Rick Warren, 40 Days of Community: 40 Days of Community Devotional: What on Earth Are We Here For?  13 
(2012). 
123 Rick Warren, 40 Days of Community: 40 Days of Community Devotional: What on Earth Are We Here For? 13 
(2012). 
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Spiritual growth involves four types of relationships. FRCC took a fundamentally 
important step forward when the congregation adopted our Disciple-Making Mission Statement 
explicitly setting forth the foundational basis for FRCC’s efforts to grow disciples. Building on 
this and the current general mission statement, the recommended mission of the Fox River 
clearly and explicitly embraces the pursuit of the four critical loving relationships, (1) intimacy 
with God, (2) intimacy in community with fellow believers, (3) impacting persons both inside 
and outside our fellowship through caring for their needs, and (4) witnessing to those outside the 
faith (unbelievers, doubters and the unchurched) to bring them to Christ.  

 
Connecting in these relationships evidences growth toward a more Christ-like life. It is 

through the pursuit of these relationships that we open ourselves up to God and place ourselves 
in situations where God is most likely to transform us into the image of Christ thereby becoming 
people that God intends us to be. In short, this vision can be briefly expressed as getting 
connected with God, with believers, with both believers and others through serving, and with the 
people outside the faith. This affords a simple, clear vision as to what being a disciple and 
disciple-making is about. This discipleship making mission can create a deep sense of shared 
purpose and direction in growing toward a Christ-like life founded on God’s Great 
Commandment to love God and others. 

 
2. Spiritual Disciplines: Overview 
 
 a. Growing Towards Spiritual Maturity  
 

Throughout its history the Christian faith has regarded a specific 
collection of spiritual practices, or disciplines, as essential for growth toward Christlikeness. 
These ancient practices emerge from the pages of scripture. They do not equal spiritual growth 
any more than the core beliefs do. However, they do assist us getting into the workroom of the 
Holy Spirit, where God may transform us.124  

 
There are people who have attended church for years but have not yet experienced a 

significant life-change. However,  “we can’t follow Jesus and stay the same.”125  
 

Authentic transformation is possible if we are willing…to arrange 
our lives around the kind of practices and life Jesus led to be 
constantly receiving power and love from the father.126 

 
Transformation comes from intentional effort to cultivate the kind of life in which God can bring 
change. This involves getting space away from everyday demands of life and purposefully 
keeping company with God. Spiritual disciplines are practices and activities of spiritual devotion 
that turn attention away from one’s own purposes and desires to a desire for the purposes of 

 
124 Randy Frazee, The Connecting Church: Beyond Small Groups to Community 58 (2001). 
125 Perry Noble, “Take Your Next Step with God,” OutreachMagazine.com, September 9, 2012. 
126 Dallas Willard, Living in Christ’s Presence: Final Words on Heaven and the Kingdom of God 42 (2014). 
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God.127 One needs to train himself or herself in the practices for growing in the likeness of Christ. 
These practices have historically been referred to as spiritual disciplines.128  

 
At the outset it is important to disabuse people of some negative notions which deter 

them from engaging in spiritual disciplines. Perhaps most important and common is the sense 
that spiritual disciplines are beyond the realm of ordinary people. Furthermore, don’t they kill 
joy in one’s life. However, in his classic work Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual 
Growth, Richard Foster emphasized that  

 
[w]e must not be led to believe that the Disciplines are only for 
spiritual giants and hence beyond our reach, or only for 
contemplatives who devote all their time to prayer and meditation. 
Far from it. God intends the disciplines of the spiritual life to be 
for ordinary human beings; people who have jobs, who care for 
children, who wash dishes and mow lawns.  In fact, the Disciplines 
are best exercised in the midst of our relationships with our 
husband or wife, our brothers and sisters, our friends and 
neighbors.129 
 

 Another negative notion of stemming from the term discipline is that it will 
involve drudgery and boredom.  

 
Neither should we think of the spiritual Disciplines as 

some dull drudgery aimed at exterminating laughter from the face 
of the earth. Joy is the keynote of all the disciplines. The purpose 
of the Disciplines is liberation from the stifling slavery to self-
interest and fear. When the inner spirit is liberated from all that 
weighs it down, it can hardly be described as dull drudgery. 
Singing, dancing, even shouting characterize the Disciplines of the 
spiritual life.130 

 
 The term discipline also may connote something that one just does not want to 
do. However, one’s attitude toward discipline depends upon what one is training for. 
“Significant transformation involves training for something.  …Spiritual disciplines are 
training exercises to give us power to live in the kingdom.” When one understands that 
he or she is training for a life of love and joy in the kingdom, a spiritual discipline moves 
to a much more positive frame of reference.131   
 

Spiritual formation stems from constant practice and use of spiritual disciplines. This 
involves commitment to learning, understanding and practicing spiritual disciplines such as, 

 
127 “Spiritual Formation: The Great Adventure,” Wisconsin Congregational Leadership and Lay Ministry Training  
Program, March 26, 2011 (led by Stu Merkel). 
128 Lonnie Richardson, “Beyond Life as Usual – Enough: The Life-as-Usual Revolt,” February 10, 2008 (sermon). 
129 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 1 (rev. ed. 1988). 
130 Id. at 2. 
131 Dallas Willard, Living in Christ’s Presence: Final Words on Heaven and the Kingdom of God 140,141 (2014). 
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prayer, scripture, worship. Christian fellowship, serving, witnessing, etc. Spiritual disciplines 
are the intentional practices, relationships and experiences which give people space from other 
demands of life to be better able to keep company with God. The exercise of spiritual disciplines 
places people where God is most likely to exercise his transforming power. Transformation 
comes from intentional effort to cultivate the kind of life in which God can bring change through 
the Holy Spirit to generate a Christ-like character in each of us.  

 
Spiritual discipline involves repetition which requires discipline. Actual transformation 

requires time as new and good habits slowly replace the bad habits of old. Perseverance is 
required. We practice so that the skill and knowledge developed become second nature. We 
practice spiritual disciplines that form the pathways to the heart of God and transform us into 
godly people. Do our training and leave it up to God to make transformation happen.132 Then, 
the Holy Spirit “teaches the mind of God… [and serves as] the agent of new birth, giving us an 
understanding so that we know God and a new heart to obey him.”133 “[We are] being 
transformed into his likeness….” (2 Cor. 3:18).   

 
Spiritual disciplines are the practices modeled by Christ during his time on earth. As John 

Calvin wrote “By imitating Christ we are drawn into union with him….”134  Christian spirituality 
embraces the practical aspects of how we live the life of Christian people; It is how we come 
into a relationship with God. God Pursues - We Respond. The role of spiritual life is to respond 
to God; to connect with God through living as God calls us to live, i.e., living in a manner which 
transforms us into a more Christ-like life in our thoughts, feeling and actions.  

 
 Although God is our creator, Lord and master, judge, father, savior and more, amazingly 
God also wants to be our best friend. In order to establish a personal relationship with each of 
us, God gave us his Son, his Word and his Holy Spirit.135 With Christ paying for our sins on the 
cross, we are no longer separated from God. We now can approach God and have access to him 
at any time. God invites us to enjoy friendship and fellowship with all three persons of the 
Trinity: our Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.  
 

Here, friend means not just an acquaintance, but rather a close trusted relationship. God 
desires that we know him deeply.136 The core values of our church include 
 

 God seeks and invites all of us to live in loving fellowship 
with Him and with each other. God is a personal God with whom 
we can enter into a caring, loving, and personal relationship.137   

 
132 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 197-206 (2006). 
133 J. I. Packer, Knowing God 219 (1973).      
134 John Calvin, The Institutes of the Christian Religion 3.1.3 (as quoted in Bill Hull, The Complete Book of 
Discipleship: On being and Making Followers of Christ 97 (2006). 
135 Don Cousins and Judson Poling, Friendship with God: Developing Intimacy with God 15 (1992) (Willow Creek 
Resources, Walking with God Series).  
136 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life  85-86 (2002).   
137 Fox River Congregational Church Statement of Core Values. 
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Among the benefits of our relationship with him are renewed relationships with others, peace, 
purpose, fulfillment, direction, confidence and self-esteem.138 
 
 How is it possible to develop an intimate friendship between an omnipotent, invisible 
and perfect God and a finite, sinful human being? We do so by seeking to become like Christ in 
our thoughts, feelings and actions. Like any friendship, we must work at developing it. It won't 
happen by accident. Spiritual growth is like a seed growing to fruition. It must be planted and 
cultivated. While our effort has nothing to do with our salvation, it has much to do with growing 
in our personal relationship with God.  One must make the effort to grow.  

 
The development of one’s spirituality (that is, growth toward a more Christ-like life) to 

achieve the union of God and the person is a deliberate, conscious and to some extent methodical 
effort to expand ones understanding and achievement of that which God calls upon us to be – a 
person of faith, hope, charity and love. Being conformed to Christ’s image embraces several 
elements of transformation: a transformed mind, a transformed character, transformed 
relationships, transformed habits, transformed serving and transformed influence.139 Spiritual 
growth doesn't just happen. It requires intentionality, discipline, and work. 

  
We have been invited by God to come into an intimate personal relationship with him. 

Just going through motions and rituals is not enough. Such a relationship arises from choice, it 
isn’t simply an accident. One must be intentional about developing a relationship with God. 

 
You are my friends if you do what I command. I no longer call you 
servants, because a servant does not know his master's business. Instead, 
I have called you friends…. (John 15:14-15) (Emphasis supplied.) 
 

And the scripture was fulfilled that says, "Abraham believed God, and it was credited to him as 
righteousness, and he was called God's friend.” (James 2:23) (Emphasis supplied.) Being in 
relationship with God can last forever. What could be more important than its development? 
Desire a friendship with God more than anything else.140  

 
The foundations for spiritual growth are commonly referred to as spiritual disciplines or 

spiritual habits If our church is to reach its goal of encouraging, equipping and supporting our 
members (and possibly others) to grow in their spiritual formation, we need to assist them 
(including ourselves) in establishing that which promotes spiritual growth. We need to offer 
experiences emphasizing the foundational spiritual disciplines needed to grow spiritually. 
Developing and practicing spiritual habits is crucial in the life of every Christian,  

 
 The practice of spiritual disciplines is the foundational base of disciple-making. 
However, the church’s disciple-making role is more than fostering spiritual disciplines. In the 
Great Commission Christ instructed his disciples to teach other what I have taught you. Thus, 

 
138 Friendship with God at 17-18. 
139 For discussion of this six-fold definition of growing towards a more Christ-like life, see Bill Hull, The Complete 
Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 130 et seq. (2006). 
140 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 98 (2002).  
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we as a church need to teach what Jesus taught, as well as fostering the understanding and 
practice of spiritual disciplines, as an essential basis of disciple-making.  

b. Responsibility for Transformative Spiritual Disciplines  
   

(1) The Individual’s Role  
 

One analogy used to illustrate the purpose of spiritual disciplines 
is that of a farmer. On his own, a farmer is helpless to grow grain. All he can do is provide the 
right conditions for growing of grain by cultivating ground, planting seeds and watering the 
plants. Then natural forces take over and up comes the grain. Similarly, spiritual disciplines are 
a way of sowing to the Spirit. Our task is cultivating our daily lives into fertile ground in which 
God can bring growth and change. This is what the spiritual disciplines are all about.  

 
We all are shaped by something.  

 
Messed-up Priorities. Too often, we are not wise in the use of our 
time and energies and the tyranny of the urgent far outweighs 
what’s truly important. …[R]ealign priorities and realign your 
schedule so you can spend time developing your heart for God and 
his Word.141 

 
The fundamental question confronting us is whether we choose to be shaped by God or will we 
permit ourselves to be shaped by other influences.  
 

So, why should we practice spiritual disciplines? Practicing spiritual disciplines paves 
the road toward transformation. We are called to engage in spiritual exercise to work out in 
God's gymnasium so that we may mature as Christians by growing into the likeness of Christ.142  

 
The Christian life is the process of growing up, mark by mark. God 
wants – and helps – us to ‘be conformed to the likeness of his 
Son…. (Romans 8:29)143 

 
The practice of spiritual disciplines emerges from the desire of people to connect with 

God. Spiritual disciplines are the intentional practices, relationships and experiences which give 
people space from other demands of life so as to be better able to keep company with God. It is 
the desire to know God that fuels these disciplines144 Spiritual disciplines develop habits of the 
heart better enabling a disciple to respond to God’s invitation into a personal relationship with 
him and to discern and respond to what God calls upon that person to do.  

 

 
141 Stephen A. Macchia, Becoming a Healthy Church; 10 Traits of a Vital Ministry 67 (1999).  
142 Lonnie, Richardson, “Beyond Life-as-Usual – Study: Perfecting The Brains God Gave Us,” February 24, 2008 
(sermon).  
143 Bruce Bickel 7 Stan Jantz, Knowing God 101: A Guide to Theology in Plain Language 235(1984). 
144 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 17 (2005). 
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[Growing] as fully devoted followers of Christ is in fact a venture 
into spiritual disciplines that leads to a deeper understanding and 
experience of God and carries with it a vision for accomplishing 
the purposes of God.145 

 
Spiritual disciplines are crucial to transformation toward a more Christ-like life in thoughts, 
feelings and actions.  

 
However, one needs to understand that the practice of spiritual disciplines takes 

intentional effort. Believers must take steps in order to grow. Although this does not earn a 
relationship with God, it puts places one in a right place where God can grow him or her as a 
believer, saved by grace.146 

 
 Spiritual growth, with the help of the Holy Spirit, involves (i) learning and practicing 
spiritual disciplines (such as prayer, spending time with God’s Word, worship, and fellowship 
and (ii) performing acts of serving, evangelism, and stewardship. To carry out these practices 
and actions in an on-going and meaningful way leading to spiritual growth requires commitment, 
discipline and perseverance (keep at it),   

 
[The practice of spiritual disciplines] is a means by which God 
may graciously deepen our faith in him, our knowledge of him and 
our obedience to him. It means taking God seriously enough to 
ensure we get to spend time with him, despite all the pressures on 
us. It means acknowledging that we cannot hope to keep growing 
as Christians without the continual support – structuring our lives 
to allow that support to get through. This is no legalism, a routine 
for a routine's sake; rather, it is a sign of deepening obedience and 
commitment which are the hallmarks of a maturing faith. … By 
developing a spiritual discipline, [one] …can build time into … 
[his or her] routine to be set aside for God – and nothing or nobody 
else!147 

 
Discipline requires accountability. Meaningful accountability starts with oneself. 

Although efforts at self-discipline are indispensable, alone they are rarely enough. We all tend 
to slough off in various areas when conflicted with other activities, events, responsibilities and 
desires. We need someone we trust to hold our feet to the fire. We do this by voluntarily asking 
them to do so. One approach is a one-on-one relationship with another believer getting together 
on a regular basis, sharing lives together, and asking where we are in our Walk with Christ. 
Another approach is participating in a relational small group relationship. Both approaches offer 
voluntary mutual accountability as to how one is engaging in his or her Walk. And, of course, 
each person is ultimately accountable to God. 

 
 

145 Stuart R. Merkel, A Strategy for Employing Individual and Communal Spiritual Disciplines for Spiritual Growth 
at Gurnee Community Church, November 2008. 
146 Ed Stetzer, “4 Strategies for Better Discipleship,” OutreachMagazine.com, March 13, 2013. 
147 Alister McGrath, Doubting: Growing Through the Uncertainties of Faith 134-135 (2006). 
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But, beware!  
 

Spiritual disciplines can open a door for God to work and can 
nourish a relationship with him. … [However, they] are only 
helpful if they are motivated by love for God.148 (Emphasis 
supplied.) 

 
Spiritual disciplines are simply tools. They possess no value in of themselves. It is self-indulgent 
simply to do them for the purpose of parading that fact before others. There is no virtue in doing 
spiritual exercises without a reason. However, there is a reason and it is found in the Great 
Commission, i.e., become a disciple. Spiritual practices exist to open us up to God and draw 
closer to him. Spiritual practices are tools which help us know God, develop intimacy with him 
and grow our fitness for serving. Akin to doing calisthenics to condition the body, spiritual 
disciplines condition our spiritual lives to that we can better use our God-given spiritual gifts. 
Repeated acts create habits which, in turn, create character.149 

 
 (2) God’s Role  
 

 Spiritual disciplines lead to the strengthening and transformation 
of our character. But, are we sufficiently good in the practice of such disciplines to achieve 
transformation? Are only some people able to do so? Fortunately, the ultimate result is in God’s                                                                                        
hands not ours.150 We cannot replicate the character of Christ on our own. Only the Holy Spirit 
has the power to do that. The role of the Holy Spirit is to generate a Christ-like character in each 
of us.  

 
[W]e must always realize that it is God, not ourselves, who is the 
source of the transformation of our being into wholeness in the 
image of Christ. Our part is to offer ourselves to God in ways that 
enables God to do that transforming work of grace.151  

 
God transforms us, we do not transform ourselves.  
 

This transformation occurs as we recognize that God created us to live in 
an interactive relationship with the Trinity. Our task is not to transform 
ourselves, but to stay connected with God in as much of life as possible. 
As we pay attention to the nudges of the Holy Spirit, we become disciples 
of Christ. Our task is to do the connecting, while God does the perfecting. 
Our task is to stay connected with God in as much of life as possible.152  

 

 
148 The One Year Study Bible: Arranged in 365 Daily Readings (NLT) 1272 (2011) (study note) (2nd Edition, 
Tyndale House Publishers). 
149Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 195-96 (2006).  
150 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 6 (rev. ed. 1988). 
151 M. Robert Mulholland Jr., Initiation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation 30 (1993). 
152 Jan Johnson, Spiritual Disciplines Companion: Bible Studies and Practices to Transform Your Soul 7 (2009).  
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As we pay attention to the nudges of the Holy Spirit we are transformed by God in growing more 
like Christ (discipleship). 

 
We connect with God through the practice of spiritual disciplines which can be anything 

that helps us to become discerning of and responsive to the small voice of the Holy Spirit. “The 
Christian journey toward wholeness in the image of Christ… progresses by means of spiritual 
disciplines.”153  

 
Spiritual exercises must be done for the purpose of connecting with God, not for their 

own sake or a desire to mark a check off on a to-do list. They must be practiced in a disciplined 
way in order to train us to better connect with God. They may be practiced individually, in groups 
or both.  

 
However, for the Holy Spirit to work, we need to make room for this to happen. God 

gives us spiritual disciplines as a means of receiving his grace. They enable us to place ourselves 
before God in a manner for him to transform us. Choose to embark upon and continue the path 
of spiritual disciplines and trust God to give us the power, love, faith and wisdom to do it. God 
wants to have an intimate relationship with us. Although scripture reflects people’s desire to be 
with God, scripture is more about the desire of God to be with people. “The most frequent 
promise [in the Bible] is ‘I will be with you.”154 
 

God uses our desire to grow spiritually, the work of the Holy Spirit, and the habits we 
develop through practicing spiritual disciplines to form in us the characteristics and qualities of 
Christ.155 Spiritual growth comes from the collaborative effort between the individual and the 
Holy Spirit.156 Learning and practicing spiritual disciplines is vital in our on-going pursuit of an 
intimate relationship with God.  

 
Spiritual disciplines give the Holy Spirit space to brood over our 
souls…. Spiritual transformation… comes from partnering with 
the Trinity for change. That doesn’t mean we give the Holy Spirit 
an agenda or a demand. We simply desire. We bring our ache for 
change…. Then we keep company with Jesus by making space for 
him through a spiritual discipline. Our part is to offer ourselves 
lovingly and obediently to God. God then works within us doing 
what he alone can do…. God is free to come to us in spiritual 
disciplines as he wills, not as we demand. But unless we open 
ourselves to him through spiritual practices, we will miss his 
coming altogether.157 (Emphasis supplied.) 
 

We cannot create spiritual formation on our own. Spiritual vitality cannot be 
manufactured. There is no checklist guaranteeing results. We don’t know how, when or by how 

 
153 M. Robert Mulholland Jr., Initiation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation 75 (1993).  
154 John Ortberg, God Is Closer than You Think 15 (2005). 
155 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 197 (2006). 
156 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 174, 180 (2002). 
157Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines  Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 19 (2005). 
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much God intends to transform us. Instead, we are invited to take the risk and trust God.158 Jesus 
called for such trust when he said “Keep company with me and you’ll learn to live freely and 
lightly.” (Matthew 11:30) (The Message)159 
 

God will come upon us and reconstruct us into the image of Christ. 
…. [Although] the path does not produce the change, it … places 
us where the change can occur.160 

 
 In short, spiritual formation is the shared work between the individual and God. On the 
journey, assistance may arise from various sources such as the church as an affirming community 
of Christ followers, family, spiritual guides in many forms such as books mentors, etc. While it 
is ultimately God who causes the transformation, it is the responsibility of the individual to 
engage in those experiences (spiritual disciplines) setting aside time and space for God leading 
to connecting in a manner for him to exercise his transformative power.161   
 
C. COMMITMENT 
 
 A disciple is one who follows Christ. He or she embraces a committed life long journey 
of learning, experiencing and acting. Being a disciple depends upon our response to God. How 
we choose to live our lives determines whether or not we are disciples.  
 

God’s plan and desire is that we will reciprocate his love and live out our days in intimacy 
with him our Creator and extend this harmony to other people and to the world around us. God 
offers us the freedom to choose, i.e., freedom to commit to him or freedom to walk away.162 If 
we choose to approach life’s decisions from the perspective of God’s call and involvement in 
God’s mission, we are disciples even if we fall short in living out our discipleship. It is our 
response to God’s call that makes us disciples and enables us to become intimate with our 
Creator.163 The response to God is to follow Christ by becoming more like him in words, 
thoughts, feelings and actions.  

 
The process of becoming more Christ-like starts with a decision – a commitment. The 

operative word is follow. When Jesus said “Follow me,” he defined faith. Faith is not simply 
believing that Jesus is the Christ. The proof of faith is reflected by following him and, more 

 
158 Id. 
159 Christ says in  
 

"Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest. Take my 
yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will find 
rest for your souls. For my yoke is easy and my burden is light." – Matthew 11:28-30 
(NIV) 
 

160 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 8 (rev. ed. 1988). 
161 Stuart R. Merkel, A Strategy for Employing Individual and Communal Spiritual Disciplines for Spiritual Growth 
at Gurnee Community Church. 57, November 2008). 
162Andy Langford and Mark Ralls, Beginnings: an Introduction to Christian Faith 74 (2003) (a participant’s 
companion). 
163 Jeffrey D. Jones, Traveling Together: a Guide for Disciple-Forming Congregations 44 (2006).   
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fundamentally, obeying him.164 Either we are or we are not followers of Christ. Each person has 
to make a choice one way or another by commission or omission. There is no in between. Not 
only is this choice made at the point of repentance and conversion, we also make the choice 
every day in our daily lives. We don’t simply amble into discipleship. We have to make a 
conscious decision to follow Christ.165 Regardless of a church’s efforts in offering disciple-
making experiences, in the absence of individual commitment, little will be achieved. Spiritual 
growth does not occur automatically. It requires a decision, a decision to commit to grow in 
Christ. It is the responsibility of the church to confront people with this choice. To rephrase the 
mission purpose of Willow Creek Community Church, here at FRCC we should be about turning 
religious as well as “irreligious people into Fully Devoted Followers of Christ.”166 

 
In short, God transforms us, we do not transform ourselves. Our task is to stay connected 

with God in as much of life as possible.  As we pay attention to the nudges of the Holy Spirit, 
we are transformed by God to growing more like Christ. This is discipleship.  We connect with 
God through the practice of spiritual disciplines which can be anything that helps us to become 
discerning of and responsive to the small voice of the Holy Spirit. Spiritual exercises must be 
done for the purpose of connecting with God, not for their own sake or a desire to mark a check 
off on a to-do list. They must be practiced in a disciplined way in order to train us to better 
connect with God. They may be practiced individually, in groups or both. A person should try 
various types of disciplines to discern those which work best for him or her. 

 
D. COSTS OF NON-DISCIPLESHIP:  LOSS OF THE ABUNDANT LIFE  

 
The previous discussion has reviewed what following Christ involves. This is reflected 

in the recommended mission for Fox River which calls each of us to grow toward a more Christ-
like life in our thoughts, feelings and actions by connecting with God, connecting with other 
believers, connecting with believers and non-believers through serving them, and connecting 
with those outside the faith through evangelism. Spiritual growth is not automatic. It requires 
choosing and being committed to following Christ.  

 
However, too often people refrain from a serious commitment to growing as disciples of 

Christ. For some, this is due to a lack understanding as to what discipleship calls for. For others, 
an understanding of the nature of the commitment to discipleship gives rise to concern as to what 
are the costs of discipleship.  

 
There is a belief among many who profess that being a Christian disciple is very difficult. 

The costs of discipleship are perceived as being quite high. Couple this with the belief that we 
are saved by grace, not by anything that we do. Obedience to Christ in our day-to-day living is 
not really necessary. But, reaching this conclusion this ignores Christ saying "If anyone would 
come after me, he must deny himself and take up his cross daily and follow me.” – (Luke 9:23) 
 
 Growing as a disciple toward a more Christ-like life  requires serious commitment and 
effort. This involves learning, practicing and engaging in various spiritual disciplines aimed at 

 
164 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 118 (2006). 
165 Id. at 119-20. 
166 An Inside Look at Willow Creek Community Church 55 (Paul Braoudakis, editor., 5th ed., 2000). 
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connecting with God, connecting with other believers, connecting with both believers and 
unbelievers through serving and connecting with the those outside the faith. A review of several 
spiritual disciplines is considered in PART THREE below. 
 
 Unfortunately, too often a person refrains from a serious commitment to becoming a 
Fully Devoted Follower of Christ because of the perceived costs of active discipleship such as 
time, effort, other desires and priorities. All have responsibilities. Peoples’ lives are busy. Work, 
career, family, recreation consume much time. Self-interest and desires come into play. 
Distractions are many. These are not irrational considerations when making a decision as to 
whether not to commit to growing discipleship. 
 

Of course, it is necessary to take care of day-to-day responsibilities. Nevertheless, our 
greatest responsibility is to pursue God-ordained passions. Permitting less important 
responsibilities to displace more important ones is irresponsible responsibility. One should not 
allow a responsibility to become an excuse. Instead, engage in responsible irresponsibility which 
means refusing to permit your human responsibility to deter you from your primary calling – the 
pursuit of the passions which God has put into your heart.167  

 
In addition, for many engaging in spiritual disciplines connotes work and drudgery. Such 

would be the case when one engages in a discipline which lacks direction or a worthwhile goal 
commensurate with the effort involved. However, the only road to Christian maturity passes 
through the practice of spiritual disciplines. Yes, to do so requires intentional effort. However, 
when the effort is motivated by a clear direction and the ultimate rewarding goal of growing 
toward living a Christ-like life and entering into a personal relationship with God, spiritual 
disciplines become a delight rather than drudgery.168 

 
Furthermore, one should consider comparative costs associated with different courses of 

action. This is not an irrational consideration. We all are confronted with the temptation to refrain 
from a serious commitment to following and growing in Christ because of the perceived costs 
of active discipleship – such as time, effort, other desires and priorities. However, in considering 
costs of engaging in committed discipleship, too often people fail to recognize the overriding 
benefits of discipleship such as living in intimacy with a loving God and with each other, 
acceptance of oneself, a sense of well-being, and a life of meaning and purpose. In contrast, the 
costs of non-discipleship are overwhelming both individually and collectively. The costs of non-
discipleship include the following 
 

� the loss of a life penetrated throughout by love and joy,  
� the loss of abiding peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,  
� the loss of a faith that views life in the light of God’s governance for our own 

good,  
� the loss of security in God’s promises,  
� the loss of hope in discouraging circumstances,  
� the loss of ability to do make the right choices, and  

 
167 See Mark Batterson, Wild Goose Chase 17-18 (2008).  
168 Donald S. Whitney, Spiritual Disciplines for the Christian Life 17 (1991). 
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� the loss of the opportunity to enter into a personal relationship with our God 
– the perfect friend.169  
 

The costs of non-discipleship are great. Furthermore, in weighing the benefits and costs of 
discipleship, consideration of the fruits of a spiritual life is crucial.  
 
 The benefits of a spiritual life in growing toward a more Christ-like life also include 
the following additional fruits. A fruit of spiritual life is developing a life living in intimacy 
with God. God is not only our Father; he wants to be our friend. He knows what is best for us, 
can help us attain it, and loves us unconditionally. He is trustworthy. He is the perfect friend. 
What could be better than having an intimate personal relationship with such a perfect friend? 
Yes, intimacy can be risky and costly. It is not easy to open up oneself to someone else, 
especially to God, who may call upon us to do what we would prefer not to do. But the benefits 
are overwhelming. And, remember, that God only asks of us what is best for us.170  

 
A spiritual life gives rise to intimate relationship with others. Since God is already 

intimate with us and inside of us, we should find God in each other. Thus, we can find God not 
only in contemplation and prayer, in the ordinary things of God’s creation, but also in the lives 
of those around us.171 
 
 A third fruit is  intimacy with others in the church body. Church is not simply a filling 
station where one comes to fill up - get pumped upon with one hour of grace - and then go off 
elsewhere for the rest of the week functioning solely on one hour of grace. Instead, the church 
is where we find community and meaningful relationships with others.172  
 
 Another fruit of a spiritual life is acceptance of one self’s worth. Our worth in the eyes 
of God does not depend upon what we have or what we do. But rather, it depends upon who we 
are. We are children of God who loves us very much.  Our worth, hence our self-esteem, is not 
dependent on how others perceive us.173  

 
 Christ said, I have come that they may have life, and have it to the full.”  (John 10:10) In 
short, non-discipleship costs you the abundance of life which Christ said he came to bring.174 
Failure to grow as followers of Christ imposes heavy costs indeed! 

 
This bears reemphasis. Failure to follow Christ costs nothing less than the loss of the full 

abundant life that Christ promises that we can have. Thus, the costs of not seeking to become a 
disciple of Christ are heavy indeed! Furthermore, in comparison to the costs of non-discipleship, 
we should keep in the forefront consideration emphasis on the easy yoke in growing toward 
Christ’s image. Christ said, 

 
169 Dallas Willard and Bill Hybels, “The Great Omission (Defining Moments, Willow Creek Program, 2008). 
170 Jon S. Hanson, “A Spiritual Life Through Spiritual Disciplines,” p.4, April 4, 2007 (notes drawing upon 
numerous resources over a 10 year period).  
171 Id. at 4. 
172 Id. at 5. 
173 Id. at 5. 
174 Dallas Willard, The Great Omission: Reclaiming Jesus’ Essential Teaching on Discipleship (2006) (book review 
by Paul M. Dubuc appearing on amazon.com). 
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Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me… you will find rest 
unto your souls. For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light. 
(Matthew 11:29-30) 

 
Yes, there is a burden, but it is light since Jesus assumes most of it. 
 
 Nevertheless, there are still too many who are unwilling to commit. They continue to 
drift. Others make halfhearted commitments, but then often succumb to competing values or 
temptations. To counter this all too human tendency, it is the responsibility of a disciple-making 
church to be proactive in effectively communicating understanding of God’s call, what growing 
as a disciple involves, creating expectations for the abundant life, and fostering commitment to 
follow Christ.  
 
 The goal is for each person to understand, embrace and commit to following Christ by 
becoming more like him in thoughts, feelings and actions. This is not beyond ability of a normal 
person. But rather “[t]he secret of the easy yoke is simple, actually. It is the intelligent, informed, 
unyielding resolve to live as Jesus lived in all aspects of his life….”175 This is achieved through 
understanding and learning the practice of spiritual disciplines taught and reflected in Christ’s 
life. 
 

God stands amazed at the folly of any human being, no matter how 
smart, who painstakingly prepares every contingency, covers 
every base for every eventuality, no matter how unlikely, and then 
forgets the one inevitable certainty that stares all of us in the face, 
which is, I'm going to die one day. This…[neglects] to plan for the 
most obvious and inescapable fact of human existence. 
 
Fool. What other word do you use to describe such folly? A human 
being so busy building up his little kingdom as if it were to endure 
forever. He doesn't have any time for the Kingdom of God, [which 
is here an available now] which will endure forever. He's so busy 
making a living that he doesn't make a life. This is a rich fool's 
syndrome….176  

 
The benefits of God’s love, promises, guidance, support, comfort and the costs of non-

discipleship offer powerful motivation for people to positively to respond to God’s call for 
discipleship. And, there is nothing more exciting than passionately pursuing God. When we 
recognize and accept this, the more we will enjoy the adventure of the journey. In contrast, self-
absorbed spirituality leaves us empty and bored. Too many Christians are bored with their faith. 
There is more than simply trying not to do anything wrong. But, when we chase the matchless 
God of heaven, life becomes a grand adventure.177 Jesus prescribed a life in which happiness is 
not the objective, but rather happiness is a by-product of living in a way that is pleasing to God. 

 
175 Dallas Willard, The Spirit of the Disciplines: Understanding How God Changes Lives 10 (1991). 
176 Lonnie Richardson, “When the Game is Over, It All Goes Back in the Box,” (sermon), Oct. 11, 2015.  
177 See Mark Batterson, Wild Goose Chase (2008) Chapter 1. 
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E. DISCIPLE-MAKING IS FOR EACH OF US 
 

When we approach life’s decisions from the perspective of God’s call and involvement 
in God’s mission, we are disciples even if we fall short in living out our discipleship. In addition, 
however, becoming a disciple also involves discipling others to do the same. The desire of 
discipling is to be involved in a relationship or in relationships in which one is encouraged and/or 
where one is encouraging another to become a follower of Christ. It is the process of 
encouraging, equipping and supporting another in his or her apprenticeship to Jesus. This 
requires journeying with and helping another to grow in the knowledge, the virtues and the 
character of Christ.178 Disciples seek to help others grow in loving God with all their heart, soul, 
strength and mind. Discipling someone includes introducing them to a number of spiritual 
practices, relationships and experiences that can help them mature in their faith.179 

 
Disciples encourage one another in the spiritual disciplines – 
practices through which we open ourselves to being shaped by 
God.180 

 
Both becoming disciples and contributing to forming others as disciples is for all people. 

As products of the Reformation, the concept of the priesthood of all believers is central to our 
understanding of discipleship (as well as being a fundamental principle of our Congregational 
Way.181) “Disciple-making is an individual as well as a communal responsibility.”182 

 
The Book of Acts records how the Holy Spirit "turned the world upside down" through 

the lives of Jesus' early disciples. Jesus is still looking for disciples. And, the Holy Spirit is still 
able to turn the world around through the lives of people committed to keeping company with 
Jesus.183 Helping to make disciples of others is a responsibility of each of us. 

 
F. SUMMARY 

 The ministry of Christ and that of the early church make clear that bringing people to 
Christ and then growing them as followers (disciples) of Christ is the core the mission of the 
church, i.e., disciple-making. Christianity is more than simply accepting a set of beliefs. It is also 
about how we behave. The essence of a disciple is to be a follower of Christ by seeking to grow 

 
178 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines  Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 134 (2005). 
179 Id. at 136. 
180 Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), “Discover Disciples,” (brochure). 
181   

“The Congregational Way accepts and fosters the principle that we are all ministers where we 
live and work as well as in church.  Our Christian ministry is our understanding and expression 
of the mind and mission of Christ that demonstrates a common life of gratitude, devotion, witness, 
service, celebration and discipleship. All Christians are called to this ministry of servanthood in 
the world to the glory of God.”  

 
Fox River Congregational Church, “The Congregational Way: Essential Principles of Congregationalism” (adopted June 
22, 2003). 
182 Fox River Congregational Church, Minutes of Task Force on Disciple-Making, October 23, 2008, p.3. 
183 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines  Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 136 (2005). 
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more Christ-like in one’s thoughts, feelings and actions. Thus, the responsibility of the individual 
Christian is to follow Christ by embarking upon and continuing those practices, commonly 
referred to as spiritual disciplines which offer experiences in which we are more likely to connect 
with God and be subject to God’s transforming power. It is through these transformative 
experiences that we spiritually grow and progress in our Walk with Christ. 

For a person to embark upon and grow as a disciple, one needs to understand God’s call 
upon him or her, be able to express it and be committed in his or her efforts in striving to meet 
the call in his or her daily living. Doing so is founded first on the clarity of the call which is 
expressed in the recommended Mission Statement for FRCC. Next is awareness of the spiritual 
disciplines offering the opportunities of connecting with God (considered in PART III below) 
and finally personal commitment and follow through with on-going engagement in those 
spiritual disciplines which best work for each individual. Following Christ is a life time journey 
leading toward an on-going personal transformation to a more Christ-like life in thoughts, 
feelings and actions. Being a follower of Christ depends upon our response to God. How we 
choose to live our lives determines whether we are disciples. The response to God’s call is to 
follow Christ by becoming more like him by engaging in those disciplines modeled by Christ. 
In doing so, one responds to the invitation to come into a more intimate relationship with God 
which can pave the way to personal life transformation of mind, character, relationships and 
habits, thereby growing in the image of Christ.  
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PART THREE: 
CONTENT OF DISCIPLE-MAKING EXPERIENCES:  

SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES 
 
The first the three principle elements undergirding an effective disciple-making church 

is defining with clarity and embracing the disciple-making mission of our church considered in 
PART TWO above. The second principle element undergirding an effective disciple-making 
church is knowing and fostering the content of the experiences, i.e., spiritual disciplines, which 
lead to the accomplishment of the Mission. This is the focus here in PART THREE.  
 

Spiritual formation is the movement we experience from the persons we are, changing 
by degree, to becoming persons more in the image of Christ. Transformation is the process 
through which individuals take on the character of Jesus by a combination of personal effort and 
God's grace and transforming power. Personal effort involves commitment to learning, 
understanding and practicing spiritual disciplines such as prayer, spending time with God’s 
Word, worship, et al. The exercise of spiritual disciplines places a person where God is most 
likely to exercise his transforming power.  

 
[I]t is spiritual disciplines of various sorts that best help followers 
of Christ position themselves to make the journey towards 
spiritual maturity and the greater experience of God.184 
 

Transformation comes from intentional effort to cultivate the kind of life in which God can bring 
change through the Holy Spirit. By paying attention to the nudges of the Holy Spirit, we are 
transformed by God. 

 
Spiritual growth toward a more Christ-like life (spirituality185) is a deliberate conscious 

decision. It requires both commitment and effort. It is within the reach of every believer to grow 
toward a Christ-like life (spiritual maturity) if he or she develops the habits necessary for spiritual 
growth. This is accomplished by learning spiritual exercises and then being disciplined to 
practice them. Spiritual disciplines provide the content of disciple-making experiences. Growing 
in spiritual disciplines reflects marks of discipleship as one progresses on his or her path to 
becoming more Christ-like in one’s thoughts, feelings and action by pursuing the relationships 
of connecting with God, believers, believers and non-believers by serving, those outside the faith 
by outreaching. . 

  
What are the spiritual disciplines to be fostered? Various writers have identified 

numerous disciplines. For example, Reverend Lonnie Richardson has focused on solitude, study, 

 
184 Stuart R. Merkel, A Strategy for Employing Individual and Communal Spiritual Disciplines for Spiritual Growth 
at Gurnee Community Church .63, November 2008). 
185 The word spirituality does not refer to a body of theological ideas. But rather, in the Christian context, spirituality 
is a manner of living. Spirituality is the union of God and the person. It is how we connect with God.  Growing 
spiritually is growing into a more Christ-like life. Notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson, “A Spiritual Life Through 
Spiritual Disciplines,” p.7 (as April 4, 2007) (drawing upon numerous resources over a 10 year period). 
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prayer, service, sacrifice and worship.186 In her book, Adele Ahlberg Calhoun considers 
numerous disciplines under the more general categories of worship, open myself to God, 
relinquish the false self, share my life with others, hear God’s word, incarnate the love of Christ 
and pray.187 Richard J. Foster sets forth 12 disciplines allocated to three categories (inward 
disciplines, outward disciplines and corporate disciplines).188 Evangelical Christians are said to 
focus on the 7 disciplines of Bible reading, scripture and memorization, prayer, worship, 
evangelism, service and stewardship. Jan Johnson considers 16 categories of spiritual 
disciplines: solitude, silence, prayer, listening, reflection, secrecy, study, meditation, 
community, submission, worship, celebration, confession, service, simplicity, and fasting. Some 
groups of disciplines tend to appeal more and work better for those who are introverts, some for 
extroverts and some for either or both.189 Reverend Stuart Merkel notes several classical spiritual 
disciplines which are not only important in their own right, they are also foundational to other 
spiritual disciplines. The classical disciplines include Bible reading, prayer, worship/liturgy and 
meditation. There are several additional spiritual disciplines which build on the classical 
practices. These seek to dig deeper into the ways of God and the character of Christ. They include 
fasting, study, solitude and silence, service, frugality and simplicity, and community.190  

 
There will be no attempt in this resource book to discuss all of the spiritual disciplines. 

Although the following discussion focuses on a limited number of spiritual disciplines, in doing 
so, there is no intent to derogate the value of others. This list is not intended to be either exclusive 
(i.e., no other practices are appropriate) nor comprehensive (i.e., there are other practices not on 
the lists which may prove to be effective for an individual).  

 
Because of the availability of a wide range of spiritual disciplines and the fact that an 

individual can realistically engage in only a limited number of such practices, one needs to 
explore and determine those which work best for him or her. Make an effort to select those 
spiritual disciplines which will best help oneself stay on the road to spiritual growth.191 In making 
such a determination, questions to ask might include (i) what disciplines attract you, (ii) what 
disciplines repulse you, and (iii) what are you capable of sustaining given your life 
circumstances, experience and support. 

 
Of course, it is not expected that a person will attempt to effectuate all of those discussed 

herein. Each individual is at a different stage in his or her Walk with Christ. What works best for 
one may not work well for another. Progress is made in steps. Small steps at a time probably 
offer better results than leaping into over commitment which can lead to discouragement. With 
the guidance of the Holy Spirit, a person should seek to discern develop and practice those 
disciplines which open up space for him or her to come into the company of God. Spiritual 

 
186 Lonnie Richardson, “Beyond Life as Usual: Cultivating the Life in which God Can Bring Change“(sermon series 
(February-March 2008). 
187 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines  Handbook: Practices that Transform Us (2005) (see table of 
contents). 
188 Richard J. Foster. Celebration of Discipline: the Path to Spiritual Growth (1988) (see table of contents). . 
189 Jan Johnson, Spiritual Disciplines Companion: Bible Studies and Practices to Transform Your Soul 11 (2009). 
190 “Spiritual Formation: The Great Adventure,” Congregational Leadership and Lay Ministry Program, March 26, 
2011 (led by Stu Merkel). 
191 Stuart R. Merkel, A Strategy for Employing Individual and Communal Spiritual Disciplines for Spiritual Growth  
at Gurnee Community Church 75, November 2008. 
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disciplines “simply put us in a place where we can begin to notice God and respond to his word 
to us.” 192 
 
 Spiritual disciplines are the content of disciple-making experiences. Understanding and 
practicing spiritual disciplines in the pursuit of the four critical relationships grow a person 
toward more Christ-like life through (1) connecting with God, (2) connecting with other 
believers through sharing life together, (3) connecting with others whether believers or not by 
serving their needs and (4) connecting with those outside the faith through outreach or 
evangelism.   
 

To grow in one’s Walk with Christ, an individual needs to progressively engage in 
various spiritual disciplines.  

 
The spiritual life is a lifelong process of opening ourselves to God. 
The spiritual journey begins even before we are aware of it. That 
journey brings us to the point of opening our hearts to God. 
 
As we grow in our practice of personal spiritual disciplines, we 
grow in our responsiveness and obedience to God's call. Personal 
prayer, Bible study, spiritual reading, fasting, journaling, acts of 
justice and compassion - these and other personal spiritual 
practices, all are means of opening our lives to God.193 

 
In doing so it should be recognized that the pursuit of these four relationships (involving 

the practice of spiritual disciplines to do so) interrelate, interact and reinforce one another. 
Pursuit of one contributes to the pursuit of the others. One discipline need not nor should not be 
done in isolation from another. 
 
 Understanding and practicing spiritual disciplines evidence spiritual growth thereby 
serving as “marks of discipleship.” When one understands what these marks of discipleship are 
and how they might be practiced, he or she is more likely to positively respond to God’s call to 
follow Christ. 
 
 

I. CONNECTING WITH GOD: PURSUING A LOVING 
AND INTIMATE RELATIONSHIP WITH HIM 

 
From the beginning, God has taken the initiative. He has and continues to seek us. In 

turn, we must respond. Jesus promised “Seek and you will find" (Matthew 7:7) If we don't seek, 
we won't find.194 

 

 
192 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines  Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 19 (2005). 
193 Upperroom.org, Ministry Areas/Personal Spirituality. 
194 John Stott, Basic Christianity 24 (2008). 
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Christianity central focus is not trying to do what Jesus says. But rather, Jesus simply 
asked, “follow me.” He offers an invitation, an initiation to a relationship. We need not be perfect 
to enter into this relationship. Jesus doesn’t expect people to be perfect, but rather he wants them 
to follow him. Being a sinner and/or an unbeliever doesn’t disqualify anyone, Following Jesus 
most often begins with a sinner and unbeliever taking one small step which begins to build a 
relationship.195 

 
A maturing follower of Christ, seeking to connect with God, continually pursues a loving 

and intimate personal relationship with him. “At its core, Christianity is an invitation to reenter 
into a loving relationship of trust with the Father.”196  

 
 “Spiritual growth, in a sense, is simply increasing our capacity to experience the 

presence of God.”197 God wants to be our friend.  
 

There is nothing – absolutely nothing – more important than 
developing a friendship with God.  It’s a relationship that will last 
forever.198  

But, to have an intimate relationship with God, one must strongly desire such a relationship. One 
is as close to God as he or she chooses to be. 

Intimate friendship with God is a choice, not an accident. You 
must intentionally seek it.199  

Through practicing spiritual disciplines, the followers of Christ incur a deeper understanding and 
experience of God creating openness for knowing God’s purposes for one’s life.200 In turn, this 
opens the way to an intimate friendship relationship with God.  

Several spiritual disciplines for pursuing an intimate relationship and friendship with God 
are explored in the following sections. 
 
A. PURSING INTIMACY WITH GOD THROUGH  
               THE SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINE OF PRAYER 

 
1. What Is Prayer?  

 
Public prayer is that which we do when we are together, such as being assembled 

in worship. Private prayer is that which we do by ourselves individually. However, whether 
prayer is public or private, the basic element is the same, i.e., that is, we are in the presence of 
God. Prayer is more than simply an obligation and effort to meet such obligation. Prayer involves 
a loving (rather than obligatory) worship of a loving God. Prayer is experiencing being in the 

 
195 Andy Stanley, Follow (description of DVD program). 
196 Andy Stanley, Deep and Wide 105 (2012). 
197 John Ortberg, God Is Closer than You Think 23 (2005). 
198 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 99 (2002). 
199 Id. at 98. 
200 Stuart R. Merkel, A Strategy for Employing Individual and Communal Spiritual Disciplines for Spiritual Growth  
at Gurnee Community Church .84, November 2008. 
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presence of a loving friend.201 “Prayer is a matter of cultivating a relationship of love with 
God.”202 

 
People communicate with friends and others to cultivate good relationships. As they 

regularly communicate with one another, sharing thoughts and feelings, friendship grow. When 
they do things for one another, their bond of friendship strengthens. The same occurs in 
developing a close relationship with God.203 God invites us to converse with him opening the 
way to cultivate a warm relationship with him. “The Lord is near those who call upon him….” 
(Psalm 145:18) “Come near to God and he will come near to you.” (James 4:8) 
 

Prayer is a reverent, intimate, private personal conversation with God through which we 
grow in our relationship with him and from which we receive guidance on our spiritual journey.  

 
Prayer is about our relationship with God. Perhaps more than any 
other activity, prayer expresses the fact that God has invited us 
into a personal relationship with him. Through prayer our human 
hearts are knit together with the heart of God.204 

 
In prayer, we have the opportunity to speak and to listen to God speaking to us. Prayer to our 
God is experiencing being in the presence of a loving friend. Through prayer we can come into 
a relationship with him. God wants us in his presence and to be in our lives on an on-going basis. 
It has been said that  

 
Prayer is the most important activity in our lives. It is the main 
way in which we develop a relationship with our Father. …It is a 
relationship rather than a ritual. …It is a conversation with our 
Father in heaven.205 
 

God cares for us (1 Peter 5:7) and, when we pray, he listens to us. (Jeremiah 29:12) In prayer we 
develop intimacy with our heavenly Father.  

 
Paul stresses that we can bring everything to God in prayer.  
 

We can bring our prayers, our supplications and our requests to God; we can pray 
for ourselves; We can pray for forgiveness for the past, for the things we need in 
the present, and for help and guidance for the future. We can take our own past 
and present and future into the presence of God. We can pray for others. We can 
commend to God's care those near and far who are within our memories and our 
hearts.206 

 
 

201 Jon S. Hanson, “A Spiritual Life Through Spiritual Disciplines,” p.24, April 4, 2007) (notes drawing upon 
numerous resources over a 10 year period). 
202 Lonnie Richardson, “Shut Up and Pray: Understanding Unanswered Prayer, April 30, 2017 (sermon). 
203 “You Can Be Close to God,” Watchtower, p.3, December 1, 2014. 
204 John Ortberg, Life You’ve Always Wanted (2004) (Participant’s Guide).  
205 Nicky Gumbel, Alpha Questions of Life: An Opportunity to Explore the Meaning of Life 66 (2003)..  
206 William Barclay, The Letters to the Philippians, Colossians, and Thessalonians 77 (1975). 
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God has given us a wonderful promise when we pray to him.  
 
Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything by prayer and 
petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the 
peace of God, which transcends all understanding, will guard your 
hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus. (Phil. 4:6-7) 

 
We have a direct line to God. He is never too busy. One never gets a busy signal. All we 

need to do is to dial in.207 
 
The fundamental importance of prayer is highlighted by the fact that Christ spent a 

significant amount of time in prayer and teaching the importance of prayer. Here is a person 
who, although lacking the imperfections of the rest of us, nevertheless felt compelled to pray. 
Since he serves as the model for all Christians, there can be no doubt that prayer is an essential 
element of Christian living. It is a foundational spiritual discipline. We need to learn how to pray 
effectively and to practice doing so on a regular basis. Prayer is an indispensable element in 
connecting with God through growing toward a more Christ-like life in our thoughts, feelings 
and actions  

 
God is always with us and we are always in his presence. He is with us in church, in our 

solitude, in our family and friends, at work and in everything that we do. When we pray, we 
consciously become aware that we are in God’s presence. Prayer is experiencing being in the 
presence of a loving friend. 

 
A classic definition of prayer is the placing of ourselves in the 
presence of God, raising our heart and mind to God and resting 
there.208 

 
Christians live a life of prayer which means practicing God’s presence. By doing so, we 

situate ourselves where God is more likely to transform us. “Prayer is a central avenue God uses 
to transform us.”209 Consequently, prayer is an essential spiritual discipline which we need to 
learn how to do effectively and practice doing so on a regular basis.210 

 
Think of it, we can talk to God at any time. We don’t need to schedule an appointment. 

And, God not only listens, he answers prayer.211 
 
 
 

 
207 Bill Hybels, “Prayer: Opening Your Heart to God,” (Interactions Small Group Series, Willow Creek Resources).  
208 Steve A. Peay, “Introduction to The Spiritual Life,” 1998 First Congregational Church of Wauwatosa, Lenten 
Series) (drawn from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson.   
209 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 33 (rev. ed. 1988). 
210 Contributing towards an understanding prayer is recognition of what prayer is not. It is important to avoid 
practices which offer only the illusion of rather than authentic prayer. For discussion of what prayer is not, see 
Section 5 below. 
211 Lonnie Richardson, “Managing Faith: Spiritual Life Priorities,” January 4, 2004 (sermon). 
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 2. God Answering Prayer  
 

God answers prayers. Jesus said,  
 

Ask and it will be given to you: seek and you will find; knock and 
the door will be opened to you. For everyone who asks receives; 
he who seeks finds; and to him who knocks, the door will be 
opened.  (Matthew 7:7) 

 
Unfortunately, too often we reduce prayer to petition and expect God to be a celestial 

gumball machine spitting out what we want, whenever we want it and however we want it in 
answering our prayers. Such prayers fail to reflect a real effort to connect with God on an intimate 
level. Instead, they're more like a daily to-do list – “God, take care of this and God do that.” Too 
often prevalent in our prayers is “I talk and God you listen” attitude.”    

 
But our experience tells us that God does not automatically and/or immediately respond 

to our prayers in the way we would like. For some, this evidences the lack of efficacy of prayer 
and undermines one’s faith in God. Such view suggests a lack of understanding as to how God 
answers prayer. 

 
God answers prayer using one of several options.212 

 
(i) “No” – your request is wrong. Here the prayer is answered, but the answer 

is no. We often make requests that are self-serving or simply materialistic. 
Fortunately, God says no to those requests which are not best for us. This 
is done with both wisdom and love. We can expect God to say no to 
prayers which are detrimental to others, detrimental to ourselves and/or 
are contrary to Christ’s teachings. “If the prayer request is wrong, God 
will say no way, at which point… [one] should review the request or 
modify it or lay it to rest….”213 

 
(ii) “Slow Down” – your timing is wrong. There are times when we need to 

be patient. In some situations, God is saying grow up. When you put that 
sin away and grow up, the prayer will be answered.  

 
(iii) “Grow” – your spiritual condition is wrong. Determine how you should 

grow before God says yes.  
 
 (iv) “Yes” – your request, timing and spiritual condition are okay.  

 
 However, there are times when despite efforts to listen, God may remain silent. Don’t be 
discouraged and dissuaded from continuing efforts to listen. God does listen. But he isn’t simply 

 
212 Lonnie Richardson, "Mystery of Unanswered Prayer,” November 10, 2002 (sermon); Lonnie Richardson, 
"Understanding Unanswered Prayers,” February 28, 2016 (sermon); Don Cousins Judson, Friendship with God: 
Developing Intimacy with God 47 (1992) (Walking with God Series, Willow Creek Resources). 
213 Lonnie Richardson, "Understanding Unanswered Prayers,” February 28, 2016 (sermon).  
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an answering machine. He speaks when he has something to say. Furthermore, there are a couple 
of reasons we don’t hear his voice more often. First, we don’t seriously listen. We don’t schedule 
times for stillness and solitude enabling communication to be possible. We haven’t built the 
discipline of regular times for solitude and silence into our schedule.214 Second, we may not hear 
God’s voice because we don’t plan on doing anything about what he says. We fail to follow up 
on the Holy Spirit’s leadings. So, God may feel no reason to continue speaking.215 There is an 
old Russian proverb reminding us “Pray to God, but continue to row to shore.”216  

 
God answers prayer in a manner best for us. Whatever the answer, 
 

[t]he message will be suited to the person’s individual need, but 
the central truth is certain: we serve a God who has spoken in 
history, who still speaks today and who wants to speak to us.217  

 
Prayer does not change God, but rather prayer changes the one who prays. “The true test 

of prayer is not whether a person gets what he or she asks for but the effect on one’s life from a 
habit of talking with God.”218 The greatest value of prayer is the gift of God’s presence and 
knowing that we are not alone wherever we are.219 
 
 3. Types of Prayer  
 

Prayer opens us up to a divine dialogue through an intentional encounter with 
God.220 Frequent and regular prayer is sustained not by the sense of duty, but rather by the desire 
to connect and grow in intimacy with God. 
  

The spiritual disciplines of various types of prayer afford different patterns for attending 
to God throughout the day. There are seemingly bewildering types of prayer, both in terms of 
content and manner of praying. The most effective approaches to prayer can vary from person 
to person and from time to time. Pray as you can, not as you can’t. The method of prayer needs 
to fit us rather than us to fit a particular method of prayer. However, to maximize the potential 
of prayer, each person needs to explore various alternative prayer disciplines that are available. 
Then, do what works best so long as the effort is to live towards God.221  

 
Some of the types of prayer are summarized as follows. 

 
 

 
214 Bill Hybels, Too Busy Not to Pray 151 (revised and expanded 1998). 
215 Id. at 152.  
216 Andy Langford and Mark Ralls, Beginnings: an Introduction to Christian Faith 154 (2003) (a participant’s 
companion). 
217 Bill Hybels, Too Busy Not to Pray 150 (revised and expanded 1998). 
218 Lonnie Richardson, “The Power of Prayer: the Prayer of Jesus,” February 21, 2016 (sermon). 
219 Andy Langford and Mark Ralls, Beginnings: an Introduction to Christian Faith 155 (2003) (a participant’s 
companion). 
220 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines  Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 203 (2005). 
221 Stephen A. Peay, “Spirituality 101: What Does It Mean To Be a Spiritual Person?,” August 17, 1997 (First 
Congregational Church of Wauwatosa) (from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson).  
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  a. Prayers of Adoration and Praise  
 

In our prayers of adoration for God, we acknowledge who we are and who 
God is. Praise and adoration is a proper response to one who is far greater than we are and who 
loves us and offers us so much. (Remember, the Lord’s Prayer commences with praise – 
“hallowed be thy name.”) Opening a prayer with adoration and praise puts us in the right frame 
of mind.  
 
  b. Prayers of Gratitude:  Thanksgiving  
 

An expression of gratitude is a major reason to pray. God is moved 
whenever we express our appreciation. Say thank you for his many blessings. Praising, honoring 
and thanking God in prayer is important for the same reasons they are important in the context 
of worship as discussed later below. Never forget the cost of salvation paid by Christ on the 
Cross. Also, when praying, remember God continually invites us to share our lives with him in 
a personal relationship. We have so much for which to be thankful. This calls for us to respond 
to God's invitation with thanksgiving as well as praise as a primary purpose of prayer.  

 
Since our talents have been granted to us by God, it is only natural and appropriate to 

thank God for the results achieved through the use of those talents. However, God has granted 
each person free will to make use of his or her abilities. Thus, everything in life is not predestined. 
Individual choices and actions can make a difference. Consequently, when things go well there 
is a tendency to think in terms that "I did it." Because "I did it," the thought of thanking God for 
the abilities which made the result possible occurs too infrequently. While some results achieved 
are a reflection of a person’s own effort, remember the basic talents employed are the gifts for 
which we need to be grateful.222  

 
An additional dimension for gratitude prayers, too often taken for granted, is God's grant 

of free will to us which gives our lives scope and purpose. In its absence, everything done would 
be beyond a person's control. Only a God of utmost love and compassion would relinquish 
control and grant free will. Thus, while some results achieved are in part a reflection of a person's 
own effort (remembering that the basic talents employed are the gifts of God), gratitude prayers 
should be often forthcoming not only for God's support in our achievements but, even more 
importantly, for God's willingness to afford us free will to both decide and act and for such 
decisions and actions to have an impact.223 

 
  c. Prayers of Confession  
 

A third type of prayer is confessional prayer (i.e., acknowledgment of 
sinfulness, repentance and asking for forgiveness and transformation.)  

 
Outside the context of a church worship service, people tend not to focus on confessional 

prayer. Why? The term sin is a very ominous word. In a worldly context it connotes evil, cruelty, 
 

222 Jon S. Hanson, “Prayer: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow,”. February 22. 1988 (prepared for class on Basic 
Christian Living, First Congregational Church of Wauwatosa . 
223 Id. 
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malice and the like. Although certainly not without faults, people tend to view themselves as 
relatively decent persons rather than as sinners. However, the concept of sin is not simply limited 
to the more malevolent aspects of human behavior. Sin is any commission or omission of an act 
or thought which is contrary to the will of God. It involves falling short of what God calls us to 
be. Pride, self-centeredness, and desire for control are among those at the top of the list.  

 
However,  
 

[a]s believers in Christ, all our sins are forgiven. His death 
cleansed us from all sin. So why should we still confess our sins? 
 

Confession is more than obtaining Christ’s forgiveness for 
sin. Confession… [recognizes] that our thoughts, works and 
actions are… contrary to… [God’] will. Sin… cause[s] us to lose 
sight of what is right and wrong. In confession, we reorient 
ourselves to what is right. Confession is about seeing ourselves, 
our sin and our God clearly. 
 

Repentance is incomplete though, if it ends with 
confession. Repentance must include changed attitudes and 
behavior. When you sin and are truly sorry, confess this to God, 
ask for his forgiveness, and accept his grace and mercy. Then, with 
clearer vision, turn and run from sin.224 

 
This might well be addressed by a general daily examination of conscience followed by 
confession and resolve to better. 
 

The Bible clearly states that God freely forgives our sins, but many 
of us struggle to live in the reality of that forgiveness. [Thus,] 
…the practice of confession is necessary to our spiritual growth. 
Confession is not something God has us do because he needs it. 
Rather, confession is a practice that, done wisely, will help us 
become …transformed….225  

With the Bible urging repentance of sin, coupled with the fact that we are more sinful 
than we normally recognize or acknowledge, confessional prayer should play a very important 
role in the lives of Christians.226  

 
d. Prayers of Supplication (Petition)  
  

A fourth type of prayer are prayers of supplication or petition (also termed 
request prayers) in which the person praying asks for something for oneself and/or for others. 

 
224 One Year Study Bible: Arranged in 365 Daily Readings (NLT) 826 (2011) (Tyndale House Publishing (2nd 
Edition). 
225 John Ortberg, Life You’ve Always Wanted 55 (2004) (Participant’s Guide).   
226 Jon s. Hanson, “Prayer: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow,” February 22. 1988 (prepared for class on Basic 
Christian Living, First Congregational Church of Wauwatosa (Wisconsin). 
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Prayers of petition express our awareness of our relationship with God. We are creatures not 
creators. We are not masters of our own situation. Thus, it is natural and appropriate for us to 
call out for help to meet our needs and the needs of others.227 The Bible establishes that God 
wants us to ask for the things we need. Jesus urged people to pray.  

 
Ask and it will be given to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be opened 

to you. (Matthew 7:7) God longs to hear us express the yearnings of our heart. We ask and then 
leave the problems with God. This frees us from carrying the burden ourselves. God wants us to 
ask and God will answer.228 Our prayers bring us in tune with God. He responds in a manner that 
is best for us rather than simply granting that for which we ask. God conforms us to his will 
rather than him conforming to ours.229 
 

When praying for ourselves, do so within biblical parameters and guidelines which 
include the following.230 First, ask with a clean heart, i.e., ask with good intentions. Second, ask 
in faith, i.e., believe that God will answer.  Third, be prepared to respond appropriately to God’s 
answer. For example, when praying for God’s mercy, be prepared to show mercy to others. 
Fourth, ask according to God’s will. Ultimately pray that it is "not my will, Lord, but yours be 
done" and be willing to be obedient to his will. God answers prayers, including petition prayers, 
but he does so in his own way rather according to our desires.  

 
Prayers of petition for others (often referred to as intercessory prayers) lift up their needs 

to God and commend them to God for his care. Christ prayed for the sick and for those hurting. 
Paul repeatedly prayed for others in his letters. So too are we called to pray on behalf of others. 

 
When we pray for ourselves and for others, focus not on asking for release from any task 

God calls for us to do, but rather for strength to complete the task. “Prayer should always be for 
power and seldom for release; for not release but conquest must be the keynote of the Christian 
life.”231  
 
  e. Chain Group Prayer 
 

A powerful form of intercessory prayer involves chain group prayers. 
These are prayers performed by a group of persons in response to requests by others. The requests 
might be from a person asking for prayer on his or her behalf or a request by someone else who 
is aware of another person in need. The requests are funneled though some coordinating point(s) 
in the church. Then the requests are distributed to those participating in the chain group. Multiple 
prayers are offered either by group members separately and/or by group members collectively. 
FRCC quilt ministry offers a variant of a chain prayer group. Prayer is powerful. There are 

 
227 Steve A. Peay, “Introduction to The Spiritual Life,” 1998 (First Congregational Church of Wauwatosa, Lenten 
Series) (drawn from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson).. 
228 Lonnie Richardson, “The Asking Factor for Answered Prayer,” Oct. 14, 2007 (sermon).  
229 Stephen Peay, Seminar on Prayer, February 28 through Mar. 24, 1996 (First Congregational Church of 
Wauwatosa) (from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson). 
230 Lonnie Richardson, “The Asking Factor for Answered Prayer,” October 14, 2007 (sermon). 

 231 William Barclay, The Letters to the Philippians, Colossians and Thessalonians 167 (Revised Edition, 1975). 
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reports of many who have benefited.232 And, those who actively participate in chain group prayer 
take a further step in their own Walk with Christ. 

 
f. Other Types of Prayers  
 

Although not elaborated upon here, there are numerous other types of 
prayer. For example, a contemplative prayer involves discerning some idea and walking around 
with it. Why am I thinking about it?. How does it affect my family, friends and church? What is 
God trying to tell me? In short, walk around a thought in the presence of God and seek to discern 
how he will lead you. A meditative prayer is form of prayer whose purpose is to establish 
quietness before God and receive thoughts that might come.  A centering prayer (e.g., Jesus, Son 
of God, have mercy on me”) is sitting in God’s presence, focusing on him and giving him 
undivided attention). Praying scripture (lectio divina233) and conversational prayers, offer 
further meaningful possibilities.  

 
A conversational prayer is simply conversing with God. We can talk to God and 

unburden ourselves to God as a best friend. This can simply be a conversation talking about what 
you are doing at the present moment. It can take occur anytime at anyplace. God wants to be a 
part of our lives. He wants to hear about our joys and successes as well as our burdens, fears, 
concerns and needs. Through Christ we have a direct line at any time. Unfortunately, too often, 
we fail to dial in.234 

 
There is also a prayer known as an action prayer. One should be alert that too often we 

continually ask God to do what he has already called us to do. For example, one might pray that 
his friend has lost his job and lacks sufficient money for food. God’s answer might be “go to the 
grocery store and buy him some.” Often God responds to our prayers by empowering us to be 
the answer. Don’t ask for something and then act inconsistently with that being asked. Act 
consistently with one’s prayer request. However, for the prayer to be answered, we must be 
moved to action. “The ultimate action prayer is ‘Lord, what would you have me do?”235 

 
One might also try praying the psalms. There are psalms for nearly every type of 

occasion. David, the author of many of the psalms, wrote psalms in which he complained, when 
he was mad, when he wanted his enemies silenced or destroyed when he was in despair as well 
as when he was thankful to God or wanted to praise God. For our purpose, read a psalm 
expressing one’s own mood. Read it thoughtfully and emotionally until one understands it well 
enough to put into one’s own words. Then pray one’s own paraphrase. Pray different psalms for 
different circumstances. If they worked for David, they could very well work for us.236 

 

 
232 E.g., First Congregational Church of Mukwonago, Wisconsin, “Ministry Teams,” February 28, 2016, p.5 
(pamphlet). 
233 See Jon S. Hanson, “A Spiritual Life Through Spiritual Disciplines,” pp.33-37, April 4, 2007) (notes drawing 
upon numerous resources over a 10 year period). 
234 Id. at 37. 
235 Lonnie Richardson, “Action Prayers,” March. 6, 2016 (sermon);. Lonnie Richardson, ”How to Get Your Prayers 
Answered,”  July 19, 2015 (sermon), 
236 Lonnie Richardson, Shut Up and Pray: Praying When It Is Hard  to Pray,” May 7, 2017 (sermon). 
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The host prayers mentioned here are offered to alert people to the availability of many 
prayer forms which may be used to supplement one another or as alternatives to other prayer 
forms which might better fit a person’s individual needs. Regardless of the prayer forms an 
individual chooses, their effectiveness depends upon a willingness to listen and be transformed.  

 
 4. Elements of Prayer 

  
 Without attempting to be exhaustive, there are several elements which underlie 

effective prayers. 
 

a. Communication with God: Listen  
 

The primary function of prayer is not simply for us to talk to God. Instead, 
the primary function of prayer is to open the lines of communication so God can talk to us. Too 
often in prayer we do the all the talking while God listens. Our prayers tend to be monologues 
rather than dialogues. God know what we are going to say and what our needs are. Instead, we 
should try to come into relationship with God rather than simply attempting to manipulate him 
into doing what we want. He invites us to listen to him.  

 
 But, to hear God one must be willing to discipline his or herself to be still before God. 
“Be still and know that I am God” (Psalm 46:10). Jesus modeled the discipline of stillness before 
God in the context of a very busy life.237  

 
God’s power is available to us when we come to him in solitude, 
when we learn how to focus and center our hearts and be quiet 
before him.  When we learn the discipline stillness before God, we 
find that his leadings come through to us clearly, with little 
interference.238 

 
Bill Hybels suggest that sometime during the course of prayer simply ask “Now Lord, I 

invite you to speak to me by your Holy Spirit.” Or, one might simply ask “Speak to me Lord, for 
your servant is listening.” 239 However, it is not important to follow some particular method, i.e., 
such as one modeled by someone else whom one respects. But rather each person should custom 
design an approach that works for him or her, an approach that enables hearing God’s still, small 
voice.240 
 

Listening to God in prayer is a fundamental means to avoid shutting God out of our lives. 
It is a prime means which God uses to transform us into a more Christ-like life. Prayer is not just 
talking to God. Prayer is being in God’s presence. Peter preached that God is where we live, 

 
237 Bill Hybels, Too Busy Not to Pray 145 (revised and expanded 1998). 
238 Id. at 146. 
239 Id. at 147, 149. Questions that Bill Hybels regularly asks God include (i) what is the next step in developing my 
character, (ii) what is the next step with respect to my family, and (iii) what is the next step in my ministry. Id. at 
148. 
240 Id. at  148.  
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move and have our being. Prayer is practicing the presence of God in our lives, not just a one 
way conversation.241 
 

When we listen, how do we discern whether it is actually the voice of God which we 
think we hear? Or, is it our own voice saying what we want to hear? In making such a 
determination, test the answer. Is it consistent with scripture? Is the response is consistent with 
the way a Christian person would respond. With the aid of the Holy Spirit, meditate on scripture. 
Start with scripture and find the answer there. Look at the model of Jesus.242 

 
  b. Trust God   
 

When we pray, remember three things: (i) remember the love of God who 
desires only what is best for us, (ii) remember the wisdom of God who alone knows what is best 
for us, and (iii) remember the power of God who alone can bring to pass that which is best for 
us. “He who prays with a perfect trust in the love, wisdom and power of God will find God's 
peace.”243  

 
c. Thy Will Be Done  
 

When we start to complain or doubt about God answering our prayer the 
way we would like, remember God did not always give Jesus what he prayed for. Before Jesus 
went to the cross he prayed that such burden be lifted. Jesus “fell with his face to the ground. He 
prayed, ‘My Father, if it is possible, may this cup be taken from me. Yet not as I will, but as you 
will.” (Matthew 26:39) God did not respond affirmatively to Jesus’ request. But, what is 
important here is Jesus modeling prayer assenting to God’s will.244  

 
Effective prayer includes expressing that "'Thy will be done.” Realize that 

we never know better than God. The essence of prayer is not that we say to God: “Thy will be 
changed,” but that we say to him: "Thy will be done." Real prayer does not demand things we 
wish, but rather accepts that which he wills.245 Prayer that seeks to align our lives with God’s 
will is prayer that God answers.246  

 
  d. Thanksgiving in All Prayers  
 

Paul laid down that thanksgiving must be the universal accompaniment of 
prayer.247 Paul insists that we must give thanks in everything, in sorrows and in joys alike. This 
implies both (i) gratitude and (ii) perfect submission to the will of God. It is only when we are 
fully convinced that God is working all things together for good that we can really feel the 
gratitude which believing prayer demands.  

 
241 “Introduction to The Spiritual Life,” (Lent 1998), First Congregational Church of Wauwatosa, (led by Stephen) 
(from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson).   
242 For consideration of discerning God’s will, see Section I. below.    
243 William Barclay, The Letters to the Philippians, Colossians, and Thessalonians 78 (1975 Revised Edition)). 
244 Lonnie Richardson, “Shut Up and Pray: Does Prayer Really Work,” May 21, 2017 (sermon). 
245 William Barclay, The Gospel of John 180 (Vol. 2, 1975, Revised Edition). 
246 Lonnie Richardson, “Shut Up and Pray: Does Prayer Really Work,” May 21, 2017 (sermon). 
247 “… in situation, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God.” (Philippians 4:6). 
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e.  Pray Persistently  
 

Too often, when we feel that our prayers are not answered, we stop 
praying with the sense that it must not have been God's will or maybe this “prayer thing” doesn't 
work after all. There come times when prayer seems to be unavailing. The remedy is to keep on 
praying.  

 
Paul calls for people to persevere in prayer. Even for the best of 
us, there come times when prayer seems to be unavailing and to 
penetrate no farther than the walls of the room in which we pray. 
At such a time the remedy is not to stop but to go on praying; for 
in the man who prays spiritual dryness cannot last.248 

 
Jesus instructed his disciples “that they should always pray and not give up.” (Luke 18:1). 

Through persistent prayer, we (i) remain in the presence of God, (ii) we define and refine our 
requests according to God’s will, and (iii) we demonstrate our faith in what Jesus promised.249   

 
  5. What Meaningful Prayer Is Not250 
 

Sometimes something can be defined, at least in part, by what it is not. However, 
in noting below things that prayer is not, what is meant is that prayer is not just this. While these 
facets may be a part of genuine prayer, each facet in of itself isn’t the whole of prayer. 

 
a. Ritual, Rote or Babbling Prayer 
 

Prayer does not occur just because someone mouths what is thought to be 
a prayer. Prayer is not empty words or phrases.  

 
In praying do not heap up empty phrases as the Gentiles do; for they think that they will 

be heard for their many words. Do not be like them, for your Father knows what you need before 
you ask him. Pray then like this: ... [the Lord’s Prayer]. (Matthew 6:7-15) Whether a prayer is 
heard depends on the fervor of the soul, not the number of words or the number of times repeated. 
Simply saying a prayer only as a matter of ritual or rote or heaping on fancy phrases or babbling 
on251 does not replace heartfelt and sincere communication with God.  When prayer is conducted 
simply as a formality, it serves little real purpose other than perhaps providing a person a false 
sense that he or she is dutifully praying. Prayers, which are merely part of a routine and 
conventional repetition of a form of words, have little prospect of being well received.  

 
248 William Barclay, The Letters to the Philippians, Colossians and Thessalonians  166 (revised edition, 1975). 
249 Lonnie Richardson, “Prayer Power,” September 30, 2008 (sermon). 
250This section draws primarily on Steve A. Peay,  “Introduction to The Spiritual Life,” 1998 (First Congregational 
Church of Wauwatosa, Lenten Series) (drawn from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson).   
251  

And when you pray, do not keep on babbling like pagans, for they think they 
will be heard because of their many words. Do not be like them, for your Father 
knows what you need before you ask him. (Matthew 6:7-8) 
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Yes, liturgy (ritual) can inspire prayer and can express prayer. But, just performing 

liturgy as simply a rote exercise will not serve as meaningful prayer. To think otherwise is an 
illusion.  

 
 b. Seeking Recognition, Respect, Approval Prayer 
 

Prayer in public to make one feel good and gain the approbation and praise 
of others is not meaningful prayer. As Jesus forcefully teaches,  
 

Beware of practicing your piety before men in order to be seen by them; for then 
you will have no reward from your Father who is in heaven. (Matthew 6:1) 

 
 And when you pray, do not be like the hypocrites, for they 

love to pray standing in the synagogues and on the street corners 
to be seen by others. Truly I tell you, they have received their 
reward in full.  But when you pray, go into your room, close the 
door and pray to your Father, who is unseen. Then your Father, 
who sees what is done in secret, will reward you.  And when you 
pray, do not keep on babbling like pagans, for they think they will 
be heard because of their many words. (Matthew 6:5-7) 

 
Beware of just going through the motions, of simply praying by rote or praying for public 

exposure. Don’t be a hypocrite who prays in public so he can be seen praying in public so as to 
be viewed as a good man. Genuine prayer seeks not to make oneself look good, but rather 
genuine and meaningful prayer is God centered rather than self-centered. Pray in private and 
don’t simply pray by rote. Instead, pray from the heart. 

 
 c. Selfish Prayer 
 

As we pray in the name of Christ, avoid praying for something that we 
know Jesus would disapprove. Prayer should not be selfish. When one prays he or she should 
not focus entirely on his or her-own needs. The greatest temptation is to pray as if only ourselves 
mattered. For example, don’t pray for some personal ambition which would hurt others. Don’t 
pray in the name of him who is love for vengeance on others.  Whenever we try to utilize prayer 
to only realize our ambitions and desires, such will be ineffective as not a real prayer at all. 
Selfish prayer will not find favor with God. 

 
d. Prayer Simply to Get a Sign  
 

Don’t test God by praying for a sign as the answer to a prayer. Jesus said, 
in response to some scribes and Pharisees looking for a sign, that “[a]n evil and adulterous 
generation seeks for a sign; but no sign shall be given to it….”  (Matthew 12:39-40) 
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e. Prayer Isolated from the Setting in Which It Is Made 
 

Prayer cannot be divorced from its setting. For example, John Newton 
(the author of the hymn Amazing Grace) was a slave trader who knelt on the deck of his slave 
ship every day to pray. Yet, he found prayer to be unfulfilling. The prayer itself could not be 
divorced from the setting in which it was professed. Praying in a manner inconsistent with what 
one does (unless seeking to change) lacks genuineness or meaning. We cannot take prayer out 
of the setting of our lives. One can say a prayer, but saying a prayer does not constitute all of 
what prayer is. Saying a prayer comes out of the total experience of the one who prays. Coming 
into the life of God does not mean running away from human life.  
 

f. Prayer Apart from the Culture  
 

Prayer is not simply a question of the relationship between God and me. It 
is not simply a private experience. God calls us as a people. Our Puritan ancestors held that one 
person does not constitute a church. A church is more than one person gathered together around 
together Christ. When Jesus prays the Lord’s Prayer he said “Our Father” not my Father. Thus, 
prayer is not solely a withdrawal into a private thing. Furthermore, Jesus went to church 
(synagogue) and prayed in a corporate or public manner with others. Here is an answer for those 
who say they don’t need to go to church in order to pray. If Jesus, the Son of God and our role 
model, found it important to pray in a church setting, who are we to say that not doing so is O.K. 

 
This is not to say that we don’t need times alone and periods of quiet in order to recharge.  

Jesus went apart from time to time to be by himself to pray to God. But, he did so to prepare for 
his work in transforming the culture.  He did not to withdraw from the culture. Prayer involves 
struggle within our culture and a means to transform our culture. Even monks who drew away 
into the dessert to be alone, did so to become transformers of the world rather than centering on 
their own individual selves and God. Thus, one’s individual devotion needs to be done in the 
context of life and culture rather than in solely private in the context of an isolated individual.  
 

g. Prayer for God to Do Our Bidding  
 

Often a prayer is solely and consistently focused on trying to cause God 
to do our bidding, in effect, seeking to reduce God to being the celestial gumball machine who 
will spit out what we want in answer to our prayers. However, the foundation of prayer is not 
request and answer. Instead, the foundation of prayer is thanksgiving, not petition. Instead, we 
should emphasize our acknowledgment of and adoration for our loving Father and friend. Prayer 
does not change God, but rather prayer changes the one who prays. By prayer, we make ourselves 
ready to receive what God has for us. Adoration, not petition, is the foundation of prayer. All 
prayer should be praise, all life should be prayer. 

 
h. Prayer for an Exceptional Experience 
 

If the sole focus of our prayer life is the quest for an exhilarating 
experience, we are not going to find it. (New Age movement types look for an experience, a 
way to get a new high).  Baseball provides an interesting analogy. If we go to a baseball game 
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solely to see a grand-slam home run, the other enjoyable aspects of what makes up most of the 
game will be missed and the grand-slam may never happen. While a grand-slam home run is 
exciting, it is far from being the whole game. A grand-slam by itself is not the whole of baseball 
which has so much more from beginning to end. When one lives only for the grand-slam, one 
misses most if not all of the game. The same is true with respect to prayer. One won’t find God 
and all that he has to offer if the goal of prayer is simply an extraordinary ecstatic experience. 
 

  6. The Prayer Life Style252  
 

Paul said “pray continually.” Prayer is a lifestyle. So how do we pray 
continually?  

 
Learn to pray by praying. Although hearing messages from the pulpit and reading sources 

on prayer can be helpful, we best learn the most about prayer in the privacy of our own prayer 
life. Learn to pray by praying.  

 
Begin where we are. Don’t feel the need to wait until we clean up our life style before 

praying. God does the cleaning.  
 
Be honest with God and ourselves in our prayers. Too often we say things in prayer that 

we know are not true and we know God knows they are not true. One can and should be honest 
in his or her prayer since God already knows what's going in one’s mind anyway. Honesty will 
not surprise God. Be honest and let God help dealing with the problem.  

 
Cry out to God in prayer. Even if prayers are full of misconceptions, self-pity and bad 

theology, as long as a person cries out to God, God can reach him or her. However, when a 
person stops crying out to God, when he or she turns his or her back to God and gives up on 
God, the doors of possibility close in a person’s life.  

 
Continue the prayer conversation with God all day long. Develop the habit of talking to 

God throughout the day. God is with us. Why ignore him? The more we become aware of God's 
presence in our lives throughout the day, the more we come to experience and grow in our 
personal relationships with him. 

 
7. Balanced Method for Prayer: – ACTS 
 

As considered more fully in Subsection 3. above, there are four basic types of 
prayer (adoration, confession, thanksgiving and supplication) which (by using the first letters of 
each of these types) can be succinctly referred to by the word ACTS. A simple method for a 
balanced prayer life is following the ACTS structure which incorporates these four types of 
prayer. This structure helps avoid falling into meaningless repetition. ACTS calls for 
incorporating, in some way, each of the following elements in prayer.  

 
 

 
252 Lonnie Richardson, “The Prayer Life Style,” October 7, 2007 (sermon). 
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� Adoration – (Praise) 
 

Begin with praising God for who he is and all the wonders he has 
performed. Focus on his attributes. Praise his nature, his goodness, his 
faithfulness, his creative power, his love, his grace, his wisdom, etc. 
This time is reserved for praise. Confession, gratitude and requests 
come later. 

 
� Confession  

 
Confession acknowledges our sinfulness. Tell God about specific sins 
which we have committed, admit we have missed the mark. Resolve 
to turn away from committing those sins again (repentance) and ask 
for forgiveness and cleansing.  

 
� Thanksgiving – Gratitude) 

 
Thank God for his forgiveness and a new start, for all that he has 
given, for answered prayers, and for demonstrations of his love. 

 
� Supplication – (Petition) 

 
In this form of prayer, we present our requests to God, not only for 
ourselves, but also for others.  

 
One can incorporate all these elements in a single prayer or separate the elements into 

different prayers. That is, one can vary the ACTS pattern by focusing on one element one day 
and another element on another day.  

 
One suggested approach is practice each of the four aspects of prayer. To get started, on 

Day One praise God using Psalm 23. On Day Two, identify the main areas of temptation with 
which you struggle, confess any sin in these areas and pray for strength to resist such temptations. 
On Day Three, with intentionality, recall physical, spiritual and relational blessings you have 
received and express gratitude to God for each one. And, on Day Four, pray for concerns in your 
life as well as those in the lives of others who are close to you.253 

 
Whether one incorporates all elements of ACTS in one prayer or different elements in 

separate prayers, it is important to incorporate each element in prayer with regularity. 
 
 
 
 

 
253 Don Cousins and Judson Poling, “Friendship with God: Developing Intimacy with God,” Walking with God 
Series for groups), p.52 (Willow Creek Resources 1992). 
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8. Physical Aspects of Prayer and Meditation254 
 
 We need periods of quiet and calm from frantic schedules to relax, think about 

the day and build relationships with friends and family. Similarly, we need quiet and prayerful 
reflection with our Lord and his Word so as to build an intimate and personal relationship with 
him. There are a variety of ways for one to mediate and pray. The following description provides 
an approach to silent prayer. 

 
� Schedule regular quiet times for personal devotions. 

 
� Create sacred space by finding a quiet and comfortable place. 

 
�  Anticipate, so as to avoid, to the extent possible, distractions or 

interruptions. 
 

� Select a chair in which to relax, but not so comfortable that dozing is 
induced. 
 

� Consciously feel the tension flowing out of the body through a 
progressive relaxation sequence moving from one part of the body to 
the next. 
 

� Focus Mind on God 
 
Pray that God will give insight through the reading of the 
scripture passage. Start with a simple prayer such as “Lord, I 
come at this moment in quiet to pray. Be with me and help me 
in doing so.”  
 
One simple technique to sharpen the focus is to repeat several 
times the word “God” or “Jesus” or the short Jesus Prayer - 
“Jesus, Son of God, have mercy on me, a sinner.” 
 

� Pray in Silence for a Period of Time 
 

A common occurrence is the wandering of the mind and the 
popping up of various distractions. If a distraction keeps 
occurring, it is important. Use it as an opportunity. That is, pray 
about it. Otherwise, slow down and refocus on your prayer. The 
worst thing to do is to stop praying when a distraction occurs. 

 
� Conclude with a slow rendition of the Lord’s Prayer 

 

 
254 Jon S. Hanson, “A Spiritual Life Through Spiritual Disciplines,” April 4, 2007, pp.40-41 (drawn upon numerous 
resources over a 10-year period). 
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� Reflect and record in a journal what you discovered, for example, about 
yourself, about God and about your relationship with God. 

 
9. Getting Started on Developing the Spiritual Discipline of Prayer 
 

The spiritual discipline of prayer involves a learning process which develops with 
practice Occasional joggers do not suddenly qualify for a marathon. They train over a period of 
time before doing so. The same is true with prayer. When we follow a progression, we can expect 
to pray with greater confidence and spiritual success a year from now than we do currently. “God 
always meets us where we are and slowly moves us along into deeper things.”255 
 
 If we sense that we are not praying effectively, search for the “block.” Perhaps something 
within us needs to change. Perhaps persistence and patience are required. Listen, make 
adjustments and try again.256 However, in doing so, understand that “[t]he true test of prayer is 
not whether a person gets what he or she asks for, but [rather] the effect on the life from a habit 
of talking to God.”257 
 

As a person embarks and seeks to grow a meaningful practice of the spiritual discipline 
of prayer, several facets of a prayer warrant consideration and understanding including  

 
� what is prayer,  
� how God answers prayer, 
� types of prayer,  
� elements of prayer,  
� what meaningful prayer is not 
� prayer life style,  
� balanced prayer (ACTS),  
� physical aspects of prayer, and  
� getting started in developing the spiritual discipline of prayer.  
 

B. PURSUING INTIMACY WITH GOD THROUGH THE SPIRITUAL  
DISCIPLINE OF SPENDING TIME WITH GOD’S WORD  

 
1. Foundational Importance of Spending Time with God’s Word 
 

From the outset of the creation of Christ’s church, the importance of learning and 
understanding God’s Word has been manifest. The people “devoted themselves to the apostles’ 
teaching….” (Acts 2:42) People acknowledged that Jesus had authorized and empowered the 
apostles as teachers of the church and submitted to their authority.  

 
All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, 
correcting and training in righteousness, so that the servant of God 

 
255 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth  35 (rev. ed. 1988). 
256 Id. at 38. 
257 Lonnie Richardson, “The Prayer of Jesus,” February 21, 2016 (sermon). 
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may be thoroughly equipped for every good work.” (2 Timothy 
3:16-17) 
 

Today, we are also called to devote ourselves to the apostles' teaching through the pages 
of scripture. To grow as a follower of Christ, one needs to seriously know and submit to the 
authority of scripture through the expounding of the Bible from the pulpit, reading, studying, 
discussions in small groups and reflection upon the scripture.258 Purposeful Bible reading and 
studying is a foundational spiritual discipline.   

 
a. God Reveals Himself 
 

For there to be a personal relationship between God and his people, there 
needs to be two-way communication. The Bible is a collection of books regarded as authoritative 
by Christians which, although written by men and women, is the inspired word of God through 
which he reveals himself.  

 
Sola Scriptura. This famous slogan states the formal principle of 
the Protestant Reformation. ‘Scripture alone” is the supreme 
authority of the Christian faith, life and thought.259 
 

Herein, God delivers his message of love and redemption to us in the form of words that 
constitute a living and transforming force in our lives. 
 

When we pray, we speak to God. When we read the Bible, God speaks to us.260 Our 
spiritual ancestors, the Pilgrims and Puritans, focused on the Bible as the revealed word of God. 
We get to know God and his plan for us in scripture. God actually speaks to us “through the 
biblical message.”261  “[I]t is through the Bible that we come to know God.”262 It is in scripture 
we discern the ultimate authority governing all of life.263 

 

 
258 Lonnie Richardson, “The Marks of a Live Church,” June 1, 2014 (sermon). 
259 Kevin J. Vanhoozer, “What Is the Bible?,” Theology Questions Everyone Asks: Christian Faith in Plain 
Language 40 (2014) (edited by Gary M. Burge and David Lauber). 
260 William Barclay, Introducing the Bible 103 (25th ed., 1992). 
261 J. I. Packer, Knowing God 36 (1973). 
262 Julie Johnson Staples, “Dreaming, Talking, Acting,” Congregationalist, September 2017, p.12. 
263 Underlying religious belief is the question what constitutes authority for the belief. Historically, there have been 
three views as to what constitutes the ultimate authority: the Bible, church tradition and human reason either alone 
or in combination. Following the lead of the continental reformers, the Puritans claimed that scripture alone, being 
the revealed word of God, is the final authority for religious belief. More recent debate as to limited inerrancy of 
the Bible raises the question as to what areas does the Bible apply (e.g., limited to questions of salvation). Does the 
Bible speak infallibly to all of life or only to certain areas? The Puritans were clear in their convictions. First, 
scripture is the authoritative standard in testing religions truth. It is the touchstone to test all doctrines. Second, 
Puritans extended biblical authority to matters of morality (ethics). Third, the Bible is also the ultimate authority 
governing ecclesiastical issues (church practices). In short, the authority of the Bible extends to all of life. 
        However, in applying scripture to all of life, the Puritans were not simplistically expecting to find specific rules 
which they could literally or directly follow. Instead, they found general principles which could be translated into 
contemporary situations or applied in general ways. In short, Puritans theory and practice made scripture the rule 
for all of life. Leland Ryken, Worldly Saints: The Puritans as They Really Were 140-45 (1986) 
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  b.  Developing Relationship with God 
 

As considered earlier, God invites us to be his friend. However, it is 
impossible to be one’s friend without knowing him. Through God inspired scripture God reveals 
who he is, what he is about and what he calls upon us to do. Revealing himself through the Bible 
is the process by which God makes himself known.  

 
THE BIBLE IS DIVINE REVELATION. God’s own word to us. It 
reveals who God is, who we are and why we are here. Through 
Bible study we gain insights into God, human nature and creation. 
Studying Scripture can equip, guide and reveal how to live in life-
giving ways that deepen our friendship with God and others.264 
(Emphasis supplied.) 

 
If we want to come to know God, to enter into a personal relationship with him and to be a friend 
with him, i.e., pursue an intimate relationship with God, we need to spend time in his Word.  
 

Through the process of spending time with God’s Word, people grow spiritually, learn 
to be honest with themselves, become better equipped for good works, renew their minds, live 
more successful lives and grow in their relationship with God. God’s Word provides access to 
the truth, protects one from adverse external influences and equips us to better influences 
others.265 “Our own development as Christian disciples is linked to careful study and obedient 
response to the Scriptures.”266 As the psalmist wrote, “your word is a lamp for my feet, a light 
on my path.” (Psalms 119:105) 

 
God wants to be known. He reveals himself in various ways in addition to our spending 

time with his Word. These include experiencing the natural world (his creation), humankind 
(made in his image), using our God given gifts, and prayer. However, spending time with God’s 
Word is a crucial and foundational spiritual discipline to connect with God in a loving personal 
relationship. “Christians are truly people of the Bible…. In his Word, …God makes himself 
accessible to me.”267  

 
 c. Transformation 
 

We come to scripture not to amass information, but to be changed. The 
purpose of spending time in the Bible study is to uncover truths that can transform our lives.268 
Thus, read and study the Bible from a devotional, life changing viewpoint rather than simply 
from an intellectual perspective. The emphasis needs to be reflection on scripture for life 
application rather than simply accumulating more Biblical knowledge.  

 
264 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 165 (2005). 
265 Don Cousins and Judson Poling, Friendship with God: Developing Intimacy with God 30-32 (1992) (Walking 
with God Series, Willow Creek Resources).. 
266 Donald N. Bastian, Belonging (Free Methodist Church): Adventures in Church Membership 119 (2002).  
267 Andy Langford and Mark Ralls, Beginnings: an Introduction to Christian Faith 90 (2003) (a participant’s 
companion). 
268 Ed Stetzer, “4 Strategies for Better Discipleship,” OutreachMagazine.com, March 13, 2013. 
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The purpose of Spiritual Disciplines is the total transformation of the 
person. They aim at replacing old destructive habits of thought with new 
life-giving habits. Nowhere is this purpose more clearly seen than in the 
discipline of study. 269 

 
The purpose of spending time with God’s word is to uncover truths that can transform 

our lives. It is God revealing himself to us. The Bible is a love letter from our most trusted and 
dearest friend. Studying and immersing oneself in God’s Word is a foundational spiritual 
discipline. It is crucial to our spiritual growth toward a more Christ-like life. 

 
The most important aspect of the discipline of study is not in what we do, but in what 

God does with our minds. 270 Our thinking and study must begin, continue and end with a request 
for God to guide our thoughts in his truth.271 To become Christ-like in our character, filling our 
lives with his Word. God's Word is essential. It is an integral part of our living. It provides the 
spiritual nourishment needed to enable us to live out our purposes. “The Bible is about real life, 
moral truths, and our relationship with God.”272 A healthy follower of Christ feeds on God's 
Word. This is often referred to as abiding in God's Word which involves three activities  

 
� accept and trust the Bible as the ultimate authority for our lives, 
 
� assimilate the truth of God's Word by filing one’s mind with the Word so that 

the Holy Spirit can transform us, and 
 

� apply the principles of God’s Word (i.e., obedience).  
 
A simple prayer opening time with God’s word, such as “Lord, open our hearts and our 

minds to the power of your word, that as we read, we may know, understand, and obey your 
word for us to today,”273 focuses on connecting with God in a personal relationship. Abiding in 
God’s Word is achieved by (i) receiving with an open mind, (ii) reading the Bible regularly, (iii) 
asking the right questions of the text and writing down one’s insights, (iv) remembering, and (v) 
reflecting upon God's Word.  

 
Attending to scripture and engaging in prayer are essential for healthy growth as a 

follower of Christ. 
 
[T]he Word of God and prayer are fundamental. …In them we find 
comfort, direction and hope. In them we discover God through his 

 
269 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 62 (rev. ed. 1988). 
270 The following discussion draws primarily on Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here 
For? 185-92 (2002). 
271 Lonnie, Richardson, “Beyond Life-as-Usual – Study: Perfecting the Brains God Gave Us,” February 24, 2008 
(sermon).  
272 Andy Langford and Mark Ralls, Beginnings: an Introduction to Christian Faith 95 (2003) (a participant’s 
companion). 
273 Upper Room (Daily Devotional), May 9, 2016. 
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Spirit. In them we grow in our relationship with our Savior. In 
them we learn about where we have come from and who we are to 
become today.274 

 
Scripture and prayer are foundational to the other spiritual disciplines to connect with God, other 
Christians, those needing serving, and people outside the faith. Thus, it is essential to invigorate 
congregations toward greater spending time with God’s Word as well as to introduce prayer into 
every context of the church’s ministry.275   

 
2. Various Contexts of Spending Time with God’s Word276 
 

Studying the Bible is one of the most frequently praised, although unfortunately 
one of the most consistently neglected, activities in the Christian community today. In learning 
and practicing the spiritual discipline of spending time with God’s word, various approaches of 
doing so need to be understood.  
 

Bible study is not simply reading the Bible. Of course, one cannot study the Bible without 
reading. However, one can read the Bible without studying it.   

 
Bible study is not the same as meditation on the Bible. Meditation is focusing on one 

verse or phrase of scripture. Think about it, chew it over in one’s mind, consider its possible 
implications and ramifications, see how it applies to one’s own life, allow it to make an 
impression on one’s heart and produce a response towards God. Meditation is vital to healthy 
Christian living. However, it not the same as Bible study.  
 

Bible study is not the same as reading books about the Bible. While Bible study may 
involve referring to various books, reading such books should be regarded as aids to rather than 
equated with Bible study. Although biblical commentaries, introductions, expositions, or 
explanatory notes can greatly enhance an understanding biblical understanding, reading such 
material is not Bible study per se. Such writings should not become a substitute for personal 
Bible study. 

 
What then is Bible study? Briefly, it is the personal investigation 
of the meaning of the Bible. It is an individual grappling with the 
biblical text in order to understand it better and to make it one’s 
own.277 

 
In short, the spiritual discipline of spending time in God’s Word involves both meditation 

on his word (see also discussion in E.3. below) and Bible study supplemented with reading 
material about the Bible. 

 
 

 
274 Stephen A. Macchia, Becoming a Healthy Church: 10 Traits of a Vital Ministry 17 (2006). 
275 Id. at 18. 
276 This section draws primarily on Lonnie Richardson, “How to Study the Bible Workshop.” 
277  Id.  
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3. Attitudes in Studying the Bible 
  
 When approaching the study of scripture, one should embrace several attitudes 

which reflect purpose and commitment. 
 

� The Bible is not only God’s Word to us; it is his love letter to us. We should 
learn all we can about God’s Word for us in the Bible because the Bible is 
God’s primary means of speaking to us. The Bible is a love letter from our 
most trusted and dearest friend. Although the ability to read comes from the 
brain, one needs to read the Bible as a love letter with your heart. Cherish it 
as something intensely personal from someone in love with you.278  
 

The Bible is a great love story. Yes, it contains 
instruction on how to live. Models for us to follow. 
And, examples of those who both rejected God’s 
love and received it. Sure, some of it is hard to 
understand. But at its core, it is a love letter… 
Psalms are love songs. From cover to cover it is the 
ongoing story of an unconditional, patient and 
gentle lover seeking to win the hearts reluctant, 
wandering, unfaithful people like you and me. … 
Read it as… a faithful lover calling us to 
intimacy…. God gave us the Bible that we might 
be transformed by the faithful lover calling us to 
intimacy.279  

 
� Recognizing that our need for illumination of the Word is intended to form us 

in the mind of Christ. Read the Bible in the spirit of prayer and humility.280  
 

� Engage in systematic and regular studying of the Bible. Set aside a time and 
place each day for Bible study, meditation and prayer. Spend some time alone 
with God. This is a time to focus on and listen to him. Remember, the ultimate 
purpose is to respond to God’s invitation to engage in an intimate loving 
relationship with him. God has offered us a banquet. We need to respond.281 
 

� Read the Bible with reverence. Commence reading with an opening prayer 
seeking a true understanding of God’s words. The same Holy Spirit who 
moved the original writers of the books of the Bible, today brings God’s truth 
to us. The Holy Spirit enables us to study and interpret these books as we seek 

 
278 Jon S. Hanson, “A Spiritual Life Through Spiritual Disciplines,” p.13, April 4, 2007) (notes drawing upon 
numerous resources over a 10 year period). 
279 Lonnie Richardson, “Adventures in Grace: How to Move Beyond Information and Experience a Love Letter for 
the Hard of Hearing,” February 26, 2017 (sermon). 
280 Kevin J. Vanhoozer, “What Is the Bible?,” Theology Questions Everyone Asks: Christian Faith in Plain 
Language 41 (2014) (edited by Gary M. Burge and David Lauber). 
281 Jon S. Hanson, “A Spiritual Life Through Spiritual Disciplines,” p.14, April 4, 2007) (notes drawing upon 
numerous resources over a 10-year period). 
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not only what does this mean, but also what does it mean for me. Christian 
study of scripture approaches the Bible with reverence seeking more than 
information, but also seeking and finding the grace of God.282 

 
� Study the Bible both individually and within the fellowship of the Church. It 

is not necessary to always reinvent the wheel. Learning scripture includes 
learning within the fellowship and the teachings of the church.283 

 
� Read the Bible honestly. Seek the truth rather than trying to substantiate a 

point about which one has already made up his mind. When studying the Bible 
we should be listening for God’s voice, not for the echo of our own voice.284 

 
� Look to the whole of scripture, not selective passages. A single passage may 

lead us in the wrong direction. An honest approach is to apply the whole of 
scripture to our problem, not simply a text selected to suit us.285 

 
� Study the Bible whole heartedly. Jesus said we must love God with all of our 

heart, soul and strength. This is the way to study the Bible. Pray for guidance 
and illumination. God grants understanding to those who persevere and 
mediate on the meaning. The Holy Spirit helps those who toil to help 
themselves. The more one brings to the Bible, the more one will get from it.286 

 
� Studying the Bible should lead to action. Don’t study the Bible simply for the 

sake of argument or discussion. Seek to discern the will of God and, then do 
it, obey.287 

 
� It is important to avoid the mistake of downgrading the importance of the Old 

Testament and focusing solely on the New Testament. The Bible is a like a 
two storied library with the books on both floors ultimately telling the same 
story. God makes himself known through both the prophets and the apostles. 
The Old Testament teaches creation and our need for salvation through Jesus. 
It is difficult to understand the New Testament apart from the Old Testament 
since 10% if the former consists of quotations, paraphrases and allusions from 
the Old Testament. And, it is important to remember that Jesus repeatedly 
cites books in the Old Testament as having authority. The Bible as a whole 
answers big questions: why we are here, what should we be doing and where 
are we going. God reveals himself through all of scripture and establishes 
relationships with those who respond to his word in faith. Studying and 
interacting with the Bible as a whole is more than simply a means of 

 
282 Id. at 14. 
283 Id. at 14. 
284 Id. at 14. 
285 Id. at 15. 
286 Id. at 15. 
287 Id. at 15. 
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communication for the amassing of information It is a means of mediating a 
personal relationship with God.288  

 
 Effective spending time with God’s word should not be approached casually. It results 
from (i) understanding the purpose(s) of such study, (ii) learning and practicing the requisite 
skills, and (iii) adopting a committed attitude. These are essential elements for meaningful 
experiences when spending time with the Word.  
 
 It is incumbent upon FRCC, as a disciple-making church, to offer meaningful and 
deepening experiences which better enable people to become devotionally immersed in God’s 
Word and to grow in one’s personal relationship with God. 
 
C. PURSUING INTIMACY WITH GOD THROUGH THE SPIRITUAL  

DISCIPLINE OF VITAL TRANSFORMING WORSHIP  
 

Worship, in the broad sense, embraces not only corporate worship services, but also 
worshipping through prayer, spending time with God’s Word, through giving (time, talent and 
treasure), and through all of life in response to God’s love and grace. Thus, it might be said that 
all of the spiritual disciplines are simply elements of worship. However, as we consider spiritual 
disciplines, here, reference to worship is to collaborative worship with others (especially worship 
services).  

 
At the outset, it should be emphasized that simply repetitiously mouthing the words of a 

certain creed, performing particular religious acts, or as simply attending worship services on a 
regular basis may indicate nothing more than church membership.   

 
 1. Understanding and Practicing the Spiritual Discipline of Worship  
 

Most, if not all, of our members have at least the sense that worship is one of the 
core elements of living life as a Christian. Yet, how many of us can articulate why communal 
worship is essential. What is the purpose of worship? How are to we respond to God in worship? 
What are we to get out of worship? Do we view worship as a spiritual discipline? Do we approach 
worship with the expectancy that it will be a transforming experience? The degree and the 
manner in which we are able to answer questions such as these impacts our commitment to 
regular participation in worship services, our attitude toward worship and, ultimately, our 
growing in our personal relationship with God.  

 
  Worship accepts, welcomes and glorifies God as the Creator and Sustainer, Jesus 
as the Lord of lords and the Holy Spirit as the Comforter, Teacher and Guide.  
 

Worship [then] allows us to experience the intimacy with God as 
our loving Father, with Jesus as our Brother and Friend and with 

 
288 Kevin J. Vanhoozer, “What Is the Bible?” Theology Questions Everyone Asks: Christian Faith in Plain Language 
30-34 (2014) (edited by Gary M. Burge and David Lauber). 
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the Spirit as the One who empowers us and guides us into all 
truth289 – (Emphasis supplied.). 

 
Glorifying God and drawing people into a more intimate personal relationship with God, 
whether in a collective or solitary setting, are fundamental purposes of worship. 
 

Underlying a meaningful worship experience is engaging the congregation in a manner 
which reminds people that they come together out of love for God and one another. In practicing 
the spiritual discipline of worship, often the sense of closeness with God is accompanied with 
praise, joy, thankfulness, and physical and/or emotional reactions during worship service. A 
variety of actions are commonly associated with genuine worship. Explicitly expressed in 
scripture are kneeling, bowing down, standing before the Lord in awe, clapping hands, playing 
instruments and shaking tambourines, playing percussion instruments, dancing before the Lord, 
lifting hands and eyes towards God, and praising, singing and shouting for joy. Worshipers 
should avoid being judgmental of others in the congregation who exhibit the variety of 
expressions in responding to the Lord.290 

 
These are all biblical expressions of worship. Quite commonly, Western Christians 

attribute such expressions as nothing more than emotionalism. Such view has led to an 
overemphasis on the cerebral dimension of the Christian faith. However,  
 

personal encounters with God are one of the most powerful means 
God uses to transform and heal us. When we experience His 
presence… we no longer perceive Him as some Distant God or 
abstract idea; He is real, living powerful and near. 
 
 …Worship in the high-impact church engages the 
cognitive, emotional, volition and spiritual.291  

 
Genuine responsiveness to the presence of God in a worship service reflects connecting with 
him. So, rejoice for rather than begrudge those who display physical or emotional genuine 
reactions to experiencing the presence of ‘God.  
 

Worship is not a spectator sport. It is not something for us to simply observe and/or 
critique the performers. Instead, we need to be actively engaged participants. We need to 
understand what is going on. We need to internalize the worship service. Being engaged in 
worship, rather than simply spectate, is paramount. When we enter into the presence of God in 
worship, we come into the presence of an unimaginable supreme power. Thus, as we approach 
worship, it behooves us not to do so in a shallow, cavalier or complacent manner. Worship is a 
spiritual discipline of utmost importance which needs to be learned and joyfully practiced as we 
pursue a loving personal relationship with God. 

 
 

 
289 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 125 (1993). 
290 Stephen A. Macchia, Becoming a Healthy Church; 10 Traits of a Vital Ministry 52-54 (1999). 
291 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 126 (1993). 
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 2. What Is Worship: An Encounter, Invitation and Response  
 

What is worship? Through worship we collectively pursue an intimate personal 
relationship with God. Meaningful worship is a critical component of disciple-making. Thus, the 
church needs to offer worship services from a disciple-making perspective. At the same time, 
individuals gathering for the worship service need to look beyond viewing worship services 
simply as a duty to attend, as simply as an observer of persons performing on stage, and/or as a 
basis for a social gathering. Worship should be a time of transformation through an encounter 
with the holy.292 Worship services need to be viewed as an essential part in our spiritual growth 
toward a more Christ-like life.  
 

 Scripture is replete with examples of God’s efforts to initiate, 
restore, and maintain fellowship with his children. God is like the 
father of the prodigal who upon seeing his son a long way off, 
rushed to welcome him home.293 

 
This is astounding; our Creator wants to fellowship with us. He invites us into a personal 
relationship with him. God made us to love us and he wants us to love him back. He longs for 
us to get to know him and spend time with him. Thus, learning to love God and be loved by him 
should be the greatest objective in our lives. This is manifest by what Jesus called the Greatest 
Commandment, i.e., Love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul and with 
all your mind.294 (Matt. 22:37) 

 
At its most fundamental level, a worship service (whether it be in a worship service 

involving a large gathering of a church body or in the context of a small group) affords a time 
and place where we can encounter our living God. Christ promised that where “two or three 
come together in my name, there I am with them.” (Matthew 18:20) In worship we are so 
gathered. “To worship … is to know, to feel, to experience the resurrected Christ in the midst of 
the gathered community.”295 In worship, we encounter he who invites us to enter into an active 
personal relationship with him. As said in James 4:8, “Come near to God and he will come near 
to you.” God has taken the initiative. Through worship we come into the presence of the living 
God. We are offered the opportunity to respond to God's invitation to Walk with him. As 
previously noted, 

 
[w]orship allows us to experience the intimacy with God as our 
loving Father, with Jesus as our Brother and Friend and the Spirit 
as the One who empowers us and guides us into all truth.296 

 

 
292 Although a single worship service may not be a “wow” transforming experience, more commonly, one 
progresses in his or her Walk with Christ one small step at a time. Transformation is an evolutionary process over 
time to becoming more Christ-like in one’s life. Fox River Congregational Church, Minutes of Task Force on 
Disciple-Making. p.3, October. 29, 2008. 
293 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 158 (rev. ed. 1988). 
294 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 70 (2002). 
295 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 158 (rev. ed. 1988). 
296 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 124 (1993). 
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From the perspective of a disciple-making church, the primary purpose of worship is to 
draw people into a more intimate relationship with God. From the perspective of the individual, 
the core purpose of worship is for each of us to respond to God's invitation to enter a personal 
relationship with him.297  

 
 3. Responding to God 

 
In pursuing an intimate relationship with God, how are we to respond to him?   
 

[Worship has been defined] as a corporate gathering of 
believers who thank and praise God and also expect to hear 
from him. …In worship… [we] remove…[ourselves] from 
the center of things. Perhaps no greater challenge exists for 
most of us than to make a worship experience about God 
rather than about us. We seem to have a propensity to think 
of worship as meeting our needs. But that’s not worship – 
it’s idolatry. 
 
…. Worship becomes a key part of discipleship because, 
in worship, we break ourselves of the habit of interpreting 
events in God’s story as centered on ourselves. We learn 
to think of ourselves as participants, as supporting cast, as 
servants who focus on the drama’s main character; the 
triune God we serve. 298  

 
In keeping focus on God rather on ourselves, the questions become how do we encounter 

God and respond to his invitation, i.e. how do we worship meaningfully in seeking personal 
fellowship with God? We encounter God through regular participation in worship services. But, 
just being there is not enough. God’s invitation to a personal relationship with him demands a 
response. Such requires learning the purposes of worship and responding in a manner reflecting 
these purposes. The prime purposes of worship are (a) reverence, awe and submission and (b) 
praise and thanksgiving.  

 
a. Reverence, Awe and Submission  
 

Worship, which is acceptable and pleasing to God, embraces the attitude 
and acts of reverence for him.299 Dallas Willard defines worship in the following manner.  

 
In worship we engage ourselves with, dwell upon, and express 
the greatness, beauty, and goodness of God through thought and 
the use of words, rituals and symbols. We do this alone as well as 

 
297 Jon S. Hanson, “Why Are We Here?,” January. 11, 2004  (sermon),   
298 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 218, 219 (2006). 
299 Harper's Bible Dictionary 1143 (1985). 
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in union with God’s people. To worship is to see God as worthy, 
to ascribe great worth to him.300 

      
Let us be thankful, and so worship God acceptably with 
reverence and awe…. (Hebrews 12:28) 

 
 As Dallas Willard, importantly emphasizes, worship is not and should not be limited to 
large or small group gatherings. As individuals, we can and should alone worship our God.  
 
 The term "worship" in both the Old and New Testaments translates the Hebrew word 
meaning to bow down or to prostrate oneself, indicating reverence and homage. Reverence can 
be defined as the 
 

attitude that we wear that says that God is God and we are not, that 
God is the source of all that is, that God is worth worshipping, 
worth bowing down before, worth our very lives.301 

 
 Linked with reverence is submission. Worship includes offering and submitting 
ourselves to God. Worship is seeing what God is worth and giving God his due. Grasp the truth 
about God, trust him and let him govern. Submission is the natural response to God's amazing 
love, mercy and invitation into a personal relationship with him. We give ourselves to God not 
because of duty or fear, but because of love. “You are free to choose what you surrender to, but 
you are not free from the consequences of that choice.”302 You cannot fulfill God's purposes for 
your life if your focus is on your own plans. Put Jesus in the driver's seat. 
 
  In short, a fundamental purpose of worship is to come before God in loving awe, 
reverence and submission. Worship is a time to humble ourselves before God, trust him, and 
submit ourselves to him. 
  

b. Praise and Thanksgiving   
 

We are also called upon to offer God praise, honor and thanksgiving. As 
exemplified by Psalm 34:3, “Glorify the LORD with me; let us exalt his name together.” 
Throughout scripture we're commanded to celebrate together God's presence by glorifying the 
Lord and exalting his name. “Worship is a natural expression of appreciation to God for who He 
is and His great gift of salvation.” 303 

 
Why is praising, honoring and thanking God so important? Since God has granted us free 

will, God does not receive our praise and thanksgiving unless we choose to give it. God either 
cannot or will not force us to do so.   
  

 
300 Dallas Willard, The Spirit of Disciplines: Understanding How God Changes Lives 177 (1998). 
301 John Miller, “God the Subject and Object of Worship,” (review of Congregational Lecture), Congregationalist, 
p.18 at p.19 (September 2015). 
302 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 82 (2002). 
303 Bruce Bickel & Stan Jantz, Knowing God 101: A Guide to Theology in Plain Language 242 (1984). 
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 Few things make one feel better than the receipt of heartfelt praise and appreciation. This 
is true for us and it is also true for God. He smiles when we express both our adoration for and 
gratitude to him.304 In contrast, no one likes to be taken for granted. This is especially true of 
God who has done so much for us. God is our creator, he fashioned us and he sustains us. We 
live, think, feel, act and believe because of his creative power. He invites us to share our lives 
with him in a personal relationship. We have so much for which to be thankful. This calls for us 
to respond to God's invitation with praise and thanksgiving.305 Lonnie Richardson has preached 
that praise and gratitude should be the chief end of worship. 306 This is evidenced by the fact that 
Jesus taught us to begin our prayer to the Father saying “hallowed be your name." (Matthew 6:9) 
This is an expression of praise.  

 
In short, in worship we are to respond to God's invitation to enter into and maintain a 

personal relationship with him through our expression of reverence, awe and submission. Such 
expression also embraces exalting God with lofty praise, honor, thanksgiving and joy.307  

 
 4. Communal and/or Individual Worship: 
  Why Is It Necessary to Go to Church?308 
  

Private worship is that which we do as individuals. Corporate or communal 
worship is that which we do together as part of God’s family. Although most Christians consider 
participation in the church worship services a significant element of Christian living, there are 
people who believe that doing so is unnecessary. Instead, they might better spend their time out 
in nature, in God’s creation. “I can worship God just as well by myself on the golf course or 
outside communing with nature.” Isn’t individual/private worship enough? 
 
 This raises the question; can a person worship alone rather than regularly participate in a 
congregation or small group worship gathering? There is nothing wrong with seeking quiet time 
out in nature or elsewhere. In private a person can express his praise and thanksgiving with 
reverence, awe and submission in a private context. However, for several reasons, by itself 
private worship is not enough.  
 

 
 

 
304 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 73 (2002). 
305 Lonnie Richardson, “Giving Thanks to the God Who Gives,” November 27, 1997 (sermon).   
306 Lonnie Richardson, “Living in the Garden: Why We Worship,” August 2, 1998 (sermon). 
307 Fox River Congregational Church envisions  this sense of worship. 

 
“We envision a Christian fellowship in which all members gather together as a 
worshipping community to express our love, reverence, praise and gratitude to 
God in joyful, inspiring, energetic, prayerful and creative worship….”  
 

 Fox River Congregational Church, Vision for the Future of Our Church (adopted June 22, 2003).  
308  Drawn from  “Basics of Christian Living,” First Congregational Church of Wauwatosa, January-February 1988 
(led by Mark Dunn) (drawn from summary notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson); Lonnie Richardson, “A Single Coal 
Cannot Survive,” National Association of Congregational Christian Churches Devotional Booklet, March 16, 2003; 
Stephen Peay, “Why Is It Necessary to Go to Church,” August, 17, 1997; Jon S. Hanson, “A Spiritual Life Through 
Spiritual Disciplines,” pp. 8-9 (as of April 4, 2007) (drawing upon numerous resources over a 10 year period).   
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 a. A Single Coal Does Not Survive: We Need Each Other  
 
When one becomes set in his or her ways, he or she is not exposed to new 

truths, loses the sense of sharing, loses the multi-dimensional benefits of corporate worship (e.g., 
uplifting music, corporate prayer, sermons, sense of sharing communion, etc.). In the absence of 
regular participation in a congregational worship service or a small group worship activity, a 
person may avoid regular thinking about God, the gospel, prayer, etc. even to the extent of no 
worship at all. When a single glowing ember is removed from a fire, it quickly ceases burning 
and turns an ashen gray. Like an ember drawn out of an on-going fire and set apart, when a 
person withdraws from a worshiping fellowship, the connectedness with God is likely to burn 
out.  

 
In contrast, coals together burn brightly. Fellowship in worship with others empowers 

and supports us as we show love of God and each other. In regular communal worship a person 
is nurtured and encouraged while united with the family of God. Relationships with God and 
others can be strengthened and we can have our eyes opened to new perspectives on life. We 
need the Christian community. 
 

One way to set yourself up for a discouraging journey in the faith 
is to cease the discipline of regular worship attendance. An 
individual is not a choir. The talents and presence of others are 
needed for harmony.309 

 
 Furthermore, by not worshipping as part of a Christian community, we deprive that 
community of our love and support just as we separate ourselves from the community’s support 
of us. 
 
  b. Don’t Limit the Experience of God 
 
   While seeking private quiet time, whether out in nature or otherwise, an 
important element in one’s spiritual life in seeking to connect with God. Trying to do so doing 
by itself is not enough. Where is God most? God is in his people. When we wander about by 
ourselves, our experience with God is limited. It is in relationships with others that we gain 
support and discernment as we seek to follow Christ.  
 
 Furthermore, when persons fail to regularly attend worship, they tend to become set in 
their ways. They are not exposed to new truths. The sense of sharing and the experience of 
fellowship is lost as are the multi-dimensional benefits of corporate worship (e.g., music, 
corporate prayer, sermon, communion, etc.). And, in the absence the regular attendance at church 
worship, a person may avoid regular thinking about God, prayer, etc. even to the extent of no 
worship at all. 
 

 
309. Lonnie Richardson, “A Single Coal Cannot Survive,” National Association of Congregational Christian 
Churches Devotional Booklet, March 16, 2003. 
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  c. Building the Body of Christ310   
 
   During worship services, often there are pew sitters who wonder why they 
are there and, finding no satisfactory answer, drop out. Mainline Protestant churches report 
significant drop in worship attendance. Various reasons have been expressed as to why including 
boring sermons, dislike of the music style, irrelevance to their daily lives, etc. 
 

Paul writes “Just as a body, though one, has many parts, but all its many parts form one 
body, so it is with Christ. ,,, you are the body of Christ, and each one of you is a part of it.” (1 
Corinthians 12:12, 27). In Ephesians he remarks “… Christ is the head of the church, his body, 
of which he is the Savior.” (Ephesians 5:23).  

 
To have any kind of authentic relationship with God through worship, one needs to let 

go of focusing what he or she will get out of it. If nothing else, simply show up. If church 
members don’t show up, who will create the body of Christ. With this purpose in mind, approach 
God with the assurance that there is a reason to be there, perhaps simply to hear a grieving person 
or to help a mom with her children. The spiritual discipline of worship includes building up the 
body of Christ.   
 

d. Christ Is Our Model   
 
Christ is our model for Christian living. He regularly went to church. If 

our Lord went to church, clearly so should we. The spiritual discipline of worshipping 
collectively with other people is an essential ingredient to one’s growing toward a more Christ-
like life. 

 
5. Preparing for Worship311  
 

Few of us give much thought to entering into actually worshipping. On most 
Sundays, we consider ourselves fortunate to get out of bed, locate suitable attire, consume a 
quick cup of coffee and glance at the newspaper before scrambling out the door, driving to church 
and sliding into the pew in time for the beginning of the service. When children, a spouse and/or 
out-of-town guests are added to the mix, the minimal goal of arriving in time for the first hymn 
may be all that we can do. At this hectic pace, we may not feel centered enough to "enter" 
worship until well into the service. 

 
By engaging in this frantic weekly routine, we at least demonstrate that worship matters 

to us. We want the worship of God to be part of our lives. However, it is nigh on impossible for 
worship to be a fulfilling part of our lives, let alone its life-giving core, when we fail to allot 
adequate preparation time. The spiritual discipline of preparation for worship entails slowing 
down, making a transition, and warming up.  

 
310 Drawn from Betsey Mauro, “The Discipline of Showing Up for Worship; Confessions of a Bad Pew Sitter,” 
Congregationalist, p.13, March 3, 2013.  
311 This Section draws primarily from Marlea Gilbert, Christopher Grundy, Eric T. Myers, Stephanie Perdew, 
“Preparing Ourselves for Worship,” 2007-01-15 (Alban Institute, alban.org). 
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If we play an instrument, we set aside time for various preparatory exercises. If we play 

a sport, dance or practice yoga, we allot time to warm up. These preparations help shift our focus 
from other parts of life to the activity at hand. Similarly, fully participating in worship also calls 
for preparation. 

 
 a. Slowing Down  

 
Slowing down starts with the pace of our morning routine before leaving 

for church. Rushing around on Sunday mornings and arriving barely in time or even late prevents 
preparation for worship. We benefit by starting slowly and calmly as we turn our focus toward 
the one whom we worship. 

 
b. Making a Transition   
 

Preparation for worship calls for a transition. Worship is not separate from 
our on-going lives, but rather it is a special event within the patterns of life. We move from self-
directed, outward-focused activity to a time of structured and active listening and openness to 
God's presence and guidance. For the potential of worship to affect us positively, deeply and 
powerfully, we need to open ourselves to God's word for us.  

  
How might we prepare to be touched deeply? Simply acknowledging that worship entails 

a transition from our daily routine to focusing on God begins the transition. For most, however, 
more may be required. Perhaps on Saturday evening or Sunday morning prior to worship, we 
can spend some time to reflect on our week. Reflecting on our weekly experiences renders us 
more aware of what we need to bring to God. We can become more attuned to how God might 
be calling us to something new, whether a relationship, a job, or a role. We become aware of that 
which we need to celebrate, for what we should be thankful, and why we are offering God our 
praise.  

 
c. Warming Up  
 

Our warm-up begins when we approach and enter our common worship 
location. We greet people and reconnect. Some might participate in a class or rehearsal before 
the service begins. We then make our way to the sanctuary, settle in and perhaps spend a bit of 
time in quiet thought. The prelude or other opening of the service provides time to complete our 
warm-up and ready ourselves to participate fully in worship. 

 
We need time to collect ourselves, to settle down inwardly, to be 
reminded of who God is, who we are, and why we have gathered. 
In other words, the mood for worship must be established.312 

 
 Worship is a fundamental spiritual discipline. To fully participate in worship requires 
preparation. Hence, preparation for worship should be incorporated into the spiritual discipline 

 
312 Robert E. Webber, Worship is a Verb: Eight Principles for Transforming Worship 142 (3rd printing 1999). 
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of worship. Furthermore, the church should create conditions conducive to preparing for 
worship. 
 
 In summary, the spiritual discipline of worship involves learning about what participating 
in a worship service worship is (or should be), i.e., an encounter with, invitation from, and 
response to our God. This spiritual discipline also involves learning that the central purpose of 
worship is to respond to God’s invitation to enter into and maintain a personal relationship with 
him through expression of reverence, awe and submission which embraces exalting God with 
lofty praise, honor, thanksgiving and joy. Although not negating the benefit of private worship, 
regularly engaging in vital communal worship experience offers the opportunity of a time of 
transformation through an encounter with the holy.313 And finally, the spiritual discipline of 
worship includes learning and practicing preparation before the service by slowing down, 
making a transition, and warming up. 
 
D. PURSING INTIMACY WITH GOD THROUGH THE SPIRITUAL  

 DISCIPLINE OF SOLITUDE, SILENCE AND LISTENING 
 

To experience the power of God in our lives, we must experience the presence of God. 
To experience the presence of God, we need to make a habit of spending time alone with him in 
silence and solitude. God calls upon us to do so. In Psalm 46 God says “Be still and know that I 
am God….”  (Psalm 46:10)  

 
1. Solitude 
 

Jesus calls us to “[c]ome away to a deserted place all by yourselves and rest a 
while.” (Mark 6:31) Solitude was a practice often entered into by Christ. Since Christ needed 
periods of solitude, think how much more we need it? 
 

The purpose of the spiritual discipline of solitude is to free oneself from both the 
addiction to and the distraction of noise in order that one can be totally present with and open up 
oneself to God. This involves allowing uninterrupted time in a distraction free environment so 
that one experiences the sense of being at rest alone with God. In solitude we place ourselves 
where God can reveal things to us which we might not otherwise notice in the normal pursuit of 
our lives. 
 

Solitude is a formative place because it gives God’s Spirit 
time and space to do deep work. When no one is there to watch, 
judge and interpret what we say, the Spirit often brings us face to 
face with hidden motives and compulsions... The world of 
recognition, achievement and applause disappears and we stand 
squarely before God without props.  … [W]e need solitude if we 
intend to unmask the false self. …Alone, without distractions, we 
put ourselves in a place where God can reveal things to us that we 
might not notice in the normal preoccupations of life. …[God] 

 
313 Fox River Congregational Church, Minutes of Task Force on Disciple-Making. October 29, 2008, 
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wants us to be who we are meant to be. In solitude we see how 
little we embrace our true identity in Christ.  ... In solitude we learn 
what it is to distinguish between the voice of God and the voices 
of the world. … Don’t be afraid of the darkness of solitude. Stay 
with God. The light will eventually dawn.314 

 
 In essence,  

In order to experience the power of God in life, we must 
experience the presence of God. In order to experience the 
presence of God, we need to make a habit of spending time in 
silence and solitude.  … It's about being alone with God, and being 
quiet so that we can hear him speak.315 

Solitude is not only a spiritual discipline to be practiced in its own right, it is also used in 
conjunction with other spiritual disciplines such as silence and prayer.  

 
2. Silence and Listening 
 

Silence is not only the absence of speaking; it is also listening.316 Silence is a 
regenerative practice of listening to God in quiet without interruption. Silence enables us to leave 
behind the competing demands of our world for time alone with God. The spiritual discipline of 
silence “can serve to focus on being increasingly attentive to God by shutting out the noise and 
chatter of the world.”317  

 
Silence may settle in with nothing apparently happening. We wonder if it is a waste of 

time. But, “like a can opener the silence opens up the contents of our heart, allowing us deeper 
access to God….”318 As we remain in silence, our capacity to open up more and more to God 
increases. “Together the disciplines of solitude and silence offer time for God to guide and be in 
control of one’s life and offer time to hear God’s purposes.”319 
 
 3. Practicing Solitude, Silence and Listening 

 
Scripture reveals the quest for solitude. Great leaders were familiar with solitude 

including Noah, Abraham, Moses, David, prophets of the Old Testament, John the Baptist as 
well as New Testament figures, most importantly Jesus. These individuals knew the power of 
solitude because they experienced the power of solitude.320 Scripture is replete with Jesus often 

 
314Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 112-13 (2005). 
315 Lonnie Richardson, “Beyond Life as Usual – Solitude: Being Present with God,” February 17, 2008 (sermon).  
316 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 98 (rev. ed. 1988). 
317Stuart R. Merkel,  A Strategy for Employing Individual and Communal Spiritual Disciplines for Spiritual Growth  
at Gurnee Community Church 76, November 2008. 
318 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 109 (2005). 
319 Stuart R. Merkel, A Strategy for Employing Individual and Communal Spiritual Disciplines for Spiritual Growth  
at Gurnee Community Church 100, November 2008. 
320 Lonnie Richardson, “Beyond Life as Usual – Solitude: Being Present with God,” Feb. 17, 2008 (sermon). 
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withdrawing into solitude to pray (e.g., Luke 5:16). Since Jesus regularly sought solitary places, 
so should we.321  

 
The more hectic our lives, the more essential it is that we develop the habit of seizing 

those opportunities throughout the day to be alone with God. Solitude opens the possibility for 
a radical relationship with God.  

 
John Ortberg offers some guidelines for the daily practice of the spiritual discipline of 

solitude a few minutes at a time. 
 

� Be still for a moment and quiet your mind. 
 
� Acknowledge that Jesus is present. Invite him to teach you. 
 
� Go back in your mind to when you first woke up and watch 

that scene, as if on video. This may lead you to pray for 
patience, greater love, courage, forgiveness, or other virtues. 

 
� Continue to reflect on the day, going from scene to scene. 

Some scenes may fill you with gratitude, others with regret. 
Speak to God about this. You might pray for people with 
whom you interacted. 

 
� End win a prayer of thanksgiving for God’s mercy and love. 

Ask him to refresh you as you sleep.322 
 
Regardless of the time that we have, whether it be five minutes here or fifteen minutes 

there, stop and be still. Get alone with God. Forget about everything but him. Be silent and listen. 
If we are serious about wanting an awareness of and interaction with God, we need to spend time 
listening to him.  Regular Bible reading offers the opportunity to hear God. Practice the art of 
listening to what God says. The spiritual discipline of solitude, silence and listening is about 
being alone, quiet and in the presence of with God in a manner that we can hear him speak. This 
enhances the likelihood of God renewing, invigorating and energizing us and, most importantly, 
shaping and transforming us into more Christ-like in our thoughts, feelings and actions. The most 
powerful part of our prayer life is the time we spend alone with God in silence and listening. In 
our silence, God is able to break through to us and transform us. 

 
E. PURSUING INTIMACY WITH GOD THROUGH  
               THE SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINE OF MEDITATION  
 
 1. Meditation in General 
 

 
321 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 97 (rev. ed. 1988). 
322 John Ortberg, The Life You Have Always Wanted (Participant’s Guide) 45 (2004). 
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  The biblical use of the two Hebrew words for meditation convey various 
meanings such as listening to God’s word, reflecting on his words, rehashing his deeds and 
ruminating on his law. In each situation the emphasis is on changed behavior as a result of 
encountering the living God.323 “Christian meditation, very simply, is the ability to hear God’s 
voice and obey his word.”324 

 
The ability to hear God is not a rare or special ability possessed only by a few. We do not 

need special gifts or psychic powers. God speaks to people not because they have special 
abilities. But rather, he speaks to them “because they … are willing to listen.”325 
 
 The purpose of meditation is to grow into a familiar relationship with God. The 
expression “he walks with me, he talks with me,” rather than being pious jargon, becomes a 
description of daily life.326 The fact of spiritual life is that such life is available to all who search 
for it. All who acknowledge Jesus as Lord and desire to hear his voice can enter into the presence 
of and converse with the living God.327 
 
 2. Getting Started 
 
  The desire to hear God’s voice is a gift of God’s grace. Thus, the starting point 
for meditation is to desire and pray for this gift of grace. This moves us forward on the journey 
to be in the presence and to hear the voice of God.328 “Meditation is a long, ardent gaze at God, 
his work and his Word. Slowing down and giving one’s undivided attention to God lies at the 
core of Christian meditation.”329 Contrary to our busy culture, meditation calls for us to stop and 
pay attention. Meditation allows God to reveal his truth in our hearts.  But, for this to happen, 
we need to slow down and concentrate on him.330 
 
 The only way to learn how to effectively meditate is to meditate. Although some hints or 
suggestions might assist a person in doing so, they are not offered as rules which must be 
followed, nor are they intended to confine a person in how he or she goes about engaging in the 
spiritual discipline of meditation. Thus, the following are suggestions only. Ultimately, each 
person should do what works best for him o her.   
  
 When a certain level of proficiency has been achieved in one’s inward spiritual life, it is 
possible for a person to meditate at any time under almost all circumstances. However, for 

 
323 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 15 (rev. ed. 1988). 
It is the focus on obedience and faithfulness that distinguish Christian mediation from its Eastern and secular 
counterparts. Id. at 16. Eastern forms of meditation seek to become detached from the world and losing individuality 
into the cosmic mind. The longing is to be free from the burdens of life and released into the impersonality of 
nirvana. There is no God to be attached to or to hear from. Detachment is the ultimate goal. Eastern meditation 
seeks to empty the mind whereas Christian meditation seeks to fill it. Id. at 20-21. 
324 Id. at 17. 
325 Id. at 16. 
326 Id. at 19. 
327 Id. at 23, 24. 
328 Id. at 24-35. 
329 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines  Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 172 (2005). 
330 Id. at 173. 
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beginners and experts alike, it is important to allocate some regular time (perhaps daily) for 
formal meditation. To be successful, “[w]e must pursue ‘holy leisure’ with a determination that 
is ruthless to our datebooks.”331 
 
 Curb distractions. Find a place which is quiet and free from disruptions – away from a 
telephone, television and other persons. A contemplative view, such as a lovely landscape, is 
helpful. And, it is best to utilize the same spot on a regular basis rather than hunting for a different 
location each time.332  
 
 In one sense it can be said that posture makes no difference. One can pray at any time in 
any place in any position. The best approach is for each person to discover a position which is 
most comfortable and least distracting. Regardless of the posture assumed, the “aim is to center 
the attention of the body, mind, and the spirit upon ‘the glory of God in the face of Christ.’” (2 
Corinthians 4:6).333 
 
 Meditation does not require the emptying of the mind so that nothing is there. But rather, 
in meditation we seek to open up our minds to God. When one undertakes mediation, he or she 
accepts an invitation to apprehend God.  As we meditate, eliminate our preoccupations so that 
our minds can focus on God. “Meditation is simply focused thinking.”334  
 
 3. Meditation on Scripture 
 

The fundamental importance of meditation on scripture is evidenced by the fact 
that it is mentioned more than 50 times in the Old Testament.335 No spiritual habit will do more 
to transform one’s life toward being more like Christ than daily meditation on scripture. To 
establish friendship with God is to think about his Word throughout the day - i.e., the spiritual 
discipline of meditation. One cannot be God's friend without knowing what God says. You can't 
love God without knowing him and you cannot know him without knowing his Word. God 
reveals himself through his Word.336 
 
 To meditate on God’s Word, select a verse, chapter or book of the Bible. Don’t hurry 
through it. Memorize a short portion so as to keep it before you. Akin to a cow chewing its cud, 
keep returning to the scriptural text with mind and heart.337  
 
 Although there are several forms of meditation, meditation on scripture is the central to 
spiritual growth and transformation. 
 

Whereas the study of Scripture centers on exegesis (explanation 
or interpretation of text), the meditation of Scripture centers on 

 
331 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 27 (rev. ed. 1988). 
332 Id. at 28 
333 Id. at 28. 
334 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 90 (2002). 
335 John Ortberg, Life You’ve Always Wanted 74 (2004) (Participant’s Guide). 
336 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 90 (2002). 
337Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines  Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 173 (2005). 
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internalizing and personalizing the passage. The written Word 
becomes a living word addressed to you. This is not the time for 
technical studies, or analysis…. [W]ith a humble heart receive the 
word addressed to you. …. Dietrich Bonhoeffer says “just as you 
do not analyze the words of someone you love but accept them as 
they are said to you, accept the Word of Scripture and ponder it in 
your heart....” This is meditation.338 (Emphasis supplied) 
 

Resist the temptation to pass over a biblical passage superficially. Rushing reflects our 
internal state which needs to be transformed. Instead, focus on a single event, a parable or a few 
versus or even a single word and permit it to take root. Try to live the experience. See it, smell 
it, hear it, taste it, feel it. Rather than trying to dissect the experience, enter into it. Enter the 
story not as a passive observer, but as an active participant.339 

 
John Ortberg offers suggestions for meditating on God’s Word.340 
 

� Ask God to meet you in scripture. Acknowledge that he is present with you. Ask 
him to begin to wash your thoughts. Anticipate that God will speak to you through 
his Word. You may be deeply moved in reading or be prompted to take a 
particular course of action. 
 

� Read the Bible in a repentant spirit. Read it with a vulnerable heart, realizing that 
reading for transformation is different from reading to find information or to 
prove a point. Resolve to obey the scriptures. 
 

� Meditate on a fairly brief passage or narrative. Read scripture slowly. When 
certain words or thoughts stand out, let them sink into your heart and allow God 
to use them to speak to you. If you are reading a story, use your imagination to 
envision the setting and what was happening. "Success" in meditation is not to 
get through ã quantity of scripture but to get the scripture through to you. 
 

� Take one thought or verse with you through the day. Fruitful living comes to the 
person who meditates on scripture "day and night" (Psalm 1:1-3). Before you go 
to sleep at night or as soon, as you wake up, choose a single piece of scripture on 
which to meditate throughout the day. You'll discover wonderful truths! 
 

� Allow this thought to become part of your memory. Memorizing scripture is a 
powerful means to transform your mind. It's not how many words you memorize 
that matters; it is what happens to your mind as you immerse it in scripture. 

 
These are offered as suggestions, not as rules. Different people find different ways to effectively 
meditate on scripture. 
 

 
338  Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 29 (rev. ed. 1988). 
339 Id. at 29-30. 
340 John Ortberg, Life You’ve Always Wanted 83 (2004) (Participant’s Guide). 
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Meditation is not some mysterious ritual practiced by isolated monks. But rather, 
meditation is simply focused thinking. Thinking about God's Word over and over in one’s mind 
is meditation on scripture. God shares his secrets with us if we develop the spiritual habit of 
thinking about his Word.341  

 
F. PURSUING INTIMACY WITH GOD THROUGH THE SPIRITUAL  

DISCIPLINE OF REFLECTION 
 
The spiritual discipline of reflection calls for us to stop what we are doing long enough 

to analyze and reflect on where we have been, what we have learned, and why we are pursuing 
the direction in which we are headed. Reflection includes periods of silence and meditation, 
thinking through and even journaling the activities and events in our lives to enable looking back 
to evaluate the words we have spoken, the actions we have performed, and the attitudes we have 
displayed.  

 
The discipline of reflection is akin to seeing one’s life in a mirror, who we really are. It 

defines our realities and sets a course to follow, the direction ordained for us by God. We need 
to open ourselves to seeing who we truly are in light of what God calls for us to become. We 
need to hear his voice and to listen to how others see us. This starts by taking time to stop our 
activities long enough to look back, garner strength from God’s guiding hand, and look forward 
to growing in faithfulness to his desires for us. Failing to do so deters spiritual growth leading to 
a more Christ-like life.342 

 
G. PURSUING INTIMACY WITH GOD THROUGH THE SPIRITUAL  

DISCIPLINE OF PRACTICING THE PRESENCE OF GOD343 
 

Although many Christians know much about God, they don’t experience his presence in 
their lives. They know Jesus only as the forgiver of sins and as Lord of their lives, but fail to 
understand and experience the whole dimension of relating to him. Yet Jesus asks us to come 
into relationship with him.  

 
I no longer call you servants, because a servant does not know his 
master’s business. Instead, I have called you friends, for 
everything that I learned from my Father I have made known to 
you. – (John 15:15)  

 
As one professor said, if Jesus were to explain this verse to someone personally, Jesus might 
likely say the following.  

 

 
341 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 90-91(2002). 
342 Stephen A. Macchia, Becoming a Healthy Church; 10 Traits of a Vital Ministry 73 (1999). 
343 This section draws from Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transforms Us  
60 (2005); Bill Hybels, Too Busy Not to Pray 169 et seq. (revised and expanded 1998); Stephen A. Peay, “Practicing 
the Presence,” August 11, 1996 (sermon); and Bruce G. Epperly, “Practicing the Presence of God in Ministry,” 
Alban Weekly, Sept. 5, 2011. 
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I want to relate to you as your forgiver and Lord, but also, I want 
to be your friend. …I’d like for you to think about me during you 
day. I want you to know you’re never alone, to feel that wherever 
you go and whatever you do, there’s a companion by your side. I 
want you to discover my presence in your daily life.344 (Emphasis 
supplied.) 

 
 If God is truly omnipresent, we are always in his presence. We might ignore him, but we 
cannot evade him. However, we become so preoccupied with our activities and to do lists, we 
commonly fail to look for God sightings during the day. Brother Lawrence, a cook in a 17th 
French monastery, gave the world the phrase the practice of the presence of God. Become aware 
of the presence of God in one’s own life.  

 
God is present everywhere and present in every encounter. We are always in his presence. 

He is with us in church, in our solitude, in our family and friends, at work and in everything that 
we do. Thus, each moment provides an opportunity for us to enter into personal contact and 
intimate relationship with our God. Every encounter offers an opportunity to experience God's 
blessings and to praise him. However, if we are to experience an encounter with God, “if we 
want to encounter God, and this should be the desire of every believer, …we have to begin to 
practice his presence.”345 

 
Practicing the presence of God is said to be like a God hunt. Look for him in the car, at 

work, at home, while resting, when helping someone, etc. Look for him in everyday things or 
happenings whether they be objects, occurrences or other people. Take time, even though it may 
be only brief moments. Anywhere under any circumstances one can meaningfully communicate 
with the Lord who wants to enjoy a friendship with us through Jesus. It is a way of living into a 
deeper awareness of God in our lives. 

 
In practicing the presence of God, first we need to be prepared to receive that which God 

offers to us. We come to God on his terms, not on ours. So, beginning to practice God’s presence 
involves having our eyes, ears, heart, mind so that one’s whole-self is open to the ways in which 
God might want to speak to us. How do we do this? Jesus provides the model. Repeatedly we 
see in scripture that Jesus took time to pray and rest in the presence of his Father.  

 
Quiet time, even if it’s only a few moments, can make all the 
difference for us as we seek to practice God’s presence in the midst 
of our busy world.346 

 
Second, to experience being in the presence of God, we need faith. We need to look to 

God rather looking to ourselves. Understand that we are in God’s presence and seek to be aware 
of it. “[J]ust know that we’re in God’s presence.”347 Have faith in his presence and look for him 
in unexpected places.  

 
344 As quoted in Bill Hybels, Too Busy Not to Pray 171- 172 (revised and expanded 1998).  
345 Stephen A. Peay, “Practicing the Presence,” August 11, 1996 (sermon). 
346 Id.  
347 Id.  
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With practice, the experience of God’s presence will become increasingly real. 

 
Practicing the presence is a way of living into a deeper 

awareness of God's activity in our lives. Through many small 
pauses we begin a habit of turning our heart toward God. Through 
these acts of attention, we express our intention to live in union 
with Christ…. [P]racticing the presence is more about personal 
relationship than strategy. Practicing the presence of Christ is 
simply a way we love him and stay connected to him throughout 
the day.348 

  
Enjoy God’s presence. Awareness of his presence as a distinct reality in one’s daily life 

offers one more way to connect with God in a loving, intimate personal relationship.349 Being 
aware of his presence is to experience   
 

� the joy of being in the company of a loving God, 
 
� divine companionship with a faithful, dependable, eternal friend,  
 
� basis for trust and confidence in his power knowing that life cannot throw 

anything in your way which one cannot handle with God, and  
 
� increased compassion for other human beings by growing more like Jesus.350  

 
It is God’s will that “we live in his presence and enjoy him forever.”351 
 
H. PURSUING CONNECTING WITH GOD THROUGH  

THE SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINE OF FASTING 
 
Fasting has been part of the Judeo-Christian tradition for millennia. Scripture and 

spiritual literature include many references to people fasting for a variety of reasons. Calling 
people to go without food for a period of time separated them from the daily routine of food 
preparation and eating. This made available increased amount of time allocated to and focusing 
on God.  

 
For people struggling with giving time to God, choosing to 
practice fasting can directly address the inability in their busy lives 
to give time to God.352  

 

 
348 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transforms Us 60 (2005). 
349 Jan Johnson, Spiritual Disciplines Companion: Bible Studies and Practices to Transform Your Soul 106 (2009). 
350 Bill Hybels, Too Busy Not to Pray 175-179 (revised and expanded 1998). 
351 Id. at 179. 
352 Stuart R. Merkel, A Strategy for Employing Individual and Communal Spiritual Disciplines for Spiritual Growth 
at Gurnee Community Church 76, November 2008. 
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The pangs of hunger directed attention on their weakness and dependence on God.353  
Jesus began his ministry with a 40 day period of fasting. He also practiced fasting prior to 
healings and to overcome temptation. In various Christian traditions fasting plays an important 
role in preparing to embrace a liturgical season such as Lent in which fasting reminds us of Jesus 
giving up his life for us.354 

 
The practice of fasting is giving up something. 
 

 Fasting is ‘the voluntary abstention from an otherwise normal 
function’ - most often eating - for the sake of intense spiritual 
activity. The spiritual activity that goes on during fasting is a 
purposeful attention to God.355 

 
Fasting can take many different forms. For example, give up food for a period of time 

and/or abstain from television, shopping or some other favorite activity. Fasting has proven to 
be one of the more difficult of the spiritual discipline in modern day culture. Denial of self of 
something we want is neither something we are comfortable with, nor do we feel is necessary. 
However, fasting is not meant to be comfortable and it is necessary. We know that to accomplish 
something serious, e.g., learn a language, enter a profession, etc., requires effort, discipline and 
denial of something in order to do so. One gives up something to gain something else.356 As the 
late Bishop Fulton J. Sheen said, "Actually there are two philosophies of life: one is first the feast 
and then the headache, the other is fast. Fast then feast. Deferred joys purchased by sacrifice are 
the sweetest.”357 

 
What is the spiritual discipline of fasting? First, what is it not. “Fastening is not a magical 

method to manipulate God into doing our will. Nor is it a spiritual way to lose weight. But rather, 
in fasting one can open him or herself to seeking God’s will and grace in ways beyond the normal 
habits of worship and prayer.  While fasting, a person can connect with God on a one-on-one 
basis, offering God the time and attentiveness we might otherwise spend eating shopping or 
watching television.358  

 
Fasting helps us as we seek focusing ourselves around God. When one sets aside time 

and devotes it to God, he or she can be reminded of the need for God’s power. Fasting from food 
offers the opportunity for a powerful experience when done for the right reasons. However, food 
is not the only context for fasting. One can fast from other things such as fasting from restaurants, 
TV, the internet, smart phones, shopping, a specific activity such as golf, etc. If there is 
something in one’s life that is hard to give up, such is a prime candidate for fasting. If the results 

 
353 The One Year Study Bible: Arranged in 365 Daily Readings (NLT) 774 (study note) (2011) (2nd Edition, Tyndale 
House Publishers).  
354Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 219 (2005).  
355 Stuart R. Merkel,  A Strategy for Employing Individual and Communal Spiritual Disciplines for Spiritual Growth  
at Gurnee Community Church .96, November 2008. 
356 Stephen Peay, National Association of Congregational Christian Churches Devotional Booklet, February 17, 
2003. 
357 As quoted in id. 
358 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 219 (2005). 
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from doing so is a greater dependence on God, discerning his will, enhancing one’s personal 
relationship with him, the sacrifice is well worth making.359  

 
However, beware of and avoid fasting for the purpose of gaining approval of others. The 

Pharisees voluntarily fasted twice a week to impress people with their holiness. Jesus made clear, 
 
When you fast, do not look somber as the hypocrites do, 

for they disfigure their faces to show others they are fasting. Truly 
I tell you, they have received their reward in full. 17 But when you 
fast, put oil on your head and wash your face, 18 so that it will not 
be obvious to others that you are fasting, but only to your Father, 
who is unseen; and your Father, who sees what is done in secret, 
will reward you. (Matthew 6:16-18) 

 
Fasting, as is true with other spiritual disciplines, should avoid being self-centered. This should 
not to be done to make oneself look good in the eyes of others and gain praise. But rather, 
exercising a spiritual discipline should be God centered. When engaging in prayer, good deeds, 
giving, fasting, etc., it is well to ask oneself “Would I do this if no one else knows that I did it?” 

 
Whatever form fasting takes, the goal is to grow closer to God. The purpose of fasting is 

to enable us to focus and remind ourselves that we are more than physical bodies. It is a way to 
spend more time with and more clearly focus on God bringing us into a renewed relationship 
with him.360  

 
The spiritual discipline of fasting is akin to practicing the spiritual discipline of practicing 

the presence of God. Both serve an intentional effort to set aside time for God in efforts to 
connect with him in a personal relationship. 

 
I. PURSUING INTIMACY WITH GOD THROUGH THE SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINE 

OF OBEYING GOD’S CALL AND DISCERNING GOD’S WILL 
 
1.  Obeying God’s Call 
 
 Scripture is clear. We are called upon to obey God. “Surrender yourself to the 

LORD ….” (Psalm 37:7) Christ said “Whoever wants to be my disciple must deny themselves 
and take up their cross daily and follow me.” (Luke 9:23)   

 
 The operative word – follow: When Jesus said, “Follow 
me,” he defined faith. Faith goes much deeper than just believing 
that Jesus is the Christ; the proof of faith is following him.361  

 
359 The One Year Study Bible: Arranged in 365 Daily Readings (NLT) 774 (2011) (study note) (2nd Edition, Tyndale 
House Publishers). 
360 Stephen Peay, National Association of Congregational Christian Churches Devotional Book, February 17, 2003. 
361 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 118 (2006). 
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If we are to follow him, then he must be our leader to whose leadership we must submit to and 
obey.362  
  

A faith that embraces discipleship (following Christ) is only real when one actively 
obeys. As expressed by Dietrich Bonhoeffer, “Faith is only real in obedience.”363 Christ provides 
the greatest example of obedience by his acceptance of undergoing agony on the cross.   

 
Scripture envisions discipleship as permeating all spheres of living. The authority of 

Jesus is to affect all that we are and all that we do. Jesus should be the Lord in our hearts in 
homes, workplaces, thoughts, relationships, moral decisions, social consciousness, internal life, 
personal relationships and social involvement. We are to seek, to know, and to live the mind and 
the will of God. However, in reality, many believers relegate their faith to their personal, private 
realm. Religion is a private affair with little influence in their public lives. Too commonly, 
believers unconsciously remove their Christian hat when they walk through the door into the 
workplace and other aspects of living and dealing with others.364 

 
The spiritual discipline of obedience counteracts this all-too-common tendency. It seeks 

to have Jesus the Lord or Master of our lives. There are  
 
people who have a sincere desire to be more spiritual and develop 
a closer relationship with God…. [However,] they also want to be 
independent and chart their own course and follow their own 
agenda on their own terms. But becoming closer to God requires 
that you abandon your agenda and seek first the Kingdom of God. 
It means instead of being your own boss, you allow Christ to be 
the boss of your life.365  

 
Obedience leading to spiritual growth means aligning one’s will and freedom to the will of God 
and trusting that God knows what is best for us.  

 
 Surrendering to God is not simply a one-time event. There is the moment of surrender 
and then there is the practice of surrender. The practice of surrender is both moment to moment 
and is lifelong. The spiritual discipline of surrendering to and obeying God should become a 
daily habit. When we surrender to God through our obedience to him, we are surrendering to his 
grace, love and wisdom.366 Thus, living a life of obedience is a positive goal, not a negative 
obligatory duty.  

 
Obedience in the biblical sense does not mean that we are to become doormats and weak-

kneed non-entities. God did not create us as puppets. Our obedience it is rooted in God’s good 
and loving intentions for each of us. God does not force obedience upon us. We have the freedom 
to choose. Our obedience allows God’s to shape our choices, relationships and vocations. These 

 
362 Id. at 118-19. 
363 As quoted in id. at 107 (2006). 
364 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples a Few at a Time 27-29 (2003). 
365 Lonnie Richardson, “Winning the Inner War,” August 8, 2015 (sermon). 
366 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 83 (2002). 
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we are able to freely choose. We choose to obey because scripture has made clear that God 
knows the best way for us to live. Obedience to God frees us from the control of our own stubborn 
self-will and enables us to discern and do what is best for us. 

 
Scripture makes clear that God has a plan for us and knows the 
best way for people to live. Submission [obedience] is trusting that 
God’s instructions concerning life are good for us. Instructions to 
[love,] forgive and serve are not intended to abuse us but rather to 
set us free to be who we are meant to be.367 

 Christ made clear that obedience is a precondition for an intimate relationship with God. 
"You are my friends if you do what I command." (John 15:14) While we are friends with God 
we are not equal to God. He is our loving leader whom we follow. We obey God because we 
love him and trust that he knows what is best for us. We want to follow Christ because of our 
gratitude for all that he has done for us and because the closer we follow the deeper our friendship 
with God becomes. Real friendship is active rather than passive. Love motivates us to obey. God 
treasures not only our great but also our small acts of obedience every day.  
 
 The spiritual discipline of obedience is not a stand-alone discipline. Bur rather, it is an 
integral part of being formed by worship, by God’s Word, by prayer, by solitude, by silence and 
listening, and by meditation. Obedience is a foundation of being transformed into a more Christ-
like life and of growth in a personal relationship with God. Thus, it is essential that a disciple-
making church effectively communicate this message to its members and others so as to help 
them personally understand, appropriate, and live the attitude of loving obedience.  
 

Yes, the concept of obedience poses a negative connotation for many. The idea of seeking 
God's can be an intimidating prospect since we’re not sure what to expect. However, God's will 
is not all that mysterious. It is not all that complicated. Simply, God wants what is best for each 
of us. It is not something to be afraid of. It is not something to dread because God cares for us 
more than we care for ourselves.  God wants what is best for you, and even furthermore God is 
willing to help you get it. It is important that for a person to come to the realization that obedience 
to God is a positive and joyful step in progressing in one’s Walk with Christ.368   

 
 2. Discerning God’s Will  
 
  a. The Promise to Guide 
 
   Each of us is constantly confronted with decisions, large and small, as to 
how to live our lives. One’s life is the sum total of the decisions he or she makes. Choices have 
impacted one’s past, and choices yet to be made will shape one’s future. Good choices are 
critical.369 However, there are times when we meander around alone trying to reach decisions 
when we really need to stop and ask for direction, but from whom? 
 

 
367 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 119 (2005). 
368 Lonnie Richardson, Sermon, June 28, 2020. 
369 Andy Stanley, Discovering God’s Will: How to Know When You Are Heading in the Right Direction 10 (2004). 
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The God who made us is present always, every day in our lives – 
ready, willing and able to guide and direct us when we stop long 
enough to ask for direction.370 

 
 Scripture reveals explicit promise of divine guidance by which we may know what God 
wills for us. Guidance emerges from our relationship with God who promises to guide those who 
walk with him.  

 
I will instruct you and teach you in the way you should go; I will counsel 
you with my loving eye on you. (Psalm 32.8)  

 
Jesus promises to lead those who follow him. “He calls his own sheep by name and leads 

them out…. [H]is sheep follow him because they know his voice.” (John 10:3, 4) God has plans 
for us and they are good. As Jeremiah said, 

 
‘For I know the plans I have for you,’ declares the Lord, ‘plans to 
prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a 
future. (Jeremiah 29:11) 

 
 God is ready and willing to make known his will to us. “The Lord will guide you 
always…” –   (Isaiah 58:11) “He guides me along the right paths….” – (Psalm 23:3) And, “He 
will instruct them in the ways they should choose.” (Psalm 25:12) The presence of God’s 
guidance is a reality. Christians who miss his guidance simply demonstrate that they have failed 
to seek and discern his guidance.371  
 
 Although God promises to guide us, we can’t force him to provide the guidance or help 
that we think we need. “There may be a good reason for his sometimes remaining silent.”372

  
 When one wants to know what God wants him or her to do, pray. God guides us through 
prayer. “Do not be anxious about anything, but in every situation, by prayer and petition, with 
thanksgiving, present your requests to God.” (Philippians 4:6) Ask God, talk with him about 
your problem, admit your concerns and confusion. God listens.373When seeking God’s guidance, 
we need to ask and when we ask we need to be prepared to listen and do his will rather than 
insisting upon doing things our own way. (For a fuller discussion on God answering prayer, see 
Section I.A.2. above.) “Commit your way to the LORD; trust in him….” (Psalm 37:5) It has 
been well and concisely said “Don’t ask God to guide your footsteps if you are not willing to 
move your feet.”374 It does little good to seek to discern God’s will if one refrains from 
attempting to follow it. When we commit to doing God’s will and trust him, we can then 
expectantly wait for him to act and guide. “Every time we say yes to God, we will get a little 
more sensitive to hearing him the next time.375 

 
370 Lonnie Richardson, “God’s Help When the Way Is Not Clear,” April 2, 2017 (sermon). 
371 J. I. Packer, Knowing God  232-33 (1973).  
372 John Ortberg, God Is Closer than You Think 82 (2005). 
373 Lonnie Richardson, “God’s Help When the Way Is Not Clear,” April 2, 2017 (sermon). 
374 Anonymous.  
375 John Ortberg, God Is Closer than You Think 85 (2005). 
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Seeking God's guidance is an intentional choice. It is not a passive 
avoidance of responsibility, a shortcut to making decisions, or a 
way to escape risk. Seeking God's guidance involves prayer, 
exercising judgment, wisdom, initiative, choice, and 
responsibility. To seek God's guidance means learning to listen for 
the Spirit in all things and to be relentlessly responsive to pursuing 
God's will. God guides us not so we will perform the right actions 
but so we will learn how to become the right kind of people, so we 
will learn how to live in the context of seeking his kingdom.376 

But even though we commit, trust and wait, the question still remains, how do we discern God’s 
will for us.377   
 

b. Discerning How God Guides Us 
 

Discernment is to distinguish one thing from another. For the person 
seeking to follow Christ, the question of discernment is whether what we hear is from God, rather 
than from other voices, and, if so, what is he trying to tell us. Discernment usually starts as a 
process when there is a decision to be made. On a personal basis this may simply be asking God 
for daily direction, guidance and help.378 Before we can discern, we must first listen. When we 
hear, perceive or feel something, we need to discern if this is what God is telling us.  If it is, then 
apply that to the decision and/or action with which we are confronted.  

 
God has created us with a free will. We have the option of accepting or rejecting his 

invitation to servant-hood.  It is rare that God will so overwhelm us with his message that is so 
clear that we lack freedom to choose. We will rarely, if ever, experience God answering our 
prayers by speaking to us in such a clear, loud voice that there is no mistaking that this is God’s 
speaking.379  
 

If we expect or require that God answers us in a particular way (e.g., standing in front of 
us speaking in clear English with appropriate evidence that he is God), it is unlikely that we will 
discern his guidance for us. Furthermore, we must be alert to competing voices. As 1 John 4:1 
expresses, “Dear friends, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether they are 
from God, because many false prophets have gone out into the world.” Thus, we need to be alert 
and receptive as to how God is most likely to provide guidance.  Since there are no limits as the 
manner which God chooses to provide us with guidance, how can one be sure that what he or 

 
376 John Ortberg, Life You’ve Always Wanted 81 (2004) (Participant’s Guide). 
377 See the DVD program, John Ortberg, “God Is Closer than You Think,” a six week small group program format 
aimed at helping people experience God’s presence in their lives, hear God speak in understandable ways, and 
discover God’s desire to be with you. In “Hearing God” (a six session DVD program good for small groups), Dallas 
Willard (in dialogue with John Ortberg and Richard Foster) offers his insights and biblically based guidelines to 
hearing God’s voice.  
378 John Ackerman, Listening to God 80 (2001). 
379 Roy M. Oswald , Robert E. Friedrich Jr., “Discernment, Theology, and Prayer,” June 25, 2012  (Alban 
Institute). 
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she hears or senses is truly coming from God? The more common ways, either separately or in 
combination with one another, include the following. 

 
(1) Discerning through Scripture  

 
In the Bible God sets forth his general will for all people in all 

places in all circumstances. “Your [God’s] word is a lamp under my feet, a light on my path” 
(Psalm 119:105).  

 
Perhaps one of the reasons we so often feel like we're stumbling 
around in the dark is that we have not turned on this light. When 
we study it, read it, make it a part of us, it is then there for us, like 
a light, when we need it.380 

 
By attending to scripture we can discern his will on a whole range of subjects. The Bible 

makes clear that certain things are right and certain things are wrong for not only people in 
general, but also for each of us in particular. In these areas, he has already expressed his will for 
us to follow. God continues to speak to us through scripture.  

 
The simple truth is, the more you read the Bible, the better you 
will have a sense of God’s will for your life. It is the instruction 
manual for living.381 
 

Read the Bible with the mindset of seeking and learning God’s will for your life.382 Furthermore, 
and importantly, “[A]ll leadings that come from God are consistent with his Word, the Bible.383 

 
With regular and methodical Bible reading and study, one often finds a particular reading 

which jumps out as being appropriate to the circumstances in which he or she finds him or 
herself.  
 

The Bible may not parallel your own situation exactly, but as you 
learn to study it properly, it offers an invaluable look inside the 
mind of God. And that is a vital perspective when your goal is 
discovering God’s will…. 
 

The Bible is the best blueprint for understanding how God thinks and guides us.384 
 

 
 
 
 

 
380 Lonnie Richardson, “God’s Help When the Way Is Not Clear,” April 2, 2017 (sermon). 
381 Lonnie Richardson, “Does God Guide Me,?”, June 21, 2015 (sermon). 
382 Lonnie Richardson, “What About God? Can God Guide Me?,” July 8, 2018 (sermon). 
383 Bill Hybels, Too Busy Not to Pray 160 (revised and expanded 1998). 
384 Andy Stanley, Discovering God’s Will: How to Know When You Are Heading in the Right Direction 54 (2004). 
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(2) Discerning through Discovering Our Gifts 
 

God’s leadings are consistent with his gifts to us. Usually, God’s 
leadings are consistent with the person he created a person to be. God is not likely to design a 
person for one purpose and then call him or her to fulfill another purpose.385  

 
To be sure, he loves to stretch our abilities and expand our 
potential, and that often involves leading us along untried paths. 
That does not mean, however, that he ignores our gifts and 
inherent interests. After all, he gave them to us in the first place so 
that we could serve him more effectively. Instead, he strengthens 
our natural abilities and builds on them.386 
  

Thus. identifying God’s gifts to us offers another and important means of discerning God’s will 
for each individual. God provides us with gifts to be used. Yet, 

 
[m]any people pray to know the will of God in their lives without 
realizing that his gifts to us can express his will for us!387  

 
In one of his parables, Christ spoke of three servants to whom their master entrusted three 

talents (money). Two made use of their talents whereas the third feared to risk his and buried it 
in the ground. It was not used, hence did not grow. Upon his return, the master was furious with 
this servant. (Matthew 25:14-30) Some Christians adopt this ostrich-like approach with respect 
to their God given talents. They either ignore or fail to use them. As expressed in this parable, 
we Christians are responsible for using our God given gifts and should expect to be accountable 
for failing to do so.388 “Faith does not deepen through being allowed to stagnate, but through 
being applied.”389Thus, as one seeking to grow in his or her Walk with Christ, he or she needs 
to discern and use his or her God given gifts in discerning God’s guidance and responding to his 
call for his or her life.  

 
Sometimes God may lead us along untried paths which seen inconsistent or beyond the 

abilities which he has gifted us. This does not mean we are to ignore our gifts and inherent 
interests. But rather, God may be seeking to stretch the abilities so that we may more effectively 
serve him Here he strengthens and builds on our natural abilities. However, if one senses a 
leading the appears completely contrary to who God made one to be, test this leading very 
carefully by other means.390 

 
For consideration of God given gifts, discerning one’s gifts and his call for people to use 

those gifts, see PART THREE Section III.B.3. below and PART FIVE Section VIII.B.2 below.  
 

 
385 Bill Hybels, Too Busy Not to Pray 162 (revised and expanded 1998). 
386 Id.   
387 Alister McGrath, Doubting: Growing Through the Uncertainties of Faith 86 (2006). 
388 Id. at 86-87. 
389 Id. at 87. 
390 Bill Hybels, How to Hear God, p.22-23 (1999) (pamphlet, Inter Varsity Press). 
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(3) Discerning Through the Holy Spirit  
 

God guides us in our personal situations through the Holy Spirit 
which “is not an impersonal life-force or power, but God’s personal and active presence in the 
world.”391  The better we come to know God, the better we will recognize his voice. Examples 
of how God speaks to us by his Spirit include (i) answering us when we pray (listen), (ii) instilling 
a strong desire in us to do something, and (iii) more unusual means such as visions and dreams.392 
When one stays attuned to the Holy Spirit, he or she will develop a sense of what God wants one 
to do.393 

 
There are times when we just strongly feel or just know, on non-intellectual basis, that 

we are being guided by the Holy Spirit. Feelings are those things occurring inside of us which 
are not the product of our reason. This includes insights, intuitions, emotions, and movements. 
A good question to ask is whether one’s feelings are leading toward or away from God?394 Do 
they lead towards reflecting “the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, forbearance, kindness, 
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control?”  (Galatians 5:22-23) 

 
Also, distinguish between those feelings which are deep and lasting and those which 

come and go. Furthermore, feelings need to be expressed and tested in a safe group. However, 
beware of sensed promptings separate from the Word of God as revealed in scripture. 

  
(4) Discerning through Reasoning and Common Sense  
 

Being a Christian does not require us to abandon reason and 
common sense. The New Testament encourages us to think. Reason is that which is informed by 
common sense, scholarship and tradition which includes church tradition, sacraments and history. 
Don’t be deterred or discouraged from using one’s intellect and commonsense. “Reflect on what 
I am saying, for the Lord will give you insight into all this.” (2 Timothy 2:7) Since God created 
us with a mind, clearly he intends and expects us to use it.395 

 
(5) Discerning through Involvement in Servanthood  

 
God’s leadings generally involve servanthood. Counterfeit 

leadings often are relatively easy to discern. They tend to be self-promoting or self-serving. For 
example, I feel compelled to do something in Honolulu in the middle of a cold Midwest winter 
rather than accomplishing something here at home. Watch out if a leading promises easy money 
or fame, perks and toys. In contrast, one can usually sense that a leading is from the Holy Spirit 
when it calls for one to be humble, serving or encouraging someone else, or giving something 
away.396  

 
 

391 Jeffery W. Barbeau, “Who Is the Holy Spirit, Theology Questions Every9one Askes: Christian Faith in Plain 
Language 130 (2014) (edited by Gary M. Burge and David Lauber). 
392 Nicky Gumbel, Alpha Questions of Life: An Opportunity to Explore the Meaning of Life 101-104 (2003).  
393 Lonnie Richardson, “What About God? Can God Guide Me?,” July 8, 2018 (sermon). 
394 Id. at 86, 88.  
395 Id. at 104. 
396 Bill Hybels, Too Busy Not to Pray 163-164 (revised and expanded 1998). 
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c. Testing Our Discernment of God’s Guidance: 
Standards for Discernment 

 
In attempting to discern whether what we believe to be the voice of God 

does in fact come from God, we need to test our perception of what God calls us to do. In doing 
so, ask God in prayer to reveal his will and get one’s heart ready to do God’s will whatever it 
may be.397 When searching for God’s truth as to any problem (e.g., grief, job crisis, spiritual 
problems, etc.), bounce the ball off any, or combination thereof, of the aforementioned leadings: (i) 
scripture, (ii) discovering one’s gifts, (iii) compelling spirit, (iv) reasoning and common sense, and 
(v) involvement in serving others. This can be any order. But, at some point, one has to bounce the 
ball off scripture.398 Apply the teachings of scripture. While the other leadings can be useful, 
scripture is critical. Ultimately, our perception of the voice of God must be tested against God’s 
Word as revealed in scripture. Is what we are discerning as God’s will for us consistent with the 
Bible? Does it promote love? If not, it cannot come from God who is love.399 On the other hand, 
if the applications of these tests are affirmative, one can be reasonably sure that he or she has 
correctly discerned God’s will for him or her. Truth can emerge from one or more of the five 
experiences.   

 
Similarly, Bill Hybels maintains that a leading is probably from God when it (i) is 

consistent with his Word, (ii) is congruent with who he created one to be, and (iii) requires some 
sacrifice or steps of faith. However, he raises cautions as to those leadings which 

 
� require a major life changing decision within a short period of time, 

 
� require one to go deeply into debt, 
 
� require one to shatter family or friendship relationship, and/or  

 
� causes unrest in the spirit of mature Christians, friends or counselors.  

 
Although such leadings should not be automatically rejected, assuming they are consistent with 
scripture, they should be considered very carefully.400  
 

d. Where to Start in Discerning God’s Voice  
 

In seeking do discern God’s voice through the practice of one or more 
spiritual disciplines, where does one start? There are two basic approaches: individually and 
relationally. 

 
 

 
397 Casey Helmick, “How to Discern God’s Will,” OutreachMagazine.com, October 21, 2018. 
398 Rob Fredrickson, “Classic Questions of Cosmic Consequence (Introduction to Theology),” January 16, 1994 
(Seminar, First Congregational Church of Wauwatosa) (based on notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson). 
399 Nicky Gumbel, Alpha Questions of Life: An Opportunity to Explore the Meaning of Life 102 (2003). 
400 Bill Hybels, Too Busy Not to Pray 164-165 (revised and expanded 1998). 
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(1)  Individually Discerning401 
 

When one individually seeks to discern God’s voice, there are 
numerous books and programs which describe numerous and various spiritual disciplines and 
suggestions on how to practice them.402 Through the practice of these disciplines, one seeks to 
hear God. Several have been raised in the discussion above. However, since we are pursuing a 
relationship with God, don’t spend all one’s time reading books about spiritual disciplines. 
Instead, be aware of God’s initiative. Ask him and pay attention to him. 

 
This is not to suggest that effort should not be made to learn about various spiritual 

practices and then try them. Failure to do so limits one’s horizons and opportunities. However, 
it does say they we should not simply rely upon and dutifully practice a host of disciplines 
suggested by a church, some of which may not work for us. Instead, learn about and try some 
disciplines and do so in situations in which you are comfortable. Most importantly, notice where 
God speaks to you most often whether through scripture, enjoying nature, engaging in 
relationships. Watch and pray. Pay attention to God’s presence or absence. Listen. 

 
(2) Relationship Discerning 

 
Although God does guide people individually, he also speaks 

through others. Seeking advice is important in reaching good decisions. The Book of Proverbs 
affords numerous bits of wisdom and advice.   

 
� [A] wise man listens to advice. (Proverbs 12:15)  

 
� [P]lans fail for lack of counsel, but with many advisers they succeed. (Proverbs 

15:22)  
 

� Make plans by seeking advice. (Proverbs 20;18)  
 
 The need to distinguish between messages from God and possibly conflicting messages 
from other sources highlight the importance of not only our own gift of discernment but also the 
importance of always testing our options within a community of faith.403  
 

God does guide the individual richly and profoundly, but he also 
guides groups of people and can instruct the individual through the 
group experience…. [Jesus assured] that when a people genuinely 
gathered in his name his will could be discerned. The... [Holy] 
Spirit would utilize the checks and balances of the different 
believers to ensure that when their hearts were in unity they were 
in rhythm with the heartbeat of the Father.404 

 
401 Ackerman, Listening to God: Spiritual Formation in Congregations 63-64 (2001). 
402 E.g., Gordon T. Smith, Listening to God in Times of Choice: The Art of Discerning God's Will (1997) and M. 
Blaine Smith, Knowing God’s Will: Finding Guidance for Personal Decisions (1991).  
403 Roy M. Oswald and  Robert E. Friedrich Jr., Discernment, Theology, and Prayer (1996) (Alban Institute). 
404 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 176-77(rev. ed. 1988).. 

https://www.amazon.com/Gordon-T.-Smith/e/B001HOW3YY/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
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Many people do best in a group in which their experiences are affirmed. With the aid of 

community, we can sort out what we are hearing. Keeping to ourselves ensures that we won’t 
develop a vocabulary for our spiritual experiences, won’t learn from others and won’t experience 
and enjoy the validation which comes from telling our story and eliciting responses from 
others.405 Help each other pay attention to God and to what God is doing in their lives.406 (Later 
discussion focuses attention on the critical importance of participating in genuine relational small 
groups which includes their role in helping to discern God’s voice.) “Matters of the highest 
importance can be brought to the believing community for discernment.” 407  

 
However, it is essential to obtain counsel from the right people, through a counsel of 

saints (saints meaning other believers). Obtaining a range of advice can be important. But, don’t 
simply seek out people whom we know will agree with us. However, although seeking advice is 
a means to help discern God’s will for us, ultimately our decisions are between us and God. The 
responsibility is ours. Don’t shift responsibility on to others whose advice may or may not be 
correct. 

 
3. When God Is Silent 
 
 Even though a person seeks to hear God’s voice, God may remain silent. 

However, one should not be discouraged. God does listen, but he isn’t simply an answering 
machine. He does speak when he has something to say. Also, one may fail to hear his voice more 
often for failure to listen and/or failure to schedule times of silence and solitude enabling 
communication to occur. To enhance the likelihood of hearing, in addition to carving out blocks 
of time for listening to God, keep one’s ears tuned to listen each day throughout the day.408  

 
In short, God has a specific will for each of us. However, too often we fail to discern his 

call and his will goes wanting. We need to concentrate on making our decisions in our day to 
day living based on our understanding of scripture, the input of our community, and our personal 
discernment. Make our decisions carefully, “but we need not be terrorized by the specter of 
‘missing God's will’ if we seem to have a path that wavers a bit. Remember that God is for us 
and will work things out for our good.”409 (Romans 8:28) 

 
J. “FOLLOW ME” WEAR   

 Andy Stanley, lead pastor of North Point Church, Atlanta and founder of North Point 
Ministries (consisting of 6 campuses and average attendance of 38,000 people), created) a DVD 
study entitled Follow (2014) which serves as the primary basis for the discussion in this 
section.410  

 
405 John Ackerman, Listening to God: Spiritual Formation in Congregations 64-65 (2001). 
406 For a starting approach, see e.g., id. at 67.  
407 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 181 (rev. ed. 1988). 
408 Bill Hybels, Too Busy Not to Pray 150-151 (revised and expanded 1998). 
409 Vincent Pacote, “How Should We Live?” Theology Questions Everyone Theology Questions Everyone Asks: 
Christian Faith in Plain Language 178 (2014) (edited by Gary M. Burge and David Lauber).    
410 Andy Stanley, Follow 47-52 (2014) (DVD and (Participant’s Study Guide). 
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 Often one can tell who or what a person follows by what he or she wears. For example 
Green Bay Packer fans may wear Packer sweat shirts, other items featuring a Packer logo, or 
even cheese wedges on their heads. Intense Notre Dame fans dress like leprechauns. Similarly, 
religious people may tell you who or what they follow through the way they dress. A Muslim  
woman might wear a hijab, a Buddhist monk typically wears a red, yellow or orange robe, and 
Sikh men wear dastars and grow their beards. In order to know who or what someone follows 
by what he or she wears, what should a follower of Jesus wear? A nonbeliever might say a cross 
on a chain, a t-shirt showing “John 3:16”, or perhaps a placard on which there is printed “Sinners 
burn in Hell.” 

But Jesus didn’t call his followers to wear gold crosses, T- shirts, 
or placards with hateful rhetoric. When it came to follow wear, he 
had something entirely different and more challenging in mind.411  

 The apostle Paul, in his letter to the people at the church in Colossae in Greece, explains 
what Christ wants his followers to wear. 

Therefore, as God’s chosen people, holy and dearly loved, clothe 
yourselves with compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and 
patience. (Colossians 3:12) (Emphasis supplied.) 

That is, Christians dress up in these characteristics. 

� Compassion – The original Greek word translated here as compassion means to 
“experience such overwhelming love for others that you feel it in your gut.”412 
Christ calls upon his followers to feel such compassion even for those who are 
wrong or have caused suffering on themselves through poor choices. Convey to 
them that you genuinely feel what they are experiencing. 

 

� Kindness – Christ wants his followers, without compulsion, to be kind to others, 
to provide something people need when they cannot provide it themselves. Loan 
your ability and strength to others. 
 

� Humility – Reflects seeing oneself accurately in relationship with others 
stemming from their relationship with God. Christ followers are nothing more 
than citizens of humanity, the same as everyone else. Despite a person’s class, 
wealth, education and talent, the great equalizer is that everyone is loved by God. 
Followers of Christ approach others as peers regardless of who they are and what 
they have accomplished or not accomplished. 
 

� Gentleness – Many perceive the world as punishing gentleness;  
one cannot get ahead by being gentle. However, 
 

 
411 Id. at 48. 
412 Id. at 49. 
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Gentleness is the decision to respond to others in light of 
their strengths and weaknesses rather than in light of [y]our 
strengths.413  

A gentle person does not converse from a position of who they are or what they 
have accomplished, but rather they engage at the level with whom they are 
conversing. This approach has to do with communication and nothing to do with 
condescension. 

� Patience – Patience is conducting oneself at the speed of other 
people rather than forging ahead at one’s own desired speed. 
 

 Rather than centering on rules and traditions of religion, or simply to make a point which 
he could have done in 15 minutes instead of three years of ministry, Christ focused on 
relationships. Shortly before he went to the cross, Jesus said “A new command I give you: Love 
one another, as I have loved you, so you must love one another.” (John 13:34) Paul challenges 
Christ followers to clothe themselves with these characteristics of compassion, kindness, 
humility, gentleness and patience. Why? Because, God is a, loving God who calls us to love one 
another. “Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud.” (1 
Corinthians 13:4)  

Bear with each other and forgive one another if any of you has a 
grievance against someone. Forgive as the Lord forgave you. 
And over all these virtues put on love, which binds them all 
together in perfect unity (Colossians 3:13-14). 

 Paul challenges us to wear these characteristics which made Christ so attractive to people 
who were different than him. The way you love people is how you treat them. Don’t mistreat 
people for whom Christ died. And remember, God has been compassionate, kind, gentle, patient, 
and forgiving with us. 

 However, treating others as God treats us not easy. It is so outside our normal human 
instincts that, to succeed, we need to call upon God to help. 

Reach out to God for his help in putting on compassion. Ask him 
to help you pause so that you don’t react to someone else based on 
what he or she should have done. Declare to God that, even though 
you are better than some and worse than others, all people are his 
children. Ask for his help in approaching others with humility. 
Tell you heavenly Father you want to be kind. Ask him to bring to 
mind opportunities to loan you strengths to others. Ask him to 
teach you to be patient and gentle with others, to learn to move at 
other peoples’ pace,414 

 Andy Stanley offers an approach for developing these attributes. In the quiet of the 
morning and/or at other times during the course of the day (especially when about to engage 

 
413 Id. at 51. 
414 Id. at 56. 
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others), take a moment to pause and think, about one or more of these characteristics. Ask God 
for his help. In doing so, Stanley offers an easy remainder check list CHK FLC PG which is 
easily verbalized as “CHECK FLICK PG.”   
   

C = compassion 
H = humility 
K = kindness 
 
F= forgiveness 
L = love 
K= kindness – (repeating the above to enhance the above verbalization) 
 
P = patience 
G = gentleness  

 
Continually ask God for help in internalizing and practicing these characteristics of love. 

 God wants us to identify ourselves as followers of Christ through reflecting his love. 
These characteristics are command, not option. They flow from the commands of Christ. They 
provide the path to guide and internalize practical Christian living. They reflect God’s love. Jesus 
calls upon us to make a difference. When Christians do not dress properly in these characteristics, 
others tend to turn away from coming to or growing in Christ. The way you love people is how 
you treat them. God makes a difference in us through his love, and wants us to make a difference 
in others through us. Thus, wearing/reflecting these attributes is a fundamental element in being 
a follower of Christ. The spiritual discipline of “follow me” wear calls for persistent on-going 
asking God to help oneself develop and practice compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness, 
patience and forgiving as God forgives us. This is a spiritual discipline that needs to be learned, 
understood, encouraged and practiced.  
 
K. PURSUING INTIMACY WITH GOD  

THROUGH ONE’S OWN UNIQUENESS  
 

No two people are exactly alike. God created each of us differently. People possess 
different looks, personality traits, intelligence levels, interests, etc. God grows different people 
in different ways. Understanding one’s own uniqueness is central in discerning what it takes for 
each of us to grow in following Christ.415  

 
Often people believe they should try to stricly emulate a  person or writings whom they 

greatly respect such as their pastor, spiritual leaders such Billy Grahm, C. C. Lewis, Mother 
Teresa, friends, etc. While this might work for some, for most this quite likely will result in 
frustration. God does not ask why you didn’t act more like someone else.  He created each of us 
as a unique person. He made you, He knows how you operate and the way you are meant to 
connect with him. Trying to connect with God by simply copying someone else can lead to 
giving up or stagnating in one’s spiritual growth.  

 
 

415 Eric Parks and Casey Bankford, “When Discipleship Gets Personal,” OutreachMagazine.com, March 7, 2012.  
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However, quitting should not be the response Instead, continue to try, but do so on one’s 
own frequency in connecting with God.  This does not mean that it is okay to choose or reject 
the mission or various stages of discipleship and still be a follower of Christ. The various 
elements of Mission, Covenant and the various Stages of Discipleship (the latter discussed later 
in PARTS FOUR and FIVE) are critical. Furthermore, one is not off the hook when it comes to 
commitment and disciplined sustained effort. These are essential.  However, the point here is 
that one should be cautious about trying to force oneself to be something or someone he or she 
is not when seeking to follow and grow toward a more Christ-like life. 

 
To best experience regular interactions with God on one’s own frequency leading to 

transformational spiritual growth, one must consider the way he or she is constructed. Yes, in 
following Christ, there are essentials such as prayer, attention to scripture, participation in 
authentic community and serving others. However, one does not have to do them in exactly the 
same manner as others do. To grow through living on one’s own frequency, one needs to 
understand his or her (i) spiritual pathway, (ii) learning style and (iii) various personality traits. 
These are clusters of preferences which are important in discerning best how to experience God 
leading to transformational spiritual growth.416 

 
1. Spiritual Pathways 
 
 Things that make people different in how they experience spiritual growth include 

different spiritual pathways. “Spiritual pathways are the avenues and/or environments where one 
most easily and effortlessly connects with God.”417 Different respected authors express in 
somewhat different terms pathways for spiritual growth.  

 
Our individual uniqueness means we will all experience God’s 
presence and learn to relate to him in different ways.418 

 
John Ortberg sets forth seven spiritual pathways one or more of which may resonate with 

different individuals.419 
 

� Intellectual Spiritual Pathway – People on this pathway experience God when 
they are challenged as they learn more about him. They study scripture. When 
addressing a problem, they tend to rely on analytical thought. Sound teaching 
appeals. They are energized by stimulating conversation and debates. They 
study scripture.  Sermons and teaching, not music, focus their minds in 
worship. They feel closest to God when learning about him through great 
books, intellectual conversations, sound teaching and thinking about 
theology. This spiritual pathway reflects what Jesus said in the Great 
Commandment; “Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all 
your soul and with all your mind.” (Matthew 22:37) (emphasis supplied) 

 
416 Id.  
417 Id. 
418 John Ortberg, God Is Closer Than You Think 110 (2005). 
419 Id. at 109-123.  
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However, inherent in this pathway is the danger of becoming all head and no 
heart.420 
 

� Relational Spiritual Pathway – Those following this pathway discern a deep 
sense of God’s presence when they are involved in significant relationships.  
This spiritual pathway is reflected when Christ promised that “where two or 
three gather in my name, there am I with them” (Matthew 18:12) Small groups 
and community experiences are considered essential. They sense and hear 
God more in conversations than in reading books. However, relational types 
need to guard against two dangers. Superficiality may arise when one gets 
spread too thin in a multitude of relationship which lack challenge and depth. 
Also, there is the danger of becoming too dependent upon others. A bit of 
solitude and silence may free one from becoming addicted to what others 
think.421 
 

� Serving Spiritual Pathway – People on this pathway experience God’s 
presence most tangibly and real when they are actively helping others. Often, 
they have a spiritual thought or special moments sensing God’s presence 
when serving the needs of others. They feel connected to God by doing rather 
than by thinking. They need to be plugged into communities in which they 
have meaningful serving opportunities. This pathway is reflected in Jesus’ 
statement that “whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers and 
sisters of mine, you did for me.” (Matthew 25:40) The danger for these people 
on this spiritual pathway is thinking that God is only present when they are 
serving. They need to stretch by learning to receive as well offer love. Also, 
they need to resist the temptation to resent others who don’t serve as much as 
they do.422 
 

� Worship Spiritual Path – People on the worship spiritual pathway sense 
something deep inside being released when offering praise to and adoration 
of God. They resonate with the psalmist who wrote “Lets us go to the house 
of the Lord.” (Psalm 122) They possess the gift for expression and 
celebration. In worship they sense the presence and reality of God. In worship 
they become alive and expressive. They need to experience worship on a 
regular basis. However, be aware of cautions. Don’t judge those who are not 
as expressive. Don’t demand that God reproduce one worship experience or 
emotion the next time since doing so can point to the experience rather than 
to the God to whom our experience points. Don’t demand or judge a worship 
service by the absence of reproducing a certain emotional response. Stretch 
spiritual growth by engaging in study to be deeply rooted in the knowledge 
of God.423  

 
420 Id. at 112-13: Eric Parks and Casey Bankford, “When Discipleship Gets Personal,” OutreachMagazine.com, 
March 7, 2012. 
421 John Ortberg, God Is Closer Than You Think 113-115 (2005); Parks and Bankford id.  
422 Ortberg id. at 115-16; Parks and Bankford id. 
423 Ortberg id. at 116-17; Parks and Bankford id. 
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� Activist Spiritual Pathway – Those on an activist spiritual pathway experience 

God through activities that require a high level of energy and a passion for 
action. They thrive on challenges and causes in which, depending on God’s 
presence and guidance, they can use all their energy and zeal in serving God 
by advancing his kingdom. An activist needs a cause. However, cautions are 
needed. One may get so excited about a cause that he or she exploits people 
to reach the desired end. Also, God may be used simply as a means to achieve 
one’s own objective. An activist might need some spiritual path balance by 
spending time in solitude and reflection to enable God to speak about what is 
truly motivating him or her.424   
 

� Contemplative Spiritual Path – One drawn to a contemplative spiritual 
pathway experiences God most when he or she have time to think deeply 
without distraction. They need large blocks of uninterrupted time alone. 
Reflection comes naturally. God is most present when distractions and noise 
are set aside. Making time to listen to God in solitude and silence is vital for 
his or her spiritual health. Current society tends to counter this path with its 
demands for time and involvement. Reading contemplative books and making 
time to for silence and listening to God are vital to this person’s deepening 
sense of God’s presence and spiritual growth. Becoming involved in 
significant relationships, regular acts of serving and/or involvement in 
outreach helps keep one re-tethered to the outside world within which one 
lives.425 

 
� Creation/Naturalist Path – People on the creation/naturalist pathway are 

those who connect with God most when they are in or around nature’s settings 
by experiencing the world God created. Being in outdoors in nature 
replenishes and energizes. Creation opens one’s spirit to God the Creator. 
Such experience can be augmented if one offers prayer or engages in 
meditation while in nature. Jesus illustrates this pathway when he withdrew 
from people to go into the mountains or to be near a lake, and there commune 
with his Father. He wanted to be out in the creation. Nevertheless, people on 
the creation spiritual path need to guard against using nature as an escape.426 
Resist thinking I don’t need church when I can worship God on my own 
outside in nature.427 

 
John Ackerman sets forth types of spirituality as one pursues intimacy with God; (i) the 

“intellectual or thinking” type, (ii) the “feeling” type (iii) the “mystic” type, and (iv) the 
“visionary or doing” type.428  

 
424 Ortberg id. at 17-19; Parks and Bankford id. 
425 Ortberg id. at 119-20; Parks and Bankford id.  
426 John Ortberg, God Is Closer Than You Think 120-21 (2005); Eric Parks and Casey Bankford, “When Discipleship 
Gets Personal,” OutreachMagazine.com, March 7, 2012. 
427 See Section I.C.4. above considering why it is necessary to go to church. 
428 John Ackerman, Listening to God: Spiritual Formation in Congregations 43 et seq. (2001).  
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� “Thinkers” favor coming to God through the Word by Bible study, sermons, 

lectures and study. Content and a coherent way of thinking about God and 
matters of the spirit are important.    
 

� “Feelers,” want to come to know God through their feelings and intuition. The 
presence of God is felt.  
 

� Mystics find silence, mystery and imageless approaches best enables them to 
grow spiritually.   
 

� “Doers” tend to find God first through doing things for the kingdom of God 
They are passionate about transforming society, social justice and/or 
individual acts of compassion.   

 
As a person seeks to experience God and his transforming power, he or she should seek 

to learn his or her style of spirituality. But, where does one start? 
 
In determining which spiritual pathway(s) one should embrace the unique way God 

created him or her. Don’t simply copy someone else or act upon envy of the manner others 
attempt to experience God. Pursue one’s own pathway which is most helpful to you in connecting 
with God. Assess what comes most naturally. Incorporate the spiritual disciplines and activities 
which fit into one’s on rhythms of life. Most likely this will require repeated experimentation.429  

 
Discerning between the voice of God from other voices is both an art and a gift. And, the 

best mode of discernment differs for people with spiritual styles.430 
 

For “thinkers,” God is usually known best in the word.” …For 
“feelers,” God is usually revealed first in heart knowledge, in the 
language of relationships or music. For those whose style is 
“being,” God may be known first in the stillness. …And for those 
whose spiritual path in primarily “doing,” God may first be 
revealed in action, with reflection coming only afterward.431 

 
Reading and learning about spirituality and the varying paths to further one’s spiritual 

growth is a helpful start in discerning one’s own spiritual path. However, just reading alone can 
be superficial. In addition, relational small groups play a vital and important role. In a group of 
people, one can see differences in people’s spirituality types and recognize that one’s own 
viewpoint is limited. Just seeing friends and fellow parishioners, who are different from oneself, 
stretches the mind. It is important that people have an opportunity to learn what works best for 
them, thus the need to be aware of the alternatives. First, discern and affirm one’s natural starting 

 
429 John Ortberg, God Is Closer Than You Think 121-22 (2005). 
430 John Ackerman, Listening to God 80-81(2001). 
431 Id. at 81-82. 
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place, but then be sensitive to when God calls us to include another style of growth as well. 
Thirdly, focus on the way God comes to us.432 
 

2. Learning Styles433 
 
Discovering one’s learning style is another important component to finding the 

best wave length to connect with God. Understanding how one best processes information and 
learns, better enables a person to discern how he or she might best approach God. There are five 
primary learning styles. 

 
� Auditory Style of Learning – If one learns best by listening, perhaps 

background music enhances what you are doing. Learning by listening to 
speakers in various formats such as radio, lectures, sermons, etc. offers the 
best environment for connecting with God. Concentrate on listening rather 
than taking copious notes may serve best.  
 

� Classroom Style of Learning – If you learn best in a classroom, you most 
likely enjoy more than one style of learning. The combination of auditory, 
visual, and discussion benefits you more than others. You learn best when 
physically engaged in a hands-on activity in the company of other people. 
Taking tests and measurably tracking your progress is energizing to you. You 
like checklists and getting things done. 
 

� Social Style of Learning – If you learn best socially, you communicate well 
with people verbally and nonverbally. You typically prefer learning in groups 
or classes, or you like to spend one-on-one time with a teacher or an instructor. 
You heighten your learning by bouncing your thoughts off other people and 
listening to how they respond. You prefer to work through issues, ideas, and 
problems with a group.  
 

� Verbal Style – If you learn best verbally, you like to write, read, and talk. It is 
easier for you to remember information once you have written it down or 
explained it to someone else.  
 

� Visual Style – If you learn best by watching, you remember new information 
best through images and pictures. You might visualize through books, 
blackboards, screens, TVs, etc. You can easily visualize objects, plans, and 
outcomes in the way you remember them looking.  

 
 
 
 

 
432 Id. at 56. 
433 This section draws primarily on Eric Parks and Casey Bankford, “When Discipleship Gets Personal,” 
OutreachMagazine.com, March 7, 2012. 
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3. Personality Traits434 
 

Each element of one’s personality enters into one’s relationship with God. 
Somethings come more naturally to a person. Certain types of spiritual practices are more likely 
to energize as compared to others. Thus, understanding one’s personality is as important as one’s 
spiritual pathways and learning style for connecting with God. 

 
Assessing personality styles has become quite common to aid in discovering strengths, 

weaknesses, passions, and skill sets. It has been said that there are nine basic types of 
personalities. In reading descriptions of each, one should start thinking which one reflects him 
or her and how it applies in seeking to connect with God. 

 
� The reformer is disciplined, strong, responsible and organized. Such person, 

possessing a strong moral compass (including honesty and integrity) is able to 
overcome adversity. He or she likes hard work hard, checklists, clear 
communication, and situations where there are clear right and wrong answers. A 
caution, being a perfectionist, this type of personality may become judgmental 
and relationally cold.  
 

� The helper is one who is altruistic, generous, enthusiastic, thoughtful, and 
sympathetic. Such person tends to be caring, a listener and dependable. He or she 
likes to help others in need, nurture, encourage and is interested in the lives of 
others. A caution, such persons have a difficult time saying no and sometimes 
care too much how others think of them. 
 

� The achiever is driven, industrious, confident, and energetic. Such people tend to 
be leaders. They are contagious and people want to be a part of the things they 
do. To be successful they like to enhance their abilities and skills. However, these 
types being driven and ambitious are likely to mask their inadequacies and may 
try too hard for the applause of people. 
 

� The individualist is one who is imaginative, honest, profound, inquisitive, and 
passionate. He or she feels things deeply, is creative and looks for the positive 
side in difficult situations. Because this type of person tends to feel things deeply, 
he or she tend to hold grudges.  
 

� The investigator is intelligent, independent, and sensible. Such people are 
observant, understand details, and are solution-oriented. They analyze a large 
amount of information and develop clear explanations for complex things. 
Priding themselves on logical thinking they might become insecure when not 
knowing the answer to a dilemma.  
 

� The loyalist is authentic, dependable, sacrificial, warm, and discerning. This 
personality commits to a cause and stands up for what he or she deems right. 

 
434 This section draws primarily on id.  
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These people go to great lengths to accomplish a mission. Since they possess an 
enormous sense of responsibility, they may suffer from a sense of not doing 
enough and worrying about outcomes they cannot control. 
 

� The enthusiast is optimistic, versatile, resilient and curious. He or she is willing 
to try almost anything and have fun doing it. This type of person tends to be, 
involved in a variety of activities and enjoys adventure. However, there is a 
tendency to over commit. 
 

� The challenger is one who is resourceful, self-confident, persistent, and decisive. 
People with this type of personality are rarely intimidated and are inspiring to 
follow. Such personalities like to take charge and help those who cannot help 
themselves. They have a strong work ethic and a high energy level. But, this 
personality may approach a danger zone in setting unrealistic expectations and 
fail to care properly for their heart, body, and soul. 
 

� The peacemaker is one who is patient, unpretentious, good-natured, open minded, 
and kind. Such persons serve as excellent mediators and promote healthy 
community. They are skilled at keeping peace among family, friends, and 
coworkers. They are naturally drawn toward spiritual things and possess a strong 
desire for developing a deep connection with God. However, due to their 
commitment to peace and harmony, they may resist engaging in tough 
conversations and the resolving of conflict which leads to disengagement and 
becoming passive.  

 
4. Summary 
 

People do connect with God without knowing their most suitable spiritual 
pathway, learning style, or personality. However. often not having discovered an effective way 
to select and practice spiritual disciplines, they give up trying to practice spiritual disciplines. 
While we all vary to some degree in the manner we grow toward a more Christ-like life through 
connecting with God, other believers, other persons through serving and those outside the faith, 
the destination is the same, i.e., growing toward a more Christ-like life.   
 

God has created us with our own individual uniqueness. Such uniqueness includes the 
best way for each of us to more readily connect with him. Prayer, spending time with God’s 
Word, worship, active and meaningful participation in authentic Christian community, serving, 
and evangelism efforts to reach those outside the faith are essential for every person regardless 
of his or her particular pathway, learning style, or personality. It is important for the individual 
to discern and apply how his or her unique characteristics best relate to these core components 
of growing as a follower of Christ.  Knowing and applying one’s personal characteristic in 
selecting and practicing spiritual disciplines can serve as an immeasurable catalyst to sustainable 
spiritual growth.  
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II. CONNECTING WITH OTHER BELIEVERS 
 

The first characteristic of a person growing as a disciple or follower of Christ is a person 
seeking to connect with God by actively pursuing a loving intimate relationship with him 
(discussed in Section I. above). The second mark of discipleship is connecting with other 
believers by lovingly sharing life with them (discussed immediately below). The third mark of 
discipleship is connecting with others (whether they are believers, doubters or non-believer) by 
lovingly serving their needs (discussed in Section III. below). The fourth mark of discipleship is  
connecting with those outside the faith by evangelism (discussed in Section IV. below).   

 
A. THE CALL 

 
1, God’s Intent for Us 
 

In Genesis 2:18 God says it is not right for man to live alone. At its core, this 
statement emphasizes the importance of people connecting with others – marriage being the most 
profound expression of this reality. When one is not in meaningful relationships, he or she loses 
perspective, there if fear of intimacy with others, one tends to become self-centered, and isolation 
brings mental, physical and spiritual poor health.435  

 
Since God is love, his very nature is relational. He has always known meaningful 

relationships. He identifies himself in relational family terms: Father, Son and Holy Spirit.436 
Living in a Trinitarian community, God not only exemplifies living in relationships, he also 
intends that we too are to live in loving community. He commands us to live a life of love. Love 
others as you love yourself. This is part of God's Great Commandment. Relationships, not 
acquisitions or achievements, are what matter in life. Love cannot be learned in isolation. Life is 
meant to be shared.  

 
Not only does God command that we live a life of loving one another, when he created 

man in his own image, God created us with the need for relationships. From God’s perspective, 
living life alone is not good. Living life alone does not accurately reflect the One whose image 
we bear.437 Thus,  

 
[O]ne of God’s biggest dreams for us is authentic community – the kind 
of meaningful relationships that are best characterized by oneness with 
Him and with one another.438 (Emphasis supplied.) 

 
2. Christian Fellowship: Meaningful Relationships 
 

Entering and developing meaningful relationships involves conversations. But 
not any conversation will develop meaningful relationships. Most conversations lack depth. Our 
verbiage tends to be filled with superficial clichés, facts, opinions, etc. Authentic Christian 

 
435 Andy Stanley and Bill Willits, Creating Community: 5 Keys to Building a Small Group Culture 29-33 (2004). 
436 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 117 (2002). 
437 Andy Stanley and Bill Willits, Creating Community: 5 Keys to Building a Small Group Culture 35-36 (2004). 
438 Id. at 40. 
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fellowship is not superficial coffee level chit chat, attending church business meetings and/or 
participation in social gatherings. Relationships based upon such interactions tend to lack depth. 
Causal relationships do little to contribute to life transformation. Such conversations tend to be 
a way of life, for many. “But if this is the essence of … [a] person’s communications, the 
relationship will stall on a superficial plateau.”439   

 
In reality, it is only when honest feelings and emotions are shared 
that real people can be known, loved and helped…. [B]y limiting 
the depth of our communication, we become shallow in our 
relationship with him. But God knows us, and he wants to have 
genuine communication with us.440 
 
Real fellowship is experiencing life together. It arises when people 
are honest about who they are and what is occurring in their lives. 
Real fellowship occurs as we pursue and build meaningful 
relationships with fellow believers in relational small groups.441  

 
 However, too commonly a person chooses to live a self-reliant and independent life. He 
or she is afraid of being vulnerable to others. Being known, admitting our feelings and failures 
shames us. We keep at arm’s length from others as a defense mechanism. Asserting a sense of 
confidence and self-control keeps our weaknesses and struggles out of the reach of others. This 
leads to being alone when we struggle with loneliness, temptation and pain. However, hiding the 
real me from others also hides the real me from me. Maintaining our image with others is a 
lonely, self-destructive road.442  

 
In contrast, Christian fellowship does not simply mean attending church on Sunday 

morning. It isn't enough to hear the sermon and walk out with no connection to anyone. In 
addition to nourishing ourselves with God's Word and spending time in prayer, we also need the 
nourishment that comes from spending time with other believers. It's important to plan into our 
schedule regular times for gatherings with other believers, to encourage and build each other up, 
to share love, laughter, pain, and sorrow.  

 
 Building relationships, ministering to one another with 
spiritual gifts, meeting practical needs, and establishing caring, 
loving, healing fellowships are all part of being the people of 
God.443 

 
Pursuing fellowship in a community of believers is an essential spiritual discipline as one grows 
toward becoming a Fully Devoted Follower of Christ. Doing so is a mark of discipleship. 
 

 
439 Life Application Bible (NIV) 897 (revised 1991) (introduction to Psalms). 
440 Id.  
441 Jon S. Hanson, “Getting Connected: Importance and Nature of Relational Small Groups,” (presentation on behalf 
of    the Fox River Congregational Church Discipleship Team at the Group Link Conference, February 24, 2013). 
442 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 123 (2005). 
443 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched  127 (1993). 
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 In a fellowship, Christian believers participate with others in various activities on our 
path to spiritual growth.   
 

The members of the body must be in contact if they are to sustain 
and be sustained by each other. Christian redemption is not 
devised to be a solitary thing…. The [Christian] life is one that 
requires some regular and profound conjunction with others who 
share it. It is greatly diminished when that is lacking.444  

 
 Sharing our lives with others always embraces an element of risk. Authenticity, 
interdependence and becoming known by others engender costs. But the alternative is living a 
life disconnected from God. By opening ourselves to others, in the presence of Christ, we learn 
how to become a safe group of people bringing God’s welcoming embrace to both ourselves and 
to others.445    
 
 The early church shows us the way. After Jesus had physically departed, the early church 
only had one another to depend upon. They ate, learned and worshipped together. Similarly, 
today our faith is strengthened in fellowship with others who encourage, love and hold us 
accountable. “The early church is a model of what God intended – that we travel through our 
journey of faith and life in community.”446 
 

To reemphasize, God did not design us to journey alone.  
 
God created us for community and interdependence – with him 
and with others. God is never alone. He is Trinity. And we are 
created in his interdependent image. We need others. We need 
their wisdom in unmasking defense mechanisms that keep the 
truth at bay.447   

 
One cannot grow spiritually in isolation. We need to be a part of a church and community 

because spiritual maturity is about learning to love like Jesus. You can't be like Jesus without 
being in relationship with other people. It’s all about love -- loving God and loving others.448  

 
No one can develop a mature spirituality alone. To be a Christian 
is to be called into community. It is to become a functioning part 
of the body of Christ.449 

 
444 Dallas Willard, The Spirit of Disciplines: Understanding How God Changes Lives 186-87 (1998). 
445 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 121 (2005). 
446 Upper Room (Daily Devotional), p.17, September 11, 2019. 
447 Id. at 123. 
448 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 176 (2002). 
449Andy Langford and Mark Ralls, Beginnings: an Introduction to Christian Faith 175 (2013) (a participant’s 
companion). Christian fellowship was a foundational belief and practice among the forebears of Congregationalism. 
Underlying the Puritan concept of church was the concept of fellowship. By deemphasizing the institutional church 
based upon clerical hierarchy, the Puritans created a dynamic church in which fellowship among the saints in their 
worship of God became a central reality. Governor William Bradford described the Plymouth church as the Lord’s 
free people joining themselves together through a covenant into a church in the fellowship of the gospel. One of the 
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One cannot learn to love by himself. He or she needs to develop relationships with 

different kinds of people in order to learn and practice loving others. The Bible calls this being 
in "community," which is another word for fellowship. It is essential to find a church family and 
become involved in some kind of frequent (e.g., weekly) small group gathering. An effective 
small group is more than simply a Bible study. It offers time for interacting, sharing, questioning, 
and praying for each other. It is the context of a meaningful Christian fellowship community 
where we learn to love.450   

 
Yes, spiritual pilgrims must ultimately walk their own paths, but wise pilgrims seldom 

try to go it alone. We make erroneous assumptions about ourselves which need to be challenged. 
“None of us is so wise or enlightened that we cannot learn from others.”451 A foundational 
element for people to mature in their faith is regularly and meaningfully connect with other 
believers. We need each other for support, for wisdom, for perspective, for accountability, for 
encouragement, for help, and for prayer. As Proverbs 15:22 sagely expresses, “Plans fail for lack 
of counsel, but with many advisers they succeed.” Though each of us has our own unique 
perspective, we need others to help us navigate our way. We need support in our process of 
transformation. And, as followers of Christ, “Regular and powerful companionship becomes a 
life-changing vehicle of God’s grace.”452  

 
B. SMALL GROUPS 

 
Since Christian fellowship is a spiritual habit of major importance, we need to learn how 

to lovingly share life together. Although some fellowship occurs in the context of large 
gatherings such as worship services and the interactions before and/or after the services, in of 
themselves, such offer little likelihood of developing relationships in depth. Instead, participation 
in a small group or groups is crucial. “Christianity is not a solo sport…. You will never reach 
your spiritual potential unless you are connected to other men [and women].”453  

 
It is important to appreciate the mutual support afforded in a small group context. Don't 

get isolated and having to cope with the pressures placed on you by society on your own. We all 
need support and encouragement by other Christians. Spend time with others whose worldview 
is similar to yours. Be able to discuss common problems such as how to cope with the pressures 
brought on Christians by society in general, by colleagues at work, or by family and friends in 
particular. Don't simply go to church. It is essential to get involved in some type of relational 
small group. Encourage fellow Christians and let them encourage you.454 

 
The concept of a Christian small group emerges from Jesus himself. Although Jesus 

engaged large crowds, he invested most of his time with his small group of 12. He and his 12 
 

Puritan central themes was spiritual communion of Christians. The Puritan concept of fellowship was the belief that 
Christians can exert a beneficial influence on one another.  Leland Ryken, Worldly Saints: The Puritans as They 
Really Were 132-33 (1986).    
450 Rick Warren, 40 Days of Community: What Are We on Earth Are We Here For -- Devotional 13 (2012).  
451 Timothy C. Geoffrion, “Giving Up on Finding Christian Community,” Alban Weekly, November 10, 2008. 
452 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 122 (2005). 
453 Steve Sonderman, “This is a Football,” No Regrets Conference, Elmbrook Church, June  14, 2016. 
454 Alister McGrath, Doubting: Growing Through the Uncertainties of Faith 120 (2006). 
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disciples travelled together, ate together and learned together. The relational element in Jesus' 
model is at the heart of becoming a Fully Devoted Follower of Christ. Following Christ is not 
something that is simply taught, it must be lived. Relational Small Groups (RSG) (a subject 
considered later in some detail) foster the development of meaningful relationships in which 
every person senses love, care, belonging, trust, encouragement, support and accountability. 
Such relationships are crucial to spiritual formation and are central to the Christian experience. 
Failure to connect in a RSG tends to result in stagnation in a person's spiritual growth. It takes 
an authentic relationship building community to form a disciple. Let's make no mistake. 
Participation in RSGs is crucially important if we are to spiritually grow toward a more Christ-
like life. Pastor, Lonnie Richardson very directly and emphatically stated that participation in a 
RSG should not be considered an option; it is a must!455 

 
 

III. CONNECTING WITH OTHERS THROUGH SERVING 
 
In addition to pursuing an intimate relationship with God and pursuing Christian 

fellowship in the church by sharing life with other believers, the third mark of growing in one’s 
discipleship Christ is the spiritual discipline of connecting with others through serving. 

 
A. SERVING AS A SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINE: THE CALL 

 
Christ calls upon us to "love your neighbor." We demonstrate our love for others by 

reaching out to and serving their emotional, physical, relational and/or spiritual needs.  
 

 We are all members of the body of Christ. (1 Corinthians 12:27) Each one of us is a 
part of that body and has a role in how the body functions. “God has no other hands and minds 
in the world but ours.… God is still calling ordinary people to do his work and assuring us that 
he will be with us as we do.” 456  

For we are God’s handiwork, created in Christ Jesus to do good 
works, which God prepared in advance for us to do. (Ephesians 
2:10) 

Active serving in Christ's name constitutes an integral part of our responding to God’s call. As 
expressed in 1 Peter 4:10,   

 
Each of you should use whatever gift you have received to serve 
others, as faithful stewards of God’s grace in its various forms. 

 
In short, we are explicitly called to serve others.  
 

What we do in serving others defines whether or not we are indeed God's people or 
merely serving our own interest under the guise of being religious. "Scripture and history make 

 
455 Jon S. Hanson, “Getting Connected: Importance and Nature of Relational Small Groups,”, Group Link 
Conference, Fox River Congregational Church, February 24, 2013. 
456 Lonnie Richardson, “To Be Like Mary,” December 20, 2015 (sermon). 
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clear that both our Congregational identity and our integrity as Christians are rooted not in what 
we say but in what we do for Christ and his kingdom."457 

 
 A follower of Christ 

 
always seeks to become more like the one he or she follows. For the 
Christian disciple that means becoming more like Jesus by becoming 
more fully engaged in God’s work in creation. That was what the ministry 
of Jesus was about. It is what Christ’s disciples are about as well. It is here 
that faith is put into action…. But this isn’t just about the end product of 
discipleship. It is also a way to continue to grow as disciples.458 
 

To grow as disciples, Jesus calls his followers to go beyond intellectual agreement or learning. 
Scripture is not something just to be read and studied. Jesus seeks persons who are doers of the 
Word, not simply hearers of the Word (see James 1:22).  
 

The second Great Commandment commands us to “Love your neighbor as yourself.”  
(Matthew 22:38) Christ’s command raises the stakes as to what it means to love. In doing so, 
Christ calls upon each of us to serve others.  

 
I tell you the truth, whatever you did for one of the least of 
these brothers of mine, you did for me.” (Matthew 25:40)  

 
Serving (often termed ministry) is rooted in seeing and caring as God sees and cares. God cares 
about everybody. Jesus possessed a radical love and compassion for all. It is in our loving and 
serving others that we demonstrate our coming to know God.459 Christ’s radical love extends to 
all people. In scripture passages such as these, Christ is calling upon us as individuals and 
collectively as the church to lovingly serve not only persons within our church fellowship, but 
also serve all people whether or not they are believers and whether or not they are in our church 
community.  
 

Christ did not spend most of his time in church (synagogue). The outside world has been 
and continues to be his workplace. In our search to connect with God in a personal relationship 
with him, 

 
get outside more, Get in the streets. You might or might not meet 
God at church, but you are guaranteed to run into him where 
people need him desperately…. When we look after the welfare of 
others, we promote and participate in God's kingdom work. When 
we engage ourselves with a kingdom agenda, we are brought into 
contact with the King! People who help their neighbors are 

 
457 Michael P. Halcomb, “Missions: The Task That Unites Us,” A Past with a Future Continuing Congregationalism 
into the Next Millennium 112 (Steven Peay, ed. 1998). 
458 Jeffrey D. Jones, Traveling Together: a Guide for Disciple-Forming Congregations 59 (2006). 
459 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 145 (2005). 
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positioned to see God. And when it comes to being good to 
yourself, it doesn't get any better than hanging out with God!460 

 
Connecting with others through serving both persons within and outside the Christian 

community is the third major mark of discipleship. Scripture is not something just to be 
understood. It calls us to action. It calls us to serve.461  Every Christian is called to serve. A non-
serving Christian is a contradiction in terms.   

 
Every man [or woman] is a starter. In God’s economy there is no 
such thing as second string. Every one of us has been gifted by 
God and has a role to play in the unfolding of God’s redemptive 
plans for the world. If you are not presently serving in your church 
it is time to get off the bench and into the game.462 
 

A good way to start the day is to pray for bring to me someone today whom I can serve in some 
way.463 

 
Furthermore, the spiritual discipline of serving others “offers the opportunity to 

relinquish pride and selfishness when required to place others first before oneself.”464 Since 
Adam and Eve, pride has been a consistent human problem. It is so deep in human nature that it 
is easy to even become proud of one’s spiritual growth. Pride is so subtle that it can lead to 
preoccupation with oneself and comparative worth with others. Jesus said the essence of spiritual 
life is to love God and to love people. Pride destroys that capacity. In contrast, serving others 
liberates us from the contest of seeing who is greater and helps us recognize that the world 
doesn’t center on us. Instead, serving others helps us train in the process of humility.465 “The 
grace of humility is worked into our lives through the discipline of service.”466 However serving 
simply to impress others loses its intrinsic power to help one to enter into the life of the 
kingdom.467 

 
Learning and practicing the spiritual discipline of serving constitutes a fundamental 

component of growing more toward a Christ-like life in our thoughts, feelings and actions which, 
in turn, enhances growing in our personal relationship with God. 

 
B. NATURE OF SERVING 
  

Serving others (ministry) reflects loving help, caring and sharing the love of God in the 
world. Serving consists of offering time and talent for the care, protection, support and nurture 

 
460 Reggie McNeal, “The Path to Discipleship Applauded by Jesus,” OutreachMagazine.com, May 5, 2014. 
461 Lonnie Richardson, “Beyond Life-as-Usual Service: Downward Mobility in an Upwardly Mobile World,” 
March 3, 2008 (sermon).  
462 Steve Sonderman, “This is a Football,” No Regrets Conference, Elmbrook Church, June  14, 2016.  
463 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 140 (rev. ed. 1988).  
464 Stuart R. Merkel,  A Strategy for Employing Individual and Communal Spiritual Disciplines for Spiritual Growth  
at Gurnee Community Church .76, November 2008. 
465 John Ortberg, Life You’ve Always Wanted 89 (2004) (Participant’s Guide).   
466 Richard Foster as quote in id. at 92. 
467 John Ortberg, Life You’ve Always Wanted 96 (2004) (Participant’s Guide).   
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of other people. Acts of serving offer hands in effectuating the second greatest commandment 
“Love your neighbor as yourself,” (Matthew 22:38)  

 
Love can be a loaded word. What does it mean in the context of serving others? To love 

your neighbor is not an emotion. It is an act of will. That is, to love your neighbor is not only to 
want what is best for him or her, but also it is to act accordingly.  

 
As expressed in the recommended Mission Statement, we are to connect with both 

Christian believers and those outside the faith through lovingly serving their physical, emotional 
and spiritual needs. 

 
1. Serving More than Good Deeds  

 
a. Christ’s Command 
 

In John 13:34 Jesus gave a brand-new command. “I want you to love one 
another. I have loved you, so you must love one another.” Here Jesus took something commonly 
used as a noun, i.e., something you fall into. Instead, he used it as a verb. Love is a verb. It is 
something one does. It is an act, not simply a feeling.468 It is something to be learned and 
practiced. 

 
Jesus expressed his love for us by acting. He did so by taking the nature of a servant in 

human form. In doing so, he reflected that he wanted a relationship with us. In connecting with 
other through serving their needs, value them more highly than yourself. Treat the other person 
as the most important person in the room, as more important than yourself. Love is a verb. Act 
accordingly.469 

 
Importantly, in addition to offering loving service to those in need, we need to understand 

the nature of Christian serving involves more than simply performing doing good deeds. There 
are a lot of effective social service organizations which are not churches performing good deeds. 
This raises the question, as Christians and a part of a Christian church, is simply serving others 
enough. Or, do we need to, in some manner, communicate that we are doing it in the name of 
Christ.  In John 13:35, Jesus said “By this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you 
love one another.” This strongly suggests that we should take serving to another level and couple 
our serving with a visible presence of Christ in our serving others.  
 

This passage reveals that loving one another is the mark which Jesus gives to label a 
person as a Christian.  If we want others to know that we are Christian, we must reflect this 
mark.470 Thus, visibly reflect the presence of Christ in our lives in a loving manner when serving 
and/or interacting with others.  
 

Christian serving the needs of others is an important means by which the world discovers 
the love of God. Jesus said let them see your good deeds.   

 
468 Lonnie Richardson, “Staying in Love,” August 7 & 14 (2016) (two part sermon series). 
469 Id. 
470 Francis A. Schaeffer, The Mark of a Christian 14-15 (1970). 
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You are the salt of the earth. …You are the light of the world…. [L]et 
your light shine before men, that they may see your good deeds and praise 
your Father in heaven.”  (Matthew 5:13-16) (Emphasis supplied.)  
 

And, 
 

If anyone serves, he should do it with the strength God provides, so that 
in all things God may be praised through Jesus Christ. (1 Peter 4:11) 

 
It is through our serving that God blesses the earth.471 When believers incarnate the 

values and the lifestyle of Christ (i.e., become more Christ-like) through serving people’s needs, 
they function as the salt and light in society. When we do so, we may contribute to bringing 
them, as well as ourselves, closer to God. 

 
 b. Reluctance 
 

For various reasons, many of us are reluctant and embarrassed to mention 
Jesus when we are serving people. This may stem from not being prepared to relate our own 
stories in a culture in which many have expressed an aversion to Christianity. As a result, often 
people needing Jesus are not being introduced to him. They are underserved when we don’t offer 
them the opportunity to hear and understand the good news he brings. Certainly, we want to 
avoid being associated with those who imperiously announce their religious convictions by 
badgering persons with fire and brimstone news or challenging their life choices without 
stopping to serve them. However, persons who are being served don’t expect the server to lack 
a belief system of some sort. They just do not want it to be jammed down their thoughts.472  

 
As we serve people, we should not pull back from sharing our best 
with them. We should be able to identify the reason for the hope 
that we have in us (1 Peter 3:15). People deserve to know how 
much Jesus cares for them and the full measure of life he wants 
for them. That information, coming from someone who is being a 
servant to them, shows up in the right packaging…. 
 
Helping people who need to be helped and doing good to others 
have value in and of themselves. After all, in the Bible story told 
by Jesus himself, the Samaritan didn't try to convert the person he 
helped…. 
 
[However], we are not availing ourselves of enough opportunities 
to connect our motives to Jesus. It's okay to obey him and serve 
him by serving people in our lives. And I think it's okay for them 
to know it, especially when they bring it up….  Doing good deeds 
eventually leads to a discussion of motives and beliefs. We do not 

 
471 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 145 (2005). 
472 Reggie McNeal, “The Path to Discipleship Applauded by Jesus,” OutreachMagazine.com, May 5, 2014. 
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have to shy away at that point from sharing our own experience. 
473 
 

Ultimately, people’s biggest needs are spiritual since they will spend more time in 
eternity than they do in their current lives. 
 

When we reach out to help others but don’t tell them about their 
need for a Savior, we’re cheating them out of an opportunity for 
the spiritual healing that they may not even know they need.474 

 
Thus, we are called to reflect the care and compassion of Christ by not only serving a person’s 
physical and emotional hurts but also by addressing his or her spiritual condition. 
 

The truth is that when we serve others as Jesus did, we also open 
up more opportunities to share the Gospel. As the old saying goes, 
“We have to be good news before we share the good news.” 
 
 But we must share the good news! Otherwise, we’re 
merely humanitarians who are no different than the Kiwanis Club. 
And our mission is infinitely more important than that.475 
 

 c. Serving and Humility: Counter Force to Pride and Self Righteousness 
 
In his parable condemning a Pharisee who pridefully prayed in public 

indicating that he was better than others, Christ draws focus on pride as a deeply rooted human 
condition. Throughout scripture God repeatedly denounces pride.476 Pride leads us to be 
preoccupied with ourselves and our comparative worth with others. Jesus taught the essence of 
spiritual life is to love God and to love people. By keeping us self-centered, pride undermines 
our capacity of doing so. In contrast, in the process of serving, we learn and practice humility.  
 

Humility gives us the freedom to stop trying or pretending to be what we are not. It allows 
us to accept our “appropriate smallness” so we can cease being preoccupied with ourselves and 
instead focus on and serve other people as Jesus would if he were in our place.”477  

 
The primary reason Jesus calls us to servanthood is not just 
because other people need our service. It is because of what 
happens to us when we serve.478  

 

 
473 Id. 
474 Lee Strobel, “Shortchanging the Good News,” OutreachMagazine.com, May/June 2007, p.126. 
475 Id.  
476 E.g., Leviticus 26:18-19, Proverbs 16:5, Luke 18:9-14, Luke 20:46-47. 
477 John Ortberg, Life You’ve Always Wanted 91 (2004) (Participant’s Guide). 
478 Id. at 95. 
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“[T]he grace of humility is worked into our lives through the Discipline of service.”479  
This, in turn, better enables us to love God and other people. Serving others serves as a 
counterforce to pride and self-righteousness. 

 
Clearly, we shouldn’t serve in a manner conveying the sense that we are prideful and/or 

better than others. Christ calls upon us to serve the needs of others. A distinction can be drawn 
between self-righteous serving and true serving. 

 
Self-righteous service requires external rewards. It needs to know 
that people see and appreciate the effort. It seeks human applause 
– with proper religious modesty of course. [In contrast, t]rue 
service rests contented in hiddenness. It does not fear the lights 
and blare of attention, but it does not seek them either…. [T]he 
divine nod of approval is completely sufficient.480 

 
Self-righteousness is rooted in self-serving, not in the spiritual discipline of serving. Despite 
whatever religious trappings, it centers on the glorification of the individual.481 “Acts of 
servanthood done to impress others lose their intrinsic power to help us enter the life of the 
kingdom.”482 

 
In summary, serving others can be seen from two viewpoints. From the viewpoint of the 

person providing the service in humility, he or she grows toward a more Christ-like life by 
responding to Christ’s command and modeling Christian serving regardless of whether the 
recipient is aware that the service is being done in response to Christ’s call. However, from the 
perspective of the recipient of the service, the failure of serving to somehow reflect a visible 
presence of Christ does little or nothing to bring that person closer to Christ. The key, whenever 
possible, is to serve with a visible presence of Christ in a manner to bring glory to God, not in a 
manner to augment our own pride or project “I am better than you image” to the recipient.  

 
2. Range of Serving 

 
Every Christian is called to serve. Whenever one uses his or her God-given 

abilities to serve others, he or she is fulfilling his or her calling.  Every ministry is important, 
either in or outside of the church, whether large or small. There is the service of small things 
involving acts of helpfulness in our daily lives. These arise in multiple situations wherever 
people live together. Then there are large tasks requiring great sacrifice for a moment. Small 
things require constant sacrifice.483 Serving others in small ways can assume many forms 
including helpfulness, safeguarding the reputation of others, common courtesy (thereby 
affirming another’s worth), hospitality, listening, compassion, patience, sharing the Word, etc.484 

 

 
479 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 130 (rev. ed. 1988). 
480 Id. at 128.  
481 Id. at 129. 
482 John Ortberg, Life You’ve Always Wanted 96 (2004) (Participant’s Guide). 
483 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 135 (rev. ed. 1988). 
484 Id. at 135-39. 
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Our role in serving God may receive lots of attention, and there's 
nothing wrong with that. But when it comes to serving the Lord, 
all roles are important - even those that seem to be minor. The 
apostle Paul summed it up well in his letter to the Colossians: 
"Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart... It is the Lord 
Christ you are serving" (Colossians 3:23, 24, NIV). That's a great 
reminder for us all.485 

 
And, Paul again reiterates that using one’s gift(s) on behalf of God, whether in large or small 
ways, is important. Always work enthusiastically for the Lord, for you know that nothing you 
do for the lord is ever useless. (1 Corinthians 15:58) 

 
In addition to the recommended Mission Statement for our church, our current Vision 

Statement calls upon and expects our members to engage in the spiritual discipline of serving.  
 

We envision a Christian fellowship expressing its love for others 
by serving, in the name of Christ, their spiritual, emotional and 
physical needs…. 486 (Emphasis supplied) 

 
Thus, the spiritual discipline of serving is embedded in what we are to be about both individually 
and collectively as a church.   

 
3. Using God’s Gifts: Growing in Serving     

 
Christ calls upon us to serve. He modeled serving by saying “he did not come to 

be served, but to serve….” (Matthew 20:28) and by the way he lived his life and conducted his 
ministry. Thus, the spiritual discipline of serving should not be approached in a casual, 
unthinking manner. From both the perspective of a church whose mission includes both serving 
others and disciple-making of its members and from the perspective of an individual seeking to 
grow into a more Christ-like life, achieving the most meaningful serving depends upon 
discerning where each person can best and joyfully serve the needs of others with the love of 
Christ.  

 
God has vested in his church the enormous responsibility to perform his work. When one 

comes to Christ and becomes a member of a church, he or she becomes responsible for 
participating in the mission which God calls the church to do. However, all are not called to do 
the same thing. Each Christian possesses his or her own special God given gift(s). For individuals 
to best play their role, they need to discern their gifts and look for and be receptive to 
opportunities to serve using those gifts.487  

 
 
 

 
485 Upper Room (Daily Devotional), May 3, 2014. 
486 Fox River Congregational Church, Vision for the Future of Our Church (adopted June 22, 2003). 
487 The One Year Study Bible: Arranged in 365 Daily Readings 1015 (NLT) (2011) (study note) (2nd Edition, 
Tyndale House Publishers). 
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 a. All Are Gifted  
 

As noted above and importantly reemphasized here, the Bible tells us 
"Now you are the body of Christ, and each one of you is a part of it." (1 Cor. 12:27) "[T]here are 
many parts, but one body." (1 Cor. 12:20). God has no other hands and minds in the world but 
ours. He calls ordinary people to do his work and assures us that he will be with us as we do. A 
good way to start the day is to pray for bringing to me someone today whom I can serve in some 
way.488  

 
God has blessed each of us with different sets of gifts. Paul writes 

 
  We have different gifts, according to the grace given to 

each of us. If your gift is prophesying,489 then prophesy in 
accordance with your faith; if it is serving, then serve; if it is 
teaching, then teach; if it is to encourage, then give 
encouragement; if it is giving, then give generously; if it is to lead, 
do it diligently; if it is to show mercy, do it cheerfully. (Romans 
12:6-8) 

 
Scripture’s expression of God’s call on us to discern and use our gifts serving occurs again in 
Ephesians.  
 

“[Christ] gave some to be apostles, some to be prophets, some to 
be evangelists, and some to be pastors and teachers, to prepare 
God's people for works of service, so that the body of Christ may 
be built up…. (Ephesians 4:11-12)  

 
However, the gifts we are called to employ are not limited to those listed in these above 
expressions. Scripture goes on to say “Each of us should use whatever gift we have received to 
serve others.” (1 Peter 4:10) 

 
There are some who  
 

think that to be a disciple means witnessing to hundreds or 
preaching to crowds, and many disciples do these things. But no 
less important is the disciple who cheerfully does the little things 
every day that make other people’s lives more pleasant and 
productive. We all have some kind of talent that we can devote to 
further our Lord’s kingdom. All we have to do is identify that skill 
or talent, decide to use it for the Lord — and then get up and 
actually do it.490 

 
488 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 140 (rev. ed. 1988). 
489 Prophesying is more than seeing the future. In the biblical sense, prophesying more commonly involves, 
preaching, exhorting and explaining God’s will. The One Year Study Bible: Arranged in 365 Daily Readings (NLT) 
870 (2011) (2nd Edition, Tyndale House Publishers) (study note).  
490 Upper Room (Daily Devotional), August 18, 2017. 
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Every gift is important.  

 
Some of the parts of the body may involve more glamorous jobs, while other parts 

perform less desirable tasks. Yet every job is necessary and every part of the body must function 
in the manner it was created to function. An eye was not created to hear, nor an ear to smell. 
However, when each part of the body does what it was made to do, the body will be healthy, 
happy and holy.491 “ For we are God’s handiwork, created in Christ Jesus to do good works, 
which God prepared in advance for us to do.” (Ephesians 2:10) That is, each of us has a role to 
play and each role is important whether it seems small or large.492  

 
The Bible says spiritual gifts are abilities God bestows on every 
believer for the common good of the body or Christ. They are a 
large part of the answer to the question, “What should I do with 
the life God gave me?” 
 
…. [The Bible makes clear that] every spiritual gift is a reflection 
of God’s nature that you carry within you. And because your 
spiritual gift reflects God’s design and direction for your life, 
you’ll find great passion, joy, and satisfaction in expressing it. 
Your spiritual gift also will be a place of deep spiritual formation 
in your life, as God uses it both to powerfully connect you to him 
and to expose areas of your soul that need his forgiveness and 
redemption.493 

 
…. God’s hands have commissioned each of us to do the work of 
Christ and that we are called to become an “every member 
ministry.” Your ministry is every bit as important as mine. Each 
one of us has received at least one spiritual gift. We are to use our 
gifts in ministry to help build up the body of Christ.494  

 
 Moving words by Saint Teresa of Avila, reinforce the call on each of us to use our 
spiritual gifts doing the work of and following Christ.  
 

Christ has no body but yours, No hands, no feet on earth but yours, 
Yours are the eyes with which he looks compassion on this world. 
Yours are the feet with which he walks to do good. Yours are the 
hands with which he blesses all the world. Yours are the hands, 
yours are the feet, Yours are the eyes, you are his body. Christ has 
no body now but yours. No hands, no feet on earth but yours. 

 
491 Kevin Clark, “Our Covenant Connections,” January 2016, First Congregational Church, Mukwonago. 
492 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 230 (2002). 
493 Nancy Ortberg, “How Do I Discover My Spiritual Gifts? 3 Ways to Discern How God Wired You,” October 
2008 (christianitytoday.com).  
494 2016 Annual Report of First Congregational United Church of Christ (Eagle River, Wisconsin) (Pastor’s 
comments). 
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Yours are the eyes with which he looks compassion on this world. 
Christ has no body now on earth but yours. 

 
Saint Teresa prayed that these words offer an ever-present reminder to each of us for each and 
every day of our lives. That is, we have a role in bringing forward God's love, justice and 
compassion, “'on earth as it is in heaven.” 495  

 
What are the God-given gifts we each possess and how they can be best used in response 

to God’s call to ministry? Such gifts and where best applied need to be discerned.  
 

For we are God’s handiwork, created in Christ Jesus to do good 
works, which God prepared in advance for us to do. (Ephesians 
2:10) 

 
Thus, it is critically important that each member of the church pray about two questions, what 
gifts has God given me and how is God calling me to apply those gifts to build up the body. We 
need to serve the function we were made to serve. 496 

 
b. Discerning One’s Gifts  
 

God’s call to us is based upon the gifts which he has given us. Part of our 
uniqueness rests upon these gifts. They shape our personality and abilities. Thus, the first 
dimension in becoming equipped for serving is to recognize the gifts which God has granted to 
us. Such discernment is essential since our gifts are the means through which we participate in 
God’s mission in the world. It is crucial for each of us to learn, know and nurture our gifts which, 
in turn, lead to a sense of what God is calling us to do.  
 

The above comments are not intended to suggest that all or even most acts of serving are 
monumental undertakings. We encounter numerous situations every day which offer the 
opportunity to be nice and helpful to people. This does not require specific skill training or a 
church community to discern God’s call. Instead, it simply requires a loving attitude on our part 
reflecting God’s love and our willingness to take some small action expressing that love. A 
thought, start each day with a prayer that may encounter a person for whom you can provide 
some, no matter how small, service. 

 
Anytime you use your God-given abilities to help others, you are 
fulfilling your calling…. Each of us has a role to play, and every 
role is important. There is no small service to God; it all matters.497  

 
Often, God given gifts are so much a part of us that we tend not to be aware of them. If 

not discovered, we shortchange God, ourselves and others as we continue to operate without 
understanding of who we are and the qualities that make us unique. Hence, often we need a 

 
495 2016 Annual Report of First Congregational United Church of Christ (Eagle River, Wisconsin) (Moderator’s 
Comments). 
496 Kevin Clark, “Our Covenant Connections,” January 2016, First Congregational Church, Mukwonago. 
497 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 229-30 (2002). 
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community of faith not only to discern and call forth our gifts, but also to develop and apply 
them to God’s glory. It is in the community where we are known and where we trust others to 
listen so that we can better discern our gifts and the call to which God wants us to apply those 
gifts. God’s call is not alien from the essence of who we are. God’s intention is always that we 
fulfill our true-self.498  

 
In growing in one’s Walk with Christ, one needs to understand and practice the spiritual 

discipline of serving others. We need to learn and accept that serving consists of offering our 
resources, time, talent and treasure for the care, protection, and nurture of other people. In 
addition, this spiritual discipline calls upon each individual to discern those God given gifts that 
he or she possesses which God is calling on him or her to use. In some contexts, depending upon 
the person and the serving ministry involved, this may also call for some training and skill 
development. In short, one’s spiritual gifts and call need to be discerned and his or her knowledge 
and skills need to be developed and practiced. A person who serves the needs of others in 
response to the second Great Commandment to ‘”love your neighbor as yourself”  progresses 
further along in his or her Walk with Christ.  

 
C. SERVING THROUGH GIVING (TITHING AND  
 OFFERINGS) AS A SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINE 

 
Too often, at least to some degree, people view donating to their church as simply a 

means to pay the bills, to support a service project or a mission, or to enable various fellowship 
projects or social activities in which members partake. Stewardship is viewed primarily in the 
context of a church’s financial campaigns. Giving of one’s time, talent or treasure is perceived 
as something akin to a non-compulsory church membership fee which we lump together with 
our other discretionary expenditures.  

 
 However, giving of one’s time, talent and treasure is not an investment in nor is it a trade 
with God by using our cash to get something from God. Christian stewardship recognizes “that 
nothing we have really belongs to us. Everything we own belongs to God. We are simply 
stewards of his wealth, his gifts, his opportunities ….”499  

 
 “Financial stewardship is a spiritual discipline.”500  The spiritual discipline of financial 
stewardship embraces the spiritual discipline of tithing and offerings which emerged in the Old 
Testament. Malachi was the last of the Old Testament prophets. This was a time of spiritual 
apathy for the nation of Israel. They had returned from 70 years in exile in Babylon, but 
spiritually, as a nation, they were far from God. Malachi confronted the sins of the people 
including the priests. Through Malachi, the Lord said,  
  

ever since the time of your ancestors you have turned away from 
my decrees and have not kept them. Return to me, and I will return 
to you….,” (Malachi 3:7) 

 
 

498 Jeffrey D. Jones, Traveling Together: a Guide for Disciple-Forming Congregations 56-57 (2006). 
499 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 197 (2005).  
500 Lonnie Richardson, “The Sacred Challenge,” November 3, 2019 (sermon).  
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That word "return" means repent, turn away from the way you have living. Turn toward God and 
his way of life. Despite generations of hypocrisy and unfaithfulness, the Lord was willing to 
forgive them, to bless them, and to restore them.501 
 
 The people then asked, how are we to return, i.e., what do you want from us, God?  

 
But you ask, ‘How are we robbing you? 

 
In tithes and offerings. You are under a curse—your whole 
nation—because you are robbing me. Bring the whole tithe into 
the storehouse, that there may be food in my house. (Malachi 3:8-
10)  

 
Here God calls for tithing.  
 
 To understand the emphasis on tithing recognize that here the people are guilty of the 
worst kinds of sins—exploiting the poor, marital unfaithfulness, spiritual adultery. Yet the first 
thing the Lord asked them to do is to give their tithes and offerings. He didn’t say, "stop chasing 
after pagan wives and do justice and love mercy" Of course, he certainly wants them to address 
these things. But rather, the first thing he tells them to do, the thing that will spark spiritual 
revival, is to take an offering. Because, when they start giving generously and obediently, these 
other areas of their lives will fall into place.502 
 
 A tithe is the fundamental giving unit in the Old Testament. It is one-tenth of a person's 
income which is to be given back to God. 

 
A tithe of everything from the land, whether grain from the soil or fruit from the 
trees, belongs to the LORD; it is holy to the LORD. (Leviticus 27:30) 

 
The tithe was non-negotiable. It was part of people’s covenant obligation to God. The tithe was 
to be given first, before anything was kept for oneself.503  
 
 Tithes funded the work of the temple by covering the living expenses of the entire tribe 
of Levites, who served the temple, as well as the priests. Tithes provided for the general fund, 
the day-to-day operating expenses of the temple and its ministry. In today’s terms, often people 
find it hard to get excited about supporting the general fund of the church. Rather than their 
money going to overhead like light bulbs, curriculum or salaries, they'd rather give directly to 
missions or to other benevolent offerings. Yet, funding the church is what the tithe is for—to 
support the worship and ministry of God's people.504  
 
 As Malachi expressed, God also called for offerings which generally refer to gifts, 
beyond the 10 percent tithe. Offerings were gifts to meet a special need—to support the widows 

 
501 Id. 
502 Id. 
503 Id. 
504 Id. 
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and orphans, or simply to express gratitude and trust in God. The Lord expected both tithes and 
offerings from the people; the tithe to support the ongoing ministry of the temple, and the 
offerings to meet special needs.505  
 
 The question can be and has been raised as to whether the spiritual discipline of tithing 
is relevant to Christians. Does God expect believers today to give at least 10 percent of their 
income to his work? The New Testament does not mention nor specifically teach tithing. But if 
it was so important in the Old Testament why not? Our Senior Pastor Lonnie Richardson offers 
several reasons underlying the continued importance of this spiritual discipline.506   
 

� First, because our giving is to be inspired by love, not law.  
 
� Second, tithing was already the accepted starting point for giving to God. Jesus and 

the disciples tithed for their whole lives. To be a Christ-follower is to do what Jesus 
did and he tithed and even more so. 

 
� Third, the New Testament is replete with examples of giving beyond a 10% tithe. The 

early church, see Book of Acts, actually sold their possessions to support one another 
and the ministry. When Barnabas sold a piece of property, he brought the full amount, 
100 percent of the sale price to the Lord. Macedonian believers, who were themselves 
poor, out of their extreme generosity gave as much as they were able, and even 
beyond what they were able. The New Testament doesn't explicitly require tithing 
because for many people, 10 percent isn't enough to express their gratitude and 
commitment to God. 

 
It is true that the New Testament doesn't command tithing. But it clearly teaches us to give 
proportionately, a percentage of our income. (1 Corinthians 16:1-2)  
 

The financial discipline of stewardship is one of prime importance.  
 
Remember this: Whoever sows sparingly will also reap sparingly, 
and whoever sows generously will also reap generously. Each man 
should give what he has decided in his heart to give, not reluctantly 
or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver. (2 Cor. 9:6-
7) 

 
God wants a cheerful giver. Christ is our model. He demonstrated the ultimate giving of oneself 
for others. Thus, giving should be a cheerful, voluntary and generous offering of God’s gifts of 
resources, time, talents and treasure for the benefit and love of God and others. A follower of 
Christ seeks to live as a steward of the resources which God has entrusted into his or her care. A 
follower of Christ is characterized by generosity rooted in God’s generosity to us. Tithing and 
offering is the biblical model. It reminds the giver of the abundance of God for us.  
 
 Although tithing is not a law, it is a spiritual discipline. Giving 10% should not be viewed 

 
505 Id. 
506 Id. 
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as the maximum toward which we strive, but rather a step on our path as we reflect on that God 
has blessed us abundantly and that we want to be as generous with others as God has been to us. 
 
 Some have held and today continue to hold the belief that a Christian life should be one 
of poverty. However idealizing poverty is a dangerous illusion. The spiritual discipline of 
stewardship, requires both possessions and giving.  Retaining wealth in of itself is not the 
problem. Guilt over the mere possession of goods is not scripturally based. But rather, as Paul 
said, it is not money or the gain of money, but the love of money which is the root of all evil.  
(1Timothy 6:10) The spiritual discipline of giving is giving to help others, not simply giving to 
become poor. Being poor no way to help the poor. The spiritual discipline of giving is the right 
use of one’s possessions. The idealization of non-possession simply abandons wealth for others 
to choose how wealth is handled. Possession and the right use of material wealth is a spiritual 
discipline of the highest order. Riches are not holy, nor are they evil. They are creations which 
we are to put to God’s use.507 The discipline of tithing and offerings deserve on-going attention 
by those seeking to follow Christ. 

 
D. SUMMARY 

 
In short, connecting with others through serving becomes a spiritual discipline when one 

makes doing so a regular practice rather than just a here and there task to accomplish. When a 
person does so conscious of and obedient to God’s call, using one’s gifts regularly and serving 
others constitutes engaging in a spiritual discipline. Flowing from serving, transformation can 
occur since he or she offers him or herself for God’s purposes rather than his or her own. 
Believers should recognize that serving others offers them the opportunity to strengthen their 
relationship with God, better understand God’s purposes for their lives, and grow in their 
spiritual own walk.508 Giving of one’s time, talent and treasure constitutes another essential 
element of Christian living. Tithing and offering is a spiritual discipline which needs to be 
learned and practiced.  

 
 

IV. CONNECTING WITH PEOPLE   
            OUTSIDE THE FAITH: (EVANGELISM) 

 
A. EVANGELISM AS A SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINE: THE CALL 
 

Evangelism involves reaching out to a variety of people including unbelievers, doubters, 
those who may have been involved in church at some point but no longer participate in a church 
community on a regular basis, and church-goers who are looking for a new church affiliation 
either because of a change in personal circumstance (e.g., a move) or dissatisfaction with their 
current church affiliation. 

 

 
507 Dallas Willard, The Spirit of Disciplines: Understanding How God Changes Lives, 193 et seq.(Chapter 10 – Is 
Poverty Spiritual”) (1988).  
508 Stuart R. Merkel, A Strategy for Employing Individual and Communal Spiritual Disciplines for Spiritual Growth 
at Gurnee Community Church .101-02, November 2008. 
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In his ultimate sacrifice on the cross, Christ demonstrated a loving obsession for all 
people. Embracing the worst man had to offer, he came to redeem our failures, not condemn our 
sins. Christ was not consumed by money, power or fame. Instead, he demonstrated a loving 
obsession for everyone. He expects his followers, including us, to share this magnificent 
obsession and to introduce people to God509 when he said “Come follow me…. and I will make 
you fishers of men.” (Matthew 4:19) And, he also said that we would receive the Holy Spirit and 
be his witnesses (Acts 1:8). Both of these passages remind us that as Christians we are to be 
evangelists. “[L]et your light shine before others, that they may see your good deeds and glorify 
your father in heaven.” (Matthew 5:6) This is what we are to be about. And, of course, in the 
Great Commission, Christ commanded that we that we “go and make disciples of all nations, 
baptizing them in the name of the father and of the son and of the holy spirit ….” (Matthew 
28:19)510 Once we accept Christ as lord and savior, we become responsible to share him with 
others. We are God’s ambassadors proclaiming his gospel to the world. Outreaching to those 
outside the faith is every Christian’s business.”511  

 
Not only are we called to reach out to others, we should want to do so. A friend cares 

about what is important to his or her friend. The more we seek to become God’s friend, the more 
we should care about what he cares about. And, God cares most about the redemption of his 
people. He wants all of his lost children to be found. So, for us to be God’s friend, we need to 
tell our friends about God.” To be a friend of God, we must care about all the people around us. 
Friends of God continually reach out to their friends and others in ways to encourage and lead 
people toward coming to and maturing in Christ.512   

 
[A] disciple of Jesus [today] should be just as passionate as his 
first disciples, thinking about those who don’t know Jesus yet and 
doing whatever possible to see them come to learn about him.513 

 
“God has given… [us] the incredible opportunity to participate in his mission of reconciliation 
through announcing the good news of Jesus Christ to the world.”514  Letting others know the 
good news about Christ and about one’s life in Christ, by word and deed, may prove to be some 
of the most satisfying experiences one enjoys.  
 
B. IMPORTANCE OF EVANGELISM: REACHING OUT TO OTHERS 

 
How important is it that each of us engage in reaching out to others for Christ? To whom 

does it matter?  
 

� It matters to God. The Bible is clear. God so loves and treasures all his people 
that he sent his son Jesus Christ to seek and save them. Since they are of prime 

 
509 Bill Hybels, Just Walk Across the Room; Simple Steps Pointing People to Faith 28 (2006). 
510 See also Jesus parables of the lost sheep and the lost coin in which there is great heavenly rejoicing when the lost 
is found and repents. – (Luke 15:1-10). “We are therefore Christ’s ambassadors, as though God were making his 
appeal through us.” 2 Corinthians5:18). 
511 Donald N. Bastian, Belonging (Free Methodist Church): Adventures in Church Membership 136 (2002).  
512 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 96-97 (2002). 
513 Dan Kimball, “WWHDD: “What Would His Disciples Do?”, OutreachMagazine.com, December 8, 2015. 
514 D. Scott Hildreth, “What Evangelism Is and Is Not,” OutreachMagazine.com, October 22, 2020. 
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importance to God, if we are truly followers of Christ, they must be of prime 
importance to each of us.  

 
� It matters to those not yet reached. Christ calls each of us to be his on-going 

instruments to communicate God’s love and his offer of forgiveness, salvation 
and eternal life. If we don't share Christ with people we come in contact with 
perhaps no one will. Thus, what we choose to do or not do, can impact others 
positively or negatively for eternity.  

 
� It matters to each of us individually. Yes, there are costs in time, energy, 

preparation, risk of rejection and life complications. However, evangelism also 
offers substantial personal rewards including adventure, purpose, challenge, 
fulfillment, spiritual growth, enduring investments in that which lasts, and the 
honor of being God’s agent. And, importantly, the time and effort spent on 
reaching out to others are enduring investments in our own Walk with Christ. The 
costs are really investments that pay permanent dividends. 

 
� It matters to our church. Each time we own our church Covenant, we personally 

and specifically commit to “witness the power of God's love to all people as 
revealed through Christ.” Thus, when we reach out to others, we foster the 
fulfillment of our church’s mission as well as our personal covenant commitment. 
In doing so, we contribute to sustaining the church’s vitality as a viable instrument 
in growing and nurturing God’s family and the growth of our church.515  

 
So, returning to the question, is it important for each of us to reach out to others for Christ? 

The answer is an unambiguous Yes! It is important to God, to those we reach (or fail to reach), 
to each of us as individuals, and to the vitality of our church.516  

 
At the same time, it is important to remember that ultimately it is God who transforms 

people, not us. We are agents for God. In reaching out to others, God uses us. In the process we 
come closer to God.517  

 
C. ELEMENTS OF EVANGELISM: MARKS OF DISCIPLESHIP 

 
The task of evangelism is so important that Christ's Great Commission is reported not 

only in each of the gospels (Matthew 28:19-20, Mark 16:15, Luke 24:47-49, John 20:21), but 
also in the book of Acts in which Christ says "you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem and in all 
Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth." (Acts 1:8) We are all ambassadors for Christ. 
We are called to witness, to reach out to others, to share the Gospel and to contribute to leading 
people to accept Christ as Lord and Savior. 

 

 
515 Jon S. Hanson, “Where Congregationalism in Growing the Family of Christ,” pp.23-25, September 5, 2007 
(article prepared on behalf of the Congregational Church Development Division for the National Association of 
Congregational Christian Churches).   
516 Id.  at 25. 
517 Lee Strobel, “All Part of the Adventure,” Outreach Magazine, January/February 2007, p.142. 
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FRCC’s Evangelism Team Mission Statement expresses the basic elements of 
evangelism. This provides a bit more specificity than does the recommended overall Mission 
Statement for the church. However, the two are entirely consistent with each other.     

 
The Mission of the Evangelism Team of Fox River Congregational 
Church (FRCC) is to reach out to people; share the good news of 
the Gospel; and encourage them toward accepting Christ as Lord 
and Savior, toward participating in Christian fellowship with other 
Christian believers of FRCC, and toward maturing in Christian 
faith within our Christian community.518 

 
This sets forth foundational elements of the spiritual discipline of evangelism which constitutes 
the focus of the spiritual discipline of evangelism. The foundational elements of evangelism 
include the following. 
 

1. Reaching Out to People 
 
 Christ says “go and make disciples.” To go means to reach out to people. This 

requires contacting people and communicating with them. Without engaging in some form of 
contact with others, one cannot carry out any of the various elements involved in making 
disciples. There are various ways to reach out to people including witnessing and sharing the 
good news.  

 
2. Witnessing for Christ  
 

We are all witnesses for Christ. Christ said “you will be my witnesses in 
Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.” (Acts 1:8)  

 
We are ambassadors for Christ. We are called to bear witness for 
Christ, to reach out to others, to proclaim the Gospel and to 
contribute to leading people to accept Christ as Lord and Savior.519  
 

Witnessing embraces modeling and telling the difference Jesus has made in one’s life. A 
witness simply relates what he or she saw, heard or experienced and how Christ has influenced 
his or her life. Witness is showing, whether by words or actions, what Christ has done for him 
or her. Show what happens when Christ comes into your life.520 Every follower of Christ has a 
story to tell of God’s work in his or her life. Lonnie Richardson defines witnessing as “simply a 
matter of telling your story about who you love and what the love has done for you.521 God 
speaks to the world through us. We each have a wealth of experiences which God wants us to 
use to reach out to others and bring them into God's family.522 

 

 
518 Fox River Congregational Church Evangelism Team Mission (adopted by the Team, November 13, 2012). 
519 Id. at 8.     
520 Lonnie Richardson, “Managing the Faith: Spiritual Life Priorities,” January 4, 2004 (sermon). 
521 Lonnie Richardson, “Tell Your Story,” June 13, 2013 (sermon). 
522 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 289 (2002). 
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Respond to the promptings of the Holy Spirit to open one’s mouth and heart for the sake 
of others in the everyday comings and goings of life. A witness shows by words and/or actions 
what Christ has done for him or her. The desire of witness is “to share the life-changing love of 
Jesus” with others.523   

 
3. Sharing the Good News of the Gospel 
 
 At some point the good news of the Gospel needs to be shared with those we are 

seeking to bring to Christ. In order to meaningfully accept Christ as Lord and savior, one needs 
to grasp at least a basic understanding of the Gospel message. The timing and the manner of 
sharing can vary from person to person.  

 
In addition to reaching out and contacting unchurched persons, witnessing and sharing 

the gospel, further elements in the evangelism process include, encouraging others toward 
accepting Christ as Lord and Savior, encouraging others toward participating in Christian 
fellowship with other believers in our church and encouraging others toward maturing in 
Christian faith within our Christian church community. 

 
Involvement in the evangelism process, in some manner, is a critical element in one’s 

growth in his or her Walk with Christ. The spiritual discipline of evangelism is not to be shunted 
to the side assuming that this is someone else’s responsibility. For a fuller explanation of the 
these and other elements in personal relationship evangelism to which we are all called, see 
PART FIVE Section IX.C. below.  

 
To reemphasize, reaching out to those who have not yet decided for Christ is 

fundamentally important to God, may decisively impact eternity for the persons we reach or fail 
to reach, vitally effects and benefits each of us in our Walk with Christ, and critically affects the 
growth and vitality of our church. To use the terminology made prominent by Willow Creek 
Community Church, as individual members of FRCC, we should all strive to become 
“contagious Christians.” 
 
 

V. PRINCIPLES GOVERNING THE PRACTICE  
OF SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES 

 
Although there are numerous spiritual disciplines of widely varying natures, many of 

which have been discussed above, there are some basic principles governing their practice which 
are generally applicable. These include personal responsibility, training, do with others, and 
perseverance.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
523 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 160 (2005). 
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A. PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY  
 
 The responsibility of the individual concerning the practice of spiritual disciplines to 
enhance the likelihood of experiencing God’s transformation power is considered more fully 
above in PART TWO, Section III.B,2.  
 
 However, it should be noted that persons can experience unintentional spiritual growth 
through practice of spiritual disciplines without consciously focusing on spiritual growth. There 
are practices in the Christian community that are experienced less as an exercise for spiritual 
growth and more as a responsibility or expectation of some ritual or role in the church. For 
example, church members typically attend worship services without viewing doing so as a 
spiritual growth experience. The same can be said with respect participating in a serving 
opportunity, inviting someone to church and other common church activities and rituals. These 
are not practiced as spiritual disciplines, but rather as participation in life of the church. 
Nevertheless, participation in these various roles offer the potential for some spiritual growth.  
 
 In contrast, spiritual growth more likely occurs, and to greater effect, when an individual 
practices a spiritual discipline intentionally for the purpose of personal spiritual growth. This is 
characterized by one’s personal drive toward a deeper understanding and experience of God.  
 
 As Dallas Willard states 
 

[t]he spiritual life is a life of interaction with a personal God and 
it is pure delusion to suppose that it can be carried on 
sloppily….524  

 
Intentional spiritual maturity occurs when Christ followers “take matters into their own hands to 
venture towards discovering God on their own effort.”525 Although the venture can be spurred 
by church efforts, it remains a personal and sacred experience. In short, intentional spiritual 
maturity, although enhanced by church effort, requires focused personal effort for the purpose 
of spiritual growth.  
 
 This focused personal effort is commonly characterized by three characteristics.526  
 

� Select a spiritual discipline focusing on a particular spiritual weakness thereby 
choosing wisely the discipline(s) that will make a more significant difference.  
 

� Commit a significant amount of time to the practice of spiritual(s) discipline. 
Spiritual maturity occurs when a discipline is practiced routinely over time so as 
to go deeply into the soul.  
 

 
524 Dallas Willard, The Spirit of the Disciplines; Understanding How God Changes Lives 153 (1988). 
525 Stuart R. Merkel,  A Strategy for Employing Individual and Communal Spiritual Disciplines for Spiritual  
Growth at Gurnee Community Church 70 November 2008). 
526 Id. at 70-73. 
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� When practiced faithfully, the spiritual discipline activity should visibly impact 
how one’s life is lived both in public and private circumstances.  

 
B. TRAINING  

 
Scripture presents Jesus followers as persons engaged in a disciplined way of life. Paul 

instructs “train yourself to be godly.” (1 Timothy 4:7) Scriptural teachings manifest that our 
growing as followers of Christ (discipleship) requires learning, training and then practicing 
spiritual disciplines. The road toward becoming more Christ-like in our thoughts, feelings and 
actions is a road of spiritual disciplines manifesting the marks of discipleship. Like athletes who 
need disciplined training to be successful, leading a Christian life requires a disciplined practice 
of spiritual disciplines.  

 
Significant transformation involves training to do something – not 
just trying. Spiritual disciplines are training exercises to give us 
power to live in the kingdom.527 

 
We are a work in progress so long as we permit the Holy Spirit to shape and transform 

us through the learning and practicing spiritual disciplines which lead us toward a more Christ-
like life.528 Without regular and focused exposure to the foundations of faith,  
the “chances of Christians consistently making choices to reflect biblical principles is 
minimal.”529 

 
In seeking to engage in spiritual disciplines, it needs to be recognized that one cannot 

practice all the spiritual disciplines at once. Instead, view them as garden tools. Pull out the one 
or more which meets your need at that particular moment.530  

 
Furthermore, we are not called to engage in spiritual disciplines all of the time. Don’t 

have angst whenever not engaged in spiritual disciplines. Practice them. Then use them when 
needed. Some disciplines will become staples of your spiritual diet. Others might be used only 
occasionally in special situations. 

 
However, when the practice simply becomes routine, we need to disrupt it to avoid 

engaging in empty rituals. A danger spiritually is learning how and forgetting why resulting in 
just going through the motions of praying without thinking, worshiping without thinking, taking 
communion without thinking, prayer without thinking, spending time with God’s Word without 
thinking, etc. God wants more than simply ritual, memory and routine. Inject some degree of 
creativity. A change of place and/or a change of pace when engaging in a spiritual discipline 
may reinvigorate what had become a meaningfulness rote of activity. One way to snap out of a 
spiritual slump is disturb one’s routine by experimenting with other spiritual disciplines. In short, 

 
527 Dallas Willard, Living in Christ’s Presence: Final Words on Heaven and the Kingdom of God 42 (2014). 
528 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 197 et seq.  (2006). 
529 George Barna as quoted in Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship Making Disciples A Few At a Time 27 
(2003). 
530 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 197 et seq.  (2006). 
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disrupt your routines and recommence the adventure in another way. Create a margin for spiritual 
spontaneity and listen to God.531  

 
It should be noted, however, that putting spiritual disciplines into practice does not imply 

that salvation is somehow earned. As noted earlier, God offers grace for those believing, 
receiving and accepting Christ as Lord. Salvation is not earned.  

 
[Salvation] is by grace and through faith. However, as a believer, 
you do take effort to grow—but that does not earn you a 
relationship with God. It just puts you in the right place where God 
can grow you as a believer, saved by grace. As Dallas Willard has 
explained, "Grace is not opposed to effort; it is opposed to 
earning."532 – (emphasis supplied) 

 
Furthermore, one should not let the learning and practice of spiritual disciplines become 

one’s mission in of themselves apart from the two Great Commandments and the Great 
Commission. The practice of spiritual disciplines “help us grow in the ability to love God and 
people – the true indicators of spiritual well-being.”533 

 
C. DO SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES WITH OTHERS  
 

Don’t go it alone. A major element in the success of the Weight Watcher program is that 
participants periodically gather in groups. They draw encouragement from one another. Not only 
do their mutual commitments support each other in maintaining their diets, but also knowing that 
participants give account of their progress enhances the likelihood of each person’s success, 
especially as compared to dieters lacking the mutual support and accountability of a group.534  

 
We need encouragement and accountability in our spiritual growth. Training involves 

constant repetition which requires discipline. Since self-discipline is rare, especially on an on-
going long-term basis, we need others to hold us accountable. Few, if any, make spiritual 
breakthroughs without the support of others.535  
 
D.  PERSEVERANCE MAKES TRANSFORMATION A REALITY536  

 
Training and trying are not the same thing. Trying occurs when one attempts to reach 

goals without the proper tools. Attempting to run a marathon with no training will not lead to 
success. Similarly, trying to grow as a disciple does little if we don’t train to do so. Training 
occurs when we commit to organize our lives around the practices and teachings of Jesus. When 
we train and practice spiritual disciplines long enough, new habits are created enhancing the 
likelihood of God, in some mysterious way, transforms us into a more Christ-like persons in our 

 
531 See Mark Batterson, Wild Goose Chase 41 (2008) (Chapter 3, “Dictatorship of the Ordinary, Coming Out of the 
Cage of Routine). 
532 Ed Stetzer, “4 Strategic Steps for Better Discipleship,” OutreachMagazine.com, March 13, 2013. 
533 John Ortberg, The Life You’ve Always Wanted (Participant’s Guide) 24 (2004).  
534 Donald N. Bastian, Belonging (Free Methodist Church): Adventures in Church Membership 136 (2002). 
535 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 199 (2006).  
536 Id. at 143, 203-06. 
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thoughts, feelings and actions. Transformation requires time as new and good habits slowly 
replace the bad habits of old. Perseverance is required as we grow in our Walk with Christ. 

 
 

VI. CHOOSING OUR PATH 
 

A. LIFE'S GREAT QUESTIONS  
 
Each of us is confronted with foundational questions as to how we will live our lives. A 

person can respond with deliberate consideration and decisions followed by committed practices. 
Or, he or she can respond by simply ignoring the questions and live in whatever manner the 
moment prompts him or her to do. But, regardless of the how a person answers, there are short, 
long and/or eternal consequences.  

 
The basic life centering questions include the following.  
 

� What will be the center of my life? – Who am I going to live for and build my life 
around? Whatever is at the center of one’s life is that person’s god. What is my 
unshakable center? The response determines whether, whom and how we worship 
and with whom we seek a loving relationship.537  

 
� What will be the character of my life? – What type of person will I try to be? Here 

the response determines whether I will seek to become a follower of Christ (a 
disciple), i.e., person growing toward a more Christ-like life in my thoughts, 
feelings and actions. Such growth evolves from learning and practicing spiritual 
disciplines. Remember, a person takes his or her character with him or her into 
eternity.  

 
� In what community will be the center my life? – This raises the question of 

whether to actively and regularly participate in a church fellowship of Christian 
believers.  

 
� What kinds of contributions do I want to make? – This raises the question of 

serving. By discerning one’s spiritual gifts, passions, abilities, personality and 

 
537  

Who we are is defined by who or what we worship – who or what we put first 
in our lives and invest our lives in.… [We] only have three things we can give 
or invest: our time, our talents and our treasures…. There is only one God, and 
he is the only one worthy of our time, talents and treasure. If we give ourselves 
to anything else, we are worshipping idols. An idol can be something as tangible 
as a statue, as was common in Bible times. But it can also be something as 
intangible as a career or hobby….  It is really anything we use to define 
ourselves above our relationship with God. 

Curt Landry, “Our Identity is Tied to Worship,” OutreachMagazine.com, December 21, 2018. 
 

. 
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experiences, one  can better discern where he or she can best serve rather than 
doing so on a haphazard basis.  

 
� In relating to other people, what (if anything) will be important to communicate 

to them? – This raises the question of our commitment to reach out to others in a 
manner to help leading them to accepting Christ as Lord and Savior and to bring 
them into a community of believers for fellowship and spiritual growth.  

 
 The manner in which we respond to questions such as these translates into whether or 
not we grow toward living a more Christ-like life in our thought, feelings and actions so as to 
grow toward becoming a Fully Devoted Follower of Christ. It is critical for people to explore 
life’s great questions and then begin (or invigorate) their journey with Christ through the 
selection and practice of spiritual disciplines meaningful to them.  

 
B. MARKS OF DISCIPLESHIP: SUBSTANTIVE CONTENT  

AREAS OF DISCIPLE-MAKING EXPERIENCES  
 
In summary, a follower (disciple) of Christ seeks to grow more like Christ in his or her 

thoughts, feelings and actions as he or she Walks the Path of becoming a Fully Devoted Follower 
of Christ. As considered in this PART THREE, there are four fundamental categories of spiritual 
disciplines. They provide the substantive content areas for disciple-making experiences. Persons 
involved in the various elements of these foundational spiritual disciplines reflect marks of 
discipleship as they grow in their walk toward becoming more Christ-like. 

  
 Among the marks of discipleship are the following. 
 

 (1)  Connecting with God through pursuing a loving and intimate personal 
relationship with him  

 
� habit of prayer 
� habit of spending time with God’s Word  
� habit of regular, meaningful and transforming worship 
� habit of silence, solitude, silence and listening 
� habit of meditation 
� habit of reflection 
� habit of practicing the presence of God 
� habit of fasting 
� habit of obeying God’s call and discerning God’s will 
� habit of “follow me” wear 
� habit of pursuing intimacy with God through one’ own uniqueness (trying 

different types of spirituality) 
 

(2)  Connecting with Christian believers through, love, caring and sharing life 
together 

 
� habit of active participation in Christian fellowship 
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� habit of an active and regular participation in a small group 
� habit of giving time, talent and/or treasure in supporting advancing the 

mission purposes of the church 
 

(3)  Connecting with Christian believers and non-believers through serving their 
physical, emotional and spiritual needs 

 
� habit of serving the physical, emotional and spiritual needs of others 
� habit of discerning and developing one’s gift for serving others 
� habit of stewardship: the cheerful giving of one’s time, talent and treasure 

(tithing and offerings) 
 

(4) Connecting with people outside the faith through lovingly witnessing the good 
news of Christ and bringing them into congregational life   
 

� habit of reaching out to people 
� habit of witnessing for Christ  
� habit of sharing the good news of the Gospel 
� habit of encouraging others toward accepting Christ as Lord and Savior,  
� habit of encouraging others toward participating in Christian fellowship 

with other believers in our church  
� habit of encouraging others toward maturing in Christian faith within our 

Christian community 
 
It is incumbent upon each of us as individuals and collectively as a church to actively 

choose to grow in these four fundamental areas evidencing these marks of discipleship through 
the practice of spiritual disciplines associated with each. In doing so, it is important to recognize 
that the pursuit of these four relationships interrelate, interact and reinforce one another. Pursuit 
of one, contributes to the pursuit of the others. Thus, one discipline need not, nor should not, be 
done in isolation to the exclusion the others.  

 
Furthermore, it should be noted that focusing on these spiritual disciplines is not intended 

to derogate the value of other spiritual disciplines. Also, as indicated above, it is not expected 
that a person will be become highly proficient and active in developing and practicing all of these 
habits. However, the more one engages in these various disciplines and discerns which are more 
effective in developing his or her personal relationship with God, the more one sets the stage for 
God to exert his transforming power.  

 
As considered above, there are four fundamental categories of spiritual disciplines which 

mark a person growing and transforming into a disciple of Christ. These are (i) getting connected 
with God, (ii) getting connected with other Christian believers, (iii) getting connected with others 
(both believers and non-believers) through serving, and (iv) getting connected with people 
outside the faith. Several habits or spiritual disciplines under each category offer means for 
persons to grow in their Walk with Christ. These provide the substantive content areas for 
disciple-making experiences. To better equip members of our church (and others) to grow in 
their spiritual maturity, it is incumbent that we, as a body of Christ believers, enhance existing 
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and develop new means to assist persons in establishing habits that promote spiritual growth 
through “getting connected” in these four fundamental areas of spiritual disciplines. We need to 
offer encouragement, teaching, training and supporting experiences to better enable our members 
(and others) in growing towards becoming Fully Devoted Followers of Christ.  
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PART FOUR: 
PROCESS OF DISCIPLE-MAKING EXPERIENCES 

 
 
The first of the three principal elements undergirding an effective disciple-making church 

is defining with clarity and embracing the disciple-making mission of our church (considered in 
PART TWO above).  The second principal element undergirding an effective disciple-making 
church is knowing and fostering participation in the content of disciple-making experiences, i.e., 
spiritual disciplines, which lead to the accomplishment of the Mission (considered in PART 
THREE above and PART FIVE below).  The third principal element undergirding an effective 
disciple-making church is understanding the nature of the process, where people need to go, i.e., 
stages of disciple-making, which progressively move people along the path of growing in their 
Walk with Christ. To this process-the stages of disciples-making we now turn.  

 
The recommended Mission for FRCC focuses on what God wants people to become 

(growing toward a more Christ-like life) and what we need to do to progress in such growth 
(pursuing connecting in relationships with God, other believers, those in need through serving, 
and people outside the faith through evangelism. The content of disciple-making experiences 
consists of meaningful practice of various spiritual disciplines. Here we turn to the process of 
disciple-making experiences, i.e., understanding where people need to go. This involves 
establishing a spiritual growth path, stages of disciple-making, which promise to effectively 
deliver the content of disciple-making experiences. 
 
 

I. ESSENTIALITY OF MOVEMENT 
 

Growing as a disciple is the process of believers becoming transformed into the image of 
Christ.  
 

As a church, in business terms, we are in the disciple-development 
business. The product is transformed lives - an expanding body of 
Christ-like people. The role of… [the church] is to motivate and 
better enable individuals to progress in their Walk with Christ by 
moving to deeper levels of spiritual maturity and levels of 
commitment. This requires a series of processes designed to move 
people through various stages of development.538 

 
Spiritual growth is predicated on movement. “Churches are filled with people who have 

attended [worship] services for their entire lives, yet are still spiritual babies.”539   
 

 
538 Fox River Congregational Church, Foundational Standards and Outline of Comprehensive Strategy Applicable 
to Each Mission Purpose Team: General Standard Applicable to All Mission Purpose Teams, adopted by 
Congregation, June 6, 2004.  
539 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 332 (1995). 
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A strategic approach is needed to infuse into the lives of the people of the church the 
various aspects of the profile of growing as a follower of Christ. To be an effective disciple-
making church, everything a church does must mesh together to engender life transformation. 
The selection, development and implementation of disciple-making experiences need to be based 
upon the mission purpose of the church and be designed to provide a straight-forward and clearly 
understood spiritual growth path that moves people through the stages of spiritual growth toward 
accomplishing the mission of growing more Christ-like in one’s thoughts, feelings and actions.  
 

A spiritual growth path is necessary for a church to effectively multiply 
fully devoted, transformed, knowledgeable, ministering, witnessing, 
reproducing disciples of Christ.540 

 
Needed is “a pathway to lead people step-by-step from the point of initial contact with the church 
to spiritual maturity.”541 
  

All too common, in many if not most churches, a significant if not substantial segment 
of the church membership remains essentially unchanged in terms of their spiritual growth. They 
are not being transformed. At least in part, stagnation of believers stems from the lack of an 
intentional church process to move them along in their Walk with Christ. A disciple-making 
church needs a ministry which moves people into situations in which they are more likely to be 
transformed by God. The lack of such process results in congestion and stagnation. Also, 
congestion posed by a host of church events, activities and committee meetings may further 
impede peoples’ spiritual growth. Such church environment works contrary to the expectation 
revealed in the Bible that calls for believers’ lives to be transformed.542 
 
 As considered earlier, we do not transform ourselves. In his time frame and in his way, 
God transforms us when we place ourselves in his presence. God seeks to transform people into 
his image. Since he does the transforming, what role does the church play in the process?543  
 

Partnering with God in a manner consistent with that to which he calls us enhances the 
probability of success. The church’s role is to put people in places where God is most likely to 
transform them. This is achieved by implementing and effectuating a disciple-making process 
which moves people through greater levels of commitment in their pursuit of the four critical 
relationships of connecting with God, other believers, both believers and unbelievers through 
serving, and those persons outside the faith. Research evidences that there is a significant 
relationship between the vibrancy of a church and the presence of an intentional planned ministry 
process designed to move people along in their spiritual growth. Movement consists of 
progressing through the steps in the process (i.e., the stages of disciple-making) which cause 
people to move to greater levels of commitment. Each of the stages contributes to a deepening 
in one or more of the four critical relationships. 

 
540 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 171 (1993). 
541 Id. at 171. “A path, a discipleship process, is necessary in order to ensure effective life change of believers within 
a congregation.” Ed Stetzer, “On the Path to Discipleship,” OutreachMagazine.com, December 1 2015. 
542 See Thomas S. Rainer and Eric Geiger, Simple Church: Returning to God’s Process for Making Disciples 136-
139. (2006). 
543 Id. at 138.. 
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George Barna’s research revealed that only 1 out of 5 believers stated that their church 

has in place some systematic means to evaluate the spiritual maturity and commitment to 
maturity of its congregation. However, 9 out of 10 believers in the same survey said they would 
seriously consider their church’s recommendation to pursue a spiritual path if one were clear and 
made available to them.544  

 
Without movement, programs, events or other activities are simply ends unto themselves. 

The ministry process must be about moving people. People need to be moved beyond their 
perpetual comfort zone. To respond to the challenge of moving people through the process, both 
the church and the individual need to be intentional in movement through the stages of disciple-
making. It is the development of a clear spiritual path and the means to traverse such path which 
demands our church’s attention. 

 
 

II. STAGES OF DISCIPLE- MAKING 
 

By God’s design, spiritual growth occurs in the context of process. Thus, in response, we 
should design and implement a procedural path of programs which leads people to places where 
God is most likely to transform them. Programs, at each disciple-making stage, should be 
designed to contribute to growth in one or more of the marks of discipleship (i.e., connecting 
with God, other believers, serving and reaching out to those outside the faith. Each stage in the 
disciple-making process consists of one or more programs, events or other activities partaking 
of the nature of that stage. Every person should participate in one or more programs at each stage 
since the very nature of each stage of programs is essential to spiritual growth. However, it 
should be recognized that an individual person’s spiritual growth through the various stages of 
disciple-making may not be as neatly sequential as suggested by the ordered discussion of these 
stages.  

 
The purpose here is to set briefly set forth the key stages of disciple-making laying out 

the procedural path one traverses in growing toward a more Christ-like life in his or her Walk 
with Christ. The content of the various stages will be considered in more detail in PART FIVE 
below.  
  
A. CONVERSION PROCESS  

 
A person initiates becoming becomes a follower of Christ by accepting him as Lord and 

Savior.  
 

It is an act of faith in him as our Savior, an act of submission to 
him as our Lord. …It is a definite act. …It is an individual act. 
…You can become a Christian in a moment, but not a mature 
Christian. Christ can enter, cleanse and forgive you in a matter of 
seconds, but it will take much longer for your character to be 

 
544 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship Making Disciples a Few at a Time 54 (2003). 
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transformed and shaped to his will. …[However,] a moment of 
commitment will lead to a lifetime of adjustment.545 

 
One initiates becoming a follower of Christ by accepting him as Lord and Savior. The 

process leading up to and including conversion is the initial stage in connecting with God. The 
conversion stage of disciple-making consists of the thoughts, feelings, experiences and/or 
relationships leading to this decision and commitment. Among the essential experiences is 
obtaining at least a rudimentary understanding of the basics of faith.  

 
B. VITAL TRANSFORMING WORSHIP 

 
 A maturing follower of Christ continually pursues an intimate relationship with God. 
Foundational in this growing intimacy is participation in vital transforming worship. God's first 
great commandment is that you shall “Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your 
soul and with all your mind." (Matthew 22:37) The New Testament, here and elsewhere, calls upon 
us to worship God. He calls for total response, commitment and obedience.  

 
Through reverence, awe, submission, praise and thanksgiving of God, a worship service 

affords a time and place where we can encounter our living God. Christ promised to be with us 
when we gather in his name. In worship, we collectively as a community, as well as personally, 
have the opportunity of connecting with him. Here we respond to God’s invitation to enter a 
personal and intimate relationship with him.546 Failure to move from one’s initial experience 
with Christ to regular and deeply personal involvement in worship promises an abrupt halt in 
one’s pursuit of an intimate relationship with God. Thus, central in Christ's church is loving 
worship of God. "Worship...must be at the heart of the church's life."547 Meaningful worship is a 
crucial stage in effective disciple-making.  

 
C. LEARNING THE BASICS OF THE FAITH 

 
For those who are newcomers to the faith, movement along the spiritual path requires 

understanding the basics of the faith beyond the initial rudimentary understandings underlying the 
conversion decision to accept Christ. Gaining this greater understanding of the basics of faith may 
occur in the context of any one of several stages of disciple-making. This may happen as early as 
the conversion stage, result from teachings during worship services (from sermons or otherwise) or 
occur later, e.g., during the process of becoming a member of the church or at some point in the 
context of participating in a small group. However, whatever the context, proceeding to, within and 
beyond the basics of faith disciple-making stage is a foundational element for one to grow in his or 
her spiritual formation. This stage of disciple-making can also serve as a valuable refresher 
experience for on-going members of the church.  

 
 
 
 

 
545 John Stott, Basic Christianity 165-66 (2008). 
546 Jon S. Hanson, “Why Are We Here?,” January. 11, 2004 (sermon). 
547 John H. Westerhoff, III, Living the Faith Community, The Church That Makes a Difference 53 (1985).  
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D. PERSONAL SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES  NURTURING FAITH   
 
As previously considered, spiritual disciplines are the content of disciple-making 

experiences. One learns and practices spiritual disciplines in the pursuit of connecting with God, 
connecting with other believers, connecting with others by serving their needs and connecting 
with those outside the faith. To grow in one’s Walk with Christ a person needs to progressively 
engage in various spiritual disciplines. The disciple-making stage of practicing a personal 
spiritual discipline(s) (including, e.g., prayer, spending time with God’s Word and worship) to 
connect with God in a loving intimate relationship with him is not a one time or one place 
exercise. It is an-on-going stage of discipleship which interrelates with other stages such as 
participation in small groups, growing in serving and growing in sharing Christ.  

 
E. CHURCH MEMBERSHIP IN A COVENANT COMMUNITY: GETTING TO KNOW OUR CHURCH  
 

A critical stage in one’s journey with Christ is becoming a part of Christ’s family by 
becoming a member of and being assimilated into a local church.  Being a fully devoted follower 
of Christ includes commitment to the Christ community and understanding what that means in 
the context of the local church. This involves learning what church membership is about 
including its mission, covenant, expectations, organizational structure and, in the context of 
FRCC, doing church in the Congregational Way.  

 
As a condition of membership, one needs to learn, understand and commit to the mission 

purpose of the church both from the perspective of what the church collectively seeks to do and, 
most importantly, the responsibility of and expectation for the individual to grow more Christ-
like in his or her thoughts, feelings and actions. Stagnating as a nominal Christian does not 
suffice. A critical role of a disciple-making church is to create expectations that will foster 
growth in their Walk with Christ. Low expectations lead to low results. Clear communication of 
the mission and the process (stages of discipleship) of connecting with God, other believers, 
others through serving and people outside the faith is essential to being an effective disciple-
making church. And, of course, knowing, understanding and continuing to commit to FRCC’s 
mission applies to all church members as well as those newly coming onto the scene. Committing 
to the mission of the church occurs when one owns the covenant as a condition of membership 
in the church. 

 
F. ASSIMILATING INTO THE LIFE OF THE CHURCH   

 
Importantly, becoming a church member does not end the journey. But rather, one's Walk 

with Christ progresses toward the next stage of disciple-making. As newcomers are drawn to the 
church, through evangelism efforts or otherwise, the church should endeavor to quickly 
assimilate them into church life which reduces the likelihood that they will drop out. The key is 
the more friends a newcomer makes, the more likelihood that he or she will become involved. 
People try out a church for a variety of reasons. They stay primarily for one of two reasons – 
friendships and meaningful ministry involvement. The assimilation stage of disciple-making 
embraces assimilating efforts both (i) before persons become members, thereby enhancing the 
likelihood that they will opt to do so, and (ii) after becoming members thereby enhancing the 
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likelihood of an on-going active participation in the church’s mission and growth in their Walk 
with Christ. 

 
G. SMALL GROUPS 

 
 1. Relational Small Groups (RSGs) 
 

The best place for sustained life change occurs within the context of intentional 
relationships. The best place for encouraging intentional relationships is in a small group.548 

 
As previously discussed in PART THREE, Section II.B., participation in relational small 

groups is foundational for a person’s spiritual growth.  
 
The dynamic at work in a cell [small] group] is different from what 
happens in a large gathering [e.g., worship services, other large 
church events], or within me as an individual. The facets of 
community are personal intimacy, accessibility and availability, 
physical contact, communication, care and help, accountability, 
relationship, conversation, unity, focus, and group ministry. They 
can't be duplicated in the same way and intensity in a large group 
or in the life of one individual.549 

 
Christians are called to belong, not just to believe. Developing meaningful relationships, 

in which every person possesses the sense of love, care, support, belonging and accountability, 
is central to the Christian experience. Becoming a disciple requires that we walk alongside 
others, where life rubs up against life, in order to encourage, equip and challenge one another in 
love to grow toward more Christ-like lives. Most nurturing of a spiritual life occurs in committed 
on-going relational small groups. Following Christ is not something that is simply taught. 
Following Christ needs to be lived. The relational element in Jesus’ model must be at the heart 
of becoming a Fully Devoted Follower of Christ.  

 
To reiterate earlier conclusions,  
 

� on-going relational small groups (often referred to as RSGs) constitute a 
virtually indispensable element for those seeking transformation toward a 
more Christ-like life and a growing relationship with God,  
 

� relational small groups need to be an integral part of the church structure, not 
merely an appendage or an after-thought add on. and   
 

� every church member and attendee should effectively be encouraged to 
become involved in a relational small group.  

 
 

 
548 Andy Stanley and Bill Willits, Creating Community: 5 Keys to Building a Small Group Culture 76 (2004). 
549 William Beckham, The Second Reformation: Reshaping the Church for the 21sst  Century 61 (2005). 
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2. Short Term Small Groups 
 

The popular trend in churches today is conducting short term small group 
programs for a limited duration of four to eight weeks. Although much good can come from such 
groups, when standing alone, their prime failing is the lack of developing on-going deepening 
relationships with other believers after these groups conclude.550 Nevertheless, short term small 
groups can serve various important functions. These are further discussed in PART FIVE, 
Section VII.C.1. below and are simply noted here. These five functions are 
 

(i) teaching the basics of faith, 
 

  (ii) sparking spiritual growth 
 
  (iii) exploring theological questions for adult faith formation,  

 
(iv) provide training for engaging in disciple-making activities    

  
 (v) serving as a bridge to relational small groups 
  

 In short, progressing to and becoming active in small groups, both short term and 
ultimately relational small groups, constitutes major advancement in growing through the stages 
of disciples-making. 

 
H. & I.     GROWING INTO SERVING AND INTO SHARING CHRIST 
 

The disciple-making stages of conversion, worship, basics of faith, personal spiritual 
disciplines nurturing faith, getting to know the church and church membership, assimilation, and 
participation in small (especially relational) groups nurture us in growing toward a more Christ-
like life. In these earlier disciple-making stages, primary focus is on developing intimacy with 
God and one another. But there is more. Christ calls us to mission. We are to serve others and to 
reach out to those outside the faith. The other disciplines nurture us toward a Christian life style 
of not only pursuing intimacy with God and connection with other believers, but also to nurture 
us in serving and sharing Christ with others. In turn, serving others and sharing Christ better 
enables us to connect with God and other believers in intimate relationships.  

 
J. SUMMARY OF THE STAGES OF DISCIPLE-MAKING 
  

The stages of disciples-making are  
 

� conversion process  
� worship  
� basics of faith  
� personal spiritual disciplines nurturing the faith  

 
550 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 228 (2006). 
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� church membership in a covenant community: getting to know our 
 church    
� assimilation  
� small groups  
� growing into serving  
� growing into evangelism.  
 

We are a community of covenant-makers, not just members of an organization. Owning 
a membership covenant is the pivoting point where one moves from “ME” to “WE.” It is about 
ME when conversion, faith development, and spiritual disciplines are introduced. It is about WE 
at the point of owning the membership covenant and continuing the progress to assimilation, 
small groups, serving, and sharing Christ.  

 
Setting forth these stages clarifies a process or path for spiritual growth. After one accepts 

Christ (conversion), the worship service offers people opportunity to begin or deepen their 
connection with God. Gaining an understanding of the of faith is essential for continuing spiritual 
growth. Nurturing the faith begins in a rudimentary manner during the conversion process, 
progresses with exposure to the basics of faith and deepens throughout the life long process of 
growing in Christ’s image.  Getting to know the church, becoming a church member and being 
assimilated into the church initiates connecting with other believers in our church community. 
The next step is participation in short term small groups as a bridge to connecting with others 
believers in a deep and meaningful way which is accomplished through relational small groups. 
Failure to connect in a relational small group almost assuredly lessens, if not virtually stagnates, 
spiritual growth. The relational small group stage of the disciple-making process can 
substantially contribute to nurturing one’s growth toward a Christian life style by deepening 
one’s intimacy with God through the practice of spiritual disciplines, serving others and reaching 
out to and bringing in people outside the faith. Growing in serving others and reaching out to 
those outside the faith responds to the Great Commandments and the Great Commission. 
Through this path of disciple-making stages, people are challenged to come to worship, 
participate in small groups, deepen their intimacy with God through the practice of spiritual 
disciplines, serve in some ministry and reach out to those outside the faith.    

 
Effective disciple-making calls for an intentional procedure designed to move people 

along in their spiritual growth. Movement is progressing along the path of the disciple-making 
stages which lead to increasing commitment in the areas of spiritual growth. In doing so, one 
places himself or herself in those situations in which God is most likely to exercise his 
transforming power. As a disciple-making church, it is incumbent on us to clearly set forth not 
only our disciple-making mission purpose, but also the disciple-making stages to, within and 
through which one needs to move in becoming a Fully Devoted Follower of Christ. However, 
this is not to suggest foreclosing the Holy Spirit from moving an individual in a manner outside 
the stages of disciple-making process recommended here. 

 
Unfortunately, most churches pay little attention as how to move people to greater levels 

of commitment. In contrast, the above-described procedural path of disciple-making offers a 
process in which programs, events and other activities are intentional tools to move people along 
a growth path in their Walk with Christ. When specific programs are fitted to movement through 
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the stages of discipleship, rather than simply being isolated or non-integrated experiences, they 
provide disciple-making experiences leading persons toward more Christ-like lives. Each 
program needs to fit into a disciple-making stage leading to spiritual development. Organizing 
programs in this way promotes clarity and incentive for movement to the next stage. Without 
movement, programs are simply ends unto themselves. To reemphasize, people need to be moved 
beyond their zones of comfort. Participation in programs in each of these disciple-making stages 
is key to disciple-making. To respond to the challenge of moving people through the disciple-
making process, a church needs a clear approach to intentional movement. 

 
However, in doing so, it must be recognized by the church and individuals that disciple-

making is incremental. It is one step at a time. We are imperfect works in progress. Striving to 
grow and change is a never-ending process. There is always another step in growing toward 
becoming more Christ-like. Furthermore, people progress at different paces. And, God does not 
abandon even the most stumbling disciple. “God is not surprised when we stumble and fall. 
Instead, God assures us that we are forgiven”551 and guides us on our way. 

 
  

III. ILLUSTRATE PROCESS: WALK  
      WITH CHRIST GRAPHIC 

 
As a person walks the procedural path taking him or her to, within and through the stages 

of disciple-making, he or she grows in the four relationships of connecting with God, other 
believers, ministry through serving and reaching out to the unchurched leading to a more Christ-
like life. The ministry process is about moving people. The graphic below552 visually integrates 
the process of getting connected in these relationships with the stages of discipleship to which 
one moves to, within and beyond. It provides a visual image of the process to move people from 
little or no commitment to greater levels of commitment and spiritual maturity, i.e., the flow of 
church ministry in each person's life as one increasingly grows toward the image of Christ. The 
visual illustration reflects the procedural path for the church to put into place to move people 
toward a more Christ-like life.  

 

 
551 Upper Room (Daily Devotional), 2015-08-20. 
552 The recommended graphic, which appears below, replaces the current graphic utilized by Fox River 
Congregational Church. 
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Illustrating the ministry process is vital for clarity. The process resonates more effectively 
when it is visual. People remember graphics. In contrast, they are unlikely to live out and 
experience something which they don’t remember. The process of the stages of disciple-making 
should become a personal vision for each person in the church. Presenting it in visual form better 
enables people to internalize the disciple-making process as their own. Etch the process in 
people’s minds.553      

 
 

IV. NATURE OF MOVEMENT 
 
 
A. SEMI-SEQUENTIAL NATURE OF MOVEMENT 

 
Inherent in the utilization of a graphic illustration of a path to follow in striving toward 

an end goal suggests that moving through the stages of discipleship necessarily occurs in 
sequential order. To some extent, however, linear progression is an over simplification of reality. 
Life can be messy and unpredictable. Growing in one’s spiritual maturity may start in different 
ways and take some twists and turns which are not strictly sequential.  

 
The possibility, perhaps even a likelihood, is that a person’s efforts to grow toward a 

more Christ-like life, will be other than entirely sequential. For example, a person may be 
attracted to participating in a church serving opportunity before even considering becoming a 
church member. A serving opportunity may lead him or her to become involved in a small group 
which, in turn, leads to interest in the Bible. Or, a person might try attending worship services 
before reaching the decision to convert to Christ. The possible entry points to one’s Walk with 
Christ are varied. Nevertheless, the graphic offers a guide and incentive for movement to better 
enable a person to grow in his or her Walk. 

 
B. STAGES OF DISCIPLESHIP CUMULATIVE IMPACT ON CONNECTING  
 
 More than one stage of disciple-making can impact the pursuit of a particular 
relationship. For example, connecting with God is a progressive development as one moves 
through the stages of disciple-making. The initial connection often occurs at the stage of 
conversion. Increased connection occurs through the stage of regular worship and an increasing 
and deeper connection can ensue during the stage of personally practicing spiritual disciplines 
which is on-going throughout the life of one’s Christian walk. Participation in small groups may 
lead to greater involvement in spiritual disciplines which deepens the connection with God. Also, 
connecting with other believers occurs at different stages, initially by becoming a church 
member, assimilation and participating in short term small groups. The disciple-making stage of 
relational small groups further deepens connections with other believers. In short, more than one 
(perhaps many) of the various stages of discipleship can vitally contribute to the pursuit of 
connecting in the four critical relationships. 
 
 

 
553 Thom S. Rainer and Eric Geiger, Simple Church: Returning to God’s Process for Making Disciples 116-20 
(2006). 
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C. BUILDING ON STAGES OF DISCIPLESHIP 
 

Importantly, however, we should not read Our Walk with Christ graphic as suggesting 
that we leave one stage when go on to the next. But rather, we continue to build intimacy with 
God even as we move on to participation in groups. We continue to build relationships even after 
we embark in a serving ministry or evangelism. In other words, as one's progresses along the 
procedural path of disciple-making stages, he or she accumulates and continues to grow in the 
various marks of discipleship. Nevertheless, the suggested version of Our Walk with Christ 
graphic affords a simple and clear identification of our disciple-making mission purposes as well 
as indicates the path leading to the stages of disciple-making which needs to be traversed to grow 
toward spiritual maturity.   
  

In short, “Our Walk with Christ” graphic provides a visual presentation of a procedural 
path consisting of a series of disciple-making stages which lead people to grow toward the image 
of Christ through the pursuit of the four relationships of connecting with God, other believers, 
believers and non-believers through serving and people outside the faith through 
outreach/evangelism. This visual image affords a simple clear conceptual means providing an 
overview of the ministry of our church and expectations for our members in their pursuit of 
growing as followers of Christ.  
 
D. PLUGGING INTO ONE’S SEASON OF SPIRITUAL GROWTH554 
  

The clarity of mission and the setting forth of the stages of discipleship provide the 
foundation for a person’s spiritual growth toward a more Christ-like life. However, whether a 
church member or someone from outside the church, an individual is still confronted with the 
question as to where he or she should plug into church activities. In some situations, the road is 
apparent, e.g., attending worship service, a newcomers’ class if not yet a member, etc. In other 
situations, the choice is nonlinear and less clear as to where to best connect into church offered 
disciple-making experiences.   
 
 As a disciple-making church, FRCC should develop a process to assist persons in 
connecting with the mission of the church by helping them identifying the spiritual season that 
they are in and what might be their next steps. “[H]elping people identify their unique season of 
spiritual growth facilitates connection.”555 
 
 This is especially true as a church grows and offers more programs, small groups, and 
ministry opportunities. People are confronted with a variety of options and opportunities. Where 
do I start or go next? How can we as a church help respond to this question? 
 
 In doing so, one church developed an online portal into its spiritual growth process. The 
church offers a lot courses and small group experiences in addition to its weekly worship 
services. To make it simpler for a person to connect with these opportunities, GROWlink was 
developed to serve as an entry point. It has two parts. First, people self-identify the season of 

 
554 Heather Schnese, “Help People Find Their Unique Seasons of Growth,” OutreachMagazine.com, August. 19, 
2014.  
555 Id. 
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spiritual growth in which they perceive themselves to be. GROWlink identifies six seasons and 
how can a person tell which one he or she is in. For each season, the program provides an 
explanation as to what the season may look like. Second, the church program helps people 
determine the next best step in their spiritual journey. Courses or classes appropriate for that 
season of growth, online resources and books are set forth as a basis for the individual to choose 
his or her next step. 
 
 Here at FRCC, whether by some sophisticated on-line program such as the one noted 
above and/or through a more personal approach of helping a person discerning his or her next 
step, consideration should be given to developing and implementing a means to better enable a 
person to plug into that type of experience best suited to his or her season of growth. 
 
 

V.  ESSENCE OF AN EFFECTIVE  
           DISCIPLE-MAKING CHURCH 

 
 In short, the basic elements of a disciple-making church focuses on responding to three 
questions.  
 

(1) What does God, hence our church, want people to become? We seek for 
people to grow toward becoming more like Christ-like in their thoughts, 
feelings and actions. 

 
(2) To do so, what does God, hence our church, we want people to do? We 

want people to pursue the four critical relationship called for by Christ, 
i.e., connecting with God in a loving and intimate relationship through 
spiritual disciplines, connecting with other believers through sharing life 
together, connecting with those in need through serving, and connecting 
with those outside the faith in a manner to lead them to Christ and become 
a part of the church community.  

 
(3) Where do we want people to go? Proceeding through the stages of 

discipleship in pursuit of these relationships offers a pathway toward 
growing toward a more Christ-like in thoughts, feelings and actions. 
Ultimately, participation in relational small groups is the most critical 
foundational element in one’s spiritual growth. 

 
To be an effective disciple-making church requires being crystal clear on what the church is 
trying to do. Clarity is based upon answering the three questions, what do we want people to 
become, what do we want them to do and where do we want them to go.556 The recommended 
mission statement and stages of discipleship address these questions. 
  

 
556 Andy Stanley and Bill Willits, Creating Community: 5 Keys to Building a Small Group Culture 76 (2004). 
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PART FIVE: 
STAGES OF DISCIPLE-MAKING 

PROGRAM CONTENT 
 
 
 Following the procedural path consisting of the various stages of disciple-making leads 
a person to disciple-making experiences essential to growing toward a more Christ-like life. It is 
the role of our church to offer such experiences in meaningful ways. We now turn to the question 
of providing content at each disciple-making stage. In doing so, several programs or other 
resource materials will be suggested as possible content for various disciple-making experiences. 
However, it needs to be emphasized that many of these have been drawn from descriptions rather 
than having been reviewed in detail. These suggestions are offered to indicate the type of subject 
matter appropriate for the various stages of disciple-making and to provide a starting point for 
exploring and reviewing possible programs and materials for use. 
 
 

I.  CONVERSION 
 
The conversion stage of disciple-making consists of the thoughts, feelings, experiences 

and/or relationships leading to and the actual decision to accept Christ as Lord and Savior. The 
conversion process (i.e., the process leading to a decision as well as the actual decision) is the 
initial stage in connecting with God in a loving and intimate relationship. This sets the person 
on the path toward growing as a follower of Christ. 

 
Disciple-making experiences leading to conversion may vary significantly in nature 

and/or in number from one person to another. Often such experiences ensue from a variety of 
evangelistic outreach efforts, especially the development of a personal relationship(s) with a 
person or persons offering some degree of friendship and credibility. Nature of the worship 
service(s) and member participation in and responses to such services can serve as a powerful 
witness and an igniting factor for those outside the faith. Seeing members serving the needs of 
others and/or receiving such service often generates interest. Casual acquaintances, something 
heard on the radio or television, something read, etc. may be the spark leading persons to explore 
what this God stuff or church stuff is all about. Participation in informal non-threatening 
exploring Christianity small groups investigating the rudimentary basics of faith and responding 
to unbelievers’ doubts and questions also constitute important elements in the conversion 
process. 

 
At some point, the conversion process ultimately requires a person to affirmatively 

respond to the question “do you accept Jesus as your Lord and Savior.” Acceptance of and 
commitment to Christ is a highly personal and fundamental decision. Such commitment can be 
reached in a variety of ways in either public or private circumstances. There is no required 
formality which one must undertake. However, making clear what is involved and offering easy 
alternative opportunities ease the path and encourage a person to cross this bridge.  
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  The ready understandability and availability of opportunities to receive Christ 

may spark a person to cross the bridge. Such opportunities include praying to receive Christ 
either alone, with a friend, a pastor offering a prayer of commitment during a worship service, 
altar calls, a visit with a pastor, prayer of acceptance in the context of a small group gathering, 
etc. At some point, whether it be a pastor, a friend who brought the unbeliever to church, a 
surrogate friend, etc., the question needs to be posed (not in a pressuring manner), “do you accept 
and commit to Christ as Lord and Savior.”557 In our church, the one formal/public opportunity 
to accept (or reaffirm acceptance of Christ) occurs when a person joins the church by owning 
the Covenant and/or by baptism. As noted, the church should ease the path to a decision by 
making clear and offering easy alternatives which remove deterrents to reaching a sincere 
commitment. 
 

It is impossible to catalog all the factors and possibilities that contribute to an individual’s 
journey toward accepting Christ as Lord and Savior. Suffice to say here, the church needs to 
actively develop and implement various experiences which move people to accepting Christ. As 
members of a disciple-making church, our role is to reach out to those outside the faith by 
initiating and/or contributing to those experiences which lead to a decision and facilitate the final 
move to cross the bridge. Creating various disciple-making experiences leading toward 
conversion are considered below in the context of other stages of disciple-making which include 
building caring relationships, Christian fellowship, witnessing Christ, exploring the rudimentary 
basics of faith, responding to questions of doubt, etc.  
 

 
II. WORSHIP 

 
 The worship stage of disciple-making occurs early in the disciple-making process, either 
as part of the conversion process or shortly thereafter and continues throughout one’s Walk with 
Christ. Here we consider the content of worship and the manner in which to deliver disciple-
making worship experiences.   
 
A. PURPOSE OF WORSHIP 
 

Joyful praise and thanksgiving reflected the spiritual vitality of worship in the early 
church. Filled with the Holy Spirit, believers gathered together to interact with God through 
proclamation of scripture, prayers, and song. As the Westminster Confession expresses, “What 
is the chief end of man? To glorify God and enjoy him forever.”558 Worship acknowledges God 
as the creator and sustainer of all things, Jesus as the Lord of lords, and the Holy Spirit as the 
comforter, teacher and guide.559 “Worship is about the praise of God for God’s presence and 
power at work in the world.” We glorify God by our reverence, awe, praise, gratitude and 
submission. 

 
 

557 For Rick Warren’s suggestions to  encourage commitment and preaching for commitment, see Purpose Driven              
Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 302 -06 (1995) . 
558 Id. at 51. 
559 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 125 (1993). 
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Christ promised to be with us when we gather in his name. Gathering as a body for 
worship, whether as a large segment of the church body or as a small group, offers a time and 
place where we have opportunity to encounter our living God. Worship must be one of a shared 
expectation that God will be encountered here this day. When this occurs, forgiveness and hope 
will be experienced and love will be known.560  

 
In worship, we collectively as a community, as well as personally, connect with him. In 

glorifying God and we respond to his invitation to enter a personal and intimate relationship with 
him.  

Worship allows us to experience the intimacy with God as our 
loving Father, with Jesus as our Brother and Friend and the Spirit 
as the One who empowers us and guides us into all truth.561 
(Emphasis supplied.) 

 
Personal encounters with God are one of the most powerful means 
God uses to transform and heal us. When we experience His 
presence… we no longer perceive Him as some Distant God or 
abstract idea; He is real, living powerful and near.562 (Emphasis 
supplied.) 

 
By engaging in the spiritual discipline of regular worship (explored more fully in PART 

THREE Section I.C. above), we come into an increasing intimate personal relationship with God 
and grow toward a more Christ-like life in thoughts, feelings and actions through God’s 
transforming power. Worship is key to responding to his invitation. Through our reverence, awe, 
praise, gratitude and submission in worship we respond to his invitation. In short, the primary 
purposes of worship are to glorify God, encounter God and respond to God’s invitation to enter 
into a more intimate personal relationship with him.  

 
Keirkegaard’s metaphor of the theater offers an interesting perspective which further 

highlights what authentic worship is about. God is the audience. He is present to see and hear 
those present in a worship context. Those participating in the worship service are the performers. 
The key question is whether their performance is one of reverence, awe, praise, gratitude and 
submission in response to God’s invitation? The pastor, through his or her sermons and prayers, 
those who lead the prayers and read the biblical selections and the music directors are the 
prompters seeking to prompt people to authentic worship. Authentic worship keeps the 
performers focus on the audience who is God with the assistance from the prompters. Those 
present at the worship service are the actors “who in all truth act before God.” 563 

The disciple-making stage of worship comes early in a person’s Walk with Christ and 
continues throughout one’s life. It is the responsibility of a church is to communicate a clear 
understanding of the spiritual discipline of worship and offer worship opportunities fostering and 
enabling people to embrace genuine worship as part of their daily lives. 

 
560 Michael W. Foss, Power Surge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church 76 (2000). 
561 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 124 (1993). 
562 Id. at 126. 
563 Soren Kiergaard, Purity of Heart is To Will One Thing 180-81 (1948) (Transl Douglas Steere). 
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B. DETERRENTS TO DISCIPLE-MAKING IN WORSHIP 

 
Several distractions impeding the achievement of the core purposes of worship have 

commonly crept into worship services throughout churches in general. Since worship services 
are the primary occasions when the congregation gathers in significant numbers, they have 
become the vehicle for a wide variety of tasks. Information is shared, sick lists are 
communicated, intercessory prayer needs are met, money raising efforts occur, teaching occurs, 
weekly announcements are made, program support is encouraged, etc. However, although these 
are important, they do not serve the core purpose of worship. Not only do they get people 
thinking about what was communicated rather than upon the basic purposes of worship, they 
also disrupt the flow of worship. 

 
 Furthermore, to the extent people incorporate some preparation time for worship as an 
element of their spiritual discipline of worship, the interjection of announcements, etc. at the 
beginning or in the middle of the worship service detracts from the worship flow in those 
persons’ experience. In turn, this may lessen the potential of the worship service as a catalyst for 
spiritual transformation.  
 

Such distractions might be mitigated or avoided by presenting all announcements on the 
video screen prior to and after worship, as well as in other forms of communication (e-mail, 
newsletter, website, etc.). So long as the accompanying music is appropriate for pre-worship 
preparation, this mode of announcements should not prove to be unduly distracting.  

 
Another distraction which diverts focus from authentic worship of God is ritual without 

understanding. What are the reasons which underlie some of the things that we do (e.g., the 
doxology, communion, baptisms, etc.) or don’t do in worship? Lack of awareness and 
understanding by participants distract from the core purposes of worship.564 

  
A significant factor undermining highly meaningful worship services is the failure of the 

worship service to maximize attendees involvement as participant in the worship service vis- –a 
-vis essentially being simply a spectator as to what is going on.  

 
 Our Puritan forefathers innovated the practice of involving the whole congregation in the 
worship service. Before the Reformation, in the Catholic mass, both instrumental and vocal 
music were performed by professionals or other trained musicians. The chancel and various side 
rooms also separated people from each other and from the altar where the host was elevated. 
Bibles were not within the province of church attendees. These factors all contributed to render 
the worship service a spectacle at which the lay congregation remained passive.  
 
 In contrast. Puritans implemented various changes to include worshipers as participants 
in the worship service. The interior of the church was rearranged enabling everyone to see and 
hear the entire service. The communion table was moved out of the chancel and placed closer to 
the entire congregation. Congregational singing was introduced. In short, the Puritans 
incorporated the right of the common people to join in the praise of God.  

 
564 Fox River Congregational Church, Minutes of the Disciple-Making Task Force November 12, 2008.   
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Furthermore, and importantly, the Puritan worship services culminated with the sermon. 

This did not contradict the concept of congregational participation in the worship service. The 
Puritans emphatically did not consider sermons as a spectator activity. People attended with 
Bibles in their laps looking up and reading citations. After worship services, people discussed 
and argued about the meaning of scripture. Note-taking at sermons and repetition of sermons at 
home attest to Puritans expectations that worshipers be very attentive listeners to the sermons, 
hence active participants in worship. Puritans held the conviction that the Bible was where a 
person encountered God most directly, Puritan acts of worship emphasized reading the Bible, 
meditating on its meaning, listening to sermons and talking to others about their grasp of 
doctrine. Their emphasis on the Word made reading and the exposition of scripture the primary 
elements of the worship service. Puritans emphasized participatory rather spectator worship,565 
This is a lesson we should fully embrace and consider how can we more effectively enhance 
congregational participation in our worship services here at Fox River. One possibility is to 
introduce a discussion session following the worship service.  
 
 The biggest distraction from true worship is the focus on ourselves – our interests and 
worries. “When we see worship as a product to consume, i.e., a product to meet our needs, likes 
and dislikes, we practice a form of idolatry.”566 The design of worship services, as well as 
personal attitudes brought to services, should avoid those things in worship which take the 
attention away from God. For example, music can hinder worship when it shifts the focus from 
God to our feelings. Furthermore, God is not touched by traditions in worship which involve 
stale prayers, insincere praise, empty words and man-made rituals with little thought given to 
their meaning. Instead, God is touched by our passion for and commitment to him.567  
 

Generally, Christians possess the heart to serve Christ. Nevertheless, not uncommonly 
they behave in ways that suggests that “it’s all about me.” Too often, in churches worship 
services, sermons, children’s programs, length of services, etc. are designed around the demands 
of members. Church culture tends to view the customers as being right. Furthermore, volunteers 
work for free so expectation levels cannot be too high. In short, much of church is a product of 
a consumer culture.  

 
In contrast, the Bible calls us to serve and follow Christ. We should recognize that it is 

an honor to serve. Worship should center on God. It is not about us. Sermons are not about us. 
We are not the central figures in the story. It’s God’s story.568 Worship should be a gathering of 
believers to exalt, encounter and respond to God. Be aware that God is here, right now in this 
place. Make worship an experience about God and encountering God rather than about ourselves. 
Worship becomes a crucial element of discipleship when we break the habit of interpreting the 
events in God’s story as centering on ourselves. In worship, the God whom we are to serve 
should be the drama’s main character.569 

 

 
565 Leland Ryken, Worldly Saints: The Puritans as They Really Were 123-24 (1986).    
566 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 220 (2006). 
567 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 66  (2002). 
568 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 255-56 (2006). 
569 Id. at 218-19. 
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C. EVALUATING OUR WORSHIP SERVICES   
 

Worship is something to be passionate about. If we are less excited about worship than 
yesterday’s or today’s football game, something is missing.570 If we are to be an effective 
disciple-making church, we need to evaluate our worship services (as well as all other church 
programs and activities) in terms whether they promote spiritual growth – i.e., evaluate through 
the lens of disciple-making. Fundamental in this consideration is that authentic worship services 
are not solely or even primarily about us. To repeat, we are not the central figures in the story. 
It’s God’s story. Thus, there is the challenge to lead disciples out of a consumer culture which 
focuses worship centering on ourselves.  

 
1. Questions to Ask  
 

Worship planning should focus on two basic questions.  
 

What can we do to facilitate an encounter between God 
and God’s people? [What can we do to keep our focus on 
exalting God?] 
 
What can we do to ensure that worship is genuinely 
participatory and not merely a spectator sport?571 

 
Some more specific questions we might ask in evaluating our worship services include 

the following. 
 

Do the sermon, prayers, and hymns merely point to Christ, or do 
they show worshipers that Christ is in the midst of the 
congregation? Does the sermon point to the mystery, or does it 
give three points and a great quote? Are the hymns chosen to 
educate worshipers or to help people praise God? Are the efforts 
made to connect private and public reading of scripture, private 
and corporate prayer? Are people given opportunity to think their 
own thoughts about the Word or God, pray their own prayers, ask 
for the community’s prayers? Do others beside clergy lead, tell 
about their life? Are worshipers encouraged to pay attention to 
God for themselves, or does the service encourage passivity? Can 
all worshipers, even outsiders, understand the words of worship 
and the reason for doing things?572 

 
570 Gordon MacDonald, Who Stole My Church 133 (2007). 
571 Michael W. Foss, Power Surge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church 96 (2000). 
572 John Ackerman, Listening to God 98 (2001). Stephen Macchia suggests that the key elements in a God exalting 
worship include 
 

• prayer—adoration, praise, thanksgiving, confession, and petition 
• reading the scripture 
• preaching from God's Word for instruction, guidance,    
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Are worshippers encouraged to actively participate in the worship service? Do they bring 

or have access to a Bible during the service? In keeping the reality that the Bible is foundational 
in growing as a disciple of Christ, whenever possible and appropriate during the worship service 
are worshippers invited to open the Bible, follow along and read aloud along with the person 
reading the scripture? Furthermore, on the assumption that not all, especially newcomers, may 
know where to find the passage, provide information (e.g., page number) enabling them to do 
without embarrassment. Doing this regularly during worship services moves people to becoming 
more familiar with the text.573 
 

Should printed sermon outlines be provided.? Should a devotional, tied to and integrated 
with the forthcoming worship service, be prepared in distributed by e-mail or otherwise during 
the week prior to the service? Doing so might better prepare and engage congregants for the 
worship service.   
 

A prime place for people to begin to listen to God is during a worship service if the 
worship service offers significant periods of silence for people to do their own praying.574 Are 
our services designed and implemented in a manner which engenders the likelihood of hearing 
God and experiencing God’s transforming power? The real issue about worship is not about 
worship style, but rather the issue is whether worship offers an encounter with the holy, an 
opportunity to be touched by the transforming power of God. The test is how many worshippers 
would say that they have experienced the holy.575 Listen to the members of our church as to how 
they experience worship.576 
 

Authentic worship is GOD centered, not "WE" centered. Authentic worship happens 
when both our thoughts and our emotions are sincerely focused on God.  

 
… worship should be vital and transforming for those who participate in 
it. But, it can only be that when its focus is not on participants and their 
needs or hopes or desires, but the praise and presence of God.577  

 
Passionate worship is the deliberate desire to encounter God. Worship can embrace a variety of 
elements. But, at its core, worship services should afford us a time and place where we encounter 
God. It offers us an opportunity to respond to God's invitation to enter into a personal relationship 
with him through reverence, awe, submission, praise, and thanksgiving. When a church offers 

 
  encouragement, comfort, challenge, and rebuke 
• baptism and communion 
• singing songs and hymns that praise God and encourage believer  
• affirmations of those truths we believe 
• dedication to the service of God in our lives and   throughout the world.                          

 
Stephen A. Macchia, Becoming a Healthy Church; 10 Traits of a Vital Ministry 54 (1999).         
573 Michael W. Foss, Power Surge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church 97 (2000). 
574 Id. at 93-94. 
575 Jeffrey D. Jones, Traveling Together: a Guide for Disciple-Forming Congregations 82-84 (2006). 
576 John Ackerman, Listening to God 98 (2001). 
577 Jeffrey D. Jones, Traveling Together: a Guide for Disciple-Forming Congregations 85 (2006). 
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worship experiences focusing on these elements, it offers the participants profound experiences 
leading to transformation in the process of becoming more Fully Devoted Followers of Christ. 
Such worship experiences are vital part of being a disciple-making church.  

 
To repeat, transformative worship services center on God’s story. And, what a story it is. 

It is a story to be celebrated, not simply endured. Transformative worship is meant to be a time 
of grand celebration of the living, dying, and rising again of Christ for our salvation and the 
salvation of the world.578 For too many people, worship is dull, intellectual, cold, or a form of 
emotional exercise which has little impact on a person’s life for the rest of the week.579  

 
The purpose of worship is not to prove the Christ it 

celebrates, but to bring the worshiper so in tune with God’s 
reconciliation through Christ that his death and resurrection 
become a lived experience. And telling and acting out the living, 
dying, and rising of Christ through celebration in worship makes 
the event real in the here and now. In Christian worship, we are 
not merely asked to believe in Jesus Christ, but to live, die, and be 
resurrected again with him. Life is not an intellectual construct, 
but a journey of death and rebirth. When our life story is brought 
up into the story of Christ's life, death, and resurrection, it then 
gains meaning and purpose....580 

 
…In worship, the good news is happening again. It 

reaffirms the reality of God, the significance of life, and the worth 
of the human person. It creates, sustains, and enhances a 
relationship with God, it heals human relationships. Worship 
refreshes the soul, rekindles the spirit, and renews life…. 
 
… [W]orship is a celebration of the life, death, and resurrection of 
Christ.581 

 
In short, worship celebrates the Christ event. For transforming worship, a church needs to 
develop a means to celebrate the Christ event that will communicate the death and resurrection 
of Christ into people’s own personal experience. 

 
This focus has simple and profound implications for worship services including the 

manner in which we pray, the nature of the sermons delivered and the attitude in singing songs. 
What does it say about a sermon whose purpose is to teach about God or to instruct on the 
relevance of Bible to some aspect of people’s lives? What does it say about prayers of petition 
to God?  

 

 
578 Robert E. Webber, Worship is a Verb: Eight Principles for Transforming Worship 22  (3rd printing 1999). 
579 Id. at 23.. 
580 Id. at 25. 
581 Id. at 27. 
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There has been some expression of concern that solely focusing on the core purpose of 
worship (i.e., respond to God's invitation to enter a personal relationship with him through 
expressions of reverence, awe, praise, honor thanksgiving, submission to him and awareness of 
his presence with us as we gather in his name) takes the individual out of worship. Is the lack of 
any focus on “me” a good thing?582 
  

Our Pastor Lonnie Richardson has pointed out that theologically worship is about God. 
It is expression of adoration. Through focusing on expressions of reverence, awe, honor, 
thanksgiving, submission and awareness of God’s presence in worship, the core purpose of 
worship, we avail ourselves of the opportunity to grow in our relationship with God.583 
 
 However, viewing and implementing worship services through the lens of the core 
purposes of worship and asking what this says about sermons, prayers and other elements of the 
worship service is not intended to suggest that sermons or prayers relevant to people and various 
aspects of their lives are inappropriate. Focusing on God in worship does not negate worship 
services incorporating the relevance of scripture, prayer and sermons to people. The approach is 
not to eliminate such sermons, prayers or the active participation of the person in worship, but 
rather to present them in the context of the core purposes of worship.584 Worship should be 
transformational. It is essential that we do not lose sight of this core purpose. As Lonnie 
Richardson has said, focusing on God and on an individual’s relationship and obedience to God 
are not mutually exclusive. The spiritual discipline of worship is about transformation. So, there 
is a major and appropriate focus on the individual in the context of his or her relationship with 
God and what God calls us to do.585 
 
 The core purposes of worship is to respond to the invitation of our Lord who loves us 
beyond all comprehension, so much so that he offers to share his life with us. We respond to this 
invitation by expressing our love for God through reverence, awe, submission, joy, praise, honor 
and gratitude.586 Thus, fundamental to being a disciple-making church is offering worship 
experiences embracing these core purposes of worship. To be a disciple-making church, we need 
to continually review, evaluate, change where necessary, and enhance our worship services in 
accordance with the core purpose of worship. Let’s be sure we make whatever changes are 
needed so as to remain correctly and constantly focused. 

 
In addition to considering the questions raised above, in conducting evaluation of our 

worship services, exploring various other resources may also be helpful587  
 

 
 

 
582 Fox River Congregational Church, Minutes of the Disciple-Making Task Force, November 19, 2008, 
583 Id. 
584 Jeffrey D. Jones, Traveling Together: a Guide for Disciple-Forming Congregations 85 (2006) 
For suggested approaches to vital transforming worship services with opportunities for praise, reflection and 
celebration, see id. at 82 et seq. 
585 Fox River Congregational Church, Minutes of the Disciple-Making Task Force,  November 12, 2008,  
586 Jon S. Hanson, “Why Are We Here?,” January. 11, 2004  (sermon). 
587 E.g., Myles Munroe, The Purpose and Power of Praise and Worship (2005); R. C. Sproul, How then Shall We 
Worship  (2013); and Robert Webber’s work considered in Section C.4 below.  
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 2. Fundamental Role of Sacraments of Communion  
  and Baptism as Part of the Worship Service 
 
  a. What Is a Sacrament? 
 
   The word sacrament comes from the Latin word sacramentum, which 
means "something sacred." In the early church sacramentum came to mean many things sacred, 
including rites that had a hidden meaning. During the Reformation, based upon Scripture as a 
guide, the reformers limited the number of sacraments to two; the Lord's Supper and Baptism. 
These sacraments are visible signs and seals of something internal and invisible. They are means 
by which God works in us through the power of the Holy Spirit.588  
 

Sacraments make real rather than make true, that is, the sacraments are not 
essential for receiving God's revelation or grace. This revelation and grace 
are already present in the world, but this revelation of God and God's grace 
are celebrated in the sacraments. We celebrate what is, thereby both making 
us aware of it and making it real for ourselves.... 
 
 ...[T]he sacraments are actions we perform as community in order to 
make the truth it proclaims real in our lives.”589 

 
 Early Congregational theologians referred to the sacraments as the “Gospel made visible” 
or as “seals of the covenant. Our Congregational spiritual ancestors viewed a sacrament as “a 
means of grace in which the individual believer encounters the real presence of God in a unique 
and powerful way.”590 “The sacraments are a sign and seal of God's grace, love, and 
forgiveness.”591 
 
  b. Sacrament of Communion: The Lord’s Supper 
 
   Beginning with Christ, the development and various understandings of the 
sacrament of Communion has a long and complicated history. The varying perceptions, 
interpretations and emphasis is reflected by the differing terminology applied to the sacrament 
of Communion. The term communion derives from the Greek word koinonia which has been 
translated as fellowship, sharing and, community. The term Eucharist comes Greek word 
translated as giving thanks, gratitude, etc. The term the Lord’s Supper directly refers to and is a 
direct reminder of Christ’s sacrifice which should be the central focus of what we call 
Communion. The term Mass comes from Latin word meaning “go, it is finished” which is spoken 
by Roman Catholic priests at the close of the celebration of the Lord’s Supper.592  
 

 
588 Reformed Church in America. RCA.org. 
589 John H. Westerhoff, III, Living the Faith Community: The Church That Makes a Difference 70 (1985). 
590 Leland Ryken, Worldly Saints: The Puritans as They Really Were 125 (1986). 
591 Ardyth Johnson, “Sacraments at Fox River Congregational Church,” February, 2020 (comments for 
consideration by FRCC Task Force  on Growing a Disciple-Making Church). 
592 Rob Fredrickson leading discussion on “Comparative Theological Views of Communion,” October 3, 1993 at 
First Congregational Church of Wauwatosa, Wisconsin. 
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 The contemporary theological views of communion vary considerably among different 
Christina denominations (Roman Catholic, Eastern Orthodox, Conservative Protestantism, and 
Mainline Protestantism). Similarly, historical differences have evolved over time as between 
Congregationalists.  However, most, but not all, adhere to the belief that Communion (the Lord’s 
Supper) is a sacrament, but it is understood to be symbolic, not supernatural.593 
 
 Inevitably in a free fellowship of a Congregationalist church, there are differences of 
interpretation and beliefs as to the sacraments. However, there is a common spiritual 
understanding. That is, through these means [sacraments] God helps us to experience his 
presence, and seeks to lead us into ways of dedicated living. We do not regard the sacraments as 
magical; e.g., with grape juice being transformed into the 'blood of Christ' or water becoming 
'holy water.' Sacraments are spiritual rather than magical experiences.594 
 
 In the New Testament Jesus initiates two sacraments during his earthly life: The Lord's 
Supper (Communion) and Baptism.  The sacraments are a sign and seal of God's grace, love, and 
forgiveness. Holy Communion is a sacrament of what God does. Jesus instituted the sacrament 
when he celebrated the Passover with his disciples. The connection of Jesus words as he breaks 
the bread and lifts the cup makes the sacrament a memorial of God's presence and the forgiveness 
of our sins through Jesus Christ. God uses natural means (bread and wine) to enable us to come 
to the Lord's Supper.595 As Congregational historian A. Vaughn Abercrombie says, “[i]n like 
manner, the Lord's Supper, wherein believers partake of his body which was broken for us, and 
of his blood which was shed for many for the remission of sins, is to be celebrated in simple 
conformity with the recorded words of the institution.”596  
 
 At Fox River Congregational Church, we affirm that Jesus Christ is the head of the 
Church and Jesus words of institution during the celebration of Communion are given for all 
believers, that he died for the remission of our sins.  Our church emphasizes that once the bread 
and wine has been consecrated, the elements are received by the congregation as a memorial of 
God's forgiveness of sins through Jesus Christ. With gratitude, we come to the Lord's Supper to 

 
593 Id. For a history of the evolution of Congregationalists’ views of sacraments, see John Rohr, The Shaping of 
American Congregationalism 47-49, 105-107, 168-170, 303-304, 380 (1992).  
594 Henry David Gray, “What It Means to be a Member of a Congregational Christian Church,”  (republished by National 
Association of Congregational Christian  Churches, 1993). 
595 Ardyth Johnson, “Sacraments at Fox River Congregational Church,” February, 2020 (comments for 
consideration by FRCC Task Force on Growing a Disciple-Making Church). For a discussion of the history and on-
going evolution of the Congregational understanding of the Lord’s Supper, see Steven A. Peay, “The Gospel Made 
Visible: A Consideration of the Congregational Understanding of the Eucharist and Its Implications for the 
Understanding of the Church as a Covenanted Body,” January 15, 1998 (presented to Wisconsin Theological 
Society). In 1 Corinthians 11:23-26  (The New Oxford Annotated Bible Revised Standard Version) we have an 
example of Jesus sacred words for this sacrament.  “For I received from the Lord what I also delivered to you, that 
the Lord Jesus on the night when he was betrayed took bread,  and when he had given thanks, he broke it, and said, 
“This is my body which is for you, Do this in remembrance of me.” In the same ways also the cup, after supper, 
saying, “This cup is the new covenant in my blood.  Do this, as often as you drink it, in remembrance of me.”  For 
as often as you eat this bread and drink the cup, you proclaim the Lord's death until he comes.” Other scripture 
Readings for Lord's Supper are Matthew 26:26-30, Mark 14:22-25, Luke 22:14-20. 
596 A. Vaughan Abercrombie, How to Gather and Order a Congregational Church, Third Edition, National 
Association of Congregational Churches, Oak Creek,  
Wisconsin, 1986 p.17.  
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receive God's self-giving and unconditional love in and through Jesus Christ our Lord and 
Savior.597   

 
 Arthur Rouner urges that the Congregationalist view of Communion as more than being 
a remembrance or commemoration to Christ. In his classic work Congregationalist Way of Life, 
Rouner expresses Congregationalists’ view of the Lord’s Supper.598 In doing so, he highlights 
the fundamental purpose of the Lord’s Supper as a part of Congregationalist worship.  
 

The touchstone of Congregational worship is the awareness of the 
congregation being a “gathered people.” This means “gathered” around 
Christ – not by fiat, not by authority of an ecclesiastical organization… 
but voluntarily drawn only by the power of the Holy Spirit, as long ago 
the disciples were drawn.  It is as we become a people [in worship] so 
gathered around Christ and his Word that our worship and all its symbols 
take on meaning.599  
 

Worship is a sacred hour. The Lord’s Supper is a critical component of this sacred hour.  
 
 According to Rouner, Congregationalists have four beliefs concerning the celebration of 
the Lord’s Supper, commonly referred to as communion in Congregational churches.600 
 

(i) The eating and drinking together has become the great act of Christian 
worship, a joyful experience of literally gathering around Jesus, the risen 
Lord. It was so precious and sacred that it came to be observed at regular 
intervals as a sacrament of the church. The Lord’s Supper is a “Gospel 
Sacrament, not only because it was instituted in the Gospels, but also 
because this very act itself is a proclamation of the Gospel. That is, 
celebration of the Lord’s Supper is an acting of the Gospel Message, just as 
preaching is the speaking of the message. 

 
(ii) Congregationalists believe that Christ is really present, not physically (i.e., 

transubstantiation where the bread becomes the body and the wine becomes 
the blood) nor just as a memory (remembrance). Christ promised that 
whenever we share in his supper as a sacrament, he would come and be with 
us as surely as he was in the room with his twelve disciples. This is 
consistent with his promise that whenever two or more persons gather in his 
name, He shall be in their midst.- Matthew 18-20.)  

 
(iii) The Lord’s Table is a free table. All who love him are welcome to sit with 

him. 
 

 
597 Ardyth Johnson, “Sacraments at Fox River Congregational Church,” February, 2020 (comments for 
consideration by FRCC Task Force on Growing a Disciple-Making Church). 
598 Arthur A. Rouner, Jr., Congregationalist Way of Life 125-33 (copyright 1960 and 1972). 
599 Id. at 125. 
600 Id. at 130-33. 
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(iv) At the Lord’s Table, Christ entered into fellowship with us. He sat down 
with the twelve and become one of them as he does today with us. 
Communion is done at a table, not at an alter like a sacrifice. 

 
 Henry David Gray also reflects the essence of many of the Congregationalists’ sense of 
the essence of the critical importance of the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper.  
 

By reverent repetition of the acts and words of the Supper, we are reminded 
of our Lord's life and death and resurrection, assured of His spiritual 
presence and united in fellowship with Him and with our fellow Church 
members.601  

 
It has been written that “Nowhere is God so near to man as in Jesus Christ; and 
nowhere is Christ so familiarly represented to us as in this holy sacrament.” What 
is planted by the word is nourished by the sacrament. The sacrament, rightly 
administered and received can break through hardened ground so the seed can 
grow and bear fruit.602 
 

 The sacrament of communion is a special time for those in the covenant community of 
Christ. Variation in the manner of serving and/or the frequency of communion may enhance its 
efficacy. This is not to suggest prescribing a particular must do way or frequency, but rather to 
keep open the opportunity of variation in situations when such may contribute to greater 
understanding and experiencing Christ. An occasional variation may make an already special 
happening even more special.  
 
 To the extent participants in communion at FRCC understand communion essentially as 
a ritual memorializing Christ and opportunity to express thanksgiving for his sacrifice, perhaps 
the church should communicate a clearer and broader understanding of this sacrament. 
Ultimately, we should sense that this is a real experience in the presence of and with Christ in 
fellowship with him and each other. Yes, communion is a special time. 
 
  c. Sacrament of Baptism603  
 
    The symbol of baptism became a central image in the development of 
the Christian church. Like the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper, the sacrament of Baptism has an 
on-going history of varying understandings and beliefs. 
 

 
601 Henry David Gray, “What It Means to be a Member of a Congregational Christian Church,” (republished by National 
Association of Congregational Christian Churches, 1993). 
602 Id. 
603 Drawn primarily from Ardyth Johnson, “Sacraments at Fox River Congregational Church,” February, 2020 
(comments for consideration by FRCC Task Force on Growing a Disciple-Making Church); Steven A. Peay, 
“Living in the Garden: Baptism the Sacrament of Incorporation,” (Sermon, August, 2, 1998); Steven A. Peay, 
“Build Strong Bodies,” (Sermon, August, 3, 1997); Reformed Church in America. RCA.org.; The Oxford 
Companion to the Bible 73-74 (Ed. Bruce M. Metzger and Michael D. Coogan, 1993); and Harper's Bible 
Dictionary 92-93 (1985). 
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 In the Christian context, baptism emerges from New Testament scripture. Matthew’s 
gospel concludes with the Great Commission. The apostles then and we today are commanded 
to go tell the good news of God’s love to all. Go plant the seed. (Faith is the seed.) Scatter it 
liberally and with love just as the Father has done. Then we are told to baptize them in the 
name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit – (Mark 28:18-20). Thus, Baptism became 
central in the development of the Christian church. 
 
   (1) Initiation into the Church 

 
    The history of baptism in the Christian Church involves a vast and 
controversial theological debate which continues this day as to its meaning and practice. 
However, Congregationalists, as well as the Christian community in general, view baptism as a 
means by which the new Christians are placed within God’s church. Furthermore, although 
Congregational thought, diverged a bit from the traditional understanding of baptism, it came 
back to the position that baptism was the act by which the follower of Jesus was purified, made 
a participator in Christ’s life, and incorporated into his body which is the church. 
 

� Water symbolizes cleaning and purification Scripture is replete with 
references to baptism as the act by which we are washed from sin, our hearts 
and minds cleansed and our lives set apart for the service of God.  
 

[Baptism] is a sacred moment of invitation, acknowledging 
what God as done. Water is a symbol of purification. It is used 
to mark the beginning of new life. The congregation whispers 
God’s acceptance by promising to surround the one receiving 
baptism with love and support to enable one’s journey toward 
wholeness in Christ Jesus.604  

 
 Adult baptism is an outward sign of a person’s desire to seek cleansing of 

his or her life from sin. 
 
� The one made pure is then empowered to live a new ethical orientation under 

the guidance of the Holy Spirit. Through baptism, we are plunged into the 
love of God revealed in the life of Christ. We become participators in Christ’s 
life. 

 
� Those who are baptized are then made a part of, incorporated into, the body 

of Christ. Baptism is not something we do for God, but that God does for us. 
It is both God’s gift and our human response to that gift. We are drawn into 
the church – “Christ’s body” – and prepared to own the covenant. Baptism is 
initiation into the fellowship of the church community. 

 
 
 

 
604 Reformed Church in America. RCA.org. (Sunday October 1, 2000, World Wide Communion Sunday 
Sacraments). 
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   (2) The Visible Gospel 
 

 The performance of baptism is loaded with symbolism. First, the 
liturgical action of threefold immersion in or pouring on of water605 in the names of the Father, 
Son and Holy Spirit calls to mind the Trinity. Second, the threefold immersion or sprinkling also 
reminds us that, like Christ, we have died to self, have been in the tomb three days, and have 
risen as a new and transformed person. That is, baptism has been compared with Jesus’ death 
and resurrection.  

 
Christians symbolically die to their sins and former lives, 
a death they share with Christ, and are buried with him; as 
they rise from baptism in purity, they share the new life 
brought by Christ’s resurrection.606  
 

Given this symbolism and understanding, it is clear how the Puritans could view this sacrament 
as a “visible Gospel.”  Reformers held that a sacrament is a visible means of an invisible grace. 

 
 Similarly, the Reformed Church in America expresses that baptism is the visible word of 
God. 
 

Baptism is a sign and seal of God’s covenant of grace with us and our 
children. Baptism is the visible word of God that we are cleansed in 
Christ’s blood, buried with him unto death, that we might rise with him 
and walk in newness of life. In the Reformed Church, baptism is always 
performed in the context of a congregation of God’s people. The 
congregation commits itself to the spiritual nurture of the infant, child, or 
adult being baptized. Baptism is the mark of corporate as well as 
individual faith. The journey of faith that begins in individual baptism 
continues in the church community.607 

 
 (3) Nature of Baptism 
 
    The early Congregationalists saw baptism as being the Christian 
equivalent to Jewish circumcision, the mark of the covenant. To be in covenant is not our gift to 
God, it is God’s gift to us. Baptism is not important because of what we do, but because of what 
God does. Baptism is our entrance into God’s chosen people. 

 
 Baptism is not magic (although it comes close to that in the Catholic Church). One does 
not lose salvation because he or she has not been baptized. The water is symbolic, not magic. 
But rather,  

 
605 A controversy concerning baptism is the issue as to whether is should be done by immersion or by sprinkling 
water. The descriptions of New Testament baptisms indicate that the person being baptized was dipped under the 
water. Going under water best fits the image of being buried with Christ in baptism. However, baptisms in the New 
Testament are not described in specific terms leaving room for diverse interpretations and practices to develop. The 
Oxford Companion to the Bible 74 (ed. Bruce M. Metzger and Michael D. Coogan, 1993). 
606 Harper’s Bible Dictionary 92 (1985). 
607 Reformed Church in America, RCA.org. 
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Baptism is an act of God's grace and our response is one of 
belonging to the church and living our daily discipleship. So it is, 
that we are born into God's grace and we shall live and die in God's 
grace.  In celebrating baptism we, 'the body Christ' the church, 
acknowledge God's loving presence and action in our lives.608   
 
(4) Why Get Baptized? 
 
 After a person has accepted Christ as Lord and Savior, a next step is 

baptism. Similar to marriage, as one is beginning his ongoing journey with Christ, “[b]aptism 
serves as the wedding band of the Christian faith, an outward symbol of the internal 
commitment… made to God.”609  

 
 Reverend Chris Hodges offers several reasons why a person should decide to get 
baptized.610  

 
� First and foremost, follow the example set by Jesus who prior to his public 

ministry went to the Jordan to be baptized immediately followed by God’s 
voice that he was well pleased. God’s own son was baptized showing his own 
commitment to his Father and his Father’s mission on earth. Is this not enough 
for us to follow suit? 

 
� Second, Jesus does not merely suggest that a person should be baptized only 

if he or she feels like it. He says in Mark 16:16, “Whoever believes and is 
baptized will be saved, but whoever does not believe will be condemned.” 
New “[b]elievers who are serious about their faith should… should view 
baptism as an act of obedience.”611  

 
� Third, getting baptized demonstrates the change that has occurred in one’ life. 

Baptism shows that one has been saved from death by the resurrection “not 
because our bodies are washed are washed clean by water but because in 
being baptized, we are turning to God and asking him to cleanse our hearts 
from sin.” (1 Peter 3:21). If our hearts really have been transformed, then our 
actions will reveal that change over time…. There is no better way to 
announce that change immediately than to let others see us take this symbolic 
action.”612  

 
� Fourth, baptism is a person’s public declaration of his or her personal 

commitment. One should let others see the choice he or she has made as it 

 
608 Ardyth Johnson, “Sacraments at Fox River Congregational Church,” February, 2020 (comments for 
consideration by FRCC Task Force on Growing a Disciple-Making Church).  
609 Chris Hodges, What’s Next?, 15 (2019). 
610 Id. at 15-17.  
611 Id. at 16. 
612 Id. 
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impacts the rest of his or her life. There is nothing in Scripture suggesting that 
baptism be private.613 

 
   (5)   Infant Baptism 
 
    The early Congregationalists saw no conflict in baptizing infants 
or children. Since baptism involves what God does for us and to us, it does not require the assent 
of the person being baptized. Thus, the fact that an infant is not in a position to provide assent 
does not undermine the notion of infant baptism.614   
 
 Today, Congregationalists observe the practice of infant baptism in which  

 
� the Christian family dedicates itself to the nurture of the child,  
 
� the members of the Church accept responsibility to provide Christian nurture 

for the child, and  
 
� God's presence is made known.615 

 
 Fox River Congregational Church encourages but does not require baptism for church 
membership and recognizes baptism from other denominations. We also observe the practice of 
infant baptism. The act of baptism, whether for adults, youth or infants, symbolizes that all rise 
with Christ in new life.616  
 
 Baptisms do not occur every week in worship services. However, when they do occur, 
they should be viewed, handled and treated in a manner reflecting its value and that it is a 
fundamental part of the worship service. The understanding of and commitments to what occurs 
should play an important role in one’s growth as a follower of Christ. This applies not only to 
those being baptized, but also to each member of the congregation who also commit to and with 
the ones being baptized and to God as well. So, it is important that the understanding of what the 

 
613 Id. at 16-17. 
614 Although adults were generally baptized, there is suggestion in Mark 10:13 that infants were also baptized. The 
argument rests on the term “hinder”, which may have been a part to the technical terminology of baptism. Jesus 
tells his disciples not to “hinder” the children from coming to him. Harper’s Bible Dictionary 93 (1985). The 
baptism of infants became a more routine practice within the church as the doctrine of original sin became more 
widely accepted. The Oxford Companion to the Bible 74 (ed. Bruce M. Metzger and Michael D. Coogan, 1993). 
615 Henry David Gray, “What It Means to be a Member of a Congregational Church,” (pamphlet republished by 
National Association of Congregational Christian Churches, 1993). 
616 St. Paul explains that when the person being baptized disappears beneath the water and then re-appears, he or 
she has undergone a symbolic death, burial and resurrection.”  “Or, don't you know that all of us who were baptized 
into Christ Jesus were baptized into his death? We were therefore buried with him through baptism into death in 
order that just as Christ was raised from the dead through the glory of the Father, we too, may live a new life.” – 
(Romans 6:3-4) Other New Testament Biblical references regarding baptism: Matthew 28:18,19, Acts 2:38, 19:5, 
Acts 8:37, Mark 1:4-11and I Peter 18-22 is regarded as a Baptismal hymn and it is rich in imagery, reflection, and 
devotion giving thanks to God for baptism in Jesus name. 
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sacrament of baptism is about in the context of our church and why baptism is best done publicly 
be repeatedly and well communicated to our Congregation.  

 
3. An Approach to Transforming Worship 
 
 While the essence of Christianity flows from discovering who Christ is, what he 

teaches, how he lived, and the meaning of his resurrection and ascension, Christianity is more 
than just a belief system. Christianity is a way of life. Being a Christian not only involves 
lovingly accepting him as Lord and Savior, but also involves interacting with him. Christianity 
is a concrete encounter with our living God. We are to get to know him not just through learning 
about him but by encountering and engaging him.  
 
 Worship affords a time and place where we can encounter our living God who is present 
when we gather in his name.  However, worship is more than simply an encounter. As 
considered in the earlier discussion of the spiritual discipline of worship, in worship we are 
invited to come back into a restored relationship with the one who created us. God invites us to 
enter into an active personal relationship with him. It is up to us to respond. In short, through 
this lens, the purpose of worship is to encounter God and respond to his invitation to a personal 
relationship by expressing our love for God through worshiping him with reverence, awe, 
submission that glorifies God with lofty praise, honor, thanksgiving and joy. 

 
 Through this lens, we conclude that the basic elements of worship include of the 
following. 
   

Ø Encounter God 
 

� Awareness of God’s/Christ presence, 
� Hear God speaking – (e.g., through reading & proclamation of the 

Word and remembrance through the Table), 
� Discernment of God’s nature, 
� Discernment of God’s promise/gift (e.g., forgiveness, eternal life, 

holy spirit, personal relationship), and  
� Discernment of God’s call 

 
Ø Respond corporately and individually for what God has done and his 

promises, i.e., respond to God’s invitation to come to him in a loving 
personal relationship 

   
� Praise 
� Thanksgiving 
� Confession 
� Giving/Offering 
� Joy 
� Submission/commitment to obey God’s call – (accepting God’s gift 

of grace, God’s call to service, etc.)  
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Ø Send Forth – (challenge for the week ahead) 
  

4. An Additional Perspective to Worship 
 

  Professor of Theology Robert E. Webber taught theology at Wheaton College. 
During the latter half of his life, he took a special interest in Christian worship practices writing 
more than 40 books on the topic of worship. He also served as editor of The Complete Library 
of Christian Worship (1995), an eight-volume series created to serve as a comprehensive 
reference for professors, students, pastors, and worship leaders. The series draws on several 
thousand texts and publications and covers topics like Old and New Testament worship and 
contemporary applications for music and the arts. He founded an Institute for Worship Studies. 
His book Worship is a Verb: Eight Principles for Transforming Worship617 was selected for 
reading and discussion for the Wisconsin Congregational Leadership and Lay Ministry Training 
program (2010-2013).  
 

Weber expresses the fundamental purpose of worship in somewhat different manner than 
that described above. Although concurring that worship should not be viewed as centering on 
one’s own personal wants or needs. he urges the need to rediscover the focus of worship. “The 
focus of worship is not human experience, not a lecture, not entertainment, but Jesus Christ – his 
life, death and resurrection.”618  
 

From this perspective, Webber sets forth eight principles for transforming worship:619  
 

Ø worship celebrates Christ (the biblical basis worship),  
Ø worship tells and acts out the Christ event (the historic order of worship),  
Ø in worship God speaks and acts (divine action), 
Ø worship is an act of communication (divine presence), 
Ø in worship we respond to God and each other (human response),  
Ø return worship to the people (every member participates), 
Ø all creation joins in worship (vehicles of worship) 
 

� time as a vehicle of worship [the Christian year],  
� space as a vehicle or worship [architecture, environmental art],  
� sound as a vehicle of worship [music], and 
� the arts as vehicles of worship [drama, movement] 

 
Ø worship as a way of life (all of life is worship). 

 
Weber maintains that the  
 

practice of these principles will … open the doors and windows of 
the church and let the Holy Spirit come into the worship of the 

 
617 Robert E. Webber, Worship is a Verb: Eight Principles for Transforming Worship (3rd printing 1999). 
618 Id. at 1. 
619 Id. at 15-20. 
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church and enliven it with the presence and power of the 
supernatural620 
. 

 Although Webber expresses the principles of worship in somewhat different terms than 
that noted in Section 3. above, the two are not inconsistent with one another and are subject to 
possible integration with one another. Consequently, considering the application of Webber’s 8 
Principles of Worship organized around the worship order of (i) Preparation, (ii) the Word, (iii) 
the Table, and (iv) Dismissal provides considerable food for thought which could be quite 
valuable in enhancing the disciple-making effectiveness of our worship services. In particular, 
his emphasis on greater involvement, participation and interaction by members of the 
congregation both corporately and individually, offers an essential element in a meaningful and 
vibrant worship.  
 

 Weber’s book, Worship is a Verb, is written in a manner to serve as a small group study 
guide. It offers general guidelines for both participants and leaders as well as specific guides for 
small group discussion at the end of each chapter. This affords opportunity for congregation 
involvement in a meaningful way which is critical not only from the input which can be gained, 
but also as a means of educating and bringing members aboard. Such a process is not suggested 
in lieu of consideration of the basic purpose of worship and questions posed on approving 
worship considered above, but rather as a possible integration of the two perspectives. 
 
D.   MULTIPLE STYLES OF WORSHIP SERVICES 
 

The disciple-making stage of worship might simply consist of a single worship service, 
similar worship services held at different times, and/or differing types of worship services. A 
person might participate in one or more such worship services. However, it is essential that he 
or she regularly and meaningfully participates in some worship service in his or her pursuit of 
intimacy with God. To foster this result for a wide range of people possessing different 
spirituality styles, a church might consider multiple style worship services as a significant part 
of the disciple-making process. 
 

1. Order Versus Spontaneity 
 

There are many ways to conduct worship services. Many prefer a well-ordered 
structured service. Structured services have a long history, In the Old Testament, worship in the 
Tabernacle involved some who proclaimed the God’s message, others offered praises and thanks 
to God, and still others sang and played instruments.  

 
Serving in the Temple, was highly structured, but this did not 
hinder the Spirit of God. Rather, it provided an orderly context for 
worship.621  
 

 
620 Id. at 16. 
621 The One Year Study Bible: Arranged in 365 Daily Readings (NLT) 736 (2011) (study note)  (2nd Edition, Tyndale 
House Publishers). 
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However, sometimes the planning and structuring of worship services are unspiritual 
activities which may hinder spontaneity in worship. “One style of worship is not necessarily 
better than another. The quality of worship emerges from the heart and its focus.”622  
  

Neither spontaneity nor structure guarantees  that God's spirit is 
present….  Jesus told us. "True worshipers will worship the Father 
in spirit and in truth.” (John 4:23) Our worship should be 
continually open to where God leads and always informed by the 
truth God has given us. 623  (Emphasis supplied.) 

 
Our style or styles of worship, as in all things, should be informed by the promptings of the Holy 
Spirit rather than by personal preferences. 

 
2. Alternative Styles of Worship 
 

PART THREE, Section I.K.1. discusses pursuing intimacy with God through 
different types of spirituality. People hear God and grow spiritually in different ways, i.e. 
different spiritual pathways, learning styles and personalities.  One approach does not fit all. The 
type a person is impacts his or her receptivity to various aspects of worship, e.g., sermons, the 
manner of prayer, type of music, liturgy, creative use of different art forms, etc. Experiencing 
God’s transforming power occurs most likely in the spiritual environment in which he or she is 
most comfortable. This is also true for congregations as a whole. 

 
 A worship service with no music and long pauses for silence well suits “being people.” 
A service which embraces contemporary liturgy, informality and heartfelt singing fits “feeling” 
people. A more formal service with an intellectual approach to sermons relates well to the 
‘thinking” style people. “Feeling” style services tend to go well for seekers.624 

 
What are the spirituality types among the members of our congregation here at FRCC? 

Does one style of spirituality predominate or is more than one style significantly reflected in our 
church? Answering these questions could dramatically impact the way we should do worship, 
its transformational impact, and the way small groups are conducted.  
 

Listening to and hearing God is a condition precedent to progress along one’s path toward 
spiritual formation as one becomes a Fully Devoted Follower of Christ. The pace of such 
progress depends upon ascertaining and practicing the type of spirituality which best enables us 
to hear God. To design our worship services in a manner to best foster the spiritual growth of 
our members, we need to ascertain the spirituality style of our congregation. If more than one 
style is significantly reflected in our congregation, we might need to consider multiple worship 
services reflecting the different styles. Not only would this enhance the disciple-making process 
for our members, it also enhances the likelihood of attracting more people who are currently 
outside our faith community. 

 
622 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines  Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 45 (2005). 
623 The One Year Study Bible: Arranged in 365 Daily Readings (NLT) 736 (2011) ) (study note) (2nd Edition, 
Tyndale House Publishers). 
624 John Ackerman, Listening to God 55-56 (2001). 
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Regardless of the style of the worship service, each church member should be accepting 

of the manner others respond to encountering God and God’s invitation into a personal 
relationship. Often the sense of closeness with God is accompanied with physical expressions 
during worship (such as clapping, bowing down, lifting hands in praise, dancing). Two of the 
most frequent commands throughout Psalms are to praise God with lifted hands and to shout. 
These are all biblical expressions of worship. However, commonly in churches whose 
congregations are primarily white, these are not intuitive modes of worship.625  
 

Quite commonly, Western Christians attribute such expressions as nothing more than 
emotionalism. Such view led to an overemphasis on the cerebral dimension of the Christian faith. 
Worship in the effective disciple-making high-impact church engages the cognitive, emotional, 
volition and spiritual elements.626 Whatever way a person experiences his or her encounter God, 
all should welcome and enjoy that the experience is occurring. This may call for pastors and 
worship leaders to communicate the people in their congregation to feel free to use their bodies 
and voices in a manner that reflects their experiencing God and the majesty of the one there are 
worshiping. 

 
3. Seeker Services 
 
 Commencing in the late 1970s through at least the mid-1990s, most of church 

discussion on church growth through evangelism focused on “seekers.” Church strategies 
centered on reaching seekers, being a seeker driven church, and being seeker sensitive in what 
is done. In the 1990’s there was a substantial movement for separate “seeker services.” These 
were designed to attract seekers through music, drama, video productions, and culturally driven 
messages relevant to the lives of people. Items and rituals (e.g., crosses, communion, baptisms) 
were removed so seekers would not feel threatened. Creating an environment of anonymity was 
offered so people would not feel uncomfortable. Some biblical edification might be offered, but 
efforts were lacking to challenge persons to participate in interacting with God. Believers and 
seekers would have their separate services.  

 
Over time, churches holding seeker services, perhaps better termed evangelistic events 

rather than worship services, found that while seekers were attracted to these events and often 
continued to come, there was less than hoped for movement from such events to worship services 
for believers. Furthermore, there was some reverse movement of believers from regular worship 
to the seeker services thereby removing them from a more spiritual growth-oriented 
environment. This raises the question, do worship services and evangelism go together?   

 
However, as some churches started to introduce basic worship elements into seeker 

services such as praise, prayers, and songs more in keeping with the Christian message, there 
was more about worship which was found to attract more unbelievers. Worship is becoming 
more recognized as the key to effective evangelism. God designed worship to witness. It can do 

 
625 J. D. Greear, “14 Things Every Pastor Wishes His Worship Leader Knew,” OutreachMagazine.com, September 
5, 2017. 
626 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 127 (1993). 
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so when churches let it happen. There is no doubt that God desires to fulfill the spiritual hunger 
of unbelievers who enter a church’s worship doors.627  

 
Nowhere does Scripture say that seekers do not belong in worship. 
Nowhere does it say that seekers cannot be moved by observing 
God’s interaction with believers. On the contrary, worship and 
evangelism are conspicuously linked throughout the Old and New 
Testaments.628   
 

God meets people where they are. Believers gather in church to encounter God. Believers 
need to model heartfelt worship to both the less mature believers and the unbelievers  
 

Just how does evangelism take place in a service that is “fully 
worship?” It happens in two ways: first, as unbelievers hear the 
truth about God (through worship, songs, prayers, communion, 
baptism, scripture, testimonies, drama, and so on); and second – 
and more importantly – as they observe the real relationship 
between worshipers and God.629  
 

Furthermore, using the term “seeker” is increasingly irrelevant and even dangerously 
misleading. Originally the term generally referred to the unchurched who were turned off by 
church but were open to both spirituality and religion. For example, baby boomers wanted church 
for their kids, but sought freedom from the religious and denominational moorings of their youth. 
They weren’t necessarily rejecting religion, but wanted freedom to explore other traditions. For 
example, numerous Catholics explored nondenominational evangelical mega-churches. These 
were truly “seekers” open to exploring the religious faith for their lives although rejecting the 
religion of their upbringing (often Catholicism), not religion itself.  

 
However,  

 
the current challenge to Christianity does not come from other 
religions but from a rejection of all forms of organized religion. 
These people are not thinking about religion and rejecting it; 
they’re not thinking about it at all.630 
 

A Baylor University religion survey reports that 44% percent of respondents spend no time 
seeking “eternal wisdom” and 46% never wonder whether they will go to heaven. So, in matters 
relating to God, religion or even atheism, millions of people shrug their shoulders and say “So 
what?”631 This is not seeking and these people are not “seekers.  

 

 
627 Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of God 78-79 (1995). 
628 Id. at 81. 
629 Id. at 88. 
630 James Emery White “3 New Outreach Realities that Many Churches Still Don’t Get,” OutreachMagazine.com, 
September 7, 2017.  
631 Id..  
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More are coming to use the term “explorers” to define their evangelism target. Although 
this is better than “seeker,” the crucial point is that people are starting in a different place than 
even 15 years ago.  

 
To be sure, the overarching idea behind all things “seeker” is still 
valid: We should have both a strong sensitivity toward the 
unchurched who have been invited to attend, as well as an 
objective to make the “front door” of the church as open to them 
as possible. This is not new; it goes back to Paul’s advice to the 
Corinthian church in the New Testament (1 Cor. 14). 
 
But what that means today is different than what it meant even five 
years ago, and again, it is a strategy that must continually be 
evaluated. The value is to be oriented toward the unchurched—so 
yes, explorer-sensitive—but the method for doing that is in 
constant flux. 
 
The point is that assuming people are seeking and creating 
services for those in active search mode is not the most culturally 
targeted approach to outreach. Services should be more sensitive 
to those who are biblically illiterate and skeptical, possibly 
exploring and open, than those in active search mode.632 

 
 In short, efforts for effective evangelism are moving away from separate seeker services 
lacking a worship centered focus. Although separate seeker services have been in vogue in the 
recent past, given the changing nature of seekers, past models for seeker services may no longer 
be the most effective approach to reach seekers. When asked “How can a service be both a 
worship service and a place for seekers to experience Jesus?” Rick Warren responded “we 
believe you can have both without compromising either. …God – not man – is the focus and 
center of our worship.”633 The style of worship is secondary to the basic purpose of worship – to 
glorify God.634  
 

Worship and evangelism can, should and must travel together. Worship evangelism is 
the focus of the next section. 

 
E. WORSHIP EVANGELISM 
 
 In her highly recommended book Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the 
Presence of God, Sally Morgenthaler sounds a call for Christians everywhere to examine the 
nature and scope of worship including its role in winning unbelievers to Christ.635 In his 

 
632 Id. 
633 Rick Warren, “The Evangelistic Power of Worship as a Witness,” October 8, 2015 (pastors.com). 
634 Stephen A. Macchia, Becoming a Healthy Church; 10 Traits of a Vital Ministry 44 (1999). 
635 Sally Morgenthaler, Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of God: Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of 
God (1995). C. Peter Wagner (Fuller Theological Seminary), in endorsing Mogrenthaler’s book, said nothing is 
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endorsement of Morgenthaler”s book, Robert E. Weber, whose profile and approach to worship 
is discussed in Section C.4. above, expresses that “evangelism does not have to be severed from 
worship as though there were no relationship between the two.”636  
 

Morgenthaler sets forth strategies for worship which witnesses how to achieve worship 
which is both authentic and culturally relevant. Her book proceeds to do so in three parts: 

 
(i) tells what worship is and how it attracts non-Christians to 

Christ,  
 

(ii) tears down walls that keep unbelievers from meeting God in 
church worship, and 
 

(iii) shows how to make worship evangelism happen – in any 
culture. 

 
Morgenthaler moves away from the separate seeker services structured to be culturally attractive 
to the boomers and generation x-ers. Instead, worship services should focus on believers and 
unbelievers together in a manner to meaningfully center on and encounter Christ. 
 
 Much of what Morgenthaler expresses is consistent with the above discussion on the 
purposes and the approaches to worship. She offers much food for thought. The following 
summary discussion essentially draws from her book. This book in its entirety may be well worth 
consideration and discussion with church leaders, various church bodies (e.g., teams, 
committees, short term and relational small groups) and other interested persons 
 
 1. Worship in the Search for the Real Thing: Retrieving Biblical Worship637   
 
  a. Time to Get Real  

 
Too often churches today are failing to generate worshippers. Instead, 

they are producing spectators, religious onlookers, having little or no authentic encounter with 
God. They lack a sense of God’s presence and the supernatural relationship which peoples’ 
innermost spirits crave.638 For these churches, if they want to be effective disciple-making 
churches, it is time to get real.  

 
People make time for what they consider important. Real worship needs to be more than 

finely honed sermons, relevant messages, stunning soloists, captivating drama, videos, etc. When 
people fail to sense the presence of God, they are likely to remain stagnant in their spiritual 
growth, and/or move on to search elsewhere for meaningful experiences, or simply to drift away. 

 
more important in the church than understanding changes in Christian worship and that. Morgenthaler offers the 
best guidebook leading toward this understanding. Id. on back cover.   
636 Id. on back cover. 
637 This section draws primarily on Sally Morgenthaler, Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of God: Inviting 
Unbelievers into the Presence of God (1995). 
638 Sally Morgenthaler, Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of God: Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of 
God 17 (1995). 
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Good productions and performances can be found in many venues other than churches. So, why 
feel a need to come to a church if it doesn’t meet expectations of encountering God in some 
form. Worship services need to enable our supernatural God to show up and interact with persons 
in the pews.  
  
  b. Longing for God 
 
   (1) Worshipping God Instead of Ourselves 

 
There is much to be learned from King David. Although he sinned 

terribly, his repentance was deep and lasting. He was passionate in his trust in and worship of 
God. God found David to be a man after his own heart. (Acts 13:22). Thus, David offers us a 
role to follow in our worship. 
 
 David offered humble obedience and a passionate desire to give God every bit of glory. 
His spiritual power was rooted in his relationship with God. Unfortunately, the source of David’s 
power, a passionate worship relationship with God, too often is foreign in contemporary 
churches. The tendency is to settle for God at a comfortable distance. There is more comfort on 
focusing on ourselves in worship than on God. As a consequence, trying to bring in those outside 
the faith is inviting people to come into a stunted relationship. Such may result in acceptable 
piety, but doesn’t reflect a longing for God nor embrace radical worship of God for which God 
calls.639  
 
   (2) Making Worship Number One 
 
    There are four qualities of David’s worship which stand out. (i) 
David’s worship was a life that honored God and was fully given to God and his purposes. For 
our worship to be like David’s, worship will be a way of life, a willing and daily offering what 
we have and do is for the Lord. (ii) David’s worship was uncompromising, total commitment 
and devotion. (iii) David’s worship was witness. When God’s people are like David, the world 
takes notice. His praise of God was unapologetically public. He believed that God draws people 
to him through authentic worship experience. Authentic worship is the most important principle 
of worship evangelism. (iv) Worship was the top priority in David’s life640.  

 
 “Throughout both Old and New Testaments, worship is clearly the most important thing 

God’s people can do.”641 For example, Mark 12:30 expresses the Greatest Commandment, “Love 
the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind and with all 
your strength” Jesus taught that God wants our worship above all else. The purpose of 
evangelism is not to simply add numbers to a church’s rooster, but rather the primary purpose is 
to glorify God which is achieved by gathering more and engendering better worshipers. The 
biblical purpose of evangelism is not solely to save souls, but rather to glorify God. In the early 
church, evangelism often took place within the context of a worship service experience. 
Evangelism occurs when Christians exhibit a genuine, infectious love relationship with God 

 
639 Id. at 36. 
640 Id. at  37-38. 
641 Id. at 38. 
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when they worship God wholeheartedly. In a worship service, explorers/seekers are little 
interested in watching members of a congregation simply go through the motions. Rather, they 
become interested when they see evidence of God at work in our hearts!642 

 
It is a contradiction to say that we know the Lord well and yet we 
don't worship him. How can we see the Lord as He truly is and not 
praise Him? How can we declare to the world that Jesus Christ is 
the Savior and Redeemer of mankind and not give Him our 
undivided honor? Clearly, it is only as true worshipers that we are 
able to effectively spread "the fragrance of the knowledge of him. 
(2 Corinthians 2:14)643 

 
Although evangelism is a central function of the church, worship drives evangelism 

rather than evangelism driving worship.644 “When God and worship of God are first in the life 
of a church, growth will follow.”645 When considering how to become more effective in 
evangelism efforts, authentic worship should be at the top of the agenda of each individual and 
all churches. 
 
   (3) Defining Worship: What Is Authentic Worship? 
 

The English word worship literally means “to attribute worth to.” 
However, when one adds the terms used for worship in other languages, a more comprehensive 
meaning of worship emerges. In addition to ascribing worth to God, Gerrit Gustafson says 
worship is  

 
the act and attitude of wholeheartedly giving ourselves to God…. 
Worship is simply the expression of our love for God, which Jesus 
said should involve all of our heart, mind and physical strength 
(Mark 12:30).” 

 
 In the same vein, Rick Warren defines worship as “expressing our love to God for who he is, 
what he is, and what he is doing.”646 From a bit different perspective, Robert Webber says, 
“Worship celebrates God’s saving deed in Jesus Christ.”647 These definitions together 
correspond with the two worship qualifications Jesus gave;   

 
true worshipers will worship the Father in the Spirit and in truth, 
for they are the kind of worshipers the Father seeks.” – (John 
4:23) (emphasis supplied) 

 

 
642 Id. at 38-40. 
643 Id. at 40.  
644 Id. at 41. 
645 Id.  
646 Rick Warren, “The Evangelistic Power of Worship as a Witness,” October 8, 2015 (pastors.com). 
647 Robert Webbers quoted in Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of 
God 47 (1995).  
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When we whole heartedly give ourselves to God, we worship God with the right heart, the right 
spirit. When we worship in the context of the saving deed of Christ on our behalf, we worship in 
truth. It is because of the work of Christ on our behalf that we offer ourselves to God. 

 
Thus, Christian worship… is an intentional response of praise, 
thanksgiving and adoration to The God, the One revealed in the 
Word, made known and accessible to us in Jesus Christ, and 
witnessed in our hearts through the Holy Spirit….648   
 
 (4)  Relationship, Response and Interaction 

 
Spirit and truth, the foundational blocks of authentic worship 

experiences, are found in the context of a relationship with God. Worship in spirit and truth 
occurs in the interaction between God and his people. All relationships depend on mutual 
responses.649  

 
Worship is a two-way communication between believers and God, 
a dialogue of response involving both action and speech.…God 
speaks through the Word, we are convicted and repent. God 
extends mercy through Jesus Christ; we respond with adoration. 
In other words, real worship provides opportunities for God and 
God’s people to express their love for each other. …In real 
worship, we carry on an exchange of love with the “God who is 
present, the God who speaks to us in the now, who has done and 
is doing marvelous things.  … [Real worship] is this supernatural 
exchange – this interaction between the God of Scripture and 
God’s people…. 650 

 
 Great musical performances, thought provoking drama, touching and inspiring 
testimonies, relevant messages, and apologetics about God can be excellent tools which God can 
use to touch a person’s mind and heart. However, their operation does not hinge on any type of 
people’s response. They fail to require listener or observer to give anything back to God. 
Presentations do not involve listeners or observers in any expression of worship such as praise, 
adoration reverence, gratitude, repentance confession or commitment.651 However, as expressed 
by Robert Webber, 

 
[real worship calls for the involvement of our mind, body and 
soul.” Worship demands nothing less than the complete, 
conscious, and deliberate participation of the worshipper. 
Corporate worship is characterized by deliberate response. 652   
 

 
648 Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of God 47 (1995). 
649 Id.  
650 Id. at 48. 
651 Id.  
652 As quoted by Morgenthaler id. at 49. 
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c.  Yesterday’s Gone 
 
(1)  Changing Mind Set653 

 
The cultural context has changed over the years and the centuries. 

Most importantly, it is now commonly perceived that there are three distinct, although not 
mutually exclusive, eras of different views as to how one perceives and communicates truth: (1) 
the Pre-Modern Era, (2) the Modern Era and (3) the Post-Modern Era. 

 
Pre-Modernism reflected the mindset of processing the perception of truth through the 

filter of the concept of God. Well into the 1900s, people generally expressed belief in God and, 
at least occasionally, went to church. Christianity was accepted as the norm. By the 1900s the 
modernism era emerged as a major cultural mindset. These more recent generations, such as the 
baby boomers, tended to fall away from both the church and the Christian view. Instead, the 
trend embraced a more Modernism perspective in which science and reason rules. Truth is no 
longer perceived as absolute. God has receded from the center of perceptions. However, in the 
late 1900s there evolved Post-Modernism, another dramatic change. The concepts of family, 
marriage and our cultural moral compass changed. Community has broken down. Generation X 
grew up as a non-Christian generation. Thus, the church no longer was seen as a resource for 
answers and support.  
 
 Paralleling these developments, questions were raised as to where has science, reason 
and so called progress gotten us. We have had two world wars, the Korean, Viet Nam and Middle 
East wars. Totalitarianism abounds. The world is replete with problems and misery. The Age of 
Reason has not provided meaning or answers. Something is missing. The Post-Moderns are 
seeking to connect with something, but don’t know what. Consequently, they have emerged with 
a curious and exploring mindset.  
 
   (2) Quest for Spirituality654  

  
In this changing culture, where does evangelism fit in the context 

of authentic worship services.  
 
Although there have come to be a significant number of atheists, more people still have 

some belief or sense of spiritual forces which affect the world. There has been an accelerating 
need within our culture to connect with some kind of spiritual reality. However, contemporary 
spirituality and biblical spirituality are not synonymous.  

 
There has arisen a vast difference between how Americans view religion and how they 

view spirituality. Spirituality has become an individualized pursuit involving the inner state of 
being. In more recent times, those looking for God, increasingly are doing so in a personalized 
way. They want to be directly in touch and experience their higher power. They have come to 

 
653 Drawn from Fox River Congregational Church Outreach Events Task Force Report,, “Strategic Framework for 
Outreach Events,” pp.2-4, May 19, 2007. 
654 This Section draws primarily on Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the 
Presence of God 56-70 (1995). 
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have little expectation that doing this will occur in church. Churches are viewed as being 
concerned more with organizational and money issues, than with connecting with God.  

 
There are numerous options, in addition to some sort of Christian perspective, at the 

spiritual smorgasbord (e.g., Eastern mysticism, natural science, the occult and God is love 
(Christianity without the cross or resurrection). “The New Age world view holds that God is an 
impersonal force, or a field of energy, [and that w]e create our own truth, our own reality.”655 
This movement promises quick fix spirituality, global harmony and self-empowerment 
stemming from the divine within without the bothersome demands one’s moral accountability. 
What a deal.  
 
  Nevertheless, despite the magnitude of cultural, scientific and economic 
accomplishments, there exists widespread loneliness, isolation, lack of friendship and lack of 
intimacy. Broken relationships, boredom, sense of emptiness and depression are all too 
prevalent. People are searching. There still remain many who are looking for a church where 
they can encounter God and where their lives can be changed. There is less interest in cerebral 
arguments and theological systems. They are more interested in encountering the supernatural.  
 
 Churches miss the mark with millions of seekers by simply teaching about God instead 
of offering them an experience with God. In today’s culture, fewer people are looking for 
information about God. They are looking for an experience with God. They are looking for 
transformation.656 “It’s a shame when people come to church looking for God and only find 
us.”657The churches that will flourish in the 21st century will talk about and offer authentic 
supernatural experiences.658 The role of the church is to create a worship environment and give 
people permission and encouragement to interact with God.  
 
 However, in doing so, it is essential to offer a biblical worldview. One cannot worship 
God in an exciting and passionate way if he or she doesn’t know anything about him. The more 
we know about God, the more we ought to be moved to worship and praise him in response. The 
value of the worship experience clearly depends upon the value of the one we are worshiping. 
To reach others, as well members of our congregation, the church needs to “convey the 
parameters of the revealed mind, character and works of God.” Although the Bible is not an end 
in itself, it is a means to bring people to an intimate and satisfying relationship with God. “An 
intimate relationship with God, rather than “brain stuffing,” is the goal of genuine worship. 
Vibrant churches offer both reasons for faith and an experience of faith.  

 
 
 
 

 
655 Russell Chandler as quoted in Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence 
of God 61 (1995). 
656 Carry Nieuwhof, “Why Charismatic Churches Are Growing (and Attraction Churches are Past Peak),” November 
18, 2018, outreachmagazine.com. 
657 Id. 
658 Leith Anderson as quoted in id. at 66. 
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2. Essentials of Worship Evangelism659 
 

To attract those outside the faith to worship services, as well as keeping believers 
coming back, a church needs to be a place where something happens.  What is the significant 
happening? There needs to evidence of a dynamic relationship with God.  
 

A dynamic relationship with a person (e.g., spouse, best college buddy, etc.) depends: on 
four basic elements: nearness, knowledge, vulnerability and interaction.  Nearness is the time 
spent time in the other person's presence. Knowledge is getting to know who the other person is. 
Vulnerability occurs when we let ourselves become known and risk criticism and rejection. 
Interaction occurs when we engage in ongoing dialogue of both words, using a language both 
understand, and deeds. The presence of these four elements over time engenders a fulfilling and 
significant relationship. A dynamic, satisfying relationship with God embodies the same 
principles. They also constitute the foundational basis for real, authentic worship for oneself.   

 
a. Worship Essential #1: Nearness  – Sense of God’s Presence 

 
 The first essential element of worship is a sense of God’s supernatural 

presence. Jesus said “For where two or three gather in my name, there am I with them.” (Matthew 
18:20) Here God promises to manifest his presence when people gather together in worship.  

 
Too often people to do not sense God’s presence in a worship service. “Worship without 

a sense of God’s manifest presence is like having a conversation with oneself. It is boring.”660 It 
has been said that “We’re so used to not having and sensing God’s presence that we don’t miss 
it.”661  

 
Where does the responsibility lay for the failure to experience God in a worship service? 

Is it the worshiper’s or is it God’s. Scripture manifests that where two or more gather, God is 
there waiting for us. Nevertheless, a majority of worshippers fail to enter into his presence. God’s 
self-revelation is not automatic. Not only is he waiting to reveal himself, but he is also waiting 
for us to draw near. (James 4:8). As phrased by C. S. Lewis, “It is in the process of being 
worshiped that God communicates His presence to men.”662 In authentic worship of God, certain 
elements are indispensable, i.e., the Word, praise and worship leading which ministers to the 
heart of God.  
 

(1) God’s Presence and the Word – Drawing near to God requires 
truth. “The Lord is near to all who call on him, to all who call on him in truth.” (Psalm 145:18) 

 
Truth, or the Word, is always prerequisite for an experience of 
God’s presence. It is the primary avenue through which God 
chooses to be revealed – not just the Word that is read or preached, 

 
659 Drawn from primarily Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of God 
96-123 (1995). 
660 Id. at 99. 
661 R. C. Sproul as quoted in id. at 99.  
662 C. S. Lewis as quoted in id. at 100-101.  
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but that which is infused into our songs, prayers, communion, 
celebrations, baptisms, testimonies and presentations.663  
 

Even though Scripture is typically incorporated into sermons and readings in worship 
services, yet too often God feels absent to people. “The reason is, God chooses to be revealed, 
not through any perfunctory dispensing of the Word, but through a living and active Word, that 
indwells and takes root in our hearts (Colossians 3:16).”664 Honoring God with our lips, but not 
our heart is rote religion.  

 
(2) God’s Presence and Praise – The second element in authentic 

worship through which God reveals himself is our heartfelt praise. Here, praise is exalting God 
for who he is and what he has done. This occurs through praise, adoration, thanksgiving, etc. 
When we exalt God in s heartfelt way, he becomes manifest among us. 

 
(3) Worship Leading Ministering in the Heart of God – Too often 

worship leaders fail to infuse their worship services with the indwelling of the Word and lack 
sincere and heartfelt praise. Worship leaders must be true worshipers themselves.  

 
 These elements of nearness engender the sense and reality of God’s presence.  

 
b. Worship Essential #2: Knowledge – Worship Centered on Christ 

 
   The second essential for real worship is knowing whom we worship. One 
cannot have a relationship with God if he or she does not know who God is. There is no 
interaction with an amorphous, impersonal entity. But rather, we worship the God revealed in 
the Bible as eternal, unchanging, holy, righteous, wrathful, just, sovereign, jealous, merciful and 
loving. The God whose character is revealed by the Word must be an integral part of worship 
for worship to be authentic. It is through Jesus that we can know God and is the only way we 
have access to God. Worship needs to center on him. Shifting focus away from Jesus moves one 
off center.  
 
 Both the content of the Gospel and worshipers’ responses are critical for worship not 
only to have relational impact for believers, but also to have an evangelism impact. The message 
of the week needs to incorporate the message of Christ’s unconditional love and sacrifice. Every 
worship service should meaningfully include, in some way, the living, dying, rising of Jesus, the 
forgiveness of sin resulting from the work of Christ and the overall and eternal results coming 
from the Christ event. Yes, worship should focus on specific areas of our Christian lives, “but if 
services are going to both edify and evangelize, they need to keep Jesus Christ central.”665 To 
reach the unbelievers, we need to give them Christ. “Real worship exalts the God made known 
to us in Jesus Christ. And it does so consistently and unashamedly.”666  
 
 

 
663 Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of God 101 (1995). 
664 Id.   
665 Id.  at 107. 
666 Id. at 109.  
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  c. Worship Essential #3: Vulnerability – Opening Up to God 
 

In today’s’ world, people are reluctant to open themselves to others. Few 
enter into the uncharted territory of relational honesty. Even family and friends are kept at a 
comfortable distance. Yet, people also have an inner craving to be known, a vulnerability and 
authenticity when it comes to God. Open the book of our lives and know that God loves us 
despite the contents in our book. Authentic worship enables growing into knowing God at the 
most intimate, vulnerable level. 
 
 Those outside the faith are not looking for perfection in Christians, just honesty. When 
we acknowledge our shortcomings, conceding that we are sinners, this is honesty to those outside 
the faith. Worship calls for openness, authenticity and vulnerability. The Gospel is for those who 
fail to measure up. There are few places in our society for people to express inadequacy and 
need. Churches need to be a clear place of refuge where guilt and hurt can be expressed to God 
in an environment of loving acceptance. A witnessing church makes room to the brokenness of 
all of us. Thus,  
 

Confession and repentance are not out dated, ritualistic, negative 
acts. They are two of the most scriptural, life giving things we can 
do in a worship service. …True joy is the result of having been 
vulnerable with a great, holy, and awesome God and having been 
loved in spite of who we are.667  

 
 Thus, a worship service should incorporate a time for confession in each of two forms. 
First, there is a public prayer of confession in which all members of the congregation participate 
in unison. Second, there follows a period of time for individual personal silent confession. This 
might be introduced by a church leader saying “In this time of silent confession we reflect upon 
our personal sins and bring them before God.”668   
 

d. Worship Essential #4: Participation   
            in a Relationship with God and Others 

 
  All too common in church worship services, attendees (whether members 

or not) tend to be observers rather than participants. At least, in significant part, this can be 
attributed to the structure and conduct of the service. 

 
People cannot interact with God and with others if they are not 
given anything to do. …[W]e need ‘vehicles’ or forms of 
expression for all the marvelous verbs of worship: praise, 
adoration, thanksgiving, contrition, commitment, petition, 
intercession, and so on. …The more people participate, the more 
likely a part of them will open up to God.669  
 

 
667 Id. at 115.  
668 Used by United Church of Christ, Eagle River, Wisconsin. 
669 Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of God 117-18 (1995). 
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 To increase worship interactions, addressing questions such as the following might be 
fruitful.  
 

� How might we encourage people to externalize what they feel internally?  
� Can the active worship space be redistributed so that worship becomes more of a 

"whole room" rather than a platform activity?  
� What combination of the arts should be attempted which will involve as many senses 

as possible?  
� What kind of interactive ‘twist" can incorporated into a standard worship activity 

(scripture reading, prayer, etc.).  
 
   (1)  Expand Interactive Options  
 

The most common activities in a worship service are sermons, 
prayers, scripture readings, singing, and celebrating the Lord’s Table, and baptism. Scripture 
readings normally occur from the platform. Baptisms are not a common worship feature. And, 
the Lord’s Table typically is only celebrated periodically. This is a short list of areas for 
interaction opportunities.  
 
 Examples for expanding interaction opportunities include the following. Altar offerings 
might encourage people to write down specific behavior areas where they want God to help them 
change or areas they want to commit to God. Afford a time when attendees can share biblical 
passages that ministered to them in difficult situations or aided them in experiencing a new 
closeness with God. Present short audio or video clips recording attendees’ responses to 
answered prayers. Such clips can be placed as a precursor to a period of thanks giving time or 
incorporated between praise and worship songs.  
 

And, importantly, baptism is a response to faith in Christ. It is an expression of one’s 
acceptance of the gospel. Water baptism mirrors the spiritual baptism of the Holy Spirit which 
occurs when a person trusts Christ. Also, the word "fellowship" (koinonia) means communion 
which is a sign that we share in the life of Christ. The celebration of communion remembers 
Christ's broken body and shed blood for our sins and salvation. Including baptisms and 
communions on a regular and frequent basis not only emphasizes their spiritual significance but 
also enhances personal involvement and interaction of people in the worship gathering. Such 
contributes to the spiritual vitality of the church.670  
 
   (2) Horizontal Worship: Interacting with Others  
 

Not often explored in corporate worship is horizontal interaction, 
i.e., ministering to the hearts and needs of others as well as to God. Although the bulk of worship 
should focus on God, worship should also link worship with intercessory prayer, which among 
other things, attracts people outside the faith by demonstrating that those already in the church 
are each cared for by the body. 
 

 
670 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 76 (1993). 
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One interactive approach successfully used is allotting 15 minutes for praying in small 
groups as a key part of the worship service. The congregation is asked to form prayer circles. 
The pastor walks off the platform into the midst of the congregation and announces “We want 
you to know His love and power to you and through you.” Each person is encouraged to share 
prayer requests concerning their hurts, problems, or desires. Then people are requested to pray. 
Reach out to and touch all so no one is left out. People are informed they can be silent in requests 
and/or in praying.671  

 
Worship that is interactive, both vertically and horizontally, is 
biblical worship. It is worship that impacts people at profound 
levels. Interaction worship not only provides pathways to contact 
with a holy and loving God, but avenues of nurturing, uplifting 
relationships with those who are called in God’s name.672  

 
For worship to witness to the unbelievers, to make differences in people’s lives, fill worship 
services with interactive opportunities. “Move people quickly from anonymity to a sense of 
belonging.”673  People will feel closer to God and to other people 
 

3. Rethinking Cultural Relevance 
 
  To be culturally relevant does not mean abandoning the past. Nor does it mean 
becoming hostage to our current culture. A church can become so “culturally relevant” that it no 
longer has much meaningful to say to the culture within which it functions.  
 

Yes, we need to know where people are in order to effectively engage them where they 
are. Study unbelievers’ life style and become informed as to their reading, viewing and listening 
habits. Although we need to know where they are, that does not mean we should succumb to 
leaving them there. Reaching out and witnessing to others calls for daring to do so in the context 
of real worship. This is what Paul did in debating the Athenians where he offered the Gospel of 
Christ – a message counter to their culture – and applied it to their lives. (See Acts 17:16-31.) 
Adopt an approach which offers a bridge by acknowledging the culture of those outside the faith. 
Use culture’s best stuff, but avoid its trash. Incorporate culture’s style of music, phraseology, 
pattern of celebration, etc. Start with the familiar and move to the unfamiliar. But importantly, 
move beyond. Be a bridge taking people somewhere. Churches need to create more and better 
worshippers. Transcend the culture with the truth of Gospel. In worship services cultural 
relevance is important. But, it not nearly as crucial as the four essential elements of worship 
considered above (i.e., sense of God’s presence, worship centered on Christ, vulnerability 
(opening up to God), and participation in a relationship with God and others). 

 
 
 

 
671 Elmer Towns as quoted in Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of 
God 122 (1995). . 
672 Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of God 123 (1995).  
673 Carey Nieuwhof, “Why Charismatic Churches Are Growing (and Attractional Churches Are Past Peak),” 
Outreach  Magazine, November 28, 2018.  
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4. Worship Evangelism Applied 
 

  Our discussion now turns to more specific application of worship evangelism. A 
major portion of the discussion is based upon interviews of four leaders of highly successful 
churches.674  
 
  a. General Principles for Creating Worship Service Evangelism 
 

One cannot truly worship something he or she does not know or believe 
in. However, unbelievers can observe believers in genuine worship and sense the joy being felt. 
They can see believers valuing and responding to God’s Word. They can hear how the Bible 
provides answers for life’s questions and problems. They can discern worship encouraging, 
strengthening, and changing believers. They can sense when God supernaturally moves people 
in an authentic worship service. People come to and grow in Christ when they feel God’s 
presence and understand his message. God’s presence must be sensed in the worship service. 
People grow toward and come to Christ when they feel God’s presence and understand the 
message. Worship without the sense of God’s presence yields few positive disciple-making, 
including evangelistic, results. In contrast, a 

 
clear message coupled with genuine worship will not only attract 
unbelievers, it will open their hearts to the power of the Gospel… 
and they will walk away changed. Clear presentation of God’s 
message and God’s presence in worship services are the 
foundational conditions for worship to be an effective witness.675 
(Emphasis supplied.) 

 
In extensive interviews of four passionate, committed and successful church leaders, 

whose churches share neither geographical locations nor denominational affiliation, the 
discussion of specific areas of worship practice, revealed considerable diversity of opinion and 
sometimes disagreement. However, all voiced considerable unanimity on the major issues re 
Post-Modern era unbelievers’ need for involvement, authenticity, relevance, excellence and 
innovation. All four were adamant that one issue stands above the others. When unbelievers 
divert from their own world long enough to give a church a chance,   
 

they want the church to be the church. …In a public, corporate 
setting, that means worship, not simply a program. It means being 
able to get directly, actively and supernaturally involved with God 
instead of settling for a vicarious experience.”676  
 

 The cynicism of the digital explosion and has left people hungering for a transcendent 
touch. People are looking for true community, deeper experiences and authentic transcendence. 
Growing churches are increasingly focusing on creating experiences which engage more than 
just the head during a worship service, but also engage the heart and foster relationships. People 

 
674 See Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of God  178-209 (1995).. 
675 Rick Warren, “The Evangelistic Power of Worship as a Witness,” October 8, 2015 (pastors.com). 
676 Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of God 207 (1995). 
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come looking for something bigger than themselves. They come looking for God. The cultural 
shifts of the last decade have left people (especially younger people) longing for the transcendent. 
Effective future churches will offer experiences that feel transcendent – a sense that you had to 
be there to experience what happened. There are many among those outside the faith who come 
to church who are looking less for information and more for transformation.677  

 Although there is no one clear way to achieve high impact evangelistic worship, several 
general principles emerged as important elements in doing so.  
 

§ The number-one goal is to lead … [unbelievers] into God's 
presence, experiencing love and healing power. 

 
§ Create players, not spectators by offering many opportunities for 

… [unbelievers] to respond and interact with God….  
 

§ Avoid being boring by something doing different or unpredictable 
each week 

 
§ Be personal, be relational, be a community. Let them hear 

testimonies from real people, people just like themselves. Feature 
real people and real events in worship service messages. Plan safe, 
optional interaction with real people during the service. Worship 
service.  

 
§ Be relevant. Understand their world. Package Christ in the best 

their culture has to offer. Get visual – utilize video, multimedia, 
drama) but don't let those elements replace personal involvement. 

 
§ Mix up the music. Use a wide variety of musical styles as well as 

a few repackaged traditional hymns. 
 

§ Go deep into scripture. Get personal, and apply it directly to their 
lives. Don't be afraid to give them a hefty dose of biblical teaching 
and doctrine. Balance types of message series by alternating how-
to series with those that are exegetical, or cover biblical themes. 

 
§ Stress the positive message of grace. Avoid emphasizing rules and 

motivating people through the sense of guilt. Unchurched people 
commonly hold a stereotype view of the church as dull, negative 
and filled with critical and condemning people. However, people 
are acceptable to God through faith, not because of their merit. 
The church should communicate the positive message of grace 

 
677 Carey Nieuwhof, “Why Charismatic Churches Are Growing (and Attractional Churches Are Past Peak),” 
OutreachMagazine.com, November 28, 2018. 
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which ministers to both believers and the unbelievers. Good 
preaching communicates the positive message of grace.678 

 
§ Those outside the faith commonly believe if they attend a church, 

they will be criticized or condemned. When church leaders are 
vulnerable, transparent and emphasize God’s love, acceptance and 
forgiveness and where members are friendly, caring and loving, 
positive replace negative impressions.679 
 

§ Create in the worship message and environment the sense and 
belief in hope and expectancy. Christianity calls for accepting 
people where they are in their spiritual walk, while at the same 
time offers hope and growth through God’s power. It is not enough 
that this be taught and preached, it must be lived by Christians in 
dealing with other.680 

 
§ Respect … [people’s] time. Eliminate excess and be aware of their 

need for brief attention breaks. However, if … [unbelievers] are 
afforded plenty of opportunities for involvement and response, 
their attention span becomes significantly greater. Avoid the 
temptation to be "clock-driven," If God is doing something 
important, don't interrupt it or cut it off just so you can ‘keep on 
schedule.681  

 
§ Be clear so that persons with no Christian background understand 

everything that occurs and is said during the service.682 As Paul 
expressed, “But in a church meeting I would rather speak five 
understandable words to help others than ten thousand words in an 
unknown language.” (1 Corinthians 14:10 – NLV) God is more 
accessible when we avoid speaking Christianese.683 Furthermore, 
the younger generation prefer and are more likely to listen to a 
conversational style of preaching.684 Never forget that there may 
be people in the audience who may have little clue as to what is 
being talked about (including regular attendees as well as 
newcomers and those outside the faith.685   

 
678 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 208-09 (1993). 
679 Id. at 210. 
680 Id. at 210-11. 
681 Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of God 209 (1995). 
682 Rick Warren, “Building Evangelistic Services: Insights on worship and Evangelism,” November 19, 2002 
(purposedriven.com/articles). 
683 Christy Heitger-Ewing, “A Church for All Ages: Life Christ Church Green Bay,” OutreachMagazine.com, 
September 19, 2015. 
684 Thom S. Rainer, Who Stole My Pulpit 6 (2016). 
685 Phil Cooke, “The Importance of Explaining Common Terms in Sermons,” OutreachMagazine.com, November 
7, 2019. Explain everything to assure that the audience understands exactly what is being said, Go through the 
presentation in advance and define terms, ask questions and provide explanations where needed (e. g, what is 
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§ Create worship services to which church members want to invite 

and bring their unbeliever family, friends, colleague, etc.686 
 

§ Create an environment of friendliness before and after the worship 
service. The unchurched are attracted to friendly churches. While 
many churches consider themselves friendly, often they are more 
friendly toward those people who already belong than to 
newcomers. Members should be trained to search out and engage 
newcomers. Some outgoing members should be assigned the 
responsibility to be on the lookout for newcomers, should 
introduce themselves and should make sure that newcomers meet 
other people. When newcomers are welcomed from the pulpit and 
followed up by members, they are likely to feel that they have 
found a friendly church.687  

 
These general operational principles for authentic worship in the context of worship 

evangelism are not offered as a comprehensive or sacred list. However, they offer a jump start 
for a church to develop its own creative worship strategies. It is essential to put enough time and 
effort to create relevant weekend experiences for both those who are unchurched and de-
churched.688  

 
However, whatever road taken, strive for excellence. Doing so is an essential ingredient 

for reaching secular people, especially for those people who function in a world striving for 
excellence. A church never gets a second chance to make a first impression. If first impressions 
are not good, newcomers are unlikely to return.  

 
 b. Expect Unchurched to Attend689 

 
It is a natural tendency to structure and prepare worship services and other 

ministries based upon those persons whom we expect to attend.  When unchurched people are 
not expected, there is a tendency and likelihood of using insider language which is confusing for 
a first-time and potential repeat guests. Anticipate that unchurched people will be there and make 
sure to translate “Christianese” in a manner they can understand and relate to. 
 

Granted, expecting unchurched people to show up at each of our services, events and 
ministries and preparing accordingly is not always easy. This requires investment of more time 

 
communion and why does it matter, why is the Bible authoritative, why does the Bible consist of different books, 
etc.).  Id .  
686 Rick Warren, “Building Evangelistic Services,” Insights on Worship and Evangelism,” November 19, 2002 
(purposedriven.com/articles). “The Importance of Explaining Common Terms in Sermons, OutreachMagazine.com, 
November 7, 2019 
687 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 208 (1993). 
688 Nada Kareem Nittle, “Back to the Basics: Eastside Christian Church,” OutreachMagazine.com, September 26, 
2017. 
689 This section draws primarily upon Rick Richardson, “Evangelism in Leadership: As Easy as 5 Simple Steps,” 
OutreachMagazine.com, September 5, 2017. 
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and energy. However, doing so provides a welcoming environment for visitors and powerfully 
demonstrates the love of God and his people who go out of their way to communicate in 
understandable ways. And, importantly, this can significantly contribute to motivating church 
members and other attendees to invite others whom they know to attend. 

 
Preparing with the expectation that unchurched will attend does not argue that worship 

should be focused on people who don’t know God. However, this does strongly suggest that 
services ought to be as welcoming and understandable as feasible for unchurched guests. Keep 
in mind that worship service is the most likely environment in which unchurched visitors initially 
will connect with a church’s congregation. 

 
c. Worship Music for Saints and Seekers 

 
   (1) What Is Christian Music?  
 
    Music is an integral part of our American culture.  

 
A song can often touch people in ways that a sermon can’t. Music 
can bypass intellectual barriers and take the message straight to 
the heart. It is a potent tool for evangelism690 [as well as bringing 
believers into closer connection with God]. 

 
Music is a major communicator of values to the younger generation. It is a force which should 
not be ignored or underestimated in efforts to reach the unchurched.691 However, there are many 
traditionalists who maintain that the only real Christian music are traditional hymns accompanied 
by an organ or perhaps a piano. However, in making the selection of music, it is important to 
recognize that no particular style of music is sacred.  

 
What determines whether or not music is sacred are the words, i.e., the message. Music 

is only the arrangement of notes. There is no such thing as Christian music. Rather there are 
Christian lyrics.692  

 
Scripture refers to the style of music that matched the instruments of that day. Scripture 

is replete with references to different styles of music. For example, “Clap your hands, all you 
nations; shout to God with cries of joy.” (Psalms 47:1) “Sing to the Lord a new song…” (Psalms 
98:1a) “Praise him with the sound of the trumpet, praise him with the harp and lyre, praise him 
with timbrel and dancing, praise him with the strings and pipe, praise him with the clash of 
cymbals, praise him with resounding cymbals.” (Psalms 150:3-6) Scripture makes no mention 
of organs or pianos which did not exist until centuries later. Clearly, God has no personal 
preferences when it comes to musical styles. Preferences are part of the human condition.693 In 
short, there is no specific Christian music. What makes music Christian music are the lyrics and 
the message, not the musical style. 

 
690 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 279 (1995). 
691 Id. at 280. 
692 Id. at 281.  
693 David J. Classen, “Contemporary Worship: A New Song for a New Style of Worship,” Congregationalist, p.10, 
October/November 2002, 
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  (2) Selection of Music 

 
A fundamental purpose of Christian music, whether traditional or 

otherwise, it to provide music which facilitates authentic worship. This is achieved by using 
styles of music reflecting those attending, both believing church members and those persons 
outside the faith whom the church is trying to reach. It needs to be recognized that there are 
people in the community whom a church is trying to outreach to, who may never fully grasp the 
meaning and depth of some of the great hymns of faith, but can relate to praise and worship 
music.694 Churches seeking to reach the unbelievers and believers in growing as disciples of 
Christ need to use the style or styles of music which in worship integrates faith into their lives. 
To best accomplish this purpose, a worship song needs two basic elements. First, it needs to be 
catchy, possess a repetitive rhythm and/or melodic pattern. And second, most importantly it must 
offer a meaningful spiritual message to be embraced by the worshipers.695 Traditional hymns are 
also fair game too. By updating the language to modern English and/or by making the rhythm 
pattern more upbeat, new life can be given to great old hymns in a manner that opens doors to 
new spiritual awareness and growth.696  

 
Based upon the experience of church leaders who have planned and facilitated hundreds 

of worship services, two elements emerge most clearly.  First,  
 

First, aside from the Spirit of God, music is the most potent 
element in a worship service. It has an incredible, matchless 
capacity to open the human heart to God, accessing the soul more 
quickly, deeply, and permanently than any other art form or 
human speech (yes, that includes the message!).  

 
…Second, there is a resource void when it comes to culturally 
relevant worship music. …[T]he church needs to start learning… 
[the explorers] song if it is ever going to reach him.697  

 
What is needed is cross-cultural worship music which is music in various popular styles 

attractive to both explorers and believers  
 
 Cross-cultural worship music comes in numerous forms such as soft rock, hip-hop, 
unplugged, rhythm and blues, reggae, jazz, etc. However, regardless of the style, a culturally 
well-crafted worship song must possess four critical characteristics. This is termed the PASS 
test: Personal, Attractive, Straightforward and Substantive.  
 

 
694 Lee Edwards and Phil Lavallee, “Praise and Worship Music: Reaching the Heart of God,” Congregationalist, 
p.11, Winter 2007. 
695 Steve Rhinesmith, “Joy Service,” The Congregationalist,” p.9 (October/November 2002). 
696 Id.  
697 Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of God  211-12 (1995).  
 “Well-done spiritual music is a vital way to connect withy young families.” Jennifer Kabbany, “Embracing 
Millennials: Embrace Church,” OutreachMagazine.com, January 12, 2014. 
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� Personal – they relate in some way to people’s everyday lives 
and involve their whole being, including their emotions. 

� Attractive – they hold people’s attention. 
� Straightforward – both Seeker and Saintly Believer can 

understand and latch onto them quickly. 
� Substantive – they have a thoroughly biblical message that is 

faithful to the whole counsel of Scripture.698  
 

 Those worship songs which PASS the test are great songs for worship. However, there 
are songs that don’t meet each element which are not necessarily bad. However, these should 
not be the core of a church’s worship music repertoire. These “in-betweeners” may need verbal 
lead-ins to be effective.699 Use of choirs (formal) and worship music teams with a music leader 
teams subject to certain cautions might also be considered.700  
 
  Cross cultural Christian music does exist. Fortunately, there are various sources of 
contemporary cross-cultural Christian music.701 For example, Maranatha music reaches out to 
churches by delivering well known songs of faith in arrangements church members and other 
attendees can easily sing. It seeks to provide arrangements of easily singable classic songs, 
modern worship songs and hymns which congregations respond to. It creates recordings, lead 
sheets, CDs, and DVDs to assist worship leaders minister to their congregations.702 Other sources 
of worship music should also be explored.703  
 
 Church effort and time spent to become proficient in current musical styles as a part of 
its worship services communicates a powerful message to seekers and explorers. “We care so 
much about you that we have decided to speak your language.”704   
 
 Songs lose their testimonial power if those singing are not thinking about what they are 
singing. On the other hand, songs can be a powerful witness to unbelievers if they are singing 
songs they feel deeply about.  Many gospel songs of the 20th Century tend to glorify the 
Christian experience. Today, in contrast, the most effective worship songs are love songs sung 
directly to God rather than songs about God. The strength of many contemporary worship songs 
is that they are God centered rather than man centered.705 However, songs also need to be 
integrated with theme or message of a particular service. At times, the more traditional hymns 
may better serve this purpose. 

 
698 Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of God  214 (1995). A fuller 
description of each element is provided at 214-217. Much of the balance of chapter deals with getting technical in 
selecting a list of and rating cross-cultural songs (discussing benefits and drawbacks of specific songs). Id. at 220 
et seq. 
699 Id.  at 217. 
700 See id.  at 235-238. 
701 A Cross-Cultural Music Resource Bank, which provides a substantial list of some of these companies and their 
products including reviews and recommendations, appears in Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting 
Unbelievers into the Presence of God 287 et seq. (1995).. 
702 Maranathamusic.com. 
703 E.g., ccli.com. 
704 Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of God 238 (1995). 
705 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 289 (1995). 
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 Ultimately,  
 

… God has blessed us with all kinds of music…. God loves the 
praises of his people and whatever music you use to accomplish 
this… Praise the Lord.706 

 
 5. Conclusion 
 
  Not that long ago, many churches and their leaders thought seekers were looking 
for more services/events that were performance driven, perhaps entertainment, and only barely 
some talk about God. But the opposite is proving to be true. They are looking for “a very personal 
God in a safe, honest environment.”707 Although non-Christian oriented explorers are curious 
about spiritual things, they and may be willing to give a Christian church a try. 
 

The bottom line is, people are hungry for spiritual things. 
Ultimately, even the world wants the church to be the church and 
to own up to who we really are. Everything else—they can get that 
anywhere. They can pay thirty bucks to go see Letterman or 
whatever. But what people want today is God. They want to feel 
God, to know God…. There is no substitute for the presence of 
God…. There's none!708  

 
 There are five rudders (principles) to help maneuver through the difficult waters of 
worship change steering toward the passionate glorification of God, personal transformation and 
effective manifestation of the Gospel to both believers and unbelievers.709  
 

� Worship First, Evangelize Second – Minister to God and then let God open 
the door to minister to people. Glorify God and a personal relationship with 
him are the primary purposes of worship.  
 

� Never Sacrifice Authenticity for Relevance – The primary question is not how 
to attract those outside the faith to the church. but rather, ask how can we be 
authentic in all that we do? Unbelievers are not dumb. They can discern 
between orchestrated piety and the real thing.  
 

� Add Before You Subtract – For those churches located more toward the 
traditional end of the worship style spectrum, consider orienting worship 
services more toward worship evangelism or adding a worship evangelism 
service to the current worship service. Providing alternative (but authentic) 

 
706 Lee Edwards and Phil Lavallee, “Praise and Worship Music: Reaching the Heart of God, p.11, Congregationalist,  
    Winter 2007. 
707 Mark Pickerill, (pastor) as quoted in Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the 
Presence of God 241 (1995). 
708 Raphael Green,(pastor) as quoted in id. 241. 
709 Sally Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism; Inviting Unbelievers into the Presence of God 283-84 (1995). 
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worship services which offer people a choice mitigates the departure of those 
who are very uncomfortable with significant movement away from the 
current mode.  

 
� Commit to a Relevance Based on Your Community's Cultural Present and Its 

Meaningful Past – Develop a new repertoire of worship traditions (such as 
rituals, symbols, metaphors, etc.) incorporating both the past and the present. 
 

� Customize Your Own Worship Method – Consider borrowing and 
experimenting with ideas gleaned from other worship evangelizing churches. 
However, be creative within the context that worship evangelism ultimately 
flows from the guidance of the Holy Spirit.   
 

In essence, 
 

Worship is a powerful witness to unbelievers if God's presence is 
felt and if the message is understandable. … In genuine worship 
God's presence is felt, God's pardon is offered, God's purposes are 
revealed, and God's power is displayed. …[W]hen unbelievers 
watch believers relate to God in an intelligent, sincere manner, it 
creates a desire in them to know God too.”710 

 
F. Preaching the Word 

 
1. Need for Preaching 

 
Preaching is a staple of church worship services. The question might be raised, is 

preaching needed?  
 

Fundamental purposes of worship are to glorify God and to respond to his invitation to 
enter into a more intimate personal relationship with him and be his friend. However, one is not 
likely to exalt God if he or she lacks understanding as to who God is and what he promises. 
Furthermore, it is impossible to be one’s friend without knowing him. Revealing himself through 
the Bible is the primary means through which God makes himself known to us. Through God 
inspired scripture God reveals who he is, what he is about and what he calls upon us to do. 

 
We have considered earlier the need to spend time with God’s Word. This can be done 

in various ways. One important way of hearing and understanding God’s Word is through 
inspired and learned preaching from the pulpit. Furthermore, the impact of proclaiming God’s 
Word in a worship service is enhanced since we are gathered collectively in the presence of God 
as we hear his Word.  

 
As expressed in the core values of our church, 
 

 
710 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 241-42 (1995). 
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Since our life of worship depends upon the frequent revelation of God's 
Word, we seek to find, understand and do the Word of God, especially as that 
Word is revealed in the Bible and through the life, teachings, death and 
resurrection of Jesus the Christ. Thus, preaching and hearing the Word of God 
is central to our faith.  Whatever its style, preaching is more than simply lecturing 
or informing (education). Preaching is to make the case for God, declare the good 
news, and win the verdict. It is to challenge and inspire us to make God's agenda 
our agenda.711 

So yes, meaningful preaching is needed. It is an important element in helping people grow toward 
a more Christ-like life. 

 
2. Practical Preaching 

  
While the following comments are raised here in the context of practical preaching 

in worship, they are also relevant in teaching in other church contexts (e.g., classes, seminars, 
small groups, evangelism, etc.) 

 
There is a saying often repeated by Christians, “Preach the gospel. Use words if 

necessary.” This places emphasis on the idea that Christians should live in a manner pointing to 
the person and work of Jesus. Actions are said to speak louder than words. However, the sense 
that words should only be used when necessary can subtly denigrate the value and importance 
which the prophets, Jesus and Paul put on preaching. Yes, we want our actions to match our 
words to the extent possible. But the gospel is a message. It is news about an event and a person. 
The gospel is history, a declaration of people and things which actually happened. Since the 
gospel is the saving work of Jesus, it is not something our actions or behavior do. However, it is 
something we can reflect. While we can live out its implications, to make the gospel known, the 
gospel must be communicated through words. Preaching the gospel is a central task of the 
church.712 

 
A godly life should serve as a witness for the message we 
proclaim. But without words, what can our actions point to but 
ourselves? A godly life cannot communicate the incarnation, 
Jesus' substitution for sinners, or the hope of redemption by grace 
alone through faith alone. We can't be good news, but we can 
herald it, sing it, speak it, and preach it to all who listen. 
…[V]erbal communication of the gospel is the only means by 
which people are brought into a right relationship with God.713  
 

In Romans 10:13-14, Paul makes this same point saying  
 

Everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will be saved. How, 
then, can they call on the one they have not believed in? And how 

 
711 Fox River Congregational Church Statement of Core Value. 
712 Ed Stetzer, “Preach the Gospel and Since It Is Necessary, Use Words,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 5, 2015. 
713 Id.  
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can they believe in the one of whom they have not heard? And 
how can they hear without someone preaching to them?  

 
 To be effective, however, preaching must be practical.  Our Congregationalist 
forefathers, the Pilgrims (a.k.a. Separating Puritans) and Puritans were emphatic on practical 
preaching. Puritan preaching was plain in style. It was a popular activity appealing to a broad 
segment of society founded on the truth that sermons must convey God’s truth to every listener 
in a manner to be practical and to stimulate further thought. The simple prose style was a means 
to enhance clarity. Preach plainly and perspicuously so that the simplest man may understand 
what is being taught. Puritans disliked heaping verse upon top of verse, numerous quotations and 
citations, Latin and Greek words, various forms of ostentation, etc. Doing so distracts from the 
content of the message. Puritan preachers sought to reach the whole range of society. The plain 
style of preaching was founded on the premise that the ultimate purpose of preaching was not 
ascetic excellence, but rather spiritual edification.  Clear content of the sermon is more important 
than its form.714   
 
 Whatever the subject (e.g., communion, presence of the Holy Spirit, the altar call, the 
Bible, etc.), don’t assume that everyone in the audience knows and/or understands what it means. 
Typically, there is wide range of people in the congregation. If one really wants to make an 
impact, review the sermon to look for anything that might be new or unclear. Then take time to 
explain it. Explaining everything is necessary to make sure that the audience understands exactly 
what is being said. Consider what questions might be asked. E.g., why is the Bible considered 
authoritative? Why does communion matter? Why is bread and wine offered? Does God still 
heal today? What is the importance of baptism? The potential questions are endless, yet most 
pastors too commonly fail to address them. “Never forget that there are people out there who 
have little clue about what is being talked. Furthermore, it won’t hurt the more experienced in 
the congregation to hear it again.”715  
 
 To create and grow disciples, we must use words. However, using words to 
proclaim/preach the centrality of gospel is not enough. We must also move from the idea to its 
effective execution.  
 

Jesus wasn’t satisfied to simply proclaim the truth.  He wanted those hearing him to act 
on what they heard. He taught for a response, for life transformation, not simply to dispense 
information. Practical teaching, which motivates people to act, is a primary means God uses to 
grow our faith. Apply scripture to everyday life. Teaching God’s Word shouldn’t simply be about 
knowing stuff, it is should be about doing stuff. To grow congregants’ faith, preach and teach 
for life transformation which not only glorifies God, it also leads into a more intimate personal 
relationship with God. Both believers and unbelievers are interested in and attracted to 
communicators who conclude with what to do next. People are interested in what works.716  

 

 
714 Leland Ryken, Worldly Saints: The Puritans as They Really Were 104-06 (1986).    
715 Phil Cooke, “The Importance of Explaining Common Terms in Sermons,” OureaaachMagazine.com, November 
14, 2019.  
716 Andy Stanley, Deep and Wide 112-14 (2012). 
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Preaching or teaching the truth unaccompanied by what difference it will make will be 
perceived as irrelevant by most persons in the church, student ministry, home and/or Bible study. 
Propounding the truth, accompanied by next steps, grows faith. Doing so is a faith catalyst. Thus, 
create topical sermons or message series rather than simply teaching seriatim through the books 
of the Bible. Every message and every series of messages for every age group should conclude 
with a call for action. In developing a message ask  

 
� what you want the audience to know,  
� what you want them to do, and 
� what can be done to create next steps.717 

 
3.  Double Barrel Preaching 

 
a. Dual Audience, Single Agenda 

 
“[T]he healthy church gathers regularly as the local expression of the body 

of Christ to worship God in ways that engage the heart, mind, soul, and strength of the people."718 
The operative word here is engage. Unless worship opportunities engage people in a manner to 
bring them to connection with God, there is little point. This requires offering worship services 
that draw people in rather than turn them off from connecting with God. 

 
A basic question in preaching to a diverse audience is how to engage both believers and 

nonbelievers in the same message? That is, how does one preach to Christians and those outside 
the faith and keep both groups engaged and coming back? As Andy Stanley emphasizes, if one 
is to create a church which unchurched people love to attend, they need to either like or at least 
become engaged in the weekend message. It is important to engage people who disagree with 
the premise and possibly the application of what is being taught.719    
 
 Two of the most common complaints the unchurched voice about worship services are 
boring and/or irrelevant" sermons. When preaching to believers who accept the authority of the 
Bible, exposition of the Bible leads to spiritual growth toward Christ. Unbelievers, however, are 
not motivated by the Bible. In trying to reach them, instead of preaching from the Bible verse by 
verse, start on common ground which consists of our common hurts, needs and interests. By 
starting with a topic that interests the unchurched and then showing what the Bible says about it, 
their attention can gained and interest in the Bible can be generated. That is, begin with an 
interest, hurt or need that is common to both believers and unbelievers.  Then then move to what 
the Bible says about it using passages which speak to the people. Preaching to felt needs is a 
theologically sound approach to introducing people to God.720  
 
 As noted above, Jesus wasn’t satisfied to simply proclaim what was true.  He wanted his 
audience to act on what they heard. Addressing people’s needs engages and grows both believers 
and unbelievers. To initiate and grow faith development, preach and teach for life change. 

 
717 Id. at 114-17. 
718 Stephen A. Macchia, Becoming a Healthy Church; 10 Traits of a Vital Ministry 20 (1999). 
719 Andy Stanley, Deep & Wide: Creating Churches Unchurched People Love to Attend 229 (2012). 
720 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 294-95 (1995). 
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Believers, doubters and unbelievers are attracted to communicators who conclude with what to 
do next.  

 
 Topical preaching is a sound approach for believers who possess interests, hurts and 
needs common with their nonbeliever counterparts. In the process, the Bible is taught. There 
appears to be no scriptural suggestion that God cares whether the Bible is taught topic by topic 
or book by book. For greater emphasis on verse-by-verse or book by book exposition of Bible, 
Bible study though small groups, classes, seminars and/or, individual study should be made 
available. 
 

Of course, in the process never compromise biblical truth or standards. Communicate 
biblical truths without compromise. Avoid substituting uplifting stories and positive platitudes 
for the humbling truth of the gospel. Be faithful and courageous in preaching and teaching the 
gospel message. It doesn’t require a modern message to reach modern people. The gospel 
message is unchanging. It applies to all people. Yes, it may require addressing a modern culture 
in a manner to which the culture will listen. However, the message must not be diluted. There is 
no success when losing the message in the process.721 Paul condemns those who modify or soften 
the gospel when preaching or teaching. “[S]o now I say again: If anybody is preaching to you a 
gospel other than what you accepted, let them be under God’s curse!” (Galatians 1:9)   
 

It is essential to recognize that engaging those outside the faith does not require watering 
down, omitting or treading lightly with the message.  

 
The message is not always comfortable. In fact, sometimes 

God’s truth is very uncomfortable! Still we must teach “the whole 
counsel of God.” Being sensitive to seekers in attendance does not 
limit what you say but it will affect how you say it. 

 
We must make both the worship and the message 

understandable.722 
 

Scripture light sermons fail to engage mature Christians. Furthermore, thinking non-
believers are unlikely to be impressed or inspired to come-back by scripture light sermons.723  

 
The unchurched are not asking for a watered-down message. The 
unchurched expect to hear the Bible when they come to church. 
They just want to hear how it relates to their lives. They can handle 
a clear, biblical message when it is delivered in terms they 
understand and in a tone that shows you respect and care about 
them. They are looking for solutions, not a scolding.724 

 

 
721 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism 340-
45 (2001). 
722 Rick Warren, “The Evangelistic Power of Worship as a Witness,” October 8, 2015 (pastors.com).  
723 Andy Stanley, Deep & Wide: Creating Churches Unchurched People Love to Attend 230 (2012). 
724 Rick Warren, “The Evangelistic Power of Worship as a Witness,” October 8, 2015 (pastors.com). 
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Thus, the key to engaging the those outside the faith rests more with the approach and 
presentation rather than relying on scriptural light sermon content. 
 

Preachers must counter the perception that sermons are boring. Use personal illustrations 
which identify with the audience. Use humor aimed at oneself. Word pictures make ideas 
interesting and entertaining. Include an outline of the sermon printed in the church bulletin which 
better enables people to track the message. Since most unchurched are unfamiliar with the Bible, 
print scriptural references to avoid embarrassment and lost time.725  
 
 Whether part of the sermon or integrated elsewhere in the worship service (and/or other 
church occasions), whenever feasible and appropriate, incorporate the power of personal stories. 
Vibrant churches understand the importance of ongoing emphasis on the theme of life 
transformation.  Stories of how people came to faith within their church or community provide 
potential for significant impact. In addition, on a regular basis, offer individuals the opportunity 
for public sharing, i.e., giving testimony to what God had done in their lives. The telling of stories 
reflects the model of Christ who was the greatest storyteller of all.726 
 

The questions to be asked are  
 
(i) whether the approach to preaching leads those outside the faith attending results 

in their returning and better yet come back with a friend, and 
 
(ii)  if not, whether and how should the preaching approach changed.727 
 

To attract and reach visitors, guests and believers, sensitive life transforming preaching is 
essential.   
 
  b. Aids to Effective Preaching to Unbelievers and Believers 
 
   Rick Warren has offered several suggestions, including the following, to 
aid in more effectively preaching to those outside the faith and perhaps to believers as well.728 
 

� Read scripture from a newer translation which often offer more easily understandable 
language.  Use pew Bibles and simply announce the page number so people are not 
scrambling to find the selection and causing embarrassment to the unchurched who 
lack understanding on how to find selections in Scripture. Also select scripture 
readings with the unchurched in mind. 
 

� Provide an outline of message with scriptures written out. This affords several 
benefits. The unchurched don't own Bibles. It avoids embarrassment in finding text. 
More material can be covered in less time by avoiding the time of many persons 
thumbing through pages. Verses can be read aloud together by everyone. Multiple 

 
725 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 233-34 (1993). 
726 Stephen A. Macchia, Becoming a Healthy Church; 10 Traits of a Vital Ministry 21 (1999). 
727 Andy Stanley, Deep & Wide: Creating Churches Unchurched People Love to Attend 233 (2012). 
728 See Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 296-306 (1995). 
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translations can be compared. The listeners can underline and take notes which helps 
people remember the message. Verses can be taped to the refrigerator for later review. 
Provides a basis for small group discussion.  
 

� Offer message titles which appeal to the unchurched.  
 

� Preach in series which uses the power of momentum with each message building on 
the previous one creating a sense of anticipation. Especially announce a series on the 
day when a large number of visitors are expected, e. g., Easter. This may serve as a 
hook for people to return. 
 

� Preach Challenge and Commitment. Avoid messages which leave people where they 
are. Challenge them to do something. The biggest challenge is commitment to Christ. 
Too many pastors go fishing without ever reeling in the line. Those outside the faith 
should be offered multiple ways and opportunities to commit to Christ, e.g., altar call, 
private meeting with the pastor, back of welcome card, etc. Respect those who chose 
not to do so, but offer the opportunity for those who want it.  

 
 The Puritan approach to sermons also offer means to enhance the effectiveness of 
sermons today. Puritan sermons not only placed demands on the intellect, their emphasis on 
rational understanding of the truth was balanced by appeal to the heart and the will. Puritan 
sermons were affective, i.e., aimed to affect the listener. Sermons were meant to be actively 
listened to. This was active involvement, not spectator sport. For Puritans, listening to a sermon 
was an active exercise requiring paying full attention. Several Puritan practices demonstrate how 
active was the person in the pew.  

� Note-taking was a standard practice in Puritan worship services.  
 

� Following the sermon, the listener would engage in further meditation on the sermon. 
One sermon well digested is more valuable than several sermons without subsequent 
meditation. Such meditation is aided by memory which is facilitated by preacher 
provided outlines of the sermon. The major impact of a sermon should occur outside 
the church after the service is over.  
 

� Repeating and discussing the sermon with the family at home further impacts the 
effect of the worship service. 

 
The Puritan theory of preaching went along with its ideal of a religiously educated laity. The 
sermon was expected to stimulate a range of daily activities at a personal and family level. The 
purpose of preaching was judged by not what occurred in the church, but rather by its effect 
outside the church.729 

 
 
 
 

 
729 Leland Ryken, Worldly Saints: The Puritans as They Really Were 102-04 (1986).    
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c. Goal 
 
Supplementing the basic purposes of worship (glorifying and 

encountering God), the goal for weekend worship services is presenting scriptures in a manner 
which is so compelling and helpful that all in the audience were glad they attended and leave 
wanting to return the following weekend. Present the message in a manner resulting in people 
walking away intrigued by a person teaching from the Bible in a manner that was helpful causing 
skeptics to doubt their disbelief and believers to believe more deeply.730   
 
 Furthermore, when people are convinced the preacher/teacher wants something FOR 
them instead of wanting something FROM them, they are less likely to be offended and turned 
off when they are challenged.731  
 
 Although prime purpose of a worship service is to worship God, the unchurched often 
are evangelized by powerful and dynamic worship and expository preaching which gives rise to 
the sense of the powerful presence of God in the worship service. This has been referred to as 
"worship evangelism." Create a worship service that is both understandable to those outside the 
faith and meaningful to believers. Speak on themes that include ministering to unbelievers. 
Although, as considered in PART FIVE Section IX. C. below, personal relationship evangelism 
serves as the primary evangelism vehicle, churches are often quite effective in reaping the harvest 
during worship services. Be ready to reap the fruit which evangelism efforts bear. 
 
G. CHANGING WORSHIP SERVICES: TRADITION AND CHANGE 

 
 As a church considers what if anything to do with respect to changing the normal conduct 
of its worship services, rumblings, if not outright resistance, should be expected. Church 
traditions, which members like and are comfortable with, are often difficult to dislodge.  

 Jesus found this to be true in his encounters with Pharisees and teachers of the law in his 
day. He and his disciples were attacked for violating the traditions of the day such as working 
on the Sabbath, failing to perform ceremonial hand washings before meals, etc. Jesus replied to 
their criticisms saying that Isaiah was right when he prophesied about you people who pretend 
to be good. These people honor me by what they say. But, their hearts are far away from me. 
They teach only human rules. They have a fine way of setting aside God’s commands in order 
to follow their own teachings. They have let go of the commands of God and hold on to human 
traditions.” (Mark 7:1-8) 

However, as Pastor Lonnie has said,  
 

Of course, not everything having to do with tradition is 
bad. Traditions give us identity – they tell us who we are. They 
highlight our roots and tell us where we came from. They 
externalize our mindset and demonstrate what we believe. They 
set boundaries for our lifestyle. …[But tradition] becomes a 

 
730 Andy Stanley, Deep & Wide: Creating Churches Unchurched People Love to Attend 234 (2012). 
731 Id. at 235. 
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problem when outward action becomes a substitute for inward 
affection.732  

 
Nowhere in the Bible does it specifically say how a worship service should be conducted. 

Nevertheless, efforts to change are likely to be opposed because some dislike change. 
Disagreement as to preferences is okay. But it must be recognized that while such view may 
reflect tradition, it is not scriptural law. The same can be said with respect to the style of 
preaching, the music which is sung or played, and physical or spontaneous vocal voice of 
praise.733   

 
For example, many complain that contemporary praise music is light weight. It shouldn’t 

be used in a worship service. However, often the lyrics of such praise music are psalms and right 
out to the Bible. In contrast, it might be noted that that the hymn “A Mighty Fortress Is Our God, 
although written by Martin Luther, was sung to a tune of popular drinking song in the bars of 
Germany.  

 
The point here is that while the church has some wonderful traditions which should be 

retained, it is important to recognize the difference between tradition and that which needs to be 
done “to be a witness and inspiration for Jesus Christ to the world.”734  

 
H. FOSTERING WORSHIP AS A SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINE 
 

1. Responsibilities of a Disciple-Making Church with Respect to Worship 
 

To reiterate earlier comments, most, if not all, of our church members understand 
that worship is a core element of living life as a Christian. Yet, how many of us view worship as 
glorifying God and as a primary means of responding to God’s invitation to enter into an intimate 
personal relationship with him by which he transforms us. How do we answer such questions as 
what is the purpose of worship? How are we to respond to God in worship? What are we to get 
out of worship? The extent to each of us ignores or is unable to answer such questions impacts 
our commitment to regular participation in worship services, our attitude toward worship, and 
ultimately the degree of our spiritual growth, or lack thereof, in our personal relationship with 
God.  

 
Without coming to grips with these questions, simply attending worship services may do 

little for one’s spiritual growth. Rote mouthing of words of a certain creed or prayer, performing 
particular religious acts and/or simply attending worship services on a regular basis may indicate 
nothing more than church membership.   

 

 
732 Lonnie Richardson, “Adventures in Grace: The Danger of Tradition,” March 12, 2017 (sermon). 
733 For example, in most white churches, praising with lifted hands or spontaneous shouts are not intuitive or well 
received modes of worship. However, two of the most frequent commands in scripture, especially throughout 
Psalms, are “praise with lifted hands” and “shout.” J.D. Greear, “14 Things Every Pastor Wishes His Worship 
Leader Knew, OutreachMagazine.com, September 5, 2017. 
734 Lonnie Richardson, “Adventures in Grace: The Danger of Tradition,” March 12, 2017 (sermon). 
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Critical to progressing on one’s path in following Christ is understanding and practicing 
the spiritual discipline of worship (see discussion PART THREE, Section I.C. above). One needs 
to be aware of the fundamental purposes of worship including glorifying God, and entering into 
and deepening one’s personal relationship with him. God invites believers into a personal 
relationship through worship which involves a response of genuine engagement in worship 
through reverence, awe, submission, praise and thanksgiving. As disciple-making church, we 
cannot be too diligent in communicating to and imbuing in the members of the congregation an 
understanding of the purposes and hows of worship. 

    
 Furthermore, as disciple-making church, we cannot be too diligent in providing worship 
services that “encourages the experience of the holy and brings participants into a sense of God’s 
presence and power.”735 Authentic worship offers opportunities for reverence, awe, submission, 
praise, honor, thanksgiving, reflection and celebration and provides the environment for 
connecting with God in an intimate personal relationship leading to life transformation. Worship 
of this nature is essential for disciple formation which nurtures positive personal change and 
motivates people to disciplined learning, sharing and mission throughout the ensuing week. 

 
Just as worship begins in holy expectancy, it ends in holy 
obedience. If worship does not propel us into greater obedience, it 
has not been worship. To stand before the Holy One of eternity is 
to change. … To worship is to change.736 

 
Worship is to lead to life transformation to a more Christ-like life in our growth as a follower of 
Christ. 
 

People must recognize that worship is not a spectator sport. Worship services are not 
something for us to simply observe and/or critique the performers. We need to be actively 
engaged as participants rather than passively observe. We need to understand the purposes of 
worship, what is going on during worship and how we are to respond to God’s invitation to enter 
into a personal/transforming relationship with him. We need to internalize the worship service; 
make it personally our own rather than simply spectate.  

 
Furthermore, we need to understand that worship will not become an instrumental factor 

in spiritual formation until we break ourselves of the habit of interpreting worship and the events 
in God’s story as centering on ourselves. We need to think of ourselves as participants, as a 
supporting cast, as servants who focus on the drama’s main character, i.e., on the God whom we 
are to love and serve.  
 

A responsibility of a disciple-making church is to communicate a clear understanding of 
the spiritual discipline of worship and offer worship opportunities fostering and enabling people 
to embrace genuine worship as part of their daily lives.737 The disciple-making stage of worship 
comes early and continues throughout one’s life. As a church, we need to clearly communicate 
(i) an understanding of the purposes of worship, (ii) what highly meaningful worship is not, (iii) 

 
735 Stephen A. Macchia, Becoming a Healthy Church; 10 Traits of a Vital Ministry 51-52 (1999). 
736 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 173 (rev. ed. 1988). 
737 Stephen A. Macchia, Becoming a Healthy Church; 10 Traits of a Vital Ministry 51-52 (1999).  
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the hows of worship, and (iv) recognition that spiritual discipline of worship is not a spectator 
sport, something for us to simply observe and/or critique the performers. We need to be actively 
engaged as participants rather than passively observe. We need to understand the purposes of 
worship, what is going on during worship and how we are to respond to God’s invitation to enter 
into a personal/transforming relationship with him. We need to internalize the worship service; 
make it personally our own rather than simply spectate. Meaningful worship requires 
understanding, commitment and disciplined practice. Fostering the spiritual discipline of 
meaningful worship is an essential element of an effective disciple-making church. 

 
Thus, it is a critical responsibility of a disciple-making church to foster congregational 

understanding and to offer experiences leading members to embrace genuine worship in growing 
toward a more Christ-like lives.  

 
2. Delivering the Message 
 

It is incumbent on church members to learn, understand and practice what 
worship is truly about. Thus, it is the responsibility of a disciple-making church to create an 
environment for transforming worship experiences. And, it is also the church’s responsibility to 
offer opportunities which motivate, support and better enable people to more meaningfully 
experience worship.   

 
 There are various ways to communicate the whys and hows of meaningful worship 
services, i.e., worship services that transform (usually incrementally) over time). The discussion 
above (in PART THREE, Section II.C.) on worship as an encounter with, invitation from, and 
our responses to God might serve as a basis for the content of such effort. In addition, we should 
explore the availability of different programs, books, etc., for alternative or supplementary 
expositions on meaningful transformational worship experiences.  

 
The purposes and the hows of meaningful worship as a transformational experience can 

be offered in one or combination of formats including the following.   
 

� A sermon or sermon series on this subject should be presented 
periodically to the congregation as a whole. A sermon on this subject, 
upon which much of the earlier above discussion of worship is based, was 
presented here at FRCC several years ago.738  For those who have heard 
the message before, periodic repeats of a sermon or sermons on this 
subject offer important refreshers on this fundamental element of spiritual 
formation. 
  

� A retreat on the purposes and hows of meaningful worship affords 
another mechanism, albeit less likely to reach as many people as a sermon 
series. However, a retreat offers the opportunity for small discussion 
groups. 
 

 
738 Jon S. Hanson, “Why Are We Here?,” January. 11, 2004  (sermon). 
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� Presenting the purposes and hows of worship in a short term small group 
offers the twin advantages of presenting a foundational spiritual growth 
subject matter coupled with participation in a small group. This provides 
a clear step in progressing along one’s path in discipleship and serves as 
a link to the next step of participating in an on-going relational small 
group.  
 

� Another possibility is to explore the purposes and hows of meaningful 
worship as a transformational experience as an additional segment in an 
Exploring Church Membership Class. Not only would this contribute to 
more meaningful worship experiences, it provides an excellent forum to 
encourage newcomers to regularly participate in worship services. Such a 
call to worship encourages movement in the discipling process from the 
conversion stage to the worship stage of disciple-making.  

 
However, to the contrary, it has been maintained that the prime 

focus of the newcomers’ class is what it means to become a member of 
our church including our mission and covenant which, in turn, includes 
committing to worship. Delving more deeply into the purposes and the 
hows of worship may be more appropriate for a subsequent phase in the 
disciple-making process, e.g., a short term small group. Encouraging 
newcomer class members to participate in such a group offers some 
exciting possibilities.739  

 
I. SUMMARY 

 
Central in Christ’s church is loving worship of God. Worship can be defined as the loving 

attitude and acts of reverence for God. “In worship we continually attempt to open ourselves to 
God so that we might be obedient to God’s will and walk in God’s ways.”740 In worship we exalt 
God with lofty, praise, honor, thanksgiving, prayer and expressions of love and joy. How do we 
love God with all our heart? By worshiping Him! "Worship ... must be at the heart of the church's 
life.”741  

 
In short, offering transforming worship experiences is a fundamental role of a disciple-

making church. To do so, we need to be cognizant of those elements extraneous to the 
fundamental purposes of worship which creep into our worship service routine. All that we do 
should be evaluated in terms of what worship is supposed to be about and how best to achieve 
those objectives. In doing so, we should ascertain the spiritual style or styles which best enable 
members of our congregation to grow spiritually and then create and conduct our worship 
services in such style(s). Multiple services may be needed for both this reason and other factors 
relative to attracting people to participate. And finally, to foster the practice of spiritual discipline 
of worship, we should communicate to our members the purposes and the hows of meaningful 
worship as a transformational experience in one or combination of venues such as a sermon or 

 
739 Fox River Congregational Church, Minutes of the Task Force on Disciple-Making, December 10, 2008, p.3. 
740 John Westerhoff, III, Living the Faith Community, The Church that Make a Difference 51 (1985). 
741 Id. at 53.  
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sermon series, a retreat, short term small group and/or an Exploring Church Membership Class. 
Being a disciple-making church demands that we offer worship services which are pleasing to 
God, draw people in, and move people along their spiritual growth path.    
 

 
III. BASICS OF FAITH 

 
The conversion and worship stages of disciple-making commence the process of connecting 

with God in a personal relationship. Once people have committed to Christ, the question the 
church needs to address becomes “What will help them mature in Christ?”742   

 
A. SCRIPTURE: FOUNDATION OF FAITH 
 

A major stepping stone is absorbing the basics of the faith which rest upon the Word of 
God. From the beginnings of the church, the importance of learning and understanding God’s 
Word has been manifest.  

 
All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, 
correcting and training in righteousness, so that the servant of God 
may be thoroughly equipped for every good work.” (2 Timothy 
3:16-17) 

 
Jesus commissioned the apostles to lead and teach the church after his ascension. The people 
“devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching….” (Acts 2:42)   Spiritual guidance by these 
faithful apostles served as the basis for the ensuing Christian faith and practice.  

 
The apostles devoted themselves to the ministry of the 

Word…. Devotion to biblical preaching and teaching is likewise 
essential for the vitality of the church today.743 (Emphasis 
supplied.) 

 
Today, we also are called to devote ourselves to the apostles' teaching through the pages of s 
Scripture. One growing as a follower of Christ needs to seriously know and submit to the 
authority of Scripture.  

 
As considered earlier in the discussion of spiritual disciplines, God invites us to be his 

friend. However, it is impossible to be one’s friend without knowing him. For there to be a 
personal relationship between God and his people, there needs to be two-way communication. 
Through Scripture God reveals who he is, what he is about and what he calls upon us to do, and 
his message of love and redemption to us in the form of words that constitute a living and 
transforming force in our lives.  

 

 
742 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched  174 (1993). 
743 Id. at 75. 
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“[W]hen we pray, we speak to God; and when we read the Bible, God speaks to us.”744  
 

“[I]t is through the Bible that we come to know God,”745 to enter into a personal relationship 
with him, and to be friends with him. That is, to pursue an intimate relationship with God, we 
need to practice the spiritual discipline of spending time coming to grips with his Word in order 
to understand and experience him. This process begins with learning the basics of faith.   

 
B. PROGRAM CONTENT FOR TEACHING BASICS OF FAITH 
 
 One program of particular note for teaching the basics of faith is Alpha. Alpha is a 10 session 
course which contributes to advancement in several the stages of disciple-making. It provides an 
excellent overview of the basics of Christianity. In addition, it’s outreach focus contributes to 
the attracting those outside the faith thereby contributing not only to the conversion stage, but 
also offering opportunity for those church members involved in putting on Alpha to grow in 
sharing Christ. Furthermore, Alpha functions as a short term small group which contributes to 
the assimilation stage of disciple-making.  

 
Alpha is not the only program in providing an introduction to the basics of Christianity. 

Alister McGrath, in his book,746 utilizes the Apostles’ Creed to introduce essential truths about 
God, the person and the work of Jesus, and the Holy Spirit. Premised on the fact that the basics 
of the Christian faith have remained the same for centuries and that such have been summarized 
in well recognized, acknowledged and accepted documents known as creeds, McGrath sets for 
the basics of faith using the Apostles Creed. Six chapters, including questions for group 
discussion, render this book as an excellent source for small group discussion as well as for 
individual study. 

 
 Reverend Lonnie Richardson has raised the concept of a class on Basic Christianity 101. 
This would be pastor lead. It would be open to all interested persons; believers and unbelievers, 
current and potential church members, and persons who are already part of the faith. Among 
other things, it would offer the opportunity for a “free for all” – ask anything and everything one 
wants to know from the pastor. This class might be conducted in conjunction with Exploring 
Church Membership Classes (considered in Section V. below).  
 

However, a caveat should be considered. If we commingle church members, unchurched 
believers, and/or newcomer doubters/unbelievers in the same class or small group, questions and 
comments from those who are believers may either dominate the discussion and/or raise its level 
to be unmeaningful to the doubters and unbelievers. This is likely to intimidate them and turn 
them off. Thus, if we do commingle believers and doubters/unbelievers, we need to be sensitive 
as to when there is a need for separate breakout sessions for the doubters/unbelievers themselves. 

 

 
744 Aelfric, an early translator of the Bible around 1000 AD as quoted by William Barclay, Introducing the Bible 
102 (25th ed., 1992). 
745 2017 National Association of Congregational Christian Churches Annual Meeting and Conference, “Dreaming, 
Talking, Acting,” Congregationalist, p.12, September 2017.  
746 Alister McGrath, “I Believe:” Exploring the Apostles’ Creed (1997). 
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The content of the basics of faith stage of disciple-making (as well as deepening faith 
later on), importantly should include communication of a clear understanding that spending time 
with God’s Word should not be approached casually. The purpose of spending time with God’s 
Word is to uncover truths that can transform our lives. It is God revealing himself to us. Spending 
time with God’s Word is a foundational spiritual discipline. It is crucial to our spiritual growth 
toward a more Christ-like life. Developing an intimate relationship with God results from (i) 
understanding the purpose(s) of spending time with God’s Word (ii) learning and practicing the 
requisite skills to do so, and (iii) adopting a committed attitude. These are essential elements for 
meaningful disciple-making experiences.  

 
C. RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CHURCH 
 
 It is incumbent on the church to offer opportunities for the not yet converted to explore 
the rudimentary basics of the Christian faith in helping them to make a decision for Christ. 
Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that the degree of knowledge of the basic underlying 
concepts of Christianity varies considerably across the range of the already members of our 
congregation. Thus, if the church is to be an effective disciple-making church, it needs to offer 
learning experiences not only in rudimentary basics of faith for the yet to be converted, but also 
basic Christianity for newcomers and on-going members wanting to be refreshed on the basics. 
And, more advanced faith building experiences need to be offered to those who have or are ready 
to advance beyond the basics of faith stage of disciple-making.  
 

In teaching Scripture, whether at the rudimentary, basic or more advanced level, it is 
important to recognize that Jesus wasn’t satisfied to simply proclaim what was true.  He wanted 
his audience to act on what he taught. He taught for a response, for life change, not simply to 
dispense information. To grow as disciples, Jesus calls for his followers to go beyond simply 
intellectual agreement or learning. Scripture is not just something to be read and studied. Jesus 
seeks people who are doers not simply hearers of the word. (See James 1:22) Practical teaching, 
whether by sermons, small groups, classes or otherwise, which moves people to action is a 
primary means God uses to grow our faith. Apply Scripture to everyday life. Teaching the Word 
should not simply be about knowing stuff, it is should be about doing stuff. To grow congregants’ 
faith, preach and teach for life transformation. We come to basics of faith disciple-making stage 
not to amass information, but to uncover truths that can lead to the transforming of our lives.747  

 
Various approaches, either separately or in tandem with one another, might be employed to 

teach the basics of faith. The possibilities include a sermon series, a program for persons exploring 
church membership, short term and/or relational small group programs, and/or a class room lecture 
type experience (coupled with a small group component). Whatever the format, proceeding to, 
within and beyond the basics of faith stage of disciple-making is a foundational element for one to 
grow toward connecting with God.  

 
However, whatever approaches are utilized to teach the basics of faith, recognize that 

mature people are unlikely to make life-transforming decisions spontaneously. They need to 

 
747 Ed Stetzer, “4 Strategies for Better Discipleship,” OutreachMagazine.com, March 13, 2013. 
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reach an understanding of the basics of faith,748 especially through learning and understanding 
Scripture, and the implications for their lives. Allow time for and respect the process and the 
Holy Spirit to work. 

 
The nature of the approach to communicate the basics of faith can vary depending upon the 

nature and age of the audience being addressed. However, at some point after conclusion of a 
basics of the faith program, newcomers tend to get lost in the life of the church.  Thus, here 
again, it is important to get them involved in small groups which can serve not only as a 
grounding in the basics of faith but also as catalyst  in moving people along in their spiritual 
path. “A new born Christian’s spiritual life-style is shaped in the first few months of his or her 
new life. Nurture is essential at this stage.”749 Even for those persons who believe themselves to 
be reasonably well versed in the essential principles of Christianity, the basics of faith stage of 
disciple-making may often have significant appeal as a refresher experience. 

 
 

IV. PERSONAL SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES 
 

 Christ calls us to follow him, i.e., to become and grow as his disciples. A critical role of the 
church is to clearly communicate to those who accept Christ as Lord and Savior a fundamental 
understanding of God’s call for us to grow toward a more Christ-like life in our thoughts, feelings 
and actions. Further, an awareness and understanding needs to be inculcated into every church 
member that spiritual growth toward a Christ-like life involves connecting in four loving 
relationships (1) intimately with God, (2) in fellowship with other believers, (3) with both believers 
and non-believers through serving their needs, and (4) with those outside the faith by witnessing for 
Christ, sharing the gospel, leading them to Christ and involvement in the Christian community. It 
is in the pursuit of these relationships that we open ourselves up to God and place ourselves in 
situations where God is most likely to transform us into the image of Christ thereby becoming 
people that God intends for us to become. Pursuing and growing in these relationships requires 
understanding and practicing spiritual disciplines – (several of which are discussed in PART 
THREE above). This is what disciple-making is all about, what each of those purporting to be a 
follower of Christ needs to understand and commit to. 
 
  It also needs to be understood that practice of personal spiritual disciplines is not simply a 
onetime occurrence or a collection of on and off periodic occurrences. But rather, the practice of 
spiritual disciplines evolves over time and continues in some form or forms as part of a life long 
journey of following Christ.  
 

Discipleship is the process of… [people becoming] more like Christ in 
their thoughts, feelings and actions. This process begins when a person is 
converted and continues throughout the rest of his life.750  

 

 
748Some of the basic faith topics to be considered as content include the loving character of God, the assurance of 
salvation, the person of Jesus, the role of the Holy Spirit, the authority of the Bible and the importance of the church 
in people’s lives  
749 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 175 (1993). 
750 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth Without Compromising Your Message & Vision 106 (1995) 
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A. GROWING THROUGH SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES 
  

 After a person accepts Christ, the Great Commission commands us to teach him or her 
to observe what Christ has taught. This embraces teaching and mentoring people in the 
foundations of the Christian faith, encouraging them, and praying for them so that they may 
follow Christ more fully.751 It is the church's responsibility to educate God's people. The 
objective is for people to grow toward becoming more like Christ in their thoughts, feelings and 
actions.752   
 
 It is not uncommon in a church for only a relatively small percentage of the church goers 
to intentionally, frequently and consistently engage in learning and practicing the spiritual 
disciplines which are essential for transformation toward living amore Christ-like life. In 
contrast, many church goers, in actions or words, seem to accept that spiritual growth is virtually 
automatic once one has accepted Christ as Lord and Savior (conversion), periodically attends 
worship services, and perhaps becomes a church member. However, 
 

Spiritual growth does not just happen once you are saved, even if 
you attend services regularly. Churches are filled with people who 
have attended services for their entire lives, yet are still spiritual 
babies. An assimilated member is not the same as mature 
member.753 

 
At least, in part, the widespread failure in significant spiritual growth can be laid at the 

feet of many churches. Research suggests that for too long churches have promoted sloppy and 
ineffective efforts for their people to experience God. 

 
Many churches have no organized plan for following up on new 
believers and no comprehensive strategy for developing members 
to maturity. They leave it all to chance, assuming that Christians 
will automatically grow to maturity if they attend church services. 
They think all they need to do is encourage people to show up at 
meetings and the job will get done.754 

 
This failure lies in the lack of emphasis on understanding of and practicing spiritual disciplines 
which provide the substantive content areas for disciple-making experiences. 
 
 As considered earlier, the exercise of spiritual disciplines places a person in a situation 
where God is more likely to cause transformation. It is through the promptings of the Holy Spirit 
that one is guided through the practice of spiritual disciplines (e.g., worship, prayer, scripture, 
fellowship, serving, reaching out to those outside the faith, etc.) into the presence of God.  
 

 
751 C. Peter Wagner (editor), The New Apostolic Churches 144 (1998). 
752 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 106 (1995). 
753 Id. at 332. 
754 Id. 
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Experiencing the presence of God is of the utmost importance to the entire church family. 
Not all churches focus on the value of deeply depending on God’s empowering presence. It is 
crucial for believers to commence a day with a prayer and reflection. The Lord wants to 
commune and share his love with us. When church members come to deeply appreciate this 
truth, both their and the church’s health and vitality significantly improve.   

 
Experiencing the power presence of God is something all should desire and seek. This 

raises the question how can a church help its people experience the presence of God.  
 

The healthy church actively seeks the Holy Spirit’s direction and 
empowerment for its daily life and ministry.755 

 
How can the church help its congregation develop reliance on the Holy Spirit rather than 
depending upon one’s own strength and ability? The process can start with preaching and 
teaching about the Holy Spirit drawing from the various books of the New Testament. A focus 
on the fruits of the Spirit moves people (kids as well as adults) to thinking about seeking these 
positive characteristics (love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness 
and self-control).  The presence of the Holy Spirit needs to be expressed constantly in a variety 
of situations throughout the various stages of discipleship starting with teaching and 
preaching.756 The church should foster persons’ understanding, interest in, excitement about and 
commitment to the practice to engage in spiritual disciplines leading to growth in oneself as a 
disciple of Christ. 
 

Engaging in personal spiritual disciplines introduces a sense of intimacy and 
accountability in our faith walks. They tune in our hearts to the heart of God and accentuate 
personal accountability to God. A person’s spiritual discipline life directly correlates to growing 
in his or her faith. When God speaks to us personally either through his Word or by answering a 
specific prayer, our faith is strengthened. This is why spiritual disciplines serve as faith 
catalysts.757 

 
A church determined to be an effective disciple-making church looks for ways to coax, 

bribe or bait everyone from kindergarten up to engage in some spiritual discipline(s).758  
 
Spiritual growth, growing toward a more Christ-like life, is within the reach of every 

believer if he or she develops the habits necessary for spiritual growth. This is accomplished by 
learning spiritual exercises and then being disciplined enough to do them.  However, spiritual 
growth does not just happen. It requires understanding, commitment and effort. “Becoming like 
Christ is the results of the commitments we make.”759 An initial basis for understanding a range 
of spiritual disciplines is offered in PART III. above. 

 

 
755 Stephen A. Macchia, Becoming a Healthy Church; 10 Traits of a Vital Ministry 27 (1999). 
756 Id. at 27-29. For a brief discussion of these characteristics see id. at 32-35.. 
757 Andy Stanley, Deep and Wide 117 (2012). 
758 Id. at 121. For suggestions, see id. at 121-123.  
759 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 333 (1995). 
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Understanding and practicing spiritual disciplines in the pursuit of the four critical 
relationships grow a person toward more Christ-like life through (1) connecting with God in a 
loving and intimate personal relationship, (2) connecting with other believers through sharing 
life together, (3) connecting with others, whether believers or not, by serving their needs and (4) 
connecting with those outside the faith through evangelism. To reiterate the earlier discussion, 
the major spiritual disciplines include the following.  
 

 (i)  Connecting with God through pursuing a loving and intimate personal 
relationship with him  

 
� habit of prayer 
� habit of spending time with God’s Word (Bible study) 
� habit of regular, meaningful and transforming worship 
� habit of silence, solitude and listening 
� habit  of meditation 
� habit of reflection 
� habit of practicing the presence of God 
� habit of fasting 
� habit of obeying and discerning God’s will 
� habit of “Follow Me” wear 
� habit of practicing intimacy with God through one’s own uniqueness     

 
(ii)  Connecting with Christian believers through, love, caring and sharing life 

together 
 

� habit of active participation in Christian fellowship 
� habit of an active and regular participation in a small group, both short term 

and especially relational small groups 
 
(iii)  Connecting with Christian believers and non-believers through serving their 

physical, emotional and spiritual needs 
 

� habit of serving the physical, emotional and spiritual needs of others 
� habit of discerning and developing one’s gift for serving others 
� habit of stewardship: the cheerful giving of one’s time, talent and treasure 

(tithing and offerings) to support advancing the mission purposes of the 
church 
 

(iv) Connecting with those outside the faith through lovingly witnessing the good 
news of Christ and bringing them into congregational life   
 

� habit of reaching out to people 
� habit of witnessing for Christ  
� habit of sharing the good news of the Gospel 
� habit of encouraging others toward accepting Christ as Lord and Savior,  
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� habit of encouraging others toward participating in Christian fellowship 
with other believers of in our church  

� habit of encouraging others toward maturing in Christian faith within our 
Christian community 

 
Growing in these spiritual disciplines reflects marks of discipleship as one progresses in 
following Christ by becoming more him-like in thoughts, feelings and action. 

 
Thus, it is incumbent upon each person purporting and seeking to follow Christ to choose 

and actively grow in these four fundamental areas through the practice of one or more spiritual 
disciplines associated with each. In doing so, it is important to recognize that the pursuit of these 
four relationships interrelate, interact and reinforce one another. Pursuit of one, contributes to 
the pursuit of the others. Thus, one discipline need not, nor should not, be done in isolation to 
the exclusion the others.  

 
The practice of spiritual disciplines is not just for the few. They are something within the 

reach of virtually all. In this context, it is worth repeating what has been previously said. 
 

Unfortunately, many Christians feel that spiritual maturity 
is so far out of their reach, they don't even try to attain it. They 
have this mystical, idealized image of what a mature Christian 
looks like. Maturity, they believe, is only for "super saints." Some 
Christian biographies have been partly responsible for this by 
glossing over the humanity of godly people and implying if you 
don't pray ten hours a day, move to a jungle, and plan to die as a 
martyr you may as well forget aspiring to maturity.  This is quite 
discouraging to the average believer, who feels he must be content 
with being a "second-class" Christian.  

 
The truth is this: Spiritual growth is very practical. Any 

believer can grow to maturity if he or she will develop habits 
necessary for spiritual growth.  We need to take the mystery out 
of spiritual growth by breaking the components do into practical, 
everyday habit. …. 

 
Anyone can become physically fit if he or she will 

regularly do certain exercises and practice good health habits 
Likewise spiritual fitness is simply a matter of learning certain 
spiritual exercises and being disciplined to do them until they 
become habits. Character is shaped by the habits.760 

 
The goal for each person is to understand, embrace and commit to following Christ by 

becoming more like him in thoughts, feelings and actions. The secret of following Christ is 
simple, actually. “It is the intelligent, informed, unyielding resolve to live as Jesus lived in all 

 
760 Id. at 334.  
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aspects of his life….”761 This is achieved through the understanding, learning and practice 
spiritual disciplines taught and reflected in Christ’s life. Spiritual “[d]isciplines such as spending 
time with God in prayer, studying the Bible, and learning how to listen for God’s voice are all 
part of growing in our relationship with Christ.”762 It is through a faith journey in which spiritual 
disciplines are regularly practiced that leads one into the presence of God. It is the responsibility 
of the church to regularly teach and promote the practice of spiritual disciplines, perhaps with 
initial emphasis on the classic disciplines of prayer, spending time with God’s Word, and 
worship. 

   
B. OBSTACLES TO THE SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES JOURNEY763 
 
 Various obstacles can arise to progressing on a journey of spiritual disciplines. 
 
 1. Lack of Prayer and Meditation 

 
Spiritual growth through spiritual disciplines requires that the individual 

possesses a strong desire to strengthen his or her relationship with God. An obvious and common 
manner this is achieved is by the spiritual disciplines of prayer and meditating on God’s Word. 
However, Christians in today’s culture either from the outset possess little interest in the practice 
of these disciplines or, even if they had some interest, are eventually distracted from continuing 
these essential activities. Absence of regular prayer and meditation constitute a fundamental 
obstacle to growing toward a Christ-like through a spiritual discipline journey. 

 
2. Over Reliance on Worship 

 
When a church culture perceives worship as the primary avenue for spiritual 

growth, it risks having to struggle in guiding individuals to engage in other spiritual disciplines. 
The testimony of at least most great Christian spiritual leaders is that life-empowering spiritual 
transformation derives from personal' endeavor for spiritual growth. Worship, by itself lacks the 
degree of transformational impact on an individual who desires experience God to the fullest. 
Most commonly, church members view worship as their primary resource for spiritual growth 
and only marginally participate in other spiritual disciplines. As, long as worship remains the 
primary perceived reason the church exists, it is more difficult to move people toward engaging 
in other spiritual disciplines as essential means toward spiritual growth.764 

 
3. Complacency765 

 
Another obstacle to growing through spiritual disciplines is spiritual 

complacency. Many are satisfied to have accepted Christ as Lord and Savior being assured that 
God’s grace and salvation have been given to us through our faith in Christ. This message of 

 
761 Dallas Willard, The Spirit of the Disciplines: Understanding How God Changes Lives 10 (1991). 
762 Upper Room (Daily Devotional), January 5, 2016. 
763 This discussion draws primarily from Stuart R. Merkel,  A Strategy for Employing Individual and Communal 
Spiritual Disciplines for Spiritual Growth at Gurnee Community Church  45-50 November 2008. 
764 Id. 
765 This section draws primarily on id. at 47-49.  
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assurance, often emphasized, may affirm a sense of satisfaction with having acknowledged faith 
in Christ. Faith in Christ is enough for salvation and participation in a faith community suffices 
in fulfilling their spiritual needs.  

 
Further, contributing to this spiritual complacency are widespread cultural distractions 

involving lots of activity and personal desires. A consumerism culture bombards everyone with 
the notion that when one is more successful in various endeavors and accumulates more wealth 
and possessions, life will be much more fulfilling. The drive toward climbing the career ladder, 
consumerism, sex, etc. is more interesting and satisfying than growing in discipleship through 
the exercise of spiritual disciplines. Spiritual complacency prevails. In this culture, when people 
have the culturally ingrained message that everything in life revolves around oneself and his or 
her wants and secular desires, to be an effective disciple-making church, churches need to 
become more effective in pointing greater attention and priority towards God.  

 
4. Lack of Role Models766  
 
 The fourth obstacle in growing disciples is the all too common is the lack of role 

models who demonstrate the benefits of the participation and commitment to spiritual discipline 
exercises. However, experience has shown that when these spiritual role models have become 
visible to the Church, there has been significant movement by others to engage spiritual 
disciplines.   Jesus, the Apostles, then the desert fathers of the fourth century through to the 
Benedictine movement, and later the meetings of John Wesley offered role models of spiritual 
disciplines which caught the eyes of believers and followers of Christ. A clear obstacle towards 
spiritual growth through spiritual disciplines is the lack of discipleship mentors who demonstrate 
the impact of following Christ through a spiritually disciplined faith journey. Identifying and 
training persons who can model spiritual disciplines could significantly contribute to greater 
involvement by others in the church leading to spiritual growth through spiritual disciplines. 
Furthermore, addressing the exercise of spiritual disciplines in the context of small groups can 
be particularly effective in bringing people to and supporting them in the practice of spiritual 
disciplines. 

 
Understanding, recognizing and implementing means to overcome obstacles to church 

members engaging in spiritual disciplines (whether lack of prayer and meditation, over reliance 
on worship, complacency, lack of role models and/or other) are vital in elements in growing a 
disciple-making church. 
 
C. RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CHURCH TO FOSTER MEMBER  
                ENGAGEMENT IN SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES 

 
 It takes a community to form a disciple. Community provides the resources and 
relationships needed for disciple formation. We do better in a community which helps us than 
attempting to follow Christ and practice spiritual disciplines alone. For among other reasons, in 
community others encourage us and hold us accountable for our intentions. More specifically, it 
is the community which offers the experiences of deepening, equipping and ministering that 

 
766I This section draws primarily on id. at 49. 
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form disciples. It is the community which creates expectations and motivates commitment. It is 
essential for a church to offer experiences which encourage, equip and support people in 
developing and ingraining spiritual disciplines which lead to the strengthening and 
transformation of character as an integral part of their lives. Through community, people can be 
equipped with the habits needed for spiritual growth, i.e., spiritual disciplines. As Pastor 
Richardson has emphasized, “[t]his in not optional. We must do it.”767 (Emphasis supplied.) 

 
An effective disciple-making church accepts the responsibility of fostering the 

understanding and commitment of its people to regularly engage in the practice of spiritual 
disciplines which, by setting aside space for God, can lead to life transformation toward a more 
Christ-like life and a growing intimate relationship with God. In trying to do so, a church might 
ponder questions such as those noted here. If and at what age are people taught the importance 
of private personal participation in spiritual disciplines? How often is this value taught whether 
by sermon, class or small groups, and when was this last done? How can the weekend be used 
to reinforce this value on a regular basis? To what extent are devotional and Bible resources 
made readily available? Considering these and other questions can lead to enhancing the spiritual 
life of those participating in the life of the church.768 

 
A prime responsibility of the church is to communicate understanding, create 

expectations and foster motivations for persons’ commitment to progressing in their Walk with 
Christ toward being  more Christ-like in their thoughts, feelings and actions through the practice 
of spiritual disciplines.  

 
Furthermore, to better equip members of our church (and others) to grow in their spiritual 

maturity, it is incumbent that the church, collectively as a body of Christ believers, to enhance 
existing and develop new means to assist persons in establishing habits that promote spiritual 
growth through “getting connected” in the four fundamental areas of spiritual disciplines. To be 
an effective disciple-making church, we need establish marks of discipleship and offer disciple-
making experiences which encourage and better enable people to grow towards a more Christ-
like life through the learning and practicing of spiritual disciplines.  

 
The twin disciplines of prayer and spending time with God’s Word are practices that 

should dominate a believer’s devotional experience. However, reality is that, despite the 
affirmation that the Bible is the trustworthy revelation of God’s truth, a substantial percentage 
of Christians are relatively ignorant of its content and hold convictions and values contrary to its 
teachings. Bible illiteracy prevails over biblically informed.769 We might reasonably assume, the 
degree of Bible literacy and its application to Christian living varies considerably throughout our 
congregation. The lack of widespread participation in Bible oriented programs and the lack of a 
significant number of Bible study small groups suggest that spending time with God’s Word may 
not be very widespread in our congregation. Although our church has made significant strides in 
fostering growth in persons Walk with Christ, it needs to continually pursue on-going 
improvement in our efforts to encourage, equip and support member involvement in the spiritual 
discipline of daily devotional and Bible study practices. 

 
767 Fox River Congregational Church, Minutes of Task Force on Disciple-Making, October 29, 2008, p.2. 
768 Andy Stanley, Deep & Wide: Creating Churches Unchurched People Love to Attend 123 (2012).  
769 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship Making Disciples A Few At A Time 33-34 (2003).  
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The purposes and the hows of spiritual disciplines as a transformational experience can 

be offered in one or combination of formats. Alternative means, either singularly or in 
combination with one another, can be used to create disciple-making experiences. These include 
sermons, retreats, short term small and relational small group offerings, classes etc.  

 
Finally, it should be emphasized that the disciple-making stage of practicing a personal 

spiritual discipline(s) (including, e.g., prayer, spending time with God’s Word, worship) to 
connect with God in a loving intimate relationship is not a one time or one place exercise. It is 
an-on-going stage of discipleship which interrelates with other stages such as participation in 
small groups, growing in serving others, and growing in sharing Christ. “Spiritual growth is a 
process that takes time.”770 Practicing spiritual continues through one’s lifelong Walk with 
Christ.  

 
Too often people remain unconvinced of the need for greater personal effort and 

commitment to spiritual growth in addition to what they are already doing. There is little sense 
of urgency for spiritual transformation and reaching out to people outside the faith. A role of the 
church is to imbue people with the urgency of the gospel. Why? People are dying without 
claiming God’s offer of life with him here in this world today and with him eternally after death. 
Both our and other people’s lives today are eternally are at stake. To the extent that our church 
fails to imbue members of the congregation with an understanding of, commitment to and 
personal involvement in the various aspects of discipleship (not only in a church context, but 
also in day-to-day Christian living), as a church we are failing to achieve our fundamental 
purpose of making disciples. Furthermore, if we don’t have people in the pews possessing a 
greater understanding of what being a Fully Devoted Follower of Christ is all about and being 
excited about growing in Christ, we are not only failing in our efforts to make and grow disciples, 
we also are unlikely to be successful in outreaching to other people. Growth comes from 
members in the pews being inspired, excited and eager to invite others to join with us.771 

 
 Admittedly, many people have limited discretionary time with jobs, kids and other 
activities. This is time for which a church competes when seeking to grow disciples. However, 
the fact that people are actively involved in various areas offers little excuse not do something 
or short change what they do (i.e., spiritual disciplines) in growing toward a more Christ-like 
life. People make time for what they consider to be most important to them. The role of the 
church is to convince them to take steps to explore life’s great questions and then begin (or 
invigorate) progress in their journey with Christ. It is important for each person to engage in 
spiritual disciplines meaningful to them which can involve lots of fun and fellowship along the 
way. In short, it is important for church members to explore and meaningfully participate in the 
selection and practice of spiritual disciplines. A disciple-making church should not buy into the 
excuse that a person doesn’t have enough time.  

 
770 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 335 (1995). 
771 The problem appears to be especially pervasive with respect to the younger adult members of our congregation. 
As a group, these members have been particularly absent in the various discipleship and evangelism experiences 
which the church has offered although there is stirring among some younger members toward increased outreach 
efforts. If this group is not invigorated in their Walk with Christ, the energy, abilities and devotion needed for 
enduring success in achieving the mission purposes of our church will be seriously impaired. 
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D. SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES AND DIFFERING INDIVIDUALS 
 

 As discussed earlier, no two people are exactly alike. God created each of us 
differently and he grows us in different ways. “Our individual uniqueness means we will all 
experience God’s presence and learn to relate to him in different ways.”772 To most effectively 
experience interactions with God, leading to spiritual transformation toward a more Christ-like 
life through the practice of spiritual disciplines, one needs to discern the way he or she is 
constructed.  

  
In following Christ, there are essentials such as prayer, attention to scripture, worship, 

participation in authentic community, serving others and outreach. However, one does not have 
to engage in them in exactly the same manner as others do. To grow most effectively in the 
context of one’s own uniqueness, one needs to understand his or her (i) spiritual pathway, (ii) 
learning style, and (iii) personality traits.   

 
 As described and discussed in considerable detail in PART THREE Section I.K., these are 
clusters of characteristics which are important in discerning how one can best experience God’s 
leading one to transforming spiritual growth To experience regular interactions with God on 
one’s own frequency leading to transformational spiritual growth, one should consider the way 
he or she is constructed and apply them in one’s selection and practice of spiritual disciplines.  

 
All too often a missed element in our efforts to grow toward a more Christ-like life is 

failure to become aware of our personal attributes noted above and consciously using these 
attributes in our selection of, learning about and practicing spiritual disciplines. Discerning and 
applying one’s personal characteristics is not only the responsibility of the person seeking to 
follow Christ, it is also the responsibility of the church to encourage, equip and support its people 
in doing so.  

 
In recent years, assessing personality styles has become more common. There are a 

variety of personality assessments available today to help individuals determine their strengths, 
weaknesses, passions, and skill set. These our church should explore, along with the earlier 
discussion noted above, and then implement a self-discovery program for use through whatever 
is determined to be the most appropriate format.  
 
E. STRATEGY TO GROW THE PRACTICE OF SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES 
 
 Practicing spiritual disciplines in the context of a community or church environment is 
not a foreign concept in the history of Christianity. The driving force of the monastic movement 
was the seeking of union with God. Two hundred years later, St. Benedict saw that mutual 
support of fellow monks was necessary in one’s journey towards a union with God. John Wesley 
observed that, while religious revivals were highly successful, they offered nothing for people 
to carry them to deeper spiritual depths after the revivals were concluded. Wesley then created 
meetings in which people gathered in small clusters to examine their lives and be supported by 
one another in reaching greater spiritual depths. These meetings became the instrument by which 

 
772 John Ortberg, God Is Closer Than You Think 110 (2005). 
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preaching and doctrine were brought into spiritual renewal. More recent times have evidenced a 
renewed passion for promoting personal spiritual practices within the context of a church.773 
 
 To grow in its effectiveness as a disciple-making church, a church needs to communicate 
a clear understanding, the fundamental importance, and the benefits of the practice of spiritual 
disciplines in a person’s spiritual growth toward a more Christ-like life. A path needs to be 
offered for both individuals and groups to directly experience God through the practice such 
disciplines. The efforts of Richard Foster and of Willow Creek Community Church reflect an 
increased passion for promoting personal spiritual practices within the context of a church 
environment. The church needs to create a transforming environment in which practicing 
spiritual disciplines, both individually and/or in groups, are encouraged and available. The 
question is how? 
 
 Based upon both historical movements and more recent ministries, deeper spiritual 
growth through practicing spiritual disciplines stems from a church environment offering several 
elements. The more a church does to create a favorable environment, the more likely its members 
will become involved and spiritually grow. Reverend Stuart Merkel explores these elements in 
some detail.774 Here we will touch upon them only briefly.  
 

(i) Provide a dynamic Spiritual Formation Resource Center offering sufficient space 
set aside for the promotion and practice of spiritual disciplines for both 
individuals and groups. Rent space if not available in the church facility. 
Wherever the location, the center should offer a safe, friendly and helpful  
opportunity for those seeking a deeper experience of God. Take care about the 
ambience of the physical setting, the visual images, and verbal communications 
expressing passion for and drawing attention to the value of spiritual disciplines. 
Make readily available to individuals resources, tools and methods for practicing 
spiritual disciplines. Also make available mentors or leaders to encourage and 
support the practice of disciplines as well as fellowship opportunities with others 
on the same journey. And, provide source of witnesses (personal and through 
literature) whose lives have been transformed due to the practice of a personal 
spiritual discipline(s).  

   
Supplementing the role of the Resource Center, whenever the pastor or 

other church leaders have the opportunity in worship services, other church 
events, etc., they should draw attention to the value of practicing spiritual 
disciplines and the opportunities the church offers. And, very importantly, 
opportunity to offer testimony about of spiritual experiences resulting from the 
exercise of spiritual disciplines should routinely be given at worship services, 
other occasions, and through various forms of communication. 

 

 
773 Stuart R. Merkel, A Strategy for Employing Individual and Communal Spiritual Disciplines for Spiritual Growth 
at Gurnee Community Church, 108-110, November 2008. 
774 Id. at 110-133. 
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(ii) Put into place a spiritual leadership team offering persons, on an individual basis, 
guidance on deepening spiritual growth through practicing spiritual disciplines. 
All believers should be given opportunity to be in a trusting relationship leading 
to deeper spiritual growth. Finding and equipping a community of spiritual 
directors is needed to develop spiritual growth of members throughout the church. 
Perhaps the best qualified to assume this guidance role are those lay persons who 
are simply further down the path on their own spiritual growth journeys. 

 
(iii) Create pathways for individuals to experience spiritual discipline activity. The 

most effective means are small groups which provide encouragement and 
accountability for those wanting to explore and experience spiritual growth 
through practicing spiritual disciplines. Such groups might be classified as 
Discipline Initiative Groups (DIGs) which are created to provide opportunities 
for people to walk the spiritual disciplines journey together for a specified period. 
Each group is organized around one specific discipline. Each participant agrees 
to practice the discipline daily and meet together weekly for the agreed upon time 
(e.g., 12 weeks). Participants are instructed in routine or various ways to practice 
the discipline and are encouraged to also practice daily reading the Word and 
praying. It is essential to first offer foundational level DIGs on Bible reading, 
prayer and worship. For those who have made these classical disciplines part of 
their daily routine, building on these foundational disciplines, DIG opportunities 
should be offered for other personal spiritual disciplines. 

 
 Life transformation usually occurs when people get space from the everyday demands of 
life so as to better make room for God. This requires intentional, substantial and persistent effort 
in the learning and practicing spiritual disciplines which open us to God and places us where 
God is most likely to transform us. An essential role of our church is to encourage, better enable 
and support people in learning and practicing spiritual disciplines by teaching and offering 
opportunities to do so. 
 
 The more our church can create an environment for the learning and practicing spiritual 
disciplines, the more likely they will experience growth toward growing toward a more Christ-
like life and a closer connection with God. 
 

V. CHURCH MEMBERSHIP IN A COVENANT COMMUNITY:  
GETTING TO KNOW OUR CHURCH 

 
A. ESSENTIALITY OF CHURCH MEMBERSHIP  
 

A reality is that too often people have an inadequate sense of the church as a disciples-
making community. They perceive church as an option, not a requirement for living as a 
Christian. Such view reflects an inadequate understanding of the role the church plays in God’s 
redemptive plan.  

 
Scripture paints the church as an essential chosen organism in which Jesus dwells. Paul 

states in his message to the church at Corinth “You are the body of Christ [corporately] and 
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individually members of it.” (1 Corinthians 12:27) The church is the body of Christ in which he 
continues his incarnation by dwelling in his people. The church is nothing less than Christ’s 
replacement on earth. Thus, the church is not an optional afterthought for those who name Christ 
as Lord. Instead, a person’s involvement in a local church is central to God’s plan for salvation.775 
A believer’s role involves doing his or her assigned part in building Christ’s church through the 
spiritual gifts he or she has been given.  

 
Christian life is inherently communal. Unfortunately, today’s churches all too commonly 

permit the secular ideal of individualism and self-personal fulfillment to undermine close 
community which is essential to making of disciples. The lack of commitment to a covenantal 
community impairs the development of the followers of Christ.  

 
 Furthermore, after the initial rush of excitement and enthusiasm, which occurs when one 
first comes to accept Christ, such tends to wane if the person does not become connected with a 
local church. The likelihood of progressing in one’s spiritual growth greatly diminishes when a 
person journeys alone. Developing a church connection is essential. God not only invites persons 
to belong to him, he also invites them to become a part of his church family, i.e., the local church. 
This applies not only to new believers, but also to others who seek a new church affiliation for 
whatever reason.  
 

All persons are welcome to attend church events here at FRCC. Some persons actively 
participate in some of our ministries and activities while getting to know the church, even before 
they become actual members of the church. However, prior to becoming a member, at best, only 
limited progress in one’s growth towards a more Christ-like life is likely.  
 

Any organ that is detached from the body will not only miss what 
it was created to be, it also will shrivel and die quickly. The same 
is true for Christians who are not committed to any specific 
congregation.776  

 
Thus, it is vitally important for people to move toward church membership after having accepted 
Christ as Lord and Savior.  

 
 When our church gathers a group of newcomers who have become attendees, the next 
important task is to bring them into the congregation as members. That is, part of the task of 
assimilating people into our church is the process of moving people from an awareness of our 
church, to attendance at our church, to becoming active members in our church.  

 
Too many churches treat new believers (and other newcomers) like orphans. There is 

little or no follow-up. Offering a clear next step for new believers is essential. This involves 
those experiences of getting to know the church which provide a path to becoming members of 
the church. Experiences relating to assimilation into church, considered in Section VI. below, 
may a apply to those not yet church members as well as newcomers and longer term members 

 
775 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship Making Disciples A Few At A Time 31-32 (2003).  
776 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 310 (1995).  
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of the church. This section here focuses specifically on the essentiality of becoming a church 
member.  

 
B. IMPORTANCE OF EXPLORING CHURCH MEMBERSHIP CLASS 
 

Many people hop from one church to another shopping for what they best can get out of 
each. There is a lack of identity with a specific church, a lack of accountability and a lack of 
commitment. They have yet to learn that Christian life offers more than just believing and 
getting, it also involves belonging, challenge, and commitment.777  

 
Incorporating new people into a particular church fellowship is not automatic. Unless a 

church has a systematic process to assimilate and keep people, there will most likely be as many 
people going out the back door as come in the front door. New believers are unlikely to know 
what they need to do in order to grow their faith and serve Christ. It is the church's responsibility 
to take the initiative.  
 

Studies demonstrate that the manner in which people join a church greatly impacts the 
manner in which they function after they become members. The membership orientation process 
needs to set the tone and expectation level for all that follows. This can determine newcomer 
growth as followers of Christ and effectiveness as church members for years to come. The most 
important class in a church is the Exploring Church Membership Class. The prime time to obtain 
commitment from members is when they join the church. If little is required for people to join, 
little should be expected from them later on.778 
 

Enabling people persons to get to know our church by providing an opportunity to 
explore membership through an Exploring Church Membership class is fundamental in moving 
people from an awareness of our church, to attendance at our church, to becoming actively 
committed members in our church. It is critical to provide potential new members clear 
understanding of what growing as a follower of Christ is and what church membership involves. 
Churches without new membership classes create minimal or no expectations. Those churches 
with new member classes have a higher retention rate than those which do not.779 
 

People joining a church come from a variety of backgrounds and experiences. They hold 
varying expectations including preconceived notions as to how a church should operate. The 
Exploring Church Membership Class affords a prime opportunity to teach what our church is 
about, the stages of disciple-making to be pursued and what are the expectations for those who 
become members. Failure to do so is likely to deter a person’s future growth in following Christ. 
Furthermore, in the absence of such a class, over time there will emerge disagreements and lack 
of shared understanding as to the church’s basic mission, covenant, principles of 
Congregationalism, organizational structure, etc.  

 

 
777 Id. at 310-11. 
778 Id. at 315.  
779 Thom S. Rainer and Eric Geiger, Simple Church: Returning to God’s Process for Making Disciples 158-60 
(2006). 
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Offering information, creating expectations and giving rise to commitment can be 
achieved by forms other than a class, e.g., time spent with the pastor, participation in an 
appropriate small group, retreats, etc. However, the approach commonly used and the primary 
focus here is the Exploring Church Membership class.  

 
The Exploring Church Membership class should be a top church priority, a regularly 

scheduled event. “Church members and guests alike should hear clearly the importance of the 
class in the life of the church.”780 

 
A prime reason why church membership classes do not work well is the absence of one 

or more of three key elements; (i) information about the church, (ii) expectations for members 
of the church, and (iii) a clear assimilation process as soon as the class concludes. The absence 
of any one of these elements has proven to significantly weaken the effectiveness of the class.781  

 
However, participation in the Exploring Membership Class does not assume nor is 

predicated on the attendee having already made a decision to become a member. All are welcome 
to explore what being a member is all about and to participate in various church activities, 
without having to commit in advance to joining the church. Consequently, we use terminology 
other than a “membership class” so as to avoid intimidating and deterring participation by those 
who are not yet quite sure whether they want to join a church. Such persons are more likely to 
participate in a class styled other than a membership class so that they don’t feel they are 
committing at the outset to church membership before they are ready. Using less committing 
terminology enhances the likelihood of people acquiring additional experience which might 
ultimately lead them to church membership. Thus, here we use the terminology Exploring 
Church Membership Class rather than Membership Class.  

 
C. PARTICIPANTS IN EXPLORING CHURCH MEMBERSHIP CLASS 
 
 In addition to those exploring the possibility of becoming members of our church, who 
else might or should participate in the Exploring Church Membership Class?  
 

Clearly the person or persons leading the class must be involved. It is strongly suggested 
that the senior pastor should teach at least a portion, if not all, of the class sessions Prospective 
members should be able to see his vision for the church, feel his love for its members and hear 
his or her personal commitment to their care, spiritual nurture and guidance.782  

 
Periodic attendance, perhaps one or two sessions, by a representative of various teams 

and/or other church leaders should be considered. Their primary role would be to establish 
connections with the potential new members as part of the assimilation process. In addition, it 
might be appropriate to call on them to contribute when the discussion involves their particular 
area of activity.   

 
 

780 Thom Rainer, “6 Reasons Your New Member Class Isn’t Working,” OutreachMagazine.com, January 20, 
2019.  
781 Id. 
782 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 316 (1995). 
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D. CONTENT OF EXPLORING CHURCH MEMBERSHIP CLASS 
 
 In determining the content of the Exploring Church Membership Class, recognize that a 
well-designed program does not require a long class. The strength of an Exploring Membership 
Class is determined by whether its content further leads people toward and ultimately committing 
to meaningful church membership  
 
 Too many church membership classes cover the wrong material. They focus on 
immersion into doctrine, Bible study and spiritual growth. While these subjects are fundamental, 
they are better covered later as the person continues further progressing through the stages of 
discipleship. However, for those potential new members, including those not having yet accepted 
Christ, seeking exposure to the basics of faith, other classes, small group programs and activities 
would be open to them. The content of an exploring membership class best covers the following 
areas which focus on better enabling potential new members getting to know the church.  
 

� History of Our Church  
� What Is Our Church About: Mission, Vision and Core Values 
� A Congregational Church 
� Covenant 
� Expectations and Responsibilities of Church Membership  
� Requirements for Church Membership 
� Value of Being a Member of Our Church  
� Church Organizational Structure and Affiliations  

 
Putting forth these content areas is not intended to foreclose consideration of additional 
possibilities.  
 
 The listing of eight content areas is not intended to suggest a need for eight separate class 
sessions. The subject matter of some topics can be combined. An alternative to holding several 
separate sessions is offering a one day retreat. Several session classes have to potential of losing 
people. Furthermore, avoid information overload. New or prospective members will retain only 
a relatively modest amount of information. Focus on the highlights. Provide and/or point 
participants to resources for future consumption.783  
  

1. History of Our Church 
 
 Those exploring possible membership in our church most likely are aware that 

FRCC is a relatively recent church plant. In getting to know our church, they are naturally curious 
about where the church came from, where it fits in the context of denominational status, and how 
it has progressed to where we are today. This is a positive exciting story to tell which can be 
enthusiastically presented. Doing so sets the stage for exciting things to happen.  
  
 
 

 
783 Thom Rainer, “6 Reasons Your New Member Class Isn’t Working,” OutreachMagazine.com, January 20, 2019. 
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 2 What Is Our Church About: Mission, Vision and Core Values  
 
 Newcomers visiting and those considering joining a church want to know what 

this particular community of faith believes and practices. A church interested in attracting and 
retaining new people needs to be upfront and clear what it is about. Similarly, current members 
need to be repeatedly refreshed and recommitted. In a Congregational church, this requires 
bringing to the fore the church’s mission, vision and core values.  

 
A clear mission statement is a foundational necessity for a disciple-making church.  To 

be an effective disciple-making church, we must establish, express and embrace the purpose(s) 
to which God calls us both as individuals and as a church. The Mission Statement reflects a 
common commitment as to what the church is about. Striving to achieve our mission is why we 
exist, both individually and collectively as a church. This must be communicated to and 
understood by newcomers exploring whether to become members of our church. The Exploring 
Church Membership Class should create the expectation that persons joining our church will 
contribute to the church’s efforts in carrying out its mission. 

 
3. A Congregational Church 
 

FRCC is a Congregational church. Although Congregationalism is not a 
foundational element in a person’s spiritual formation, it is firmly rooted in the Bible. And, it is 
the way we “do church.” It supports and reinforces FRCC in its core mission of effective disciple-
making. Thus, being aware of and, at least in an introductory way, understanding the history, 
tradition, essential principles and current relevance of the Congregational Way constitutes an 
important element in getting to know our church.  

 
The nature of Congregationalism possesses attractive elements to today’s non-church 

goers. Understanding the basic principles of Congregationalism provides an additional element 
in evangelistic efforts as well as motivating those in the Exploring Membership Class to commit 
to church membership.  

 
 Our church has adopted its understanding of the essential principles of 
Congregationalism.784 Its Preamble states 
 

 Every church must determine in some manner the way it 
goes about "doing church." Each church is a bit different and each 
Congregational church may hold somewhat different views as to 
what constitutes the Congregational Way. As a Congregational 
church and as a congregation which has reflected upon the 
Congregational Way, our way of "doing church" is reflected in the 
following Statement of the Essential Principles of 
Congregationalism. These principles are commonly understood, 
shared, accepted and adopted by our Congregation as a whole. 
They provide a common and shared expression as to our 

 
784 Fox River Congregational Church, “The Congregational Way: Essential Principles of Congregationalism” (adopted 
June 22, 2003) (attached as Appendix B). 
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understanding of the Congregational Way by which we seek to 
carry out our mission and reach our vision - that is, the way we 
"do church."  

 
All church members, whether newcomers or otherwise, should understand the nature of how our 
church “does” church. Thus, this is an important element in the content of our Exploring Church 
Membership Class. 
 

Unfortunately, as our church has grown, a significant number of current church members 
lack an awareness and/or basic understanding of Congregationalism. This defect needs to be 
remedied to better current members getting to know our church. Currently, we have no follow-
up program for current members, other than using the basics contained in the above noted 
statement for the prospective members’ class. However, a few possibilities might be considered 
to serve as the basis for such program.  

 
� The National Association of Congregational Christian Churches awarded 

The Congregational Way of Life: What: It Means To Live And Worship 
as a Congregationalist (1972) by Arthur Rouner, Jr. as a prize winning 
manuscript. This book contains a study guide. 

 
� There is a substantial body of information on Congregationalism, both the 

history and the Essential Principles of the Congregationalism, which are 
included in the FRCCC Vision: Building for the Future of Our Church. 
These could be updated to reflect newer sources. Such could be developed 
into a short series program on Congregationalism to serve as either an 
alternative or supplement to other sources.  
 

� The National Association of Christian Congregational Churches 
(NACCC) also put out The Art and Practice of the Congregational Way: 
A Church Guide (2014) by Reverend D. Elizabeth Mauro. This relatively 
short booklet is particularly suitable for an individual to read. However, it 
lacks a discussion guide to assist a leader in a small group context. The 
booklet also contains a list of resources helpful to churches in their 
practice of Congregationalism.  
 

� Congregationalism 101 (Steven Peay) consists of a one hour presentation 
on the history, personalities and covenantal nature of Congregationalism 
as well as emphasizing the themes of local autonomy and responsibilities 
in the larger fellowship of Congregational Churches.  

 
The availability of other programs and written sources suitable for small group discussion might 
also be explored to provide content for the Exploring Church Membership Class.  
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4. Covenant 
 
As a Congregational church and as expressed in our core values,  
 
 We are committed to the Congregational Way both in 
general and as to each of the Essential Elements of 
Congregationalism as adopted by our Congregation.  

 Our Pilgrim/Puritan forebears sought to be a "City on the 
Hill" model as how to do church. As modern day heirs to this 
heritage, we are committed to serving as a role model and 
challenge for other churches as to "doing church" in the 
Congregational Way to the glory of God.785  

However, to do so both new as well as current members of the congregation need a good grasp 
on what Congregationalism is all about and practice its teachings. 

 
Congregational churches are founded on the concept of covenant.  As a Congregational 

church, we are a body of believers gathered on the basis of a covenant. The concept of covenant 
signifies a relationship based on commitment, which includes both promises and obligations 
possessing the qualities of reliability and durability. A covenant is a formal agreement between 
two parties with each assuming some obligation. The covenants between God and people are 
covenants of divine favor or grace. When we covenant, it is a sacred promise with God and each 
other. And, owning our Covenant here at FRCC embraces acceptance of Christ as Lord and 
Savior.  

 
The Covenant is a solemn/sacred agreement, a binding promise, by the new member 

establishing a relationship with God and with one another in our faith community. In our 
covenant, we promise to one another to remember God’s promises to us and our promise to serve 
God.  Owning/committing to the covenant is fundamental to becoming fully a part of our faith 
community. Becoming a member is not just about the new member owning his or her 
commitments. When performing the ritual in the context of a worship service, the current 
members commit to the newcomer as well. 

 
The Exploring Christianity Class needs create the understanding and expectation in those 

persons seeking to join the church that they are committing to personally embarking on a life 
time transforming journey striving to grow toward a more Christ-like life and what this involves. 
They should be challenged to do so. It is an exciting adventure. Invite them to join other members 
on our disciple-making journey together. By owning the Covenant and becoming a member of 
our church, one makes sacred commitments to both God and to one another. Failing to establish 
expectations or creating only low-level expectations lead to low level results. In contrast, 
challenge can be exciting, motivational, and beneficial.   

 
Such expectations (considered in Section 5 immediately below), at first, might seem 

overwhelming. However, this can be alleviated by making clear that spiritual growth is a step by 

 
785 Fox River Congregational Church Statement of Core Values.  
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step process over time. One cannot do everything first. Furthermore, different people start from 
a different places and travel at a different pace. It is expected that spiritual growth will take time 
and that some will move at a different pace than others. What is important is committing to 
commence one’s Walk with Christ. The recommended Covenant expresses one’s personal 
commitment to growing toward a more Christ-like life. Growth takes time, step by step. The 
Mission and the Covenant establish the foundational expectations toward which the person 
owning the covenant commits to grow. To grow in these expectations, the Stages of Discipleship 
offer the process and guide. 

 
Owning (committing to) our church Covenant is the final step in becoming a member of 

FRCC. It is a personal commitment. It is the responsibility of the church to clearly communicate 
that owning our church Covenant embraces the understanding of and committing to participating 
in the disciple-making process.  

 
The question might be raised, why isn’t simply owning the mission of the church enough. 

This would commit the person to support the church’s efforts in making-disciple, but does not 
commit the person individually to do so. It is critical that the individual church member commit 
personally to growing toward a more Christ-like life. 

 
Not every person, new or current member, will want to get on board, but that’s okay. Our 

goal as a church is not simply to maintain or increase membership. But rather, our purpose is 
grow disciples. Giving people more time in deciding to join us and/or letting them go with our 
good wishes and prayer is a valid option.  

 
When the goal is growth in responsible discipleship, letting people leave 
is a valid option. What is not an option is to compromise the beliefs and 
values of the congregation in the futile attempt to keep everyone happy.786 

 
Instead engage in teaching, conversations and/or other discussion which may lead to future 
understanding and acceptance. 

 
Focusing on the church’s mission and the individual’s personal commitment, as 

evidenced by owning the covenant, must remain center stage. In doing so, the purpose of the 
church needs to be repeated and repeated again (by preaching, teaching, discussion, banners, 
inclusion in church bulletins, newsletters, website etc.) for reinforcement of not only newcomers, 
but also for current members. Permeate the culture of the church with what the church is about 
and what Christ is calling each of us to do. Every new and on-going member of the church should 
be able to verbalize, at least in essence, the mission purpose and covenant of our church. In 
Exploring Church Membership Class, worship services, announcements, church events, short 
term and relational small groups, team meetings and other church activities, continually reiterate 
and emphasize that FRCC is a disciple-making church, the covenant owned by each member, 
and what these call for us to do.  

 
 
 

 
786 Michael W. Foss, Power Surge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church 122 (2000).  
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 5. Expectations and Responsibilities of Church Membership  
 

  Assimilation rates in American churches have been quite poor over the past 25 
years. Even when people are coming in the front door, many others are leaving through the back 
door. Retention rates are poor. Either people don’t stay for very long or, if they do, they are 
relatively inactive.787 Churches are finding it difficult to motivate members to serve, pray, share 
their faith, attend worship services, etc. Why?  

 
A common pattern has emerged in many of the more effective disciple-making churches. 

These churches reflect higher attendance rates of members and lower dropout rates. The basic 
theme underlying these results is that establishing higher expectations result in more positive 
behavioral patterns.788 The prime reason for lack of member involvement in church life and the 
accompanying slow if any significant personal spiritual growth is that persons were allowed to 
become members of the church with little no expectations placed upon them and no 
commitments were obtained from them. The essence of church membership is the willingness to 
commit to those things that the church is about. Thus, communicating expectations and 
ultimately obtaining commitment are crucial objectives when getting people to know our church.  
    

FRCC Mission and Covenant establish the general foundational expectations for 
members. When a person joins our church, a Congregational church, he or she owns the covenant 
which commits him or her to a relationship of mutual obligations. The question becomes whether, 
deriving from the Mission and Covenant, more specific expectations need to be established and 
communicated to those exploring church membership as well as to all current members. For the 
covenant relationship to be a meaningful, it should give rise to expectations with respect to 
consistent and sincere participation in such areas as worship services, active involvement in church 
activities, fellowship, continuing efforts to grow in one's faith (e. g., prayer life, attention to 
Scripture, and worship), serving others, supporting and nurturing others both inside and outside of 
church, participation in small groups, etc. Establishing expectations for church membership would 
encourage both newcomers and current members to better grow in their Christian walk.789 Failure 
to establish expectations does not give rise to realistic anticipation of being a highly effective 
disciple-making church.  

 
To attract and grow more disciples, raise expectations. Thus, the question becomes what 

specific expectations, supplementing the commitments made in owning the Covenant, should be 
established, communicated and committed to. Thom Rainer790 sets forth a common pattern of 
expectations in those churches that are more effective in disciple-making. These include the 
following.791   

 
787 Thom Rainer, “4 Keys to Closing the Back Door,” OutreachMagazine.com, July 16, 2015.  
788 Id. 
789 Jon S. Hanson, A Think Piece—“Congregational Way” as a Basis for the Vision of the Future of the First 
Congregational Church of Wauwatosa IV-44 (1995). 
790 A writer, researcher, speaker, and current president and CEO of LifeWay Christian Resources, an entity of the 
Southern Baptist Convention. 
791 This discussion draws substantially upon Thom Rainer, “6 Characteristics of Disciple-Making Churches,” 
OutreachMagazine.com, December 6, 2015; “4 keys to Closing the Back Door,” OutreachMagazine.com, July 16, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LifeWay_Christian_Resources
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southern_Baptist_Convention
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 a. Mandatory Point of Entry Class 
 

   Many effective disciple-making churches have discovered that church 
membership should be conditioned on participation a mandatory point of entry class. Such class 
not only provides factual information about the church but more importantly communicates 
expectations among potential new members not only with respect to the church but also with 
respect to themselves. Members are expected to become involved and stay involved. In the 
context of FRCC, such entry class is referred to as an Exploring Church Membership Class. 
However, as noted earlier, the content of such class may also be offered in an alternative format. 
 
  b. Relational Connections: Involvement in a Small Group  

 
We are relational creatures. Local congregations are no exceptions. 

People are more likely to stay connected to the church if they have developed meaningful 
friendships and relationships with others in the church. People stay connected more to other 
people than they do to an organization. Especially, as discussed elsewhere in this resource book, 
a concerted on-going effort must be made to get prospective and current members involved in 
small groups. Although the form and location of the small groups can vary, the key is to get 
people connected to others on a regular basis.  

 
When people move to a group, they stick. They stay. They have a 
support network, a community of fellow Christ followers. They 
continue in the life of the church. They are still being 
transformed.792  

 
Small groups play a vital role in a person growing toward a Christ-like life in thoughts, feelings 
and actions. Those participating in small groups are more likely to remain in the church and 
spiritually grow as they develop meaningful friendships with others in the church.  
 

However, significant movement to small groups will not just happen on its own. 
 

Discipleship of new believers does not just happen. It must be 
intentional. There must be a heartbeat and a plan to make it 
happen.793 

 
Vibrant churches often use some form of small group for unassimilated new believers. They 
either match them with an existing group of believers or create a new group.  
 

The Exploring Church Membership Class (or other form of orientation and instruction) 
needs to clearly communicate to prospective members the fundamental importance of 

 
2015 and Thom S. Rainer and Eric Geiger, Simple Church: Returning to God’s Process of Making Disciples 
2006.153-54 
792 Thom S. Rainer & Eric Geiger, Simple Church: Returning to God’s Process of Making Disciples 154 (2006).  
793 Id. at 157. 
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participation in a small group, the expectation that they will do so, and assist them in becoming 
involved with a small group.  

 
c. Worship Services  
 

Worshipping God is a pillar of a Christian life. Christ attended the 
synagogue regularly. He provides the model. Attending worship is an important manifestation 
of our dependence upon God.794 Members are expected to attend a corporate worship service 
regularly. This is the time and opportunity for the people to gather for the preaching of the Word 
and to worship God together. 
 

d. Spending Time with God’s Word 
 
 Church members are expected to regularly spend time with God’s Word. 

This may take the form of daily devotional time and/or Bible study. Research has shown that the 
spiritual discipline of personal Bible study provides the clearest indicator that a person is growing 
spiritually. To be an effective disciple-making church, a church should exhort, encourage, create 
expectation, provide resources and offer experiences for the members to be involved at least in 
frequent, Bible study. 

 
One approach is to offer an ongoing class allowing persons to enter at any point. 

Historically such classes have been referred to as adult Sunday School classes. As emphasized 
elsewhere in this document, for FRCC, emphasis needs to be is placed on utilization of a small 
group format (whether short term or relational small group) on spending time with God’s Word. 
Regardless of the format used, the point is to get members connected to a common group of 
people for regular spending time with God’s Word in addition to their personal devotional, study 
and prayer time with Scripture.  This is another expectation to be communicated to all members 
of the church as well as  doing so in the Exploring Church Membership Class. 

 
 e. Ministry Activity 
 
  Effective disciple-making churches are intentional about assimilating 

persons into the life of the church. Prospective and current members are encouraged and are 
expected to be involved in the ministry of the church. The expectation is that members are to 
engage in activities that cause them to look beyond themselves whether it be some form of 
serving, evangelism efforts, enhancing Christian relationships and/or the exercise of spiritual 
disciplines in a manner beneficial to others. This might involve specific tasks and/or membership 
on church teams. It should be made clear to prospective members, that all members are welcome 
to volunteer and to serve on one of the several church teams, Members involved in ministry feel 
connected to the church as well as developing personal relationships with other church members.  

 
f. Other Expectations  

, 
The above discussion of expectations for members does not exhaust the 

list of responsibilities. Regardless of variations in phrasing, various expectations common among 
 

794 Lonnie Richardson, “Managing the Faith: Spiritual Life Priorities,” January 4, 2004 (sermon). 
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Congregational churches include a sincere Christian faith, participation in worship services and 
church meetings, regular prayer, participation in the life and work of the church according to talents 
God has given to us, seeking and following the guidance of God in the affairs of daily life including 
business life, caring for the poor, struggling, lonely, weak and sick, promoting the spirit of harmony 
within the Church, maintaining strict watch over one's personal character, seeking to bring the love 
of Christ and the joy of fellowship to others, etc.795 These too should be considered when 
establishing those responsibilities and expectations of church membership. 

 
  g. Objections to Creating High Creating Expectations 
 

There of those who would object to forthrightly setting high expectations 
especially for prospective and new members. Wouldn’t setting high expectations deter new 
members and perhaps lead to an exodus of current members. 

 
But research shows just the opposite. Higher expectations get more 
positive behavioral patterns. People want to be a part of something that 
makes a difference If you expect little, you will get little. If you raise the 
bar of expectations, most members will respond positively. And as more 
church members get involved in open groups, deeper studies, corporate 
worship, ministry, missions and daily Bible study, they will become more 
effective disciples for Christ. And thus, churches will grow stronger and 
become healthier.796 (Emphasis supplied.) 

 
 People tend to live up to or down to expectations. If our expectations are low, we should not 
be surprised that we are partly responsible for members conducting themselves accordingly. 
Instead, raise and communicate specific expectations for church members which flow out of our 
foundational Mission and Covenant. Provide the opportunities and of means to meet them.797 
Higher expectations give rise to more positive behavioral patterns. To make more disciples, raise 
not only the expectations of the church, but more importantly raise the expectations of individual 
persons for themselves.  
 

Furthermore, similar to the above discussion on committing to the expectations of the 
Covenant, hereto these more specific expectations might at first seem overwhelming. However, 
such concerns can be alleviated by making clear that spiritual growth is a step-by-step process. 
One is not expected to do everything immediately or at one time. Spiritual growth occurs over 
time at a different pace for different people. What is important is committing to the effort and 
getting started.  

 
Set expectations. Challenge both current as well as and prospective members to commit 

to and work toward meeting them. Make clear the stages of discipleship. It is not expected that 
all needs to be done at once. But, know where to go and commit to the process. 

 
 

795 Henry David Gray, "What It Means to Be a Member of a Congregational Church" (brochure).  
796 Thom Rainer, “6 Characteristics of Disciple-Making Churches,” OutreachMagazine.com, December 6, 2015. 
797 Jon S. Hanson, A Think Piece—“Congregational Way” as a Basis for the Vision of the Future of the First 
Congregational Church of Wauwatosa IV-44 (1995). 
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 6. Requirements of Church Membership 
 

Becoming a meaningful member of a church involves more than simply saying 
“I want to join.” Careful attention needs to be given to what the requirements ought to be for our 
church. Seven are offered here for consideration. 

 
First, one must sincerely cross the bridge and accept Christ as Lord and Savior. This is 

the basis of a Christian church. This is what we are about. Diluting our church with non-believer 
members would undermine and likely ultimately destroy the church’s willingness and ability 
carry out its mission. Thus, to become a member, one must personally and genuinely profess 
Christ as Lord and Savior. 

 
Second, as considered above, FRCC is a Congregational Church which is founded on a 

covenant. A covenant is foundational to the Congregational Way. Thus, owning/committing to 
our covenant is a condition of church membership. By owning our Covenant, a person professes 
Christ as Lord and Savior. Consequently, even if he or she has not done so previously, owning 
the Covenant meets both the first and second condition for church membership. 

 
Third, the earlier discussion focuses on the importance of a church establishing and 

highlighting a list of expectations for church members including but not limited to the 
foundational expectations in the Covenant.  This raises the question as to whether there should 
be additional questions calling for affirmative responses as a requirement for joining the Church. 
To heighten the awareness, obligations and expectations of sincere personal commitment, either 
prior to or during owning the Covenant ritual before the Congregation, each prospective member 
individually should be asked a question or series of questions the responses to which affirm the 
person’s understanding of the Covenant and the commitments which he or she is undertaking.798    
 
 Or, perhaps the following single question would suffice. “Do you understand and promise 
to embark upon and continue to proceed through the various Stages of Discipleship?” If one 
understands the stages and affirmatively commits to them, he or she has well positioned oneself on 
the path to growing toward a more Christ-like life. This could prove to be a most impactful and very 
valuable condition for church membership. Whether in response to a series of questions. or the 
question immediately quoted, reflecting understanding and commitment, an individual’s 
affirmative response by a prospective new member should be a condition of membership. 

 
Fourth, the commitments made should be solemnized by signing the Covenant by both the 

new member and the pastor. This needs to be done either prior to or during the new member ritual 
held in the presence of the congregation.  

 
Fifth, participation in a mandatory exploration church orientation process, is a crucial 

disciple-making requirement for a church membership. It is anticipated that the primary format 
here at FRCC will be the Exploring Church Membership Class. However, an alternative format 
might be appropriate so long as participation is mandatory and it fulfills the requirements 

 
798 For example, Do you intend to open yourselves to the Word of God through the study of the Bible and otherwise? 
Do you promise to regularly participate in the Church's worship services.?798 Perhaps other specific questions arising 
from the mission, the Covenant or set of duties of Church membership might be employed. 
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applicable to the new membership class. Becoming a member is more than simply completing a 
card or walking down an aisle. When one owns the Covenant, he or she is making a serious 
commitment both to God and to other church members. One must have a basic understanding of 
what is involved and what the expectations are. The Exploring Membership Class should 
establish expectations among potentially new members not only with respect to the church but 
also with respect to themselves. Low expectations lead to poor results.  

 
Sixth, toward the end of the class, prospective new members should be requested to write 

a confidential letter to him or herself describing where he or she wants to be in his or her Walk 
with Christ after a certain period of time (e. g., six months or a year after becoming a member of 
the church) possibly using a self-assessment spiritual growth survey as a reference point. This 
request can be posed at the time the pastor he asks each class member whether he or she wants 
to join the church. The letter would be kept at the church office and mailed to the individual at 
the end of the specified period. The content will not be seen by a person other than the letter 
writer. This may encourage renewed and/or increased commitment to a person in his or her Walk. 

 
 Seventh, as a condition of membership a prospective member participates in a new 
member ritual in the presence of the congregation.799 Consideration should be given as to how 
the new membership ritual might be enhanced to more meaningfully convey, to both new 
members and the congregation as a whole, the import of what is being covenanted to, thereby 
enhancing commitment in their on-going Walk with Christ. It is important to avoid simply a rote 
group recitation of the Covenant by those who are about to become new members. There should 
some individual expression of their understanding and commitment. That is, in some manner, each 
new member should own the Covenant individually.  
 
 Also, during the new member ritual, prior to owning the covenant perhaps the prospective 
members should be asked to respond to the question “Do you understand and promise to embark 
upon and continue to proceed through the various Stages of Discipleship?” Raising such a 
question(s), would also be appropriate for existing members when they reaffirm the Covenant, not 
as a condition of continued membership, but rather as a reminder and encourager to reengage in 
one’s own spiritual walk.  
 
 A contrary perspective should also be considered.  FRCC’s current new member ritual, 
before the congregation, simply requires each prospective new member to affirm the Covenant as 
their own. They do so by reciting the Covenant in conjunction with the congregation as a whole.  
This current ritual possesses a couple of advantages. First, it is simple and straightforward. Second, 
there maybe some individuals who might feel intimated by standing before a large number of people 
and individually having to respond to questions and recite the Covenant. Thus, consideration is 
needed about modifying our new member ritual to enhance impact on person’s understanding and 
commitment in progressing in growing more Christ-like in thoughts, feelings and actions. 
 
 The discussion in this section of existing and possible additional requirements for church 
membership is not intended to exclude consideration of further appropriate requirements. 

 
 

799 There might be extreme circumstances preventing a physical presence. In such situations, this requirement could 
be waived.   
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7. Value of Being a Member of Our Church800 
 

In the past, people joined churches routinely. It was expected. Today, this is no 
longer true. Now, membership is a matter of commitment. Thus, to motivate people to join a 
church, the content of the Exploring Church Membership Class needs to address and demonstrate 
the value they will receive in return for the commitment they make. There are numerous benefits 
flowing from becoming a member of a church including the following posed by Rick Warren:  

 
� Membership identifies a person as a genuine believer. 
� Membership provides a spiritual family to support and encourage them in their 

Walk with Christ. 
� Membership affords a place to discover and use their gifts in ministry. 
� Membership affords spiritual protection of godly leaders. 
� Membership provides the accountability which people need to grow. 

 
Furthermore, a church provides benefits which cannot be found elsewhere. 
 

� Worship helps focus on God and prepares one spiritually for the week ahead. 
� Fellowship provides support and encouragement of other Christians in meeting 

life's problems. 
� Discipleship fortifies one's faith by learning God's Word and applying biblical 

principles to one's life. 
� Ministry offers opportunities to discover and develop one's talents in the serving 

of others. 
� Evangelism aids in fulfilling one’s mission of reaching friends and family for 

Christ. 
 

Position and present the church as a family rather than as an institution. A church 
provides roots. Church is an extended family, a place where one belongs and is cared for. This 
is likely to strike a responsive chord in those longing for belonging.  

 
Furthermore, focus on the exciting awareness that church is more than Sunday morning 

worship. It is connecting to God through living and growing with others through a variety of 
ministries. Spend some time engaged in a mutual listening and revealing Christ in our lives, 
beyond formal worship.  

 
8. Church Organizational Structure and Affiliations 
 
 Understanding the organizational structure of our church is an important factor in 

becoming assimilated into the life of the church. Knowing where and what is happening better 
enables a person to match his or her interests, passions and abilities with church offered 
opportunities and experiences. Exploring Church Membership Class review of church structure, 
with emphasis on the various teams, serves to enhance a newcomer’s desire to be connected into 

 
800 This section draws primarily on Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your 
Message 312-14 (1995). 
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the life of our church. At the end of this session, distribute a questionnaire on which class 
participants indicate the types of activities in which they are interested with respect to current 
and/or possible future church or other activities. This offers a basis for church follow-up efforts 
to assimilate people into the life of the church. The conclusion of the Exploring Membership 
Class must serve as the beginning of the assimilation process. “The church must have a clear 
process to make certain new members get connected, get involved and get committed.”801  

 
Either in the context of the discussion of FRCC being a Congregational church or here 

in the context of our church structure, reference to affiliation with the National Association of 
Congregational Christian Churches and the Wisconsin Congregational Association, and 
collaboration with churches of various denominations may also spur greater interest among both 
prospective and current members.   

 
E. REASONS FOR INEFFECTIVE EXPLORING CHURCH MEMBERSHIP CLASS802 
 
 An effective new member class engenders front-end assimilation. It fosters people 
becoming involved in ministry and/or participation in small groups. Unfortunately, however, 
some classes are not effective. These are likely to embrace one or more defects which are subject 
to remedial adjustments. 
 

� The Class Is Not a Priority – Exploring Church Membership Classes need to be a 
church priority. Church leadership, members and newcomers alike should hear clearly 
the importance of the class in the life of the church. Failure to do so tends to result in 
lack of committed regular participation by those exploring church membership. 
 

� Missing Content Ingredients –Every new member class should include three key 
elements: (i) information about the church; (ii) expectations for members and (iii) a 
clear assimilation process as soon as the class concludes. Absence of one or more of 
these ingredients significantly weakens the effectiveness of the class. 
 

� Information Overload – New or prospective members most likely will only retain a 
modest amount of information. Commonly, many church membership classes attempt 
to share information about the church instead of hitting highlights and leading class 
participants to sources of information for future consumption. 
 

� Class Lasts Too Long. While this issue is certainly related to the number of hours a 
class lasts, it is more tied to the number of days a class continues. Classes that go 
beyond a single day to tend to lose people. A morning or day retreat holds promise of 
greater success. 
 

� Class Is Boring – Class leaders needs to be good communicators. Different delivery 
approaches, such as adding video elements, help. Offer enough breaks.  

 
801 Thom Rainer, “6 Reasons Your New Member Class Isn’t Working,” OutreachMagazine.com, January 20, 
2019.  
802 This Section draws primarily on Thom Rainer, “6 Reasons Your New Member Class Isn’t Working,” January 
20, 2019 OutreachMagazine.com. 
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� Lack of Follow-Up Assimilation Process – The conclusion of the new member class 

should. serve as the beginning (or perhaps continuation) of the assimilation process. 
Simply communicating information is not sufficient. The church must have a clear 
process to make certain new members get connected, get involved, and get committed. 

 
 New member classes are vital to the health of a church 
[and to the spiritual growth of those becoming members of the 
church]. But these classes are only effective if the commitment, 
priority and effort of the church leadership is evident on an 
ongoing basis.803 

 
F. MAKE NEW MEMBERS FEEL SPECIAL 
 
 Becoming a member does not necessarily make a person feel that he or she belongs. 
People deserve more than just a handshake after the service at which they join. Once people join 
they need to be welcomed and wanted. They need to be specially recognized, affirmed and 
celebrated by the congregation. They need to feel special. In a small church this might be done 
informally. But, as a church grows, create some initiation rituals that say you are one of us; 
perhaps a new members dinner, perhaps informal coffee times at the pastor’s or other members’ 
homes. Send cards on birthdays, their first anniversary as members and other special times.804 
 

In short, there are several elements involved in newcomers getting to know and becoming 
members of our church. An Exploring Church Membership Class is necessary to communicate 
basic information about Fox River Congregational Church. The content of the class would do 
well to embrace the following areas;  
 

� history of our church  
� what is our church about: mission, vision and core values 
� a congregational church 
� covenant 
� expectations and responsibilities of church membership  
� requirements for church membership 
� value of being a member of our church  
� church organizational structure and affiliations.  

 
Especially the Mission and Covenant need to be understood and committed to as a 

condition of membership. Expectation levels need to be established and understood for those 
embarking on the road to follow Christ. And, members need to understand the Congregational 
Way as the manner in which we “do” church. 
 
 

 
803 Id. 
804 Warren at 320-24 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 
320- 24 (1995). 
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 VI. ASSIMILATION INTO THE  
              LIFE OF THE CHURCH  

 
A. NEED FOR ASSIMILATION 

 
The disciple-making growth process is just beginning rather than ending or plateauing 

when one becomes a member of a church. Membership implies more than belonging. Rather, 
membership connotes deep connectedness and a responsibility towards the others.  

 
Assimilation is moving an uninvolved person to a place where he 
or she is an indispensable part of the church family…805 

 
Assimilation is a crucial and on-going stage of disciple-making. 

 
As newcomers are drawn to the church, through evangelism efforts or otherwise, it is 

essential to assimilate them into the life of the church as quickly as possible to deter their drifting 
away or falling into a non-involvement rut which sidetracks their spiritual growth development. 
And, importantly, assimilation into the life of the church enhances the likelihood of progressing 
on the path toward a more Christ-like life. A church cannot grow disciples of those persons who 
drift away from the church or those who remain in the rut of a non-spiritual growth path. Thus, 
to be an effective disciple-making church, there must be an intentional assimilation strategy 
which brings people to and continue in church membership, and fosters and deepens 
relationships.  

 
 Furthermore, although assimilation is normally thought of in the context of those persons 
growing toward becoming a member of a church and/or persons who have newly become 
members, the concept of assimilation also applies to current members who have yet to become 
active participants in the life of the church. 
 
B. FOSTERING FRIENDSHIPS: -- SMALL GROUPS 
 

Key to assimilation is the more friends a newcomer makes (which is also true for existing 
church members), the more likelihood that he or she will become involved. Although people try 
out a church for a variety of reasons, they stay primarily for one of two reasons – friendships and 
meaningful ministry involvement.806  

 
It is an on-going challenge to connect and assimilate newcomers, as well as current 

members, into meaningful, transformational relationships in the church. So, what offers the most 

 
805 Ed Stetzer, “8 Signs Someone Is Truly Involved in Your Church,” OutreachMagazine.com. August 18, 2015. 
806 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 172 (1993). 
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promise for successful assimilation? The question the church should ask is “What will help 
newcomers become a part of this church.”807 
 

Most importantly, we need to recognize and act upon the fact that it is harder for people 
to develop relationships in a large group. As considered elsewhere in this document, participation 
in a small group is foundational in one’s growing as a follower of Christ. Among other things, 
small groups engender finding and deepening friendships as well as involvement in other church 
ministry activities. A small group is the best place to build friendships and assimilate newcomers 
into the life of the church. Once a person becomes involved in a small group, he or she is likely 
pursue an on-going relationship with the church. Involvement in small groups is critical. 

 
Small groups of varying types and focus are inherently involved in the assimilation 

process. Drawing newcomers into existing small group is one approach. Personal invitation by 
the group, perhaps due to a reference by someone involved in the overall church assimilation 
effort, is one approach.  

 
Another approach is structuring the Exploring Christianity Membership Class in the form 

of a small group. At the conclusion of the class, the participants might evolve into a small group. 
This is something that should be encouraged toward the end of the class.  

 
Invite newcomers to an introductory welcoming and information program as to the nature 

and specific small group opportunities available. Here newcomers would be encouraged and 
invited to participate in some small group, in a voluntary serving ministry, a ministry team 
meeting and/or other church events.  

 
The recommended new Assimilation Team (see PART SIX, Section VIII,C.4. below) 

can create short term small groups for newcomers and invite newcomers to participate in 
experiencing a dry run/test drive of a small group experience. The group leader guides them 
through a series of get-to-know-you questions and provides them vision for becoming a member 
of a relational small group down the road. The test drive approach has been successfully 
employed in a successful large church (over 10,000 attendees) in which the repeated responses 
of persons participating has been that they initially believed that there was no way they would 
stick, but a year later they felt part of a family.808  

 
Another approach to incorporating small groups into the newcomer assimilation process 

is to draw their attention to on-going short small groups whose programs might appeal to a 
newcomer. 

 
The Alpha program offers a somewhat different approach to assimilation. Alpha is 

primarily a highly successful evangelism effort. Not only does Alpha teach an introduction to 
the Christian faith, through participation in the program people become comfortable with a 
specific local church even before they come to accept Christ. Alpha is friendship based. The 
program involves of several weekly interactive gatherings designed for people to freely explore 
the basics of Christian faith in a friendly, relaxed and non-threatening environment. Each weekly 

 
807 Id. at 171. 
808 Andrea Bailey Willits, “Test Drive a Small Group,” OutreachMagazine.com, April 3, 2012. 
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gathering includes a free meal, friendly relaxed conversation and a chance to get to know others. 
Then there is a short talk which looks at a different aspect of the Christian faith each week. This 
is followed by a time of discussion in small groups, where everyone is welcome to contribute 
their opinion and ask questions. Guests usually remain in the same small groups for the duration 
of the course so they can get to know each other, continue discussions and deepen friendships. 
The emphasis is upon exploration and discovery in a relaxed and informal environment. Guests 
can ask any questions and discuss opinions freely with others. Group leaders serve to facilitate 
the discussion rather than pronounce or teach. Guests are encouraged to explore and reach their 
own conclusions. In short, Alpha not only offers opportunity to develop friendships, it affords 
an opportunity to explore the basic as of faith, facilitates assimilation into the church and may 
serve a key role leading to person’s  conversion.   

 
Short Term Small Groups can play an effective and critical role in assimilating 

newcomers (and others) into the life of the church and embarkation on further progress in one’s 
own spiritual growth on his or her Walk with Christ. When a person tests the relationship 
experience in a short term small group, such is likely to serves as a bridge to moving onto a 
relational small group experience which is foundational in so many ways in growing more 
toward a Christ-like life.   

 
C. OTHER ASSIMILATION STRATEGIES 
 
 Several other ideas for assimilation are sparked by a former FRCC Assimilation Task 
including some of the following.809 Although the discussion here focuses primarily on 
assimilating new church members, the following suggestions offer possibilities, perhaps with 
some variations, to foster better assimilation of current members. They can be used to 
supplement and/or work in conjunction with the assimilation strategy focusing on small groups.  
 

� New Member Interest Survey – To facilitate assimilating new members into the life 
of the church, there is a need to be conscious of the new members’ areas of interest 
and desired levels of involvement. Use a questionnaire on which new members 
indicate the types of activities in which they are interested with respect to current 
church activities or other areas. Distribute the forms at the last session of the 
Exploring Church Membership Class session which deals with the organizational 
structure of the church. The appropriate team, the pastor, staff or other person would 
contact these individuals to discuss their responses and assist them in becoming 
involved in their area(s) of interest. Such follow-up not only would demonstrate the 
care of the church, it offers an opportunity to guide the new member into a meaningful 
group or ministry further assimilating a person into the church. And, the same process 
should be applied to all members of the church on a periodic basis. 
 

� New Member Celebration Dinner – Hold a recognition and celebration dinner for 
new members and their spouses on the Sunday Evening of the day they become 
members or as soon thereafter as practicable.  This function might best be held at the 
parsonage on a causal basis. Our pastor, professional staff and team leaders and 

 
809 Fox River Congregational Church, Minutes of  Assimilation Task Force  Meeting, October 12, 2004. 
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spouses would also participate. Such dinner will afford new members an opportunity 
to visit with Team Leaders about various opportunities to participate in church 
activities and will afford Team Leaders with opportunities to welcome and help 
assimilate new members into the life of the church. Furthermore, such dinner 
provides a more substantial sense of celebration and recognition for new members 
thereby enhancing the meaningfulness of the experience.  
 

� Social Functions – In addition to the initial celebration dinner, offer other social 
functions, e.g., cookouts, dinners, etc. These can take various forms. Some might be 
held exclusively for new members. Bringing newcomers together might give rise to 
a newcomers’ follow-up small group to their Exploring Church Membership Class 
experience which would foster the furthering of friendships and connections though 
a small group experience. Or, the social function could include on-going church 
members, thereby expanding their contacts and possible new friendships in the 
church. Or, participation in the function might include team members, small group 
participants, and/or other church leaders thereby better enabling new members to 
discern and connect to areas in which they would be interested in participating. This, 
in turn, leads to further assimilation into the body of the church.  

 
� Assigned Seating Fellowship Meals810 – Another form of social activity to foster 

fellowship is holding periodic fellowship meals at which seats are assigned. 
Assigning seats can serve several functions. 
 
--  It can bring together different generations in the church. When teenagers and 

younger adults, share a meal with older adults various experiences can be shared.  
 
-- It can bring together people who have worshiped together for years, but don't really 

know each other. They only causally engage one another, if at all, in the worship 
center, shake hands, or wave politely and then move on. Although they are part 
of a family of faith, they don't even know their family member's name. 

 
-- It can contribute to bringing together and assimilate long-term and younger 

members. This reduces the threat of the congregation dividing along the line of 
the "old vs. new" or "the “older vs. younger.  

 
--   It can bring together couples that can learn from the experience of each other.  
 
--  It can help draw people into small groups. In a seating plan, put those not 

participating in a small group with those members who love their own small 
group. A personal invitation from an excited small group member might be all it 
takes to get others to attend. 

  In short, too many of us never get outside our own relationship bubble 
thereby missing the opportunity to really know others whom God has placed in 

 
810 Chuck Lawless, “Should Try Assigning Seats at a Fellowship Meal,” February 11, 2019, 
OutreachMagazine.com. 
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our path. Consequently, we miss the blessing of knowing more of God's people, 
partaking in Christian fellowship, and the opportunity of growing in our Walk 
with Christ. 

 
� Home Based Small Groups – Depending upon a group’s interest, group gatherings 

can take the form of meals, coffee, pot luck, etc., whatever the group decides.  Such 
groups would be formed on a geographic basis, thereby enhancing accessibility and 
continued interactions.  
 

� Mentors – Provide a mentor to each new member to introduce him or her to other 
members of the church and assist them in becoming active participants in the 
congregation. The mentor would make sure new members are well informed about 
available small groups, special church events and on-going activities.   

 
� Follow-up Contacts – In addition to the newcomer interest questionnaire distributed 

at the end of the Exploring Church Membership Class and follow-up thereto, follow-
up contacts should also occur a few months after a new member joins. This would 
not only show church interest and care in the individual as a member of our church, 
but doing so also offers a ready opportunity for him or her to ask questions and 
express any concerns or issues they may have. This also provides the contact person 
opportunity to further encourage a now relatively new member to become further 
assimilated into the church.  
 

Such follow-up might be more effective if based upon an evaluation of the 
extent the newcomer reflects the characteristics of being assimilated. What does 
successful assimilation look like? Several characteristics have been suggested as 
evidencing that a new church member (perhaps even a current on-going member) has 
been assimilated into the life of the church. These include whether the person has 
made new friends, participated in one or more church ministry tasks, served on a 
ministry team, become involved in either a short term and/or relational small group, 
regularly attended worship services, enjoyed social contacts at after worship service 
coffee hour, participated in newcomer or other activities, etc.? After a period of time, 
perhaps one to three months, efforts should be made to informally glean information 
(such as that just noted) relevant to discerning whether a person has become truly 
involved/assimilated into the life of the church. If not, undertake appropriate steps to 
encourage greater involvement. 
 

In shaping an effective assimilation strategy, the following guidelines might be 
considered in evaluating existing or developing new assimilation strategies for helping people 
find an appropriate group for them.811 

  
� Design and use a strategy which most effectively fits the persons we are trying 

to assimilate 
 

 
811 Bill Donahue, Preview Article from Rev! September/October 2009. 
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� Make the strategy clear. Do the persons know where to go to become involved 
in forming relationships? 
 

� Make the strategy accessible. Is it easy for them to get there and what is a next 
step? 
 

� Make the strategy personal. Who will guide the persons along the way? 
 

Furthermore, whatever strategies are employed, strategies that work best involve 
authentic “face to face time” with people trying we are trying to connect.  

 
 The content of the assimilation experience may vary depending upon the person to be 
assimilated. However, with respect to all, developing friendly personal relationships is the 
crucial. Effective assimilation strategy sets the stage for continued movement through the other 
disciple-making stages. 
 
 

VII. SMALL GROUPS 
 

 The early church was devoted to fellowship. The word “fellowship” (koinonia) means 
sharing together. Theses believers shared a relationship with God the Father, with Jesus the Son, 
and with the Holy Spirit. Stemming from their love of God, these new Christians drew together 
as a caring community of believers in fellowship with each other. This sharing was not only 
spiritual, it was also practical as they supported one another in their physical and supportive 
needs. Genuine fellowship or sharing is an essential element of a vital high impact church.812 

 
Thus, involvement in the disciple-making stage of small groups must be pervasive and 

on-going throughout one’s Walk with Christ. Participation in small groups might occur early as 
part of newcomers’ conversion experiences or more likely in the context of the stages of 
discipleship-making, e.g., basics of faith, church membership and assimilation. Small group 
experiences should continue as part of development of personal spiritual disciplines, growing 
into serving and growing in sharing Christ stages of disciple-making. In short, meaningful 
participation in small groups serves as the foundation in various and numerous aspects of one’s 
journey to a more Christ-like life in thoughts, feelings and actions.  

 
As considered earlier in PART THREE, Section I. the first characteristic of growing as a 

disciple or follower of Christ is a person seeking to connect with God by actively pursuing a 
loving and intimate relationship with him.  The second mark of discipleship, to be discussed 
here, is connecting with other believers by sharing life with them.   

 
A. SHARING LIFE TOGETHER  

 
God calls us to live in a loving community of faith. We are not only to love God; we are 

to love others. Participating in fellowship in a community of believers is an essential spiritual 

 
812 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 75 (1993). 
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discipline as one grows toward becoming a Fully Devoted Follower of Christ. Doing so is a mark 
of one’s discipleship. 

 
 The regular gathering of believes is necessary for 
Christians to grow and be spiritually nurtured…. 
 
 The term koinonia is used both to describe the intimate 
relation that we have with God through Christ and to describe the 
reciprocal relationship we have with one another as members of 
the Christian community…. 
 
 Building relationships, ministering to one another with 
spiritual gifts, meeting practical needs, and establishing caring, 
loving, healing fellowships are all part of being the people of 
God…. 
 
 The caring body of Christ is the opposite of the prevailing 
individualism and fragmentation of Western society. The church’s 
cell [small] group structure encourages the kind of fellowship, 
community and caring that Christ intends for His Body.813  

 
Failure to connect with other believers severely constrains, if not totally derails one’s 

spiritual growth. One cannot significantly progress growing toward becoming more like Jesus 
without being in relationship with other people. It’s all about love -- loving God and loving 
others.814 God is love. Spiritual maturity is about learning to love like Jesus. A foundational 
element for people to mature in their faith is to regularly and meaningfully connect with other 
believers in loving relationships. Each of us needs to embrace being a meaningful part of a faith 
community, i.e., a church fellowship.  We need each other for support, for wisdom, perspective, 
accountability, encouragement, help, and prayer.   

 
God uses the church as his primary agent for growing disciples. Both large gatherings 

and small groups of Christians constitute important elements in nurturing and training disciples.  
 
The large gatherings provide celebration, teaching, inspiration and 
unity and have an impact on surrounding community. The small 
group, however, is the primary place where believers are nurtured, 
discipled, equipped and given opportunities to minister.815 

 
 Rick Warren said that  
 

It was a defining moment in the life of our church when we shut 
down our midweek service in order to focus completely on small 

 
813 Id. at 126-27. 
814 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 176 (2002). 
815 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 128 (1993). 
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groups.  …Our small groups are the heart and strength of our 
church family, and groups are a leadership factory.816 
 

In short, we need support in our process of transformation. Participation in a small group 
serves as the crucial vehicle by which we can develop and deepen loving, caring and supporting 
relationships with others through sharing life together. As quoted earlier, “Regular and powerful 
companionship becomes a life-changing vehicle of God’s grace.”817 Since Christian fellowship 
is a spiritual habit of utmost importance, we need to learn how to lovingly share life together and 
then do so. 

 
The on-going small group stage of disciple-making involves two types of small groups. 

Ultimately, movement needs to be to an on-going relational small group (RSG). However, for 
some, immediately jumping into a longer term relational small group is too big of a plunge as a 
first step. Instead, taking the interim step of participating in a short term small group (STSG) of 
limited duration (e.g., 4 to 10 weekly sessions) may provide the path that initially better works 
for a person. STSGs will be discussed in Section C. below. 

 
B. RELATIONAL SMALL GROUPS  

 
1. Relational Small Groups: The Heart of Disciple-Making  

 
Protestant churches too often fail to create an environment in which spiritual 

growth is both expected and nurtured. Such growth is best nurtured through spiritual friendships 
and mutual accountability centering on commitment to growing in a manner to reflect the marks 
of discipleship. An effective disciple-making church needs continually encourage individuals to 
become involved in spiritual friendships in which persons agree to hold each other accountable 
for conscientious practices of the marks of discipleship. Spiritual formation most likely occurs 
in the context of interpersonal, caring relationships with other committed disciples.822 
“Discipleship means commitment to a group.”823 

 
To reiterate earlier discussion, participation in relational small groups is foundational for 

spiritual growth. Christians are called to belong, not just to believe. Sharing life with other 
believers, in an environment of mutual acceptance, caring, sense of belonging, accountability, 
integrity, trust and love, is central to and an indispensable element of the Christian experience. 
Following Christ requires that we walk alongside others to encourage, equip and challenge one 
another in love to grow toward maturity in Christ. Most nurturing of a spiritual life and ministry 
occurs in committed on-going relational small groups. Following Christ is not something that is 
simply taught. Following Christ needs to be lived. The relational element in Jesus’ model must 
be at the heart of the disciple-making process.  

 

 
816 James Long, “The Outreach Interview: Rick Warren,” Outreach Magazine,  p.100 ,  January/February 2013. 
817 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 122 (2005). 
822 Michael W. Foss, Power Surge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church 102-03 (2000). 
823 Donald N Bastian, Belonging (Free Methodist Church): Adventures in Church Membership 136 (2002). 
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It is essential, as a disciple-making church, that we create or find an environment(s) in 
which it is possible for people to gather with others who encourage one another to keep 
progressing in one’s growth toward a more Christ-like life. The “best place to … grow as 
disciples is within the intimacy and trust of a small group.”824 In a small group a person can find, 
develop and form relationships, discover one’s gifts, meet each other’s needs, encourage hope 
and build faith. Nurturing one another, building trust and faith, and mutual accountability lead 
toward spiritual transformation. In a small group one can discover faith, grow, and become 
committed to Christ and to his body the church. Small groups also give rise to practical 
opportunities to serve. “In the high-impact church, cell [small] groups fulfill the biblical mandate 
to evangelize and disciple all people.”825 

 
 In short, active involvement in a relational small group is critical. It needs to be at the 

core of our disciple-making efforts. Relational, small groups have the power to help in the 
transformation of people’s lives. They are the prime route to discipleship, i.e., growing toward 
the image of Christ.  

 
 We are called by God to grow toward a more Christ-like life through the learning and 
practice of spiritual disciplines. Since small relational groups are not only the prime but also the 
virtually indispensable means to effectively do so, as a disciple-making church, we need to 
concentrate primary efforts on offering spiritual formation experiences through relational small 
groups. Thus, a prime goal of our church should not simply be a church with a few relational 
small groups. But rather, a fundamental goal for our church should be to become a church of 
relational small groups with all church members participating in a relational small group of some 
sort. Envision a Christian fellowship in which all of our members grow together into the image 
of Christ through relational small groups supporting one another with love, caring, 
encouragement, trust, acceptance, affirmation, confession and accountability. 
 

This requires not only moving people into such groups, but also making available various 
program and relational experiences leading to spiritual growth in the context of such groups. 
Organizing and moving people into relational small are considered in later discussion (See PART 
SIX, Section VI.B. below.) Here the focus is on program content for use by relational small 
groups. 
 

2. Spiritual Discipline of Connecting with Other Believers: 
                        Participation in Relational Small Group 
 

As considered in earlier discussion, one of the marks of spiritual growth is the 
spiritual discipline of regular participation in a community of believers. People mature in their 
faith through regular and meaningful connections with other believers by sharing life with them. 
We need each other for mutual encouragement, care and accountability. Deepening fellowship 
is the hallmark of relational small groups. This happens when believers spend time together, 
encourage one another, support each other each other, and serve one another’s physical, 
emotional and spiritual needs. Such interactions are most likely and occur best in the context of 
small relational groups.  

 
824 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 153(1993). 
825 Id. at 154. 
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 Thus, whatever the area of topical focus of particular relational small group, it is essential 
to create environments and offer experiences enabling people to connect and develop 
relationships with others. In turn, such Christian fellowship communities better enable people to 
experience spiritual growth – i.e., the continual pursuit of the four vital relationships – 
connecting with God, with other believers, with people through serving, and with those outside 
the faith through evangelism. The ultimate purpose of relational small groups is to move people 
toward a deeper relationship with God through transformation toward Christ’s image. 

 
However, just the fact that people come together in a small group format does not 

automatically create meaningful spiritual formation experiences. Developing “authentic, 
mutually beneficial relationships is often hard work….”826 Group members need to learn how to 
do so and practice what they learn. That is, they need to learn and practice the spiritual discipline 
of regular and active participation in Christian fellowship small group. For most, this should not 
be deemed optional.  

 
… without Christian community we simply cannot experience the 
fullness of life God intends for us, and we will limit our spiritual 
growth and miss out on important aspects of Spirit-led living.827 

 
Among the ways for group members to come to grips with understanding and engaging 

in meaningful spiritual formation through relational small groups are the following. 
 

a. Organizational Process: Group Attributes  
 
As a part of the organizational process, prospective members (or actual 

members if the group has already been formed) of a relational small group should review the 
attributes of small group membership which are essential for effective small group interactions 
leading to transformation. These attributes include mutual trust developed through honesty, 
humility, courtesy, grace, confidentiality, reliability, love, caring and sense of belonging. (For 
further discussion of the characteristics underlying a relational small group being a transforming 
disciple-making experience, see PART SIX, Section VI.B.2. below.) Trust is further engendered 
by participants encouraging and affirming that which is special in another, walking with each 
other in difficult times, being reflective listeners so as to assist others in hearing God’s Word, 
and confessing sins so that one may be healed. They also include the attitude of seeking to discern 
and apply God’s word and mutual accountability. The process of organizing small groups offers 
a forum for group members to learn and understand the attributes necessary for a vibrant spiritual 
formation group experience.  

 
Practicing these qualities encourage and better enable members of the group to move 

deeper and deeper into the waters of transformation toward a more Christ-like life in thoughts, 
feelings and actions.  

 
 

 
826 Timothy C. Geoffrion, “Giving Up on Finding Christian Community,” Alban Weekly, November 10, 2008.  
827 Id.  
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b. Conducting Relational Small Groups  
 
Many have little or no experience in a Christian oriented relational small 

group fellowship. What is this all about? Others might be interested in leading a small group, but 
are reluctant to do so because they feel they don’t know how.  

 
The church should offer some type of experience(s) which better enables small group 

members and their leaders to create a spiritual growth environment. In doing so, it is important 
to be alert to avoiding the creation of small groups which disappoint those seeking life change. 
Community can be over promised leading to disappointment and cynicism. Just throwing small 
groups together is not enough. Care needs to be given in forming groups which are conducted in 
such manner so as to lead to transformation. Various resources should be sought and evaluated 
on the conduct of relational small groups.  

 
Among resources for consideration are the following.  
 

� Regroup: Training Groups to Be Groups828 is a four-session program aimed 
at training groups to be sustainable and healthy. It offers a learning process in 
an environment where the group participants discover how to grow in faith 
while building authentic relationships and accomplishing the purpose(s) for 
which the group members gathered. Sessions cover (i) getting connected in 
the context of God’s purpose for small groups, (ii) five habits of life changing 
groups, (iii) establishing ground rules, and (iv) determining the group’s 
purpose. There are also coaching segments of listening, giving and receiving 
feedback, prayer, calling out the best in others, etc.  In addition, this program 
covers the topics of dealing with confrontation, conflict resolution and 
helping those in crisis. This resource can be used to train both leaders and 
groups simultaneously during regular group time.  

 
� Discipleship Journal’s 101 Best Small-Group Ideas829 offers a resource of 

practical ideas for immediate use by a small group in such areas as Bible 
study, prayer, fellowship, evangelism, serving, and missions as well as 
providing a section on training leaders of small groups, 

 
� Ruth Haley Barton’s book, Life Together in Christ offers an “interactive guide 

for small groups of spiritual companions who are ready to encounter Christ in 
a transforming way – right where they are on the road of real life…. Becoming 
a transforming community involves having real guidance in the attitudes, 
practices and behaviors that open us to the transforming presence of Christ in 
our midst.”830 This book is described as offering small groups a guide for 
discussions leading to genuine Christian discipleship.  
 

 
828 Henry Cloud, Bill Donahue and John Townsend, Regroup: Training Groups to Be Groups: Particpant’s Guide 
(2007) accompanying a 4 session DVD program. 
829 Navigators (1996) (compiled by Deena Davis).  
830 As described by IVP Book Club Digest, February 16, 2016, pp.2,3. 
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Other resources for content for relational small group should also be explored.831 
 
3. Types and Foundational Purposes of Relational Small Groups 

 
  All relational small groups are not the same. Differing small groups are necessary 
to meet the needs and interests of the different members of our congregation. The learning and 
practice of spiritual disciplines through relational small groups can be practiced in many ways 
with each group taking on those attributes based on the participants’ common interests and goals. 
It is up to each group to decide their purposes, duration, size, etc.   
 

The purposes of relational small groups can widely vary from group to group. They can 
range from therapeutic to recreational, from social to instructional. Small groups exist for such 
common interests as parenting, strengthening families and marriage, fellowship, recreation, 
financial planning, Bible study, prayer, serving, evangelism/outreach efforts, mutual support, 
games, meals, hobbies, tasks, projects and fun. 

 
 Often small groups are criticized on the basis that nothing spiritual happens in our 
meetings. However, two elements of spiritual experience should be present whenever small 
groups gather – i.e., content and process. Content involves the explicit topic or issue to be 
discussed. Process encompasses how group members interact with one another and with God. A 
group’s content is spiritual when dealing with religious or spiritual topics. The process is spiritual 
when members act in ways that are genuine, generous and gracious. It is spiritual when 
participants experience their interchanges as an opportunity for faith formation, for deepening 
their spiritual lives. When leading a group, the person is responsible for not only content but also 
for the process. Simply placing something spiritual on the agenda will not ensure faith formation. 
Attention also needs to focus to the spiritual character of the group process.832 
 

In the absence of intentionality for spiritual growth, other churches’ experiences reveal 
that small groups will degenerate into to being simply social groups without their participants 
growing to become more Christ-like. Even if 100% of church members belong to a small group, 
this does not necessarily equate to significant growing people toward a more Christ-like life.833  

 
Small groups in a Christian community offer a variety of practices for those seeking to 

grow as followers of Christ. Thomas Hawkins, in his book Cultivating Christian Community, 
says that most such small groups can be classified into one of several broad categories.834 

 
� Accountable small groups offer a means of mutual accountability. Learning to 

follow Christ requires commitment, a discipline which we can only sustain with 
the assistance of companions. Covenant small groups are based upon an agreed 
upon commitment as to how the members of the group will participate in one or 

 
831 E.g., Jeffrey Arnold, Starting Small Groups that Matter: Building Communities that Matter  and The Big Book 
on Small Groups: (2012) (revised edition).    
832 Thomas R. Hawkins, Cultivating Christian Community at 86-89 (2001). 
833 Randy Frazee, The Connecting Church: Beyond Small Groups to Community 89 (2001). 
834 Thomas R. Hawkins, Cultivating Christian Community 20-23 (2001). 
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more spiritual disciplines such as public and private worship, prayer, spending 
time with God’s Word, etc.   
 

§ Support small groups provide mutual aid and/or comfort to their members. These 
Christ centered groups experience healing and wholeness in a hospitable 
environment.  
 

� Learning small groups seek to learn more about their faith, e.g., studying the 
Bible, social issues in light of scripture and tradition, etc. Learning groups are not 
simply about gathering facts and amassing information, but rather they are about 
spiritual development, discerning their gifts and using them to meet people’s 
needs. 
 

� Serving small groups tend to focus on using one’s gifts in ministry.  
 

� Administrative groups gather for purposes of administration, decision making and 
problem solving. 
 

� Evangelism groups play a role in reaching out to those outside the faith to advance 
both the mission of the church and advance group participants in their own 
personal growth toward Christ’s image.  

 
In short, 
 

Small groups are the ongoing repositories for discipleship- making 
experiences. Small groups are a versatile platform in that they are 
not only information-based, but they are also ministry-based and 
mission-based. Small groups are quite remarkable spaces that 
facilitate genuine life change, and empower those being discipled 
to make more disciples.835   

 
Although the purposes of a relational small group may range from good fun to the highly 

serious, the ultimate purpose is to foster spiritual formation leading to growth in becoming more 
like Christ in the way people think, feel and act. Thus, while the common interests bringing 
together the members of relational small groups can vary from group to group, one or more 
elements are foundational and need to be incorporated someway into group life. The essential 
focuses of relational small groups embrace the following “getting connected” general categories 
of spiritual disciplines:  

 
� learning and practicing the spiritual disciplines directed at pursing a 

loving and intimate relationship with God (especially through worship, 
spending time with God’s word, prayer, etc.),  
 

 
835 Ed Stetzer, “On the Path to Discipleship,” OutreachMagazine.com , December 1 2015. 
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� learning and practicing the spiritual discipline of meaningful participation 
in a relational small group with other believers sharing life together in 
love and caring,   
 

� learning and practicing the spiritual discipline of connecting with both 
believers and nonbelievers through serving their physical, emotional and 
spiritual needs, and 
 

� learning and practicing the spiritual discipline of reaching out to those 
outside the faith through witnessing the good news of Christ and bringing 
them into congregational life.  

 
PART THREE above explores nature of these spiritual disciplines and what is involved. 

Growth in these areas lead to transformation into a more Christ-like person as one walks the path 
to becoming a more Fully Devoted Follower of Christ. While practicing some of these disciplines 
may involve assembling together in a large group (e.g., worship services) or in some instances 
doing them alone (e.g., private prayer), there is no adequate substitute for pursuing spiritual 
disciplines in the context of a relational small group. Various spiritual disciplines can best be 
done in some type of small group relationships whether it is a Bible study group, a home 
fellowship group, a prayer group, serving or outreach oriented group, etc.  

 
Having noted “getting connected” foundational areas of focus for relational small groups, 

the obvious should be recognized. A particular relational small group is not expected to deal with 
all of the fundamental areas, as well as other areas of group interest, at one time. Each group 
needs to have a reasonable, doable focus. However, the disciple-making process is a lifetime 
endeavor. Overtime, covering these are the expected goals to be pursued. Or, as an alternative, 
groups will mature, split and form new groups. A quite likely scenario is for people to gravitate 
to another group which focuses upon a different facet of spiritual formation which they have yet 
to experience. Relational small groups will experience different life cycles, some perhaps lasting 
for only a year or a couple of years, others for several years. However, this shakes out for a 
particular individual, it is important that when leaving one group he or she proceeds to connect 
with another group. Being connected in deepening, mutual caring, affirming, and accountable 
relationships with other believers is an on-going essential element of Christian living and 
spiritual growth. 

 
 4. Relational Small Groups: Content 
 
  The following discussion focuses on some of the spiritual practices which are 
foundational for the relational small group experience with consideration of some possible 
program content with respect to each. As just discussed, regardless of the common interest which 
brings a group together, all relational small groups should include at least some of the 
foundational spiritual practices. However, setting forth several spiritual practices as foundational 
is not intended to derogate focusing on other spiritual practices which offer promise of spiritual 
growth for members of the group. Furthermore, focusing on one discipline practice does not 
necessarily mean doing so in isolation from other spiritual disciplines. Quite the contrary, 
spiritual disciplines are related in their common purpose, i.e., to grow toward a more Christ-like 
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life. Often doing one also involves doing another (e.g., combination of Bible study, meditation 
and prayer).  
 
  a. Overview of Spiritual Formation  

 
We have been invited by God to enter into an intimate personal 

relationship with him. Amazingly, he also wants be our best friend But, how do we make this 
possible? We do so by seeking to experience his transforming power by becoming more Christ 
in our thoughts, feelings and actions. As John Calvin wrote, “By imitating Christ we are drawn 
into union with him….”836   

 
In order to achieve union with God, we must be intentional and disciplined. Spiritual 

growth doesn't just happen. It requires intentionality, discipline, and work. While our effort has 
nothing to do with our salvation, it has much to do with growing in our personal relationship 
with God.  One must make the effort to grow.  

 
Spiritual growth emerges from the learning and practice of spiritual disciplines which are 

the intentional practices, relationships and experiences that give us space from other demands of 
life to keep company with God. They enable us to answer God’s invitation to a personal 
relationship with him and to discern and respond to what God calls upon us to do. Spiritual 
disciplines are the tools which help us to know God, develop and intimacy with him, and grow 
our fitness for serving and reaching out to others. Spiritual disciplines are crucial to 
transformation toward a more Christ-like life in thoughts, feelings and actions.  

 
Although we cannot replicate the character of Christ on our own, through the practice of 

spiritual disciplines we open up ourselves to God. God then uses the Holy Spirit, our desire to 
grow spiritually and the habits we develop through practicing spiritual disciplines to form in us 
the characteristics and qualities of Christ. Thus, learning and practicing spiritual disciplines is 
vital in our on-going pursuit of an intimate relationship with God.  

 
If our church is to encourage equip and support our members (and possibly others) to 

grow in their spiritual formation, we need to make readily available programs and/or other 
experiences which, in the context of their relational small group, assist them in understanding 
the importance and the manner of practicing various spiritual disciplines. In addition to the 
discussion in PART THREE above, there is a wide variety of teaching and small group materials 
available which provide an overview of spiritual disciplines and/or focus on the understanding 
and practice of specific disciplines. Under the general category of overview of spiritual 
formation, we might explore and review the following for possible use. 

 
� “Companions in Christ: A Small Group Experience in Spiritual 

Formation” (Upper Room Books) – This series seeks to offer 
transforming experiences in spiritual formation. Classical spiritual 
practices are explored and participants are invited to develop daily 

 
836 John Calvin, The Institutes of the Christian Religion 3.1.3 (1536) as quoted in Bill Hull, The Complete Book of 
Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 97 (2006).  
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patterns which open their lives to a deepening relationship with God 
and one another. This provides a journey moving through five units 
with five or six sessions allocated to each unit. The units are the 
Christian journey (spiritual formation), scripture (introduction to 
several ways of meditating and praying on scripture), deepening 
prayer, responding to God’s call, and exploring spiritual guidance. 
 

� Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us (2005) 
by Adele Ahlberg Calhoun. This book discusses over 50 spiritual 
disciplines under the categories of worship, open oneself to God, 
relinquish the false self, share life with others, incarnate the love of 
Christ, hear God’s Word, and prayer. With respect to each discipline 
a series of reflection questions, spiritual exercises and additional 
resource materials are provided. Calhoun sets forth a manner of using 
the book in small groups. The choice of topics and formats are flexible 
so as to fit the needs of each particular group.  
 

� Proven by followers of Jesus over the centuries, spiritual disciplines 
are exercises which strengthen endurance on the road to spiritual 
growth. In a six-session DVD small group Bible study, “The Life 
You’ve Always Wanted,” John Ortberg offers a study guiding groups 
through spiritual disciplines and teaches how one might transform his 
or her spiritual life. What does true spiritual life really look like, what 
keeps one from living it, and how can one pursue it? Ortberg invites 
people to join him on a road to transformation and spiritual vigor that 
anyone can readily take.  
 

� “Pursuing Spiritual Transformation Study Series” (Ortberg, et al) – 
The first study introduces the core ideas behind transformation. The 
balance of the series focuses on the five G’s of growing faith: grace, 
growth. groups, gifts and giving. Each study includes six sessions 
exploring life giving practices, experiences and relationships which 
God can use to bring about spiritual transformation.  
 

� Spiritual Disciplines Companion: Bible Studies and Practices to 
Transform Your Soul (2009) by Jan Johnson – This book seeks to 
connect us with the God who wants to transform us. The book looks 
at time-tested practices in the Bible by looking at the everyday ways 
Jesus related to God. Companion studies and exercises aid exploring 
16 core practices. Three segments on each practice (hence a total of 
forty-eight sessions) are said to enable going beyond superficial 
understanding so as to begin to live in a new way. The book may be 
used individually or in the context of a small group. 
 

� Discipleship Essentials: A Guide to Building Your Life in Christ (Greg 
Ogden) – This book covers the study of scripture topically. Its biblical 
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readings follow a path to incrementally build the picture of Christian 
life. The book has 24 lessons divided into four categories (beginning 
to practice spiritual disciplines; comprehending the core teachings 
about the nature of God, the nature of the person and the benefits of 
Christ; process and qualities of transformation by the Holy Spirit; and 
engaging in service ministry). This book has received excellent 
reviews on the Amazon.com website. Some comments indicate its use 
in small group situations.  

 
In addition, the spiritual formation programs suggested for short term small groups are 

also suitable for relational small groups. Those noted are “If You Want to Walk on Water, 
You’ve Got to Get Out of the Boat” (John Ortberg); “Life You’ve Always Wanted” (John 
Ortberg), and “God Is Closer Than You Think” (John Ortberg). 

 
As noted in other contexts, the suggested above sources are suggested for consideration 

as the church seeks to provide offerings for relational small group efforts to grow people toward 
a more Christ-like life. However, there is no suggestion here that other sources should not be 
explored as well. 

 
 b. Foundational Spiritual Disciplines: Content  
 

Among the numerous specific spiritual disciplines, at some point three 
foundational and indispensable (but not exclusive) spiritual disciplines should be incorporated 
in a relational small group’s experience These are (1) communicating with God through prayer, 
(2) spending time with God’s Word for discerning and applying his truth in our daily lives, and 
(3) some element of worship.837 Even if a group’s focus is not specifically one of these 
disciplines, in each gathering in some manner incorporate prayer, the Word, and worship. These 
are in addition to allowing time for “the sharing of needs, aspirations, and victories; and 
fellowship in Christian love”838 as well as mutual support and accountability.  

 
 (1) Spiritual Discipline of Prayer  
 

As noted earlier, Jesus spent a substantial portion of his time in 
prayer. Since he is the model for all Christians, there can be no doubt that prayer is an essential 
element of Christian living. If we want to follow Christ, we need learn and understand the 
purpose of prayer, what prayer is and is not, the different types of prayer, different methods of 
prayer, what to expect and not expect from prayer, etc. However, learning alone is insufficient. 
To progress on the path of towards a more Christ-like life, we need to actually pray. It is difficult 
to overstate the importance of prayer in a Christian's life. We need to practice the spiritual 
discipline of prayer. The church needs to teach and offer prayer disciple-making experiences. Of 
course, prayer is corporately practiced in the context of a worship service. But here we are 
focusing on individuals focusing on private and small group prayer. The key is creating a context 
in which conversation with God is as natural and expected as conversations among families, 

 
837 This is reflected in the recommended Model Relational Small Group Covenant which is discussed in PART SIX 
Section VI.B.3.a.(4) below).   
838 Donald N. Bastian, Belonging (Free Methodist Church): Adventures in Church Membership 137 (2002). 
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friends and acquaintances. The church’s role is not to control whether or how anyone prays, but 
rather to afford opportunities to learn and experience the many ways and wonders of daily alone 
time prayer, prayer in small groups with others and prayer in a larger corporate worship setting 
context.839 

 
Although believers are aware of prayer and, at least occasionally, engage in prayer, many 

are not familiar with the wide range of the types and methods of prayer experiences available. 
As a result, they may not have found those approaches to prayer which work best for them in 
growing toward a more Christ-like life and in their personal relationship with God. Since prayer 
is such a fundamental aspect being a follower of Christ, a major responsibility of any church, 
whose mission is disciple-making, is providing disciple-making experiences of understanding 
the nature of and practice prayer. Such experiences should encourage, equip and support persons 
in the development of both their corporate and private prayer life.  
 

As earlier noted, while all of us are familiar with at least some aspects of prayer, we also 
may harbor some misconceptions or lack of awareness of various types and/or elements of prayer 
which restrict the effectiveness of our prayer life. There are different types of prayers for 
different situations. There are elements that enhance the effectiveness of prayer. To enhance our 
prayer life, we need a greater understanding of (i) the nature of prayer, (ii) what it is and is not, 
(iii) the alternative means of praying and (iv) the elements of effective prayer which need to 
occur. It should be emphasized that the vitality of prayer grows when praying (a) more often, (b) 
specifically rather than with generalities, (c) with faith, (d) persistently, and (e) for obedient 
action.840 These are things to be learned and practiced. As discussed earlier, the A.C.T.S. method, 
for example, provides a format for a balanced prayer life. Different methods of prayer work 
better or worse for different people. Thus, given the common lack of a broad understanding of 
prayer, coupled with the crucial nature of prayer in the lives of all Christians, it is essential that 
we, as a disciple-making church offer programs and experiences which better enable our 
members to understand, commit to and practice the spiritual discipline of prayer. Here again, the 
relational small group provides an excellent vehicle for doing so.  
 
 The material on the spiritual discipline of prayer considered in PART THREE, Section 
I.A. above, affords an informational base upon which a program on prayer can be based. In 
addition, the introductory programs considered below in the context of short term small groups 
provide alternative or supplemental resources. Other resources on practicing the spiritual 
discipline of prayer should also be explored.841 

 
(2) Spiritual Discipline of Spending Time with God’s Word  
 

Christianity is a revealed faith. We discover God only when he 
reveals himself to us primarily in the person of Jesus Christ. Although God can speak to us in 

 
839 Michael J. Foss, Power Surge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church 90-94 (2000). 
840 Lonnie Richardson, “Action Sheet on Prayer.” 
841 E.g., Bill Hybels, Too Busy Not to Pray: Slowing down to be with God, (1998) (also Too Busy Not to Pray 
Small Group Study Guide with DVD program ); Lonnie Richardson. “Power of Prayer” (sermon series on prayer 
February 21 thru March 13, 2015; Stephen Peay, Seminar on Prayer, (February. 28 thru March 24, 1996 (First 
Congregational Church of Wauwatosa) (from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson). 
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many ways, he does so especially through the Bible. Through the Bible he (i) brings faith to 
nonbelievers, (ii) provides principles for living, and (iii) leads us into a personal and transforming 
relationship with himself. Thus, the spiritual discipline of spending time with God’s Word is 
crucial in growing toward a more Christ-like life and in one’s personal relationship with God. In 
doing so, emphasis should be on experiencing Jesus, letting the Bible talk directly and personally 
to us, and then acting upon it.  

 
 To be an effective disciple-making church, the congregation needs to be continually 
reminded that the Bible is the foundation of our individual lives. Members of the congregation 
should be aware that they are expected (a) to read, study and meditate on the Bible and (b) to be 
equipped to do so.842 To encourage, equip and support, the church needs to provide learning 
opportunities on how to read the Bible, resources to assist in reading the Bible (e.g., 
commentaries), and Bible study experiences. 
 

Initial focus should be on Bible study programs aimed at how to study the Bible. That is, 
what method or methods should we use when we read the Bible to discern who God is and what 
he calls us to do in our daily lives. As noted below, a program modeling the how of Bible study 
lends itself to a short term small group program. However, for those relational small group 
members, who have not had the opportunity to partake in such program, it is also appropriate for 
the relational small group itself to commence spending time with the Bible with such a program. 
(For reference to examples of how to study the Bible, see C.2.b.(2) below.)    
 

Once members of the group have participated in a how to study the Bible program, 
whether in a short term or a relational small group context, the relational small group then moves 
on to studying Bible content. That is, spending time with the Word shifts to the actual spiritual 
practice of spending time with God’s Word. Emphasis in Bible study should be devotion oriented 
rather than simply an effort to amass information about God. We seek to come to know God 
rather than simply gathering information about God. We seek for the Bible to have a personal 
impact on us. Thus, we need to direct attention to those Bible study programs which engage 
individuals in the application of God’s Word in our daily lives. 

 
As expressed earlier in exploring the spiritual discipline of spending time with God’s 

Word, abiding in God’s Word is achieved by (i) receiving with an open mind, (ii) reading the 
Bible regularly, (iii) asking the right questions of the text and writing down one’s insights, (iv) 
remembering, and (v) reflecting upon God's Word.  Effective Bible study should not be 
approached casually. Meaningful Bible study stems from (i) understanding the purpose(s) of 
such study, (ii) learning and practicing the requisite skills, and (iii) adopting a committed 
attitude. These are essential elements for meaningful experiences when spending time with the 
Word. It is incumbent upon FRCC, as a disciple-making church, to offer meaningful and 
deepening experiences which better enable people to become devotionally immersed in God’s 
Word and to grow in one’s personal relationship with God.  

 
In doing so, the church needs to provide ongoing learning opportunities in both personal 

and corporate use of Scripture. There are numerous approaches to delving into God’s word. A 

 
842 Michael W. Foss, Power Surge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church 97 (2000). 
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relatively simple approach occurs when the reader asks himself questions about what he has read. 
Such questions might include 

 
What does this passage teach me about God—the Father, Jesus 
Christ, the Holy Spirit? 
 
What does this passage teach me about the Christian life? 
 
Is there a command to obey, a promise to claim, a warning to 
heed?  
 
Is there an example to follow or an error to avoid? 
 
What is the main lesson of the passage?843 

 
Asking generalized questions such as these tends to prompt further questions as to the meaning 
of the passage being read. This turn impels a more thorough form of Bible study. Classical 
methods of Bible study include the synthetic, critical, biographical, historical, theological, 
rhetorical, topical, analytical, comparative and devotional methods. 

 
Opportunities for learning and experiencing how to read, study, and pray with the Bible 

should be regularly be offered and opportunities to develop skills with other tools of the trade—
commentaries, concordances, Bible dictionaries, and atlases should be provided as well. 
Beginning, intermediate, and advanced offerings in study methods, biblical content and 
application, should be made available and widely promoted.844 Relational small group programs 
and participants’ interactions provide an excellent forum for growing understanding of and 
connection with God’s word. 

 
One is not likely to spiritually grow without spending time with and learning God’s word. 

However, all too often, believers reduce the disciple-making process to read this, study this and 
memorize this. “Too often, churches make the mistake of equating discipleship with taking a 
series of classes and cognitive content.”845 Instead, the goal of discipleship is to be more like 
Jesus. We are “to be conformed to the image of His Son….” (Romans 8:29) The purpose is not 
acquiring information, but rather Christ-like transformation. It is not about knowledge in general, 
but rather getting to know Jesus better.846 Thus, while it is essential to emphasize spending time 
with God’s word, 

 
we need “to be careful never to give the impression that that 
discipleship actually happens through the mere intellectual 
improvement. Real discipleship is… experiential. It is hands-on 
learning about being like Jesus. 
 

 
843 Lonnie Richardson, “How to Study the Bible Workshop.” 
844 Michael W. Foss, Power Surge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church 98 (2000). 
845 David Ferguson, “Measuring Disciple-Making, OutreachMagazine.com, March 28, 2013. 
846 Ed Stetzer, “4 Strategies for Better Discipleship,” OutreachMagazine.com, March 13, 2013. 
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… And discipleship certainly involves learning, but it also 
involves yielding, doing, telling, serving, and going to find others 
who aren't disciples yet.847  

 
The gospel is not something simply to be read, it is to be lived. Meaningful spending time with 
God’s word results from personal investigation of the meaning of the Bible, making it one’s own 
and then acting on it.  
 

One resource material for understanding meaningful Bible study is the earlier discussion 
of the spiritual discipline of spending time with God’s Word in PART THREE, Section I.B. 
above. Of course, there are numerous Bible study programs which, warrant review for possible 
use. In addition to those programs suggested for use in connection with the short term small 
groups, the following programs extend for significant durations thereby lending themselves for 
use by on-going relational small groups. These include, but are not limited to, the following. 
 

� “WORD” (Warren) – This is a nine month Bible study course which 
embraces wonder about it, observe it, reflect upon it, and do it. (It is based 
on Rick Warren's book, Dynamic Bible Study Methods). Each session 
includes homework for self-discovery, lectures and small group 
discussions. Although all books of the Bible are important, the five core 
books studied first are Genesis, John, Romans, Ephesians and James.848 
 

� Group Spice offers Bible studies, Sunday school materials, and family 
devotions supporting groups. Whether hosting a small group, looking for 
family devotion materials, a church wanting to start or sustain a small 
group ministry, or conduct a church- wide campaign, Group Spice offers 
resources to do so. All Bible studies are based on the Purpose-Driven 
paradigm and are designed to encourage fellowship, discipleship, 
ministry, evangelism, and worship. Among the offerings is the Deepening 
Life Together series which includes Acts, Ephesians, John, James, 
Parables, Psalms, Revelation, Romans, Ruth and various other topics.849 
Some members of Fox River have had experienced a couple of offerings 
in this series with positive reactions. 

 
�  “The New Testament” – This is one of the religion courses of the 

Teaching Company’s Great Courses. There are 24 sessions of 30 minutes 
each presented on DVD. The courses sponsored by the Teaching 
Company are outstanding. However, drawbacks from our perspective are 
that the course is taught from an academic rather than devotional 
perspective and it lacks participant guides.850 
 

 
847 Brandon Cox, “Is Discipleship About Growing or Going?” OutreachMagazine.com, September 22, 2015. 
848 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 351-52 (1995). 
849 GroupSpice.com. 
850 thegreatcourses.com. 
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� “The Kerygma Program” – Kerygma offers an extensive series of adult 
Bible study programs of varying lengths. Depending on the program, a 
resource book, leader’s guide and/or DVD’s are part of the package.851  

 
There are a host of Bible studies, as well as resources on how to study the Bible, available beyond 
those noted above which are worthy of consideration. 
 

In addition, opportunities should be made available to enhance the abilities of small group 
leaders or teachers in bringing people to a greater meaningfulness in spending time with God’s 
Word. Among the sources which might be considered for doing are James C. Wilhoit and Leland 
Ryken’s book Effective Bible Teaching (2nd edition, 2012) and R.C. Sproul’s book Knowing 
Scripture (revised edition, 2009).   

 
Despite the number of sources just noted, there is no suggestion here that other 

sources are not available. Such might be as good or better than the ones just noted. 
 

   (3) Spiritual Discipline of Worship 
 

As considered earlier, in growing toward a more Christ-like life in 
our thoughts, feelings and actions, a follower of Christ strives to get connected with God by 
continually pursuing an intimate relationship with him. In worship, whether collectively as a 
community or personally in private, respond to God’s invitation to enter a personal and intimate 
relationship with him. We respond to God’s invitation to a personal relationship with us through 
our expression of reverence, awe, praise, thanksgiving and submission.  Such expression exalts 
God with lofty praise, honor, thanksgiving and joy. This is worship. 
 

Worship is commonly thought of in terms of church-wide worship services, not so much 
in the context of worship in private or in small groups. However, the spiritual discipline of 
worship applies in all three situations. It is incumbent on all Christian believers to understand 
the fundamental purpose of worship and practice this spiritual discipline in all three 
circumstances.   

 
Sources for teaching and offering disciple-making experiences of worship should be 

explored. The earlier discussion of the spiritual discipline of worship offers one possibility, 
perhaps in combination with other sources. If understanding has not been sufficiently gleaned in 
other church contexts, widespread involvement of  relational small groups is essential.    

 
 Incorporate each of the three fundamental spiritual disciplines of prayer, spending time 
with God’s Word and worship, at least to some extent, in every of the relational small group 
gathering. Balance verbal times with nonverbal times. Move between discussion and quiet 
meditation. Call upon members to participate. Small groups offer the opportunity for everyone 
to participate according to their gifts.852 Doing so is vital to individual’s spiritual growth toward 
a Christ-like life. 

 
 

851 kerygma.com.  
852 Thomas R. Hawkins, Cultivating Christian Community 90 (2001). 
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 c. Growing in One’s Faith: Overview of Basic Christianity  
 

We can assume that the degree of knowledge of the basic underlying 
concepts of Christianity varies considerably among the members of our congregation. This will 
increase as we reach out to and bring more people in. Thus, a natural early step in our 
discipleship-making efforts is offering an overview of basic Christianity. This serves not only 
new believers but also it may have significant appeal for others as a refresher program of the 
essential principles of Christianity. Thus, we should make available Basic Christianity 101 type 
offerings to them as well. For those who have reached the point of participating in a longer term 
relational small group, a more in depth and breadth exposure to the basics of faith would lead to a 
growing faith and connection with God.   

 
 Several suitable resources are available to relational small groups for their understanding of 
the basics of the Christian faith including the following two.  

 
� The Alpha course is an appropriate offering in the small relational 

group context for those relational small groups whose members 
haven’t already participated in the short term small group Alpha 
course.  
 

� Foundations: 11 Core Truths to Build Your Life On by Tom 
Holladay and Kay Warren offers an award-winning resource for 
teaching believers the essential doctrines of Christian faith, 
providing the theological basis for living a purpose-driven life in 
a small group format. This 24 session series, designed for small 
groups seeks to build a solid foundation as to what we believe and 
why.853 

Becoming familiar with and/or refreshed about some of the basics of Christianity and the 
Bible, through overview programs such as these constitute a building block for growth in an 
individual’s spiritual formation. This sets the stage for further spiritual growth in depth.  
 

d. Living the Christian Life  
 

Closely related to the above topics is the general subject of living the 
Christian life. As the core values of FRCC emphasize, 

 
 It matters how one lives his or her life. The gospel is not something simply 
to be read and understood, but to be lived. Faith is the fundamental and practical 
element of living.  It extends to all of life. Every act and task in life, not simply 
one's act of worship, is the response of a steward of God. For the person of 
Christian faith, there is no distinction between religious and secular life. All of 
life is God's.854 

 
853 amazon.com. 
854 Fox River Congregational Church Statement of Core Values. 

https://www.zondervan.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=%22Tom+Holladay+%2C+Kay+Warren%22&order=relevance&dir=desc
https://www.zondervan.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=%22Tom+Holladay+%2C+Kay+Warren%22&order=relevance&dir=desc
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Small group programming offers excellent opportunity for teaching and experiencing growth in 
one’s Christian life. Offerings should include various topics relative to what is happening in 
people’s lives. Among the seemingly countless alternatives worthy of exploration, three are 
noted below. 

 
� Perhaps of particular note is a series of programs based upon Rick Warren’s book 

entitled The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth am I Here For. A six-week Warren 
introductory program is noted above in the context of short term small group 
offerings. In addition, there are more detailed programs of longer duration suitable 
for relational small group study encompassed in a “Doing Life Together” DVD 
Curriculum. This series is designed to help an individual live a purpose driven life 
through being a part of a purpose driven and Bible study small group fostering a 
balanced Christian life. 
 

Based on the biblical purposes which constitute the bedrock of Saddleback 
Church, the “Doing Life Together” programs are designed to help small groups 
discover what God has created them for and how to transform his purposes into one’s 
everyday reality which, in turn, can lead to transformation experiences. The kit 
contains the complete, 6-volume Doing Life Together series. It includes one DVD 
with leader's guide insert and one study guide for each of the following titles: 
Beginning Life Together, Connecting with God's Family, Growing to Be Like Christ, 
Developing Your Shape to Serve Others, Sharing Your Life's Mission Every Day, 
and Surrendering Your Life for God's Pleasure. For each title, the DVD contains six 
small group study sessions. Study books are included, as is a song, if a group chooses 
to worship in music.855 

� Believe – Grounded in selected scripture, Believe offers a multi-faceted approach 
providing a unique spiritual growth experience taking participants on a journey to 
think, act and be more like Christ. This approach is offered by Randy Frezee.856 It 
leads participants through the 10 key beliefs of the Christian faith, 10 key practices 
of a follower of Christ, and 10 key virtues which characterize a person becoming 
more like Christ. Although the book offers the opportunity for a person to do this 
alone, a video based DVD Bible study helps groups of all sizes to experience a 
transformational journey through a 30 session weekly experience. Student editions 
are available as are is a church resource kit for a Believe church-wide campaign and 
an online resource library.857 

 
� The Congregational Way offers a supplementary approach to living out a Christian 

life in an authentic and real way. The earlier discussion of the contents of an 
Exploring Church Membership Class noted several sources for short term programs 
on Congregationalism. These are also suitable for use in the relational small group 
context. Furthermore, Arthur Rouner’s acclaimed classic on Congregationalism, The 
Congregational Way of Life (1972) which contains a study guide, provides a basis 

 
855 As described by amazon.com. 
856 Randy Frazee, Believe: Living the Story of the Bible to Become Like Jesus (2nd ed., 2015).  
857 As described by christianbook.com. 
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for a longer term relational small group program. Our church drew extensively upon 
this work in developing FRCC’s adopted “Essential Principles of Congregationalism.  
 

e. Strengthening Faith by Dealing with Tough Questions  
 

We all have questions and doubts concerning our faith. Is the Bible 
credible, can it be trusted? What about science in relation to religion? Why do bad things happen 
to good people? Why does God permit suffering? The list of questions can go on and on. For 
many, if such questions are not satisfactorily addressed, their faith may weaken and perhaps even 
become jeopardized. Relational small groups afford a forum for consideration of such questions 
and doubts. Various books and programs focus on questions such these. Several books are The 
Case for Christ, The Case for Faith, The Case for a Creator and The Case for the Real Christ 
all authored by Lee Strobel have been accorded high acclaim. In addition, several of Strobel’s 
books are offered in short term DVD programs suitable for use in both relational and short term 
small groups. For example, 

 
� The Case for Christ (2016) explores the evidence for Christ from 

the fields of science, philosophy and history. This program, 
coupled with a sermon series, was offered to the congregation in 
the Fall of 2019 in a short term small group context. It was well 
received by those who participated.   
 

�  The Case for a Creator (2004) explores scientific discoveries to 
determine if they provide a solid basis for belief in God.  
 

� The Case for Faith (2014) investigates issues and doubts of the 
heart that threaten faith including doubt, the problem of pain, and 
the existence of evil. In addition, in a 10 session DVD small group 
Bible study entitled “Faith Under Fire: Exploring Christianity’s 
Toughest Questions,” Lee Strobel hosts, interviews and debates 
with respected Christians, people of other faiths and those 
claiming no religious faith at all.  

 
In a DVD presentation “Reason & Faith,” Dinesh D’Souza, Ravi Zacharias and Norman 

Geisler offer educated reasoning for faith through exploring how modern science and scholarship 
support Christianity; why we need to lean on God; and how we can prove that the Bible (based 
on its historicity) is God's inspired Word.  

 
Pastor Timothy Keller is known for his intellectual approach to belief and faith. In a 6 

session DVD curriculum, based upon his book The Reason for God, he responds to questions 
posed by unbelievers, skeptics and believers. This study draws upon literature, philosophy, 
reason and real-life conversations to explain how faith in the Christian God is a soundly rational 
belief. 

 
In Mere Apologetics: How to Help Seekers and Skeptics Find Faith (2012), Alister 

McGrath addresses how to engage unbelievers with intelligence and imagination. He offers 
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various approaches to sharing your faith with others. He outlines pointers to faith, such as our 
innate sense of longing for justice, our appreciation for beauty, the order we see in the physical 
world, etc. He also shows there are many right ways to share your faith through explanations, 
arguments, stories, and images and how to decide which works best for your personality and 
your audience. This book aids readers in working out their own way to effectively communicate 
and defend the gospel.  
 
 In his book Altar’d,858 Pastor Jay Cavaiani offers both historic and faith building evidence 
revealing how God used his own rules and master plan to restore his people into a relationship 
with him through the sacrifice of his son Jesus. Many powerful forms of evidence are shown to 
help engender and fan the flame of faith not only of those to whom one is trying to reach, but 
also the faith of the one reaching out to others.  Many people need substantial evidence which 
leads to real lasting faith. Altar’d lays out the evidence revealing that God is real, that the Bible 
can be trusted, and that he has a plan for our lives. The book leads to the question, “have you 
Atar’d your life?” This book not only offers a basis from which to reach out to those outside the 
faith, it also serves to refresh and strengthen the faith of those reaching out to others.  
 

These and other resources dealing with answering tough are available which deserve 
exploration. These resources not only offer disciple-making experiences to strengthen the faith 
of believers, they also provide support when we are confronted with such questions by people to 
whom we reach out to in our evangelism efforts. 
 
C. SHORT TERM SMALL GROUPS  
 

The small group stage of disciple-making involves two types of small groups; short term 
small groups and relational small groups. relational small groups are discussed immediately 
above. Short term groups are considered here.   

 
1. Functions of Short Term Small Groups  
 

As noted earlier, short term small groups can undertake various functions offering 
opportunities for disciple-making spiritual growth experiences. These include the following.   

 
a. Basics of Faith 

 
Short term small groups provide an excellent vehicle for learning the 

basics of faith. Programming can serve not only as an introduction to the basics for newcomers, 
but also as a refresher for others in the congregation. The content of a small group program may 
embrace any one of a variety of introductory and/or refresher topics.  

 
The material might be presented in lecture form, as a video program, book discussion, 

etc. Whatever the nature of the presentation, it is critical that there be an opportunity for the 
attendees to then gather in small groups to discuss the material and interact with one another. 
Participating in the basics of faith stage of disciple-making may whet the appetite for further 
spiritual growth, a major step in growing more Christ-like in one’s thoughts, feelings and actions. 

 
858 Jay Cavaiani, Altar’d: Faith-Building Evidence Leading to New Life (2014).provides 
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 b. Spiritual Disciplines: Sparking Interest in Spiritual Growth  
 

Short term small groups afford excellent opportunities to present 
introductory and/or refresher experiences on various spiritual growth subject matters such as 
introducing and exploring the role and types of spiritual disciplines. Such offerings may spur 
one’s curiosity and spark a deepening interest and longing for spiritual growth. A range of subject 
matters should be offered to attract the participation of those with different interests. Whatever 
whets the spiritual appetites of new or longer-term believers is a step in the right direction. Short 
term small groups, hereto, can serve as a catalyst to moving people to deeper and broader 
spiritual experiences. 

 
  c. Adult Faith Formation: Exploring Theological Questions859 
 

It is not uncommon for a church to experience a lack of interest among its 
congregants in theology or to participate in church educational events. In today’s modern society, 
congregants need to nurture the mind as well as the spirit in order to creatively face the challenges 
of our pluralistic and secular age. They need safe places in which to explore their faith questions, 
doubts and challenge childhood ideas about God and humankind. Although there are various 
ways to encourage congregational faith formation, one church has implemented and Adult Faith 
Formation approach resulting in a robust, intellectually lively, and inspirational adult theological 
education program.  

 
Undergirding this program, in addition to a pastor spending some additional time in 

enhancing his or her own theological understandings, the pastor should look for the theologian 
in each congregant. People have theological questions often which are unaddressed even in 
church. Every person who asks questions about life, death, meaning, pain and suffering, what is 
the nature of God, etc. is a theologian. Congregants are reluctant to ask questions about what is 
most important fearing they will be misunderstood or that their ignorance will be exposed. So, 
urge congregants to put every question on the table; bring your thoughts, questions, and ideas. 
Make manifest that this is a mistake free zone, a place where no question is too big or too small. 
The pastor should make clear he does not have the answer to all questions. Furthermore, there 
may be more than one correct answer to important questions of faith. By creating this 
environment, people began to ask questions, express doubts. This, in turn, suggests themes for 
study and discussion. From congregants’ questions or suggestions, implement an on-going series 
of adult faith formation programs which attract interest and participation of not only congregants, 
but also persons from outside the church.  
 

For this approach to be effective pastors, as well as other church leaders, need to be in 
conversation with their congregants and attentively listening for their questions. Choose a person 
each quarter to select a theme, e.g., the problem of suffering using Job and the journeys of Paul 
as the biblical basis for the discussion. Then be prepared to lead the group by creating new 
materials or interpreting the works of others. The resulting Adult Faith Formation groups have 
proven quite successful for participating congregants (and others) in their deepening biblical/ 

 
859 This section draws primarily on Bruce Epperly, “Encouraging Lay Theology,” posted by Alban.org on August 
16, 2016.  
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theological understanding and faith formation. When it comes to adult faith formation, if we 
listen, respond, and provide various time options, people will come. One’s faith journey can be 
made exciting.  “Adult faith formation is holy ground and worthy of our best efforts.”860  

 
When done in a short term group context, such programs expose people to the small 

group experience. This, in turn, serve as a bridge leading to participation either in an existing or 
new relational small group perhaps formed out of this short term group.  

 
 d. Training  
 

The fourth function of short term small groups involves training people in 
performing disciple making activities, hence progressing in their own growth as followers of 
Christ and helping others.  For example, people need to be trained to lead small groups.  Or, a 
short term small group training program might be sponsored by the Serving Team or Evangelism 
Team to equip those persons who have progressed in their spiritual journey to the point where 
they desire serving and/or evangelistic reaching out to others to become a part of their Christian 
life style. 

 
e. Bridging  

 
Typically, newcomers, and even some church members who have been 

around for a while, are reluctant to jump into a long term relational small group situation. They 
are not ready to take the step beyond worship to participation in a relational small group. They 
may be unsure what small groups are all about and/or are not confident about with whom they 
want to participate in an on-going small group relationship. However, when an appealing short 
term small group program emerges, e.g., a basic Bible study, financial management, etc., these 
people are much more likely to first participate in a short term group experience which doesn’t 
call for a long-term commitment. By affording an opportunity to connect and build relationships 
with fellow church members, at least in an introductory way, the short term small group 
experience sets the stage for the next step. That is, if this experience engenders positive 
relationship building, it is likely to serve as a bridge to the essential discipleship step of getting 
better connected with other believers through participation in an on-going relational small group 
experience. By providing this bridging function, short term small groups play an important role 
in the assimilation stage of disciple-making and furthering a person’s growth in following Christ. 

 
That is, short term small groups enable people to test drive an introductory relational 

small group experience before committing to doing so on a long-term basis. Attractive well done 
short term groups provide a linkage or bridge to the indispensable spiritual formation experiences 
found in long term relational small groups. That is, short term small group experiences can serve 
as a catalyst to move people to deeper and broader levels of spiritual growth. The short term 
small group itself might morph into an on-going relational small group. A participant or 
participants may create a new group. Or, individuals might join other groups which are forming 
and/or are available to newcomers. 

 
 

860 Id. 
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All small groups, whatever function they are performing, should foster the experience of 
positive relationship development. Many churches today offer short term small group programs. 
Although good can emerge in providing one or a combination of the various short term small 
group functions, a prime lacking in many of these church groups is the failure to develop at least 
the beginnings of continuing relationships among at some of the group participants after these 
short term group sessions conclude.861 Ultimately, short term small groups need to foster 
movement to relational small groups by offering positive relational experiences and promoting 
movement to either an existing and/or newly created relational small groups.  

 
Thus, it is incumbent upon the church offer a short term small group experiences which 

explores and practices the basics of small group life and enables people to meet others who are 
seeking, or at least willing to explore, a long-term small group-connection.862 In providing a 
bridging function, the short term small group experience plays an essential role in the 
assimilation stage of disciple-making. 

 
The availability of introductory short term small groups affords a simple and clear next 

step beyond conversion, worship services and becoming a church member disciple-making 
stages. Furthermore, short term small groups can offer more advanced topics for those who have 
progressed further in their spiritual growth journey. There may even be occasion to form a short 
term group made up of people who also participate in an on-going relational small group. For 
example, someone may be interested in exploring a topic which is outside his or her small 
groups’ immediate interest. That person, along with other like-minded people, could form a short 
term group or participate in a church sponsored short term group program. 

 
In any event, whichever function or functions a short term small group is designed 

perform, the conduct of such group must be done with excellence. Otherwise, a “downer” may 
deter people from progressing further in their spiritual growth through small group experience, 
either short term or relational..  

 
2. Content of Short Term Group Programs   
 

As considered in PART TWO, Section III.C., understanding of and commitment 
to spiritual disciplines are essential for spiritual growth leading to transformation toward a more 
Christ-like life. The degree to which individual members of FRCC understand and practice 
spiritual disciplines presumably varies to a significant extent. However, if the experiences of 
churches in general are indicative, it can be assumed that, even in our church, there is much to 
be done to inform, encourage, equip and support our members in growing their understanding 
and regular practice of spiritual disciplines. At the outset, this calls for program(s) to introduce 
and emphasize the fundamental role spiritual disciplines play in growing as a follower of Christ. 
Short term, as well as relational, small group programs, are well suited to this role. 

 
 
 
 

 
861 See Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 228 (2006). 
862 Missy Lovick, “5 Tips for Small Group Life,” Outreach (March/April 2008). 
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  a. General Introduction to Spiritual Disciplines  
 

A short term small group program is well suited to provide introductory 
content on spiritual disciplines. Two approaches are suggested. 

 
(1) Introducing Spiritual Disciplines  

 
A wide selection of spiritual formation programs, typically a video 

presentation followed by small group discussion using a participant’s guide, are available. They 
provide a general overview of the subject of spiritual disciplines. It is not the purpose here to 
recommend a particular program. However, a brief description of a few offers a perspective of 
the general nature of introductory material a church can use to introduce spiritual disciplines to 
both newcomers and current members of the church. Various books which include a means to 
facilitate small group discussion, offer an alternative source. And, depending on the 
circumstances in which a particular program is offered, an accompanying sermon series could 
be quite impactful. Catalogs and the internet should be explored for additional alternatives. What 
is important to note here is that there are introductory spiritual discipline programs available for 
use in short term small groups. Furthermore, the earlier discussion of the responsibility of the 
individual to grow as a disciple in PART TWO and the descriptions of spiritual disciplines in 
PART THREE might be useful to supplement such programs.   

 
While the emphasis here is on implementing programs which introduce spiritual 

disciplines for short term small groups, such programs are also appropriate for longer term 
relational small groups. However, in the context of the latter, conclusion of program doesn’t 
terminate the group. Use of such program is just part of that groups’ on-going efforts in their 
Walk with Christ. 
 
   (2) Discerning Spiritual Styles  
 

A church seeking to be an effective disciple-making church should 
also consider offering a short term small group program(s) on ascertaining one’s own uniqueness 
in the context of pursuing an intimate relationship with God (spiritual pathways, learning style 
and personality traits – (see earlier discussion in PART THREE, Section I.K.). Most 
probably, few if any members of our congregation have consciously thought about and 
ascertained how their uniqueness works best for them. By ascertaining one’s uniqueness, he or 
she could group together with others of similar nature in a relational small group. That is, a 
relational small group could be formed around a set of characteristics that works best for the 
group members. 
 
 How can one ascertain his or her spiritual style or styles? John Ackerman highlighted the 
book Discovering Your Spiritual Style written by Connie Ware. Ackerman found that 
congregations using her simple approach (somewhat rephrased in his own book) have discovered 
that this approach has proven to be an excellent method for people to begin talking about 
spirituality. Ackerman characterizes the test and calculation of the results, which may take 15 or 
20 minutes, to be simple. There is no scale of perfection. No character flaws are mentioned. He 
recommends Ware’s book (or his somewhat more simplified version) as a basis upon which to 
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lead small groups, leadership teams and even a congregation as a whole.863 The latter might be 
done either as a part of a worship service focusing on spiritual formation, as the subject of a 
retreat, or on a piece-meal basis by conducting the effort separately with various small groups. 
 
  b. Introduction to Specific Spiritual Disciplines 
 

There are host of spiritual disciplines. Both short term and long term 
relational small groups provide an excellent means to introduce specific individual disciplines. 
Though not exhaustive, PART THREE enumerates several spiritual disciplines focusing on 
connecting with God in a loving and intimate relationship. Each of these warrants being the 
subject of a short term small group program.  Three are especially foundational to spiritual 
growth. i.e., prayer, spending time with God’s Word, and worship.   

 
(1) Introduction to Alternative Forms of Prayer   

 
Most, if not all, members of our congregation recognize that 

prayer is one of the foundational elements of Christian living. Jesus devoted substantial time in 
prayer and teaching about the importance of prayer. With Jesus modeling prayer, there can be 
no doubt that prayer is an essential element of Christian living. As considered extensively in 
PART THREE, Section I.A., if we want to follow Christ, we need learn and understand the 
purpose of prayer, what prayer is and is not, the different methods of prayer, what to expect and 
not to expect from prayer, etc. However, learning alone is insufficient. To progress on the path 
towards a more Christ-like life, we need to actually practice the spiritual discipline of prayer.  
 

Although presumably all believers engage in prayer, at least to some extent, many if not 
most are unfamiliar with the wide range of the types of prayer experiences available. 
Consequently, many may not have found those approaches to prayer which work best for them 
in growing toward a more Christ-like life. Thus, teaching and practicing the spiritual discipline 
of prayer needs to be reflected in our church’s discipleship programming and experiences. 

 
Introducing people to a deeper understanding of prayer and what might work better for 

them is a valuable role which short term small groups can play. As a church, we should                                                                              
consider alternative programs and books suitable for introducing the spiritual discipline of prayer 
for use in the short term small group context. Three in particular appear to be at least three worth 
reviewing. 

 
� “Prayer: Does It Make a Difference” (Phillip Yancy) – This video series is 

described as probing the most challenging, perplexing and deeply rewarding 
aspect in our relationship with God. What is prayer? How does it work? Does 
it work? It recognizes that practicing prayer is fraught with frustration and 
mystery. Explore the mysterious intersection where God and people relate.864 
 

� Life-Changing Prayer: Approaching the Throne of Grace by Jim Cymbala is 
a six-session video-based Bible study exploring God promises to hear and 

 
863 John Ackerman, Listening to God: Spiritual Formation in Congregations 44-45 (2001). 
864 As described by churchsource.com.  
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answer prayer and extend his mercy when one comes to him. This study 
shows how approaching God’s throne of grace through prayer can transform 
one’s life.865 
 

� Too Busy Not to Pray: Slowing Down to Be with God – Bill Hybels’ book 
provides a widely-read accessible introduction to prayer leading to a rich and 
regular prayer life in the midst of life's busyness. He shows how to slow down 
to pray, listen to God, respond to what we hear, practice the presence of God 
and overcome prayer barriers. This practical book offers resources needed for 
growing ongoing experiences in prayer.866 Although the book content is more 
extensive than can be covered in a short term small group setting, it offers an 
excellent four-session video Bible study based entitled  “Too Busy Not to 
Pray” which calls both young and old to make prayer a priority and broadens 
the vision for what our eternal, powerful God does when his people slow 
down to pray. 
 

� Also, the earlier discussion of the discipline of prayer (PART THREE, 
Section I.A.) offers a basis for developing a short term small group program 
on prayer. 
 

(2) Spending Time with God’s Word  
 
    Pursuing a loving intimate relationship with God requires getting 
to know him. God wants to be our friend, but it is difficult to be a friend with someone you do 
not know. The prime manner by which God reveals himself to us is through Scripture. We talk 
to God through prayer, God talks to us primarily through Scripture. Thus, foundational in our 
spiritual formation is the spiritual discipline of spending meaningful time with God’s Word. 
Small groups play a vital role in effectively doing so. 
 

As a disciple-making church, we need to address the question of Bible study from two 
perspectives. First, people need to learn how to study the Bible. That is, what method or methods 
should one use when reading the Bible to discern who God is and what he calls upon us to do in 
our daily lives? Second, once people learn effective means of spending time with the Word, 
focus shifts to the actual spiritual practice of spending time with God’s Word which should be 
primarily devotional rather than simply an effort to amass information about God as if he were 
merely a subject of an academic course. But rather the ultimate purpose of Bible study is to know 
God, obey his call and then experience God’s transforming power as we grow more like Christ 
in our thoughts, feelings and actions. 

 
To reiterate earlier comments, effective, Bible study should not be approached casually. 

Spiritual growth stemming from Bible study requires (1) understanding the purpose(s) of such 
study, (2) learning and practicing the requisite skills, and (3) adopting a committed attitude. 
These are preparatory conditions for meaningful transformational experiences stemming from 
spending time with the Word. The how of effective Bible study lends itself to both short term 

 
865 Id. 
866 As described by amazon.com. 
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and relational small group introductory programming. Each of the three elements (i.e., 
understanding the purpose, the learning how and the commitment) should be included.  

 
 It is the responsibility of the church, as a disciple-making church, to offer meaningful 
and deepening experiences which better enable people to become devotionally immersed in 
God’s Word. Engaging in actual Bible study, in contrast to modeling how to do so, naturally fits 
within the context of relational small group activity supplementing an individual’s private time. 
Spending time with God’s Word is an on-going spiritual discipline rather than a short term 
endeavor. This is not to say that short term small groups should resist offering Bible study, but 
in doing so efforts should focus ultimately on moving people to relational small groups. 
 
 In offering an introductory program on modeling Bible study through a short term small 
group, we should explore the availability of alternative programs, books and other source 
materials suitable for small group discussion covering methods of Bible study. (For example, 
see those sources in this footnote.868) Such might be supplemented by using the earlier discussion 
of the spiritual discipline of pursuing intimacy with God through spending time with God’s 
Word. through Bible study (see PART THREE, Section I.B).  

 
 (3) Worship    
 

As noted earlier, most church members recognize, or at least 
sense, worship to be a significant element in living as a Christian. For some, periodic or perhaps 
even regular attending worship services is essentially a dutiful response to being a church 
member which may involve some after church socializing. Presumably, most church members 
sense that there is or should be more. But, what does it involve?  
 
 The worship stage of disciple-making comes early and continues on an on-going basis 
throughout one’s Walk with Christ. However, for worship to meaningful be, one must understand 
its purpose and how to practice this spiritual discipline. As considered in earlier discussion, the 
fundamental purposes of worship are glorification of God, encountering God, and responding to 
God’s invitation to be our friend in an intimate personal relationship. Authentic worship leads to 
life transformation toward the image of Christ. These are purposes that we need to learn and 
understand. And, we need to know how we go about worshipping in way that leads toward 
achieving these purposes as well as what we need to avoid (e.g., centering worship on ourselves 
rather than on God, simply being a spectator rather than being actively engaged in worship, etc.).  
 
  In his Great Commandment God calls us to love him. Here and elsewhere the New 
Testament calls us to worship God. A maturing follower of Christ actively and continually 

 
868 There are numerous how to study the Bible sources on Amazon.com and Chriistianbooks.com as well as other 
websites. In addition, see Lonnie Richardson, “How to Study the Bible Workshop;” Brian Sonderrman, “Reading 
the Bible with Heart and Mind,” No Regrets Conference, Elmbrook Church, February 5, 2011), Rick Warren, Bible 
Study Methods: Twelve Ways You Can Unlock God’s Word (2006); and “How to Read the Bible,: Christianity 
Today, October 2011. A summary of methods for studying scripture is included in Jon S. Hanson, “A Spiritual Life 
Through Spiritual Disciplines,” p.4 (as April 4, 2007) (drawing upon numerous resources over a 10 year period). 
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responds by pursing an intimate relationship with God through genuine participation in the 
critical element of vital transforming worship.  
 

Thus, the why and the hows of worship need to be taught and learned. Both short term 
and relational small groups offer an excellent vehicle for teaching the spiritual discipline of 
worship. 

 
Limiting the above discussion of short term small group content to the fundamental 

spiritual disciplines of prayer, spending time with God’s Word and worship is not to suggest the 
same cannot be done for other spiritual disciplines. Consideration of spiritual disciplines in 
general and individual specific disciples offer meaningful small group content for those seeking 
to grow in Christ.   

 
However, we should be continuously conscious of the potential negative effects of 

offering a multitude of short term small group programs addressing spiritual disciplines topics 
(e.g., studying various books of the Bible).  Doing so would provide the option for people to 
simply keep bouncing around from one such group to another rather than taking the next step to 
becoming involved in an on-going relational small group. 

 
c. Equipping Members for Disciple-Making Roles: Training  
 

In addition to offering introductory programs on spiritual disciplines, 
short term small groups are well suited to provide training programs to equip people in various 
areas. For example, train people to serve as leaders of relational small groups, discern one’s gifts 
and match those gifts to ministry, etc. Such training equips people to contribute to the process of 
moving people to, within, and through the various stages of discipleship.  

 
(1) Leadership of Relational Small Groups 

 
Since continuing participation in meaningful relational small 

groups is foundational in a Christ follower’s on-going journey of growing toward a more Christ-
like life, the importance of quality relational small group experiences is clear. To assure the 
quality of such experience(s), quality relational small group leadership is required. The demand 
for quality leadership will become more pressing when the expected growth of church member 
participation in such groups materializes. This necessitates that relational small group leaders be 
trained and equipped.  

 
Training relational small group leaders is a role which short term and relational small 

groups can and should play. There are a variety of short term programs, books, etc. designed to 
provide content for small group leadership training. These need to be discovered, reviewed, 
selected and implemented. Short term small groups offer an approach to accomplish this training 
function.  

 
In addition to or in lieu of a short term group leadership training program, a system of 

mentoring persons for leadership roles offers another approach to leadership training. The 
mentor might be a person on the professional staff of the church or perhaps a current small group 
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leader training someone in his or small group to assume a leadership role either as a successor 
in the current group or as a leader in a new group.  

 
(2) Discerning One’s Gifts for Serving 

 
PART THREE, Section III. above focuses and elaborates on the 

spiritual discipline of connecting with God through serving others. Serving consists of offering 
one’s resources (time, talent and treasure) for the care, protection, and nurture of other people.  

 
God has blessed each of us with a different set of gifts. By using our unique gifts, we 

respond to God’s call to “love your neighbor.” To best be able to do so, we need to discern our 
gifts since these are the means through which we best participate in God’s mission in the world. 
The basic questions are “What are the God-given gifts we each possess and how they can be best 
used in response to God’s call to ministry?” Discerning our God given gifts leads to a sense of 
what God is calling us to do. As a disciple-making church, we need to “help people to discern 
their gifts and discover the ministry to which God is calling them.”869 Small groups can be 
utilized to encourage and assist persons in undertaking self-evaluations to discern their gifts and 
match those gifts with a particular ministry and/or other serving opportunity. In short, one’s 
spiritual gifts and call to serve need to be discerned and his or her knowledge and skills need to 
be developed and practiced. (PART SIX, Section V.A. below elaborates on the church’s role in 
fostering disciple-making success through the discernment of and matching people’s spiritual 
gifts.) 

 
  (3) Serving and Evangelism 
 

In addition to training relational small group leaders, discerning a 
person’s gifts, and matching them to ministry, short term small groups can also support the 
growing into both the serving and the sharing Christ stages of disciple-making. Such programs 
focus on those persons who have progressed in their spiritual journey to the point where they 
desire that serving and/or reaching out to those outside the faith become a part of their Christian 
life style. Serving and outreach not only contribute to a person’s personal spiritual growth, they 
also contribute to conversion experiences through attracting newcomers to church and ultimately 
leading them to Christ. Some short term programs available for consideration in the context of 
serving and evangelism are noted in later discussion.  

 
A short term small group equipping program might be made available for church-wide 

participation, i.e., open to anyone. Following the material presentation, the participants should 
gather into small groups. In addition, a short term small group program can be integrated into a 
relational small group activities when the members of that group desire to progress together 
along the path of serving and/or reaching out to others. 

 
 
 
 

 
869 John Ackerman, Listening to God: Spiritual Formation in Congregations 98 (2001). 
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d. Summary of Content     
 

The content of short term small groups can be wide ranging, serve a host 
of functions, and contribute to various stages of disciple-making. Generally, short term small 
group experiences should focus on introductory subjects which provide a foundation for further 
spiritual growth through spiritual disciplines, providing the basics of the Christian faith, helping 
people to assimilate into the church, providing a bridge to relational small groups, and equipping 
people for serving in various ministries of the church. In short, utilization of short term small 
groups play a crucial role in encouraging, supporting and equipping people in progressing in 
their Walk with Christ 

 
3. Small Groups, Not Just Classes  
 

a. A Caveat 
 

It has been quite common for churches to present subject matter which 
would be appropriate for small groups, but do so in a large class room setting. By themselves 
such programs have not proven to be very effective. They tend to primarily be information based. 
This tends not to be effective in transforming persons to Christ-likeness. Class participants tend 
to be passive recipients of information with little follow-up or action. Few such programs reflect 
the uniqueness of individuals as to their current status in spiritual growth. Class oriented 
presentations contribute little to the building of relationships.  Furthermore, class-based 
programs generally lack personal accountability to and or mutual support among others for 
progress in spiritual formation.  Classes are not an adequate substitute for participation in a small 
group.  

 
Discipleship is fundamentally about choosing to follow Christ. It is a way of life. Good 

programs can provide needed information and skills. However, they are tools for growth process, 
not discipleship itself.870 Discipleship cannot just be taught; it has to be lived. The relational 
element in Jesus’ model must be at the heart of a disciple-making strategy. Although relationship 
building typically needs to contain programmatic elements, incorporating relational dynamics in 
short term as well as relational small groups is most important.871  

 
b. Mandatory or Encouraged Participation  
             in Follow-Up Small Groups 
 

Little wonder that simply relying on class room or seminar type of 
programs fails to engender significant progress in disciple-making. However, this weakness can 
be somewhat alleviated by tying a classroom/seminar type programmatic presentation to 
participation in a follow-up small group discussion. At the conclusion of the presentation, the 
attendees break up into separate groups. If there are multiple sessions, maintaining the same 
group for each offers at least some limited potential for relationship building. 

 

 
870 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 36 (2006). 
871 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples a Few at a Time 123 (2003). 
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When offering follow-up small groups, one of two approaches might be followed; either 
conditional or encouraged participation.   

 
(1) Conditional Participation 
 
 The strategy of conditional participation in follow-up small groups 

seeks to create the expectation that, if a person wants to attend a presentation which incorporates 
a follow-up small group(s), he or she will only attend on the condition of participating in such a 
group.  

 
However, the conditional approach poses the following question.  Even though a person 

attends a class session but not the small group follow-up, doesn’t he or she benefit at least 
somewhat from the information gained? If yes, why deter such people from participating even 
though they don’t intend to participate in a follow-up small group?  

 
The answer lies in the essentiality of a small group relational setting for spiritual 

formation and the importance of short term small groups in providing a linkage or bridge to 
becoming involved in relational small groups. If we fail to tie instructional programming to small 
group participation, we tolerate, accommodate and it make easy for people to approach spiritual 
growth in a manner most likely to result in spiritual stagnation. The experience of numerous 
churches that present programs solely in a classroom format resulting in little spiritual growth 
evidences the need to tie class room type programming to follow-up small group interaction. The 
little or no permanent benefit, in terms of spiritual growth, for those simply attending the class 
room session will be outweighed by the loss of significant spiritual growth for those who would 
have moved on to small groups if it hadn’t been for the availability of the easy option of simply 
attending the class room presentation. Furthermore, as we encourage small group participation 
as a foundational element in our disciple-making efforts, failing to condition the classroom 
attendance on also committing to participation in a follow-up small group could dilute our 
message and efforts.  

 
Conditioning participation in classroom type programming to participating in a follow-

up small group does not leave persons refusing to do the latter without options. For those who 
want only class room type programming, there are numerous other churches more than willing 
to provide them. In contrast, we need to be serious in being a discipling-making church and focus 
on encouraging movement through the disciple-making process. If we are to be an effective 
disciple-making church, we need to maximize that which moves people to a relational small 
group setting. Participation in short term small groups serves as a key linkage for doing s0. 

 
  (2) Encouraged Participation 
 
   An alternative approach to conditional participation is encouraged 

participation in the follow-up short term small group. Conditioning attending the class room 
setting on also participating in a small discussion group might discourage people from attending 
who would otherwise attend. Presumably they would gain some benefit and may even be 
encouraged to attend the small group despite their initial disinclination to do so. If they are 
precluded from attending the former, we lose an opportunity to encourage them to attend the 
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follow-up short term small group. Furthermore, this approach avoids saying to a member of our 
church that you are not welcome to attend a church function if you don’t attend the follow-up 
small group. This runs contrary to the “open meeting” concept embraced by our church. 

 
 c. Middle of the Road Approach 
 

In balancing the pros and cons of both the conditional and the encouraging 
participation alternatives, the following conclusions with respect to tying programmatic 
participation to short term follow-up small group participation are warranted.872 

 
(i) Participation in small groups, short term as well as relational, is a foundational 

element in spiritual formation.  
 
(ii) A small group opportunity should be a part of all class room type presentation 

(subject only to very rare exceptions in unusual circumstances).   
 
(iii)  As a church, we should do all we can to encourage people to participate in a small 

group following a class room type presentation.  
 
(iv) Participation in the class room session should not be conditional on participating 

in a follow-up small group.  
 
(v) If, however, experience demonstrates that a significant number of people opt for 

participating only in the programmatic presentation with no follow-up to small 
group experiences, we should reconsider employing the conditional approach. 

 
 

VIII. GROWING INTO SERVING 
 

 In addition to pursuing an intimate relationship with God and pursing Christian 
fellowship in the church by sharing life with other believers, the third mark of growing in one’s 
Walk with Christ is the spiritual discipline of connecting with others through serving.  

 
 The disciple-making Stage of Growing into Serving confronts the individual Christian 
with what needs to be learned, understood, practiced and committed to. The delivery of the 
content underlying serving is primarily the responsibility of the church. The content underlying 
the serving of others and the delivery of the content to church members is the focus of the 
following discussion. 

 
A. UNDERSTANDING THE SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINE OF SERVING 

 
The life of following Christ not only involves but also requires serving others. God keeps 

loving the world and he does this through Christ’s disciples. Today, that means us.  
 

 
872 This section draws primarily from Fox River Congregational Church, Task Force on Disciple-Making, Minutes 
of November 19, 2008 Meeting, pp.3-4. 
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Serving others, in the context of disciple-making experiences, requires understanding the 
spiritual discipline of serving which is considered at some length earlier in PART THREE, 
Section III. That discussion covers Christ’s call upon each of us to serve. The nature of serving 
involves not only good deeds but also visibly presents Christ. The range of serving embraces 
small as well as large deeds and discerning, developing and using our God given gifts to serve. 
Every Christian is called to connect with others, whether or not Christian believers, by serving 

their physical, emotional and spiritual needs either directly or indirectly.   
 
We all are part of the body of Christ 
 

God has no other hands and minds in the world but ours.  …God 
is still calling ordinary people to do his work and assuring us that 
he will be with us as we do.873 

 
And, importantly, serving others not only contributes to the wellbeing of those being served, it 
also contributes to the server’s own growth toward a more Christ-like life. 

 
Christ sought “to equip his people for works of service, so that the body of Christ may 

be built up.” (Ephesians 4:11-12) Clearly, it is the responsibility of a disciple-making church to 
ensure that all of its people understand the spiritual discipline of serving, are drawn to serving, 
and are equipped to effectively respond to God’s call to serve. A disciple-making church needs 
to strive to create a culture affirming serving not only others in the church, but also extending to 
those outside our church. Focused prayer, spending time with God’s Word, worship, and 
participation in small groups can lead to participating in God’s love for all the world through 
serving others.  
 

Various small group programs, other resource materials, sermon series, etc. should be 
explored as a means to communicate understanding of the spiritual discipline of serving. The 
discussion in PART THREE on the spiritual discipline of serving offers a possible basis, perhaps 
as a supplement to or supplemented by other sources, for communicating understanding of the 
nature of the spiritual discipline of serving others. For a fuller discussion, see PART SIX, Section 
V.A. focusing on church efforts to foster successful disciple-making through discerning and 
matching people’s gifts to a specific ministry(s) for which a person is well suited. ,   

 
Furthermore, it should be noted that when talking about their faith journey, people often 

center on when they engaged in some type of personal serving others. Few things stretch a person 
in his or her faith walk as when he or she steps into a ministry environment for which they feel 
unprepared (e.g., leading a small group, teaching Sunday school, consoling or rendering care to 
someone other than family or a friend, etc.). The Bible is replete with illustrations of God calling 
people despite their sense of inadequacy (e.g., Moses, Joshua, Paul, the disciples). Engaging in 
a serving ministry, especially that which calls for direct personal involvement with others, better 
positions oneself to experience God’s power working through him or her. While this may stretch 
and scare us, doing personal serving ministry compels us to depend upon God. In turn, this serves 
as another major catalyst in strengthening one’s faith and growing more Christ-like in one’s 
thoughts feelings and actions.  

 
873 Lonnie Richardson, “To Be like Mary,” December 20, 2015 (sermon). 
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Serving other people is the quickest way to grow spiritually. It is 
the path to discipleship applauded by Jesus in his command that 
we should love our neighbors as ourselves.874 

 
By lovingly serving others, we reflect that we are coming closer to knowing and 

connecting with God and developing a personal relationship with him. From both the perspective 
of our church, whose mission includes serving others and disciple-making of its members, and 
from the perspective of an individual seeking to grow into a more Christ-like life, participating 
in meaningful serving is crucially important.  

 
In order to most meaningful serve as a follower of Christ, one needs to understand and 

practice the spiritual discipline of serving. To best do so depends upon learning not only the why 
of serving, but also the how and where each person can best meet the needs of the world with 
the love of Christ. In turn, it is the responsibility of the church to offer those disciple-making 
experiences which effectively communicate this understanding on a widespread basis throughout 
the church.  

 
B. DISCERNING ONE’S GIFTS 

 
As a disciple-making church, we need to ask “How does… [our] congregation help 

people to affirm their gifts and discover the ministry to which God is calling them.”875 
 
 1. Role of Spiritual Gifts 
 
  Spiritual formation is the movement we experience from the persons we are, 
changing by degree, to becoming persons more in the image of Christ. Movement requires 
personal effort and commitment to learning, understanding and practicing spiritual disciplines 
including the spiritual discipline of serving.  
 

God has blessed each of us with a different set of spiritual gifts which are to be used to 
serve others. The spiritual discipline of serving should not be approached in a casual, unthinking 
manner either by individual believers or by the church. The utilization of one’s spiritual gifts is 
crucial in following Christ and furthering the mission of the church. 

 
…. God’s hands have commissioned each of us to do the 

work of Christ and that we are called to become an “every member 
ministry.” Your ministry is every bit as important as mine. Each 
one of us has received at least one spiritual gift. We are to use our 
gifts in ministry to help build up the body of Christ.876  

 
Scripture makes clear that  

 
874 Reggie McNeal, “The Path to Discipleship Applauded by Jesus,” OutreachMagazine.com, May 25, 2014. 
875 John Ackerman, Listening to God: Spiritual Formation in Congregations 98 (2001). 
876 Pastor Mary Anne Biggs, 2016 Annual Report of First Congregational United Church of Christ (Eagle River, 
Wisconsin). 
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spiritual gifts are abilities God bestows on every believer for the 
common good of the body or Christ. They are a large part of the 
answer to the question, “What should I do with the life God gave 
me?”877 

 
Thus, it essential that a Christian believer understands the importance of God’s gifts to him or 
her, what are the gifts he or she has received from God, and how and where to apply such gifts. 
It is critical for and responsibility of the church to communicate understanding of God’s gifts 
and foster its members to apply their gifts in serving others. 
 

2. What Are Spiritual Gifts? 
 

Scripture makes clear that God gifts all of his people for the work of God’s 
kingdom. The Book of Acts reveals a variety of spiritual gifts bestowed on believers such as the 
gifts of speaking in tongues, prophecy, apostleship, evangelism, teaching, healing, miracles, 
discernment and martyrdom. Listing of gifts are also found in other parts of scripture including 
Ephesians 4, Romans 12, and 1 Corinthians 12. Among the spiritual gifts commonly referred to 
are the gifts of administration/leadership, apostleship, evangelism, exhortation, giving, mercy 
showing, pasturing/shepherding, prophecy, serving, teaching et al.878 However, some Christian 
thinkers maintain that these God-given gifts differ from God-given talents with which we were 
born or different from the skills we develop in faithfulness to God’s call. That is, spiritual gifts 
are not the same as latent talents or trained abilities, but rather they are new manifestations of 
the power of the Holy Spirit. Others feel that spiritual gifts are simply another name for the 
natural talents used for the service of God.879  

 
 It is not the purpose here to delve into a deep semantic discussion as to which meaning 
should most appropriately used. However, when talking about spiritual gifts, it is important that 
there be a common understanding as to what is being talked about. Lonnie Richardson offers an 
encompassing definition which well suits this purpose.  
 

A spiritual gift is a God-given ability which enables a believer to 
effectively serve the body of Christ.880 
 

This definition embraces our abilities whether they are deemed to be natural talents, developed 
skills, personality traits, or a perceived limited list of spiritual gifts. What is important is not 
specific labels. But rather, what is important is that all of these abilities come from God881 and 

 
877 Nancy Ortberg, “How Do I Discover My Spiritual Gifts? 3 Ways to Discern How God Wired You,” October 
2008  (christianitytoday.com).  
878 For a description of these gifts and how one might use such gifts in the context of ministry, see “Spiritual Gifts 
Descriptions,” material provided in the Wisconsin Congregational Leadership and Lay Minister Training Program, 
2012. 
879 “Discerning Our Spiritual Gifts,” Wisconsin Congregational Leadership and Lay Minister Training Program, 
October, 2012.  
880 Lonnie Richardson, “Where Is God Calling You?”  June 26, 2011 (sermon)  
881 “Discerning Our Spiritual Gifts,” Wisconsin Congregational Leadership and  Lay Minister Training Program, 
October, 2012. 
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that we recognize, develop, and use these abilities for the purposes of glorifying God and 
edifying others.882 
 
 3. Spiritual Gifts Vary  
 
  Every believer possesses a gift or gifts bestowed upon him or her by God. Each 
has  different gift or gifts. 
 

Just as each of us has one body with many members, and these members 
do not all have the same function, so in Christ we who are many form one 
body, and each member belongs to all the others. We have different gifts, 
according to the grace given us. (Romans 12: 4-6)  

 
Now about spiritual gifts, brothers, I do not want you to be ignorant….  
There are different kinds of gifts, but the same Spirit. There are different 
kinds of service, but the same Lord. There are different kinds of working, 
but the same God works all of them in all men (and women).  
(1 Corinthians 12:1-11) 

 
Persons with differing spiritual gifts serve different purposes.  
 
 Spiritual gifts that communicate God’s Word include evangelism, leadership, 
craftsmanship, and creative communication (preaching, writing). Spiritual gifts that that educate 
God’s People include teaching, encouragement, wisdom, knowledge, and apostleship. Spiritual 
gifts that demonstrate God’s love include mercy, hospitality, giving, helping, faith, 
administration, and shepherding (pastoring, serving). Spiritual Gifts that celebrate God’s 
presence include social discernment, prophecy, intercession, healing, miracles, tongues, and 
instrumental and vocal music. And, spiritual gifts have been categorized as extreme spiritual 
gifts; pastor, tongues, celibacy, martyrdom, voluntary poverty, and missionary. However., one’s 
talents, skills, and abilities are not spiritual gifts unless they are being used to “glorify God and 
Edify Others”883 There are a host of spiritual gifts differing from person to person. “We have 
different gifts, according to the grace given to each of us.” (Romans 12:6) Individuals need to 
discern those gifts with which they have been blessed and match and apply them to a ministry 
for which they are best suited. And, in most cases, people doing what they are suited for enjoy 
what they are doing rather than becoming frustrated and burned out doing something for which 
they aren’t suited. 

 
In too many churches, the New Testament teaching about gifts has not been translated 

into ways to shape the life of the community. Instead of thinking simply and solely about slots 
on boards and committees to be filled and how a person’s abilities might be used in various 
church roles, focus needs to shift toward how gifts can be discerned and used for serving both 
our own church members and those outside the church.  

 
882 Stu Merkel, “My Spiritual Gifts; What Gift or Talent Has God Given Me?,” Wisconsin Congregational 
Leadership and Lay Ministry Training Program, February, 2011.  
883 Id. 
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In short, God has gifted each of us in some way to fulfill some purpose whether large or 
small. Each of us possess different gifts. In addition to understanding the spiritual discipline of 
serving, we need to discern those gifts which we each possess and how they can be best used in 
response to God’s call to serve the needs of our members as well as those outside our church. 
Each of us should use whatever gift we have received to serve others. (1 Peter 4:10) And to 
reemphasize, as a church, we need to “help people to affirm their gifts and discover the ministry 
to which God is calling them.”884  

 
Several years ago, recognizing this responsibility, FRCC adopted a strategy which 

included equipping members of the church for serving by (i) helping them discover their gifts 
and interests, (ii) guiding and matching their gifts and interests into an existing or a new ministry, 
and (iii) equipping them for ministry where needed.885 Unfortunately, since that time. little 
progress has been made in this area. 

Thus, to cultivate the fruit of the Holy,  the church needs to foster people discovering and 
using the gifts of the Holy Spirit in the life of every believer. Every person has a unique set of 
gifts. Transformed life emerges for those who utilize their gifts in the context of ministry both 
in the church and in their daily living. 
 

The process of discovering our gifts is vital for the body of Christ 
to be built up and encouraged, to be equipped for service in 
ministry, and for loving and caring for the unbelievers in our 
reach.886   

 
The church needs to foster and assist Christians to be good stewards of their God given gifts. See 
later discussion on discerning gifts in the context of the church’s role of fostering discipling-
making success – (PART SIX, Section V.A. below).  

 
C, TRAINING: KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 

 
Often serving simply results from taking some small caring action of being nice 

to people in everyday situations. Generally, this does not require specific skills that require some 
type of training. However, in addition to discerning one’s gifts for serving others, there are 
situations or specific ministries in which, to effectively utilize one’s gifts, additional learning 
and/or skills are needed.887 A disciple-forming church needs to develop and utilize various 
resources to offer opportunities to not only learn about the faith, worship, prayer and love, but 
also to develop the skills and knowledge needed for a particular serving ministry. Furthermore, 
it encourages and supports those seeking such preparation though opportunities available both 
inside and outside the church. And, when necessary, it needs to provide financial and/or other 
support to enable its members to go wherever the necessary training is available. 

 

 
884 John Ackerman, Listening to God: Spiritual Formation in Congregations 98 (2001). 
885 Fox River Congregational Church, Outline of Comprehensive Strategy for Service (adopted June 6, 2004). 
886 Stephen A. Macchia, Becoming a Healthy Church; 10 Traits of a Vital Ministry 36-37 (1999). 
887 Jeffrey D. Jones, Traveling Together: a Guide for Disciple-Forming Congregations 58-59 (2006). 
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Once a person is grounded as a Christian, the next step in his or her spiritual growth 
addresses the question "How can Christians be mobilized to use their gifts in ministry."888 
Growing in serving, as well as growing into sharing Christ, as one progresses along his or her 
spiritual growth path, involves equipping oneself to do so. The goal of the church here is to 
encourage and enable persons to undertake a self evaluation process to discern their spiritual 
gifts, temperament and passion so as to better enable them to determine their personal mission, 
and insight into what God calls them to do. Thus, not only does a Christ follower define his or 
her focus through a church's mission statement, individuals are encouraged to discern their own 
personal mission through discovering their God given gifts. Individuals gain new excitement for 
serving when they are cognizant that their serving is based upon their God given gifts.  

 
Self-evaluation can be achieved in a variety of contexts such as, for example, special 

classes, small group involvement, teaching, testing and counseling by which Christians come to 
discover their blend of spiritual gifts, passions and, temperament. Equipping better enables, 
encourages and motivates people to utilize their spiritual gifts in ministry to others. An important 
element of equipping is hands-on experience. Developing the use of one's spiritual gifts requires 
exposure to opportunities for ministry.889 

 
D. BRINGING  PEOPLE TO SERVING 

 
1. Disengagement890 

 
Most churches confront the issue of members remaining perpetually uninvolved. 

While faithful attendees, they are essentially spectators to what is going on. They fail to move 
on to becoming actively involved in the ministry of the church and the mission of God. “They 
go for the show, but not to serve.”891 Why? As a church, when we know why, we are better 
positioned to encourage and support them in  moving to serving others. 
 
 It has been suggested that there are three basic reasons people remain comfortably seated 
in their pews without going the next step into some type of serving.  

 
First, some people feel useless. They believe that they lack anything significant to offer 

in a serving ministry. They are not persons to serve in a ministry capacity. With respect to 
individuals holding this perception, what needs to be corrected is their ignorance of God’s call. 
Those that feel useless may simply not know that they have not only been called by God to serve, 
but also they have been gifted to serve. As Peter wrote, ““Each of you should use whatever gift 
you have received to serve others, as faithful stewards of God’s grace in its various forms.” (1 
Peter 4:10) Clergy and laity are both called to serve. The only question is what kind of ministry 
for each person. The role of the church is to engage those who feel useless through patient 
teaching that God has gifted them for serving, Once ignorance is corrected, these individuals are 
much more likely to engage in some type(s) of serving others. 

 
 

888 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 175 (1993). 
889 Id. 175-76. 
890 Ed Stetzer, “3 Three Reasons People are Not Involved in Your Church,” OutreachMagazine.com, June 10, 2014. 
891 Id.  
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Second, church members include those who have been hurt or are hurting. Some may 
have been hurt by other churches, church leaders, etc. Perhaps they served in an unhealthy 
situation.  Because of their past experiences, they are hesitant to get involved again. For those 
who have been severely wronged, a means must be in place to provide gracious and loving help 
to bring them to healing. These people need encouragement to become involved.  
 

Third, some people are lazy and simply do not want to serve. Let others do the work 
while we enjoy the benefits. People would rather be an object of the church's ministry than a 
partner in it. “Churches must make it much more difficult for those who want to come and be 
lazy. They need to be challenged.”892 
 

All churches have members who are not actively involved in serving in some ministry.  
However, the reasons for disengagement vary. A disciple-making church needs to embrace a 
means to determine those who feel useless and need encouragement, those who are hurting and 
need help, and those who are lazy and needs correcting and challenge. The role of the church is 
to make disciples. This requires engaging its members to serve in some manner.  

 
2. Attractions 

 
 In addition to the nudges noted immediately above, people can be attracted to 

serving others in any one or a combination of several ways. For example, a church can create an 
atmosphere where serving is expected, acknowledged and celebrated. Offer opportunities to 
discern one’s gifts. Offer training opportunities to acquire skills and confidence for various kinds 
of serving. Remind people that serving others begins at home, in the workplace and in other 
occurrences in their daily living, e.g., striving for and maintaining healthy relationships. Care for 
people with whom we are close and remain in contact with them. However, respect a disciple’s 
right to say no when asked to serve in a particular church ministry which would give rise to a 
burnout situation.893 

  
But most importantly reiterate and emphasize that serving is a call of God.  
 

There will always be poor people in the land. Therefore I 
command you to be openhanded toward your fellow Israelites who 
are poor and needy in your land. (Deuteronomy 15:11)  

 
Serving other does not necessarily nor most often require undertaking monumental tasks. 

 
[W]e can all watch for opportunities to show God’s love to others. 
Whatever we do for others in the name of Jesus – a prayer, a kind 
word, an offer to assist with a simple task, a gift from our garden 
– is pleasing to God.894 

 

 
892 Id. 
893 Michael W. Foss, Power Surge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church 100 (2000). 
894 The Upper Room (Daily Devotional), February 25, 2018. 
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Small as well as large acts of kindness respond to God’ call to love others. They also move us 
along toward a more Christ-like life.   
 
E. PRIESTHOOD OF ALL BELIEVERS  

 
The New Testament envisions the “priesthood of all believers.” This is not a new 

watchword of the Reformation. In writing to scattered Christians, Peter refers to “you [the church 
in aggregate] are … a royal priesthood.” (1 Peter 2:9). Paul envisioned everyday Christians when 
he wrote "To each is given the manifestation of the Sprit for the common good." (1 Corinthians 
12:7) All believers are given ministry gifts. The New Testament sets forth a full employment 
plan which values all believers utilizing their gifts for building and expanding Christ’s church. 
However, the common reality today is that there is only a relatively small percentage of people 
who move beyond Sundays into the life and ministry of the church and/or who experience 
ministry as a way of life..895 

 
A fundamental principle of our Congregational Way, as adopted by our congregation, 

embraces the concept of the priesthood of all believers.  
 

The Congregational Way accepts and fosters the principle that we 
are all ministers where we live and work as well as in church.  Our 
Christian ministry is our understanding and expression of the mind 
and mission of Christ that demonstrates a common life of 
gratitude, devotion, witness, service, celebration and discipleship. 
All Christians are called to this ministry of servanthood in the 
world to the glory of God.896 

 
This principle is central to the understanding of discipleship. The adopted concept of the 
priesthood of all believers and the substantial translation of this concept into the life of many 
members of our church demonstrates that the orientation and expectation at FRCC fosters this 
element in the making of disciples. However, it hasn’t been universally understood in our 
congregation, accepted and or implemented by all members. The spiritual discipline of serving 
others, all serving in some type of ministry capacity, needs to be continually communicated, 
understood and implemented. On an on-going basis, our church should foster the priesthood of 
all in believers in our congregation.  
 
F. SERVING IN THE COMMUNITY 
 
 1. Plumblines for Community Engagement897 
 

A question a church should ask itself is whether it displays the generosity of the 
gospel in the community outside the church? Is there much joy in the community as a result of 

 
895 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship Making Disciples A Few At A Time 24-25 (2003).  
896 Fox River Congregational Church, “The Congregational Way: Essential Principles of Congregationalism” (adopted 
June 22, 2003). 
897 This section is primarily drawn from J. D. Greear, “6 Plumblines for Community Engagement,” 
OutreachMagazine.com, August 23, 2015. 
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the church being there? Would the church be missed by the community if it left the area? A 
realistic answer for many churches would be no. 
 
 One church felt convicted by God when it was unable to respond positively to these 
questions. It endeavored to turn itself around. Four years after ongoing involvement with an 
underperforming public elementary school, at a government sponsored publicly televised event, 
a county manger expressed that no one better expressed the spirit of brotherly love than that 
exhibited by the people of Summit Church. Wherever there was a need, someone from Summit 
Church would be there. This experience galvanized the church so that serving in the community 
has become part of the church’s DNA. A significant portion of the church body has become 
involved serving the community outside the church. Its efforts are based upon six principles 
referred to as plumblines which may offer helpful as a guide for our church. 
 

a. Plumbline #1: Everyone Is Called and All People Count 
 

                          In Luke 14:12-14, in effect, Jesus said to his host when you give a 
luncheon or dinner, do not invite your friends, your brothers or sisters, your relatives, or your 
rich neighbors. If you do, they may invite you back so you will be repaid. But when you give a 
banquet, invite the poor, the crippled, the lame, and the blind. Although they cannot repay you, 
you will be blessed. 
 

Here, Jesus poses a question which is applicable to us as it was to his disciples. If our 
lives were a party, who would people say we were throwing it for? Jesus threw a party for people 
unable to repay him. Following Jesus means throwing the “party” of your life for those who are 
unable to repay you. This is what Jesus did. Those who seek to follow him must do the same. 
This is a calling for every disciple of Christ.  

 
Putting this in the context of church efforts, church leaders, teams and membership as a 

whole need to confront the question as to how many ministries in the church are designed and 
or implemented to reach people who are unlikely to contribute back to the church resulting in 
higher budgets, nicer buildings, etc. Is the church equally passionate about reaching those unable 
to make such repayment? By refocusing, particular areas of need in the community can be 
identified; e.g., homeless, the orphans, the prisoners, the unwed mother, at-risk teens, those 
receiving substandard education, etc. Although reaching such groups may not yield a “high 
return” in the earthly sense, they are people whom Jesus has commanded that we serve.  

 
Focusing ministry primarily on reaching those who can repay the church gives rise to the 

question whether we have lost touch with the Christ’s calling and the cross he bore to save us. It 
has been said that if we marginalize the poor in our community, God will marginalize us. 
Churches and their members are called to serve the needy in the community. We are all called 
and all people count. 

 
Of course, there are more well to do persons who are in spiritual, emotional or physical 

need. They are every bit as lost as those in material need. However, when the primary focus of 
a church’s ministry is on reaching those can “pay us back,” the church loses touch with the 
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Christ of our calling and the cross he bore to save us. As Tim Keller says, “if we marginalize 
the poor in our community, God will marginalize us.” 898 

 
 b. Plumbline #2: People Are the Mission899 
 

Community serving projects are not solely ends in themselves. In 
addition, they offer catalysts in helping church members form relationships with persons in 
segments of society with whom they would not normally come in contact. The greatest need in 
a community is the gospel of Christ. Disciple-making is at the core of God’s calling; it is the 
church’s mission. Thus, projects should be designed to encourage church members do more than 
simply perform random acts of kindness and then return to their normal lives. Although serving 
others is God pleasing, to make most of the effort also seek to engender people to come  to Christ 
community serving projects in order to embrace and encourage developing personal 
relationships on a one-to-one basis. Effective disciple-making is or should be at the core of all 
ministries of the church. This not to say that  

 
we only serve people to convert them. We serve them whether or 
not they ever show any interest in the gospel, and the good we do 
for them is a good, God-pleasing end in itself. But if what we 
believe about the gospel is true, we can never be satisfied to put 
shoes on their feet when their soul is in jeopardy.900 

 
All who comprise the church (whether one is a church leader, staff, team member or church 
member) need to consider whether church members are effective at disciple- making, including 
themselves, on a personal, one-on-one level. Focus on this first before getting involved in the 
community. With a disciple-making focus, community engagement comes naturally. “Making 
disciples is at the core of every other ministry in which we engage.”901 People are the mission. 

 
c. Plumbline #3: The Church Is God’s Demonstration Community902  
 

When the gospel was preached in the New Testament, it was accompanied 
by signs; sometimes by miraculous healings, other times by amazing acts of love of persons 
helping a community. Similarly, as we communicate the gospel, it is essential to tangibly display 
the love of the gospel through the work of our hands. Serving the needs others offers 
demonstrations of love and caring which contribute to persuading not only the needy, but also 
watching skeptics.  As Francis Schaeffer famously said, “The final apologetic [defense of the 
faith] that Jesus gives is the love in the church.”903 Thus, when conducting community service 
projects, encourage members to invite an unbelieving friend to join them. The church can be 
God’s demonstration community not only for those being served but also for those who observe 
and, perhaps actually participate in the serving.  

 
898 Id.  
899 This section is primarily drawn from J. D. Greear, “6 Plumblines for Community Engagement,” 
OutreachMagazine.com, August 23, 2015. 
900 Id. 
901 Id. 
902 This section is primarily drawn from id.  
903 Id. . 
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d. Plumbline #4: The Church Is Not a Group of People Gathered  

Around a Leader: the Church Is a Leadership Factory904 
 

Jesus made an astounding pronouncement when he said  
 

Truly, truly, I say to you, whoever believes in me 
will do… greater works than these, because I am 
going to the Father. (John 14:12) 

 
How can we do greater works than Jesus?  We can’t raise the dead or feed 5,000 people with 
only limited loafs of bread and a few fishes. So, what did Jesus mean? Through the Holy Spirit’s 
presence in Jesus, followers, can exert greater power collectively rather than relying on power 
resting on just one or a handful of persons.  
 

Unfortunately, often in churches there are those who turn this principal upside down by 
opting to build their ministries around a few gifted individuals to whom others offer their respect 
and praise. One’s turf is guarded. But, that is not where the real power of the church rests and is 
found. Of the 40 miracles recorded in Acts, 39 occurred outside the church? God did not intend 
for all his power to flow through a few gifted individuals.  

 

 So Christ himself gave the apostles, the prophets, the evangelists, 
the pastors and teachers, to equip his people for works of service, 
so that the body of Christ may be built up. (Ephesians 4:11-12) 
 

God does not call pastors and church leaders to bear the load of doing the serving ministry. But 
rather, they are to equip and guide others for the work of ministry. A church’s success as a 
disciple-making church should not be measured only by its ability to bring persons into the pews, 
but importantly the degree of a church’s success is measured by its sending capacity, i.e., sending 
people out to serve in the community. The Church should not simply be a group of people 
gathered around a leader. Instead, the church should be a leadership factory. 

 
e. Plumbline #5: Best Ministry Ideas Are in the Congregation905 
 

Accepting that Plumbline #4 is true, we also can expect that the Holy 
Spirit will implant ministry ideas within the hearts of congregation members well as church 
leaders. Encourage and teach members to think this way. Church pastors and staff should focus 
on equipping and empowering them to be in ministry. Leaders should catalyze community 
projects by identifying church members with ideas. Ask them to lead such efforts. In appropriate 
situations, provide church resources and, networking power to better able these community 
serving efforts to succeed. A church catalyzed to do serving ministry will achieve more gospel-
good in the community than will occur when a church owns and staffs all of the ministries.  

 

 
904 This section is primarily drawn from id.  
905 This section is primarily drawn from id. 
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A church needs to do more than simply staffing ministries. This severely limits the 
potential of the people of God. Do not merely recruit volunteers. Instead, raise leaders. Rather 
only than asking people to get on board a determined ministry, also get on theirs. 

 
f. Plumbline #6: The Gospel Is Not Just   

the Diving Board: It Is the Pool906 
 

Saturating one’s congregation in the gospel catalyzes church members to 
engage in mission. A passion emerges to reach out to and serve others when we understand all 
that Jesus has done for us and his passion for reaching the lost. This is what motivates people to 
give their time, talent and treasure for Jesus. 

 
The gospel creates not only passion, but also offers the vision of the lostness of people 

in our surrounding community and of God’s vision of reaching out to it. The gospel is not only 
the entry point to Christianity, it is both the diving board (entry) into Christianity and also the 
pool which embraces us as we grow in awe and worship who God is and what he has done for 
us. As we grow in our understanding, we naturally begin to serve others Fervency and 
effectiveness in reaching out to serve in the community emerge as the result of saturation in the 
gospel. Thus, continue to preach and teach the gospel until people are saturated in the gospel 
which is foundational to creating a widespread truly serving culture in the church.  

 
 2. Becoming Involved in Serving in the Community907 

 
As elaborated on in the discussion of the spiritual discipline of serving (see PART 

THREE, Section III.A. above), we demonstrate our love for others by reaching out to and serving 
their emotional, physical, relational and/or spiritual needs. Christ’s calling us to serve is not 
limited to helping and caring for only those who members of the church. We are also called to 
get out into the community. 

 
To effectively do so involves getting to know the community that our congregation, 

relational small groups and/or individuals will focus on. Gaining answers to several key 
questions, such as the following is an important place to start. 

 
� What are the primary issues in your community? 

  
� How do the people in the community want the church to respond to those issues?  

 
� Do the people in your community actually want the ministry you are proposing?  

 
It easy to cogitate within the walls of the church and make assumptions concerning the lives of 
those in the in the broader outside community. It is more difficult to build relationships with 
community residents and grow in understanding their needs and desires. However, effective 
serving the needs of others builds congregation ministries upon what the community says it 

 
906 This section is primarily drawn from id. 
907 This section is primarily drawn from “Knowing Your Community, Defining Your Mission,” Alban Weekly, 
October 2, 2008. 
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wants. Building relationships with the community enables more likely focus on meeting unmet 
needs rather than duplicating what other groups are already doing.  
 

Here we are not necessarily defining community as a geographic area, although 
commonly congregations focus on a neighborhood, town, or region. Instead, the church focus 
might be a particular group of people, e.g., those who are afflicted with a specific physical defect, 
with grief for loss of a loved one, etc.  

 
The question becomes how to get to know the community. Various strategies have been 

suggested to help connect with the people the congregation has determined it wants to serve. 
 

� Connect with key leaders of the community on a one-to-one basis and build 
relationships with them. They can provide introductions to others you need to know 
and can educate you on the needs and desires of the community. When asked, people 
like to share what they know.  Key leaders might include political leaders, pastors 
and/or leaders of other churches, law enforcement officers, staff at a neighborhood 
school, program specialists in the program area that is your focus (for example, youth 
development, family counseling, or chemical dependency treatment). 

 
� Utilize demographic data and relevant studies. Census data, local chamber of 

commerce, business associations and/or neighborhood groups may have information 
helping to bring into focus a community area for a church’s serving efforts. 
   

� Connect with the community through church members. Church members may live in 
the area to be served or work in professions or business which would provide needed 
contacts. 
 

� Join community organizations or boards. If a group of people in the community is 
working on an issue which the church wants to address, consider joining the group. 
Participating in such group will result in hearing community concerns articulated 
repeatedly. This also afford opportunities to build new relationships with community 
leaders. Then ask “What can the church do to support the neighborhood?” 
 

� Attend community meetings. When community members get together for discussions 
or celebrations, make sure there is at least one member of the church attends. 
Consider a portable booth for community events to promote the visibility of the 
congregation. 
 

� Walk around the community. See people and their needs, be open to spontaneous 
conversations, learn on the street, find out where people “hang out,” etc. Survey 
people as to what they see as the major issues for this community and how the church 
might respond to those issues? That is, how can the church serve you? 

 
    The Center for Parish Development offers an approach to fostering a community 
dialogue which is an opportunity for church and community leaders to share thoughts, 
understandings and experiences contributing to a church’s understanding of its wider community 
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challenges and opportunities to serve. The method is to invite representatives and members from 
the wider community (social service agencies, governmental agencies, religious communities, 
service organizations, businesses, educational institutions) and one’s church members to 
participate in a "Community Dialogue." Next engage in a community trend analysis of major 
factors, forces and trends at work in the local and wider community. The process is to engage in 
table size conversations which identify the current situation in the community and explore 
challenges and opportunities that are or will impact the community as it looks to the future. 
Through this process relationships are built, the current community context is clarified, 
opportunities are explored and next steps can be considered. In planning for community dialogue 
key questions for the church to consider include what we want to learn about the community 
context for our ministry, who should we invite to participate in the community dialogue, and 
what is the definition (boundaries) of the community to be used in planning for this community 
dialogue.908  This approach to community dialogue provides an alternative to that noted 
immediately above or they might be somehow integrated.    

 
Whether the church is fostering a specific congregation-wide serving ministry in the 

community or fostering individuals, groups of individuals or relational small groups, it should 
educate church members on approaches to discern community needs and build relationships with 
those to be served.  

 
 3. Weekend “Being” Church909 
 
  Several churches periodically (e.g., once a month for eight months a year) cancel 
their regular weekend worship services. Instead, members go out into the community in various 
serving capacities. This has been described as “being” church in lieu of “doing” church. This 
concept is predicated on several factors.  

 
� Jesus loved to serve people in tangible ways. 

 
� It encourages those who persons, who focus only on areas within the walls of the 

church, to go outside the walls resulting in a broader focus. 
 

� It often leads people to engage in community serving activities in addition to that 
done on periodic Sundays. 
 

� It provides an opportunity to serve alongside non-members and even non-
believers thereby enhancing the likelihood that they may start down the path 
toward belief.  
 

� This a bonding time for the people serving together on a project. 
 

 
908 . Center for Parish Development, “Getting Ready for Renewal,” presented at Willow Creek Association Fall      
Leadership Summit, September, 29, 2018. 
909 This Section primarily draws on Brendon Cox, “Why Your Church Needs to Hit the Streets,” 
OutreachMagazine.com, August 9, 2015. 
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� Such serving projects is a means to communicate that “giving” encompasses more 
than the offering plate. It also involves one’s time and talents. 
 

� Serving the community blesses people around us, aids those in need, and earns 
the church a bit of trust relating the gospel when a receptive door is open.  
 

� Although not a primary objective, participating in such an activity can be fun.  
 
Periodically get out into the community in lieu of regular worship services is not done 

simply to attract attention. Although attention can be valuable, this is not the primary goal. 
Second, this is not about serving people in hopes they would favor the church with a visit. And. 
This is not to take a break from worship. In fact, serving is worship. 

 
A church may want to try the take a Sunday off from a worship service on a infrequent 

basis to test the waters or on a frequent basis to discern whether a greater impact results. At least 
some churches have found that “being” church, rather than simply “doing” church has resulted 
in a definite, visible impact in their community. Furthermore, this contributes to building 
relationships with local agency leaders offering even more opportunities for community service. 

 
 4. Focus Relational Small Groups on Community Service 

 
  Relational small groups play a vital role in various aspects of both a church’s 
disciple-making and an individual’s efforts in growing as a follower of Christ. FRCC’s 
Discipleship Team adopted a Relational Small Group Covenant incorporating a commitment to 
serve. Among other things, that covenant provides 
 

 We will seek to grow in service and evangelism as 
catalysts for spiritual growth and as responses to God’s call 
for mission.  

 
Unfortunately, to date this has yet to play a significant and widespread role in our relational small 
group efforts.  
 

Thus, an important church initiative is to encourage and support relational small groups 
to become involved in community service projects (e.g., regularly help elderly with yard 
maintenance, assisting a needy family, drive persons who lack transportation, cleanup 
neighborhoods, etc.). Scripture reveals that God wasn’t just a sit-here and-listen type of person.  
God constantly sent people out to help those in the community.910 Focusing relational small 
groups on community service is an important thrust for the church to foster.  

 
G. SERVING AND EVANGELISM 
 

A church serving in the community performs a vital role in being an effective disciple-
making church. Members serving there in response to God’s call to serve are not only helping 

 
910 Scott Marshall, “Focus Small Groups on Community Service,” OutreachMagazine.com, September 19, 2014. 
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others, they themselves are growing toward a Christ-like life. Thus, a disciple-making church 
should want and should intentionally find ways to engage the community within which it is 
located. “The mission is ‘out there’ not ‘in here.”911  

 
 Serving others in the community is a part of God’s mission for us, it is not all of it. 
Witnessing the faith and serving others go together. “And whatever you do, whether in word or 
deed, do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus…” (Colossians 3:17) “As Christians, you represent 
Christ at all times – wherever you go and whatever you say.”912 Don’t abandon the gospel in 
favor of acts of serving only. “God’s mission does not progress unless people are talking about 
God’s mission to save, about the transformation of individuals and communities which happens 
at the same pace that the gospel is proclaimed.”913  
 
 Wherever and whenever appropriate, serving can and should involve more than simply 
performing good deeds. It offers an opportunity to reach out to and bring people onto a path 
toward accepting Christ as Lord and Savior. In response to Christ’s command, as a church, we 
need to foster a more robust effort to incorporate serving evangelism in our good deed serving 
efforts.  
 
H. SUMMARY OF CONTENT IN THE DISCIPLE-MAKING  

STAGE GROWING INTO SERVING 
 

As disciple forming community, our church needs to place major emphasis on God’s call 
to serve. The foundations of effective serving ministries for congregational care ministry 
programs for members of the church, for serving ministry programs for those outside the church 
and for participation in specific church functions supporting our mission purposes, include 
several elements:   

 
� teaching the biblical and mission purpose bases for serving,  

� aiding church members in discovering their interests and gifts,  

� aiding people in matching their gifts and interests to a specific ministry,  

� providing training for a ministry where needed, and  

� drawing members of the church into serving in some capacity utilizing their gifts.914  

 
These provide the content for growing people to serving. 

 
Growing into serving is an essential disciple-making stage of a person growing more like 

Christ in one’s thoughts, feelings and actions. As a disciple-making church, it is our 

 
911 Ed Stetzer, “Kingdom Mission: 4 Steps for Stronger Engagement.” OutreachMagazine.com, August 25, 2015, 
912 Life Application Bible (NIV) (revised 1991) (study note for Colossians 3:17) 
913 Ed Stetzer, “Kingdom Mission: 4 Steps for Stronger Engagement.” OutreachMagazine.com, August 25, 2015, 
914 Fox River Congregational Church, “Outline of Comprehensive Strategy for Service” (June 6, 2004). An Outline 
of Comprehensive Strategy has been adopted by the Congregation for each of our mission purpose teams at its June 
6, 2004 Meeting. 
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responsibility to offer and implement experiences leading our members in progressing to and 
within the disciple-making stage of growing into serving. 
 
 

IX. GROWING INTO SHARING CHRIST: EVANGELISM 
 
Earlier discussion considers program content appropriate to fostering connecting with 

God in an intimate relationship, connecting with other believers through sharing life together, 
and connecting with others (both believers and non-believers) through serving their needs. This 
section considers program content and the delivery of the content involved in connecting with 
people outside the faith through growing in sharing Christ and bringing people into church 
fellowship, i.e., evangelism.   
 
A. MISSION AND OUTREACH 

 
All too commonly in churches today evangelism is either dying or never was very 

prominent in the first place. When a church does grow, growth more than likely results from the 
transfer of a Christian from one church to another rather than bringing a new person to Christ. 
When evangelism is not a priority in the church, the church is on the path of decline.  

 
The reason our churches start failing is because over time the 
church tends to turn inward—to focus on pleasing those on the 
inside. They stop reaching out to the lost and disenfranchised. As 
a result, the church becomes a comfortable museum of what God 
once did rather than an example of what God still does.915 

 
This poses the question, why should evangelism be one of the highest priorities in a 

church? In short, evangelism should be a church priority (i) because Christ commands it (Great 
Commission (Matthew 28:18-20), (ii) because Christ is the only way of salvation (“I am the way, 
the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father except through Me.” (John 14:6), and (iii) 
because Christ died for the world (John 3:16). It is manifest that evangelism is a foundational 
element of an effective disciple-making church and must be an intentional prime priority in what 
a church does.916 

 
Jesus didn’t tell the world to go to church, he told the church to go 
to the world.917 
 

James said “It is my judgment, therefore, that we should not make it difficult for the 
Gentiles who are turning to God.” (Acts 15:19) This should be one of the benchmarks by which 
all decisions are made in the local church. Today, it is our responsibility to function as a gathering 
of people in a process and a place where the curious, the unconvinced, the skeptical, former 

 
915 Brad Powell, “Beyond Groundhog Day.”  OutreachMagazine.com, January 25, 2018. 
916 Thomas Rainer, “The Greatest Tragedy in the Church Today,” OutreachMagazine.com, May 23, 2014. 
917 Lonnie Richardson, “”You Can be a Witness,” April 28, 2013 (sermon). 
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believers, and the broken can gather together in Christ. Churches need to rid themselves of 
impediments which render it difficult for those who might possibly turn toward God.918 
 
 By its nature and purpose, the church should be a contagious place infecting an increasing 
number of those outside the faith with the Christian faith. Focusing on being a teaching church 
or a worshipping church to the neglect of reaching out to the spiritually lost is like a man saying, 
“Sure I neglect my kids, but I am a great husband to my wife. In the Great Commission, Christ 
gave us our mission including reaching out to and “making disciples.” A church, which neglects 
to reach out to and bring in the lost disregards Christ’s divine mandate. It is essential that a 
church’s mission be aligned with the Great Commission and that the church is active in carrying 
out the mission.919  

 
The recommended Mission for Fox River Congregational Church calls for encouraging, 

equipping and supporting people in growing toward more Christ-like lives in thoughts, feelings 
and actions by getting connected in four different relationships. This includes getting connected 
with people outside the faith, through lovingly witnessing the good news of Christ, leading them 
toward to accepting Christ as Lord and Savior, and bringing them into congregational life. 
Evangelism is a fundamental/crucial part of our Mission 
 
 Unfortunately, there is a large gap between the lofty vision of witnessing for Christ and 
church reality of doing so. This gap needs to be addressed. The values of evangelism, discussed 
below, need to be lived. Simply putting on an evangelism event will not do the job. Both our 
church members individually and our church as a whole need to invest in evangelism. Get radical 
and get serious about evangelism. Bridge the gap between vision and reality.  

 
[W]hen churches are fully engaged in fulfilling their redemptive 
potential, the lost get found, the spiritually confused find truth, and 
lives are changed in this world and for eternity. Tell me: what 
other endeavor on the planet is so worthy of our time and effort?920 

 
 Some believe that there is only one way to do evangelism, i.e.. how it is done in scripture. 
However, the Great Commission expresses a mandate of what should be done. That is, Jesus told 
us what he wants us to do and who (the church and its members) should do it. However, he never 
set forth the how to do it. The what and the who is the command which spans over time. The how 
is the method which must fit the cultures existing over different periods of time. There is “no the 
method.”921 The method or methods for effective evangelism need to be developed and 
implemented within the context of the times, the locations which can be reached, and the various 
cultures being addressed. The following discussion centers on the how to structure for effective 
outreach here at Fox River Congregational Church.  

 

 
918 Andy Stanley, Deep and Wide: Creating Churches Unchurched People Love to Attend 93, 97 (2012). 
919 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Christian Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do 
Evangelism 25 (2001)   
920 Id. at 11. 
921 Larry Gilbert, How to Influence Your Loved Ones for Christ When You Don’t Have the Gift of Evangelism: Team 
Evangelism 27-28 (2003).   
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B. ROLE OF THE CHURCH 
 

 Early in his ministry, Jesus entrusted his message of the coming of God’s kingdom to 
people capable of remembering and faithfully communicating that message to others. His parting 
words to his disciples, the Great Commission, mandated worldwide disciple-making, a process 
requiring evangelism. Despite seemingly insurmountable obstacles, Christianity experienced 
explosive growth. The Great Commission has been carried forward generation to generation, 
across the centuries spreading the good news changing the course of history,  
 
 In its most recent study on evangelism, the Barna group defined groups of people in the 
following manner.922 This terminology is occasionally incorporated in our subsequent 
discussion., hence these definitions are included here.  
 

� Practicing Christians identify themselves as Christian, agree strongly that 
faith is very important in their lives, and have attended church within the 
past month. 

 
� All others are US adults who are not practicing Christians under the 

definition above. These fall into two main groups: 
 

o Lapsed Christians identify as Christian but have not 
attended church within the past month. Only 4 percent 
consider their faith very important. 
 

o Non-Christians identify with a faith other than Christianity 
(“religious non-Christians”) or with no faith at all (atheists, 
agnostics and nones”). 
 

{According to Age] 
 

� Millennials were born 1984 to 1998 (ages 20 to 34). 
� Gen_X were born 1965 to 1983 (ages 35 to 53). 
� Boomers were born 1946 to 1964 (ages 54 to 72). 
� Elders were born before 1946 (age 73+). 

 
 Having always to face challenges, Christian history experienced failures as well as 
successes. Today’s generations confront plenty of cultural and demographic changes leading to 
times of unprecedented challenge.923 The overall number of practicing Christians is falling, 
against a cultural backdrop that is increasingly difficult to define.  

 
922 Reviving Evangelism: Currant Realities that Demand a New Vision for Sharing the Faith 8-9 (2019) (a Barna 
Report produced in Partnership wit Alpha USA) hereafter referred to as Barna, Reviving Evangelism (2019). 
923 Significant societal upheavals have led us here. They include the innovative disruptions of the internet and social 
media, generational shifts accompanying the coming of age of Millennials and Generation Z, and increasing political 
rifts between Christian conservatives and progressives. Complicating this turmoil are  factors actively tearing at the 
social fabric: the breakdown of institutions such as the traditional family; the rapidly diversifying racial and ethnic 
makeup of America; the revelation of sexual aggression and abuse in once-hallowed religious, artistic, academic 
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Lapsed Christians are the largest group self-identified Christians 
in the US; they make up more than two-thirds of those who 
identify as Christian. They may hold some measure of Christian 
belief, but they do not prioritize faith either internally (by 
considering it personally important) or externally (by regular 
involvement in a local church).924 

 
Further compounding the problem, even practicing Christians are not immune to the 
destabilization so widely felt. As the older generations age out of dominate influence, barring 
greater and more effective evangelism efforts, the public perception of the Christian faith will 
continue to decline as evidenced by many in Gen Z, whose oldest members are close to their 20s. 
“feel little cultural pressure to maintain a faith identity, Christian or otherwise.”925  
 
 These dynamics point to an existential crisis for the Church.  
 

Cultural decline and fragmentation cannot threaten the existence 
or integrity of the Church as a gospel community, but the failure 
to share our faith certainly can. We must ask ourselves how we are 
[as a church and individual member thereof] faring in our role as 
heirs of Jesus’ call to the apostles.926 

 
Evangelism is to present Christ in a way leading people to put their trust in God through 

Christ by accepting Christ as Lord and Savior and to bringing them into fellowship of a local 
community expression of his Church. “God wants the lost found, saved and incorporated as 
responsible members of His church.”927 If a church lacks the passion to find and bring in the lost, 
it is no longer true to its purpose.  

 
Let’s take a moment to reiterate some earlier comments on the spiritual discipline of 

connecting with those outside the faith. Both individually and collectively as the church, we need 
to care about what God cares about. Christ reveals God’s loving obsession for people. Since God 
wants all of his lost children found, to be God’s friend we must also care and engage in reaching 
out to the lost. This is what evangelism is all about. It is about reaching out to others, sharing the 
gospel and one’s own story, bringing them to Christ, and bringing them into a community of 
believers.  

 
From the perspective of an individual church member seeking to grow toward a more 

Christ-like life, incorporating evangelism as an integral part of one’s Christian life style is 
essential. From the perspective of our church, whose mission includes encouraging, equipping 
and supporting people, we are responsible to foster an evangelism life style in our its members. 

 
and political spheres; and highly public violence such as terrorist attacks and mass murders in community spaces. 
Barna, Reviving Evangelism 16 (2019). 
924 Barna, Reviving Evangelism 17 (2019).  
925 Id. at 17. 
926 Id. at 17.  
927 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 128 (1993).  
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We need to overcome people’s common failure to reflect the positiveness of Christ’s influence 
on our lives to people outside the faith so as to attract them to Christ and to become a part of 
Christian congregational life. This is a responsibility which FRCC has already accepted as 
reflected by our church’s Vision Statement. 

 
 Evangelism -- We envision a Christian fellowship in which 
all members seek to win others to Christ by reaching out to all by 
entering into personal relationships, by sharing the Gospel and by 
bearing witness by word and deed to the power and love of God 
so that others may know and accept Christ as Lord and Savior, and 
by maintaining a welcoming and non-threatening environment in 
which those not yet committed to Christ can feel safe and free to 
explore the Christian faith. We envision expanding the community 
of Christ through growth in our own fellowship, growth through 
new church plantings, or through other efforts. Recognizing that 
God desires that we reach as many people as possible with the life-
transformation message of Jesus Christ, we envision using a wide 
range of traditional and creative methods and policies to generate 
growth consistent with maintaining our integrity and commitment 
to biblical truth.928 

 
Similarly, FRCC’s Statement of Core Values of our Church expresses that 

 
….God desires for us to reach as many people as possible with the 
life-changing message of Jesus the Christ. Thus, we are committed 
to pursuing a wide range of methods and policies (including one 
on one personal evangelism, life style role model evangelism and 
serving physical, mental and spiritual needs), which do not 
compromise our integrity or commitment to biblical truth, to reach 
out and witness the Gospel to the unchurched so as to win them to 
being followers of Christ.  (This is to be followed by discipling 
them toward Christian maturity).  A fundamental reason for our 
church to exist is to lead others to accepting Christ as Lord and 
Savior (i.e., conversion).  

 
Although reaching out to, sharing Christ with and bringing people in is a fundamental 

aspect of being a follower of Christ, there are all too few people doing so. As Christ said, “The 
harvest is plentiful but the workers are few.” (Matthew 9:37) The Great Commission announces 
Jesus’ marching orders. Go and make disciples. As Lonnie Richardson emphasizes, “It says go, 
not find ways and slick programs that will attract person far from God to your building. That 
will get you only so far.”929  

 

 
928 Fox River Congregational Church, “Vision for the Future of Our Church,” (adopted June 22, 2003). 
929 Lonnie Richardson, “Something Great To Be and Do,” (Sermon, May 10, 2015). 
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 It’s natural that we to want others to experience that which what we love (e.g., I had a 
great steak the other night). “Unfortunately, when it comes to evangelism in America, this 
instinct is fading fast….  U.S. Christians are losing a desire to share their faith.”930  

 
What needs to change so we can buck the trend and meaningfully 
share the love and truth of Jesus in a country where he is 
desperately needed? Because Romans 10:14 remains as true as it 
has ever been: “How can they believe in him if they have never 
heard about him? And how can they hear about him unless 
someone tells them?931 

 
Christ calls his followers to go and reach out to the unbelievers in relationships and bring 

them in. Thus, as disciple-making church, we need to better encourage, equip and support our 
members to grow in sharing Christ as regular practice in their everyday lives. The content of 
these efforts which need to be communicated to, absorbed by and committed to by our church 
members include that which is considered in the following section. 

 
C. PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP EVANGELISM  
 
 1. All Encompassing Embrace of Evangelism 
 
  a. Great Commission: an Integral Whole  
 

Evangelism is not a distinct call separate from other mission purposes and 
functions of the church. But rather, as Dr. Larry Gilbert emphasizes, evangelism is an integrated 
component of the Great Commission which calls for a process encompassing pre-conversion, 
conversion, and post conversion. In the Great Commission, Christ calls upon the local church (i) 
to lead people to accept Christ as Lord and Savior, (ii) to influence them to identify with and 
become active members in the local church, and (iii) to teach them to obey what he commanded 
(as revealed in the Bible) so that they may grow into mature Christians (i.e., toward a more 
Christ-like life).932 This emphasis on the integration of the components of the Great Commission 
counters the tendency in many churches to segment its functions into separate 
teams/boards/committees without effective coordination and comprehensiveness as might 
otherwise be achieved.933  
 
  b. Evangelism for All Church Members  

 
  In past years through today, there has been a common and strong tendency 

for many Christians to withdraw into their own closed community rather than reaching out to 
and including others, at least on a widespread basis. This is not what occurred in the early church. 

 
930 Barna, Reviving Evangelism 5 (2019)  (comments by Craig Springer).  
931 Id. at 6. 
932 Larry Gilbert, How to Influence Your Loved ones for Christ When You Don’t Have the Gift of Evangelism: Team 
Evangelism 22 -23 (2003). This book was used in the Congregational Lay Minister Training Program, Session 2, 
October 13, 2012. 
933 Jon S. Hanson, Summary Notes, Congregational Lay Minister Training Program, Session 2, Oct. 13, 2012. 
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The New Testament is replete with the call for Christians to tell people the good news about 
what Christ did for us. All Christians were expected to reach out to others, teach people the Word 
and nurture them in the faith. Similarly, today God calls on the church, whose members are the 
body of Christ, to evangelize. Evangelism is a part of the Great Commission.  

 
 Since holistic evangelism is a process involving both words and works, there needs to be 
a balance of people with varying styles and gifts working together to share Christ with others. 
The wider the variety of styles and gifts used, the wider is the reach for Christ. The more 
believers function within their individual personalities and styles natural to them, the more they 
will be willing to reach out to others and the more effective they will be in the process of sharing 
Christ and helping to lead persons toward accepting Christ as Lord and Savior, toward becoming 
involved in a church fellowship of believers, and toward growing a maturing faith. All members 
of the church need to recognize that they have important roles play, a responsibility to witness 
in a manner suited to their gifts. Widespread effective evangelism is a process whose success 
depends on the efforts of many throughout the church, each with different gifts and/or personality 
traits.934  

 
A strategy for doing so has sometimes been referred to as team evangelism (not to be 

confused with the specific participants and functions of the Evangelism Team). It is premised 
upon God’s providing every person at least one God-given gift (and/or personality style) which 
can and should be used in ministering to others through the local church. “[E]ach of you has your 
own gift from God; one has this gift, another has that.” (1 Corinthians 7:7).  

 
Since the needs and characteristics of persons coming to and growing in Christ are 

several, the process of bringing a person from little or only superficial awareness of God to 
becoming a mature Christian requires the church to bring a variety of gifts and personality styles 
to bear. This strategy envisions all members of the church working not only individually but also 
in tandem with other individuals and the church as a whole using a method suitable to each 
individual. This concept envisions a church-wide effort of its members working together to 
advance Christ’s evangelism mission. An effective disciple-making church embraces, fosters 
and implements the call for all members to be a part the evangelism effort.935  

 
c. Jesus’ Marketing Plan: Let Your Light Shine936  

 
Jesus amazed crowds with the inspiring message that the kingdom of God 

is open to all who believe in him. He wanted this message to be communicated far and wide both 
then, over the next 2,000 years, and now. To do so, he had a strategy which might be termed as 
his marketing plan. His strategy is revealed in Mathew 5:13-16. 
 

 
934 Draws upon Jon S. Hanson, Post Session #2 Summary, Wisconsin Congregational Leadership and Lay Minister 
Training Program, Session 2, October 13, 2012 (drawing on Jeffrey A. Johnson, Got Style? Personality –Based 
Evangelism (2009). 
935 Id. 
936 This Section draws primarily on Lonnie Richardson, “Let the Light Shine: You Are the Marketing Plan,” July 
16, 2017 (sermon).  
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You are the salt of the earth. But if the salt loses its 
saltiness…. [i]t is no longer good for anything….  You are the 
light of the world. A town built on a hill cannot be hidden. Neither 
do people light a lamp and put it under a bowl. Instead they put it 
on its stand, and it gives light to everyone in the house. In the same 
way, let your light shine before others, that they may see your good 
deeds and glorify your Father in heaven.” 
 

Both salt and light radically influence whomever a person comes in contact with. Salt spices 
things up enhancing people’s lives. Light illuminates and draws people toward it. Here, Jesus is 
tells his followers, both those then and now. Live your life in a manner that illuminates his truth, 
shines his compassion into places of despair, and attracts people toward him. In short, we are 
Jesus’ marketing plan.  

 
Christianity is attractive and compelling when Christians reflect love, joy, caring, 

encouragement support and assistance. Christians also can put-off people by being somber, 
joyless, self-righteousness, and smug. Jesus said we are the light of the world. Thus, both as 
individuals and as a church,  

 
[w]e want to be an impression of God’s kingdom whose light 
shines like a searchlight and says to people all over… “come let 
us tell you about this Jesus who revolutionized our lives, because 
he can revolutionize yours too.”937 

 
And, as Ben Franklin said. “Hide not your talents. For use they were made. What’s a sundial in 
the shade?” 

 
 As will be later considered in more detail, bring one’s varying abilities, aptitudes and 
interests to bear in reaching out those to people outside the faith.  However, underlying all 
effective evangelism efforts is the type of light we reflect and bring to bear on what we do. Let 
the good light shine. 

 
 2. Personal Relationship Evangelism:  Invest and Invite 
 
  Too commonly today churches are characterized by insiders reaching insiders. 
Customers are being reached who have already been reached. Yet there is a huge market out 
there consisting of those who have not been reached. There is a massive potential audience which 
is being sacrificed as churches focus on keeping a handful of traditional customers satisfied. 
Instead, listen to what Jesus commands; seek the lost, go and make disciples. Churches need to 
strike a balance between fostering the growth of believers and reaching those outside the faith. 
Although a few insiders might leave if there is a shift in priorities which embraces the those 
outside the faith, they are likely end up in another church thereby not lost to Christ.938 

 

 
937 Id. 
938 Andy Stanley, Reggie Joiner and Lane Jones, 7 Practices of Effective Ministry 143-45 (2004).  
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Christ is calling upon all of us to reach out to others. However, most members of a church 
lack the evangelistic gift or personality to clearly and creditably present the gospel to a variety 
of people in a manner to get a decision for Christ. However, virtually all, if not, all people in a 
church have natural relationships with others, e.g., families, friends, neighbors, relatives, social 
and work colleagues, etc. The average Christian can work comfortably engaging those with 
whom he or she knows and has a trusting relationship. Those without evangelistic characteristics 
enjoy greater success in outreaching to others by focusing on those persons within their normal 
sphere.939 The Bible and early historical records reflect that simple friendship serves as one of 
the main carriers of the gospel.940  

 
Jesus is the model. He was deeply relational and it seems he liked relationships with those 

outside the church at least as well as hanging around people within the church. We are called to 
follow his lead. As we strive to become an effective disciple-making church, the church needs 
to emphasize and encourage all of our Christian members to build relationships with people 
outside the faith. Get involved outside the church in schools, in community league sports, 
volunteer services, neighbor activities, etc. “Salt only realizes its purpose if it gets out of the box 
and into the food it needs to season.”941 

 
Various means may be used in trying to influence people to come to salvation and/or 

come to church. Although dated, one survey came up with the following results. Advertisement 
has the lowest impact influencing people to come to church, i.e., 2%. Organized visitation and 
pastoral contact each reach about 6%. In comparison, invitations from a friend or relative account 
for 86% of persons who come to church.942 A George Barna nationwide survey discovered that 
one out of four people would attend a church service if a friend would invite them.943 People 
whom we know and care about, people with whom we have existing personal relationships, are 
the most receptive. Effective personal relationship evangelism generally occurs within the 
context of these informal personal relationships. It is active, not passive. Each Christian believer 
should assume responsibility for creating ministry rather than being just a consumer of 
ministry.944 

 
Lonnie Richardson has long emphasized that the ideal scenario is for unbeliever 

newcomers to cross our doors due to an invitation by a member of our church who has established 
some degree of friendship and credibility with such person. By accompanying such newcomer 
to church and continuing to develop a personal relationship with such person over time, when 
appropriate, this member (or some other member with whom the newcomer has become familiar) 
can communicate one’s faith. (This may involve offering personal witness, scripture for comfort, 
prayer together, etc.) When this process sufficiently matures, eventually he or she can ask 
whether the person is ready to accept Christ. This is the most effective means to bring someone 

 
939 Larry Gilbert, How to Influence Your Loved ones for Christ when you don’t have the Gift of Evangelism: Team 
Evangelism 66 (2003). 
940 Tim Keller, “Turning Laypeople into Lay Ministers, OutreachMagazine.com, October 8, 2012. 
941 Carey Nieuwhof, “How to Reach those Who Think They Don’t Need God,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 27, 
2015. 
942 Larry Gilbert, How to Influence Your Loved ones for Christ when you don’t have the Gift of Evangelism: Team 
Evangelism 66 (2003). 
943Id. 
944 Tim Keller, “Turning Laypeople into Lay Ministers, OutreachMagazine.com, October 8, 2012. 
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to the faith. Of course, reliance upon personal relationship evangelism requires that our church 
develop an effective method to equip our members to engage in such evangelism.945 

 
Research also indicates that 75% to 90 % of persons coming to Christ is due to the 

influence of a friend or relative. Building relationships through personal relationship evangelism, 
by far, offers the most effective approach for evangelism. It is natural and non-threatening. And, 
everyone in the congregation can do it. The combination of relationship building and church 
programming sensitive and meaningful to the unchurched leads to dramatic growth.946 

 
Unfortunately, for a variety of reasons, the average Christian has few if any significant 

non-Christian friends. A church needs to encourage every believer to build bridges with non-
Christians and utilize and/or initiate fellowship opportunities to better enable this to happen. 
“Non-Christian relationships are bridges that God provides over which the gospel can travel.”947 
Rather than withdrawing from those who are non-Christian, believers need to reach out to them.  

 
Consequently, our church needs to focus outreach efforts primarily on personal 

relationship evangelism.  Existing relationships are the key bringing people in and leading them 
to Christ. The most effective outreaching churches are those that motivate, assist and support 
their lay members in reaching out to existing relationships. However, this is not to deemphasize 
and ignore those opportunities that arise when engaging with other persons on a casual basis.  

 
The concept of team evangelism is premised on asking each Christian member of the 

church “to commit themselves to identify, pray for, and direct their efforts to personally to 
influence … individuals to accept Christ and/or join their church.”948 Team evangelism does not 
rely on a few people to frequently lead two or three people to Christ. But rather, the goal is for 
every church member, as part of a church-wide team, to establish a goal of bringing in a 
designated number of persons within an indicated time frame (e.g., one or two a year, three over 
a lifetime, etc.). For those who are uncomfortable with the prospect of presenting the gospel, 
remind them that it is not necessary for them to commit to presenting a detailed presentation of 
the gospel, but rather to commit, pray for and reach out in a caring relationship to see that their 
friends (as well a possibly others with whom one has casually encountered) will sometime, 
somewhere, have the gospel presented to them.949  

 
 Highly effective evangelism is personal relational evangelism. When it comes to an 
important facet of a person’s life, one does not usually rely on a complete stranger. This is 
especially true when it comes to the ultimate issue of one’s spiritual destiny. If we want our 
Christianity to become contagious it will not happen through clever slogans, brochures or other 
forms of "hit-and-run" evangelism. Lives will only be changed when Christians develop 
significant relationships with people where they live, work, play, relate, and do business with 

 
945 Jon S. Hanson, “Think Piece re Adopted Short Term Priorities,” p. 3, June 18, 2004 (Fox River Congregational 
Church) Evangelism Team).. 
946 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 193 (1993). 
947 Id. 
948 Larry Gilbert, How to Influence Your Loved ones for Christ when you don’t have the Gift of Evangelism: Team 
Evangelism 68 (2003). 
949 Id. at 68-69. 
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each other. Thus, personal evangelism is not going door to door. Its not about thumping people 
over the head with the Bible. Nor is it being an “erupter” who tries to shoehorn God into every 
conversation. But rather, effective personal evangelism calls for each of us to be ourselves, using 
the gifts that God has graced us with, and simply respond to the promptings of the Holy Spirit 
when it opens the door to developing relationships with people. 
 
 To effectively reach the those outside the faith, a church must be intentional on how it 
will do so. Personal relationship evangelism embraces the strategy, termed “invest and invite.”   
This approach has been successfully utilized by Andy Stanley’s North Point Community Church 
at which every leader and church attendee is challenged and expected to make outsiders a 
priority. People are to prioritize time to so that they are investing in someone who is in need of 
Christ. This encourages spiritual dialogue in the context of a safe non-threatening environment 
founded on existing or developing friendships. Of course, every believer speaks from a different 
level of maturity and can take a friend only so far. Thus, when this level is reached, not only 
invest in that person, but also invite him or her into a non-threatening environment where 
spiritual issues can better be addressed. The process for a person to come to and grow in Christ 
is underway. Invest time in and invite a person is the essence of personal relationship 
evangelism.950 
 

3. Dealing with Misconceptions 
 

As considered later, an important stage in the evangelistic process of building a 
contagious Christian church is liberating and equipping every believer in the church for personal 
relationship evangelism. Many, if not most, believers are reluctant to engage in evangelism due 
to one or a combination of misconceptions as to what is involved and what it takes. To bring 
members of the congregation into active participation in what is termed as “invest and invite.” 
misconceptions must be understood and addressed. It is the responsibility of the church to 
liberate its church members from their apprehensions and set them free from their negative 
misconceptions as to what is involved in engaging in personal relationship evangelism.  

 
a. Misconception that One Has to  

Be Someone He or She Is Not 
 

Too many, and perhaps most, believing members in many churches have 
decided that personal relationship evangelism is not part of their Walk with Christ. Many church 
members view evangelism to be the job of the pastor and/or some specific body in the church 
allocated the function of evangelism. Evangelism is for the professional and/or reserved for 
people with special abilities and gifts.951 Furthermore, they have misconceptions and fears which 
keep them out of the game. They hold widely polarized stereotypes of what evangelism involves. 
One views a Christian evangelist as an outgoing, articulate superstar who is theologically 
knowledgeable, equipped and effective. At the other end of the spectrum is the negative view of 

 
950 Andy Stanley, Reggie Joiner and Lane Jones, Practices of Effective Ministry 146-47 (2004). 
951 Rick Richardson, “Confronting the Challenges of Leading Evangelism,” OutreachMagazine.com, May 12, 2020. 
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a person who is pushy, manipulative and one who crams the gospel down a victim’s throat. A 
variety of negative images leap into people’s minds when hearing the term “evangelist.”952  

 
One may picture infamous TV evangelists who bilk their trusting viewers out of hard 

earned dollars for personal gain. Others conjure up street preachers, megaphone in hand, blaring 
out the coming of the end of the world, God’s impending judgment, and hell and damnation for 
those who don’t repent. Perhaps a more common experience are those polite Bible thumping 
evangelists who come to your door and recite scripture passage after scripture passage every 
chance they get. Commonly, church members have decided not to participate because they aren’t 
the first type and they don’t want to be the second type. “If this is what evangelism is about, ugh, 
this is not for me.” Unfortunately, many believe these are the only two ways to be an 
evangelist.953 

 
However, Christ does not call for us assume the role of these negative stereotypes. But 

rather, he calls upon us to be enthusiastic persons lovingly and quietly reaching out to our family, 
friends, neighbors, co-workers, recreational colleagues, etc. and to contribute to their journey 
toward accepting God’s gift of forgiveness, salvation and an eternal life here now and forever. 
Simply, evangelism is about loving, caring and reaching out to others who have not yet received 
Christ in their lives.  

 
At its core, evangelism is people sharing with others their personal 
understandings that life is better, richer, truer if one has faith in Christ and 
lives in a faith community.954 

 
We are not called to be ranters, ravers and/or Bible thumpers. Instead, the term evangelism 
should invoke positive images.  

 
Picture an enthusiastic person lovingly and quietly reaching out to his or her family, 

friends, neighbors, co-workers, recreational colleagues and/or others. Picture him or her non-
offensively contributing to their journey toward accepting God’s gift of forgiveness, salvation 
and a now and an eternal life in personal relationship with him, the perfect friend. This is what 
Christ’s life’s journey modeled and what he envisions when he calls each of us to reach out to 
others. Let’s not fail to respond to Christ’s call for evangelism because of negative stereotypes 
of evangelists which have no relation to what we are about.955  
 

Despite this positive and compelling image of evangelism, many still might question 
whether they have the personality traits needed to reach out to others. Isn’t evangelism for people 
with a certain type of personality and temperament? Isn’t there a particular mold to which we 

 
952 Mark Mittelberg, Becoming a Contagious Church: Increasing Your Church’s Evangelistic Temperature 90 
(revised edition of Building a Contagious Church).  
953 Mark Miller, “Liberating and Equipping Every Believer: Helping Everyone Communicate Their Faith with  
 Confidence,” (Willow Creek Association Conference on How to Build a Contagious Church, October. 15-16,   
 2004); Jon S. Hanson, “Where Congregationalism in Growing the Family of Christ,” p.25, September 5, 2007 
(prepared on behalf of the Church Development Division of the National Association of Congregational Christian 
Churches). 
954 Jon S. Hanson, “Hear the Call,” April 14, 2013 (sermon). 
955 Id.  
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must conform in order to be effective? Don’t we need to know the Bible inside and out and be 
well versed in the various deep questions of theology? The answer is an emphatic no!956 “God 
can work through each of us in a manner well suited to our unique talents, personalities and 
capacities – providing myriad opportunities for us to share our faith with others.”957   

 
As has been said, “God does not call the equipped, he equips the called.” We are not 

expected to reach out in a way that is unnatural for us. It takes different types of people to reach 
the diversity of unbelievers with God’s message. As Paul manifested in 1 Corinthians 12, God 
created each of us with different gifts. He knew what he was doing when he made us. He custom 
designed each of us with a unique combination of personality, temperament, talents and 
background enabling us to reach out to people. God wants to harness our natural character. In 
being evangelists, we are to be ourselves, not somebody we are not. Thus, the rationale or excuse 
for saying that “being an evangelist is not me” no longer holds. Instead, becoming a contagious 
Christian calls for being the natural me.958 
 

Furthermore, it takes different types of people to reach the vast diversity of unbelievers 
with God’s message. God knew what he was doing when he made us. He custom designed each 
of us with a unique combination of personality, temperament, talents and background to reach 
out to people who are receptive to such character traits. God wants to harness the character of 
each of us to reach those who have yet to accept Christ. The key is to recognize that we are to be 
ourselves in reaching out to others – whether our natural approach is direct, intellectual, 
testimonial, interpersonal, invitational, serving and/or a combination thereof. Scripture provides 
models for each of these styles in witnessing to others. In being evangelists, we are to be 
ourselves, not somebody we are not. Again, the rationale for saying that “being an evangelist is 
not me” lacks basis. We are not expected to reach out in a way that is unnatural for us. But, rather 
God has created each of us with different characteristics and he calls upon us to use our natural 
attributes to reach those receptive to our natural approaches.959 

 
God has created many styles of evangelism which can be grouped into six categories:960 

 
� confrontational style 
� intellectual style 
� testimonial style  
� interpersonal style  
� invitational style  
� serving style 

 
God created us to use our own style rather than to be forced in a mold which is not us. Use one’s 
own style when engaging in personal evangelism.961 

 
956 Id. 
957 Lindsay L. Gray, “The Most Powerful Witness,” The Upper Room, p.4, May-June, 2020.  
958 Jon S. Hanson, “Hear the Call,” April 14, 2013 (sermon). 
959 Id. 
960 This are considered more fully in PART FIVE, IX.C.5. 
961 Mark Miller, “Liberating and Equipping Every Believer: Helping Everyone Communicate Their Faith with  
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The key to liberating every Christian in every church to be active in sharing their faith is 

to assist them in understanding that there are a variety of legitimate approaches to evangelism. 
One doesn’t have to squeeze him or herself into a specific required personality mold in order to 
be used by God to reach others. In fact, one will be much more effective working comfortably 
within his or her own God given personality (style).962  
 

 b. Misconception that Evangelism Efforts Are   
Events Which Are Either a Success or Failure963  

 
There is a misconception that evangelism is an event. It is not. Some hold 

the perception that if he or she does not get a person to accept Christ as Lord and Savior, he or 
she has failed. Thus, when it seems that one with his or her particular personality is unlikely to 
induce someone outside the faith to cross the bridge, his or her efforts are most likely to fail, so 
why try.  

 
However, what needs to be recognized is that hopefully one’s evangelism efforts will 

ultimately culminate in a person accepting Christ, evangelism is not an event. But rather, 
evangelism is a process. Paul said that if one plants the seed, God will make it grow. Keep trying. 
Sometimes one will move an unbeliever along the path and others will do the same along other 
steps on the path. Other times, if one persists over time, whether that be weeks, months or even 
years, eventually the unbeliever may come to Christ (perhaps as late as his deathbed). Don’t stop 
praying for a friend, a relative or someone else. Continue to care for them, love them and pray 
for them.  

 
[E]vangelism is how we love the world, as God does, but 
conversion is the work of the Holy Spirit. Live the truth you tell. 
Tell the truth you live. The rest is God’s business. When we wed 
ourselves to the idea that we are responsible for making people 
believe, we put ourselves in the place of the Savior or the Spirit. 
We take glory that doesn’t belong to us.964 

 
One may help a person all the way to the final destination (conversion), but more likely 

one can and will lead a person closer than when he or she started. Jesus told the parable of a 
person scattering seeds on the ground. The seeds eventually grow and mature through the hidden 
work of God. (Mark 4:2-29) 

 

 
Confidence,” (Willow Creek Association Conference on How to Build a Contagious Church, October. 15-16,     
2004). 
962 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism 90-91 
(2007) (revised edition of Building a Contagious Church).  
963 Mark Miller, “Liberating and Equipping Every Believer: Helping Everyone Communicate Their Faith with  
Confidence,” (Willow Creek Association Conference on How to Build a Contagious Church, October. 15-16,   
2004). 
964 Barna, Reviving Evangelism 28  (2019) (Q & A with Michelle Jones). 
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It is important to have confidence in the power of the gospel and 
trust that God will do his good work with the seed that takes root 
through our witness. 
 
… [I]t is God who is at work in the process of conversion. It isn’t 
as if someone is converted on account of our eloquence, wisdom 
or arguments. In the end, conversion is about a transforming and 
redeeming encounter between an individual and the living Lord. 
We can help bring it about – but that encounter is God’s doing, not 
ours.965 
 

 Thus, it is important to communicate to the members of the church that events are part 
of the process. We never know which event/effort in the process will ultimately culminate in a 
person’s acceptance of Christ. Nor do we know where in the process God will call upon each of 
us to contribute. As we engage in evangelism efforts, we do not grade people as successes or 
failures. We do what we can when we can. The rest is up to God. 
 
 Therefore, don’t approach evangelism as an agenda-driven score-keeping Christian. 
When one gets the impression that the one doing evangelism is keeping score, simply trying to 
add another notch to one’s belt, engenders the sense of a lack of authenticity. This, in turn, 
undermines both building a positive relationship as well as the authenticity of the message to be 
or being conveyed.966  
 

c. Misconception that Unbelievers Are  
Widely Antagonistic Toward Christians 
 
Many Christians are reluctant to engage in outreach efforts because of the 

sense that he or she will confront widespread rejection. Thom Rainer suggests that such fear is 
overplayed. Over several years he and his research teams interviewed several thousands of 
unchurched non-Christians. Among the insights he gleaned was their perspectives of Christians. 
The seven most common types of comments in order of frequency are the following. (i) 
Christians are negative, they seem to be against more things than they are for. (ii) I am interested 
in what Christians believe and would like to find one willing to spend some time with me. (iii) I 
would like to learn about the Bible but I don’t want to go to a stuffy and legalistic church. A 
Christian invitation to learn about Bible in a home or place like Starbucks would be nice. (iv) 
There seems little difference in the manner in which Christians live as compared to everyone 
else, so it is hard to know what a Christian believes or whether they take their beliefs seriously.  
(v) I would like to learn how to be a better husband, wife, dad, mom, etc., from a Christian who 
I know and seems to have it all together. (vi) Some Christians act like they have no problems 
when I know better. (vii) Although I would like to go to a church, no Christian has ever invited 
me.967 
 

 
965 Alister McGrath, Doubting: Growing Through the Uncertainties of Faith 69-70 (2006). 
966 Id. at 28. 
967 Thom Rainer, “What Non-Christians Really Think About Christians,” OutreachMagazine.com, November 7, 
2012.   
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There is a pattern here. 
 
[Many] non-Christians want to interact with Christians. They want 
to see Christians’ actions match their beliefs. They want Christians 
to be real.  
 
In one study we conducted, we found that only five percent of non-
Christians are antagonistic toward Christians. It’s time to stop 
believing the lies we have been told. Jesus said it clearly: “The 
harvest is abundant, but the workers are few. Therefore, pray to 
the Lord of the harvest to send out workers into His harvest” 
(Luke10:2, HCSB)  
 
Satan is the author of excuses. There is no reason to wait to reach 
those who don’t know Jesus Christ. We must go now. The harvest 
is waiting. And the Lord of the harvest has prepared the way.968 

 
 More recently, based upon one of the most comprehensive studies on the unchurched 
which involved a survey of 2,000 unchurched Americans, Thom Rainer reported on the results 
of survey, He found that 47% were open to a conversation on the gospel, 31% would actively 
listen albeit not participate. Another 12% would listen with some comfort. Only 11% would try 
to change the conversation as soon as possible. Thus, 8 out 10 unchurched Americans either 
welcome or are not antagonistic to hearing about the gospel.969 
 

We can’t use the poor excuse that the unchurched really aren’t 
interested in gospel conversations. In reality, church members are 
more likely not to be interested in initiating gospel 
conversations.970 

 
The fear of rejection is overplayed. Receptivity is out there. Go for it. 

 
  d.  Misconception that “I Can’t Do Evangelism” 
 

People have legitimate fears about doing something when they aren’t 
prepared to do it. The same is true about evangelism. Believers need to be trained. Competence 
can be built. Competence builds confidence and confidence enhances competence. Good training 
replaces the “I can’t do” perception with “I can do that.” Good training, which is discussed more 
fully in Section 6 below, is essential.971  

 

 
968 Id.  
969 Thom Rainer, “5 Insights About the Unchurched That Might Surprise You,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 
28, 2017. 
970 Id.  
971 Mark Miller, “Liberating and Equipping Every Believer: Helping Everyone Communicate Their Faith with  
Confidence,” (Willow Creek Association Conference on How to Build a Contagious Church, October. 15-16,   
2004). 
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 4. Basic Elements in Doing Personal Relationship Evangelism 
  

Different people have varying gifts and personality traits which can be effectively 
applied in churchwide team evangelism efforts. However, there are some basic principles in 
doing evangelism which apply across the range of evangelistic styles: (a) principle of prayer, (b) 
principle of identifying prospects, (c) principle of reaching out; “Just Walk Across the Room” 
concept, (d) principle of the stair stepping as a process, (e) principle of building relationships, 
(f) principle of conversation, (g) principle of relational integrity, (h) principle of saturation, (i) 
principle of witnessing for Christ, (j) principle of invitation to participate in a worship service, 
activity or event, (k) principle of relational momentum, (l) principle of apologetics, (m) principle 
of accountability, and (n) principle of context evangelism. To each of these we now turn. 

 
a. Principle of Prayer972  

 
   (1) Individual Prayer 
 

Prayer is an integral and essential foundational element of 
effective evangelism efforts. Ask God how best to connect with people. “The prayer of a 
righteous person is powerful and effective.” (James 5:16) Fervent, sincere and zealous prayer by 
a Christian can be effective. When one prays, the Holy Spirit provides the desire and boldness 
needed to accomplish the task.  

 
Begin to pray for individuals with whom you might share Christ. 
Trust God to provide the opportunities for you to talk with them 
and the wisdom to know what to say.973 

 
People are most likely to pray on a regular basis for those persons they really care about.  When 
doing so, prayer tends to be more earnest, more sincere and more often. In the context of 
evangelism, prayer generally focuses on those unbelievers within the person’s normal sphere of 
relationships.  
 
 To enhance one’s ability and likelihood to engage in effective prayer, each church 
member should maintain a prayer checklist listing the names of personal prospects within his or 
her sphere of relationships of unsaved and unchurched people he or she wants to reach for Christ. 
Such most likely will be come from family, friends, neighbors, social and work colleagues, etc. 
Indication of their needs as they become known and evolve should be noted as well as when they 
were prayed for. Pray for each of these individuals often (e.g., daily) by name and by need. The 
key to effective prayer for others is being aware of those around us for whom one is praying, 
knowing the needs of these individuals and praying for them regularly.  

 
The list of names, updated needs and calendar to check off when prayers were made for 

each individual afford a helpful mode of spiritual discipline as one seeks to reach out to others 

 
972 See Larry Gilbert, How to Influence Your Love Ones for Christ When You Don’t Have the Gift of Evangelism; 
Team Evangelism 83-88 (2003). 
973 Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, Knowing Christ and Walking with Him 15 (revised 2006) (booklet). 
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for Christ.974 Furthermore, a prayer list and prayer calendar and regular prayer for specific 
individuals embraces the principle of saturation (discussed Subsection h. below). Prayer keeps 
one aware of those to whom they have committed to influence and to more effectively relate to 
what is happening in their lives by regularly keeping in touch with their needs and with God.  
 

(2) Group Prayer  
 

Group prayer can be thought of in two senses. First, group prayer 
involves a group of individuals gathering together periodically to pray, either out loud or silently 
for the needs of the various evangelism programs, other ministries of the church, and the 
leadership of the church. In effect, this is a total ministry prayer group. This prayer group consists 
of people whom God equips for the ministry of prayer. 

 
Second, group prayer is important in those groups involved in evangelism. Group prayer 

supports individual group members by praying for their prospects. The list of the prospects of 
each group member needs to be available to other members of the group who then will regularly 
pray for each other’s prospects both during and in between group gatherings. Caution, the list of 
names and needs of prospects are for prayer only. They are not to be given to those outside the 
group, nor should one member of the group approach another member’s prospect based upon 
having been given the name unless invited to do so.  

 
Both the church and its members need to be aware of a caution about participating in 

prayer activities. A person may feel that he or she cannot do or does want to do anything else. 
He or she can always pray. However, praying should not be used as a cop-out excuse to avoid 
doing something else. Each person has been given a gift or gifts from God to be used in outreach 
efforts as well as the gift of prayer.  

 
Whether one prays individually or as part of a group, 
 

[n]othing you can do will enhance the effectiveness of your 
evangelistic outreach more than encouraging and developing an 
ongoing prayer ministry…. As we saturate our evangelistic efforts 
with prayer by name and need we go directly to God with the 
needs of the people we care about most. In turn God uses prayer 
as an avenue to show us how to minister to the needs that will 
ultimately lead those people to salvation and maturity in Christ.975  
 

It is incumbent upon the church to develop and offer disciple-making prayer experiences for 
believers engendering the habit of asking God to lead them to an unbeliever or skeptic with 
whom one can establish a relationship as well as asking God for aid in doing so. 

 
974 “Team Evangelism: Team Mate; Personal Ministry Planner,” p.24 et seq., sets forth a checklist for including a 
person’s name, background information, calendar to check off daily prayers, touches made and times gospel heard. 
This booklet accompanies Larry Gilbert, How to Influence Your Love Ones for Christ When You Don’t Have the 
Gift of Evangelism; Team Evangelism (2003). 
975 Larry Gilbert, How to Influence Your Love Ones for Christ When You Don’t Have the Gift of Evangelism; Team 
Evangelism 87-88 (2003). 
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 b.  Principle of Identifying Prospects 
 

People with whom one has existing relationships are more receptive to 
responding to initial steps leading toward Christ. Every church member should be encouraged to 
and responsible for identifying people who don’t have a relationship with Jesus and/or lack a 
church family for possible outreach efforts. Those identified are added to one’s personal prospect 
list. The list should include as many unbelievers and unchurched persons as the member knows. 
People with whom one has existing relationships are more receptive to responding to initial steps 
leading toward Christ.  (e.g., family members, work associates, social colleagues, doctors, child’s 
teacher, mailman, etc.). Prioritize the list according to those one most cares about and then select 
perhaps the top seven for potential outreach efforts.976  
 
  c.  “Just Walk Across the Room” Evangelism977 
 

(1)  What Is It? 
 

Personal evangelism often requires one to move beyond his or her 
zone of comfort. Each of us have our zone of comfort. We tend to relate and group with persons 
like ourselves. We are in our comfort zone. Yes, God might be calling us to reach out to someone 
in our comfort zone, but also, we should be alert to possibilities beyond one’s comfort zone for 
someone around us that God might want to touch through us. Leave your zone of comfort. When 
the Holy Spirit opens the door take the risk and walk through it. Let the Holy Spirit prompt you. 
This may be a divine appointment. 

  
When one walks across the room in an unscripted situation, the measure of success is not 

getting that person saved then and there. Instead, the highest value in personal evangelism is 
being fully attentive and cooperative with the promptings of the Holy Spirit. When one sees 
someone outside his or her comfort zone, the question to ask is whether I should walk across the 
room. If God says yes, do it and ask for wisdom in the conversation just ahead.  
 
 While the hope is that people will ultimately come to accept and be saved by Christ, it is 
necessary to recognize that the Holy Spirit may assign an individual a somewhat smaller task. 
Perhaps the task is to only to open the door.  Or, the role maybe, in a given situation, to simply 
move someone from minus 10 to minus 8 on the scale of moving him or her to accepting Christ. 
With someone else, it might be to move him or her from minus 4 to minus 2. Other times the 
role might to close the deal by leading the person across the line of faith in the moment he or she 
accepts Christ. One’s role is to go only so as far as the Holy Spirit wants us to go and no farther. 
Discern one’s own role and don’t consider oneself a failure when you are not ultimately the 

 
976 Id. at 73-77.  
977 This approach to evangelism was developed by Reverend Bill Hybels, Founding and Senior Pastor of  (Willow 
Creek Community Church) and presented in his book Just Walk Across the Room: Simple Steps Pointing People to 
Faith (2006). The discussion in this section draws heavily on Hybel’s book and notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson 
integrating Hybels book with  his presentation at 2004 Robert Schuller Institute for Successful Church Leadership 
as modified by presentation at “How to Build a Contagious Church,” (Willow Creek Association Conference, 
October  15-16, 2004). 
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person closing the deal. Just walking across the room is a key element in the team evangelism 
process. 
 

In his Great Commission, Jesus commanded us to go out and make disciples. As 
expressed by Nanci Rathbun here at FRCC,  

 
 [w]e're not supposed to hunker down in our safe Christian homes, 
talking only to our safe Christian neighbors, and meeting with our 
safe Christian friends in our safe Christian church. We are to GO 
- to those who don't have the message, to those who wonder about 
the message, to those who scoff at the message, to those who reject 
the message. Go! And if we are rejected, shake it off and move on. 
Keep on going! That's the only way to make disciples. Don't worry 
if what you say doesn't seem to be accepted. Paul had the same 
experience and here's how he put it: "I planted the seed, Apollos 
watered it, but God made it grow." (1 Corinthians 3:6) You never 
know when you've planted a seed. Someone else may come along 
and provide water, and with grace from God, it will grow. But 
there's no chance of that if the seed is never planted in the first 
place. So go!978 
 

Live outward into the community of non-Christian families, friends, persons met casually in the 
grocery store, doctor’s office, etc. Don’t permit fear to prevent one talking about church or one’s 
experience with God, but try to be a witness wherever one goes. One never knows when a seed 
might be planted which will ultimately grow.979 
    

(2) Basic Principles of “Just Walk Across the Room” Evangelism 
 
Underlying Just Walk Across the Room evangelism are a several 

basic principles including the following. 
  

� Proximity Principle – Locate yourself in an environment where people far from God, 
are likely to be. Even though one is the salt of the earth, it does little good in helping 
others if you don’t get near them. Be around the people who need the cure. 
Intentionally put yourself in an environment where you might touch someone if the 
Holy Spirit prompts you. 
 

It’s amazing the opportunities that God puts in front of us 
every single day… and when we see them and embrace them, 
we simply need to be normal, engage them in conversation, 
and communicate that we are interested in them.980 
 

 
978 Nanci Rathbun, “Have You Forgotten,” April 22, 2012 (sermon). 
979 Id.  
980 Perry Noble, “6 Thoughts on Evangelism Every Leader Should Know,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 28, 
2012. 
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The first step of effective outreach is seeing the opportunities for outreach which 
are all around us. Seek to find someone in our lives to engage in conversation which 
hopefully, at some point, will lead to spiritual conversations about Christ. Look for 
that person or persons whom God has placed near us at schools, at stores where we 
shop, in our families, in our neighborhoods and elsewhere. People who need Jesus 
are all over the place. Develop compassionate eyesight. Effective outreach starts with 
seeing the people around us who need to be reached for Christ.981 Then, walk across 
the room.  

 
� Congruency Principle – Be congruent with your own personality and temperament. 

God wired you this way for a reason. Be yourself. Your role is to reach out to people 
who are wired as you are. Don’t be different from who you really are. You have a 
unique sensitivity or attribute that someone needs. 
 

� Commonality Principle – When you cross the room, focus on things which you have 
in common with the other person. Build bridges rather than walls. If at a well, start 
the conversation about water. For example, start the conversation about the common 
environment that the two of you are in. Show interest in the other person and discern 
whether the two of you have common interests. Let non-church people see that you 
are normal. See where this leads. 
 

� Other Person Principle – Key in on what interests him or her. Turn the conversation 
to talking about the other person. If the Holy Spirit opens the door and prompts us to 
talk, then we move to talking about God. 
 

� Extremes to Avoid – There are two extremes we do well to avoid. First, don’t be an 
erupter. Erupters are the evangelists who fail to spend the time on discerning what 
are some common grounds and what other people are interested in. Erupters can only 
put up with so much small talk before they have to shoe horn God into the 
conversation.  “Chill it.” Let God orchestrate the conversation. If the Holy Spirit 
opens the door, walk through it. If the Holy Spirit doesn’t, don’t barge your way in. 
 

Second, then there are those persons who walk across the room and engage in 
a conversation. But, when the Holy Spirit opens the door, they are afraid to go through 
it. Maybe they are afraid that they will say something wrong. Or, they don’t want to 
be identified as a God “guy.” They just let the conversation hang in the balance. 
However, when the Holy Spirit opens the door, go through it. 

 
 Walking across the room is something all can do. Jesus left the ultimate zone of comfort 
(Heaven) and walked across the cosmos to reach out a hand to us. He gave himself for us. We 
should give ourselves to others. God wants all of us to be walk across the room people. Be in 
tune with the Holy Spirit and walk.  
 

 
981 Robert Crosby, “Faith Talks: The Compassionate and Conversational Gospel,” OutreachMagazine.com, January 
27, 2014. 
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 As discussed elsewhere, in outreaching to others, the average Christian can most 
comfortably engage with those with whom he or she knows and has a trusting relationship. Those 
lacking assertive/confrontational personality style enjoy greater success by focusing on those 
persons within their normal sphere. However, it should be emphasized the “Just Walk Across 
the Room (JWAR) principle complements rather than conflicts with persons focusing on persons 
they know. First, JWAR applies to unbelievers who may be a part of the evangelist’s comfort 
zone. Second, when the opportunity arises in a non-comfort zone situation, taking the 
opportunity does not detract from a person’s efforts with those within his or her zone. Both 
approaches should be wholeheartedly embraced and utilized. They are both an integral part of 
personal relationship evangelism. 
 
 In short,  
 

there is no impact without contact. Jesus followers must be willing 
to venture into the territory of the unchurched, de-churched, over-
churched or the religiously unaffiliated. We must go to them rather 
than waiting for them to come to us. Jesus broke protocol by going 
into Samaria, a region that was geographically proximate but 
culturally distant to what was “home” for Jesus. But he was 
teaching his disciples (and consequently us) that, if we want to 
enlarge the kingdom of God, we must move from familiar circles 
of contact to unfamiliar territory. (And be enriched in the good 
news ourselves, by the way.)982 

 
 This might be done in various ways, e.g., through non-church sports leagues, 
volunteering in schools, participating in toastmaster or social clubs, etc. Such contacts can be 
on-going enabling one to keep connected with those he or she is reaching out to.  
 

d. Principle of  Stair-Stepping: Evangelism as a Process 
 

Evangelism is not a “now or never” decision making situation. Most 
people come to Christ from a process starting from unbelief to uniting with Christ through a 
series of small decisions or thoughts that bring a him or her closer and closer to the point of a 
saving faith. In a post-Christendom era, most people lack the necessary background knowledge 
to hear the gospel and immediately grasp who God is, what sin is, who Jesus is, and what 
repentance and faith are so as to enable them to make an intelligent commitment. To do so 
typically requires overcoming objections and already held beliefs before for the gospel becomes 
readily plausible to them. Therefore, unbelievers need to be introduced and welcomed into 
community long enough for them to experience relations with Christians and hear multiple 
expressions of the gospel—both formal and informal—from individuals and teachers. When this 
happens in community, nonbelievers come to understand the character of God, sin, and grace. 
Many of their objections are answered through this process. Because they are “on the inside” 
and involved in ongoing relationships with Christians, they can imagine themselves as Christians 
and see how the faith fleshes out in real life.983  

 
982 Barna, Reviving Evangelism 74-75 (2019) (Q & A with Rufus Smith).  
983 Tim Keller, “Turning Laypeople into Lay Ministers, OutreachMagazine.com, October 8, 2012. 
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Thus, at the outset, avoid trying for an immediate conversion to Christ by pushing for a 

formal prayer of repentance, belief, and acceptance of Christ as Lord and Savior. Instead, 
facilitate a process for the unbeliever to begin taking those steps which lead to becoming a 
follower of Christ. That is, move from focusing on the act of conversion to concentrating on 
growing a disciple. As one grows along this path, he or she grows to becoming a Christian who 
accepts Christ as Lord and Savior.984  
 
 Evangelism is a process involving a variety of steps which a person climbs in the process 
of progressing from having either none or a superficial awareness of God to becoming a mature 
Christ-like person. The process, or “stair stepping,” does not cease at the moment a person 
receives Christ or joins the church. It continues as church team members functioning as a team 
use their various gifts to minister and teach newcomers as they progress from one step to the 
next.985  
 
 The principle of stair-stepping denotes the steps which an individual goes through as he 
or she grows toward spiritual maturity. The concept of churchwide team evangelism involves 
church members using their various gifts and personality traits in assisting a person as he or she 
climbs the steps from a superficial awareness of God to become a more Christ-like person. This 
does not mean that one church member assists a new person at his or her every step. But rather, 
an individual church member assists at those points where he or she can naturally do so. Others 
provide assistance at different steps in the process.  
 
 It’s essential that each member, while engaging in evangelism, understand that he or she 
is part of the process. When a person being reached begins to progress to a point beyond the 
evangelizer’s natural gifts and personality, the evangelizer should guide the prospect to another 
church member or program who can contribute to further progress. Similarly, a member 
possessing relevant characteristics should be willing to receive a prospect being passed on to him 
or her.    
 

As discussed earlier, the goal is to move people through the stages of discipleship in their 
starting and on-going Walk with Christ. These stages reflect the recommended Mission for Fox 
River of connecting with God, connecting with other believers, connecting with both believers 
and those outside the faith through serving and through evangelism. These stages and the specific 
steps within each provide the steps to be climbed. 
 
 First, it is necessary to recognize who is an unbeliever (the lost) and begin to build 
relationships with such persons. Second, as relationships build and trust begins to emerge, 
prospects become more receptive. The goals are to reach them, lead them toward accepting 
Christ, get them actively involved in the church, and grow them toward becoming more Christ-

 
984 Mike Moran, “Evangelism in a Post Christian Society,” No Regrets 2011 Conference of Christian Men 
(Elmbrook Church, Wisconsin). 
985 Larry Gilbert, How to Influence Your Loved Ones for Christ When You Don’t Have the Gift of Evangelism: 
Team Evangelism 93 (2003). 
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like. Church-wide team evangelism envisions individual church members contributing at the 
various stages, not just the pre-conversion part of the process.986  
 

e.  Principle of Building Relationships 
 

   When entering into and building a relationship, practicing Christians need 
to recognize that the “others” responding to Barna survey say they are not on spiritual quests.987  

 A sense of spiritual need… is simply not a conscious part 
of most non-Christians’ experience.… Two-thirds of all US 
adults who do not practice Christianity say spirituality plays little 
or no role in their everyday lives.988 

Consequently, “faith-sharing today most often should start on the assumption that most people 
do not deeply feel their spiritual need….”989  

 
986 The following offers a specific stair-step ladder for a prospect to climb.  
 

                   ========================================================  
  1. Has only a superficial awareness of God. 

   2. Has faith that there is a supreme being. 
3. Believes he/she is responsible to God. 

 PRE-. 4. Realizes he/she is a sinner. 
CONVERSION  5. Recognizes that Christ is the bridge to God 

 6. Realizes sin keeps him/her from salvation  
      &  and his/her salvation. 

7. Is willing to repent and accept Christ.  
   SALVATION                  Salvation/conversion experience. Accepts 
                  Christ as Savior.  

======================================================= 
   8. Publicly acknowledges faith and conversion (in 
  church or among friends). 
   9. Faithfully participates in church worship, 
  study groups, or Sunday School. 
 10. Participates in discipleship training. 
 11. Actively shares his/her faith. 

        POST 12. Accepts and is working toward God's design 
  CONVERSION  for the family and home. 

 13. Personal finances are based on biblical    
                stewardship. 
 14. Uses his/her spiritual gifts in local church 
  ministry. 

15. Observes regular personal devotions and 
  prayer. 

16.  Become Christlike 
============================================= 

Larry Gilbert, How to Influence Your Love Ones for Christ When You Don’t Have the Gift of Evangelism; Team 
Evangelism 95 (2003).  
987 Barna, Reviving Evangelism 31 (2019). 
988 Id. at 31-32. 
989 Id. at 34. 
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Jesus modeled personal relationship evangelism. He walked with the people in their 
culture. He lived with them, listened to them and told stories to them. He welcomed their children 
and recognized and met their needs. Jesus provides the model for us to follow.990 
 

Investing in a relationship requires more than simply having 
geographical proximity with a person. It means caring. It means 
demonstrating that the relationship is important. It means showing 
respect. It means serving. It means letting people know that you 
care about them. It means letting them know you are praying for 
them. It means praying with them even though they’ve never been 
to church with you.  … It means being a shoulder to cry on. It 
means being a cheerleader to rejoice with them. It means letting 
evangelism and discipling flow from your care for them. It means 
even if they don’t ever attend with us, you will still care for them. 
Even if they don’t ever agree with us, you will still love them.991 

 
 The recent Barna study on habits and attitudes, found   

that Millennials, more than older generations, highly prize 
hospitality. To make space for others, to welcome them into your 
life, is understood by many young adults to be the very definition 
of generous. Increasing isolation and digital exhaustion prompt 
their strong cravings for… relationships and warm human 
connection….992 

Clearly, it appears “non-Christians look most favorably on approaches that spark sincere, 
friendly engagement.”993 

Spend time with… [people]. Win their confidence by doing things 
with them and for them. If they see that you really care about them, 
they will be more likely to listen when you present the gospel to 
them.994 
 
 Evangelism is quintessentially relational, a fundamental 
act of vulnerability and radical openness.… By anchoring to the 
unchanging truths of scripture and the reality of God, and patiently 
cultivating relationships of welcome and generosity, we can lean 
together into realities that do change.995 (Emphasis supplied.) 

 Also indispensable in evangelization is the witness of a holy life. Although the world 
makes fun of holiness, in reality, holiness has not lost its appeal. 

 
990 Ed Stetzer, “What It Really Takes to Reach Your Community,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 12, 2015. 
991 Lonnie Richardson, “You Are the Salt of the Earth,” September 9, 2012 (sermon). 
992 David Kinneman, “What’s Next for Evangelism,” Barna Reviving Evangelism 95 (2019).  
993 Barna, Reviving Evangelism 60 (2019). 
994 Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, Knowing Christ and Walking with Him 15 (2002 revised 2006). 
995 David Kinneman, “What’s Next for Evangelism,” Barna Reviving Evangelism 95 (2019).  
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Especially today in our narcissistic culture, getting to know a 
person who is authentically self-giving, pure-hearted, humble, 
prayerful, joyful and in love with Jesus can be transformative. 
Personal holiness is a compelling testimony to the truth of the 
gospel.996 (Emphasis supplied.) 

 Don’t give up. 
 
Stay with them…. Remember, you are establishing a friendship 
because you're actually concerned, and care for them! You have 
found something that has made a difference in your life, and you 
want them to experience it too.997 

 
 However, at some point whether a relationship is in its incipient stage or fairly well 
developed, it may become clear that the person will remain resistant to even considering the 
Christian message. At some point, it is best to move one’s evangelistic efforts elsewhere. Jesus 
did so when rejected by his friends in Nazareth. He did not hide nor skulk away because of 
rejection. He continued the work of God, and sent his disciples out two by two to do the same 
thing. We are called to do the same. Don’t fear rejection. Move on and keep trying as Jesus 
modeled.998 
 

A major church responsibility is to encourage and move all of its members to commit, as 
a whole congregation, to building relational inroads with people who need to be reached, Build 
relationships as did Jesus.  

 
  f. Principle of Conversation 

Building a bridge to those outside the faith and influencing them toward 
coming to Christ requires conversation. 

 
Loving God and loving others is the foundation of the Great 
Commission. You make disciples by loving others, building 
authentic friendships based on trust with the people outside of our 
churches, and earning the right to engage in spiritual 
conversations.999 
 

Engaging in outreach does not necessarily mean that the person has to be the one who 
convinces and asks for a person to take the decisive step of accepting Christ as Lord and Savior. 
Others may be more likely be able to contribute to that process. Here, the question is how does 
one express his or her love for others in a manner influencing them to move toward coming to 
know Christ? This centers on one’s ability and willingness to engage with others outside the faith 
in meaningful conversations, building trusting relationships and assimilating into involvement 

 
996 Barna Reviving Evangelism 63 (2019) (Q & A with Mary Healy). 
997 Fox River Congregational Church, “Share the Joy and Invite a Friend!” iWitness Program (2013). 
998 Nanci Rathbun, “Have You Forgotten, Nanci Rathbun, “Have You Forgotten,” April 22, 2012 (sermon). 
999 John Crilly, “God Talk: The Arts of Spiritual Conversations,” OutreachMagazine.com, September 16, 2014. 
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with other believers in the church.1000 Once the relationship progresses, throw a more spiritual 
pebble into the pond and discern from the response as to the best manner in how to proceed.1001 

 
 Most people don’t hear until they've first been heard. People don't care how much we 
know until they know how much we care. Intelligent, caring conversation opens the door for 
evangelism with nonbelievers faster than anything else. It is not the church's task to give people 
anything they want or even need. But, the fastest way to build a bridge to those outside the faith  
is to express interest in them and show that you understand the problems they are facing. Felt 
needs, whether real or imaginary, are a starting point for expressing love to people.1002 And, 
importantly, when engaging in conversations, recognize that the majority of both lapsed 
Christians and non-Christians value just two qualities in a conversation partner, i.e., a person 
who listens without judgment and who does not force a conclusion.1003 
 
  An all-too-common impediment to building a relationship is the trait of being a poor 
listener.  

 
If we want to build authentic relationships with people, then surely 
we must develop a genuine interest in them along the way, not just 
strategically in the hope that an "opportunity" will come along [to 
interject Christ into the conversation.1004 
 

“Pray for opportunities to mention Christ in casual 
conversation.”1005  
 

Yes, in wanting to reach people for Jesus, at some point it important to initiate a spiritual 
conversation, but do so in a natural timely way.  

 
In doing so, ask what do we know about the persons we want reach. What do they like to 

do? What are their interests, fears, dreams, hopes and ambitions?  
 

The most basic and powerful way to connect to another person is 
to listen.Just listen. Perhaps the most important thing we ever give 
each other is our attention.1006   

 
 Sharing faith is not an information dump. Listening is essential element  which Christians 
need to rediscover today. It is an act of love offered with humility and generosity. Jesus modeled 
listening. He listened to what people said and extracted from their comments the cry of their 
hearts, their suspect motives and/or their uncertainties.1007  

 
1000 Id.  
1001 Mike Moran, “Evangelism in a Post Christian Society,” No Regrets 2011 Conference of Christian Men 
(Elmbrook Church, Wisconsin). 
1002 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 40 (1995).. 
1003 Barna, Reviving Evangelism 49 (2019). 
1004 Mez McConnell, “Do You Know What Unbelievers Need?”, OutreachMagazine.com, August 12, 2014. 
1005 Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, Knowing Christ and Walking with Him 15 (2002 revised 2006). 
1006 Rachel Remen as quoted in Les Wicker’s “Thought for a Day,” January 26, 2018.  
1007 Barna Reviving Evangelism 29 (2019). 
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Listening makes room for people. In a culture that places high 
value on acceptance, this is no small thing. When we make space 
first for who people are, and then for what matters to them, only 
then can we know how to offer ourselves and our faith to them.1008 

 
At the outset, instead of telling people the answers to questions which they are not asking 

and informing them as to what they actually need, listen to what are their real concerns. Of 
course, ultimately, people need to hear the gospel which is the only power of salvation for the 
lost. But, in the process build genuine relationships through conversations embodying sincere 
and caring listening. As did Jesus, engage people at a personal level before moving into the 
deeper, spiritual realm.1009 In doing so, however, “[p]ray for opportunities to mention Christ in 
casual conversation.”1010 

 
A prime tool for initiating conversations is asking powerful sincere questions. Jesus 

asked questions all the time. Similarly, the nature of the questions we use communicates the 
degree of interest we have in the other person. People often find genuine caring interest to be 
irresistible to the furtherance of the relationship.1011  

 
Although the person reaching out to others should be prepared to speak to them in their 

moments of grief, despair or other crises, limiting one’s outreach to these types of situations 
misses opportunities to connect with nonbelievers who like their lives, have decent marriages 
and/or are successful in their work even without acknowledging God. In these types of situations, 
successful people tend to be on the quest for even more. However, the quest for more never fully 
delivers. Talk about and applaud their success but then probe whether the person wonders if 
there is more to life. Furthermore, don’t be condescending of unchurched persons. Value the 
good seen in who they are and what they do. In conversations acknowledge their efforts and 
empathize with them. This enhances the likelihood that he or she will be more receptive to a 
challenge to seek more in the spiritual realm.1012   

 
Commonly, one is not a good conversationalist. He or she, e.g., tends to talk too much, 

listens too little, makes hasty responses, talks about oneself rather than being interested in others, 
etc. If one is not good in normal conversations, he or she is not likely to effectively converse 
about spiritual matters. However, good conversation can be developed as a matter of normal 
routine. Build a bridge to those outside the faith and then get involved in spiritual conversations 
through, for example, a series of steps referred to as the arts of spiritual conversations, e.g., 
listening, asking questions, discerning others interests, etc. The average Christian can 
purposefully practice these simple arts of conversation in building relationships with people 

 
1008 Id. at 29. 
1009 Mez McConnell, “Do You Know What Unbelievers Need?, OutreachMagazine.com, August 12, 2014. 
1010 Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, Knowing Christ and Walking with Him 15 (2002 revised 2006). 
1011 Robert Crosby, “Faith Talks: The Compassionate and Conversational Gospel,” OutreachMagazine.com, January 
27, 2014. 
1012 Carey Nieuwhof, “How to Reach those Who Think They Don’t Need God,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 
27, 2015. 
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outside the faith, relationships that may eventually lead to ongoing spiritual conversations 
resulting in a life changing decision to follow Jesus.1013 “We must get better at conversation.”1014  

 
 It is easy to have a superficial conversation with someone. (e.g., ask How are you?”; 
response, “I’m fine.”). Such conversation does not go very far. Too often most of our 
conversations aren’t personal and lack depth. Instead, we should engage in conversations leading 
to getting below the surface to things that really matter. Rick Warren uses the acronym 
S.P.E.A.K. to help make conversations go deeper and be more personal:1015 
 

� Story: What is your story? – This open-ended question commonly gets people started. 
Most people like to talk about their story because being known is a basic need we all 
have. 
 

� Passion: What motivates you?” – That which moves a person is one of the things that 
makes him or her unique. One is likely to make a significant connection when he or 
she takes an interest in what others care about.  
 

� Encouragement: “Do you know what you would be good at?” –  Once one knows a 
person’s story and passions, encourage him or her to do something he or she is good 
at or consider something they could do well. This offers a faith-building opportunity. 
People thrive when encouraged. Most people lack enough faith to believe in the 
dream God has given them. Encourage the person to take the next step. 
 

� Assistance: “How can I help you?” –You may the one who can give the person the 
help he or she needs to fulfill God’s purpose for his or her life.  

 
� Knowledge: “What do you know that I need to know?” – With the right question, one  

can learn from anyone. Draw out learnings from the experiences of others. 
 
 People today spend so much time on their mobile devices that they have forgotten how 
to approach one another and engage in a meaningful conversation. Questions, like those 
suggested by Warren’s the acronym  S.P.E.A.K., may give rise to such conversations.1016  
 
 “[T]here is no information without real conversation.”1017 Use start-up questions which 
keep conversation going and sparks further questions and deeper conversation. It behooves 
Jesus-followers to more engage in dialogue rather from the outset give advice or information.  

 
1013 John Crilly, “God Talk: The Arts of Spiritual Conversations,” OutreachMagazine.com, Sept. 16, 2014. There 
other sources on how to start spiritual conversations, e.g., Bill Hybels and Mark Mittelberg, Becoming a Contagious 
Christian (1994) and a Leaders and Participant’s Guides by Mark Mittleberg , Lee Strobel and Bill Hybels which 
include consideration of direct, indirect and invitational ways of starting spiritual conversations, pp.94-98.   
1014David Kinneman, “What’s Next for Evangelism,” Barna Reviving Evangelism 96 (2019).   
1015Rick Warren, “5 Questions to Start a Meaningful Conversation With Anyone, OutreachMagazine.com, October 
23, 2019.   
1016 Id. 
1017 Barna Reviving Evangelism 75 (2019) (Q&A with Rufus Smith). 
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The relational skill of conversation, as modeled by Jesus, 
encourages openness and connection, not only in gospel sharing 
but also in every arena of life. It bonds us together, which creates 
a rich setting for sharing the gospel.1018  

 Never before has the value of listening come to be recognized as being so important. 
Everyone has something to say and wants to say it now and for people to listen. But who is 
listening? Relearn the art of give-and-take conversation. The art of conversation will engender 
the likelihood of being heard.1019 Yes, we must get better at conversation. 

 At some point there must be conversation about Christ. Evangelism is the proclamation 
of Jesus Christ. One will never come to Christ if he or she doesn’t learn about him. It is through 
the Word that people are saved. Although a conversation may lead to involving someone else to 
make the case, at some point conversation must come to be about Christ.1020  

 
Remember, throughout the process “[o]utreach is not an argument, but rather a 

conversation that always ends in an invitation.”1021 
 

g. Principle of Relational Integrity  
 

A common deterrent for a believer sharing the gospel is the fear of losing 
face and acceptance of friends and colleagues for attempting to communicate this “narrow-
minded” message. When confronted by the choice of acceptance or silence, often Christians 
choose silence. This may be the major concern keeping Christians from becoming involved in 
evangelism.1022 

 
Scripture pictures the Christian community as a countercultural force. To be holy means 

to be separate and different. A key characteristic of God’s kingdom is people whose lifestyle is 
compassionate and one of serving. Live in a manner to glorify God. But today, what do people 
see when they look at the church? Reality reflects individuals whose lifestyles and values are not 
much different than those of the unchurched. Church people are not viewed much differently 
from unchurched people.1023  

 
In reaching out to unbelievers, doctrine and prayer should not change. The Word of God 

and the Holy Spirit do not change. However, today people we seek to reach are usually biblically 
illiterate. Commonly they have not grown up in the church and may never have been to a church. 
Forcing proclamation on them is most likely to fall on deaf ears. Instead, shift from proclamation 
to demonstration. Before preaching the good news be the good news, let one’s light shine. 
Demonstrate that following Christ makes a difference. Build trust before emphasizing content. 

 
1018 Id. at 75.   
1019 Id. at 91. 
1020 Perry Noble, “6 Thoughts on Evangelism Every Leader Should Know,” OutreachMagazine.com, August July 
14, 2015. 
1021 Robert Crosby, “Faith Talks: The Compassionate and Conversational Gospel,” OutreachMagazine.com, January 
27, 2014. 
1022 Gregg Stier, “Why Christians Struggle with Evangelism,” OutreachMagazine.com, May 29, 2014. 
1023 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples a Few at a Time 29-30 (2003).  
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People don’t care much about how much one knows before knowing how much one cares. In 
order to influence the unchurched, it is necessary to connect with them and then form 
relationships. Serve the community, form relationships, and demonstrate caring.1024 

 
As considered previously, initiating new relationships and building up relationships once 

initiated or already existing is the primary key to bringing people in and leading them to Christ. 
 

It’s Christians caring enough to pray for, befriend and simply hang 
out with people who don’t know Jesus. Then the opportunity 
comes. That is evangelism. And that’s the life style the local 
church must encourage.1025 

 
 To enhance the likelihood of positively impacting for the gospel, Christians need to be, 

in some way, like those around them yet in several ways be profoundly different, unlike them at 
the same time. Doing both requires relational integrity.1026 

 
First, Christians should appear reassuringly similar with other people in the family, 

neighborhood and other circles within which they are involved. Be like their neighbors and 
colleagues in general appearance, cultural activities and civic engagement. Participate fully in 
the life with those whom they are around. A degree of commonality renders nonbelievers more 
receptive to the introduction of spiritual discussions since they perceive the Christian as one who 
lives and understands their world.1027 

 
Second, Christians must reflect certain characteristics whether or not these are different 

from those reflected in their neighbors. Evangelism requires at some point the communication 
of the truth of the gospel message. In today’s culture  

 
the perception of truth has changed, and quoting the Bible isn't 
enough to overcome that perception. In our culture, the truth of 
our Christian claim lies squarely within the way we live our lives. 
In the 21st century, truth is no longer an intellectual thing. It is a 
lived thing, and the word is authenticity.1028 
 

Creditability in delivering the message depends on the way we live and are perceived as living 
our lives. 
 

 Christians should be marked by integrity. Believers must be 
known for being scrupulously honest, transparent, and fair. 
Followers of Christ should also be marked by generosity. …. 
[They should be] generous with their time and with the money 

 
1024 Mike Moran, “Evangelism in a Post Christian Society,” No Regrets 2011 Conference of Christian Men 
(Elmbrook Church). 
1025 Dan Kimball, “The Simplistic Beauty of Outreach,” OutreachMagazine.com, June 17, 2014. 
1026 Tim Keller, “Turning Laypeople into Lay Ministers, OutreachMagazine.com, October 8, 2012. 
1027 Id. 
1028 Shawn Stapleton, “2005 Congregational Lecture,”  Congregationalist, p,21, Summer 2005. 
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they donate for the needy. …. Believers should also be known for 
their hospitality, welcoming others into their homes, especially 
neighbors and people with needs. They should be marked by 
sympathy and avoid being known as self-serving or even ruthless 
in business or personal dealings. They should be marked by an 
unusual willingness to forgive and seek reconciliation, not by a 
vengeful or spiteful spirit.1029 

 
Christians should also reflect and practice countercultural values and practices such as 

Christian moral ethics. Failure to do so can destroy a believer’s credibility as a Christian. Also 
respond to adversity in a positive manner. Being calm when confronted by failure and 
disappointment is crucial to one’s Christian witness. Furthermore, one will noticed if he or she 
is committed to equity and the common good of the community.1030  
 

Evangelism for a contextualized believer involves everyday life developing non-
superficial relationships with their family, neighbors, colleagues, and others. It involves 
engaging others which can be done in a host of ways (e.g., take walks with a neighbor, participate 
in recreational activities with a colleague, hold a picnic, organize a discussion group, etc.). Three 
factors, being like others, being unlike others and engaging others constitute the foundation of 
relational integrity. Too many churches and/or their members think of evangelism essentially in 
terms of transferring information. However, the primary foundation for effective personal 
evangelism efforts attempting to bring people to Christ are significant personal relationships 
which are based on being both alike and unlike those we are trying to reach, i.e., relational 
integrity.1031 

 
 h. Principle of  Saturation1032 

 
 To reach a person for Christ, 
 

you must first win them to you, second win them to your church, 
then and only then can you win them to Christ.1033 
 

People are more receptive to making such commitment when they have become involved in a 
trusting relationship with others in the church and garner some understanding of what it is about.   
 
 Prayer is perhaps the most powerful tool in evangelism. Pray for the opportunity to meet. 
engage, and build trusting relationships with people outside the faith. However, if we do nothing 
but pray, outreach is not likely to be effective. Prayer needs to be accompanied by hands and 
feet. Team evangelism, in addition to prayer, calls for seven touches (hands) and three hearings 
(feet).  

 
1029 Tim Keller, “Turning Laypeople into Lay Ministers, OutreachMagazine.com, October 8, 2012. 
1030 Id. 
1031 Id. 
1032 This section draws primarily from Larry Gilbert, How to Influence Your Loved Ones for Christ When You Don’t 
Have the Gift of Evangelism: Team Evangelism 103 -110 (2003). 
1033 Id. at 102-03. 
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Research indicates that a person makes a meaningful decision for Christ after the church 

has contacted him or her, on average, seven times. This recognizes that touching a persons’ life 
only once in a while will have little influence. In contrast several touches draw people into a 
relationship by showing one cares. This involves not only working on existing individual 
relationships, but also networking the prospect into relationships with others in the church, e.g., 
invitation to a small group activity or get together with one or two additional church members.  
Multiple touches can be referred to as the principle of saturation  
 

This principle of saturation also applies to the presentation of the gospel. Surveys indicate 
that persons who hear the gospel three or more times are more likely to make a decision that 
sticks than those who only hear it once. Thus, when working with a prospect, lead him or her to 
hear at least three different presentations of the gospel, but not until a point of receptivity has 
been reached. 
 

In a nutshell, if one confronts someone with the gospel the first time encountering him 
or her, he or she quite likely will be offended and/or tune out the message. First build 
relationships which enhances the likelihood of attracting them to the church. This, in turn, 
enhances likelihood of networking them into the fellowship of the church. That is, first initiate 
and build relationships with people outside the church and then network them into the church. 
The more relationships newcomers have within the church, the greater the potential for staying. 
Team evangelism recognizes that to bond someone to a church and reach them for Christ, it is 
first necessary to win them to the person doing the outreach. The second objective is to win them 
to the church. And, most importantly, the third objective is to win them to Christ.  

 
This process commences with building relationships employing the saturation (7 touch) 

principle) Then, when they become receptive, apply the 3 hearing principle to present the gospel. 
Team evangelism has been built upon the idea that seven touches and three hearings (saturation) 
are the hands and feet of prayer.1034 This reflects the principle of saturation.  

 
i. Principle of Witnessing for Christ 

 
Christ’s call upon all of us is clear when he said “you will be my witnesses 

in Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.” (Acts 1:8) When one 
becomes a believer, he or she also becomes God's messenger. “As the Father has sent me, I am 
sending you.” (John 20:21) We are ambassadors for Christ. We are called to bear witness to 
Christ, to reach out to others, to share the Gospel and contribute to leading people to accept 
Christ as Lord and Savior.  

 
Perhaps less10% of members of the church possess an assertive evangelism personality. 

However, the major source of power of the church (under the sovereignty and guidance of God) 
rests with the other 90% because they have nine times as many the contacts. Although not sales 
people, they can build relationships and influence people to take the first step leading an 

 
1034 For lists suggesting examples for applying the concepts of 7 touches and 3 hearings, see id. at 106-109. These 
suggestions are categorized by touches for laity, for evangelists and leaders, for use at church facilities and for 3 
hearings of the gospel.  
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unbeliever toward Christ.1035 In the course of this process, although each follower of Christ has 
been gifted in different ways, all Christians are called to witness his or her Christian experiences 
and faith.  

 
Even though a believer may not be a good salesperson (i.e., failing to conclude the sale 

with the prospect of accepting Christ), situations arise when a friend or other person comments 
that he or she doesn’t believe in Christ and is doing fine without him. Or, they might ask “What 
is this Jesus guy all about.”  Or, they might ask “what do you believe.” “How has Christ been 
relevant in your life?”1036 Should one ignore such comments or questions or change the subject 
since he or she doesn’t know what to say? Clearly doing so most likely will undermine the 
believer’s credibility and perhaps deter any future outreach efforts to this person. All Christians 
need to be ready for such situations.1037  

 
This raises the question, how? The answer is be prepared. The Bible instructs us to be 

prepared. “Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks you to give the reason 
for the hope [faith] that you have.”  – (1 Peter 3.15)  

 
 [A]ll Christians should be prepared to define their faith anytime 
the opportunity avails itself – to give the reasons for their faith or 
explain why they are a Christian.1038   

 
Furthermore, Christians should not” be afraid to tell the truth, but do it with a loving, humble 
and gentle spirit.”1039 
 

Nevertheless, many possess the mistaken notion that if one leads a clean lifestyle that is 
sufficient witness and there is no need to verbalize one’s faith. This is a misunderstanding which 
the church needs to rectify. Although one does not need to be confrontational, he or she needs to 
be able to verbalize his or her faith when opportunities arise. Each believer is called to witness. 
Acts 22:15 states “You will be his witness to all people of what you have seen and heard.”1040 

 
1035 Larry Gilbert, How to Influence Your Love Ones for Christ When You Don’t Have the Gift of Evangelism; 
Team Evangelism 114 (2003).  
1036 Other questions commonly asked, which need a truthful and credible manner response by someone, include 
the following: is there a God, why are you right and all the other religions wrong, why should I give you my money, 
why should I believe the content of the Bible, etc.? 
1037 Larry Gilbert, How to Influence Your Love Ones for Christ When You Don’t Have the Gift of Evangelism; Team 
Evangelism 113 (2003). 
1038 Id. at 114.. In developing an expression of one’s on personal beliefs, the Lonnie Richardson iWitness program 
adaptation from the Wisconsin Congregational Leadership and Lay Ministry Training Program “I Believe (Credo) 
Worksheet” offers helpful suggestions in doing so. 
1039 Kevin Harney, “The Messy Journey to Jesus,” OutreachMagazine.com, November 8, 2012. In our multicultural 
society, commonly non-Christians, and sometime even some Christians, perceive as arrogant the Christian assertion 
that the only one way to God is through Jesus. Nevertheless, the answer is the foundation of the Christian faith and 
when it is questioned a response is called for. The question is how without adapting to the unbelieving culture. Jesus 
offers the model on how to treat people. He listened to them, loved them for who they were, lived among them and 
shared the truth in the process. Christians today can have great impact if they do the same. Sean McDowell, “Is 
There Really Just One Way,” OutreachMagazine.com, June 18, 2012. 
1040 Larry Gilbert, How to Influence Your Love Ones for Christ When You Don’t Have the Gift of Evangelism; Team 
Evangelism 117 (2003). 
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 Believers need be trained to share God’s love with unbelievers. Timing is important. 
Share faith after friendship has developed. The manner of sharing is also critical. Don’t use terms 
not understood by non-Christians, avoid Christian jargon. Don’t sound preachy. Express how 
Christ relates to everyday experiences and felt needs. When a receptive door opens, be prepared 
to express a brief explanation of the gospel.1041 

 There are two particular areas of preparedness which all members of the church need to 
understand and being prepared to offer: (1) personal testimony and (2) presentation of the gospel.  
 
   (1) Personal Testimony 
 

Every Christian should be prepared to share what God has done in 
his or her life, i.e., what difference has God made. The essence of witnessing is simply sharing 
one’s experiences with God. One doesn't need to be a Bible scholar to be a witness. Witnesses 
simply reports what one saw, heard and/or what happened to him or her.  

 
Each believer should have a personal testimony on how he or she was saved by God. In 

addition to one’s salvation experience, one’s testimony might include what God has done for 
him or her since accepting Christ or a special occasion when prayer has been answered, a need 
met, or help occurred during difficult times. These need not be dramatic events. Most peoples’ 
events are not dramatic which perhaps makes them more credible to the listener. Simply “[b]e 
prepared to share whatever one thinks will demonstrate the love and grace of God and show your 
prospect why you have faith in God.”1042 Tell your story in a brief and interesting way. And, do 
so in a way that focuses is on God in an encouraging manner which evidences the kindness of 
the Lord.1043 

   
While unbelievers, doubters and other skeptics may raise questions about the gospel 

message, personal testimonies can be particularly effective since they are a person’s personal 
experience which is difficult for the other person to challenge. A person is the authority on his 
or her life. When unbelievers see a "satisfied customer," there is a lot of credibility.1044 

 
Another value of personal testimony is circumventing intellectual bridges that are 

commonly difficult to cross at the initial stages of building a relationship. Most unbelievers are 
more likely to listen to a personal story than accept the authority of the Bible with which they 
may have little or no familiarity.1045 

 
As is true with respect to the gospel message, each church member needs to be prepared 

to witness with his or her personal testimony. Personnel testimony can go a long way in attracting 
people to further exploration of Christ. It is not the responsibility of the person reaching out to 
another to save anyone. That is up to God and that person. However, verbally sharing one’s own 

 
1041 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 198 (1993). 
1042 Team Evangelism Teammate Handbook 38 (accompanies Larry Gilbert, How to Influence Your Love Ones for 
Christ When You Don’t Have the Gift of Evangelism; Team Evangelism  (2003). 
1043 Stephen A. Macchia, Becoming a Healthy Church; 10 Traits of a Vital Ministry 147 (1999). 
1044 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 290 (2002). 
1045 Id. 
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experience and the story of Christ in one’s own words is the responsibility of the individual 
Christian. Then patiently wait for a new relationship to develop between other people and 
God.1046 

 
There are various sources which offer helpful guidelines in formulating the sharing of 

personal experiences.1047 One set of guidelines for sharing one’s Christian experiences include 
the following.1048 

 
� Generally speaking, it is more effective to begin with people one knows and cares 

about. There is already a knowing, caring, and trusting relationship which 
enhances the likelihood of receptivity and further conversations. 
 

� Choose the right occasion and timing. The setting and time should be 
comfortable. The conversation should reach a point where the introduction of 
spiritual comments is natural rather than forced. Also, when a need arises the time 
to share may be appropriate. 
 

� Start with people where they are. Different people are at different points in their 
journey. Listen before responding, discern what the needs are. 
 

� Share experiences, do not argue. Point finger at Christ, not at oneself. Place your 
friend in the hands of Jesus. Uplift the problem or issue to God and ask for his 
presence and guidance. 
 

� Extend an invitation for participation in some Christian fellowship and/or gospel 
exploration activity (e.g., Alpha, Beginnings, etc.) and commit to accompanying 
and participating with the person being reached out to for the entire program. 
 

� Offer a short simple prayer at the end of the conversation uplifting that person, 
his or her problem or issue and asking God for his presence and guidance. 
 

(2) Personal Presentation of the Gospel  
 
Christians need to be compelling witnesses for God. The Gospel 

needs to be declared (proclaimed). That is, describe and define it with clarity. Christians need to 
be able to articulate the substance and basics of their faith.1049  

 
A carefully thought-out presentation of the gospel is necessary for 
effective evangelism. Many people are ready to respond to the 

 
1046 Andy Langford and Mark Ralls, Beginnings: an Introduction to Christian Faith 203 (2013) (a participant’s 
companion). 
1047 See, e.g., Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life 289-295 (2002); Mark Mittelberg, Lee Strobel and Bill Hybels, 
Becoming a Contagious Christian: Participant’s Guide 51-60 (2007). 
1048 Andy Langford and Mark Ralls, Beginnings: an Introduction to Christian Faith 203-05 (2013) (a participant’s 
companion). 
1049 Lonnie Richardson, “Contagious Christianity, Taking the Plunge,” July 8, 2001 (sermon). 
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gospel if they hear it presented in a clear, logical way. Every 
Christian should be trained to make such a presentation and to 
relate how Christ has made a difference in their own life.1050 

  
Each believer needs to be willing to assume risks and initiate spiritual conversations, share what 
God has done in his or her life and to clearly articulate briefly in an interesting way the message 
of salvation in ways which non-Christians can understand. Consequently, it’s imperative that the 
church develop and implement means to prepare all of its members to build relationships and 
articulate the truths of the gospel.1051 
 
 To be an effective disciple-making church, we need to find ways to overcome the lack of 
confidence in sharing the gospel. because of the confidence factor. The average Christian 
layperson has to be equipped and trained in ways to share the gospel in a simple way. If it’s too 
complicated they are not likely to do it. The confidence will not be there.1052 
 

However, one should not be a reluctant witness because of a lack of in-depth theological 
expertise. As Isaiah 55:11 states God’s word that goes out of his mouth “will not return to me 
empty, but will accomplish what I desire and achieve the purpose for which I sent it.” So’ each 
of us needs to pray to God to help us to share his word faithfully and trust him to accomplish his 
will in those people around us. Thus, every Christian member of the church should develop and 
be prepared to offer his or her own personal presentation of the gospel when called upon and 
even to do so when not asked if one’s presentation would make a difference.  

 
There is no one and only right way. Such presentation need not and should not be 

complicated or lengthy. Here we are not talking about a dissertation in theology. Use any mode 
of presentation that communicates the essence of gospel. In a simple, clear and concise language 
using one’s own words, communicate that God so loves people and, through one’s belief and 
faith in Christ, his death, burial and resurrection, God forgives our sins, reconciles ourselves with 
him and promises eternal life.   

 
The gospel essentially is not what you do, but rather it centers on what Jesus did for us. 

Sharing the gospel does not call for a detailed lengthy dissertation. Instead, present it in a simple 
and interesting way. Be prepared. Prepare for the opportunity to offer the gospel. Write it down, 
update when appropriate, become familiar with it and be prepared to verbalize the gospel not 
only when called upon, but also whenever an appropriate opportunity arises.  

 
 Often very effective is an easily jotted down or readily available graphic 

illustration such as the bridge graphic illustration.1053 Another approach is utilization of the “Five 
Second Gospel” which simply expresses  

 
1050 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 198 (1993). 
1051 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism  74-
75 (2001).   
1052 Jessica Hanewinckel, “David Gustfson: The Practice of Witnessing – Part 2, OutreachMagazine.com, June 17, 
2919.  
1053 See “Steps to Peace,” Billy Graham Evangelistic Association (mini pamphlet) and/or Mark Mittelberg, Lee 
Strobel, and Bill Hybels, Becoming a Contagious Christian: Participant’s Guide 69-70 (2007). 
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� God loves us, 
� We blew it, 
� Christ paid for it, 
� We must receive it, 
� The Holy Spirit enters us.1054  

 
Furthermore, sharing the gospel through storytelling can be very effective, e..g, the judge 

story.1055 A brief summary of the Apostles Creed offers another approach.1056 For persons who 
believe they need to perform good works to earn their way into God’s forgiveness and favor, the 
“do versus done” illustration may be helpful.1057  There are numerous books on how to share the 
good news. However, even if a person cannot bring himself or herself to do witness, at least 
make direct attempts to lead one’s personal prospect to several situations where the gospel is 
presented (i.e., the 3 hearings principle considered in Section g. above).  

 
In our pluralistic society, many do not believe in absolute truths. In responding to 

questions, comments and objections to Christianity, maintain confidence in the gospel message. 
Do not water down or change the message. While we need to be humble and respectful with 
others, remain confident in the power of God.  

 
I am not ashamed of the gospel, because it is the power of God for the 
salvation of everyone who believes….  (Romans 1:16) 

 
“Believe in the power of the message, teach it and use it.”1058 
 

However, especially early in the development of a relationship, instead of expounding a 
point-by-point explanation of the gospel, a often better approach is telling stories from the gospel 
and how the stories relate to oneself. Through narratives, walk people through stories about God 
and what he is doing. People are likely to get caught up in the narrative. When the evangelizer 
reaches the time to get to Jesus, the stage is set.1059 

 
 In short, share verbal witness! Colossians 4:5 calls for us to “Conduct yourselves with 
wisdom toward others, making the most of the opportunity,” We should  

 
[l]ook for opportunities (whether by asking spiritual questions or 
dropping clues as to one' own spiritual interests) and respond to 

 
1054 For a bit of elaboration on each of these points, see Mark Mittelberg, Lee Strobel, and Bill Hybels, Becoming 
a Contagious Christian: Participant’s Guide 66-68 (2007) and Jon S. Hanson, Answer to Examination Question 
#2, Wisconsin Congregational Leadership and Lay Ministry Training Program. Session #10, June 8, 2013. 
1055 See Mark Mittelberg, Lee Strobel, and Bill Hybels, Becoming a Contagious Christian: Participant’s Guide 74-
75 (2007). 
1056 Lonnie Richardson, “Tell Your Story,” June 13, 2013 (sermon). 
1057 See Mark Mittelberg, Lee Strobel, and Bill Hybels, Becoming a Contagious Christian: Participant’s Guide 76 
(2007). 
1058 Mark  Mittelberg and Lynn Marian, “Church on Fire,” National Outreach Conference, November 9, 2006. 
1059 Mike Moran, “Evangelism in a Post Christian Society,” No Regrets 2011 Conference of Christian Men 
(Elmbrook Church).    
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interest by sharing a verbal witness which is appropriate for the 
situation such as sharing the Gospel in a simple manner, your own 
story as a Christian, what you believe, or simply an invitation to a 
church activity.1060  
 

To effectively reach out to unbelievers, skeptics and others outside the faith, we need to engage 
in spiritual conversations engendering their interest or responding to their indication of interest 
in spiritual matters. Exercise initiative and steer conversation toward spiritual topics. The way 
one raises matters of faith depends upon his or her personality, the subject matter one intends to 
talk about, and one’s own particular style of evangelism. 

 
 At some point, the occasion may arise when a person is ready to sincerely come to Christ. 
Such opportunity should not be lost. Like a salesman, when the time is ripe, ask for the order.  
We need not only to help a person understand, we need to inspire and challenge him or her to do 
something specific, to step across the line of faith.1061 When one senses that an individual sees 
his or her need for Christ, one might ask “Have you ever received Christ as your personal Lord 
and Savior. If not, would you like to do so now? Christ stands at the door knocking and will 
come if he is invited.” Then, if the person wants to proceed, one should be prepared to guide the 
process.1062Although there is no specific prayer or prescribed method for doing so, one should 
be prepared with an appropriate prayer.1063  
 

(3) More to the Good News1064 
 

    Evangelism does not occur in a vacuum. Many don’t like what 
they see. Not only do people need to be convinced that message is true, but also that Christianity 
is good for their own lives, their families, friends, neighbors and society as a whole. Although 
most lapsed Christians and non-Christians like and respect those Christians they personally 
know. many do not feel the same about Christianity. Christians need to recognize and act 
accordingly.  All that Christians do is either evangelism or de-evangelism. So, not only must we 
know and show that Christianity is true, we also must show that it is good and demonstrate that 
by doing good.1065 

 
1060 Fox River Congregational Church, “Initial Strategic Steps,” iWitness” Program (2013). 
1061 Bill Hybels and Mark Mittelberg, Becoming a Contagious Christian 182 (1994). 
1062 See e.g., id. at 183 et seq. 
1063 For example,   
 

Dear Lord Jesus, 
 
I know that I am a sinner, and I ask for Your forgiveness. I believe You died 
for my sins and rose from the dead. I turn from my sins and invite You to come 
into my heart and life. I want to trust and follow You as my Lord and Savior. 
In Your name, Amen. 

 
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, Knowing Christ and Walking with Him 17 (2002 revised 
2006). 
1064 This section draws primarily on James Choung, “It’s Not Evangelism Until We Speak,” 
OutreachMagazine.com, October 12, 2015. 
1065 Barna, Reviving Evangelism 99-100 (2019).  
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There are people who love to share the good news, as should we. In doing so, they not 

only re-experience wonderful moments and happenings, they also spread good vibrations to 
others. We are wired to share good news. Being created in God’s image reflects God himself 
who loves to share good news. 

 
From the beginning of time when he proclaimed that all of creation 
was “very good” (Gen. 1:31), to the days he came to earth in the 
form of Jesus to launch the kingdom of God, our God has always 
been a bearer of good news.1066 

 
Scripture speaks highly of those who spread the good news.  
 

How beautiful… are the feet of those who bring good news, who 
proclaim peace, who bring good tidings, who proclaim 
salvation…. (Isaiah 52:7) 
 

But, if we are wired to share the good news (the gospel), why do many find themselves hesitant 
or resistant to talk to those who don’t know Jesus. What we can say is the best hope for all of 
mankind, the greatest expression of love in the entire universe, the climax upon which history 
hinges? Perhaps we think that a person won’t receive our message as good news, or perhaps we 
may question whether what we have to say is really good news. 
 
 Traditionally the central thrust of message about Jesus, with which many Christians grew 
up, is that if you believed in Christ and died tonight you would go to heaven. Jesus died to pay 
the penalty for our sins so that we might have eternal life. It was all about the afterlife. Even if 
one did bad things (did not care for his or her neighbor, lied, stole, etc.), if he or she said the 
right prayer when 8 years old, Jesus would be with you forever. Limiting the telling of the gospel 
message to this perspective might not feel like particularly good news, especially for those who 
have not yet come to Christ. This narrow perception of the good news seems to set people up, in 
the name of Jesus, to live self-centered lives. Furthermore, this narrow focus and understanding 
seems just giving people an escape ticket to heaven while the world falls apart.  
 

The gospel should offer more than this. Instead, shouldn’t the gospel tell us not only what 
happens when we die, but also how to live? Yes. The gospel story reveals a deeper purpose for 
a meaningful life. It offers peace of mind, comfort, hope and help with decisions and problems. 
The gospel story is relevant to how we live as well as what happens when we die 1067 
 
 Jesus said, in proclaiming the good news of God, “The time has come,” he said. “The 
kingdom of God has come near. Repent and believe the good news!” (Mark 1:15) Jesus core 
message is the kingdom of God has come near. God is in control and making wrong things right, 
right now as well as in the future.  
 

 
1066 Id. 
1067 “Is There a God? What Difference Does It Make?” Awake, March 2015, pp.3-5. 
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The kingdom of God has always existed…. What was new with 
Jesus was that the kingdom of God has become available for 
human beings to enter into and live in. That’s his gospel: the 
kingdom of God is now available, and if you want to, you can 
come right on in and live in it.1068 

The good news is that God’s kingdom is in our lives now and further realized in our eternal lives 
to come. 
 

There is an eternal future that exists for all of us, and through the 
cross we are forgiven. And at the same time, God is serving the 
hors d’oeuvres of that future banquet in our present day. His 
kingdom has come, and we’re all invited to be a part of it.1069 
 

There is more to the good news than eternal life. Telling about both the coming of the kingdom 
as well as Christ’s sacrifice on the cross, both in the context of one-on one interactions and 
church offerings (e.g., worship, small groups, etc.) offers a more attention getting and gripping 
scenario in sharing the gospel message.1070 
 

(4) Good News from Perspective of Younger Generations1071 
 
    Each generation needs to discover the gospel afresh for itself. 
What is good news to older generations often seems to be mediocre news to younger generations. 
Older Christians’ explanation of the gospel often tries to answer questions Millennials and teens 
are not asking. For example, previous generations ask “How do I get to heaven?” Younger 
generations ask very different questions such as “What does it mean for me to thrive as a human 
being?” 
 
 One factor influencing this shift is the higher level of anxiety that Millennials and Gen Z 
experience as compared to people in the past. This renders it harder to think very far into the 
future. They react to what they are experiencing here and now with little thought to the distant 
future. For many young people questions like “What happens after I die?” simply are not 
perceived matters of high concern at this point in their lives. Teens and young adults ask where 
they belong, whether and how are they significant, how to deal with anxiety, how to deal 
loneliness, etc. If they don’t see the gospel answering questions such as these, the gospel is not 
perceived as good news. However, if the gospel is seen as addressing and answering these 
longings, they are much more likely to receive the gospel as well as share it with others as how 
God impacted their lives. 
 
 To effectively reach the younger generations, church leaders need to address how to 
remove the barriers to the younger generations considering the good news. Church leaders need 

 
1068 Dallas Willard, Living in Christ’s Presence: Final Words on Heaven and the Kingdom of God 52 (2014). 
1069 James Choung, “It’s Not Evangelism Until We Speak,” OutreachMagazine.com, October 12, 2015.  
1070 James Choung, True Story: A Christianity Worth Believing In (2008) may be worth considering as a church 
seeks to better enable its members, as well as the church itself, to effectively communicate the good news message. 
1071 This section draws on Barna, Reviving Evangelism 49-53 (2019) (Q & A with Josh Chen). 
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to relinquish the assumption that the gospel that was perceived, received and impactful as the 
good news to older generations is the entirety of the gospel. Such presentation too often does not 
work today. The gospel is robust enough to be good news for all generations. 
 

 If our only understanding or expression of salvation is 
what happens after we die, then our message will not be perceived 
as relevant to most younger people. But when Jesus talks about 
being saved in the Gospels, he frequently is talking about right 
now, not the “after you die” that characterizes some older 
generations’ gospel presentations.  
 
For Millennials and Gen Z, the good news of the gospel is that 
salvation is not only for later, it is something that is happening 
now—without diminishing the importance of “later.” Jesus wants 
us to experience wholeness now physically, spiritually, 
emotionally and relationally. So, when it comes to their felt needs, 
we need to offer young people more than just platitudes or future 
promises. We need to walk them through the hard work of spiritual 
formation and an invitation to experience the power of the Holy 
Spirit. Right now…. 
 
For teens and young adults, compassion – not judgment—is the 
starting place of the gospel. If we are serious about reaching new 
generations, we need to be willing to challenge our assumptions 
about what the gospel is. We also need to engage people out of 
compassion and love rather than judgment, because it is the 
kindness of the Lord that leads to repentance. If we can 
communicate and reflect a Jesus who loves them and meets their 
greatest felt needs… many young people will decide to follow 
Jesus—and share a vibrant faith with coming generations.1072 

 
 j. Principle of Invitation to Church Worship  
  Services, Activities, and Other Events 
 

A major and common reason undermining effective efforts in reaching 
out to unbelievers, skeptics and those who have strayed from church and their Christian walk is 
the all too frequent failure to invite a person to a church worship services, activities and/or other 
events and not offering to accompany such person or meet him or her at the location.1073  
 

In contrast,  
 

[g]rowing churches are full of people who invite their friends. 
….[T]he invite culture of your church is at the very heart of your 
church’s ability to reach its full redemptive potential. … [People 

 
1072 Id. at 53 
1073 Thom Rainer, “10 Reasons We Have Not Reached the Unchurched,” OutreachMagazine.com, July 14, 2015. 
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need] to understand that a part of being a follower of Jesus is 
reaching out to the world a around them; that being an ‘inviter’ is 
an essential part of every Christian life.… [Inviting someone] 
needs to become a normal practice for all Christians.1074   

 In today’s culture, for many of those outside the church, churches are increasingly 
perceived more and more to be like private clubs to which non-members are neither welcome 
nor invited. For churches, the necessary bridges are personal invitations by someone whom the 
invitee has a positive relationship.1075 Of course, for nonbelievers to hear and experience, they 
need to come. To reach nonbelievers, the church needs both worship and other outreach activities 
to which members can invite the unchurched. Invitations must not be limited to a one-time effort. 
On average it takes seven invitations before a person positively responds and comes.1076 And, it 
may take additional invitations to induce return visits. Thus, a Christian needs to offer, albeit not 
in an obnoxious manner, repeated invitations at appropriate times for appropriate events. 
Furthermore, whenever possible and appropriate, a church member should accompany the 
person to such activity.  

 
A combination of worship and/or non-worship events, the message of the Word and a 

welcoming church are all part of a necessary mix for attracting the unchurched. A worshiping 
and loving fellowship of the church can be communicated. Worship services which engage those 
caught in the secular world, but who may have a bit of curiosity about this religious stuff, have 
proven to be an effective event for members to bring unbelievers. Also, there ls a variety of non-
worship events which offer numerous possibilities. For discussion of worship service evangelism 
see PART FIVE, Section II.E above and for non-worship service events or activities, see Section 
E. below and PART SIX, Section VII.D.6. below. A strategy that integrates an individual’s 
outreach efforts with a well-executed outreach event has proven to have powerful impact. This 
requires that in their invitational efforts, our members need be aware of the various church 
activities, events and programs that are available. Then, extend an invitation.  

 
  k. Principle of Relational Momentum1077 
 

Being prepared to share one’s faith and Christian experience, as well as 
the gospel, is an important ingredient in bringing people outside the faith to Christ. However, for 
most it is not enough for one Christian to befriend and share his or her faith with another person. 
Nor is it commonly the most effective initial step in the process. But rather, in today’s post-
Christian society, unbelievers, doubters and those who have strayed from the church often 
require the intersection of three elements in their lives in order to ultimately come to find faith 
and become part of a church Christian fellowship. These elements are 
 

 
1074 Rich Birch, “Why the ‘Inevitability of Your Church Is Important,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 11, 2019.  
For discussion on measuring the level of inevitability in a church, factors people are most likely to talk to their 
friends about, and a free program for better understanding of the church’s inevitability, see id. 
1075 Carey Nieuwhof, “Why the Church Needs to Adapt to Reach Post-Christians,” October 8, 2018, Out 
reachMagazine.com. 
1076 Lonnie Richardson, “Becoming More: A Plan for Church Growth,” April 28, 2002 (sermon). 
1077 This section draws primarily from John Burke, “The Key to Sharing Your Faith in a Post-Christian Culture,” 
OutreachMagazine.com, August 4, 2014. 
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� friendship with someone who genuinely listens, cares, serves, and talks openly 
about faith in a non-pressuring manner,   

 
� relationship with a small group of Christians (e.g., four or five) with whom they 

enjoy hanging out and who make them feel like they truly belong; and  
 

� offering a “come as you are” learning environment where they can learn about 
the way of Jesus.  
 

When these elements intersect in the lives of those far from God, many find the love and grace 
of God and also bring their network of friends and family along with them. But for this to happen, 
it is critical to build relational momentum. Here the focus is on the second element, i.e., building 
relationships in the context of a small group, i.e., build relational momentum. 
 
 The negative stereotypes of Christianity existing in much of current society pose barriers 
which need to be overcome if efforts to reach out to the lost are to be successful. To do so very 
often involves getting people to know multiple Christians willing to be open concerning their 
own struggles while at the same time reflecting the hope and positive results of a spirit filled life. 
When non-Christians encounter Christians, who act as if they have all the answers, who never 
have to struggle, and who suggest quick fixes for every problem, they recognize the pretense and 
want little to with that kind of faith. However, when the unbelievers, doubters and those 
estranged from the church observe Christians who try to love, care and serve while also reflecting 
struggles, real setbacks and need for encouragement, the basis for trusting relationships begins 
to build. It is relational momentum between believers and others that draw people to Jesus. Thus, 
the question becomes, how does a fledgling core group of Christians build relational momentum? 
 
 Start by building relationships where you live. Prepare a list of people whom God has 
placed in your path (family, neighbors co-workers, social and recreational contacts, etc.). 
Commence by praying for them. Then start getting to know them. Throw a neighborhood party. 
Invite someone into your home. Another excellent approach to developing friendships with 
people far from God is simply engaging in activities you enjoy with people outside the faith. 
Serve, support and encourage others. As friendship and trust grows with one or more people, 
bring such person(s) into contact with your already core small group of Christians. In short, 
encounter people, interact with them, develop relationships with them and then invite them into 
a loving and caring small group fellowship with other Christians. As this process proceeds, 
relationship momentum builds leading toward learning environments and experiences for 
understanding and ultimately accepting Christ and involvement in the life of a Christian church.  
 
  l.  Principle of Apologetics  
    
   (1) Need for Apologetics 

 
Judges 2:10 speaks of a time when “another generation grew up 

who knew neither the Lord nor what he had done….” This has increasingly become the situation 
today. Many people have been and others are currently now raised without being taught about 
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God, the Bible and the Christian faith. So, understandably, they don’t understand God’s love and 
grace through Jesus. New generations have not come to know the story of God.1078  

 
Not knowing the Bible’s story, today’s culture increasingly portrays Christianity as a 

religion of ignorance, intolerance and even hate. Stories have emerged negatively portraying 
Christians as hateful, Jesus as just one more religious teacher, one religion is no better than 
another, God of the Bible is a jealous, violent deity, etc. Atheists and others extract bits of the 
Bible out of context or use verses in isolation to portray God and Christians in negative ways. 
The internet and various forms of social media enhances and accelerates the spread of the 
negative narrative stories to an increasingly wider audience.1079  

 
 It is a cultural reality that many people in a post-Christian world are genuinely 
incredulous that anyone would think like what they believe Christians think. So, they ask 
questions like what is wrong two people of the same sex who love each other to get married, 
why is engaging in sex bad, why does a loving God send someone like Gandhi to hell, why do 
bad things happen to good people?” Being able to effectively deal with these types of questions 
lies at the heart of modern-day apologetics. Apologetics needs to grapple with the indictments 
which the world lays at the feet of the church including judgmentalism, hypocrisy, anti-
intellectualism, lack of tolerance, and legalisms.1080  
 

However, apologetics for many in the younger generations requires more than responding 
to a few specific objections. Spiritual illiteracy is the defining mark of the post-Christian world. 
They do not know what the Bible says. They do not know the basics of Christian belief or 
theology. They do not know what the cross is about. They do not know what it means to worship. 
But, their spiritual illiteracy is deeper than that. Many even lack awareness of the gospel. Not 
having experienced God, they experience the sickness of the world without a story, without a 
transcendent meaning or purpose. Nothing is calling them to be more than they are beyond 
themselves. Yet they cannot help but be incurably spiritual. That is the defining mark of what it 
means to be human. However, we all are made in the image of God. We are created to be able 
to respond to and be in a relationship with the God. This inherent urge is there. The story needs 
to be communicated using bridges to which they are likely to respond (e.g., science) to address 
their questions and barriers facing a faith narrative.1081 
 

Overcoming unbelievers’ lack of understanding of the biblical story and the negative 
offerings of many in today’s culture calls for the willingness of local churches and of their 
Christian members to be prepared for and actively engage in apologetics. The term apologetics 
simply means defending the truth of Christianity. In his great Commission, Christ calls upon all 
Christians to reach out to unbelievers and lead them to becoming disciples. To counteract the 
negative caricatures of Christianity and lead people to Christ, “we must be proactive, using 

 
1078 Dan Kimball, “Why We Must teach Apologetics Unapologetically,” OutreachMagazine.com, October 29, 2013.  
1079 Id.  
1080 James Emery White, “Crossing the Bridges and Breaking Down Barriers,” Outreach.Magazine.com, April 28, 
2018. White’s Mecklenburg Community Church conducts series which address these issues. For example, a series 
titled “Judged” examines how judgmentalism works in our world. The series “In Search of a Better God” looks at 
how we put God on the stand for our perceived sense of his injustice. The objective is to defend, explain and examine 
the character of God. Id. 
1081 Id. 
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apologetics to teach what the Bible really does and does not say, and what Christians actually 
believe and why.”1082  

 
The cultural environment today should not be viewed with abject distress. Lee Strobel 

says,  
 

I really believe we’re on the cusp of a golden era in Christian 
apologetics. We’re living in very exciting times. The water has 
been stirred by atheists, anti-theists and agnostics, and there’s an 
atmosphere of skepticism because of it. To me, that just spells 
opportunity; it means people are thinking about these issues, and 
they’re willing to listen and engage and discuss these topics. 
Apologetics has always been the handmaiden of evangelism. It’s 
a tool that’s used in the evangelistic process. It’s always about 
helping people get past those spiritual sticking points that are 
holding them up in their spiritual journeys (emphasis supplied).1083 
 

   (2) Threefold Approach When Employing Apologetics 
 
    Effective employment of apologetics is founded on a threefold 
approach. 
 

First, to effectively engage in apologetics, one needs to know his or her own beliefs. This 
goes beyond a simple expression of the gospel which was considered earlier in the section on 
the principle of witnessing for Christ. But rather, here the focus is on basic questions and doubts 
one has dealt with in his or her Walk with Christ. When a person begins to understand what he 
or she believes and why such beliefs are true, that person becomes more confident in explaining 
his or her convictions to others. If people do not know why they believe something to be true, 
not only are they are less likely to be credible, but also they are unlikely engage in a conversation 
on that topic. Once persons gain better understanding of their own beliefs, then experiment 
explaining them to others seeking constructive criticism as to how the manner of expression 
comes across to others.1084 And, of course, in doing so, one furthers growth in his or her own 
faith which moves one farther along in one’s own Walk with Christ growing toward a more 
Christ-like life. 
 
  Second, the evangelism process is built upon caring loving trusting relationships. 
Befriend family, neighbors, work and social colleagues, etc. No one wants to be a Jesus project. 
Demonstrate first that they are loved whatever they believe. Care for them, walk with them. 
Don’t try to ram arguments down their throats whether engaged in a face to face dialogue or 
through the internet. If one does not care for others, evangelistic efforts are unlikely to be well 
received. Effective apologetics require developing a loving and trusting relationship with the 
person to whom outreach is extended. One’s heartfelt thought out rational underlying his or her 
beliefs need to be coupled with a lifestyle of caring, friendship and love. When presenting 

 
1082 Dan Kimball, “Why We Must teach Apologetics Unapologetically,” OutreachMagazine.com, October 29, 2013.  
1083 Lee Strobel, “What’s Trending in Apologetics Today?” OutreachMagazine.com, January 19, 2014. 
1084 Mary Jo Sharp, “Why ‘The Final Apologetic’ Still Matters,” OutreachMagazine.com, January 20, 2014. 
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apologetic rationale is coupled with a life reflecting these characteristics supporting the rationale, 
the potential impact is great. 

 
For instance, we shouldn’t just argue that God’s love is 

perfect, but we should also demonstrate the truth of God’s love 
with a great love for one another. This is a powerful testimony we 
can give to the world: the lived-out truths of Scripture effectively 
renewing and transforming us toward Christlikeness.1085 

 
 Third, that which attracts a person to becoming and continuing as a Christian is not 
simply rational arguments overcoming obstacles, but rather it is connecting with God through 
Christ.  Yes, we need to engage dialogue with our non-Christian friends talking about the issues 
that matter to them to remove obstacles that deter them from moving toward Christ. However, 
the removal of obstacles alone is not sufficient. People change their beliefs or lives when they 
are confronted with something better. In the context of outreach, that something better is Christ. 
Effective apologetics moves people toward God. We need to present Jesus and the gospel as 
amazing, loving, embodiment of truth, source of hope, and the foundation of a meaningful life. 
Christianity is about brass tacks, real-life stuff. We need to move toward an apologetic that 
doesn’t just try win rational arguments, but more importantly offers way to love and meaning.1086  

 
We have a responsibility to confront propositional obstacles with 
one hand, then with the other we offer something better: helping 
people treasure Jesus. Like clearing a garden of weeds so you can 
plant it.1087  

 
   (3) Training for Apologetics 
 

   Apologetics is an essential part of the evangelism process. 
Consequently, it is something the church needs to teach. In past years churches have tended to 
rely on lifestyle evangelism. That is, when a person lives a Christian life, such attracts 
unbelievers and doubters to become interested in and ultimately come to Christ. Such an 
approach lacks intentionality and substantial widespread effectiveness. Leading a Christian life 
style is important for evangelical outreach, but also there needs to be more intentionality in 
seeking out opportunities for spiritual conversations and being equipped to explain the gospel 
and why we believe in it. There are many non-Christians who are only one question away from 
faith. They are hung up on one question, an issue that has bothered them. When one helps them 
find an answer, major progress can be made in their spiritual journey.1088 “We need to be in 
actual engaged dialogue with our non-Christian friends talking about the issues that matter to 
them.”1089  

 
 

1085 Id. 
1086 Paul J. Pastor, “Why We Need to Walk with Skeptics, “OutreachMagazine.com, November 26, 2017 based 
upon conversation with Mark Clark author of The Problem of God: Answering a Skeptic’s Challenge to Christianity 
(2017). 
1087  Id. 
1088 Lee Strobel, “What’s Trending in Apologetics Today?” OutreachMagazine.com, January 19, 2014. 
1089 Paul J. Pastor, “Why We Need to Walk with Skeptics,” OutreachMagazine.com, November 26, 2017. 
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When Christians build caring and loving relationships with those outside the faith, trust 
begins to build. People become increasingly curious about our faith and questions will arise. In 
today’s cultural setting, building trust and sparking curiosity about the faith may take longer than 
in the past, but the trust will come along with legitimate questions. However, recognize that few 
things more turn off people than Christian apologetics which are combative and poorly done. 
Christians need to be trained as to how to respond to objections and difficult questions. The 
question is how does this look like in a church? Various approaches to teaching apologetics, 
including the following, have been raised. These might be used separately or in some 
combination with one another. 

 
� Teach a series on tough questions every year1090 

 
Don’t rely simply on a class. An apologetic class tends attract a limited 

number of church members. Instead, teach a series of tough questions in the main 
worship and other church-wide gatherings. This reaches a larger number of 
members. It is teaches as many as possible and whets their appetite and mind to 
learn more.  

 
In doing so, rather than a church leader or leaders selecting the questions, 

ask college-age, youth and 20-somethings what questions they have. Create a 
survey to distribute or post online from which the five questions are selected and 
used in teaching a series on tough questions.  This not only reaches the regular 
church gatherers, but also attracts non-Christians coming in on their own as well 
as being invited by church members.  

 
Create opportunities for open dialogue on difficult topics and theological 

questions by holding an open forum on the afternoon or evening that the teaching 
series is taught, or possibly at the end of the series. Encourage questions and 
dialogue. This has proven to be quite successful. Such forums, perhaps sometimes 
led by a guest speaker, are open to both church members and the general public.  

 
� Small Groups 

 
As discussed previously, participation in relational small groups is at the 

heart of the disciple-making process. Short term small groups also play an 
important role in equipping people for various ministries including evangelism. 
Both can and should play a prominent role not only in equipping people for 
evangelism in general, but also with respect to apologetics. When tough questions 
are the focus of a sermon series, existing or newly created small groups can build 
upon such presentations.  

 
Small groups provide a safe environment where questions can be asked 

and explored. This is particularly important for members of newer generations 
who are often suspicious of churches offering one-sided teaching and creating the 

 
1090 Draws upon Dan Kimball, “Why We Must Teach Apologetics Unapologetically,” OutreachMagazine.com, 
October 29, 2013. 
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sense that it’s a bad to ask questions. Create an environment that encourages 
questions whether in the context of a small group or otherwise. Encourage inquiry 
and make it easy for people to raise their questions.1091  

 
� Practice Discussing Beliefs 

 
After gaining some knowledge about one’s beliefs, he or she should 

experiment and practice explaining those beliefs. Words come across differently 
when sounded out aloud. Innocuous statements can be perceived by the listener 
as abrasive or condescending due to voice inflection. Within a small church 
group, whether already existing or newly formed, engage in conversations on the 
arguments. Ask for constructive criticism on one’s ideas and thought delivery. 
Then go out into the world. Learn from your mistakes and love people whatever 
they believe. Importantly, loving people, is vital for effective apologetics.1092 
 

� Welcome Those Expressing Doubt or Disbelief1093  
 

In reaching out, be receptive of those expressing disbelief or doubt. Great 
belief starts with disbelief. “Without the capacity to doubt, there could be no 
progress – only complacent, unquestioning acceptance of the status quo and its 
established dogmatism.”1094 Many advances and great discoveries arose out of 
skepticism. Even John the Baptist, when languishing in jail, expressed doubt 
when he asked “Are you the one who is to come, or should we expect someone 
else?” (Matthew 11:3) Yet Christ still said “among those born of women there 
has not risen anyone greater than John the Baptist.” (Matthew 11:11) When there 
are doubts about the Christian faith, they need to be confronted, not pushed aside. 
Genuine faith comes through dealing with doubts. So, welcome those with 
doubts, respond to doubts and help people come to faith.  
 

� Don’t offer simple answers if there aren’t simple answers 
 

Complex questions may require complex answers or acknowledgment 
that there is not clear-cut answer. Quoting a verse or two to prove a point is not 
sufficient. A simple, take-it-or-leave-it, case-closed approach, to a difficult 
question will quickly lose people’s trust. When dealing with difficult or sensitive 
topics, be sure not to dismiss challenging or perplexing questions with simplistic, 
tidy responses. However, if the answers are clear, don’t shy away from giving 
them just because they’re difficult teachings. On the other hand, it is not a 
weakness to admit, “I don’t know for sure.” This is likely to increase respect.1095 
 

 
1091 See id.  
1092 Mary Jo Sharp, “Why ‘The Final Apologetic’ Still Matters,” OutreachMagazine.com, January 20, 2014. 
1093 This section draws primarily on Lonnie Richardson, “Dealing with Doubt,” May 1, 2011 (sermon). 
1094Id. 
1095 Dan Kimball, “Why We Must Teach Apologetics Unapologetically,” OutreachMagazine.com, October 29, 
2013. 
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In short 
 

Our primary “apologetic” is love. But we must also be ready to 
offer reasonable answers to this generation’s most difficult 
questions, both in our individual contacts with people and in the 
life and teaching of the church.1096  

 
It is the responsibility of a church seeking to be an effective disciple-making church to 
encourage, equip and support it members learning, practicing and putting into effect apologetics 
in appropriate situations. It is the responsibility on the church’s followers of Christ to do so. 
 

Various books, programs and other resources focus on tough questions. Several are noted 
in Section VII.B.4.e. above. These resources not only offer disciple-making experiences to 
strengthen the faith of believers, they also provide attractive small group opportunities to bring 
unbelievers into contact with the church as well as provide support to us when we are confronted 
with such questions by people to whom we reach out to in our evangelism efforts. 

 
  m. Principle of Accountability 

 
Evangelism efforts can evaporate. If we don’t have others in our lives with 

whom we can share our outreach stories and struggles, mission drift inevitably sets in. It doesn’t 
take long for evangelism to slip off one’s priority list. We all need people to encourage and 
support us in helping us move past our own evangelism-related barriers. Each person needs to 
seek out accountability to support one in his or her evangelistic call by Christ. This might be 
done in the context of a relational small group or a one on one relationship, in conjunction with 
a spiritual mentor, etc. 

 
  n. Principle of Contexts for Evangelism1097 
    

Personal relationship evangelism can occur in various ways. Being aware 
of three general contexts in which opportunities for evangelism occur better enables one to 
prepare for and engage in effective evangelism efforts. Three general contexts for evangelism 
are contact, circumstances, and friendship evangelism. 
 

� Contact Evangelism – Unique to this context is that it involves a person with a passion 
to share the love of God and his offer of forgiveness with an intentional desire to do 
so. The key here is that one is intentional about it. He or she may ask a complete 
stranger “I am talking to people about Jesus, would you be willing to talk?” This 
offers a person the opportunity to say yes or no.  

 
The experience of some is that a high percentage of people will say yes. This may 

be attributable to two reasons; first, asking the Lord to lead you to one who might be 
interested willing to talk and second, our secular culture is spiritually hungry. As 

 
1096 Id. 
1097 This Section draws primarily on Jerry Root, “3 Perfect Opportunities to Share Your Faith,” 
OutreachMagazine.com, March 18, 2018. 
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Augustine said, people’s hearts are restless until they find rest in God. When a person 
is open to talk, ask about his or her faith and listen to his or her story. When 
opportune, present the gospel in a manner connecting the good news to the person’s 
felt need. Of course, not all of us are wired for this method of evangelism. However, 
there are additional contexts for evangelism available to the rest of us. 
 

� Circumstance Evangelism – This context of evangelism occurs when people are 
thrown together by circumstance, e.g., sitting together on a plane, train, bus, in a 
doctor’s office waiting room, etc. Strike up a conversation. Ask, for example, where 
are you going, why are you here, what do like doing, etc. Being lovingly and 
genuinely interested may result in bits of information which leads to opening up the 
conversation. When spiritual interest begins to evidence itself, sharing the gospel in 
an unobtrusive way has often opened the door to a person becoming interested in 
Christ. Circumstances provide opportunities in everyday situations to reach out to 
people for God. 

 
� Friendship Evangelism – Most people are more comfortable to engage in personal 

relationship evangelism in the realm of talking with their family members or friends 
rather than engaging in contact or circumstance evangelism.  
 

But friendship evangelism also poses challenges. Commonly friendships have 
developed over a period of time with little or no discussion of spiritual matters. 
Bringing such topic up now may be a bit awkward. One effective way to address 
these circumstances and bring the gospel into the conversation is simply comment to 
one’s friend saying 

 
You know, I was thinking about our friendship the other 
day and I became embarrassed about my failure before 
you. I have known you for years. I know so much about 
you; your favorite sports teams, your favorite restaurants, 
even the names and interests of your children. But I realize 
we’ve never talked about spiritual things. I know nothing 
about your spiritual story. Do you think, sometime, we can 
talk about this? I’d love to hear your story.1098  
 

One organization, (Cru, the name for Campus Crusade for Christ International in the 
US) found that 90% of the people respond with a “yes” to this question. Set a time (perhaps for 
breakfast or lunch) at which time ask for his or her story and respond with your story. Note 
objections raised and come back with answers at the next opportunity. Overtime, spiritual things 
may become woven into the fabric of the friendship. 

 
These three contexts (contact, circumstance and friendship) for evangelism are readily 

accessible. Engaging in one or more of them tend to be more enjoyable and satisfactory than 
some other approaches as one senses being in partnership with God and that one’s own life is 
God loving others to himself through you 

 
1098 Id. 
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5. Personality Based Personal Relationship Evangelism1099 

 
  As just discussed above, there are several general basic principles applicable to 
personal relationship evangelism. Yet, we are all different. In applying these principles, not 
everyone does nor should engage in outreach in the same way. 
 
 Evangelism efforts create opportunities for unbelieving persons to engage in a process 
leading to and prayerfully ultimately choosing to accept Christ. What is it that enables believers 
to be effective in reaching them? There is something God given in each person that enables him 
or her to be an effective witness. This something is one’s personality. Personality is God’s 
inherent wiring as to how people engage and interact with the world.  
 

More than anything else, personality is the human component 
involved in effective evangelism.1100 

 
 It is key to understand that a person does not need to squeeze oneself into a specific 
personality mold in order to be used by God to reach others. To the contrary, one will be much 
more effective working comfortably within his or her own God given personality. In moving 
people to participate in evangelism efforts, it is important for the church to communicate to its 
members that they do not need to be what they are not.  And then, encourage, train and support 
them in using one’s own personality style when engaging in personal evangelism. 
 
 Regardless of the style employed, one needs to understand that evangelism is not about 
converting the non-Christian. Converting is the work of God. But rather, evangelism is offering 
persuasive presentations both by word and/or action in sharing the good news. Persuasiveness 
stems from appealing to a need that already exists in a person. Its function is to converse with 
and relate to a person in a manner that communicates the gospel or leads to a situation in which 
the gospel is well communicated.  
 

God created several styles of evangelism which can be grouped into six categories;1101 
 

� assertive/confrontational (direct) style  
� analytical/intellectual style 
� storytelling/testimonial style  
� relational/interpersonal style  
� invitational style   
� serving style.1102  

 
To each of these we now turn.  

 
 

1099 This Section draws primarily on Jeffrey A. Johnson, Got Style? Personality –Based Evangelism  1-110 (2009). 
1100 Id. at 6.   
1101 Id. at vii (table of contents).   
1102 Jefferey Johnson uses the term incarnational style. However, the preference here is the term serving style which 
will be used throughout the following discussion.  
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a. Assertive/Confrontational (Direct) Style Evangelism1103  
 
 (1) Nature 

 
Those with assertive personalities engage life with verbal (either 

oral or written) directness. They tend to be competitive, confident, bold and direct with very 
definite and passionate opinions. They are task oriented and tend to avoid small talk. To hearers 
or readers of their communications, assertive types may seem pushy and insensitive. Assertive 
types passionately offer and pursue their opinions through lecture, argument and/or correcting 
other people. Sometimes, without considering the consequences of what they are going to say, 
they are candid and truthful as they perceive the truth, even if the truth hurts. Although they 
might communicate with love, their emphasis is truth in a manner that ignores social boundaries.  

 
The various personality styles include pros and cons. The primary potential fault of the 

assertive style is the possibility of repelling the person to whom the message is directed instead 
of drawing the prospect to the message. Furthermore, perceived canned presentations tend to be 
a turnoff. On positive side, the assertive style can be very compelling. Perhaps more than any 
other style, God uses the assertive personality to bring to fruition earlier efforts of other 
Christians possessing non-assertive personalities in moving people toward Christ. The assertive 
person is the most likely to “seal the deal.” But, very few persons make a decision for Christ in 
the absence of several other contacts by Christians possessing other personality traits.  

 
  (2) Sub-Assertive Styles 
 
   Assertive persons may evangelize with different sub-styles; (a) 

public assertive, (b) personal assertive, and (c) phenomena assertive evangelism. 
 
   (a) Public Assertive Evangelism: – This style refers to 

situations in which one person stands before many people and shares the gospel in some verbal 
format. He or she communicates scripture and culminates in a challenge to make a decision for 
Christ. A prime example is Billy Graham standing before thousands of people (strangers) in a 
stadium presenting the gospel with paramount focus on salvation through the use of words. This 
was followed by a strong invitation to then and there accept Christ. Although public assertive 
evangelism can play a significant role in sharing Christ with and influencing others, it is not the 
only or primary sub-style assertive approach. 

 
(b) Personal Assertive Evangelism:  – This type of evangelism 

is akin to public assertive evangelism other than it involves one on one encounters rather than 
one person speaking to a group. Basic elements of this assertive personality methodology include 
the following:  
 

� takes place between two strangers (e.g., door to door visitations), 
� typically begins with questions about general things in life (e.g., how is your family),  

 
1103 This Subsection a. is essentially drawn from Jeffrey A. Johnson, Got Style? Personality –Based Evangelism  
20-38 (2009). 
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� conversation is maneuvered toward spiritual things (how is your spiritual life, if you 
died today, where would you end up, etc.?), 

� conversation is rooted in scripture, 
� results in a challenge to make a decision, and 
� encounter is brief, perhaps only lasting a few minutes. 

 
Assertive personalities offer very a structured systematic message. It is likely to be one-

size-fits-all presentation. The presentation starts with a question and concludes with a challenge. 
Questions are intended to engage the prospect rather solicit an answer. The presentation may be 
extremely brief (lasting no longer than an elevator trip) or up to a few minutes. The content is 
rooted in scripture presented one verse after another in an ordered way to challenge the prospect 
to a point of decision. 
 
 To repeat the above, the personal confrontational assertive style is quite likely to 
permanently repel people in today’s society or at least turn a person off at this particular point in 
time in his or her life. It has not proven to be very successful, not only with respect to coming to 
Christ but also with respect to even coming to church. However, as also noted above, assertive 
evangelism can be productive when integrated into the evangelism process involving earlier 
contacts and building of relationships. 

 
(c)  Phenomena Assertive Evangelism: – There are also other 

types of assertive evangelism. Phenomena assertive evangelism refers to evangelism arising 
from the occurrences of miracles. Prophetic assertive evangelism involves miraculous 
information when information about a person couldn’t be known unless God whispered it into 
an evangelizer’s ear. Phenomena assertive evangelism occurs in situations where God does 
something which a person can touch or see. Here, God puts people in situations in which they 
could not orchestrate themselves to bring someone to faith in Christ.  

 
There are many styles by which to share the story of Christ. Different people respond to 

different approaches. The effectiveness of each vary depending upon prospects’ environments, 
emotional needs, spiritual backgrounds and the work of the Holy Spirit in their lives. “There is 
one right message, but no one right way to present it.”1104 The assertive/confrontational 
personality has a role to play, but there are others as well.  

 
b. Analytical/Intellectual Style Evangelism1105 
 

  The analytical/intellectual style refers to those individuals whose 
personality views the world in a logical and commonsense manner. They like discussing and 
debating controversial issues. In reaching opinions and decisions, they weigh the pros and cons 
rather than leaping to conclusions and seek to delve into why people hold certain opinions. The 
analytical style evangelism is sometimes referred to as persuasion evangelism. Whereas those 
with an assertive personality tend to operate under the assumption that the gospel is self-evident 
truth to be accepted without debate, the analytical personality believes that since the gospel is 
truth, it becomes persuasive when it is tested, questioned and debated.  

 
1104 Id. at 38.  
1105 This Subsection b. is essentially drawn from id. at 40-54.  
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 On the positive side, analytical personalities are inquisitive, curious, organized and open 
minded. They go where the facts take them and verbalize clear the gist of the matter. It may 
require an analytical evangelist to engage and convince an analytical prospect. However, he or 
she is not as quick or straight forward in a cut and dried manner as is an assertive personality nor 
as colorful as a story person evangelist. While the balancing out different views can be a plus, 
there may also be a tendency to over analyze and procrastinate. And, such persons may not well 
handle emotional issues which arise when engaging with a prospect. Importantly, however, an 
analytical individual may be quite adept in laying out the evidence for the Christian faith.   
 
 When speaking about Jesus, a person might ask analytical questions such as “Can the 
Bible be trusted” or “Why do good people suffer?” Whereas an assertive style personality might 
fire back a scripted response, perhaps a better response might be, “That is a good question. Let’s 
think about it.” Or, “I don’t know but let me explore and get back to you.” Here the person more 
likely will sense that you value him or her, are really listening, and show that what he or she said 
is worth considering.  
 

Those possessing the intellectual style might be placed in positions leading classes, 
seminars or small groups on various religions, cults and secular challenges to the faith where 
they can help train others or provide a resource to others who encounter prospect questions for 
which they lack comfort in answering. 
 
 Each successive style of evangelism adds more to the quality of interaction with a person 
being evangelized. The more time spent getting to know people, what they value, how they live, 
and what approach renders them more receptive, the more likely a successful evangelistic 
outcome. The analytical style often plays a critical role in this process. But this takes time. 
Christianity is not likely to be successfully presented and processed in one brief encounter.  
 

c. Storytelling/Testimonial Style Evangelism1106  
 
The third personality evangelism style is storytelling. Effective 

storytelling proceeds from good listening. A storyteller should seek to discern the key points in 
the evangelized person’s story and then shapes his or her own narratives to include connecting 
points and common ground. Storytellers are descriptive through words and demonstrative 
through gestures. The effective storyteller is one who is able to make the evangelized person 
sense that he or she is reliving the experience.  
 

The storytellers, more than any other style, offer personal testimony of coming to faith 
in Christ. Personal testimony is a non-threatening way to introduce a person to Christ. Personal 
testimonies communicate to unbelievers why Jesus is important in our lives. Sharing one’s own 
personal stories is compelling when they show how Christ changed or continues to change one’s 
own life. The listener would be hard pressed to refute it. 

 
Potentials negatives in storytelling include (i) taking too long resulting in the listener 

losing interest and (ii) telling one’s own story without ever getting to the Jesus story. 
 

1106 This Subsection c. is essentially drawn from id. at 55-69. 
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 Effective storytelling testimony touches upon three basic components: 
 

� BC time  (before the storyteller  met Christ),  
� EC moment (the storyteller encountered Christ), and  
� AC time (after storyteller’s commitment to Christ) when he or she is clearly 

changed for the better by Christ  
 
Testimony should clearly contain, without apology, reference Christ by name since Christian life 
centers on a personal relationship with God through Christ.  
 
 In addition to directly interacting with prospects through the story telling/testimonial 
style, encourage this style person to write and publish his or her story for use, when appropriate, 
in worship services and outreach events as well as spicing up church bulletins and websites. 
 

d. Relational/Interpersonal Style Evangelism1107  
 
  Whereas the first three style of evangelism (assertive, analytical and 

storytelling) are word based styles, the next three styles (relational, invitational and serving) are 
reflected by those individuals who engage in evangelism more by what they do than by what 
they say. Each of these has a specific orientation which focuses their energies. This section, 
focuses on the relational/interpersonal style which zeros in on initiating and building 
relationships. 
 
 Relational style evangelism individuals reflect such characteristics as caring, sympathy, 
availability, trustworthiness, nonjudgmental and patience. They believe in and are comfortable 
with shared experiences. Relational style people embrace emotional connections. 
 
 It is important to recognize that most often belonging occurs before believing. An 
unbeliever or skeptic is unlikely to reach a faith commitment before he or she gets close to a 
believer or several believers. A sense of belonging and trust normally is a precondition to 
believing. Thus, it is important to let people get close at the beginning of outreach efforts, Draw 
people to journey with us so that they may see the truth in the gospel being lived out in us rather 
than requiring them to commit to the faith before including them in a relationship. While 
embracing non-believers doesn’t equate with salvation, doing so can serve as an important step 
to ultimate commitment to Christ.  
 

This practice of sidling up to a non-Christian describes belonging 
before believing. It gives people a sense of connection with us, 
even if they do not yet have that connection with Christ.1108  

 
Jesus intentionally and constantly sought to connect with the not yet followers of God.  

 

 
1107 This Subsection d. is essentially drawn from id. at 70-83. 
1108 Id. at 78.  
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Loving God and loving others is the foundation of the Great 
Commission. You make disciples by loving others, building 
authentic friendships based on trust with the people outside of our 
churches, and earning the right to engage in spiritual 
conversations.1109 
 

Thus, it is important for members of the church to intentionally and continually seek to contact 
and connect with nonbelievers outside the church. 
 
 Studies show that no less than 75% of persons who make a faith comment to Christ, did 
so due to efforts of people they personally knew. Faith is most effectively shared by a person or 
persons with whom the unbeliever knows, or at least is familiar with.  
 
 It is important to understand that while the relational evangelism style deals specifically 
with relational matters, all styles of evangelism must be relational to some degree in order to be 
effective. Even in the assertive style, there must be some intentionality in creating some type of 
connection. However, those with the relational/interpersonal personality are particularly well 
suited to initiate and foster deepening relationships with those currently outside Christ’s family. 
Also, those with interpersonal skills tend to be effective leaders in exploring Christianity small 
groups, Alpha group gatherings, as well as other small groups which can also serve as welcome 
centers for visitors.  
 

e. Invitational Style Evangelism1110   
 
   Whereas the relational style is people oriented, the invitational style is 
more oriented toward events which embrace shared relational experiences.  The invitational style 
evangelizer encourages the person, to whom outreach is being extended, to do something 
together. Those with the invitational style personality are hospitable. They are naturally inclusive 
desiring to welcome others into an experience. They embody such characteristics as being 
inclusive, thinking about others, like to do things with others, etc.  
 
 These are positive traits of the invitational style. However, it is too easy for such 
personalities to believe their evangelism responsibilities are fulfilled by simply inviting and 
accompanying a friend or other person to a Christian based event. There is more to leading a 
person to accept Christ than getting an acceptance to an invitation to a concert, revival, Bible 
study, Christian fellowship or even a worship service. There is an inherent danger for those with 
an invitational style personality to leave the talking to others. The invitational evangelist needs 
to communicate in some way, even simply and privately, to reinforce whatever spiritual message 
occurs during the event. 
 
 Invitational evangelism may be expressed in two different sub-styles; individual or home 
based expression and corporate or church based expression. The former offers a more intimate 
level of hospitality. Such opportunities, for example, include Bible studies in the home, a 

 
1109 John Crilly, “God Talk: The Arts of Spiritual Conversations,” OutreachMagazine.com, September 16, 2014. 
1110 This Subsection e. is essentially drawn from Jeffrey A. Johnson, Got Style? Personality –Based Evangelism 85-
95 (2009). 
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fellowship barbeque, or invitation simply for dessert and coffee. A small group starting in a home 
can build connections with people in the community in a non-threatening Christian environment 
of a home. The church sub-style of invitational evangelism includes events helpful to a curious 
person by presenting solid gospel content which avoids the use of church jargon. Or offer 
periodic evangelistic oriented worship services called Invite a Friend Sunday. For the invitational 
personality, select a church based or home-based location based upon discernment as to what 
would be most welcoming for the person to whom outreach is being extended. In addition to 
personally inviting prospects to a particular event or activity, often an invitational style person 
can contribute to shaping communication tools for use by the rest of the church members when 
inviting their friends or other contacts.  
 

f. Serving Style Evangelism1111  
 

The serving style is the third of the personality-based evangelism styles 
in the works-based category of evangelism. This involves sharing the gospel in a tangible way. 
As noted earlier, the relational component is involved in all six personality styles of evangelism. 
However, it is especially prominent as a component in the serving style. This style involves 
connecting with people and walking along beside them for perhaps days, weeks, months or even 
longer. The relational style is people oriented. The invitational style is events oriented. The 
serving style personality is needs oriented. When this personality style person becomes aware of 
a problem, he or she acts tangibly to do something about it. 

 
 There are major positives associated with the serving personality style of evangelism. 
 

Compassionate and needs-oriented… [serving style] people enjoy 
helping others in tangible, practical ways, rather than getting into 
long philosophical discussions they often perceive as irrelevant. 
These people would rather work with their hands than their heads. 
They prefer to express Christian love through actions rather than 
words…. [Serving] people believe actions will help others help to 
listen to what they have to say about Christ. These are empathetic 
people, not just sympathetic individuals. Sympathy is when one 
person feels the emotions of someone else. Empathy goes further. 
It is the ability to imagine oneself in another person's situation. But 
empathy is more than a feeling; it motivates and moves a person 
to do something about another person's difficult circumstances.1112 

 
  Empathy is a key component of the serving personality. As such, however, it contains 
potential weaknesses as well as strengths. While such persons can be great in serving people’s 
physical, emotional and/or spiritual needs, they are susceptible to burnout. There is a tendency 
to take on too much of their recipient’s pain. Furthermore, they are also susceptible to assuming 
too great of a workload. In either of these situations, their effectiveness is likely to decrease or 
they may completely withdraw. 

 
1111This Subsection f. is essentially drawn from Jeffrey A. Johnson, Got Style? Personality –Based Evangelism 97-
109 (2009).  
1112 Id.  at 99.   
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 Also, the serving style evangelism exhibits decided preference for action over words. 
This can become a weakness in the context of seeking to lead people to Christ. While Jesus was 
a person of action in serving people, he found it necessary to use words to interpret his actions, 
not only for people in general but also for his disciples.  
 

Life ought to back up lips. The walk should support the talk. But, 
there needs to be a balance between what we do and what we 
say…. [The serving] style is about doing the message before (as 
well as concurrently with) telling the message with your lips.1113 

 
Thus, it is incumbent upon those engaged in serving evangelism to also incorporate some 
messaging contributing to the leading of the person toward finding Christ. 
 
 There are a couple of sub-styles of serving style evangelism; (1) service evangelism and 
(2) serving evangelism. 
 
   (1) Service Evangelism 
 

The term service evangelism refers short term engagements of 
various types. All Christians should intentionally engage in sporadic acts of kindness when 
opportunities arise, e.g.., helping an elderly person across a street, carrying someone’s bag, 
providing a lift to a gas station for someone whose car has run out of gas, etc.  

 
Another type of short-term engagement service evangelism is to volunteer to help the 

church in its attempts to alert people outside the church walls as to the presence of the church in 
the community. There are multiple ways of doing so. For example, provide cold refreshments on 
a hot day at a local park, even, offer free car washes. In this context, short term service 
evangelism constitutes a step towards garnering a positive response to the question, “if your 
church closed its doors tomorrow, how many people in the community would notice or care”. 
Here, the objective of service evangelism is to address a church’s invisibility or irrelevance. It is 
intended to get the church outside its wall and create opportunities for longer term engagements. 
A person performing service style evangelism is one who shows up, performs his or her role 
during a relative brief period of time (e.g., minutes, couple of hours, etc.) and departs to do his 
or her own thing. It involves one shot efforts. 

 
(2) Serving Evangelism 
 
 In contrast to one shot efforts, serving style evangelism involves 

deeper and longer-term needs. For example, these might include homeless needs; grief support; 
literacy, hunger, family or marital issues; financial needs or lack of understanding; etc. Serving 
evangelism addresses needed changes in society, both in individual and institutional contexts, to 
alleviate those conditions hurting people. Serving evangelism reflects validating a person’s 
inherent worth which, in turn, may open up that person to become inspired by Word. In touching 
the outside of another person, the potential exists for touching the inside of oneself as well. 

 
1113 Id. at 101.  
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 A potential weakness in serving evangelism rests in its motivation. Is it being done to 
bring people into the church to help its financial contributions or to boast egos arising from 
growing church numbers? Helping others should not be about more dollars or noses. Nor should 
the outreacher perform good deeds primarily to feel good about oneself.  
 

We reach out to people because Christ commanded it. …This is 
about letting people in their unbelieving state come inside the 
church as we build relationships with them. We do this so they can 
experience a sense of belonging to the church family, even before 
they experience the salvation that actually brings them into the 
family of God.1114 
 

In contrast to service evangelism’s intentional but sporadic acts of kindness, servant 
evangelism requires a more systematic approach involving canvassing of a church’s local 
community to discern where the church can contribute to addressing people’s physical, 
emotional, vocational and spiritual needs. In doing so, recognize the importance of partnering 
with community-based organizations whether Christian or not. 

 
Serving evangelism seeks to create an audience in a nonthreatening way with by non-

Christians. Regardless of whether the style is service or serving evangelism offering short-term 
acts of kindness or longer-term systematic forms of assistance, most important is the offer. The 
offer made is analogous to Christ’s sacrificial offer made for each of us.  

 
6. Training: Equipping Every Believer for  
            Personal Relationship Evangelism 
 

Reaching out to the unbelievers/doubters is of fundamental importance 
for each of us in Our Walk with Christ. This is part of the “stuff” of our faith. It is an 
essential element of Christian living which needs to be emphasized and reemphasized. 
The recommended Mission Statement for our church (and similarly as does our current 
Disciple Mission Statement) commits us to connecting to the 

 
people outside the faith through lovingly witnessing the 
good news of Christ and the power of God’s love for all 
people, leading them to accept Christ as Lord and Savior, 
and bringing them into congregational life. 

 
Thus, it is essential that prime emphasis be placed on equipping our members for 
evangelism. Evangelism is not just something for the pastor and/or members of the 
Evangelism Team. As expressed in our Covenant, which all of our members own, 
evangelism is the responsibility of every member of our congregation. Evangelism 
should become an ingrained habit for each of us.  
 

 
1114 Id. at 107.  
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  a. Overview of Training 
 

FRCC’s mission statement on outreach implicitly embraces not only 
reaching the lost, but also teaching our members on how to reach the lost.1115 As a church seeking 
to be a high impact contagious Christian church, a prime goal of FRCC needs to be motivating, 
equipping and supporting 100% of the members of our congregation for personal relationship 
evangelism. It takes numerous contacts to reach one person for Christ. Thus, a church needs to 
strive toward unleashing the entire membership of a church to grow the Body of Christ. In order 
to do so effectively, it is crucial to enable people to be themselves in reaching out to others.1116  

 
There is diversity in the Body of Christ, a diversity which God uses in reaching others. 

Each person has a role for which he or she is naturally gifted by God to perform. Consequently, 
each person needs to discover his or her own style. Get all church members involved with their 
varying gifts so they are able to contribute to the unchurched as they progress in their walk 
toward and with Christ. For example, the relational style person tends to get things started 
whereas the confrontational style person might be the closer (i.e., encourage the person to 
ultimately cross the bridge to accepting Christ as Lord and Savior). Other members can 
contribute at various stages of a person coming to Christ. God can use everyone regardless of 
their gifts and evangelism style. Thus, train the whole church in using their differing personality 
styles and God given gifts as part of the whole church working as a team in evangelism 
efforts.1117 

 
Preparation is essential for every aspect of successful personal evangelism. Although 

preaching and teaching are important, especially in encouraging people to participate in 
evangelism training, good training is essential. In order to be effective when engaging in personal 
evangelism, one needs to be prepared. Thus, it is important for the church to offer training 
experiences that equip its members to share their faith and lead people into the body of the 
church.1118   

 
Programmatic training evangelism, as distinguished from relying on individuals doing 

their own thing in outreach, has sometimes be denigrated as a “canned” approach to witnessing. 
However, as just noted, preparation enhances the effectiveness of outreach efforts. Offering 
motivation and guidance does not equate to a canned one for all approach to evangelism. 
Furthermore, a critical strength in a good evangelism program is some inherent system of 
accountability built into the program itself (e.g., done in an environment of small groups). 
Accountability engenders more witnessing attempts and evolving enhanced ability to effectively 
do so.1119  

 
In offering offer training experiences equipping members to share their faith, a church 

may start from scratch on its own, draw upon one or more training programs which have proven 
successful in other churches, or do some combination thereof.  

 
1115 Joy Thompson, “Evangelism Naturally,” OutreachMagazine.com, November, 11, 2015. 
1116 Mark and Lynn Marian, “Church on Fire,” National Outreach Conference, November 9, 2006. 
1117 Id. 
1118 Id. 
1119 Thom Rainer, “10 Reasons We Have Not Reached the Unchurched,” OutreachMagazine.com, July 14, 2015. 
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Willow Creek Community Church has offered several successful programs. For example, 

the Just Across the Room approach discussed above is available in a program format. “The three 
session “Three Habits of Highly Contagious Christians” is designed to aid believers (i) to hang 
out with and build relationships with family members, neighbors, work or recreational and social 
colleagues, and other who have yet to cross the line of faith, (ii) to look for open windows to 
share verbal witness with them, and (iii) to make the invitation bringing them to worship services 
and /or outreach events.1120 The eight session Becoming a Contagious Christian: Communicating 
Your Faith in a Style that Fits You covers (i) why become a contagious Christian, (ii) being 
yourself, (iii) building relationships, (iv) what is your story, (v) what is Christ ‘story, (vi) 
crossing the line, (vii) putting together and practicing, and (viii) responding to objections. 
Willow Creek also widely use the Alpha program noted earlier. Just Across the Room and Alpha 
have been the more recent focus at Willow Creek. These are just some evangelism training 
possibilities and experiences. A plethora of training programs can be found on the internet.1121 
Explore these and others to discern what programs might best work here at FRCC.   

 
b. Training in Radical Christian Hospitality 
  

Despite church efforts to encourage, equip and support all members of the 
church to be actively involved in growing into sharing Christ, at the outset, not everyone will 
actively participate in actual outreach efforts and perhaps some (prayerfully only a very few at 
the most) will not even do so eventually. However, at the least, it is important that all members 
of the church become fully aware that a prime purpose of the church is to reach out to people 
outside the faith and that the church is intentional in doings so. Consequently, at a minimum, all 
of the church members need to be prepared to actively receive and welcome newcomers who 
come to the church. They must be informed and trained to be a part of this effort. The goal is to 
change the outlook and culture of the congregation from self-reflection to self-giving.1122  

 
 Hospitality is a key ingredient attracting people to come and return to a church 
community. It is about welcoming strangers and others. Among the characteristics of an effective 
disciple-making church is the practice of radical hospitality which “rocks" the church with 
vibrant demonstration of what it means to be disciples of Christ. Such church does not reduce 
the idea of hospitality to simply a series of programs or strategies. But rather, the word "radical’ 
in hospitality  

 
refers to the restlessness among genuinely transformed believers 
to reach out and touch people who are not being cared for. … It's 
a human face to the words: "We are glad that you are here.1123  
 

 
1120 Gary Poole, The Three Habits of Contagious Christians: A Discussion Guide for Small Groups 26 (2003).    
1121 Books for use by individuals include, e.g., Jay Cavaiani, Altar’d: Faith Building Evidence Leading to a New 
Life (2024), Douglas Porter, How to Develop and Use the Gift of Evangelism: a Practical Guide for the Layperson 
and How to Reach Your Friends for Christ from, churchgrowth.org/product. Explore internet and catalogs for other 
possibilities. 
1122 Jeffrey A. Johnson, Got Style? Personality –Based Evangelism, Chapters 8 and 9 at 148-49 (2009). 
1123 Comments on amazon.com reviewing Robert Schnase, Five Practices of Fruitful Congregations (2007). 
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As a church community, we need to learn to reflect and extend genuine love and 
hospitality to others. 

 
Sunday morning worship services, being the time when the greatest number of members 

gather, offer the best time to educate members in Christian hospitality. Although members like 
to think of their church as being friendly and welcoming, actions often fall short of such 
assumption. Through a series of morning messages on Christian hospitality, move members to 
actively seek out, converse with and perhaps even start a basis for offering friendships before 
and/or after worship services and even elsewhere.  

 
A devotional prayer expresses this well. 

 
Dear God, show us how to offer hospitality to those we meet 
today. May our actions point toward you and your redeeming 
love. Amen.1124 

 
Furthermore, there should be focus on each believer praying for a few non-Christians by 

name over weeks and even months. After a period of time, the likely impact is positive change 
in the lives of the one who prays as well as the ones being prayed for.  

 
c. Personality Styles Assessment and Types of Training 
 

    (1) Assessment1125 
 

An individual can more effectively engage in personal relationship 
evangelism if he or she does so in a manner most naturally suited to him or her. Individual 
personality assessment offers insight as to how one engages the world and correlates that with 
information on how he or she has been wired by God. Persons are most effective when they 
function in manner complementary with their individual personality style(s) rather than acting 
in conflict with it. A church seeking to initiate or enhance its current outreach efforts would do 
well to readily make available to its members a means for personality assessment. This will better 
enable an individual to more effectively direct his or her outreach efforts. 

 
A church may develop its own personal assessment materials or explore the availability 

of other resources. For example, Jeffrey Johnson provides a personal assessment, including 
instructions, inventory and means of evaluation which affords a basis for greater understanding 
of a person’s natural inclinations. He also offers a means to use assessment information gathered 
from individuals to determine the congregational personality.1126 A more abbreviated assessment 
appears in the Becoming a Contagious Christian program. Here, each of the six styles of 

 
1124 Upper Room (Daily Devotional), November 16, 2017. 
1125 This section draws primarily on Jeffrey A. Johnson, Got Style? Personality –Based Evangelism, Chapters 8 and 
9 at 111 et seq. (2009).   
1126 Id. at 111-125.  
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evangelism are considered along with listing a couple of key personal character traits along with 
some cautions when employing a particular restyle.1127  

 
Various approaches might be employed to engender the greater amount of participation 

in the evaluation process. These might include worship services, adult Sunday school sessions, 
weekday events, and/or through regular or e-mail. 

 
 (2) Type of Training 
 

Other than perhaps in small congregations, a church’s membership is most 
likely to embody evangelism styles ranging across the spectrum of most if not all of the six 
categories. It is not only important for an individual to become aware of his or her evangelism 
style, it is also important for a church to evaluate the personality style of the church body as a 
whole. Once the congregational evangelism personality is ascertained, the church is in a better 
position to offer training in each of these styles to enhance person’s confidence, ability and 
motivation (eagerness) to engage in the evangelism process either individually, within the 
context of a small group or otherwise. For effective outreach, all the styles relevant to a particular 
church need to be discerned and individuals trained in their styles. Furthermore, people of the 
various styles need to be intentionally connected with one another in a collaborative effort to 
receive unbelievers. Effective evangelism embodies team effort. This requires a balance of 
people reflecting varying styles working together to share Christ with the skeptics and outright 
unbelievers in a manner for stair-stepping discussed in Section 4.d. above.  

 
Every member of the church can benefit from and should participate in a personal 

relationship evangelism training program(s). However, training best occurs after evangelism 
personality assessments have been conducted and the personality composition of the 
congregation has been discerned. All members should not necessarily participate in the same 
type of training experience. To the extent feasible, training should be done according the 
personality style of the persons being trained.1128   

 
Some churches simultaneously conduct training session in each of the six styles. Smaller 

churches may offer one or two styles depending upon which reflects the primary and secondary 
personality traits of the largest number of members in the congregation. The church should 
explore various alternatives to personality assessments and the integration of those results into 
evangelism training.  

 
 d. Applying Basics Across Range of Evangelism Personality Styles 
 

Preparation is essential for every aspect of successful personal 
relationship evangelism. Although preaching and teaching are important, especially in 
encouraging people to participate in evangelism training, good training is essential.  

 

 
1127 Mark Mittelberg, Lee Strobel and Bill Hybels Becoming a Contagious Christian: Communicating Your Faith 
in a Style that Fits You (Leaders Guide (Session 2: “Being Yourself”)  52 et seq. (1995). 
1128 Jeffrey A. Johnson, Got Style? Personality – Based Evangelism 149-50 (2009).  
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In addition to training for understanding the specific aspects and skills attributable to a 
particular type of evangelism personality considered above, evangelism training should include 
several basic components relevant across the board to most if not all types. As considered 
previously, these basic elements include the following: 

 
� Lost People Matter to God – Hopefully and prayerfully, this and other evangelistic 

values are instilled in the members of the congregation as part of Stage 2 of the 
Evangelistic Process. (See discussion of evangelistic values and the evangelistic 
process in PART SIX, Section VII.C and D.) However, being critical to on-going 
evangelism effort, this value should be reinforced in training.  

 
� Prayer and Prospect Lists – Pray for individuals with whom you might share Christ 

and for the opportunity to encounter them. Develop and maintain a prospect list and 
prioritize those for potential outreach efforts, especially those with whom one has an 
existing relationship.   

 
� Proximity (Just Walk Across the Room) – Intentionally put oneself in environments 

where he or she might touch an unbeliever when prompted by the Holy Spirit.   
 

� Congruency – Be congruent with one’s own personality. Find one’s own style and 
apply one’s own unique sensitivity, attributes and gifts relevant to the other person 
needs 
 

� Stair- Stepping – Use one’s various gifts and personality traits in assisting a person 
as he or she climbs the steps from a superficial awareness of God to become a more 
Christ-like person. One assists at those points where he or she can naturally do so. 
Others provide assistance at different steps in the process. Believers work together, 
sometimes sequentially, in guiding a prospect along the spiritual path.  

 
� Relationship Building and Spiritual Conversations – Engage in relationship initiating 

and building conversations. Then turn conversations to matters of faith when the Holy 
Spirit presents the opportunity and prompts one to talk. However, avoid being an 
erupter trying to shoe-horn God into the conversation prior to a prompting by the 
Holy Spirit.  

 
� Relational Integrity – Bringing people to and growing in Christ primarily involves 

initiating and/or developing significant personal relationships which are based on 
being both alike those one is trying to reach and being unlike to the extent necessary 
to maintain one’s Christian integrity.  

 
� Saturation – Generally it takes several touches to draw a person into a relationship 

showing that he or she is cared for. Several touches are also needed to network a 
prospect into relationships with others in the church. This principle of saturation also 
applies to the need for several exposures to the gospel before one is likely to make a 
decision for Christ.  
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� Witness Faith – Share one’s faith story in a personal, natural and concise style. 
  

� Witness the Gospel – Share the gospel story in simple, clear and concise everyday 
language.  

 
� Invitation to Church Events – For nonbelievers to hear and experience, they need to 

come. The church needs both worship and other outreach activities to which members 
can invite those outside the faith to attend. Since first time invitations commonly are 
not accepted, a Christian needs to offer, albeit not in an obnoxious manner, repeated 
invitations at appropriate times for appropriate events. Invest in the relationship and 
invited to events. 

 
� Answering Questions (Apologetics) – Be prepared to respond to the most common 

objections to Christianity. Failure to adequately respond (either with an answer or a 
promise to get an answer) typically results in a loss of credibility. 

 
� Cross the Line of Faith –Should the opportunity arise be prepared to help a person 

cross the line of faith by asking God for forgiveness and accepting Christ as the leader 
in their lives. This might be done through a crossing prayer or otherwise. 
 

� Accountability – Establish a relationship of accountability with other believers for 
mutual support of one’s evangelism efforts. 

 
The degree to which the application of each of these basic principles of personal 

relationship evangelism are applied may vary as between persons favoring different styles. For 
example, the intellectual style is more likely to incorporate the ability to well respond to 
objections to Christianity. In a comparable situation, an invitational style person may be well 
advised to either guide the person to another church member with the former style (perhaps a 
pastor) or promise to get the answer and return with it.  Nevertheless, the content of training for 
all styles should include these basic elements to enable each member to be better prepared when 
encountering varying situations and opportunities. 

 
Furthermore, to be an effective witness in reaching out to unbelievers, one must be 

credible. Credibility develops when the evangelizer reflects several traits including the 
following.1129 

 
� Look at the person who is the decision maker. Avoid looking down or around.   

 
� Speak with confidence. Avoid hesitations, stumbling, and appearance of being 

intimidated. 
 

� Listen carefully to the questions asked and/or the observations made. If one doesn’t 
understand, ask for clarification. 
 

 
1129Jeffrey A. Johnson, Got Style? Personality – Based Evangelism 2-3 (2009). 
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� Answer the questions or respond to observations made. If one doesn’t know the 
answer, say so. Don’t make something up or speculate. Offer to get and come back 
with the answer. 
  

� Speak in plain language. 
 

� Do not argue when questioned. 
 

Training across the various evangelism styles needs to convey an understanding of what is 
involved in credibility and afford opportunity to practice those traits rendering one credible.  
 

 e. Modes of Training for Personal Evangelism 
 

   (1) Effective Training: Getting People Off the Sidelines1130  
 

Evangelism training is needed for every believer. Every Christian 
– regardless of the spiritual gifts he or she may or may not have – 
is a member of the church to which Jesus gave the great 
Commission (Matthew 28:18-20) and consequently has a vital role 
in fulfilling it. …[The Church, its] leaders and influencers… need 
to make sure that they all understand this and do everything in our 
power to equip them for personal evangelism.1131  

Training may take the form of a series of seminars, class room session, weekend retreats, 
small groups, etc. Such training should be reinforced with some on hands experience closely 
following the training sessions. The question becomes how to accomplish effectively training all 
believers in a church?  

 
At Willow Creek Community Church. originally the answer was thought to be repeated 

high quality training seminars to equip not only the preponderance of all current church members 
but also on an on-going basis to train new members. The primary tool was the “Becoming a 
Contagious Christian” training course. Although the course has been highly effective in training 
over a million people around the nation and the world, this model alone proved insufficient in 
training all members of the church. Despite vigorous efforts, repeated year after year in many 
locations, most churches ended up training about 10-20 percent of their members. This limited 
success stems from the fact that this model relies on believers being motivated to take time off 
from other priorities and interests to participate in a course on evangelism, especially when this 
is an area they are scared to become a part of. Although many members did participate, most did 
not.  
 

Willow Creek finally determined to cease depending solely upon an approach of relying 
on members signing up for a seminar. It became clear that drawing people into training needed 
to revolve around taking the training to places where they are already showing up - e.g., weekend 

 
1130 This section draws primarily on Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Christian Church: Increasing Your 
Church’s Evangelistic Temperature 93- 95 (2007) (revised edition). 
1131 Id, at 93. 
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worship services, small group gatherings, adult education classes, as well as continuing to offer 
elective seminars as an alternative. 
 

Furthermore, it was determined to focus the entire church all at once on a campaign 
focusing on reaching the lost (a foundational element of mission here at Fox River). This gave 
rise to the vision for church-wide Contagious Christian campaigns which, over a six-week 
period, utilized Sundays' sermons to inform and inspire their congregations. At the same time, 
all small groups and classes would engage in updated evangelism training. Specifically created 
new short term small groups might also be created for this purpose. 

 
Willow Creek Community Church has long used the program “Becoming a Contagious 

Christian.” More recently it focuses on offering “Just Across the Room” and the “Alpha” 
courses. Programs such as these, typically include six sermons for the Sunday services, training 
DVDs which a small group can simply plug in and play, and participant guides.   

 
Furthermore, such offerings are not limited to just adults. They are available in age-

appropriate forms for training youths (junior high and high school age programs). In this way, 
everyone is on the same page in learning the evangelism styles and the basics of sharing their 
faith with others. If kids can learn the importance of personal relationship evangelism at an early 
age, it may set them on that path for the rest of their lives.1132 

 
  (2) Build Competence, Confidence and Enthusiasm 

                                     through Practice, Feedback and Repetition  
 

Once the teaching part of the training is done, people need to 
practice what they have learned in a safe environment where mistakes can be discerned and 
corrected through feedback by others. For example, tell the gospel story to a partner who will 
provide feedback. And then reverse the roles. Repeat the process until that which is being worked 
on achieves a high degree quality. This will build confidence, competence and enthusiasm to do 
it for real. Furthermore, there should be periodic retraining both to refresh and to improve.1133  

 
Even more effective is to conduct the training course in the context of a small group 

setting where discussions are at a personal level and members of the group encourage one another 
and hold one another accountable.1134 Either initially or after other after initial training 
experiences, further training of church members might be done in groups according to a person’s 
individual evangelistic style. That is, group people according to their style (confrontational, 
intellectual, testimonial, interpersonal, invitational, serving,) and train each group specifically 
for that style. Develop strategies for each style and practice accordingly.1135 
 

 
1132 Bill Hybels, “5 Ways to Embed Evangelism into Your Culture,” OutreachMagazine.com, May 1, 2014. 
1133 Mark Miller, “Liberating and Equipping Every Believer: Helping Everyone Communicate Their Faith with 
Confidence on How to Build a Contagious Church Willow Creek Association Conference, Oct. 15-16, 2004. 
1134 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism  169-
70 (2001). 
1135 Mark Miller, “Liberating and Equipping Every Believer: Helping Everyone Communicate Their Faith with 
Confidence on How to Build a Contagious Church Willow Creek Association Conference, Oct. 15-16, 2004. 
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The biggest mistake churches make in the area of evangelism training is to make it a one-
shot deal or only an annual event. Evangelism is at the heartbeat of the church. It must be an on-
going effort. Training experiences should be offered at multiple settings and different times to 
render training readily accessible to all.1136  

 
And, strong promotion of the course is essential. Employ ever means of communication 

possible. Highlight, explain and promote, especially by the senior pastor. Urge everyone to go 
through the training and retraining periodically, e.g., every two years.1137 

 
 7. Contagious Diversity: Maximizing Impact  
                        around Styles of Evangelism1138 
 
  Liberate every believer from their negative misconceptions as to what is involved 
in engaging in personal relationship evangelism. As addressed in Section 5. above, the key is for 
believers to understand that there are a variety of legitimate approaches to evangelism. One does 
not need to squeeze him or herself into a specific personality mold in order to be used by God to 
reach others. To the contrary, one will be much more effective working comfortably within his 
or her own God given personality. God has created several styles of evangelism which can be 
grouped into six categories: 
 

� confrontational style 
� intellectual style 
� testimonial style  
� interpersonal style  
� invitational style  
� serving style 

 
In moving people to participate in evangelism efforts, it is essential for the church to 
communicate to its members that they do not need to be what they are not.  And, then, encourage, 
and support them in assessing their individual personality style and then train them in using one’s 
own style when engaging in personal relationship evangelism. When members utilize their own 
style in their evangelism efforts, the impact for reaching people for Christ, as well as growing its 
own members in their own spiritual walk, will be maximized. 
 

a. Maximizing Outreach Around the Confrontational Style1139 
 

The assertive/confrontational style is hard hitting, direct, to the point. It 
challenges people to get off the fence and follow Christ. There are some people who need 
someone to get in their face with the truth. Although the confrontational approach may involve 

 
1136 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism  169-
70 (2001). 
1137 Id. at 171.  
1138 This section draws primarily on Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way 
We View and Do Evangelism, Part 3 Contagious Diversity 244 et seq.  (2001). 
1139 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism  247-
59 (2001). 
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varying degrees of being more gentle, nevertheless it is done in a direct manner which calls for 
serious reflection. Those with confrontational personalities should come to recognize that God 
created them with this nature, thus wants them to utilize their personalities to build the Kingdom 
of Heaven.  
 
 An example of the direct touch is to visit homes in the neighborhood. “Ask, do you attend 
church regularly?” If the answer is yes, encourage them to continue to do so and move on. If the 
answer is no, ask “Is it a problem about believing in God or is it something else? Offer 
information about and invite them to upcoming church events that may answer their 
questions.1140 Prior to such an event, follow-up with a personal specific invitation.  
 
 Furthermore, periodic church services can employ a confrontational approach although 
conducted with gentleness and respect. Give a hard-hitting gospel presentation and call for a 
response. Either include an altar call and/or make available cards for those wishing to respond 
privately. Then meet with them, answer questions, clear up understandings and challenge them 
to respond. Confrontational evangelism can be employed in various ministries and events, e.g., 
back to basics dinners, retreats, youth fun all night sessions, dramatic presentations, etc. The 
confrontational style, of the various styles, is the most likely to create action. For those 
individuals with this type of personality, it is incumbent on the church to encourage and coach 
them how to challenge people appropriately with the truth of the gospel.  
 
  b. Maximizing Outreach Around the Intellectual Style1141 
 
   Some believe that in the post-modern world people do not care about the 
truth. The younger generation tends to be more experiential in discerning what to believe. Often, 
they tend to be more pragmatic in searching for what seems to work in their lives. Furthermore, 
they usually possess far less knowledge about God and the Bible as compared to earlier 
generations. However, once their trust is earned, classic questions concerning faith tend to 
emerge. 
 

We won’t reach people in a culture like ours by backing down and 
agreeing to stop talking about why we believe what we believe.  
While we can and should add other approaches to our evangelistic 
arsenal, we have to keep explaining the rational basis for our faith 
and helping people see we’re building on a foundation of facts like 
no other religion has.1142 

 
 A church can put the intellectual evangelistic style to work in various ways. The key is 
to engage and address people having questions. Regular weekend services designed to attract 
newcomers is one place to start. Answer oriented worship services offer attractive occurrences 
for members to make a special effort to invite their friends. Use the service as a springboard for 
after service question and answer sessions. Also follow up with an investigating Christianity 

 
1140 Id. at 254. 
1141This Section draws primarily on Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We 
View and Do Evangelism 260-74 (2001). 
1142 Id. at 260-74. 
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class, exploring Christianity small groups, seminars, etc. which explore tough questions. Afford 
opportunities for persons to raise their own questions.   
 
 To develop the intellectual style in a church, first identify those who feel comfortable 
and natural with this approach. This might be done, for example, through an evangelism style 
questionnaire. Equip persons to provide unbelievers and doubters answers, reasons and evidence, 
along with a clear gospel message, to their questions. Such training may take various forms 
including classes, seminars, or better yet programs offered in the context of small group 
interactions.  Out of this group, some may be selected to assist other members of the congregation 
confronted with a difficult situation.  
 

c. Maximizing Outreach Around the Testimonial Style1143 
 

The testimonial evangelistic style, when appropriately utilized, is highly 
impactful. As Rick Warren says  
 

People want to go where lives are being changed, where hurts are being 
healed and where hope is being restored. …[In worship services] we 
include a real-life testimony from a person or couple who have been 
dramatically changed by the power and love of Christ. This weekly parade 
of ‘satisfied customers’ is hard for skeptics to argue with.1144 

 
The question is how to put the personal testimonial style into action on a church-wide 

basis to increase the number of unbelievers and skeptics hearing and grappling with God’s work 
in people’s lives? That is, “[h]ow can we take a personal testimony and leverage it for a wider 
public impact?”1145 Since God is changing people’s lives, tell people about it.  

 
A variety of situations offer the opportunity for personal testimony evangelism. For 

example, in Rick Warren’s Saddleback Church, a person is designated to collect people’s stories. 
Other church leaders and members should keep their antennas out for such stories. Organize the 
stories by theme. When a story matches a theme of the day’s message, ask if he or she would tell 
his or her story. These stories can be found everywhere. They come in letters to the pastor or staff, 
from testimonies prior to baptisms, in hallway conversations, and through the churches various 
ministries and small groups.  

 
The designated person, or the pastor, would then meet with the person to be sure the story 

matches the theme and ascertain whether the individual is willing to share it with the 
congregation. If yes, where appropriate, provide an assist on getting the story down on paper, 
assure brevity and avoid extraneous or distracting off the cuff comments. The person tells the 
story during the message. When a story concludes saying something like "Everything you're 
hearing here today is true, and God has used it to change my life.”1146 The impact potential is 

 
1143 This Section draws primarily on Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We 
View and Do Evangelism 276-288 (2001). 
1144 As quoted by Mark Mittelberg, id. at 279.  
1145 Id. at 279.  
1146 Id. at 280. 
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powerful. Furthermore, the message can draw upon the story to reinforce the theme of the 
message rendering the occasion even more powerful. Willow Creek slightly alters the approach 
by having the story presented before the message during which reference can be made to the 
story. Whenever a church member stands before the congregation during worship service telling 
about the events that led him or her to faith in Christ, it can offer a powerful picture. Offer a 
parade of satisfied customers through frequent opportunities for persons to tell their stories. 
 
 Personal testimony can be offered is a host of different ways and situations. A sermon 
might be replaced by an interview of a prominent person whose story would interest and inspire 
attendees. Help people tell their stories by means of a video. Sharing a meal (breakfast or lunch) 
with a clear and well-presented personal testimony has proven to be quite effective. Baptisms 
offer a prime opportunity since those committing to Christ have friends and family there to 
celebrate. Enable nonbelievers to hear how Jesus made a difference in the life of their friend. 
Using either a video or oral testimony of those being baptized offers an excellent way for visitors 
to hear how Jesus has made a difference in people’s lives. Read all about It. One church puts 
people’s written testimonies in print for people to read, e.g., through a periodic newsletter. 
Frequent reading testimonies reminds people that God is at work transforming people’s lives.  
 

Every believer can get in on the action using the testimonial style of evangelism. The 
church needs to teach this style (as well as others) to its members. Although this approach is 
more natural for some, nevertheless everyone whose life has been touched by grace has a story 
to tell. It does not have to be a dramatic to be effective. A non-dramatic story maybe more 
credible. Furthermore, if one who has been religious most of his or her life, one day discovers 
what it means to have a real relationship with Christ, this is a story one’s friends need to hear.  

 
d. Maximizing Outreach around the Relational/Interpersonal Style1147 
 

To be an effective disciple-making church seeking to reach the 
unbelievers and skeptics, it is essential to recognize that  

 
[w]e live in a culture that increasingly distrusts spiritual authorities and 
religious institutions, but thankfully friends still listen to and trust 
friends.1148 

 
The church needs to offer one or more types of training experiences equipping its members, 
especially those having a relational/interpersonal personality style. Such training and 
experiences need to encompass the various elements of personal relationship evangelism 
discussed above. Such training and experience can occur in a variety of contexts especially that 
of short term or relational small groups. 

 
 
 

 
1147 This Section draws primarily upon, Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way 
We View and Do Evangelism 289 -301 (2001).  
1148 Id. at 300. 
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e. Maximizing Outreach Around the Invitational Style1149 
 

George Barna’s studies reveal that one out of four adults in the U.S. would 
go to church if only a friend would invite them.1150 If one accepts the invitation and attends an 
effective church event, he or she may take another step. Even if the initial invitation is declined, 
it might spark a spiritual conversation leading to future opportunities.  

 
For invitational style evangelism to be successful, the church needs to offer both worship 

and non-worship outreach events which are attractive to non-believers. First, the event needs to 
be one which the church member feels comfortable inviting a family member, friend, colleague 
or other person to attend. That is, the question becomes what kind of events and opportunities 
might a church offer to render it easy for church members to employ the invitational style of 
evangelism. Second, the event needs to be attractive to a potential first time attendee in order to 
encourage a future return. Various ministries and events can fuel the invitational approach  
 

Outreach events and other ministries (e.g., grief support groups) can and should be 
engines that drive effective invitational outreach efforts. The invitational style becomes even 
more effective when combined with interpersonal evangelism that develops relationships which 
render greater the likelihood that invitations will be accepted. 
 

f. Maximizing Outreach around the Serving Style1151 
 

When a person sees that we care about them, rather than just hear that we 
care about them, caring actions model what Christ is like. Such caring can serve as a magnet 
ultimately pulling people toward him. In a world of hardship and pain, an individual Christian 
or fellowship offering selfless help stands out. Overtime it tends to reach even the hardest to 
reach people. There is no shortage of situations where we can reach out to people in need. 
However, it is important that we serve as Jesus served i.e., selflessly with no strings attached. 
Hopefully, people will be influenced to come to Christ, but serving should not be done in a way 
that manipulates or forces them to insincerely do so.  
 

God is looking for people willing to help people outside their circle with love and 
kindness. For those who are not gifted as evangelists, the task of communicating the gospel can 
seem daunting. Serving evangelism offers another way. Every follower of Christ, even new 
believers, can become effective in evangelism through acts of kindness to others. Serving style 
people can serve in an array of serving situations while pointing to the love and care of God who 
motivates them. The role of the church is to encourage and equip all members for serving 
evangelism. For those whose evangelism style is serving evangelism, the church should mobilize 
and organize efforts where there are needs for these special gifts. 

 
 For further discussion of serving, see Section VIII above.  

 
 

1149 This Section draws primarily upon id at 302-320. 
1150 Id. at 305. 
1151 This Section draws primarily on, Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way 
We View and Do Evangelism 321-338 (2001).  
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8. Strategic Steps in Carrying Out Personal Relationship Evangelism 
                                                                                                                                                                             
  The recommended mission for Fox River Congregational Church, with respect to 
outreach, expresses that it is the mission of FRCC  
 

to encourage, equip and support people in growing toward more Christ-
like lives in their thoughts, feelings and actions by…  

 
connecting with people outside the faith through lovingly 
witnessing the good news of Christ and the power of God’s 
love for all people, leading them to accept Christ as Lord 
and Savior, and bringing them into congregational life. 

 
However, unless the evangelistic values and good intentions are translated into a personal 
strategy geared specifically to these secular people, the evangelism efforts are unlikely to achieve 
significant impact. The strategic process set forth below draws upon and integrates that expressed 
by Willow Creek Community Church,1152 Lonnie Richardson of Fox River Congregational 
Church,1153 Stephen A. Macchia,1154 Linus J. Morris,1155 and Rich Warren of Saddleback Valley 
Community Church.1156 
  

Step 1 –Prayer underpins a Christian’s evangelism efforts. Pray for the opportunity to 
outreach to someone, guidance in doing so, and the receptivity of that person  

 
Step  2  – Respond to promptings of the Holy Spirit 
 
Step 3 – Understand the process which involves initiating and building personal 

relationships done out of authentic love and genuine concern for the spiritual well-being of the 
person being reached.   

 
Step 4 – Know Whom You Are Trying to Reach. Seek the unchurched, either those who 

might be believers but who are inactive for some reason, and those who are not yet believers but 
might be receptive. The primary targets consist of those with whom one already has a 
relationship, e.g., family. friends, etc. who are more likely to listen and possibly be receptive.  
Similarly, greater receptivity occurs with those like oneself e.g., persons sharing common 
interests in sports.  

 
Step 5 – Be Proximate with Potential Prospects. Go where and when people will listen. 

Locate oneself in an environment where people far from God are likely to be. Intentionally put 
oneself in an environment where one might touch someone. 

 

 
1152 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Increasing Your Church’s Evangelism Temperature 68 et 
seq. (2007) (revised edition of Building a Contagious Church). 
1153 Lonnie Richardson, “Becoming More: A Plan for church Growth,” April 28, 2002 (sermon). 
1154Stephen A. Macchia, Becoming a Healthy Church; 10 Traits of a Vital Ministry 145-48 (1999). 
1155 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 193 et seq. (1993). 
1156 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message & Mission (1995). 
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Step 6 – Be Sensitive to People with Needs. Turn on one’s radar for persons experiencing 
difficulties in their lives. Although people may deny a need for God or the saving work of Christ, 
inwardly, most people have hurts and needs which may lead to an opening for the gospel message. 
Felt needs commonly occur in connection with transitions or changes in persons’ lives. Life 
changing situations (e.g., new births, marriage, divorce, grief situations, financial or career 
setbacks, or other felt needs) offer windows of opportunity of people being more receptive to the 
building of relationships and ultimately receptiveness to the gospel. Identify those for possible 
outreach efforts. Respond to such situations by “just walking across the room” as prompted by 
the Holy Spirit.  

 
Step 7 – Build Relationships. Initiate, build and strengthen trusting on-going relationships 

with those outside the faith whom one is trying to reach. Show interest in them and care for them. 
Nurture the relationship.  

 
…. [T]o follow the example of Jesus and lots of others in 

the pages of the Bible… challenge believers in this church to build 
relationships with nonchurched people. On a regular basis, we’ve 
got to leave the huddle of close Christian fellowship, take some 
risks and get to know some nonchurched people. …We’ve got to 
build relational bridges....1157   

 
Spend time with them. Once relationships are initiated, stay with them. When the relationship is, 
or becomes, one of friendship, the ability of the believer is enhanced for discerning what spiritual 
questions that person has and to provide him or her with relevant biblical answers.  

 
Step 8 –Share a Verbal Witness. After building a trusting relationship, the next step in 

reaching out to the nonbelievers is offering verbal witness. It is incumbent on the believer, when 
an appropriate opportunity arises, to offer a brief, clear and/or compelling explanation of who 
Christ is and what he has done for us. Scripture calls upon us to do so. 

 
… always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks 
you to give the reason for the hope that you have. But do this with 
gentleness and respect (1 Peter 3:15). 
 

Step 9 – Allow Time to Process. Evangelism is a process. People vary as to where they 
are in their stages of belief. One needs to discern where a person is spiritually before sharing the 
gospel. Evangelism is a process of helping a person move from one stage to the next with the 
ultimate goal of he or she coming to profess Christ and coming into the church body. Lack of 
immediate response is not a failure. Process oriented evangelism permits unchurched persons 
time to consider the gospel and its relevance to his or her life. 

 
Step 10 – Invite Friends to Worship Services and Other Outreach Events. Many of the 

those outside the faith are or can be influenced to be, receptive to the Christian message when 
experienced in a friendly welcoming environment and presented in a clear and a non-

 
1157 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism 68 
(2001) Willow Creek Resources). 
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indoctrinating-guilt producing manner. It is the role the individual church members to invite the 
unchurched to attend visitor friendly activities Repeat Invitations on several occasions are likely 
to be called for. Accompanying the invitee enhances the likelihood, in many situations, for an 
invitation to be accepted for both initial and future visits. 

 
Step 11 – Reach Out in the Context of the Body of Christ. God does not ask us to work 

alone. Team up with others. Working within the common unity enables a vibrant community to 
effectively reaching out to the unbelievers. 

 
Throughout the evangelism process, one should employ his or her preferred style in 

outreach efforts. For those who are confronters, confront. For those who are relational lead others 
to Christ through development of trust and true friendship. For those who are servers, serve in 
ways that people will observe acts of kindness stemming from Jesus. For the intellectual 
persuaders, dialogue and debate with those of similar inclination. For many, being one’s natural 
self may involve more than one style of outreach. 

 
9. Offerings to Equip Persons for Personal Relationship Evangelism  
 

To motivate, equip and support our members for evangelism, as a disciple-
making church, we need to offer disciple-making experiences for growing into sharing Christ. 
These offerings need to be considered from two perspectives. First, some offerings focus on 
equipping our members for personal relationship evangelism efforts. Second, other offerings are 
aimed at attracting the unchurched to come and experience our church. Church offerings which 
attract outsiders, at least in most situations, should also afford our members experiences in 
engaging those outside the faith and progressing in their own Walk with Christ. 

 
  The spiritual discipline of connecting with people outside the faith embraces several 
elements. These include reaching out to people by building and developing trusting relationships, 
witnessing for Christ, sharing the good news of the gospel, leading others toward accepting 
Christ as Lord and Savior, encouraging participation in Christian, fellowship with other believers 
in our church, and encouraging maturing in Christian faith within our Christian community. It is 
in these roles that our church members need to be motivated, trained and supported to not only 
increase Christ’s community, but also to personally grow themselves toward a Christ-like life.  

 
There are several resources available to provide content for offering disciple-making 

experiences to equip church members to participate in reaching out to people outside the faith. 
Among those available are the following. 

 
� iWitness Outreach Effort (Reverend Lonnie Richardson): – In May 2013, 

our church launched a personal relationship evangelism effort initiated 
through a sermon series, an invitation to church members to participate and 
the provision of basic resource materials to equip an individual’s 
evangelism efforts. The materials covered initial steps in outreach to others, 
ways to start spiritual conversations, development of one’s own story of 
coming to and experiencing Christ as a basis for witnessing Christ, 
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development of one’s own credo (faith belief statement), and ways to 
receive Christ. 
 

� The Arts of Spiritual Conversations: – A key to effective evangelistic efforts 
is to love people? One is free to build loving relationships, without feeling 
pressured to follow the right steps or formula. Engaging in outreach does 
not mean that the person has to be the one who convinces or converts 
anyone. Others may contribute to the process. And. of course, ultimately it 
is God who transforms a person into becoming a believer.  
 

The big question for is “How do we love others so that they come to 
know Jesus?” This question is addressed in John Crilly, “God Talk: The 
Arts of Spiritual Conversations,”1158 which is based upon the book The 9 
Arts of Spiritual Conversations: Walking Alongside People Who Believe 
Differently (2016).1159. Building a bridge to those outside the faith and 
getting involved in spiritual conversations involves a series of steps referred 
to as the Arts of Spiritual Conversations: 
 

o Art of Noticing 
o Art of Praying 
o Art of Listening 
o Art of Asking Questions 
o Art of Welcoming 
o Art of Loving 
o Art of Facilitating 
o Art of Serving Together 
o Art of Sharing 

 
An ordinary Christian can purposefully practice these arts, which serve as 
small incremental steps to building relationships and on-going spiritual 
conversations with unchurched people. 
 
This approach to evangelism is explored in the two above referenced 
sources as well on the website of Q Place.1160 It also ties into the iWitness 
Outreach Effort noted above. 
 

� Os Guinness, Fool's Talk: Recovering the Art of Christian Persuasion 
(2015) presents the power of creative persuasion, i.e., the ability to converse 
with those having a closed mind to the Christian. message. This book 
received the 2016 Christianity Today Book of the Year in 
Apologetics/Evangelism 
 

 
1158 OutreachMagazine.com, September 16, 2014.  
1159 By Mary Schaller and John Crilly (Tyndale House Publishers). 
1160 qplace.com. 
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� Becoming a Contagious Christian (Mark Mittelberg and Lee Strobel) is a 
groundbreaking evangelism course developed by Willow Creek Resources. 
Based upon the book by the same name (authored by (Bill Hybels and Mark 
Mittleberg), this course has helped over one million people to share the 
Gospel. The revised and updated training DVD avoids common mistakes 
some Christians make when introducing others to Christ. Avoid stereotyped 
approaches that feel intimidating to your friends with this six-session 
course. Learn to share your faith in a natural and effective way while being 
the person God made you to be.   
 

� Just Walk Across the Room (Bill Hybels), both a book and a DVD program, 
teaches how to share your story in 100 words. Using Jesus as a model and 
drawing from his own personal experiences, Hybels equips participants to 
step out of their comfort zone and share their faith stories with others. 
 

� Three Habits of Highly Contagious Christians (Gary Poole) provides a 
discussion guide for equipping Christians to effectively reach those onside 
the faith by building relationships, sharing a verbal witness, and extending 
invitations to outreach events. Each session begins with a compelling story 
that sets the stage for group discussion and sparks ideas for putting into 
practice each of the three habits. Discussion questions walk participants 
through the emotional, motivational, and intellectual facets of each step and 
provide an opportunity to wrestle with the challenges and discoveries they 
make individually and as a group. The “Charting Your Journey” section 
helps participants go beyond discussion and move toward personal 
application. It provides an opportunity, before God and one another, to 
commit to specific actions that could make all the difference in the lives of 
people outside the faith and perhaps their friends and family members. 
 

� Our Gospel Story is a free online resource1161 of the Billy Graham Center 
at Wheaton College. As a world hub of missions and evangelism training, 
the Center is committed to equipping and resourcing Christians to show and 
share the love of Jesus in winsome and creative ways. Our Gospel Story is 
a resource designed to be used in large and small group settings or 
individually. The main interactive evangelism video is designed to be used 
in companion with the six-chapter downloadable curriculum and the 
additional longer video resources. 
 

� Reimaging Evangelism: Inviting Friends on a Spiritual Journey (Rick 
Richardson) offers a DVD program, providing insights into and develops 
skills for sharing Christ with friends. Develop spiritual friendships by 
identifying enjoyable activities to invite friends. Discover your gifts that can 
be used in developing spiritual friendships. Be thought-provoking by using 
the four basic spiritual discernment questions. Commit to listening to 

 
1161 ourgospelstory.com.  

http://www.billygrahamcenter.org/
http://www.billygrahamcenter.org/
https://www.ourgospelstory.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/OGS-for-download.pdf
https://www.ourgospelstory.com/category/evangelism/
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nonbelievers before jumping to respond to tough questions. Share your 
personal story of transformation, by learning two diagrams for presenting 
the good news of God's kingdom. Learn, questions to discern how to help 
friends take the next step toward Christ.  
 

� Go Fish (Andy Stanley) seeks to take the struggle out of sharing your faith. 
A six session DVD program with study guide, Go Fish offers a new 
perception of the word "evangelism" by showing how believers can make it 
natural and easy part of everyday life. 
 

� Going Public with Your Faith: Becoming a Spiritual Influence at Work 
(multiple authors) provides a 6 session DVD based series teaching how to 
create curiosity, stimulate spiritual interest, recognize spiritual hunger and 
cultivate common ground with non-Christians. It seeks to help people -ways 
to naturally share their friendship and faith in Jesus with clients, customers 
and coworkers.  
 

� Rebecca Manley Pippert’s Out of the Salt Shaker & into the World (1999) 
on evangelism as a lifestyle offers stories, biblical insights and plain 
common sense. She helps a person feel relaxed and enthusiastic about 
sharing one’s faith. Offers an inspiring view of what effective engaging 
evangelism might look like for individuals as well as for the church. 
Subjects addressed include help for facing fears about evangelism, showing 
how evangelism can be a natural part of everyday life with family, friends, 
co-workers and neighbors, and drawing on biblical principles. A study 
guide is included for use by both individuals and small groups. Other 
resources by Pippert are also available.1162 
  

In addition, other suitable outreach equipping programs should perhaps be sought and evaluated.  
 

Programs such as these can be utilized in both a short-term small group and relational 
small group settings for those desiring to focus on connecting with the people outside the faith.  
In addition, the church should offer and occasionally repeat one or more of these programs, either 
separately or in combination with one another, in a short term small group format for those 
persons who are either not in a relational small group or who are in a group which is not currently 
focusing on the spiritual discipline of evangelism.  

 
D. SERVING EVANGELISM 

 
Compassion and serving sells. As a part of becoming fully devoted followers of Christ, 

we need to become imbued with compassion for others. In turn, this needs to be translated in to 
serving others. Not only do we grow toward a more Christ-like life (discipleship) when we 
embrace and carryout these values, we individually and our church as a whole become much 
more effective in reaching out to others and bringing them in. Combining this with equipping 

 
1162 See e.g. amazon.com. 

http://www.amazon.com/Rebecca-Manley-Pippert/e/B001HPAA3Y/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
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our members for personal relationship evangelism creates powerful evangelistic outreach. As 
Lonnie Richardson said, 

 
[p]lunge in, extend a helping hand. We need to show people that 
we really care about them and each other. The collective capacity 
for love in our church is this church’s greatest strength. Jesus 
provides the role model. He cared for and helped people first and 
then other things followed.1163 

 
 1. Serving More than Good Deeds 
 
  As covered in PART THREE, Section III. discussing the spiritual discipline of 
serving, serving can and should involve more than simply performing good deeds. Serving others 
offers opportunity to reach out to and bring people onto a path leading toward Christ. Serve 
“through acts of kindness and intentional witness.”1164 When people see that we care through 
serving their needs and when they start gaining the sense that our caring actions reflect our faith 
in and following Christ, such caring can serve as a magnet ultimately pulling them toward Christ 
and exploring our church. In today’s secular world, Christian caring and selfless help stand out. 
However, serving in some way at some point must be coupled which sharing Christ. While good 
deeds respond to God’s call to help others, God also calls us to share Christ and bring people to 
him. Good deeds alone are not enough. Over time, caring service in a manner that also moves 
people toward Christ and his church tends to reach even the most difficult people. Every follower 
of Christ should become effective in evangelism through acts of kindness to others. The role of 
the church is to encourage, train, equip and support all members for servant evangelism. In 
response to Christ’s command, as a church, we need to foster a more robust effort to incorporate 
serving evangelism in our good deed serving efforts.  

  
2. Basic Elements of  Serving Evangelism1165  
 

Serving evangelism involves at least three basic elements; (i) prayer, (ii) care, and 
(iii) sharing the gospel.  

 
� Prayer – Ask the Holy Spirit for opportunities to meet the physical, emotional 

and spiritual needs of others whether in family, neighborhoods, schools, and/or 
the workplace. Create ways for not only individual prayer, but also for group 
prayer and prayer walks.  
 

� Care – Care for people, including those on the church’s prayer list, by providing 
living witness to the love of Christ through words and deeds. Perform acts of 
kindness demonstrating the love of Christ. Build personal relationships as God 
affords natural opportunities.  
 

 
1163 Lonnie Richardson, “What Draws; People to Church and Keeps them There,” April 21, 2002 (sermon). 
1164 Ed Stetzer, “Can We Make Evangelism Enjoyable?, OutreachMagazine.com,September 28, 2020.  
1165 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism 327-
28 (2001). 
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� Share the gospel – All too commonly, churches and their members engage in 
socially merciful acts but fail to talk about Jesus. This fails to serve the most basic 
human need of those who have not yet found the Christian faith. Share one’s 
personal experiences with Christ and/or the gospel when opportunities occur. Be 
open to questions. Share in hope, prayer and faith in the context of conversation. 
Share in a natural and sensitive way and embrace opportunities which arise. Let 
your light shine.   

 
Serving evangelism is a fundamental element of an effective disciple-making church. 

However, it is important to recognize that while serving is part of God’s mission, it is not all of 
it. Witnessing the faith and serving others go together. Don’t abandon the gospel in favor of 
offering only acts of serving. God’s mission does not progress unless people also talk about 
God’s mission to save.1166 Serving others and spreading the gospel go together. For discussion 
addressing the reluctance of people to speak out while serving, see consideration of serving as a 
spiritual discipline in PART THREE, Section III.B.1.b. above. 

 
 3. Small Acts of Kindness 
 
  a. Individual Acts Kindness by Caring Individuals1167 
 
   God seeks to enter the heart of every person wherever they are. He does 
so by reaching out through people. However, for those not gifted for evangelism, the task of 
communicating the gospel seems daunting. But, there is another way of doing evangelism. 
Operating on a simple premise, serving evangelism enables all Christ followers, whether they 
are new or mature believers, to be effective evangelists by carrying out simple acts of kindness. 
 
 Serving evangelism offers an effective approach in reaching out and leading people 
toward Christ. It is a straight-forward way of sharing God's love. Small acts of kindness and 
caring offer a powerful and impactful way of showing God’s love in practical ways. Before 
confronting a person’s mind with the gospel, small acts of kindness nudges a person closer to 
God in a profound manner bypassing a person’s mental defenses. Through kindness, bridges are 
built for a person to receive a touch of love from God.  
 
 This form of serving evangelism is an effective approach to outreach because it is  

 
• quick 
• high volume 

 
1166 Ed Stetzer, “Kingdom Mission: 4 Steps for Stronger Engagement,” OutreachMagazine.com, Aug. 25, 2015. 

 
Yes, we must maintain commitment to Gospel witness. But we also must realize 
that social action isn’t just a pragmatic means to evangelistic ends; it is part of 
living out the gospel itself. 
 

Donald J. Treier, “Who Is the Church?, Theology Questions Everyone Asks: Christian Faith in Plain Language 166 
(edited by George M. Burge and David Lauber). 
1167 This section draws primarily on reviews of the work of Steve Sjogren, especially his book Conspiracy of 
Kindness. See various book reviews and other comments, e.g., book websites, servantevangelism.com etc. 
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• can be done singly or in groups  
• gives the Holy Spirit an open door to convict those we are leading to 
   Christ 
• allows shy people to launch into effective evangelism 
• families can do together 
• easily picked up by new Christians 
• simple 
• friendly non-pushy, non-aggressive 
• appeals to wherever one is or goes 
• emotionally safe 
• giving centered rather than asking centered 
• provides an open door for the miraculous if God so moves 
• can be fun  

 
  b. Teaching Serving Evangelism: Planned Acts of Individual  
                                    Christian Kindness by Caring Individuals 
 

Developing an intentional culture throughout all members of a church of 
performing small acts of kindness greatly enhances outreach efforts. Our church would do well 
to instill this culture and teach members how to more effective in this type of evangelism.  A 
couple of sources for such guidance are noted immediately below.  

 
� Conspiracy of Silence: – Steve Sjogren, who is referred to as “the father of servant 

evangelism,” offers a proven vision, simple strategy, and real-life stories showing the 
amazing impact of servant evangelism throughout the world. In his book, Conspiracy 
of Kindness (2008), he focuses on how to communicate the love of God through small 
actions of kindness. The book shows how churches, groups, and individuals can use 
washing windows, cleaning toilets, handing out free sodas, etc. to impact their 
communities with the life-changing love of Christ. "This classic book leads us into 
non-threatening love actions that release the power of the gospel to transform lives 
forever."1168 Servant evangelism can be launched through an available four week 
sermon series offered in coordination with people reading the reading the book. at the 
same time either individually or, better yet, in the context of a small group.1169 

 
� Acts 1:8 Ministry: – When gathered with his Apostles following his resurrection, 

Jesus said “you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will 
be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the 
earth.” (Acts 1:8) Inspired by this and other biblical verses, a non-profit organization, 
named Acts 1:8 Ministry, was formed to help guide churches in reaching out in 
practical, non-threatening and caring ways to share the love and gospel of Christ. 
Churches have difficulty in reaching people in their communities who feel threatened 
by the gospel. This program offers a soft non-threatening way to reach out to people. 

 
1168 Dale Galloway, Dean of The Beeson International Center, Asbury Theological Seminary. 
1169 Furthermore, among other resources, Steve Sjorgen has also made available a PDF “The 10 Best Servant 
Evangelism Outreach Projects for Getting Started which provides 10 top picks for those starting out in servant 
evangelism. 
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While church members might not be bold about evangelism, when they get their feet 
wet through these types of efforts they tend to feel more empowered and go further 
out on the limb in reaching out to people. 

 
Although reaching out to the community with free services or gifts is not a 

new form of outreach, Acts 1:8 Ministry’s detailed and supportive approach is said 
to be distinctive and one of the best. It provides training for Christians to reach people 
through acts of kindness. The program provides 100 plus low-cost suggestions, e.g., 
from feeding coins into parking meters, raking leaves at homes, free car washes, free 
cups of soda or coffee in public places, etc. Guidance provided offers instructions for 
training volunteers and running outreach events. Also, there are cards which are 
handed out saying “God’s love for you in a practical way” with the church address 
and times of services on the back.  

 
The Planned Acts of Christian Kindness) Program trains Christians to 

evangelize through kindness and can be used by churches, individuals and 
groups. Users have found that the P.A.C.K. program strengthens their faith lives, their 
churches, and their communities.1170 

 
Other sources, for instilling small acts of kindness culture throughout our church and 

motivating and training church members and groups to actively participate, also might be 
explored.  
 

4. Felt Need Groups 
 

Drawing the unchurched to one’s church doesn’t necessarily nor primarily 
depend upon some large grandiose outreach events. Instead, in addition to personal one on one 
small acts of kindness, discover the needs of the unchurched in the community. Whenever Jesus 
met a person, he would begin with their hurts, needs and interests. For example, when he 
encountered a leper, Jesus didn't launch into a discourse on the cleansing laws of Leviticus. 
Instead, he healed the leper. Serious evangelism requires dealing with people’s problems.1171 
Thus, more important than large outreach events is knowing the community’s interests and 
needs. What issues are the people in our church’s community dealing with right now? What are 
their needs? If the church offers means of meeting needs and gets the word out about the 
availability of its programs, activities and ministries relevant to those needs, big name events are 
not necessary to attract those in the community.1172  

 
 For later discussion on defining those whom we are trying to reach, see discussion of 
targeting strategy in PART SIX, Section VII.G. below. An important strategy for reaching the 
subcultures of the primary, as well as occasionally other target groups is the development of a 
system to deal; with “felt need” groups outside the church. To repeat what was quoted earlier,  

 
1170 See acts81.org. 
1171 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 197-98 (1995). 
1172 James P. Long, “10 Ways to Make a Big Impact on a Small Budget,” OutreachMagazine.com, December 11, 
2014. 
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The more a church can identify and minister to felt needs, the 
more effective its outreach will be. Understanding felt needs 
contextualizes ministry and connects the believers with interests and 
life stages of unbelievers. While felt need groups begin with a focus 
on a common interest, they ultimately move to deeper spiritual needs 
as well.1173 

 
As Pastor Lonnie Richardson has maintained, a prime method to draw newcomers (whether 
believers or unbelievers), to the church is by having activities/ministries in place which are 
relevant to peoples’ needs. This, rather than generalized outreach events, should play a major 
role in the church’s evangelism efforts. However, it should be noted that some of the outreach 
events/activities considered elsewhere in this document fall into the felt need category.  
 

A major reason Life Church Green Bay has quickly grown is intentional and systematic 
plugging new people into small groups. The church offers a myriad of groups enabling everyone 
to find something which appeals to them (e.g., bible study, accountability, mom’s day out, 
jogging, etc.) or fits a particular need.1174 Having available and creating new small groups when 
called for, not only attract people to the church in the first place, they serve to assimilate new 
people into the church, and serve the needs of the rest of the congregation as well.  

 
  a. Develop Felt Need Groups: Recognizing Spiritual  
                                    Receptivity in Your Community 

 
   To be effective, evangelism needs to be planted in fertile soil. The 
message of Christ is too important to waste time, money and energy on nonproductive methods. 
Spiritual receptivity is something that ebbs in flows at various times in people's lives. God uses 
various tools to soften people's hearts and prepare them to be saved. Rick Warren suggests that 
there are two broad groups of people who tend to be most receptive to a spiritual message: (i) 
those persons in transition and (ii) those persons under tension.1175  
 
 People in Transition  - When someone experiences major change, whether positive or 
negative, the hunger for spiritual stability tends to increase. Massive changes in the world tend 
to frighten people with the uncertainty created. People seek "islands of stability" when change 
becomes overwhelming. Such changes include a new marriage, new baby, new home, new job, 
or new school.1176 
 

People Under Tension - Fearful or anxious people often look for something greater than 
themselves to ease the pain and fill the void they feel.  

 
Ten of the most spiritually receptive groups include the following:  

 
� second time visitors to the church 

 
1173 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 145 (1993). 
1174 Christy Heiger-Ewing, “A Church for All Ages: Life Church Green Bay,” OutreachMagazine.com, September 
19, 2015. 
1175 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 181-82 (1995). 
1176 Id. at 182. 
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� close friends and relatives of new converts 
� people going through divorce 
� people feeling the need for a recovery program (alcohol, drugs, sexual 

problems, etc.) 
� first time parents 
� terminally ill and their parents 
� couples with marital problems 
� parents with problem children 
� persons recently unemployed or having major financial problems 
� new residents in the community. 

 
A church seeking to both serve others and bring them to and grow in Christ should implement 
specific felt need ministries for as many of these more receptive groups in the community to the 
extent resources are available or readily accessible.1177 
 

Similarly, and commonly high impact churches recognize and focus on social issues or 
circumstances as offering substantial opportunity areas for church felt felt-need groups to serve, 
e.g., helping refugees, counseling, feeding the poor, helping low performing and mentally 
retarded students with their studies, etc.  Also, there are various life situations such as recovering 
from death of a loved one, divorce, substance abuse support groups, provisions for the homeless, 
pregnancies as well as needs arising from violence, crime, drug and alcohol abuse, joblessness, 
family breakdown, single parents, grief support, inability to deal with financial matters, etc. Each 
of these areas afford openings for the love of Christ and power of the gospel to touch lives of 
people in urban, suburban and rural areas.1178  

 
 Furthermore, especially urban and suburban residents reflect relational needs such as   

 
hunger for security, significance, belonging and meaningful 
relationships. Ministering to these needs shows that the gospel is 
relevant to the… [them].”1179  

 
There are those who are more receptive to the gospel message due to some awareness that there 
is a God and/or possession of a bit of biblical knowledge. These persons frequently can be 
reached through their sense of wanting to learn more about Christianity. For these persons, felt 
need groups (e.g., exploring Christianity small groups) can offer discussion groups designed for 
seekers to consider bases for believing in God, Jesus, the Holy Spirit, and the Bible. 
 
 In short,    

 
When we address the needs of people, we open a window for them 
to understand that God cares for them and that knowing Christ 
makes a difference.1180 

 
1177 Id. at 183.  
1178 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 145-46 (1993). 
1179 Id. at 145. 
1180 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 46 (1993). 
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High impact churches reach out beyond their walls extending God's love to others. Such churches 
develop felt need ministry efforts which seek to meet the needs of those outside the church.  

 
When a church exudes care, warmth and contagious love, 
newcomers are attracted. Visitors spread the word that they felt 
welcomed, loved and accepted. An alive church is a genuine, 
caring body of believers. 
 
 A life-giving, supportive church loves enough to become 
involved in the lives of the people in its community. A caring 
church adapts itself culturally so that non-members feel welcomed 
and comfortable. This leads to revitalization and growth, in a 
church.1181 

 
  b. Starting a Felt Need Ministry1182 

 
To develop a felt need ministry, determine what are the needs of those 

outside the faith. First, ascertain whether the group will be aimed at attracting healthy or hurting 
unbelievers. Are the potential participants deeply hurting or are they healthier and interested in 
relationships founded on common interests?  

 
Once a felt need is defined, start a felt need group with a motivated and capable leader 

whose skill and knowledge meet the needs of this specialized ministry. Avoid using a felt need 
ministry name which might deter or frighten persons in the targeted group. For example, the 
name “Bible Study” might deter an unbeliever who has little or no interest in God or a church.  
Establish a prescribed length of time so as not to deter those not interested in a long term 
commitment. A 6 to 8 week period should be adequate for the group to bond.  

 
The primary goal of a felt need-need ministry is to build 
relationships and community. Once a sense of community is 
established, there will be greater openness to discussing spiritual 
things.1183  

 
After the initial period, the group can determine whether or not they desire to continue 

with a format which includes pondering the spiritual life. 
 
The high impact church strategy is based on penetrating the 
diverse cultural subgroups of cities [and/or suburbs]. Once a 
primary target group is chosen, the church’s ministry is 
contextualized to reach … unbelievers. The key to reaching them 
is for Christians to build friendships with them and to relate to 

 
1181 Id. at 105. 
1182 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 148-49 (1993). 
1183 Id.  at 148.  
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their felt needs. A harvest awaits those churches who use this 
strategy.1184 

 
 5. Community Service 
 
  Section VIII.F. above focuses on serving needs in the community in response to 
God’s call for all of us to serve. Serving in the community can take any one or more of several 
forms including repairing or cleanup projects, working through social agencies or school 
systems, etc. However, whatever the form, serving in the community offers opportunities to build 
relationships, share the gospel, and interest people to experience our church. As a church begins 
to connect with the community, attendance at church events, including worship services, tend to 
rise. Serving the community is not only serving, it also provides a basis for serving evangelism. 
 
E. ATTRACTING PEOPLE OUTSIDE THE FAITH:  SHORT  
              TERM SMALL GROUP EVANGELISM  
 

There are many who believe that there is a God but have little understanding or 
relationship with him. There are others who don’t believe in God but possess some curiosity as 
to what this God thing is all about. However, most people desire and even long for some kind of 
personal relationships with others in situations where they don’t feel threatened or inept. In 
addition to equipping our members to engage personal relationship evangelism on an individual 
basis, it is critical for the church to offer programs, events, worship services which attract people 
outside the faith to attend. 

 
Short term small groups can play a powerful role in creating comfortable non- threatening 

environments which arouse interest and attract nonbelievers and skeptics. Such groups lead 
toward the development of positive relationships both between the newcomers themselves and 
with church member(s) involved in the small group programming.  

  
The availability of such offerings provides something of interest to which the unchurched 

person can be invited. This better enables our members to bring such persons into contact with 
the church. Furthermore, publicity of subjects of interest offered in a non-threatening manner 
may reach people with whom we would not otherwise come in contact.  
 

The church needs to provide training opportunities and experiences in conducting small 
groups which attract the unchurched to participate and initiates and foster relationships with a 
view towards bringing people to Christ and his church. The following approaches have proven 
to be effective. A variety of such offerings aimed at attracting the unchurched through employing 
short term small groups include the following.  

 
1. Seeker (Exploring Christianity) Small Groups  
 

Gary Poole, as Director of Evangelism at Willow Creek Community Church, 
offers his much-acclaimed approach to evangelism based upon seeker small groups. This offers 
a vital element in the evangelism process. The following discussion draws heavily upon his 

 
1184 Id.  at 149. 
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book.1185 Well designed and promoted seeker small groups have proven quite effective in 
attracting the unbelievers and doubters.  

 
For reasons discussed in PART FIVE Section II.D.3., rather than using the terminology 

seeker small groups, the terminology exploring Christianity small groups is preferable. However, 
because of its common usage due to Poole’s book, for the purpose of this discussion the 
terminology seeker small group will be retained here. 

 
  a. General Nature of a Seeker (Exploring Christianity) Small Group 
 

A seeker small group consists of non-Christians who gather regularly with 
one or two Christians to explore spiritual matters. The leader organizes and facilitates discussions 
based on the explorers’ questions and issues. The purpose of the group sessions is to encourage 
unbelievers and doubters to embark on a path ultimately leading to their acceptance of Christ as 
Lord and Savior. This is achieved through a series of small, informal conversational group 
sessions in a comfortable non-threatening environment (e.g., whether in a home, office, 
restaurant, church, etc.) enabling persons to freely explore their spiritual questions and issues.  

 
Furthermore, seeker small groups offer opportunities for forming relationships and 

engaging in spiritual conversations. They are designed to bring people together and develop trust 
filled relationships in a secure non-threatening environment. They facilitate on-going discussions 
of spiritual topics including dealing with tough questions. These groups are designed to draw 
participants into discussion, let them raise their own ideas and issues and then gently lead them 
toward logical and biblical conclusions.  

 
These groups are premised on the need to afford unbelievers opportunities to investigate 

the faith at their own pace. They are to be given opportunities to discover biblical truths for 
themselves and to discern answers to their questions and objections in a non-threatening safe 
environment. Rational foundations of Christianity need to be explored. Questions and objections 
need to be encouraged and adequately dealt with. Otherwise, they become roadblocks preventing 
unbelievers/doubters from coming to Christ. Rather than a formalized class, the basic approach 
is listening and guiding the discussion in dealing with unbeliever questions and answers to those 
questions. The discussions are guided by leaders equipped and trained to do so. Furthermore, the 
conversational informality of the group affords a great opportunity to begin and develop 
relationships.  

 
 The leader’s role is to facilitate discussion and create a caring and loving community, 
not to lecture or preach.  Ask the group questions. Get people talking with one another. Facilitate 
both social interaction among members of the group and one on one relationships between the 
leader and group members. As people move toward church involvement, these relationships may 
gravitate toward small group involvement in the context of the church.  
 

These seeker small group sessions are held on a regular on-going basis, e.g., weekly or 
twice a month) at the same time and same place (not uncommonly on the church campus 
following a worship service). There is no finite limit to the number of sessions at which time the 

 
1185 Gary Poole, Seeker Small Groups: Engaging Spiritual Seekers in Life-Changing Discussions (2003).  
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seeker small group sessions cease. The group will be ever changing as new interested persons 
come in and current members move on – hopefully toward accepting Christ as Lord and Savior, 
participating in other activities of our church and/or becoming members of our church.  One does 
not need to attend previous sessions to be welcome, nor is he or she required to commit to 
continuing to come. Thus, while the typical short term group has a relatively defined term limit, 
the seeker small group continues on an on-going basis with a changing group of participants over 
time.  

 
Conducting these sessions on-going basis at a specified time, rather than holding them 

on an intermittent basis, makes them both predicable and readily available. The format and 
scheduling are designed to make it as easy and comfortable as possible for a person to participate 
without forcing any commitments until such person is ready. It will also be suggested that 
interested participants invite their friends and acquaintances to participate as well. 

 
b. Effectiveness of Seeker (Exploring) Christianity) Small Groups1186 

 
Willow Creek has found that seeker small groups have produced 

remarkable results with most of those who remain in the group(s) ultimately become Christians 
within a year. The seeker small group personal relationship approach has proved to be one of the 
most effective approaches for bringing people to Christ. It is one of the most powerful and 
transformational concepts available to any church.1187  
 
 Seeker small groups constitute a powerful tool for several reasons. 
 

� Anyone can form and facilitate an effective seeker small group. One does not need 
to be a professional evangelist nor an apologist who has substantial training in 
defending the faith.  
 

� Such a group affords a built-in excuse for on-going spiritual conversations. 
Seekers come to look forward to interacting with others, especially since the 
discussion addresses their views and concerns. They also tend to spark 
conversations and interest outside the group leading to more people desiring to 
participate.  
 

� Such groups provide a non-threatening environment for seekers – a safe/non-
threatening place to explore the Christian faith. Although eventually a leader 
needs to share the gospel, this need not be done initially, First, learn to be a 
sympathetic listener and earn the right to be heard.  
 

� The seeker small group approach, fosters a process to assist people to make 
spiritual discoveries for themselves – the “aha” experience. Letting and enabling 

 
1186 This section draws primarily on Gary Poole, “Outreach Efforts Built Around Seeker Small Groups: A Tool 
Any Church Can Use,” (Willow Creek Association Conference on How to Build a Contagious Church), October. 
15-16, 2004.   
1187 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism  292-
93 (2001).  
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them articulate their own spiritual development is likely to render the process far 
more acceptable than some other approaches.1188 

 
 Usually, a seeker (an unbeliever or skeptic) does not want to experience being thumped 
over the head with the Bible. He or she wants to be respected, not looked down upon. However, 
a significant percentage of unbelievers are willing to explore Christianity in the context of small 
groups. People are hungry for community and relationships. People come to Christ because you 
care for them, not because you are a great defender of theology. Take time for them and respect 
them. It has been said that the conversion rate of those seekers who participate in seeker small 
groups is as high as 80%.1189 
   

c. Opportunity of and Training for Leading Seeker  
(Exploring Christianity) Small Group Groups 

  
  Given the potential for attracting the skeptics and unbelievers to seeker 

small groups and the effectiveness of such groups in leading people to Christ, a church should 
expend considerable effort to encouraging members of the church to assume group leadership 
roles. Training materials are available which offer advice and guidance to enable a lay person to 
lead his or her own seeker group in his or her own setting by providing the nuts and bolts for 
conducting a group as well as the vision and values that drive them. The basic source for the 
development of seeker groups is Gary Poole’s book, Seeker Small Groups: Engaging Spiritual 
Seekers in Life-Changing Discussions (2013). This book has been described as the missing 
evangelism tool which churches need to fill the gap between evangelism training and real-life 
opportunities for church members to engage unbelievers in life-changing spiritual discussions. 
The book presents a detailed, step-by-step process for launching a seeker small group strategy 
in a wide variety of settings. Stories and illustrations offer inspiration and encouragement so not 
only to equip people but also motivate them to launch their own groups.  

 
This book also serves as a basis better enabling a church to urge, motivate and equip 

persons to lead such groups. Those who have led such groups have experienced an awesome 
feeling in witnessing the transformation of lives of others. And importantly, leading such groups 
contributes to a person progressing in his or her own transformation toward a more a more Christ-
like life. 

 
 2. Q-Place Variant   

 
A variant on the seeker (exploring Christianity) small groups stems from 

Neighborhood Bible Studies (NBS) which began when Billy Graham crusades awakened people 
to their need for a relationship with Jesus and to the importance of studying the Bible. NBS 
mobilized Christians to invite unchurched people to an inductive Bible study for discovering the 
content of scripture. This ministry was premised on the belief that people would come because 
they believed the Bible was worth studying. However, times have changed. A large segment of 
America's population today is no longer inclined to attend church or participate in Bible study. 

 
1188 Gary Poole, “Outreach Efforts Built Around Seeker Small Groups: A Tool Any Church Can Use,” (Willow 
Creek Association Conference on How to Build a Contagious Church), October. 15-16, 2004. 
1189 Id.   
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So NBS, assumed a new name, Q Place. It has refocused to meet the new challenge of effectively 
meeting and engaging this new target audience.  

 
People are drawn to groups through an inductive approach to learning which enables 

them to interact with faith-related topics. This learning approach lends itself to attracting people 
and engaging in areas where they have doubts or major questions. Q Place discerns three crucial 
elements underlying an effective environment for inductive learning: (1) time-tested guidelines 
which keep discussions on track, (2) trained facilitators who cultivate a welcoming environment 
for discussion and discovery, and (3) inductive resource offering great questions. In a Q Place, 
people raise their questions and explore topics about God and the Bible. The objective is for 
them to discover for themselves, after hearing and discussing a variety of viewpoints with others, 
what the Bible says and evaluate topics about God. In the process, they have the opportunity to 
identify what they believe and evaluate what they are learning. 

 
There are many who would appreciate the opportunity to interact with questions about 

God and the Bible if done so in a non-threatening, The mission of Q Place is to mobilize 
Christians to start groups and equip persons to be excellent facilitators. This, in turn, can lead to 
persons in a group coming to conclusions at their own pace. Q Place maintains that its staff and 
volunteers can serve as catalysts by working with a few church leaders as advisers and coaches 
enabling these leaders to create an effective, self-sustaining ministry. 

 
FRCC should consider the Q Place ministry either integrated with, supplement to, or 

alternative to the seeker (exploring Christianity) small group approach discussed above.   
 

 3. Alpha Program1190 
 

a.  Nature and Success of Alpha 
 

Alpha is a highly recommended successful program for teaching the 
basics of the Christian faith. It is also of great value as an outreach/evangelism tool as well as 
renewing those already in the faith. Alpha is a program which is global in nature. It functions in 
169 countries, reaches 23 million guests in 112 languages. In the United States it is utilized in 
all 50 states, reaches 3+ million guests and 127 denominations.  

 
Alpha teaches is a series of interactive sessions exploring the basics of the Christian faith 

in a friendly, honest, informal and non-threatening manner. Typically it involves 10 session 
which include food, a short talk and time for small group discussion where participants can share 
their thoughts and ask questions. All are welcome to participate regardless of background 
(religious or not) and viewpoints. Alpha is used by local churches to teach people with the 
unchanging message of Jesus Christ. It has been highly successful in impacting lives for Christ 
across cultural, economic and spiritual boundaries because it is relational, engaging and 
powerful. It usually lasts for 10 weeks at a church, in a home or at some other getaway location. 
Although it can be conducted in a small group format, it also can occur in a larger gathering 
which usually breaks up into small groups.  

 
 

1190 Description drawn from Alpha brochure entitled: “What Is Alpha.” 
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Drawing people into attending Alpha relies on both the interpersonal, intellectual and 
invitational styles of evangelism. The interpersonal style provides an environment for the 
participants to relax and feel at home. Sharing meals with time to enjoy and interact with one-
another develops relationships. The intellectual style approach, through a well crafted program 
and presentation, is employed to explain and defend biblical truth in a manner affording people 
opportunity to raise questions and discuss the Christian faith in a non-threatening environment.  

 
 The meal and discussion phases of Alpha introduce a small group type of experiences. 
As participants get to know one another, relationships begin to evolve. For those participants 
who want to continue their small group gathering (often significant bonding occurs during the 
Alpha course), follow-up either short term or relational small group experiences are readily 
available from Alpha, churches  and elsewhere.  

 
 b. Reinvigorate Alpha at FRCC 
 

Although Alpha has been very successful worldwide, unfortunately as an 
outreach effort, it has been less successful here at FRCC. This is primarily attributable to a failure 
to attract participation by the unchurched. Most of the participants here have been current church 
members looking for a refresher course on the basics of faith.  

 
Because of Alpha’s proven worldwide success in exposing people to the faith and 

ultimately bringing many of them to Christ, it is critical that FRCC reinvigorate our Alpha 
outreach efforts in four ways.  

 
� All church members need to understand the nature of Alpha; its importance in our 

church’s outreach efforts, and their role communicating Alpha to and inviting those 
with whom they have some relationship to test drive Alpha. 
 

� Remind those contacted of the time and place and perhaps accompany them for at 
least the first session (although avoid active and direct participation by sitting in the 
background).1191 Then, and most importantly, motivate and support our church 
members outreach efforts by informing unchurched persons as to the nature of Alpha 
and inviting them to attend.  
 

� Offer Alpha on a regular basis, i.e., two or three times a year. Experience has 
demonstrated that a significant number of Alpha participants not only ultimately 
come to the faith, but also a significant number encourage their friends to attend a 
future program. This multiplying effect does not occur if there is no program in the 
near future. For Alpha to be successful it needs to be repeated on a regular basis with 
future programs primarily emphasizing outreach to the unchurched rather than 
primarily as a refresher on basic Christianity for the already believers.  
 

� Improve our publicity efforts. 
 

 
1191 Alpha can serve as a refresher program for believers. However, attending believers should remain in the 
background so as to avoid adversely impacting the questions and discussion of the unbelievers and skeptics. 
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Effective promotion and implementation of the Alpha program on a regular basis should greatly 
enhance our evangelism outreach efforts.1192 
 

 In short, these short term small group efforts (seeker/exploring Christianity, Q-
Place and Alpha groups) are primarily aimed at attracting the skeptics and unbelievers into 
contact with our church. They offer appealing opportunities for our church members to invite 
these persons to initiate a process which may set them on a path toward their coming to Christ. 
In addition, importantly those church members who participate in these evangelism efforts 
(especially group leaders as well as the inviters), by connecting with the unchurched, place 
themselves in a position for disciple-making experiences in growing into sharing Christ.  
 
F. RELATIONAL SMALL GROUP EVANGELISM 

 
 Personal relationship evangelism has been demonstrated to be foundational for 
successful outreach to those outside the faith. Utilization of relational small groups which have 
opted to embrace a major focus on outreach takes personal relationship evangelism to the next 
level. Relational small groups (by this or some other name such as cell groups) have proven to 
be a major force in churches achieving a high degree of success in bringing people to Christ.  
 

When relational small groups, built on authentic trusting relationships, invest in 
developing relationships with the unchurched and invite them to participate in the group, the 
potential for bringing people to and growing in Christ is magnified. Bringing together personal 
relationship evangelism and the immediately available construct of a relational small group puts 
into play a powerful force for successful outreach efforts. 

 
Relational small group evangelism involves several elements including the following.1193 
 
� Penetration – Penetration is living the Christian community where people live, work 

and play.  Penetrate the neighborhood, job site or elsewhere in the area where the 
group is meeting.  

 
� Fishing with Nets – Rather than an individual fishing, net fishing involves a group 

effort to catch more fish. Relational small group evangelism reaches out and brings 
people in as the result of group effort. This might involve walking neighborhoods 
praying for people, greeting people and inviting them to a short term small group 
program conducted within the relational small group context (e.g., a regular group 
meeting, outreach events such as barbeques, etc.) There are fitness small groups, 
neighborhood groups, coffee-break Bible studies small groups, support groups, sport 
teams where at least half members are skeptics or unbelievers. Whatever the 
technique, place primary emphasis on developing relationships with the unchurched 
and eventually invite them into the group.  
 

 
1192 Another highly recommend program for small group evangelism is Christianity Explored. For description, see 
Christianbook.com and/or amazon.com.  
1193 Draws primarily on Joel Comiskey, Cell Church Solutions: Transforming the Church in North America  112–
17 (2005). 
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� Befriending those Outside the Faith – Net fishing starts with each member of the 
group getting to know non-Christians. Before meaningful conversion, there must 
come communication which requires building relationships. Be intentional in 
building relationships and planting seeds through servant ministry efforts and various 
evangelism projects.  
 

� Being Transparent – When new people attend a group gathering, start with 
refreshments and an ice breaker before getting into the lesson. People without Christ 
look for authenticity and they appreciate when Christians share the same kind of 
struggles which they experience. Provide a sense of welcoming, acceptance and 
belonging.  
 

� Linking – A member of a relational small group needs to move beyond simply being 
a friendly and inviting people to church. Group members need to become involved 
with the people being invited. First those sought must be befriended by a Christian 
and then linked to small group. Linking and involving the unchurched person 
demonstrates both the benefits and the challenges of following Christ. With time, 
encourage and assist the person in becoming more assimilated in other church 
ministries and activities, especially the worship services, conversion, church 
membership, etc. and other program areas not experienced within the context of the 
group itself. 
 

� Persistence – To be successful, efforts to evangelize must be persistent despite 
obstacles and discouragement. – Remember, every "no" may be one step closer to a 
"yes."  

 
 A common objection to small group emphasis on evangelism is that outreaching to others 
and bringing them in will lessen the ability of the group members to deepen community among 
themselves, the building of trusting relationships. (This concern is considered in the discussion 
of closed relational small groups in PART SIX, Section VI.B.3.b.(2) below.) However, a 
countervailing viewpoint suggests that reaching out to the unchurched results in the development 
of a more biblical community. New people contribute to the growth of the believers in the group 
by affording them an opportunity to minister and thus grow. When a small group embraces and 
strives toward a common evangelistic objective, members start working toward creating and/or 
enhancing unity and camaraderie. All are involved from the person inviting the guest to those 
providing the refreshments, participating in the conversation and discussions and leading the 
discussion.1194  
 
 For those relational small groups wanting to focus on evangelism (an especially likely 
possibility if the person or persons sought are trusted friends, family members, etc.), the 
opportunity for doing so should be encouraged and fostered by the church. To enhance a church’s 
effectiveness in growing as a disciple-making church, relational small group evangelism needs 
to be prioritized, encouraged, promoted, developed and implemented in appropriate 
circumstances. Not only will this bring new people to Christ, it will also foster the spiritual 

 
1194 Id. at 108. 
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growth of not only newcomers, but also the spiritual growth of current members in their Walk 
with Christ as they carry out this ministry. 
 
G. SUMMARY OF CONTENT OF DISCIPLE-MAKING  

STAGE: GROWING INTO SHARING CHRIST 
 
As a disciple forming community, our church needs to place major emphasis on Christ’s 

call to “go” out; lead people to accepting Christ as Lord and Savior and becoming part of Christ 
family. If a church neglects to reach out to and bring in the lost, it disregards Christ’s divine 
mandate. Thus, clearly evangelism is a foundational element of an effective disciple-making 
church and must be an intentional prime priority in what a church does.  

 
This is reflected in the recommended Mission Statement for FRCC which calls for 

encouraging, equipping and supporting people in growing toward more Christ-like lives in 
thoughts, feelings and actions through getting connected with people outside the faith through 
lovingly witnessing the good news of Christ, leading them toward to accepting Christ as Lord 
and Savior, and bringing them into a community of believers as part of Christ’s family (the local 
church). It is essential that our church’s mission be aligned with the Great Commission and that 
we as the church be active in responding to Christ’s command. Thus, we need to place priority 
emphasis on the God’s call to share and connect people to Christ (evangelism).  

 
Encouraging, equipping and supporting members of our church in growing into sharing 

Christ in today’s secular world include the following:  
 

� teach church members the biblical and our mission purpose bases for evangelism and 
the role of the church in advancing its mission,  
 

� communicate understanding and expectation that all church members are anticipated, 
in some way, to participate in church-wide team evangelism,  

 
� train, equip, foster and offer disciple-making experiences for personal relationship 

evangelism 
 

� maximize outreach impact through assessing, training and fostering use of members’ 
evangelism personality styles, 
 

� foster short term small group programs aimed at attracting skeptics and unbelievers, 
and 
 

� foster relational small group evangelism 
 

These elements provide the content for growing people into sharing Christ.  
 
Growing into sharing Christ is an essential disciple-making stage of a person growing 

more like Christ in one’s thoughts, feelings and actions.  
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Every opportunity to share our faith with others challenges us to 
live out what we say we believe. And every time we refuse to 
shrink away from that responsibility, we are strengthened in our 
faith and as a witness.1195 

As a disciple-making church, it is our responsibility to offer and implement disciple-making 
experiences leading our members in progressing to and within the disciple-making stage of 
growing into sharing Christ. 

 
 
  X. THE LENS OF DISCIPLE-MAKING: FITTING  
                               CONTENT OFFERINGS TO THE DISCIPLE- 
                               MAKING PROCESS 
 

Spiritual growth is a process. A person progresses toward a more Christ-like life through 
learning and practicing spiritual disciplines which lead toward spiritual growth (transformation) 
by (i) connecting with God through the pursuit of an intimate relationship with him, (ii) 
connecting with other believers by sharing life with them, (iii) connecting with both believers 
and nonbelievers through serving their needs, and (iv) connecting with the skeptics and 
unbelievers through witnessing the good news of Christ and bringing them into congregational 
life. Learning and practicing the various aspects of these spiritual disciplines as one progresses 
through the stages of disciple-making are the marks of becoming and growing as a follower of 
Christ (i.e., a disciple). In doing so, one grows toward a more Christ-like life in his or her 
thoughts, feelings and actions. 

 
As a disciple-making church, our role is to encourage, equip and support our members 

(and others) to progress in their spiritual formation. This involves the designing and 
implementing a process or path encompassing the various stages of disciple-making. We traverse 
this path to grow in our thoughts, feelings and actions reflecting each of the four connections or 
marks of discipleship. The recommended stages of discipleship consist of the following. 

 
� conversion  

 
� vital transforming worship  

 
� learning the basics of faith  

 
� learning and practicing spiritual disciplines   

 
� becoming a member of the church member  

 
� assimilating into the church  

 

 
1195 Barna Reviving Evangelism 29 (2019). 
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� participating in relational (and perhaps sometimes in short term) small groups  
 

� growing into serving, and  
 

� growing into sharing Christ  
 

To continually grow toward a more Christ-like life, one needs to pursue the four critical 
connecting relationships by progressing (not necessarily sequentially) to, within and through the 
stages of discipleship. 

  
As a church whose core mission is disciple-making, how do we encourage, equip and 

support people to move to and grow within each of the stages of disciple-making? A church does 
so by offering and attracting people to participate in various disciple-making experiential 
programs. In this context the term programs is used in a broad sense which - embraces worship, 
small group activities, outreach events, other ministry activities, etc.   

 
All that we do as a church should be viewed through the lens of disciple-making. That 

is, when creating, implementing and evaluating offerings of the church, we need to persistently 
ask whether such contributes to effective disciple-making. This foundational principle of how 
we go about doing church rests upon at least four bases.1196  

  
(1)  We are called upon to follow Christ. The core purpose of our church is disciple-

making. When we do things not primarily intended or designed to foster the 
achievement of this fundamental purpose, we are not acting as a disciple-making 
church.  

 
(2)  We have limited resources in terms of time, talent and treasure. To the extent that 

we apply those resources to activities which do not contribute to effectively 
making of disciples, such resources are unavailable for those activities which do 
contribute to disciple-making. This is irresponsible stewardship of the resources 
which God has provided us.  

 
(3)  What constitutes disciple-making encompasses an immense range of possibilities 

in terms of the content of disciple-making experiences offered as well as the 
format or manner in which they are offered. Filtering all that we do through the 
lens of disciple-making does not impose narrow bounds on what we can do.  

 
(4)  An essential element of an effective disciple-making church is focus. Lack of 

focus leads to ineffective, less than vibrant churches. 
 
For programs to be effective in moving people through the disciple-making process, 

every program needs to fit into the disciple-making process. Don't try to fit the process to existing 
or new programs. Establish how each program is used to grow people in pursuing the 
relationships which mark persons as becoming more Christ-like in their thoughts, feelings and 

 
1196 Fox River Congregational Church. Minutes of the Disciple-Making Task Force, November 19, 2008.  
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actions. That is, define and structure each and every program at every stage of the disciple-
making process to provide disciple-making experiences in a person’s pursuit of intimacy with 
God, connecting with fellow believers, serving others and/or reaching out to those outside the 
faith.  

 
In order to do so, the mission of the church and the process to achieve the mission must 

be clear – easy to grasp. The leaders need to know and communicate the mission and the people 
need to understand and commit to it. Focus on only those programs, activities, events, church 
structure, etc. which move people through stages of spiritual growth. Programs should not be 
conducted simply because of tradition, or because something is needed to fill out the calendar, 
or because someone has a pet project. Programs and events must be viewed as tools to place 
people in the path of God’s transforming power. Each program at every stage of the process 
should serve to move people through the stages of disciple-making leading to spiritual 
transformation. Otherwise, time, talent and financial resources are diverted from our mission 
purpose of making disciples.  

 
Thus, asking the question how will this activity or program contribute to disciple-making 

should become part of the genetic makeup of our church. It is this lens that all programs, existing 
and potential, should be evaluated. Each and every member of our church, in whatever church 
related activity he or she is involved, should be asking this question. This should become part of 
our church DNA.  

 
 While accepting the premise that everything we do should be viewed through the lens of 
disciple-making, implementing such principle should not be done in a manner which unduly 
inhibits people’s creativity in ideas for events, projects, etc. This raises a basic question; who 
determines what program/activity  does and does not contribute to disciple-making?  
 

In a non-hierarchical Congregational church, presumably there is no intent that there 
should be some church person or body who exercises veto authority over  everything that we do. 
We do not want to stifle the interests, passions and creativity of people seeking to do something 
positive. Who knows how the Holy Spirit might work through people?  

 
Consequently, rather than imposing an overseer approach (which is contrary to our 

concept of what it means to be a Congregational church), our efforts should focus on inculcating 
in each and every member of our congregation the habit of looking at and evaluating what we 
do or contemplate doing through the lens of what contributes toward disciple-making. When 
someone or somebody suggests some activity, event, program, etc., ask how we might utilize 
such opportunity to foster some aspect of disciple-making. We should foster the disciple-making 
perspective in the DNA of not only our professional, lay and team leaders, but also in the DNA 
of all our church members. It is through this lens that all that we do should be filtered. When our 
church body is imbued with this perception, only in very rare instances is unlikely that a proposal 
or activity might warrant some type of overseer veto whether by our pastor, a relevant team or 
the congregation as a whole.   

 
Developing, offering and conducting efforts to move persons to and through the stages 

of discipleship, which offer opportunities to be involved in disciple-making experiences, are 
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critical for an effective disciple-making church. But there is more. People must be motivated to 
do so. The central work of diligent professional and lay leadership is to move people from "here" 
to "there." This is primarily a work of stimulating a person's imagination. The role of leadership 
is to say, "Here's where we are at" and then to ask the question, "Where is 'there'?" The job is to 
describe this future in such a way that produces passion in people, igniting their enthusiasm to 
the point where people say, "I no longer want to stay 'here." Church leadership needs to offer 
people the opportunity to move out of a current reality by understanding the there is a kingdom 
reality of what heaven is really like right here on earth. Then, the church needs to develop a 
practical plan and resources that allow people to begin the journey from here to there.1197 

 
 Here in PART FIVE focus has been on the content and delivery of the stages of disciple-
making. In PART SIX the emphasis shifts from content offerings to implementing the vision of 
disciple-making process for our church. 
 
 
 
 
  

 
1197 Bill Hybels, "The Beauty and the Power of the Local Church," Magazine.com, February 12, 2013.  
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PART SIX: 

CHURCH MPLEMENTATION OF VISION  
FOR DISCIPLE-MAKING 

 
 

I. FOUNDATION FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
 

In the Great Commission Christ commanded his disciples to  
 
go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the 
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, 
and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded 
you. – (Matthew 28:19-20) 

 
The task of the Great Commission is more than simply a call to evangelize. But rather, it sets 
forth a process which encompasses pre-conversion, conversion, and post conversion 
experiences. A disciple-making church (i) must not only lead people to Christ, (ii) influence 
them to identify with and become active members of the local church and (iii) teach, encourage, 
guide, equip support and instruct them in all the things the Bible has taught so that they can grow 
into mature Christians, i.e., disciples of Christ.  
 

The stronger more vibrant churches tend to be those who purposefully follow God's lead 
in multiple areas of church life rather than just one or two.1198 Too many churches have become 
"niche" churches specializing in one particular, not necessarily basic, purpose (such as good 
fellowship, or good Bible study or good counseling). In doing so, they have missed Christ's call 
as a whole. Churches need to be called back to what Christ has commanded them to do,1199 i.e., 
grow in intimacy with God through the practice of spiritual disciplines (including prayer, 
spending time with God’s word), worship, Christian fellowship, serving others, and evangelism).  

 
There is no single key to church health and church growth; there are many 
keys. The church is not called to do one thing; it is called to do many 
things. That is why balance is so important. …. [B]alancing… the New 
Testament purposes brings health to the body of Christ, the church.1200 

 
Balancing these purposes works toward all church members embracing fundamental mission of 
leading people to growing more Christ like in their thoughts, feelings and actions, i.e., becoming 
Fully Devoted Followers of Christ.  
 
 There are five structural components in a effective church’s ministry: (i) mission, (ii) 
vision, (iii) model, (iv) programming, and (v) alignment. In structuring a church for disciple-

 
1198 Paul Braoudakis (Editor), An Inside Look at Willow Creek Community Church 25 (2000). 
1199 Id. at 157. 
1200 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 128-29 (1995). 
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making, it is important to understand the relationship between these components, starting with 
mission.1201  
 
A. MISSION 

  
Mission must be the nonnegotiable imperative for a disciple-making church.1202 

Predicated on Jesus’ expression of the Great Commandment and the Great Commission, the 
recommended mission for FRCC, as discussed in PART TWO, Section II. above, sets forth the 
foundational purpose, that is, encouraging, equipping and supporting persons in growing toward 
a more Christ-like life through the process of pursuing four relationships; (i) connecting with 
God, (ii) connecting with other believers, (iii) connecting with others through serving, and (iv) 
connecting with those outside the faith. The process of growing in one’s discipleship is the 
pursuit of these four relationships. To be an effective disciple-making church, we need to be 
passionate about our mission and structure our church in a manner to accomplish it. 

 
B. VISION 

 
Vision is what a local church perceives to be its contribution to the overarching mission 

of the church at large.1203 The recommend Mission Statement for FRCC incorporates the 
fundamental elements of vision i.e., leading and moving people in connecting in four different, 
albeit related, getting connected relationships.  

 
The current FRCC Vision for the Future of Our Church fleshes out the fundamental 

vision with more specificity. This vision statement is attached as Appendix C. Given the passage 
of 15 years since its adoption and the new recommended Mission, a review and possible updating 
of the Vision Statement and the Statement of the Core Values of Our church (attached as 
Appendix D) should be considered. Such reconsideration should generate widespread attention 
and greater understanding by the congregation as to what we as a church and what they as 
followers of Christ are to be about.   

 
C. MODEL 

 
A church model is essentially the framework a church chooses and creates to 

advance its mission and specific vision. The model serves as the organizational principle under 
which programming operates. The model encompasses all of the programming of the church. At 
Andy Stanley’s highly successful North Point Community Church, the model adopted and 
utilized is the small group model. All that is done is designed to funnel people into small 
groups.1204 Based upon all that has expressed in this resource book concerning the benefits and 
role of small groups, the recommendation here is that Fox River structure its disciple-making 
efforts on small groups in which not only relationships and Christian fellowship can best 
develop, but also where other aspects of spiritual formation in growing toward a more Christ-
like life can be fostered. 

 
1201 Andy Stanley, Deep & Wide: Creating Churches Unchurched People Love to Attend 286 (2012). 
1202 Id. at 286. 
1203 Id. 
1204 Id. at 287.  
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D. PROGRAMMING   

 
Our programming should be chosen or created to facilitate and utilize the small group 

model which, in turn, facilitates working toward achieving the church’s mission and vision. 
When considering programs, whether ongoing or new, commence with the question what is the 
best way to foster the vision which is embraced in our mission. Small groups play a fundamental 
role leading people to grow in following Christ. This is the critical concept to keep front and 
center in developing a strategy for continuation of, change in, or adding to what we are doing as 
Christ’s church.1205  

 
[E]valuate programming on the basis of how well it serves our 
goal to involve members and attendees in [small] group life. A 
program must be a group, prepare people for group life, or serve 
as an easy, obvious, and strategic step into a group.1206 

 
 No item in a church’s menu of programs should ever be off limits for consideration and 
debate. Review and evaluation should be on-going to enhance efforts to advancing the mission 
of the church.1207 
 
E. ALIGNMENT1208 
 
 To be an effective disciple-making church, the various components of the church need to 
be in alignment. Congregations are like crews rowing a boat. In an eight-man crew, the individual 
rowers exert themselves not only individually, but also in sync with each other. If one rower errs 
and catches his oar in the water, it can throw off the other rowers. The boat is out of sync. In the 
context of a church, which involves more people and things going on, alignment is more 
complicated.   
 
 A church has members, non-members, friends of the church and staff. It offers worship, 
Christian education, youth, music, etc. It has pastor(s), professional and/or volunteer staff, 

 
1205 Id. at 288. The Groups Model calls for dealing with such questions as what us the best way to assimilate adults 
into small groups, to find and train group leaders, to assimilate children and teenagers into groups, to introduce 
newcomers to group life, and to introduce seekers and returners to group life? Id. at 289. 
1206 Id.  
1207 A programming resource for FRCC, which deserves consideration, is a small group series, entitled “Doing Life 
Together,” based upon Rick Warren’s book Purpose Driven Life. There are studies (guide booklets) covering God’s 
purposes for our lives – Christian fellowship, worship, discipleship, service, and evangelism. Each topical study 
consists of 6 sessions. A small group can elect to do one or more of the topical sessions. Experience demonstrates 
that often, a group will evolve into an on-going close-knit fellowship. Thus, in addition to coming to grips with the 
specific subject matter involved, this program fosters a deep community/fellowship among the participants.  

Particularly appealing for FRCC church is that the focus of the study guides parallels the mission purposes 
of our church. This is not surprising since Warren’s book Purpose Driven Church was a major resource in 
developing FRCC’s current mission and vision. Focusing efforts in these areas should engender the fostering (1) 
participants progressing in their Walk with Christ toward becoming Fully Devoted Followers of Christ, (2) the 
achievement of the mission purposes of our church, and (3) fostering multiple short term small groups leading to 
relational small groups.  
1208 This Section draws from John Wimberly, “Aligning a Congregation,” Congregationalist, p.3, September, 2014. 
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musicians, secretarial and maintenance help. People, programs and staff are all in the same boat. 
If all row in the same direction at the same speed, i.e., they are aligned, the boat is likely to do 
well. If not, there is cause for substantial concern. 
 
 Foundational to alignment is a congregation understanding the purpose or mission of its 
church. Too often missing is the lack of clarity. 
 

It is impossible to create alignment in a congregation if there are 
multiple understandings of the congregation’s purpose. Without 
clarity of purpose, the subtext is always “Align with what?”1209 
(Emphasis supplied.) 
 

Keys to clarity include create clarity of purpose (mission), over communicate clarity, and 
reinforce clarity. A church needs purposes and a vision as to where it is going, goals to get there, 
and specific strategies to realize these goals. 
 
 A strategic planning process affords a means to generate clarity of purpose when it 
defines strategic plans in the context of the church’s purposes. Plans developed predicated on 
purposes offers an internal discipline lacking in many congregations. Discussion should start not 
by asking the value of a program or activity, but rather by asking whether the program contributes 
to achieving a primary purpose, i.e., mission, of the church. In an aligned congregation all that 
is done relates to and foster achievement of its mission. 
 
 What deters a congregation from being in alignment? Among the circumstances doing 
so are the following. 
 

� Failing to reward right behavior – People not acknowledged and/or not rewarded, 
whether they are staff or volunteers, may conclude that nobody cares so why do it or 
why spend the time and effort to do it well. “Behavior that contributes to the purpose 
needs to be rewarded and recognized. Behavior that distracts from the primary purpose 
needs to be changed, not tolerated.”1210 
 

� Ineffective information flow – Despite current efforts through announcements from the 
pulpit, newsletters, etc., quite often most people don’t get it. A church needs to 
constantly work on communicating purpose and strategy to achieve it. Communication 
specialists reiterate the need to repeat the church’s primary purpose until people are tired 
of hearing it and then repeat it again. Eventually they may actually hear and get it. 

 
� Strategy execution a low priority – Don’t develop and institute a strategic plan unless 

there is serious commitment to implement. Furthermore, keep the congregation informed 
as to how it is going. 

 
� Lack of enthusiasm beyond the core – Strategic planning needs to include a plan which 

will create a buy-in from the entire congregation as the process moves forward. If a plan 
 

1209 Id. at 36. 
1210 Id. at 37. 
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is presented as a fait accompli, it becomes difficult to build congregational support for 
its on-going implementation.  

 
In short,  
 

Without clarity of purpose, there will be no alignment. Without 
alignment, it is very difficult to grow a congregation or engage in a 
consistently faithful ministry. 
 
 Aligned with God, aligned with a well-defined purpose, 
congregations can and will grow.1211  

 
 

II. EXCELLENCE IN IMPLEMEMTING AND 
                     GROWING A DISICPLE-MAKING  

                    CHURCH: QUALITY IMPROVEMENT 
 

 The goal of excellence in all that we do as a church is a core value of FRCC. 
 

 As a local church we are God's franchise in the local community. 
Excellence honors God as well as attracting and inspiring people. 
Therefore, in all that we do as a church, we are committed to the 
standard of excellence by every person exercising their God-given 
spiritual gifts to the best of his or her ability. If in presenting 
ourselves as a reflection of God's love and character, we do so in 
a mediocre manner, we fail to honor God who offers us love, 
salvation and eternal life. He deserves the best we can offer.1212 

 
In responding to God’s call, we should strive to do no less.  

 
To grow in its effectiveness as a disciple-making church, a church needs to embrace the 

goal of on-going quality improvement. This not simply to do what we are doing more efficiently. 
Efficiency for efficiency sake is poor stewardship. But rather, the goal of quality improvement 
is to be efficient in a manner which enhances our effectiveness in advancing our mission.1213 In 
all that we do in reaching out to people and encouraging, equipping and supporting them in their 
growing toward a more Christ-like life in their thoughts, feelings and actions, we should do so 
in a manner of pursuing excellence.  
 
 Failure to strive for excellence in seeking to advance our mission would dishonor God. 
This does not say that we will always achieve excellence. We are imperfect human beings. But 

 
1211 Id. 
1212 Fox River Congregational Church, Statement of Core Values of Our Church” (adopted June 22, 2003). 
1213 Stan Toler and Alan Nelson, The Five Star Church: Serving God and His People with Excellence 169-70 
(1999). 
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strive we must. The goal of doing so is woven into the fabric of the vision for our church as 
expressed in FRCC’s current adopted Vision Statement,  

 
We envision a Christian fellowship striving to meet a high 
standard of excellence in all that we do by every member using his 
or her God-given gifts to the best of his or her ability so as to honor 
God who deserves the best that we can offer.1214  

 
A. EXCELLENCE AS A PROCESS 
 
 Creating and maintaining an effective disciple making church is not a short term event, 
but rather an extended process of winning and discipling people. Development of the process 
for excellence depends upon the church leaders. Until it becomes a natural process in all that the 
church does, the leaders will have to intentionally train, monitor and cultivate the process of 
quality orientation. Being able to respond positively to five questions reflects excellence as a 
process which in turn leads to a quality outcome.1215  
 

(1) How does our church facilitate safe sharing of ideas? Are our team leaders doing 
this? Ask them. Another way to ascertain this is survey team members by a 
neutral third party. Facilitate safe idea sharing by inviting comments from all 
people in the ministry not just the church and team leaders and team members. 
Solicit feedback either anonymously or use a third party to ask sensitive questions 
(e. g., are Sunday school leaders doing a good job?)  
 

(2) Do we discuss how we are doing the process itself? We need to periodically 
consider how we are communicating and facilitating idea sharing. Healthy 
communication lessens the likelihood of conflict. 

 
(3) Do we inspect what we expect? Plans tend to go awry in the absence of follow-

up. However, it might be urged that being a watchdog over or policing people is 
a tough and resented role, especially when dealing with volunteers. However,  
 

accountability is different than watch dogging. Accountability is 
mutual and, hopefully, prearranged and negotiated so that 
everyone agrees on the way to implement the idea or change.1216 
(Emphasis supplied.)  
 

When there is a discrepancy in what a person was to do, leadership skills are very 
important to affirm what is good and remind what needs to be done. 

 
Since various persons respond differently to feedback and accountability, 

it is important to respond appropriately to each person. Even though inspection 
and follow through needs to occur, a particular leader may either do it himself or 

 
1214 Fox River Congregational Church, Vision for the Future of Our Church (adopted June 22, 2003). 
1215 Stan Toler and Alan Nelson, The Five Star Church: Serving God and His People with Excellence 83-87 (1999). 
1216 Id. at 84. 
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assure that it is done by one with relevant people skills to do it. It all comes back 
to people skill training, leader selection, and putting into place feedback systems.   
 

(4) Do we explicitly discuss the quality factor in both planning sessions and in 
postmortems? Postmortems are essential. Do it by putting it on the agenda, use 
surveys, e-mail each other, conference calls or hold a meeting strictly for 
postmortem discussion. Employ the feedback into future events and programs. 
To motivate people, it is essential to listen and implement their good ideas. The 
focus is on how do we get better.  

 
(5) How should we confront people when quality improvement is not what was 

expected while celebrating both small and large advances in quality? It is 
essential to find a balance between confronting a weakness while affirming 
strengths. Church and team leaders need to learn the principle of affirmation and 
critique. When quality improvement becomes a part of church culture, after the 
fact reviews are expected. We are not talking about allocating personal blame or 
criticism. But rather, place everything in the context of how can we do better next 
time? 

 
 Furthermore, a quality improvement mindset constantly asks what are we doing that we 
do not need to do and what aren't we doing that needs to be done? Are we engaging in the right 
activities, programs and events to fulfill our mission purposes? If yes, are we doing them well 
and how can they be improved?  If programs are not directed towards fulfilling our mission 
purposes or if we are unable to do them well, drop them.1217 
 

An easy mistake to fall into is a “strategy rut,” i.e. embracing a certain strategy at the 
outset and then failing stay tuned into the Holy Spirit now anointing different strategies. A basic 
truth strategy is that it is not permanent. Avoid be becoming too comfortable with a strategy that 
is in place. And, don’t elevate certain strategies to the “doctrinal” level.  

 
Doctrines, values and mission are eternal, but not methods or 
strategies. These must be continually and ruthlessly evaluated in 
light of our rapidly changing and increasingly settled post-
Christian culture.1218 

 
 Excellence as a process calls for a program analysis team. The team, preferably relatively 
small, should reflect a balance of persons who are analytical and creative. The key players 
include the senior minister, perhaps other staff, lay leadership and perhaps other qualified 
volunteers in the church’s ministry. Failure to include these types of participants runs the risk of 
blind spots1219  
 
 

 
1217 Id. at 197. 
1218 James Emery White, “3 New Outreach Realities that Many Churches Still Don’t Get,” OutreachMagazine.com, 
September 7, 2017.  
1219 Stan Toler and Alan Nelson, The Five Star Church: Serving God and His People with Excellence 206 (1999).  
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B. ASSURING QUALITY IN THE PHYSICAL AND   WELCOMING ENVIRONMENTS 
 

Later discussion (Section VII.I. below) focuses on the importance of creating irresistible 
environments for both attracting newcomers as well as growing current members in their Walk 
with Christ. Such won’t be repeated here other than to note that it considers an appealing physical 
and welcoming environment, availability of information, cultural adaptation, and helpful 
content. The emphasis needs to be on on-going efforts to maintain that which is excellent and 
improve the quality of that which is not.  
 
C. ASSURING QUALITY IN CONTENT OF DISCIPLE-MAKING EXPERIENCES 
 

The discussion here centers on pursuing quality in the content of what we do, i.e., the 
programs and ministries we conduct.   
 
 Toler and Nelson, in their book The Five Star Church: Serving God and His People with 
Excellence, offer an approach to analyze what a church is doing and how well it is doing it. Start 
with each individual ministry and break it down into a list of programs events and other activities. 
The analysis of each consists of four main elements: (1) staffing, (2) resources, (3) goals and (4) 
processes. When programs fail to achieve the level of excellence sought, the problem usually 
falls within one or more of these four categories. 1220 
 

1. Staffing  
 
  Consideration of staffing involves such questions as what is the talent and 
motivation of the persons carrying out the ministry? Are they well equipped to do so or is more 
training needed?  
 
  a. Best People in the Right Positions1221  
 
   For a church to most effectively carry out its mission, it needs to place the 
best people in the right positions. Using the worship service as an example, are the most talented 
people running the sound board, singing the solos, leading the worship, preaching the sermons? 
Some churches are expanding their teaching team to include talented lay persons who can 
effectively support the pastor in the teaching function. 
  
 Problems may arise when a person, either staff or volunteer, proves not to be up to the 
task (e.g.., a soloist, liturgist, etc.). How does one deal with this situation? Start by creating a 
culture of quality awareness and improvement throughout the church. When people are unable 
to provide the caliber of ministry required, train, stretch or and fined a place elsewhere where 
their gifts can best be used. The fundamental goal is providing effective disciple-making 
experiences for the congregation as a whole rather than the sensitivities of the individual. Of 
course, the situation should be dealt with great sensitivity, encouragement and appreciation for 
the willingness and effort. If there is no one better, the question becomes whether the church is 

 
1220 Id. at 194. 
1221 This Subsection draws from Stan Toler and Alan Nelson, The Five Star Church: Serving God and His People 
with Excellence 195-98 (1999). 
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better off with what you have or none at all. The "warm body" approach to filling ministry 
positions is counterproductive and non-biblical. Scripture teaches about varying gifts for the 
purpose of building up the body. Find a place that matches his or her talent level. The church 
should not be subjected to mediocrity. 
 

Quality would suggest that if you cannot do it, with a semblance of 
excellence, you ought not do it….1222 

 
Once a quality improvement culture becomes embedded in the operations of the church, people 
will be much more willing to change when necessary to improve a ministry. 
 
  b. Training 
 
   It is important to provide initial orientation and training. Mentoring and 
apprenticeship periods are helpful. A quality improvement culture recognizes training processes 
as normal rather than insulting. In addition, there should be provision for continuing education 
including seminars and workshops for lay as well as staff personnel.1223 
 
  c. Find Places in Which People Can Excel  
 
   This activity reflects two functions of a church. First, create quality 
ministries by finding, developing and using quality people using their own gifts to meet the needs 
of the ministry. Second, open up new areas of ministry where more people can use their gifts. 
The goal of the church is not only to provide ministry events and services, but also to develop 
people, all people, in the church. Matching church needs with people is one role, creating fresh 
ventures to attract, develop and utilize more people is another. Don't leave large segments of the 
congregation inactive and/or undeveloped. 1224 
 

2. Resources  
 
  Adequate resources are critical in effectuating a quality ministry. Consideration 
of resources looks at equipment and facilities which are the tools for ministry. Even a good auto 
mechanic will perform poorly if he lacks adequate tools. A singer cannot sound good with a poor 
sound system, a worship service suffers from poor lighting, etc. Program content needs source 
materials. Although many items needed may not be in the budget, compile an inventory of haves 
and have nots. Prioritize needs in the context of the mission of the church and its vision on 
carrying out that mission. Don't nickel and dime creative types and ministry leaders. If this 
occurs, they are likely to disappear from engaging in key roles.1225  
 

 

 
1222 Id. at 196. 
1223 Id. at 200. 
1224 Id. at 200-01. 
1225 Id. at 201-02. 
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3. Goals1226  
 
  The third basic ingredient of effectuating a quality disciple-making church, is 
clearly identifying goals to enable knowing whether the ministry is hitting the target. Are we 
making progress in our ministry? To be effective, goals must be established even though people 
tend not to be keen on accountability.  
 
 A transformational process for many churches as they embark on the road to excellence 
is answering the question: why are we in business? Nothing is more important than the Great 
Commandments and the Great Commission upon which both the current and recommended 
Mission Statements of FRCC are founded. If a church doesn’t know where it is going, it won't 
know how to get there or whether it has arrived. The mission and vision of the church must be 
understood and communicated so that it is known and accepted church-wide.  
 

The process of doing so sets the stage for reviewing current ministries. If they don't 
significantly advance achieving a mission purpose either eliminate them or reduce their priority. 
Don't waste time on things that don't make a difference. Align budget priorities with ministry 
goals. When planning a budget and calendar, determine whether the items under considering 
reflect the church’s mission purposes, core values and vision. If mission purposes are not being 
achieved, we are merely playing at being church -- pretending to be something we are not. 
Stewardship of time, talent and money are demanding issues in God's kingdom. Sacrifice those 
ministries that are unproductive and change personnel, equipment and style when called for. 
 

4. Process Analysis  
 
  A quality mindset, in a church process analysis of what is going on in the delivery 
of program content, seeks to foster advancement of the church’s mission. Process analysis 
considers whether people are working together as a team and whether the leader is proving to be 
competent, loving and strong. The analysis looks at the manner in which activities, events and 
projects are prepared and done. Leadership is the crucial question.1227 
 
 In short, to enhance our effectiveness as a disciple-making church, the pursuit of quality 
in the programs, events and activities we offer requires analyzing what we do and how we are 
doing. Analysis of each consists of looking at four main elements: (1) staffing, (2) resources, (3) 
goals and (4) processes. When programs fail to achieve the level of excellence sought, the 
problem usually falls within one or more of these four categories.  Excellence as a process is 
discussed in Section A. above. When a church undertakes a process analysis, it takes a quality 
look at all of its existing programs, events and activities and compares them to the church’s 
mission. Then, when it follows up with needed changes, the natural result is enhanced 
effectiveness in its disciple-making efforts. 
 
 
 

 
1226 This Section draws from Stan Toler and Alan Nelson, The Five Star Church: Serving God and His People with 
Excellence 202-03(1999). 
1227 Id. at 196-97. 
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D.  ASSURING QUALITY IN THE SPIRITUAL AREA 
 
 Quality improvement is not just doing things well. Focusing on efficiency and not 
effectiveness leads to improving things that do not matter. Despite how well a church performs 
its tasks in enhancing its physical and welcoming environment and conducting its various 
program, events and other activities, if it fails to make a dent on people's lives for Kingdom 
purposes, it is wasting its time and efforts. When a church invests scarce money and talent into 
a ministry that fails to build God's kingdom, it risks frustrating a demanding investor.1228  
 

If our church fails to discern where we fall short in advancing the mission of the church, 
we are unlikely to do much to improve our effectiveness in assuring the spiritual growth of both 
newcomers and current members of our church. Consequently, it is essential to measure how 
well the church doing in bringing people to Christ and moving people along in growing as 
followers of Christ. In short, based upon our mission purposes (connecting with God, connecting 
with other Christians in our fellowship, connecting with both Christians and non-Christians 
through serving, and connecting with people outside the faith), we need develop means to 
measure growth toward reflecting these purposes. How to do so is considered in Section V.E. 
below. 

 
 The quest for quality improvement can be viewed in four contexts: (i) excellence as a 
process, (ii) an appealing physical and welcoming environment of the church, (iii) quality of the 
content in the disciple-making experiences, and (iii) quality in the spiritual area. 
 
 E. CHURCH: ANALOG AND/OR DIGITAL1229 
 
 Serious concerns and cautions have arisen as churches’ evangelism outreach efforts move 
more and more into the digital age. Recent years have witnessed the digital world taking over 
our society. Increasingly, many churches have followed. Are online churches, video venues, 
brighter lights, virtual gatherings (worship and otherwise), etc. to be the future of church efforts 
to attract, retain and grow those currently outside, on the fringes, and in the faith? What is the 
digital age's impact on discipleship, community and the Bible? As the culture at large begins to 
recognize some of the limits of a digital world, churches need to do so in the context of their 
mission. 
 
 Pastor Jay Y. Kim, has extensively experienced the digital church. In his book Analog 
Church, he grapples with the ramifications of a digital church with respect to worship, the 
experience of Christian community, the manner we engage scripture, and the sacrament. The 
question is posed whether in our efforts to stay relevant in this digital age, churches have begun 
to give away those things which people most desperately need, i.e., transcendence? May the best 
way to reach new generations be a more timeless path? Perhaps, in its heart, the church has really 
been analog all along. 
 

 
1228 Id. at 210-11. 
1229 This section is drawn from Jay Y. Kim, Analog Church: Why We Need Real People, Places and Things in the 
Digital Age (2020) (both from the book directly and from description and comments at ivpress.com). 
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 As loving parents thoughtfully consider the usage and impact of technology on their 
children, church leaders had best do the same on behalf of those whom Jesus entrusts us with. 
Churches today confront a bewildering array of options and opinions on how ‘to do church' in 
our contemporary digital age. It's an age-old dilemma: Too often people jump on the latest trends 
and whatever seems most attractive with little thoughtful discernment. Analog Church issues a 
wake-up call to ask tough, much-needed questions. The question is whether the rush toward 
embracing whatever new technology is available helps or hurts people's understanding of 
relating to God, worship, church, and themselves. In a digitally saturated world, where new 
generations are bombarded with and immersed in the digital, perhaps we need to press into 
analog all the more. When do our efforts to adapt to a new cultural setting result in compromising 
what Jesus offers the world?  
 
 Kim’s book critiques this booming digital movement and urges detaching more from 
digital technology and returning to patient communion with God and one another. He invites 
reorienting values to reflect the spiritually enriching practices of past generations. He does not 
suggest ignoring the digital world in reaching out to people, but rather adjust in a way connecting 
with the digital age without being controlled by it. Continue to foster, not move away from, what 
the church is uniquely poised to provide. i.e., transformation, community, and shared moments 
of wonder and awe. He calls us back to centering and implementing focus on the transcendent 
presence of God and the warmth of communal life in his Kingdom.  
 

The younger generations, having grown up in an over digitalized world, are beginning to 
sense on an intrinsic level that they are missing something. They are seeking experiences which 
they can see, hear, feel and touch. They are longing for what the church can offer, Thus, the 
church has a missional opportunity to provide these transcendent spaces which are few and far 
between in this digital age.   
 
 Churches need to address how to keep people and foster genuine fellowship in a 
virtual/digital world? Analog Church is an essential resource for those churches seeking to 
employ digital technologies without succumbing to disastrous distortions coming from ill-
considered adaptations. Move away from digital emphasis on information and return to the 
biblical emphasis on transformation, and from mere communication to communion gathering 
together as God’s people. This is a subject deserving full attention of those churches seeking to 
foster personal fellowship/communion in their disciple-making efforts.  
 
 

III. LEADERSHIP 
 
 It is virtually axiomatic that foundational to an effective disciple-making church is 
effective leadership. This broad, deep and vital subject for all forms of organizations, ranging 
from large to small, has given rise to a plethora of books, research, training programs, college 
courses, etc. These, plus professional consultants, academia as well is experienced leaders 
throughout a church’s congregation, provide a host of resources to which a church can turn to 
enhance the effectiveness of its leadership. Particularly important for churches is the Global 
Leadership Summit, annually sponsored and put on by Willow Creek Association, annually for 
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the past 25 years.1230 Participation in and resources flowing out of these annual gatherings are 
outstanding and worthy of close attention on an on-going basis in efforts to enhance a church’s 
leadership effectiveness. Given this vast array of resources, it is beyond the scope of this resource 
book to delve into the subject of leadership here in any great depth. However, while limited in 
scope, a few observations may prove be helpful.   
 
A. CHARACTERISTICS OF LEADERSHIP 
 

Leadership can be viewed from two perspectives. First, a leader is responsible for leading 
a person or group of persons to advance the achievement of the organization’s mission. Second, 
a leadership may also involve the responsibility of developing new and/or growing current 
leaders. These two roles are on-going, often at the same time.   
 

Ultimately, the test of church leadership is the transformation of peoples’ lives. Real and 
sustained change begins when persons begin to sense a change as to who they are, a sense of 
identity. Help them realize that they can be better. What we believe is what we become. Leaders 
help people overcome their mindset of current group identity thereby leading to 
transformation.1231  
 

Leadership embraces several characteristics which might be classified into one of two 
categories.  First, effective leadership depends upon the personal attributes of the leader. As a 
leader, one serves as a model for those he leads. Positive personal characteristics are a sine qua 
non of effective leadership. Second, effective leadership also depends on how one goes about 
exercising his or her leadership role. Of course, personal qualities impact the second. 

 
Effective leadership can involve numerous elements. Several are noted below, not 

necessarily in order of their importance.  
 
1. Spiritual Direction and Calling 
 
 The basis of effective leadership in a church is a leader’s personal relationship 

with God. The healthy leader focuses on prayer, meditation on the Word of God and his 
relationship with the Holy Spirit. Good leaders recognize the fundamental importance of their 
own spiritual walk in nurturing and inspiring the spiritual life of others.1232  

 
Furthermore, in order to lead a church, at the core of one’s being, he or she must believe 

that God has brought him or her to this position. Lacking such conviction, a person cannot 
exercise a meaningful leadership role.1233 Similarly, a sense of calling also undergirds 
effectiveness of those in a lower-level positions of leadership. 

 
 

 
1230 The 2017 Global Leadership Summit was viewed in 126 countries by 240,000 people. 
1231 Sam Adevemi, “Leading from the Inside Out,” (Global Leadership Summit on Everyone Has Influence 
sponsored, by Willow Creek Association), August 10-11,  2017 (from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson). 
1232 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 264 (1993). 
1233 Brad Powell. “What an Effective Leader Looks Like, “ OutreachMagazine.com, December 1, 2011. 
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2. Passion and Perseverance: GRIT 
 

People like to be good at what they do and usually they want to become better. 
To so requires GRIT, i.e., passion and perseverance (hard work and finish the job). Neither 
ability nor intellect alone leads to great accomplishments. Ability combined with a sustained 
passion for hard work and zeal exceeds the importance of intellect. People differ in natural talent 
and skills learned. Talent plus skill is a good start. But to really achieve, talent and skill need to 
be combined with two critical attributes to success and well-being. They are passion and 
perseverance.1234 Note, scripture calls for perseverance.1235  
 

How does one build GRIT? World class experts and athletes deliberately practice 
passion and perseverance. They do those by recycling through the following stages. 

 
� Set a goal – Cultivate a purpose. Develop interests which provide the seed for 

passion. Doing what you love to do is the most important part of passion. From this, 
set a meaningful goal (the greater the passion the better). This might simply involve 
refining an existing goal and be better at it than before. The more meaningful the goal 
(e.g., making the world a better place, benefitting other people, etc.), the greater the 
passion. 
 

� Focus – Concentrate 100% on achieving the goal. Exert full effort in doing what you 
love to do. Don’t quit just because you are having a bad day. 
 

� Feedback – Gain input from persons trusted for their skill and honesty as to how you 
are doing. 
 

� Reflection – Reflect on self-evaluation and that learned from others. Don’t be 
defensive about their observations. Then refine and set goal(s) which returns you to 
stage one and restarts the cycle. Be willing to change one’s mindset. People grow as 
they encounter and seek to meet new challenges.  

 
As a leader, cultivate a culture of passion and perseverance. Talent, intelligence and luck help. 
But, more importantly, it is through  GRIT that leaders can build themselves and others.1236 
 

 
 
 

 
1234 Angela Duckworth, “GRIT: The Power of Passion and Perseverance,” (Global Leadership Summit on 
Everyone Has Influence sponsored, by Willow Creek Association), August 10-11, 2017 (from notes prepared by 
Jon S. Hanson). 
1235 “Let perseverance finish its work so that you may be mature and complete, not lacking anything.” (James 1:4). 
“And let us run with perseverance the race marked out for us, fixing our eyes on Jesus, the pioneer and perfecter of 
faith.”(Hebrews 12:1-2). 
1236 Angela Duckworth, “GRIT: The Power of Passion and Perseverance,” (Global Leadership Summit on 
Everyone Has Influence sponsored, by Willow Creek Association), August 10-11, 2017 (from notes prepared by 
Jon S. Hanson).  
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3. Authenticity 
 

The leadership dynamic of aligning with the person to be led derives from 
attracting that person by being who you are rather than portraying yourself as something else. 
Be real and be authentic.1237 People don’t follow someone they don’t respect. Leadership 
requires character. Be rightly motivated, a person of integrity and authenticity.1238  
 

4. Humility, Vulnerability and Self-Reflection 
 

A crucial value of leadership is humility. Be modest and respectful of others. A 
leader can learn from others when he enters into a mutual relationship with them. Respect others 
and expect that they will respect you.1239 

 
Success is built upon recognizing one’s own vulnerabilities and being transparent about 

them. Being vulnerable and transparent with others leads to a relationship built on trust. This 
encourages others to share their concerns, problems and aspiration problems with you. Get 
people to tell something about themselves and then build from there.1240 One who is trusted can 
successfully lead.   

 
It is not hard for a person in a position of authority and perhaps success to get carried 

away and lose his or her sense of humility. A leader should frequently reflect upon and evaluate 
oneself to maintain, or regain if necessary, one’s humility. Acknowledge one’s vulnerabilities 
and transparency when interacting with others as a leader  

 
Don’t simply be tolerant of others. Seek to understand each other. Be part of a loving 

church. Leaders should challenge their people to always be civil. Leadership needs to instill a 
culture of civility and caring. It has been suggested that a church should have a civility code (see 
discussion in Section 12. below).  

 
 5. Competence and Confidence 

 
  Effective leadership requires the right gifts for the responsibilities to be 
undertaken coupled with a willingness to further develop those gifts to more effectively lead. 
Furthermore, a leader needs to believe that he or she is the right person at the right time doing 
the right thing. People are unlikely to follow an insecure and hesitant leader into an unknown 
and risky new thing.1241 
 

 
1237 Sam Adevemi, “Leading from the Inside Out,” (Global Leadership Summit on Everyone Has Influence 
sponsored, by Willow Creek Association), August 10-11, 2017  (from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson). 
1238 Brad Powell, “What an Effective Leader Looks Like,” OutreachMagazine.com, December 1, 2011. 
1239 Bill Hybels, “Rules of Respect and Identifying Young Leaders,” (Global Leadership Summit on Everyone Has 
Influence sponsored, by Willow Creek Association), August 10-11, 2017 (from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson). 
1240 Marcus Lemonis, “Reinventing Performance Management,” (Global Leadership Summit on Everyone Has 
Influence sponsored by Willow Creek Association), August 10-11, 2017  (from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson). 
1241 Brad Powell. “What an Effective Leader Looks Like, “ OutreachMagazine.com, December 1, 2011. 
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Some say that there is a thin line between confidence and arrogance, not so. There is a 
vast difference. A leader can be confident and humble at the same time. Christian humility fuels 
confidence. One who has humbly received the grace of God can be confident since his or her 
sins are forgiven. A leader confident in the mission of a team inspires whereas cocky and self-
absorbed leaders repulse. Confident leaders humbly admit that they can learn from others 
whereas arrogant leaders believe they have all the answers and miss out on what others can 
valuably offer. Confident leaders understand their leadership is not ultimately for themselves, 
but rather it is to serve others. Arrogant leaders use their roles to be served and to further their 
own reputations and agendas.  Confident leaders welcome input from others since it helps them 
grow in advancing the mission of the church. Confident leaders make choices that center on the 
advancement of the mission, arrogant leaders’ decisions are clouded by obsession with their own 
stature. Confident leaders seek to help others grow recognizing that this is a test of their own 
leadership. Arrogant leaders feel threatened by other and may hamper their development. 
Confident leaders think of others first; arrogant leaders think of themselves first. Confident 
leaders think first of the mission of the church and of others. Arrogant leaders, in order to advance 
themselves in stature, position, authority, etc., derogate others.1242 In short, confidence and 
humility are essential characteristics of an effective mission-oriented leadership. 
 

6. Communicate the Mission 
 
Leaders, potential leaders and the congregation as a whole must know and 

understand the mission/vision of the church. People become what they consistently see and hear 
overtime, especially when the vision is one that grabs their hearts. As a leader, generate, 
communicate and sustain the common purpose and vision over and over. And, importantly, 
describe the vision in ways that people see themselves in it and identify with it. Help them see 
their future being part of fostering the accomplishment of that vision.1243 

 
7. Active Listener 

 
An effective leader is one who actively listens. Most people tend to feel that they 

have  
 
to “weigh in” before they will “buy in,” and most of us feel 
respected when we’ve been heard. Leaders who are easy to follow 
know how to ask good questions that get the best answers. They 
are genuinely interested in you and know how to make eye contact 
during conversations. They tend to linger with their team in 
unhurried conversations and seldom make people feel rushed or 
pushed aside.1244 
 

 
1242 Eric Geiger, “10 Differences Between Confidence and Spiritual Arrogance,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 
17, 2017. 
1243 Sam Adeymi,  “Learning from the Inside Out,” Global Leadership Summit on Everyone Has Influence 
sponsored by Willow Creek Association), August 10-11,  2017 (from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson). 
1244 Brady Boyd, “5 Characteristics of a Leader Who Is Easy to Follow,” OutreachMagazine.com, September 6, 
2017. 
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Listen to, hear and spend time with those whom one wants to lead. 
 
 8. Invest in People: Interact with Those Being Led  
 

Trying to lead primarily by performance reviews and accountability has 
increasingly come into disfavor. Annual performance evaluations have not been very effective 
in increasing a congregation volunteers, lay leaders or staff members’ performance. Instead, 
leaders should engage in ongoing attention to performance. The keys to improved performance 
by members of a staff, a team, a small group, etc. are guiding, coaching, and tutoring. Provide 
oversight and generally do whatever is needed to assist a person to perform successfully. 
Improve performance on the go. Lead rather than simply periodically critique.1245  

 
A leader is responsible to both the organization and the individuals in that organization. 

A leader is a steward of the people he or she is leading. He or she molds people (whether family, 
friends, business associates, etc.). He or she is responsible to make other people successful. To 
do so, one needs to know their story, tolerate their differences, and learn what they see their 
purpose to be. Support the person working toward the goals of the organization and the person’s 
personal goals so long his or her goals are not inconsistent with those of the organization. Help 
build on their dreams as well as advancing the church’s mission. Take a chance on the person.1246  
 

Leaders should clearly communicate the organization’s purposes so that everyone he is 
responsible for knows them. Then, be transparent about what is expected of individuals relating 
expectations to the organization’s mission and what is going on. Interact with the workers. 
Provide access to information. Trust them and build their trust. Find out what the individual’s 
goal is. Treat people with respect. Ask their opinions as to how the organization and or the leader 
can help the person in working toward both the organization’s mission and the individual’s goal. 
Be fair and sensitive in evaluating performance and results. Praise and celebrate 
accomplishments. Praise in public, correct in private, never embarrass. Trust and respect lead to 
better results. Connect and reconnect with people on an on-going basis.1247 
 

In short, leadership requires interacting with people in multiple ways by investing one’s 
time, talent, and passion in the people he or she seeks to lead. 
 
 9. Give Work Meaning  
 

Leaders need to give meaning to work. Motivate people, but not just so they can 
make money or compete to win. Such work focus brings little lasting joy. The daily routine 
becomes just a job. Get through the day and go home. However, most people really connect with 
work that has a deeper meaning, something that has a meaningful impact on human lives. Leaders 

 
1245 John Wimberly, “It’s Time to Talk About Performance,” June 4, 2014, Congregational Consulting Group, 
(congregationalconsulting.org). 
1246 Marcus Lemonis, “Reinventing Performance Management,” (Global Leadership Summit on Everyone Has 
Influence sponsored by Willow Creek Association), August 10-11, 2017 (from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson). 
1247 Laszlo Bock, “Insights from Inside Google: Transform How You Live and Lead (Global Leadership Summit 
on Everyone Has Influence sponsored by Willow Creek Association), August 10-11, 2017 (from notes prepared by 
Jon S. Hanson).  
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should connect with their people and figure out why they are doing what they are doing. What 
motivates them? Talk with them often on a one-on-one basis. Give them time to come in and tell 
their story. Then connect them with the work they are doing in a way that is meaningful to them. 
When work becomes more meaningful, the worker becomes more passionate about what he or 
she is doing. This results in a fuller life as well as better advancing the purpose of the 
organization.1248 

 
 The two most powerful tools in leadership are using people where their interests and 
strengths lie and make sure the person knows what is expected of him or her in context of the 
organizations overall mission and the specific role of the person being led. In doing so, learn the 
person’s story. Find out what are his or her interests, passions and dreams are. Discover what the 
person loves about doing their work. Discern his or her gifts. Connect and clearly communicate 
how these various factors fit with the role the person is expected to perform. The leader’s role is 
to integrate the organization’s mission, the person’s personal hopes, dreams and purposes, and 
his or her gifts with the work to be done and/or the role to be played. Doing so requires frequent 
(e.g., weekly) personal 1 on 1 interactions with those persons for whom the leader is responsible. 
If a leader unable to invest in his people on a frequent basis, there are too many people under his 
control and responsibility.1249  
 
 10. Creativity 
 

Encourage people to be creative. Leadership involves keeping one’s eyes and 
mind wide-open. Listen to others whether or not they are church goers. Avoid a closed mind. A 
leader with a closed mind will close the people around him. Listen and learn from the ideas of 
others. Be receptive to change. 1250 

 
Reverend Lonnie Richardson has offered “Ten Aspects of Positive Leadership at Fox 

River Congregational Church” to foster creativity and the pursuit of new ideas. 
 

� Never give up on a good idea just because you think it's impossible. 
� Never reject an idea because it may be personally ego fulfilling. 
� Never oppose a plan or an 'idea because it will produce new problems. 
� Never reject an idea because it is not perfect. 
� Never make your decisions on your ability but on God's ability. 
� Never wait to start until you have solved all the anticipated problems. 
� Never use a problem as an excuse to quit. 
� Never back away from an idea because its price seems too high. 

 
1248 Id.   
1249 Marcus Buckingham, “Reinventing Performance Management,” (Global Leadership Summit on Everyone Has 
Influence sponsored by Willow Creek Association),  August 10-11,  2017  (from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson).  
1250 Andy Stanley, “Uniquely Better,” (Global Leadership Summit on Everyone Has Influence sponsored by Willow 
Creek Association), August 10-11, 2017 (from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson). The new product almost always 
arises out of the next generation, rarely from the previous generation. Pay attention to the middle-schoolers, high 
school students, college persons and young adults. Learn from their cultures. They aren’t governed by our 
assumptions. Create a culture in the church that will do so. Id.  
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� Never reject an idea because it may not harmonize with your present or 
past position or policy. 

� Never refuse to support a good idea because it might build somebody else 
up instead of you. 

 
Create a safe, secure environment where there is freedom and comfort to bring up ideas 

for change. Don't consider idea givers as troublemakers. This will close the creative process 
down. Leaders need to feel secure enough to let others raise ideas without taking such ideas as 
personal criticism. People willing to offer ideas should feel accepted and affirmed. Regularly 
brainstorm. Some ideas will be accepted, others passed over. Yet all ideas and idea givers should 
be welcome and non-threatened. Facilitate discussion between the leaders and the volunteers to 
generate ideas as how to do better. The leader is not the source of all answers, but rather a 
facilitator to let the ideas flow without intimidation. When people express ideas which are 
implemented, they take part ownership in the ministry and work towards its success.1251 

 
However, there can be problems with chronic complainers. Teach, through sermons or 

otherwise, the difference between constructive and destructive sharing. Make this a discipleship 
principle.1252 Furthermore, when dealing with complainers, respond in a positive manner, ask 
specifically how they would make things better. When constant quality improvement is the norm, 
done on a regular basis, chronic complainers tend to dissipate. Listen to and thank them for their 
thoughts. When you create regular opportunities to reap ideas from others, the more positive 
people tend to step up.1253 

 
  11. Pause and Reflect1254 
 

We are in the age of overload. The tyrant of the urgent (often lots of little 
distracting unnecessary or low priority stuff) has removed the opportunity to pause, think, reflect, 
vision and create. Time for pause is when ideas emerge. Here is when creativity and self-
evaluation occur.  

 
Juliet Funt created the concept of WhiteSpace which is a strategic pause between 

activities. The pause need not be long although at least one company sets a daily 30 minute 
period  of silence for all employees to pause and reflect. WhiteSpace is not meditation which is 
focusing on one particular item. But rather, there are no rules and guide lines as to what thoughts 
should come to mind and be reflected on. Think about whatever pops up so long as relevant. For 
example, don’t spend a lot of time on recounting last night’s baseball game.  
 
 Four characteristics, when taken to extremes, lure people into a pace and pressure which 
lowers creativity, productivity and successful results. 

 

 
1251 Stan Toler and Alan Nelson, The Five Star Church: Serving God and His People with Excellence  60-61, 69-70 
(1999). 
1252 Id. at 61. 
1253 Id.  at 72. 
1254 This Section draws on Juliet Funt, “The Strategic Pause,” (Global Leadership Summit on Everyone Has 
Influence sponsored by Willow Creek Association), August 10-11, 2017  (from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson).  
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� Drive – becomes overdrive results in scheduling and doing 
� Excellence – becomes striving for perfection  
� Information – becomes gathering too much resulting in overload  
� Activity – too much activity results in frenzy and stress 

 
Of course, each of these characteristics (drive, excellence, information and activity) are positive 
values, but when they are overdone and deprive of person from experiencing WhiteSpace, they 
are also faults. 
 
 WhiteSpace needs to be interjected into the equation. To create WhiteSpace, ask 
oneself and respond to the following questions and then act upon the responses. 
 

� Is there anything I can let go of?  
� When is good enough, good enough?  
� What do I truly need to know?  
� What deserves my attention?  

 
Strip away the unnecessary. Leaders need to take time to reflect.1255  

 
Bill Hybels challenges leaders to spend 15 minutes every day reading and reflecting on 

one’s own life. Pray and surrender to God. Ask who am I becoming? Am I getting better? 
Avoid the temptation to squeeze out of reflecting in order to do other things.1256 
 

12. Civility  
 
Today, leaders are confronted with leading in a culture of divisiveness and 

disrespect. Such is not tolerable in a church environment. Everyone has been created in God’s 
image. Each person has intrinsic value. Everyone needs to respect all others and is entitled to 
respect him or herself.  Respecting others starts with the leader himself. The leader is also 
responsible for creating and maintaining a culture of civility throughout the congregation and 
enforce those under him or her to respect others. Challenge people to seek to understand each 
other and be part of a loving church.1257 

 
Bill Hybels suggests that churches develop a civility code setting forth rules for leaders 

to enforce covering such areas as the following. Provide examples on how to differ with others 
without demeaning them. While permitting and encouraging, spirited conversations, such must 
be done in a manner to avoid drawing blood. Don’t interrupt others. Avoid incendiary remarks. 
Be a courteous. Don’t stereotype., Apologize when wrong. Consider other opinions carefully 

 
1255 The concept of WhiteSpace (timeout for pause and reflection) considered above might be  introduced as a part 
of leadership training. WhiteSpace offers leaders the opportunity to experience and apply the principles of 
WhiteSpace in their church teams. Each team member participates in a three 20 minute session mini-course, do 
interactive activities with the team and take few moments to discuss the applicability of the content. Finally, meet 
on the fourth week to brainstorm possible changes to make within the organization.  
1256 Bill Hybels, “Rules of Respect and Identifying Young Leaders,” (Global Leadership Summit on Everyone Has 
Influence sponsored by Willow Creek Association), August 10-11, 2017  (from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson).  
1257 Id.. 
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and let conversation evolve. Show up when promised. Do what you said you would do. Leaders 
should set rules of civility, serve as examples, and enforce respect of others. Greet and 
acknowledge others even if is just eye contact and a nod of the head, say please and thank you, 
treat all equally, always be sensitive and honest with others and be courteous in all 
circumstances.1258 

 
13. Fun 
 

  Leaders who enjoy and reflect fun are persons others like to be around. Leaders 
who laugh and welcome laughter tend to run more successful meetings, build camaraderie and 
reduce relational stress that occurs in organizations and situations involving more than two 
people. Most people welcome humor which serves as good medicine in establishing and 
maintaining healthy relationships.1259 

 
14. Courage 1260 

 
A leader is called upon to make tough decisions. However,  

 
[i]t is one thing to make a tough decision, it is something 
else to stay with that decision when the pressure builds. It 
is important to live with a tough decision long enough to 
make an impact. But there is a difference between being 
fearless and being reckless. Being fearless is about 
courageously living out of one’s values and one’s faith that 
God is at work. Being reckless sometimes happens when 
we do or say outrageous things only to get the attention of 
the organization or to create disorientation instead of 
making a tough decision because it is the right thing to 
do.1261 
 

One can learn all sorts of things about and train to be a leader. But, all of these can be 
washed away by one thing – FEAR. At the Last Supper, one of the last things Jesus taught his 
disciples was do not be afraid. Fear can deter people from doing what they have learned despite 
their talent and good intentions. Christian leadership flows out of love and dreams. Fear shifts 
focus to oneself and thereby destroys dreams. Fear undermines love and replaces it with 
preoccupation with self.  

 
1258 Id. 
1259 Brady Boyd, “5 Characteristics of a Leader Who Is Easy to Follow,” OutreachMagazine.com, September 6, 
2017.  
1259 Bill Hybels, “Rules of Respect and Identifying Young Leaders,” (Global Leadership Summit on Everyone Has 
Influence sponsored, by Willow Creek Association), August 10-11, 2017 (from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson). 
1260 This Section draws primarily on Gary Haugen, “Leaders, Do Not Be Afraid,” (Global Leadership Summit on 
Everyone Has Influence sponsored by Willow Creek Association), August 10-11, 2017  (from notes prepared by 
Jon S. Hanson). 
1261 Bruce Ough and Susan Nienaber, “What It Takes to Revitalize the Mainline,” June 29, 2015, Congregational 
Consulting Group, congregationalconsulting.org. 
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 Fear can emerge from several sources. Perhaps the most extreme is threat of physical 
violence. But more often and subtle is the fear of being a failure, or to look like a failure and a 
loser. With this fear one may let go of his or her dreams. Thus, the question is raised for leaders 
is how can a leader’s dreams survive. To do so, consider three approaches in combination with 
one another.  
 

� Reflect on one’s own fears – What am I really anxious about. As suggested earlier, set 
aside time for stillness and reflection every day. Sit in silence, reflect and perhaps pray, 
about one’s own situation. Especially, if attentive to God, there is an enhanced sense of 
self awareness, sense of hope and peace. A period of reflection should become a routine, 
and it is especially important for leaders. 

 
� Switch from Defense to Offense – Focus on what might go right rather than on what might 

go wrong. This can refocus on great dreams rather than hunker down in a defensive 
bunker. Joy comes from putting the ball in their goal, not in simply defending our goal. 
God wants people to join him in playing offense. 

 
� Cultivate and surround oneself with a culture of dreams. It is difficult to forge ahead 

alone. Jesus forged a community of courage. Don’t be afraid. Love each other as I have 
loved you. Being involved with a loving supporting group builds courage to prevail over 
dream killing fears. Leaders need to feel primarily responsible for implementing the 
strategy of fostering a loving community working together, and trusting God and one 
another. Christ himself is the real soldier with us for a courageous dreaming community 
leading without fear. 

 
� Play to the right audience. 

 
Effectively moving people against the prevailing currents of 
their lives and culture demands courage. To do this, you must be 
able to love people without needing them…. If you need people 
too much, you will never be able to courageously lead them for 
fear of losing them. The right kind of courage always results 
from playing to the right audience—the audience of One.1262 
(Emphasis supplied.) 

 
In short, leadership consists of several elements considered above which can be grouped 

into one or both of two categories.  First, as a leader, one serves as a model for those he leads. 
Positive personal characteristics are a sine qua non of leadership. Effective leadership depends 
upon the personal character traits of the leader modeled and practiced. Second, effective 
leadership also depends on how one goes about exercising his or her leadership role, especially 
interconnecting with and investing in his or her people and giving them work in a manner 
meaningful to them. 

 

 
1262 Brad Powell, “What an Effective Leader Looks Like,” OutreachMagazine.com, December 1, 2011. 
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 15. Jesus Model: Servant Leadership 
  
  And finally and importantly, let’s not overlook Jesus’ big statement about 
leadership. He not only explains to his disciples how he led them over the three-year period of 
his ministry, he also makes clear how he expects them to lead once he is gone, the church is 
established, and they are in the position of authority. 
 

Jesus called them together and said, “You know that those who are 
regarded as rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them, and their high 
officials exercise authority over them.  Not so with you. Instead, 
whoever wants to become great among you must be your servant, 
and whoever wants to be first must be slave of all.  
(Mark 10:42-44)  
 

 Jesus’ teaching leadership counters much of how those in leadership 
positions today exercise their authority, e.g., “Just do as I say because I am the 
boss.”  

 
But Jesus turned this dynamic on its head. If you want to have 
authority like Jesus had, you have to be a servant. You have to 
put the needs of those over whom you have authority ahead of 
your own. That's how Jesus led.1263  

 
To be an effective disciple-making church leader, learn to serve the people you lead rather than 
essentially telling them what to do. This is the standard to which Jesus calls his followers. 
“Great leaders—leaders such as Jesus—leverage their authority for the benefit of the people 
under their authority. They look around and ask those they lead, "What can I do to help?"1264

  
B. LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 
 

1. Need  
 

An effective leader is one who learns and continues to grow in his or her 
leadership characteristics and responsibilities. People should continually be reinventing 
themselves. Evolve to the next level.1265 Thus, to assure an on-going and expanding supply of 
leaders in various capacities and responsibilities, it is important for a church to institute a 
leadership development program for both those currently occupying leadership positions and 
those coming on board as leaders in a variety of situations. In particular, the next generation of 
leaders requires intentional leadership training and experiences with successful leaders. 
Development efforts should include instructing and encouraging leadership characteristics such 
as those considered above.1266   

 
1263 Andy Stanley, Follow 88 (Participant’s Guide) (2014).Leadership 
1264 Id. 
1265 Sam Adeymi, “”Learning from the Inside Out,” (Global Leadership Summit on Everyone Has Influence 
sponsored by Willow Creek Association), August 10-11, 2017  (from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson).  
1266 Andy Stanley, in his book Next Generation Leader: Five Essentials for Those Who Will Shape the Future 
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 In those persons evidencing leadership potential, plant leadership seeds especially in the 
lives of the young. Invite them into leadership, provide them with what they need, communicate 
your belief in them and express that they will have a bright feature. That is, believe in someone 
and give them opportunity. Give attention to young leaders and encourage them often.1267 
 

For those having some ministry responsibility in the church, training can be critical for 
effectiveness. The question for the church is “How can the church train the maximum number of 
people.”1268 Simply vesting responsibility in someone and leaving it to them figure out what they 
are to do often results in failure. Training is required. Pastors oversee those who do the work of 
the ministry. In small churches, at least initially, the pastor does most of the training. As the 
church becomes bigger, someone else is assigned as a recruiter and/or/ trainer to work with 
potential leaders as well as those already engaged in some leadership capacity. These ministry 
leaders then raise up others to train yet others. Leaders should have assistants who, in the process, 
become trained to be leaders.1269 
 
 2. Prepare for Emerging Leadership Needs 
 
  Failure to find and begin to nurture potential leaders before a leadership need 
occurs undermines a church’s efforts. For example, assume a relational small group wants to get 
started, but no one (at least no one with adequate leadership abilities) steps forward. That group 
is unlikely to either start or progress in a manner likely to fulfill its purpose. The same can be 
said about any situation which calls for a qualified leader. 
 

Simply thumbing through the church directory looking for someone who might fill the 
bill does not promise to meet the need of finding the right person(s) at the right time. Instead, a 
church should institute a process for identifying potential leaders before they are needed.  

 
Personality traits to look for when searching for potential volunteer leaders include 

concern/love for others, not a complainer, teachable and open to suggestions, willingness to 
follow, reliability, interested, good character, potential, confidence and good people skills.1270 

 
The key is to be people focused rather than need focused. This requires intentional and 

on-going leader development effort (by the senior pastor and/or some other church leader) if the 
church wants to enhance its effectiveness as a disciple-making church.1271 
 

 
 (2006) shares material from his leadership training sessions developed to mentor promising candidates in five areas 
– clarity, character, courage, competency and coaching. This offers a guide for any new leader as well as for the 
mentor of a future leader.  
1267  Bill Hybels, “Rules of Respect and Identifying Young Leaders,” (Global Leadership Summit on Everyone Has 
Influence sponsored, by Willow Creek Association), August 10-11, 2017 (from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson).  
1268 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 176 (1993). 
1269 Id. 
1270 Ron Edmondson, “10 Valuable Characteristics to Look for in Volunteer Leaders,” September 28, 2020, 
OutreachMagazine.com. 
1271 A. Trevor Sutton, “Don’t Wait Until You Need a Leader to Find One,” September 6, 2016 
(faithandleadership.com). 
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 A system for doing so might look like this. First, pray to God to identify leaders and 
potential leaders in the congregation. In addition to one’s own list, ask other leaders in the 
congregation to suggest names of potential leaders. After compiling the list, send each person a 
letter introducing them to the church’s leadership development process and note that his or her 
name had surfaced as a potential leader and ask that he or she pray about possibly becoming a 
part of a future leader pathway. The pathway has three components; reading a book,1272 praying 
about possibly being a leader, and attending an occasional gathering of the future leaders’ group. 
The timeline of the process is short (perhaps a few months) and a weekly time commitment is 
limited. The note should make clear that there is no obligation to take on a leadership role when 
the process is completed. After those who choose to participate, afford time to read the book, 
gather, discuss the book and get to know each other.1273 Subsequently, send each a note 
expressing that you have been praying for them. Then follow-up by individually meeting with 
each person to discuss the book, get to know them better, and talk about leadership in a more 
personal way. For those reflecting a continuing interest, encourage them to participate in a short 
term leadership development program or participate in some activity in which he or she can 
observe leadership being modeled. From a process such as this, leaders begin to emerge and 
become available when the need arises.1274 
 
 This suggested approach, or some variant may work well for our church or perhaps 
another system might be better in our context. But whatever approach might be adopted, be sure 
that it is implemented. 
 

Waiting until you need a leader is the worst time to find one. 
Develop future leaders by praying for them, praying with them and 
discovering the gifts God has given them. Develop your leaders 
first. And then find a place for them to serve.1275 

 
Next to the favor of God, everything rises and falls on leadership. 
Do the leaders in your church demonstrate a strong spiritual depth 
and a servant’s heart? What is your plan to find and develop new 
and better leaders? You will not realize your potential as a church 
without a serious dedication to this process.1276 

 
1272 The book recommended is Making All Things New: An Invitation to the Spiritual Life by Henri Nouwen. 
Although not a leadership book, it helps developing spiritually mature Christians through centering on Christ rather 
than on the chaos of daily life. However, this suggestion is not intended to deter others from selecting material that 
better suits their needs.  
1273 Various books should be explored for possible use. E.g., as noted above, Andy Stan Stanley, Next Generation 
Leader: 5 Essentials for Those Who Will Shape the Future (2006). This book has been described as leadership 
training for church young people eager to serve God. It serves to mentor promising candidates in the areas of clarity, 
character, courage, competency and coaching. christianbook.com.  
1274 A. Trevor Sutton, “Don’t Wait Until You Need a Leader to Find One,” September 6, 2016 
(faithandleadership.com). In seeking people to serve in various roles, including leadership positions, churches 
commonly extend a public invitation for volunteers. A cautionary note, while it is important to find a place for 
everyone willing to serve, just because they are willing does not necessarily qualify them to perform that role. Stan 
Toler and Alan Nelson, The Five Star Church: Serving God and His People with Excellence 39 (1999). 
1275 A. Trevor Sutton, “Don’t Wait Until You Need a Leader to Find One,” September 6, 2016 
(faithandleadership.com). 
1276 Dan Reiland, “8 Questions to Evaluate the Health of Your Church,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 21, 2017. 
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C. EQUIPPING LEADERS FOR MINISTRY SUCCESS 
 
 For a church ministry to reach its maximum potential in accomplishing that which God 
calls the church to do, it is essential to develop strong leaders. Church leaders developed today 
will determine the ministry's future. As noted earlier, there are numerous sources on leadership 
for both business in general and church ministry in particular. And, it is beyond the scope of this 
resource book to extensively treat the broad subject of training for church leadership. However, 
instructive is the work of Pastor Dan Rieland who has spent a considerable portion of his career 
in leadership and church development. The discussion in this section draws heavily upon an 
article encompassing an excerpt from one of his books. However, as FRCC further considers 
training for leadership, other sources should be explored as well as Rieland’s entire book which 
sets forth a process for developing leaders that are established spiritually and trained practically.  
 
 Jesus modeled the principle of equipping in the process of training his disciples. Even 
though he had taught his disciples about faith, prayer, casting out demons, and fasting, occasions 
arose when they were still unable to do so. When they were unable to put into practice what he 
had taught them, he spent time to teach them again. Jesus shows that equipping someone not 
only involves teaching how to engage in ministry, but also showing them what to do. It is this 
kind of leadership commitment which is needed to equip people for ministry. Furthermore, rarely 
does a person learn how to effectively minister effectively the first time he or she is taught. 
Although at some point, one can become adequately prepared to perform certain function or 
functions, the learning process never ends.  

 
Leaders of church teams and other ministries need both teaching and hands-on training 

that will enable them to be effective leaders. There are several strategies to assist leaders in 
strengthening their abilities to equip those whom they are leading or well lead.  

 
1. Create the Right Environment   

 
Developing an equipping strategy by one’s lonesome is not enough. A 

congregation needs a culture shift. A training program is highly unlikely to succeed in the 
absence of an awareness of and a buy-in by both church leadership and the congregation as a 
whole as to the value of equipping people in general and leadership in particular. Both leaders 
and the congregation need to “buy-in” and commit to seeing the process through for the long 
haul. Having the best equipping strategy, without an environment that supports it, is unlikely to 
work. 

 
Thus, before commencing an equipping program, cast a vision on the value of training 

both leadership and members of the congregation for their respective roles in ministry. Pastors 
should consider preaching sermons on the importance of becoming a leadership equipping 
church. Leaders can address the issue in group sessions. Since equipping is connected to the 
larger value of serving, it should not be relegated to single sermon or staff meeting.  

 
Equipping is not just about teaching someone how to perform a 
certain ministry function. It addresses the much larger kingdom 
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idea of serving and to grow in maturity and experience fullness in 
Christ.1277 

 
This needs to be communicated and championed on an on-going basis.  

 
When individual Christian church members, as well as church leaders in various 

capacities, recognize and acknowledge serving as a natural, healthy, and essential part of 
Christian life, rather than simply a task and duty, becoming equipped comes to be viewed in a 
more positive perspective. It is part of one growing toward a more Christ-like life in thoughts, 
feeling and actions. Equipping works best in an environment where the people do not see their 
serving as simply helping the pastor or others getting their get his work done. But rather, when 
people understand that equipping helps them fulfill their call to serve others and build up the 
body of Christ, becoming trained for leadership or some ministry(s) engenders a positive “let’s 
do it” perspective. People want to be successful in what they do, want to make a difference, want 
their contribution to matter. This requires competency and continually working to improve. So, 
create an environment which often and effectively communicates understanding that training is 
an important part of responding to God’s call to serve. Whatever method or methods a church 
uses, equipping must become a core value in training both leaders and other church members.  

 
2. Equipping Is Not Developing 

 
Enhanced training of leaders and others for ministry arises from understanding 

that equipping people differs from developing them. Although both are vitally important, these 
are two distinct functions.   

 
Equipping prepares a person to accomplish a ministry function or task. The equipping 

process establishes the standard for competency and trains persons to get the job done in the 
context of focusing on the church’s mission. The equipping process is designed to help those 
being led to more effectively fulfill the church’s mission.  

 
Distinct is the development process which invests in a people’s lives. It focuses not only 

on cultivating leadership and/or other skills, it also adds value to an individual’s personal life as 
well as to his or her role in the church., i.e., it contributes to a person’s spiritual growth. When a 
leader desires to develop people, he or she invests time teaching principles wanting them to 
succeed in life and to experience transformation. Here the purpose is not simply to better serve 
the church. Equipping for serving in some capacity may better contribute to transforming those 
people being equipped. In short, equipping centers on changing the ministry, developing a person 
changes the person. However, equipping and developing tend to blend and blur together. 
Equipping does build people and developing does prepare people for ministry. The real 
distinction is equipping prepares people to do ministry, and developing builds up the people who 
are in ministry. Both elements need to be incorporated in church training efforts of both leaders 
and others. 

 
1277 Id. 
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3. Qualities of Effective Training 

 
Some training seminars, workshops, lectures and/or other programs can be very 

helpful, others may be a waste of time. Often the difference derives from the communicator 
quality of the person leading the training. When conducting or sponsoring training, care must be 
exercised in the selection of the instructor(s). Avoid those who lack a good command of the 
material they’re presenting or are boring and poor communicators.  

 
Furthermore, even leaders who are gifted teachers won’t be effective at equipping people 

if their training process lacks quality characteristics such as the following.. 
 

� Relevance – training must stay current and relevant. Standards and best practices are 
constantly changing.  

 
� Variety – keep training interesting by periodically altering the delivery method. 

Occasionally invite a guest trainer, a community or business leader, or pastor to speak 
or lead a session or two. Or, occasionally use a DVD series of high quality which 
meets the church’s training needs.  

 
� Practicality – training demands that it be useful. Although offering Mission and 

vision background, in addition to some philosophical background on the need for the 
area of ministry being trained for, ultimately training must be practical. Although it 
is a plus for those being trained to grow spiritually, avoid the pressure to convert 
training sessions into Bible studies. Concentrate on the specific skills needed to be 
effective in a particular area of ministry. One of the most important practical elements 
of training is for the leader to offer hands-on training as part of the equipping process. 

 
� Inspiration – practicality doesn’t mean boring! The training should stir and challenge. 

Vision helps motivate people. Stories of changed lives tend to offer even greater 
inspiration. Share stories about the impact resulting from people who have been 
trained. This will remind the trainees of their potential impact role.  

 
� Fun – keeping training fun and light significantly contributes to encouraging trainees. 

Lightening the load of busy people and causing them to laugh or smile fosters 
continued participation.  

 
� Focus – it is challenging to gather people to training sessions. While it is tempting to 

add other items to the agenda when you have everyone in one room (e.g., 
announcements, group prayer for a mission group, etc.), it is counterproductive.  
Doing so draws the training session off point, prolongs the session, and detracts from 
the overall program. Stay focused, train the group, then let them go home. Avoid 
deterring them from coming back. Focus makes more likely they will return for the 
next training session.  
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4. Plan for Success 
 

Successful training requires adequate preparation before starting the training 
process. Consider several basic items which underlay a successful training program. If left out 
the training process most likely will suffer.  

 
� Connect the right person with the right ministry – Often determining whether a 

person fits a particular ministry becomes evident during the invitation process.  
However, a non-fit sometimes doesn’t surface until after a person has joined a 
ministry team (the group being trained). The pressure to meet an immediate ministry 
need can easily cause leaders to invite wrong person into a ministry or leadership 
role. Although it’s true that people with the spiritual gifts for serving can do well in 
several different ministries, it is also true that people are best suited to one or two 
ministry areas. Spiritual gifts tests, conversing about a person’s passions and 
interests, and inviting him or her to participate in a ministry on a short-term 
experimental basis offer ways to assist people discover their right or wrong spots on 
a ministry team. 

 
� Determine the desired results for each ministry – Effective equipping starts with a 

clear understanding of the specific goals for that ministry.  
 

� Identify the skills and core competencies needed to achieve desired results – Knowing 
the needed skills to achieve the ministry specific goals is a most critical factor 
impacting the effective direction of the training. program. Plan and implement 
training to equip people in the core competencies needed.  

 
� Consider the cultural and philosophical biases of the church – Be aware of the 

church’s unique cultural dynamics. Acknowledge the reality and carry that awareness 
into the design of the training processes. For instance, denominational churches have 
specific governing structures that shape how teams and committees are empowered 
(e.g., the Congregational Way). Carry the church’s governing philosophy into the 
way the training process is organized and conducted. 
  

� Be prepared to invest in the necessary training materials and tools – Although people 
can be quite creative with modest resources and exercise great stewardship with 
resources, nevertheless a certain level of investment is necessary to provide good 
tools and training for various church roles. Find room in the church budget for 
training expenses and equipment needed to advance the mission purposes of the 
church and the specific goals to achieve them.  

 
5. Equipping Is an Ongoing Process   

 
Effective equipping requires an on-going process of training. Offering a few 

classes and then assuming a team and/or leaders are set for life fails to recognize that both 
ministries  and cultures change. Successful ministry needs to constantly grow and become more 
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effective. Never think we have arrived. Equipping is not an event, it is a lifestyle. The practice 
of the following tips can assist equipping to become an integral part of a growing disciple-making 
church. Among these are the following. 

 
� Communicate often with teams about desired results – The two prime purposes of 

equipping ministry teams are (1) afford team members an opportunity to grow 
spiritually by serving others and (ii) enabling them to actually and clearly see actual 
ministry results. Avoid allowing a ministry team and/or leaders to continue to 
function in a manner producing ineffective results. Doing so not only adversely 
impacts the church but also the team members. Regularly discuss the progress being 
and/or not being made. Ask simple, direct questions such as, what is working, not 
working, and how can we improve. Then incorporate what is learned into the training 
process. 

 
§ Offer generous amounts of praise and affirmation –  

 
God wants individual team members to be built up, 

encouraged, and loved to a place where consistent serving 
becomes a lifestyle. This builds the body of Christ and 
advances God’s kingdom. The simple act of saying thank you 
and telling your team they are doing a good job can literally 
change eternity. Think about it. As you build them up, they 
build the ministry up, the ministry changes lives, and eternity 
is impacted!1278 
 

� Provide ongoing training – The frequency and the nature of on-going training varies 
depending upon the ministry. A couple of one- or two-hour huddles twice a year after 
initial training may suffice. A group leader might do well with three or four “Lunch 
and Learn” sessions. Whatever the number of sessions, choose current and relevant 
topics presented in an inspiring, engaging, practical, and interactive manner. Also, let 
the teams have fun in a manner for them to get to know one another better. 

 
� Check for fruit and joy – Periodically ask team members individually, in an informal 

setting, what fruit (results) and joys they are experiencing on this ministry team. For 
ministry to be successful, both should occur.  

 
§ Results without joy is drudgery – No one can or should endure drudgery for long. Joy 

without results may be fun for a while, but ultimately it will be frustrating that the 
team’s efforts are not paying off.1279    

 
� Periodically ask those whom you are leading about their individual personal 

experiences and sense of fruits sprouting. And, offers insights which build them up 
and improve their ministry. 

 
1278  Id.  
1279 Excerpt from Dan Reiland, Amplified Leadership: 5 Practices to Establish Influence, Build People and Impact 
Others for a Lifetime (2012), appearing in OutreachMagazine.com, August 8, 2012. 
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In order to amplify leadership, build a great team or teams. Invite people into meaningful 

ministry with sincerity and conviction. When a team is in place, train them for effective serving. 
 

D. DEVELOPING QUALITY TEAMS: TEAM LEADERS AND TEAM MEMBERS   
 

1. Quality Teams1280  
 

Structuring a church for effective disciple-making revolves around various teams 
responsible for different (albeit related) ministries. When a church leader dictates what is to be 
done and others carry out the dictates, quality and quantity of effort are unlikely to emerge. 
Quality improvement tends not to happen unless a church works together in teams.  
 

Teams possess a greater degree of motivation than does an individual or committee 
assigned a task and told to do it in this way. In contrast, there is a sense of ownership when there 
is a team approach as distinguished from a committee in which the chair person is the main 
planner. The more people involved in the process, the more and the higher caliber of the ideas 
occur. True ownership comes when the team as a whole generates ideas and seeks to implement 
them rather than when a couple of people generate the ideas and ask the others to carry them out 
with little or no discussion.   
 

Furthermore, times are changing. Those in the more recent generations tend to be more 
experiential. They want to participate, make a difference, and see their ideas acted upon. Teams 
tend to invest more time in building relationships, sharing their joys and burdens and praying 
together. This not only fosters a basic purpose of the church (fellowship), it enhances 
productivity. 
 

From the onset of a team and periodically throughout its on-going activities, a pastor or 
team leader should emphasize fostering a ministry partnership. At team gatherings, share the 
vision for the team-ministry concept. Some topics which might be discussed include effective 
ministry teams are biblically based, perform in the power of the Holy Spirit, plan according to 
God's will, pray together, and agree to move forward through consensus. Include team building 
activities in the team gatherings accompanied by the rationale for doing so. 
 
 Again, working through the team concept is crucial to quality improvement. The team 
approach enhances communication effectiveness, creates broader ownership, enhances meeting 
efficiency, is more rewarding to participants, better models Christian community, and 
contributes to growing team members in their own individual Walks with Christ. 
 

2. Team Members and Team Leaders 
 
  a. Composition of Team  
 

 
1280 This Section draws primarily on Stan Toler and Alan Nelson, The Five Star Church: Serving God and His 
People with Excellence p.98 - 107(1999). 
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   Developing quality teams depends upon both those who are on the teams 
and who is the team leader. The most effective teams are those consisting of people according 
to their strengths. Different people offer different areas of potential. Various factors interplay in 
determining who best fits a particular function. These include intelligence, attitude in working 
with others, time availability, energy, motivation, and spiritual maturity in the context of the role 
he or she is to play. These factors are relevant to both team leaders and members. 1281 
 
  b. Team Leaders 
  

Team leaders, as do leaders of small groups, occupy highly crucial 
positions. It is a leader who catalyzes the team's (small group’s) efforts. Such persons need to 
balance the ability to get things done and the ability to build relationships. Too much task 
orientation may get a particular task done, but no one enjoys the process and the turnover is high. 
This does not work well in a volunteer faith community. On the other hand, too much emphasis 
on relation building results in a wonderful time but little gets done with respect to the team’s 
responsibilities.1282 
 
 Teams which fail to get moving tend to be one's (a) whose leaders are not really leaders 
or (b) whose leaders have not caught the vision of what needs to be done. If a team leader proves 
not to be a leader, it is necessary to replace him or her. Of course, it is tough to replace a 
volunteer. But, to institute and implement a quality-improvement mindset in the church, the 
importance of advancing the church’s mission must be elevated above simply accepting poor 
leadership. Leadership selection and development are the crux of establishing and conducting 
quality improvement ministry teams.1283  
 
 In a congregational church such as here at Fox River, there is no mechanism to fire a 
team leader or member. However, sensitive discussion by church leadership might suffice. 
Furthermore, under the Fox River Constitution and By-Laws, both team leaders and members 
are elected annually. Thus, avenues for leadership change are available. 
 
 In summary, quality improvements in a ministry demands healthy teams. Healthy teams 
require that both their members and their leaders be in the right roles in the right proportions. 
Thus, the first objective is involving the right people in the right roles. This requires investigating 
what it takes to accomplish a particular ministry effectively and then find those individuals 
possessing those traits or resources. Furthermore, a church owes its members the process of 
matching abilities (gifts) to functions.1284 At Fox River, this involves encouraging those with the 
relevant attributes to volunteer their time and talent by making themselves available for election, 
by self-nomination, for a team(s) position. Furthermore, the earlier discussion of the church 
preparing for emerging leadership needs should significantly contribute to getting the right 
person in the right place.  
 

 
1281 Id. Toler and Nelson discuss these factors in terms of being quotients.  For example, if the person is to serve as 
a role model, his or her spiritual quotient should probably be high  
1282 Id.  at 113. 
1283 Id. at 114, 118. 
1284 Id. at 115-16. For discussion of discerning and matching a person’s gifts to ministry, see Section V.A. below. 
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E. SMALL GROUP LEADERSHIP   
 
As emphasized repeatedly throughout this document, as well as in numerous sources 

elsewhere, participation in relational small groups, is absolutely fundamental for a church to be 
an effective disciple-making church. This is at the heart of disciple-making, the growing of 
people toward a Christ-like life in thoughts, feelings and actions. Thus, it is critical for a church 
to encourage and move people into some type of Christ oriented small group.   

 
 As groups form and expand, small group leaders will be needed. They need to be trained 
for small group leadership. Section VI.B. below elaborates on building transformational 
fellowship around relational small groups and the leading such groups. That discussion, coupled 
with the discussion in this section on leadership, offers a basis for the development of small 
group leadership training here at FRCC. 
 
F. VOLUNTEER CULTURE1285    
 
 Those who become affiliated with a church tend to have strong feelings about it. People 
want to volunteer and be a part of what they love and are passionate about. Although they may 
not be ready today nor know exactly what to do or how at this point in time, it is in them to 
support what they feel strongly about and believe in.  An effective disciple-making church and 
its leadership need to help them do that. Pastors, staff and leaders are to equip the people to do 
the work of ministry that God called them to do. A local church cannot function without loyal 
and dedicated volunteers who contribute to the advancement of the mission of the church. Thus, 
it is crucial to build a strong volunteer friendly culture in the church. (Doing so is discussed in 
Section IV.B.6.f. below.) 
 
 

IV. ENGENDERING MOVEMENT TO, WITHIN AND  
            THROUGH THE STAGES OF DISCIPLE-MAKING 

 
 To become a Fully Devoted Follower of Christ, one seeks to grow toward a more Christ-
like life in thoughts, feelings and actions. This requires spiritual growth leading toward life 
transformation. Spiritual growth emerges from intentional learning and practicing various 
spiritual disciplines focused on (1) connecting with God by pursuing an intimate relationship 
with him, (2) connecting with other believers by sharing life with them, (3) connecting both 
believers and non-believers through serving their needs and (4) connecting with people outside 
the faith through evangelism. It is the growth in these relationships which are the marks of 
growing toward a more Christ-like life.  
 
A. MOVEMENT THROUGH THE STAGES OF DISCIPLE-MAKING 
 

Progressing to, within and through each stage of the disciple-making process involves 
walking a procedural path offering experiences for spiritual formation. As envisioned for our 

 
1285 This section draws primarily on Dan Reiland, “5 Foundational Principles for a Strong Volunteer Culture,” 
OutreachMagazine.com, October 21, 2018. 
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church, the procedural path (i.e., the stages of disciple-making) consists of conversion, regular 
participation in worship, learning the basics of the faith, becoming a member of and assimilated 
into our church, participation in short term small groups, participation in relational small groups, 
and growing in a Christian life style encompassing not only continued pursuit of intimacy with 
God through the personal and relational practice of spiritual disciplines, but also being involved 
in fellowship with fellow Christians, serving others and reaching out to people outside the faith.  

 
For some, perhaps many, traversing this path may not necessarily be entirely sequential. 

However, in one way or another, traversing this path is essential. As a disciple-making church, 
it is our role to encourage, equip and support people, wherever they are in their journey, to 
traverse this path which encompasses the stages of the disciple-making process leading to 
growing more Christ-like in thoughts, feelings and actions. 

 
 Earlier discussion focused on mission, the process as depicted by the various stages of 
discipleship, the content for each stage offering disciple-making experiences and the 
implementation of both short term and relational small groups as prime vehicles for spiritual 
growth. The questions which need to be addressed are threefold.  
 

(i) How do we as a church encourage movement of people along the 
procedural path so as to experience spiritual growth in the various stages 
of the disciple-making? That is, how do we engender movement?  

 
(ii) How do we garner an on-going commitment of the individual to pursue 

this path? 
 

(iii) How do both the individual and the church evaluate on-going  progress of 
persons on the path of growing toward the image of Christ? 

 
1. Intentionality of Movement 

 
As previously considered, to be an effective disciple-making church, movement 

through the various stages of disciple-making is crucial. Movement consists of taking steps in 
the disciple-making process which lead people to move to deeper understanding, commitment 
and doing. To reiterate some earlier observations, all too often churches focus insufficient 
attention on how to move people to greater levels of commitment to spiritual growth. Commonly, 
not infrequently, members of a congregation experience little, if any, transformation. At least in 
significant part, spiritual stagnation of believers stems from the lack of an intentional church 
process to move them along in their Walk with Christ.     

 
Yet, it is when we place ourselves in God’s presence that God transforms us. A disciple-

making church’s role is to move people to places where God is most likely to transform them. 
This is achieved by implementing and effectuating a disciple-making process which moves 
people through greater levels of commitment and action in their pursuit of the four critical 
relationships of connecting with God, with other believers, with others through serving and with 
people outside the faith. People need to move beyond their personal comfort zone. Without 
movement, programs, sermons, events and other activities are simply ends unto themselves. 
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As noted earlier, George Barna’s research revealed that only 1 out of 5 believers stated 

that their churches had put into place a systematic means to evaluate the spiritual maturity and 
commitment to spiritual maturity of their congregation. However, in the same survey, 9 out of 
10 said they would seriously consider their church’s recommendation to pursue a spiritual path 
if one were clear and made available to them.  

 
The ministry process must be about moving people along the path leading to a more 

Christ-like life in their thoughts, feelings and actions. An effective disciple-making church needs 
to strive moving their people beyond their zones of comfort along this path.  

 
To respond to the challenge of moving people through the process, both the church and 

the individual need to be intentional about movement through the stages of discipleship. Grow 
people through a process that has a purpose (a mission). It is the intentional development of a 
clear spiritual path and the means to traverse such path which demands our church’s primary and  
on-going attention.1286  

   
2. Underlying Conditions for Successful Movement 

 
  We need to continually remind ourselves of two basic fundamentals of 
engendering movement of people to, within and through the various stages of the disciple-
making process. First, the experiences we offer need to be attractive to people both in terms of 
their focus and their scheduling. Second, the experiences offered need to be implemented in a 
high-quality manner. Not meeting these conditions will result in either failing to attract people 
in the first place and/or deterring continued walking the path. Bad experiences don’t lead to 
participation in future experiences. That is, excellence in terms of both the content and the 
implementation of the experience is essential.  
 

3. Communicate the Process1287 
 
  Instituting a procedural path to enable people to progress in the disciple-making 
process does little good if this path is simply communicated by another statement posted on the 
bulletin board. Instead, the message must not only be communicated, it must become an integral 
part of the fabric of the church. “[I]f something is important to the church, it really cannot be 
over-communicated.”1288 This requires frequent periodic discussion rather than discussion solely 
at the time of the launch. Church leaders must own the disciple-making process. Surface it and 
resurface it.  
 

� View everything through the lens of disciple-making using a graphical 
presentation illustrating Our Walk with Christ. Refer to process when decisions 
are made, programs are evaluated and budgets are discussed. Bring conversations 
back to the blueprint.  

 
1286 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship Making Disciples a Few at a Time 52-53 (2003). 
1287 This Section draws primarily on Thom S. Rainer and Eric Geiger, Simple Church: Returning to God’s Process 
for Making Disciples 124-32 (2006). 
1288 Thomas S. Rainer, Who Moved My Pulpit? 12 (2016). 
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� Surface the process in meetings. Discuss it. Sometimes put it on the agenda.  

 
� Test leaders on it (e.g. hand out the visual illustration with blanks to be filled in.) 

Do it again at a later time.  
 

� Brainstorm new ways to communicate the process. 
 

 Invest time in communicating the process to the people of the church.  Intentionally and 
repeatedly evaluate and confirm that members possess a clear understanding of the process. Not 
only do people progress through the process when they are clear about it, they also bring other 
people to it. So, it is essential to increase the level of understanding in the church  
 

� by repeatedly articulating the process to the church as a whole (e.g., weave it into 
regular messages and communications),  

 
� sharing the process interpersonally when interacting with others at dinner tables, 

meetings, conversations, etc., and 
 
� most importantly, live the process personally. Doing personally what is being 

asked of others to do is paramount. Leaders, both clergy and lay, need to 
participate in the disciple-making process along with everyone else. 

 
B. ENCOURAGING MOVEMENT IN THE VARIOUS  
               STAGES OF THE DISCIPLE-MAKING PROCESS 
 
 Movement to, within or through the stages of disciple-making needs to be encouraged at 
every stage of disciple-making. Akin to a relay race in which a baton is handed off from one 
person to another, movement is how someone is handed off from one stage of commitment to 
the next stage. For example, determine ways for the church to best move people from going 
through the becoming a church member stage to the assimilation stage. There must be intentional 
effort to move a person to the next stage of disciple-making. And, of course, at each stage the 
experiences offered need to be perceived as attractive, interesting, exciting and worthwhile so as 
to induce people to move to, within and, in some cases, beyond a particular stage of disciple-
making. As a church, we need to evaluate the content offered to assure that selected does offer 
meaningful spiritual formation experiences which are attractive to potential participants. This 
applies to all stages of disciple-making. Some (albeit not suggested to be exclusive) efforts to 
engender movement through the various stages are considered below in the context of each stage 
of disciple-making.  
 
 1. Conversion 

 
One initiates becoming a follower of Christ by accepting him as Lord and Savior. 

Our moving people to the acceptance of Christ as Lord and Savior depends upon our evangelism 
efforts that lead to inviting people to our various church activities, worship services, programs 
and small groups. This is particularly effective when church members come to realize and 
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commit to inviting people outside the faith with whom they have some type of personal 
relationship. It is a role of the church to foster such commitment. Evangelism efforts are efforts 
to move people to the first stage of disciple-making, i.e., conversion.  

 
2. Worship 
 

  Success in moving people to regular participation in worship services depends 
upon the attractiveness, meaningfulness, and scheduling of the services. We need to consider 
offering various a styles or blends of styles, of worship services which are not only pleasing to God, 
but which also attract people. To attract, they need to be meaningful which, in turn, suggests 
fostering participation in worship services as one of the fundamental spiritual practices. At least, in 
part, this could be achieved by communicating the purposes and the hows of meaningful worship 
as a transformational experience. Such communication could be presented in one or combination 
of ways such as a sermon or sermon series, a worship retreat and/or a short term small group 
programs. The combination of highly attractive, meaningful and conveniently scheduled worship 
services, coupled with communications about such services through a variety of mediums and 
venues,1289 promises to encourage guests to return after a first try, to move current members to 
become more active and regular participants in worship services, and to invite others to our 
worship services. 
 
 In turn, meaningful worship services provide a platform to move people to the next stages 
of discipleship such as exploring church membership and assimilation into the life of the church. 
Invitations from the pulpit, follow-up contacts by the pastor and/or other church leaders, and 
individual member invitations should occur to engender moving the newcomer to his or her next 
stage in the disciple-making process.   
 
 3. Basics of Faith 
 

For those who are newcomers to the faith, movement along the spiritual path 
requires understanding the basics of the faith beyond the rudimentary understandings underlying 
the conversion decision to accept Christ. As noted earlier, gaining this greater understanding of the 
basics of faith may occur in the context of any one of several stages of disciple-making. This may 
happen as early as the conversion stage, result from teachings during worship services or occur later 
such as participation in a small group. However, whatever the context, proceeding to, within and 
beyond the basics of faith disciple-making stage is a foundational element for one to grow in his or 
her spiritual formation.  

 
Thus, it is incumbent on the church to offer programs on the basics of faith and well 

publicize the time, place and importance for new believers (as well as others seeking a refresher 
opportunity). Furthermore, pastors, church leaders and other individual members of the 
congregation should not only be alert to the availability of such offerings, but also be made aware 
of their responsibility to extend an invitation to newcomers with whom they have developed even 
a casual personal relationship. This responsibility needs to be communicated to all members. A 
planned approach to move people to and through the basics of faith stage of disciple-making is 

 
1289 Another possibility to encourage movement to worship services might be to add to the Exploring Church 
Membership Class a segment focusing on the purposes of worship.  
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another element for engendering movement to, within and through the various stages of disciple-
making. Upon conclusion of the basics of faith stage, whatever its format, the leaders of these 
program offerings should encourage participants to participate in either a short term or a relational 
long term small group and arrange for personal invitations from one or more of such groups. 

 
4. Personal Spiritual Disciplines: Nurturing Faith   
 

To reiterate earlier discussion, spiritual disciplines are the content of disciple-
making experiences. One learns and practices spiritual disciplines in the pursuit of connecting 
with God, connecting with other believers by sharing life together, connecting with others by 
serving their needs, and connecting with those outside the faith by sharing the gospel and 
bringing them into the life of the church. To grow in one’s Walk with Christ a person needs to 
progressively engage in various spiritual disciplines (considered in some detail in PART THREE 
above). The disciple-making stage of practicing a personal spiritual discipline(s) (including, e.g., 
prayer, spending time with God’s Word and worship) to connect with God in a loving intimate 
is not a one time or one place exercise. It is an-on-going stage of discipleship which interrelates 
with other stages such as participation in small groups, growing in serving others and growing 
in sharing Christ.  

 
Although there are numerous spiritual disciplines, for persons in their earlier stages of 

spiritual growth, the church should place special emphasis on the spiritual disciplines of prayer, 
spending time with God’s Word and worship. These are foundational disciplines to be practiced 
throughout one’s lifetime.  

 
 A theme, which surfaces when people relate their faith stories, revolves around the 
development of a private devotional life. Personal spiritual disciplines introduce a sense of 
intimacy with and accountability to God in a person’s growing faith. Private personal disciplines 
attune us to God. There is a direct relationship between a person’s private personal devotional 
life and the growth in his or her faith. Private disciplines are faith catalysts which strengthen 
ones’ faith.1290 Thus, it is incumbent on a disciple-making church to explore ways “to coax, bribe, 
bait, and equip everybody from kindergarten up to engage in some kind of private devotional 
exercise.”1291   

 
Spiritual experiences for learning and practicing these disciplines should be offered on 

an on-going basis. Short term small groups provide a good format for introduction to these 
disciplines. Relational small groups not only can offer an introduction, they are also excellent 
for on-going practice of such disciplines. Sermons can encourage and supplement these other 
efforts.  

 
In addition to offering experiences to foster all church members engagement in worship, 

prayer and spending time with God’s Word, the church needs to develop and implement a 
strategy to move all members of the church to learn, understand and practice these disciplines as 
well as additional disciplines such as those considered in PART THREE above. 

 
1290 Andy Stanley, Deep & Wide: Creating Churches Unchurched People Love to Attend 117 (2012). 
1291 Id. at 121.  
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5. Church Membership in a Covenant Community: Getting to Know Our Church  

 
After a person accepts Christ and begins participating in worship services, begins 

to increase one’s basics of faith and the practice of spiritual disciplines (e.g., likely worship and 
prayer), the next stage of disciple-making is becoming a part of Christ’s family. As a condition 
of membership, one needs to learn, understand and commit to the mission purpose of the church 
both from the perspective of what the church collectively seeks to do and, most importantly, the 
responsibility of and expectation for the individual to grow more Christ-like in his or her 
thoughts, feelings and actions. Stagnating as a nominal Christian does not suffice. Thus, a critical 
role of the church, as a disciple-making church, is to create expectations that all will grow in 
their Walk with Christ. Low expectations lead to low results. Clear communication of mission, 
and the stages of discipleship is essential. This involves not only learning about our church 
mission, but also about our covenant, core beliefs and values, vision, organizational structure 
and, in the context of FRCC, doing church in the Congregational Way. This learning process is 
offered primarily through participation in the Exploring Church Membership Class. However, 
so as not to be intimidating, it should be made clear that participating in the class is an 
exploration, not a commitment.   

 
And, of course, knowing, understanding and continuing to commit to FRCC’s mission 

applies to all church members as well as those newly coming onto the scene. 
 

 In order to move people to participate in this getting to know our church class, being a 
warm and welcoming church is vital. In addition, invitations to participate in the Exploring class 
should be extended not only through general announcements at various times and places (e.g., 
from the pulpit, on a bulletin board, on the church website, in the newsletter and worship 
bulletins, etc.), but also though personal invitations. These can come from the pastor, other 
persons involved in offering the course and any other member of the congregation. Such 
invitations should be made to any person whom we think might have interest. Although FRCC 
has been and continues to be a very friendly church, we members of the church should be 
continually reminded to be alert to newcomers and to incorporate them into friendly 
conversations. We should also be mindful of Exploring Church Membership Classes and invite 
newcomers to participate.  

 
6. Assimilation 

 
After newcomers are initially drawn to our church, the question becomes whether 

they will return and stay. It is crucial to move people into the life of the church. Thus, the question 
to be asked is what will move people into the life of the church.  

 
As previously noted, people are attracted to a church primarily for one or both of two 

reasons; friendships and meaningful ministry involvement. Assimilation efforts embrace both (i) 
persons before they become members (perhaps even before they have crossed the bridge and 
accepted Christ, i.e., conversion), thereby enhancing the likelihood that they will opt to become 
members, and (ii) persons after becoming members thereby enhancing the likelihood of their on-
going active participation in the church’s mission. Failure to assimilate enhances the likelihood 
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that people will drift away. To be an effective disciple-making church, intentional moving people 
into the life of the church is an essential. In turn, assimilation fosters growing toward a more 
Christ-like life. We need to encourage and assist in helping people getting connected. 

 
Effective assimilation involves (a) a friendly welcome, (b) discerning people’s interests, 

(c) fostering friendships, (d) informing about opportunities, and (e) invitations to participate. The 
church needs to periodically remind its members their roles and responsibility for assimilating 
others.  

 
a. Friendly Welcome 

 
Walking into a unfamiliar church filled with strangers can intimate a 

newcomer. To break down this initial wall, the church should foster warm welcome by members 
of the congregation. Each member of the congregation should understand his or her 
responsibility to look for opportunities to meet with newcomers before and after worship services 
and other church events. Do so, not just once but again when a newcomer returns. Strike up 
conversations. It is important to offer friendship building activities at all other church events as 
well. Greeters and ushers need to be welcoming and informative.  
 

Although members of our Congregation are generally quite good at welcoming new 
members with whom they come in contact, nevertheless on occasion someone new or relatively 
new sits alone during our worship services. We should be sensitive to the presence of newcomers 
and guest. This includes sitting with them during worship service, especially if they are off by 
themselves. Each member needs to be responsible to keep his or her eyes open, be sensitive to 
situations such as these, and make all feel welcome. 
 
  b. Discerning Interests 
 

A newcomer is more likely to assimilate into the life of the church if what 
he is interested in matches one or more offerings of the church. To enhance the likelihood of 
achieving such a match, we need to ascertain what are the person’s interest(s). Various 
alternative means of doing so should be developed and implemented. These might include the 
following. 

 
� Newcomer cards on the backs of the chairs in the sanctuary and/or in other readily 

visible and accessible locations are used for newcomer expressions of interest and 
follow-up contact information. Church members should be encouraged to discern 
newcomers’ interests when possible in a non-threatening and friendly manner. A 
mechanism should be established for such information to be reported to an 
appropriate church person or body for use in appropriate situations in follow-up 
communications.  

 
� An interest questionnaire for newcomers (whether or not members of the church) 

should be utilized do ascertain their interest either in current or potential church 
activities. What are they looking for in the church? The forms would be distributed 
at the last session of the Exploring Church Membership Class.  Our senior pastor 
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would then contact the individuals to discuss their responses on the form. Some team 
would review the completed forms and possibly in the future take on the role of 
contacting the newcomers to discuss their responses and how their interests match up 
with current church activities.  

 
  c. Fostering Friendships 

 
The welcoming environment offers initial opportunities for the beginning 

of friendly personal relationships. Ultimately the assimilation process should lead to 
participation in small groups. However, jumping into some group activity, no matter how 
appealing, may initially be a too great of obstacle for some newcomers who are not sure what 
the experience is all about or are leery of participating in a group of persons with whom they are 
not familiar. A more casual introduction to getting to know people is to develop an on-going 
system of member hosted small informal get-togethers including both members and invited 
newcomers. Such gatherings can take a variety of forms, e.g., small dinners, lunches, coffee 
groups, picnics, golf outing, a serving/volunteering opportunity, etc. The locations can be varied 
although places other than the church offer a more casual/homey atmosphere. In each situation, 
the emphasis is on friendly getting to know one another. After attending one or more of these 
gatherings, a newcomer would be more likely to respond to the idea of participating in some type 
of small group, especially if the invitation came from a person attending one of the previous 
hosted gatherings.  
 

d. Information about Opportunities 
 

In order to become assimilated, a person needs to become aware of the 
opportunities for participation. Information can be provided in a variety of contexts. A schedule 
of events in the church bulletin or a church newsletter is a starting point. It is important for 
members of the church be aware of what is going on as well as the ministry teams whose 
meetings are open to all interested parties. Members are then in a position to inform newcomers 
of such opportunities should the occasion arise to do so. Similarly, the hosts of the small casual 
welcoming gatherings noted above should be aware of and pass on such information. 

 
Both the Pastor and church members should inform newcomers about and invite them to 

the next session of the introductory welcoming Exploring Church Membership Class. During 
such class, newcomers should be informed about and invited to participate in a small group.  

 
e. Invitations 

 
Newcomers need someone to walk with them. Although some churches 

provide a new believer with a mentor or discipleship leader, another highly viable approach is to 
match new believers with either a new believer group or an already existing open relational small 
group. Since it is hard to develop relationships in a large group, small groups are critical. A small 
group is the best place to build friendships and assimilate newcomers into the life of the church. 
“[P]eople stick to a church when they get involved in a small group.”1292  

 
 

1292 Thom S. Rainer and Eric Geiger, Simple Church: Returning to God’s Process for Making Disciples 153 (2006). 
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When names and interests are discerned, they can be passed on to appropriate host or 
group leaders who follow up with a personal invitation to a newcomer to participate in a hosted 
get together or to a small group gathering. Personal invitations tend to be most effective if they 
come from someone whom the newcomer knows. Whatever the manner, encourage and assist 
every newcomer and especially new members to participate in a small group. Where people are 
hurting, refer them to an appropriate serving ministry such as a grief support group. 

 
  f. Building a Volunteer Disciple Making Culture1293 

 
Commonly, the term volunteer connotes a person who performs some 

task(s) working without compensation or legal obligation, hopefully garnering some form of 
satisfaction. In the context of a disciple-making Christian church, a volunteer also exercises his 
or her will to undertake to perform some task or role. But here, the volunteer’s effort in some 
way constitutes obedience to God. In short, building a voluntary culture should be done in a 
manner contributing to the disciple-making process.   

 
As noted earlier, people are attracted to and remain with a church primarily for one or 

both of two reasons – friendships and meaningful ministry involvement. “People want to 
volunteer and be a part of what they love and are passionate about.”1294 A local church cannot 
effectively function without loyal and dedicated volunteers who carry on the leadership and 
mission of the church. To be an effective disciple-making church, building a volunteer disciple-
making culture is a critical a element for successful assimilation of people into the life of the 
church.  Thus, the church needs to focus on creating a strong volunteer disciple-making culture.  

 
 Dan Reiland,1295 offers a framework for building a culture in which both staff and 

volunteers thrive. This consists of five foundational principles for a strong volunteer culture. 
 

� Inspiring Mission and Vision – A vibrant volunteer culture starts with a clear mission, 
namely the Great Commission (Matt. 28:19-20), which is the foundation of the 
recommended Mission Statement for FRCC. The vision for person to volunteer in 
carrying out the mission must be inspiring.  Volunteers want to be part of something 
bigger than themselves. The church’s vision should be bold enough to inspire and 
challenge, but not so "out there" that it is not believable, big enough to require faith 
and compelling enough to cause people to move to action. An inspiring vision 
encourages volunteers change their lives for the good.  

 
� Culture of Friendly Relationships Are Strong – Volunteers want to connect in a 

community in which they are cared for, loved and appreciated. Volunteers want to 
trust and enjoy those with whom they work.  Very few things exceed the importance 
of healthy and productive relationships. The importance of connection, appreciation 
and encouragement cannot be overestimated. The church should structure its tasks 

 
1293 This Section draws primarily on Dan Reiland, “5 Foundational Principles for a Strong Volunteer Culture,” 
October 21, 2018, OutreachMagazine.com. 
1294 Id. 
1295 He is a pastor and a vice-president of Leadership and Church Development and has been described as best 
known as a leader with a pastor’s heart and a coach’s instincts. 
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and ministries so as to foster the development of relationships in the context of 
fostering the advancement of its mission and vision. 
 

� Practical Training – Volunteers want a sense of personal competence to feel good 
about what they do. An effective training program includes three elements: 
equipping, developing and coaching. Equipping focuses on the specific skills needed 
to accomplish a particular ministry, e.g., workshop(s), online video training, personal 
instruction, etc. Development involves investing in a person's overall personal growth 
with respect to leadership or spiritual life. Coaching which usually focuses more on 
leaders may also be applied to others.  
 

� Clear Expectations – Volunteers both want and need to know what is expected of 
them, again in the context of advancing the mission and vision of the church as well 
as the volunteers’ personal growth. Furthermore, high standards inspire. Be 
appreciative and flexible without lowering standards. This is not to suggest 
"command and control." But, provide a simple, brief and clear job description for 
each ministry. It might be as simple as an overall objective and 5-7 bullets that take 
up no more than a half page. The written descriptions of responsibility need to reflect 
the cultural values and ministry philosophy of the church. 
 

� Helpful Organizational Systems – Volunteers want structure to avoid chaos and want 
good teamwork. A simple straightforward organizational framework frees the red tape 
and helps things run smoothly so the volunteers can do their ministry with relative 
ease. Volunteers should not have to serve structures and systems, but rather the 
structures and systems should serve ministries and volunteers. Furthermore, good 
communication is essential for the organization to function well.  

 
 In short, build a vibrant volunteer disciple-making culture based upon sound principles.  
Doing so not only assimilates people into the life of the church and contributes to persons’ spiritual 
growth, it also enables successful functions and ministries of the church.  
 

 [In] trying to find ways to engage people and keep them engaged, 
it's critical to build up the volunteer teams and leaders of those 
teams…. Serving together creates a deep, rich community 
environment worth pursuing. It gives people the option to "own" 
part of the mission of the church and put their gifts and talents to 
use. This is how God designed the body of Christ to engage the 
mission ... together.1296  
 

 7. Short Term Small Groups 
 
  Small groups, short term small groups as well as relational small groups constitute 
a fundamental stage of disciple-making. For both short term and relational small groups to play 
their essential roles in disciple-making, there needs to be a mechanism or process to connect 

 
1296 Tony Morgan, “3 Glaring Church Growth Trends,” January 9, 2020, OutreachMagazine.com. 
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people with a group. We need to help move people get to where they need to go. This requires 
steps  moving people to and through a small group path ultimately to a relational small group.1297  
 
 To successfully engender such movement, taking such step needs to be easy, obvious and 
strategic. If the step is not easy, people tend to be either unwilling or unlikely to successfully to 
take it. If the step is not obvious, i.e., if people don’t see how it will take them where they want 
to go, they may not even try. If the step is not strategic, the step will not lead people to where 
they need to go, i.e., the desired destination – a relational small group.1298 
 
 On the path to spiritual growth, a natural step after participation in meaningful worship 
is participation in some short term small group. (Of course, becoming a church member and/or 
regular participation in worship may either precede or follow the short term small group stage.) 
Participation in a short term group is an easy step in that it does not require long term 
commitment yet offers introductory programming of interest and relevance. It is an obvious step 
in that the programs offered are relevant to development of Christian life. And, it is strategic in 
that this step naturally leads to stimulating interest and comfort in moving to the essential 
destination of ultimately participating in a relational small group. 
 

To foster movement to participation in short term small groups, such groups can be 
promoted during worship services. Because of their short duration, a short term small group 
program might be integrated with a sermon series. To test drive a small group experience, people 
are encouraged to either join an existing or start a new small group for a short duration. Then, 
after the short term small group nears its conclusion, offer the opportunity to continue their group 
as a relational small group or to try a different, either existing or new, short term or relational 
small group.   
 
 Saddleback Church pioneered the short step approach. To assist people in moving from 
worship to relational small groups, the church offers short term small groups which are promoted 
in conjunction with the worship services. It uses a forty-day spiritual growth campaign during 
which all of the teachings in the church are aligned around the same theme. For six weeks, the 
small groups utilize the curriculum that relates to the messages presented in the worship services. 
All persons are exhorted to join one of the small groups offering this six week program. People 
are more receptive to trying a small group when their commitment is limited to six weeks. Not 
only are they exposed to the small group environment, which may lead to a longer relational 
small group commitment, the content of the program moves them further along in their spiritual 
transformation process. 
 

Promotion of short term small groups must come from the top down. The senior pastor 
provides more credibility than anyone else. In the context of the worship service, the senior 
pastor should often communicate a hard-hitting message that just participating in the worship 
service is not enough for those seeking to follow Christ.1299 Being a follower of Christ is not just 
attending worship services, some social gatherings and a few committee meetings. The pulpit 
provides an influential forum to communicate the importance of participating in small groups in 

 
1297 Andy Stanley and Bill Willits, Creating Community: 5 Keys to Building a Small Group Culture 115-16 (2004). 
1298 Id. at 124. 
1299 Missy Lovick, “5 Tips for Small Group Life,” Outreach Magazine (March/April 2008). 
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general with short term small group experiences an introductory initial step. Invite people to join 
with other members on a disciple-making journey together. Furthermore, convey the expectation 
that they will do so. 

 
The same message can be communicated as part of the Exploring Church Membership 

Class which informs not only as to the availability, the role and importance of the short term 
small group programs, but also the expectation that church members will participate in this small 
group stage of the disciple-making process. Personal efforts (most effectively by those involved 
in the conduct of the new members program) should be made to match new members up with a 
soon to be held short term small group, or, if thought appropriate, with an about to be newly 
organized relational group. The new members class might even test drive the short term group 
experience by constituting such a group themselves.  

 
Another mechanism for matching new members with a group would be a new members' 

dinner at which not only team leaders are present, but also group leaders. Whatever the approach, 
a disciple-making church needs to develop a strategy to deal with moving both new believers 
and current church members into the small group ministry of the church.  

 
In addition, the other normal means of communication (e.g., newsletter, website, display 

tables, bulletin boards, etc.) should be employed to communicate the role of and procedure for 
participating in some short term small group program. 

 
A key method of establishing small groups is to invite people to participate. Tell them 

when and where there will be meeting and who the leader/facilitator will be. Preaching a sermon 
on the topic which is the subject of the small group study can also be an effective way to inspire 
people to sign-up. In any event, an easy periodic procedure to sign up for a short term small 
group needs to be implemented. This might simply be periodic connection reception after 
(between) worship services. These receptions offer small group sign up opportunities. An 
information desk or booth could be set up for each of the short term group program to be held in 
the near future. The simple fact of people gathering around a booth of interest also serves to 
begin a connecting process. Signups by telephone, e-mails and the internet also offer appropriate 
means. And, of course, personal invitations by the pastor, group leaders and others can be quite 
effective. 

 
A barrier to joining a small group is the fear of committing to something about which 

one knows very little. To alleviate this concern, don’t ask people to commit to a long term group 
with people they don’t know. Instead, people join a starter short term small group typically four 
to eight weeks. If the group gels, it may then evolve in to a longer term relational small group. 
If it doesn’t, no hard feelings, no questions asked. In short, offer people the opportunity to try 
small groups by means of a trial run before they are ready to buy into a relational small group.1300 

 
8.  Relational Small Groups 
 

Moving people into a small relational small group is a prime and essential 
strategic goal in the disciple-making process. Create an environment conductive to the 

 
1300 Andy Stanley and Bill Willits, Creating Community: 5 Keys to Building a Small Group Culture 134-35 (2004). 
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development and widespread participation in meaningful relational small group relationships. 
Look for ways to get people connected and remain connected. Create and move people into 
authentic community. Doing so is a major catalyst for strengthening faith and growing people to 
a more Christ-like life. As noted above, the entire ministry model for Andy Stanley’s highly 
successful North Point Ministries1301 is designed to move people into small groups. This applies 
to kids and youth as well as adults. For FRCC to be an effective disciple-making church, we 
need to develop and implement means to move people into relational small groups.  

 
There are several alternative and/or complementary approaches to the intentional 

movement of people to participation in relational small groups including  (a) short term small 
groups as a bridge, (b) the “living room” experience, (c) group link opportunities, and (d) other.  

 
a. Short Term Small Group as a Bridge 

 
Short term small groups can provide a linkage or a bridge between simply 

participating in worship services and the essential next step to a longer term relational small 
group experience. However, to be effective as a bridge, the short term group experience needs 
to have been a good one both in terms of the topics presented and the beginning of relationships 
established and/or deepened. Furthermore, built into the programming of every short term small 
group should be encouragement for the participant’s to take the next step and move on to 
participating in a relational small group. Both a basic and positive understanding of what 
relational small groups are about and the procedure to participate should be conveyed.  

 
In addition to offering program/topic oriented short term small groups, a “starter” short 

term small group offers an alternative approach. Such starter group could gather a few times 
simply for discussion and an opportunity to get to know other people on a level above coffee chit 
chat, perhaps immediately after a worship service. This might be described as something akin to 
six weekly group dates.  

 
Becoming a member of a relational small group might occur in any one of several 

contexts. For example, members of the short term small group might decide to evolve into an 
on-going relational small group. Or, one or more participants in the short term small group may 
decide to form a new group (grassroots approach). Or, people may sign up for one of the 
relational small groups in the process of being formed. (See discussion of signups through Group 
Link in Section c. below.) 

 
In any event, serving as a bridge to relational small groups by encouraging and assisting 

people towards becoming members of relational small groups must be intentional and a part of 
the DNA of every short term small group. This could be facilitated by incorporating an 
introductory relational component in the short term small group experience; e.g., an element of 
prayer, scripture, and praying for one another. 

 
 

1301 North Point Ministries, Inc., was founded in 1995 with the vision of creating churches that unchurched people 
love to attend. Since its inception, NPM has grown from one church to six in metro Atlanta and has developed a 
global network of more than thirty strategic partner churches. Each week, more than 30,000 people attend services 
at NPM churches. 
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b.  The “Living Room” Experience1302 
 

In efforts to connect people with small groups, North Point Community 
Church in Atlanta experimented with what is referred the as the living room. Like a house, the 
living room is designed for people to become better acquainted. It enables people to casually 
connect. It is comfortable. It is where guest begin to feel like friends. A living room is a medium 
sized environment designed to change people’s minds about connecting. By the end of the 
evening, the hope is that guests will have made connections with other people in their season of 
life, in their area of town or in an area of common interest (e.g., singles, married, parents, Bible 
study, apologetics, etc.). This might be achieved in the context of a discussion group, simple 
conversation around a table, etc. The ‘living room” approach focuses on helping people to 
connect and make new friends. From this, it is hoped that movement toward relational small 
groups will emerge. 
 
 However, at North Point, the original living room step, monthly gatherings in homes 
according to season of life and geographic area, proved less effective than hoped in connecting 
people relationally and moving them into relational small groups. This ineffectiveness was due 
to varying schedules and inconsistent attendance. If a person missed a couple of get-togethers, it 
would be a couple of months before connecting with the people again.1303 Thus, instead of relying 
on the area concept, as a remedy, group link was introduced. However, this is not to say that we, 
at FRCC, should not consider how “the living room” approach might be adapted to our 
circumstances.  

   
c. Group Link 

 
For North Point Community Church, group link is a two-hour event, held 

four times annually, where people can connect with others in their geographic area and/or stage 
of life. These events are heavily promoted by the church including worship time announcements, 
bulletin inserts, videos, etc. plus at least one sermon annually on community.  

 
Group Link encompasses an inviting ambience, hors d’oeuvres, designated tables 

perhaps according to geographical area, age, specific topical interest, etc. Conversation, video to 
clarify what to expect in relational small groups, and personal testimonies are key parts of the 
Group Link event. It is made clear that small groups are not a social club. They are groups which 
meet regularly (preferably weekly) in comfortable setting such as a home for fellowship, Bible 
study and prayer. The event also includes people sharing their testimony about how God worked 
through their group to change their lives. Group leaders are introduced. Signup opportunities are 
provided. Once number of signups are achieved, they gather with the leader and a starting time 
is arranged.  

 
Further time is allotted for more food and an opportunity for new group members to better 

get know one another.1304 

 
1302 This section draws primarily on Andy Stanley and Bill Willits, Creating Community: 5 Keys to Building a Small 
Group Culture 118-21 (2004).  
1303 Id. at 125. 
1304 Id. at 125-27. 
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To reiterate earlier comments, focusing on mission must remain center stage. The 
purpose of the church and the responsibilities of its members need to be repeated and repeated 
again (by preaching, by banners, by inclusion in church bulletins, newsletters, etc.). In sermons, 
announcements, church events, short term and relational small groups, team gatherings and other 
church activities, continually reiterate and emphasize that FRCC being a disciple-making church 
and what this requires. In turn, this should lead to an increasing a greater and more positive 
response to the Group Link event ultimately leading to participation in relational small groups. 

 
d. Other Approaches  

 
The same methods used in encouraging participation in short term small 

groups can also be utilized to encourage participation in relational small groups – i.e., messages 
from the pulpit; visioning in Exploring Church Membership Class; new member dinners; 
personal invitations by the pastor, group leaders and others; employment of other forms of 
church communications; readily available information desks and signup opportunities; etc. 

 
In addition, establish a small group registration booth where leaders of the groups meet 

prospects and answer questions. Encourage prospects converging around the table to talk with 
each other about not only the program but also about themselves. Beginning and/or enhancing 
of relationships lends further attraction to the experience. Fears are alleviated. Relationships, 
even more than information, serve as a bridge. Capitalize on the power of relationships.1305  

 
Some questions to be asked in developing and implementing a relational small group 

model of doing church include the following. 
 

Does your ministry model connect people quickly and keep them 
connected? Does your model have easy, obvious steps into 
community? Is it easy for non-believers to find their places? Are 
you classing people to death? What can you do programmatically 
to create more relational connection opportunities in your ministry 
model?1306 

 
 In short, there are numerous ways of promoting movement to relational small groups 
some of which are considered above. This is not to suggest that they exhaust the possibilities. 
Creativity is always welcome.  

 
 However, regardless of what approach(s) is used, when encouraging people to participate 
in relational small groups, do so in a positive way. When we hear the call to follow Christ, we 
find it easy to say yes. But, when we hear such words as training, discipline, schedule and 
accountability, enthusiasm wanes. Thus, the question becomes how to best to communicate 
compelling reasons for participation in small groups. Bad salesmen talk about the costs with lack 
of emphasis on the value. They also lower the price. Don’t be a bad salesman. Start by raising 
the value of what’s being offered so that people are more willing to pay the price. Extol the value 

 
1305 Thom S. Rainer and Eric Geiger, Simple Church: Returning to God’s Process for Making Disciples 52 (2006). 
1306 Andy Stanley, Deep and Wide 137 (2012). 
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of following Jesus. Don’t lower the price by minimizing what people are called to do. This 
cheapens what cost God everything.1307  

 
9. Life Style Spiritual Disciplines of Serving and Evangelism 

 
The procedural path through the disciple-making process involves moving 

through the stages of disciple-making from conversion to worship, basics of faith, personal 
spiritual disciplines, church membership, assimilation and short term and relational small groups.  
But, spiritual growth does not end with relational small groups. There is more. In addition, we 
are called upon not only to grow in our own personal spiritual disciplines in pursuing intimacy 
with God and Christian fellowship with one another through sharing life together, we are also 
called to serve others and to reach out to persons outside the faith. Embracing serving and 
evangelism are additional foundational elements in our Christian life style which further sets the 
stage for deepening our personal connection with God and leads to places where God transforms 
us to a more Christ-like life.   

 
As a disciple-making church, how do we encourage people’s movement toward 

embracing these additional elements of a Christian lifestyle? There are two basic approaches.  
 
First, we need to periodically and repeatedly communicate  
 

� the fundamental purpose for all Christians (i.e., growing toward a 
more Christ-like life in thoughts, feelings and actions),  

 
� the pursuit of the four relationships that places us where God is 

most likely to spiritually transform us (i.e., connecting with God, 
fellowship with other believers, serving the needs of others and 
reaching out to people outside the faith) and 

 
� the procedural path we are to travel in order to grow spiritually 

and be transformed (i.e., the stages of discipleship).  
 
To encourage people’s movement, these messages should be communicated in various venues 
such as worship services, the Exploring Church Membership Class, short term and relational 
small, team gatherings,  and other modes of communication with our church members. 

 
Second, experiencing spiritual growth in the context of relational small groups can be a 

profound experience. Nurturing the values of and equipping persons for the personal spiritual 
disciplines of serving and evangelism in the context of relational small groups promises 
significant growth experiences in peoples’ Walk with Christ. Thus, major elements in our 
church’s efforts to move people in progressing to become Fully Devoted Followers of Christ 
include  

 

 
1307 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 240 (2006). 
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� ensuring that the nurturing the pursuit of intimacy with God 
through the on-going practice of the spiritual disciplines of serving 
and evangelism become an integral element in the functioning of 
relational small groups, 

 
� urging all relational small groups to participate in a short term 

program for equipping people to better serve and/or engage in 
evangelism,  

 
� encouraging group members to actively incorporate loving serving 

and evangelism as an integral part of their Christian lifestyle,  
 
� challenging relational small groups to undertake a serving project 

and/or evangelism efforts, and 
 
� ensuring that members of the group provide encouragement, 

support and loving accountability with respect to each group 
member’s serving and/or evangelism efforts. 
 

C. SIMPLE PROCESS: PROGRAM SCHEDULING TO ENHANCE MOVEMENT1308 
 
 The ability to move people toward growing a more Christ-like life is enhanced by 
embracing a simple process, i.e., “a straight forward and strategic process that moves people 
through the stages of spiritual growth.”1309  The expressed mission, process and programs should 
function in partnership. Establish weekly programs on a sequential basis After a person 
progresses through the conversion and membership process, ask them to do three things: (1) 
regularly come to worship to fall more in love with God and his Word; (2) participate in a small 
group (perhaps initially a short term small group) to connect with other believers in community 
and (3) engage in some serving and/or evangelism ministry to impact others. 
 
 Commonly larger churches offer lots of programming and activity, e.g., eight major 
programs weekly for adults plus numerous programs for youth and children. The programs may 
be very good. Participants seem to enjoy them. Program leaders are passionate about what they 
are doing. However, there is no process; no beginning and ending point. The programs were 
isolated events rather than tools to reach an end. Programs offered in this context should be 
dispensed with. 

 
In contrast, the simple process offers disciple-making experiences experienced weekly 

through the programs offered. The weekly programs are tools to achieve the mission. The first 
step connects with God in a loving relationship. The weekend worship services better enable 
people to do so through inspiring worship and dynamic biblical teaching. The second step in the 
process is a weekly midweek gathering connecting with others in lovingly sharing life together. 
Furthermore, it is in such groups that faith and one’s relationship with God are nurtured through 

 
1308 This Section is primarily drawn from Thom S. Rainer and Eric Geiger, Simple Church: Returning to God’s 
Process for Making Disciples 43-44 (2006),  
1309 Id. at 40. 
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prayer, spending time with God’s Word and learning and practicing these and other spiritual 
disciplines. The third step in the process is to serve the world by connecting with others through 
serving their needs and/or reaching out to share Christ and bring them into the church 
community. People in small groups are challenged to serve on a ministry team. People enjoy 
camaraderie when serving in a team environment. Some ministry teams focus on the church and 
its members. Others focus on the outside community.  

 
In short, a simple process schedules three main programs each week, one for each phase 

of the process (i.e., worship, small group participation and serving and/or reaching out to others.)  
The goal is to move people sequentially from program to program leading to transformation. In 
this manner, the mission purpose of the church and the scheduling of weekly programs should 
function in partnership. People are moved each week along the path toward growing to Christ-
likeness. A clear process and three weekly programs afford a means which is more likely to 
motivate people on the path to becoming Fully Devoted Followers of Christ.  
 
 Effective churches are creative in developing new ideas in response the needs. Typically, 
a church will develop and implement new special programs or events to do so. While possibly 
using similar curriculum, the simple process concept opts to respond through its current ministry 
process, i.e., either creating new or utilizing existing small groups. This not only addresses a 
specific need, it also enhances personal relationship development. Furthermore, this approach 
not only avoids bombarding church members with new options, it avoids internal ministry 
competitions.1310  
 
D. SUMMARY 
 

Effective disciple-making requires movement of people to places where God is most 
likely to transform them. Without movement, programs are simply an end to themselves. People 
need to be moved beyond their perpetual comfort zone. To respond to the challenge of moving 
people through the process, intentional and sustained efforts by the church for movement are 
needed. Thus, to be an effective disciple-making church, it is incumbent upon the church to 
encourage, equip and support people in moving along the procedural path encompassing the 
various stages of the disciple-making which, in turn, leads to growth in the four marks of 
discipleship (connecting with God, other believers, serving, and reaching people outside the 
faith).  

 
At the outset, we must recognize that success in moving people is conditioned upon 

offering spiritual growth experiences that are attractive to people both in terms of their focus and 
their schedules as well as being implemented in a high-quality manner. 

 
 Furthermore, programmatic and small group efforts do little good if the discipleship 
process is not well communicated as an integral part of the fabric of the church. This requires 
frequent discussions in a variety of ways and in a variety of venues. That is, communicate in 
personal interactions, in Exploring Church Membership Classes, during worship services, in 
short term small groups, in relational small groups, in team and committee meetings, etc. Invest 

 
1310 Id. at 49-50. 
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time in communicating the process to the people of the church, inviting and encouraging them 
to participate.  
 

Moving people through the stages of disciple-making offers rich spiritual rewards to both 
people individually and to the church as a whole as we respond to that which God calls upon us 
to do – i.e., make disciples. 

 
 

V. FOSTERING DISCIPLE-MAKING SUCCESS 
 

PART FIVE covers the content and church delivery of experiences at the various stages 
of disciple-making fostering people’s progress in their Walk with Christ. In addition to 
engendering movement to, within and through the stages of disciple-making (considered in 
Section IV. immediately above), there are several additional means to foster successful disciple-
making which are apply across the range of the stages of disciple-making. These include (a) 
discerning and matching a person’s gifts to ministry, (b) implementing personality style 
evangelism, (c) fostering people’s personal commitment to the disciple-making process, (d) 
implementing means of individual persons’ self-assessment and development of spiritual 
assessment plans, and (e) assessing the church’s discipleship-making efforts. 
 
A. Discerning and Matching Gifts  

 
Both PARTs THREE and FIVE above devote considerable attention to the spiritual 

discipline to serve others. A crucial element in responding to God’s call for serving is discerning 
the various God given gifts which people have. Then, best match persons and their gifts to those 
church ministries aimed at advancing God’s mission purposes for our church; i.e., encouraging, 
supporting and equipping people to grow in their thoughts, feelings and actions leading to a more 
Christ-like life through connecting with God, with other believers by sharing life together, with 
both believers and nonbelievers by serving them, and with those outside the faith  by witnessing 
the good news, leading them to Christ, and bringing them into the life of the church. 

 
1. Importance of Discerning One’s Spiritual Gifts  

 
  When God established the church as the body of Christ, each Christian is a part 
of that body. Spiritual gifts are what enable the body parts (each individual Christian) to best 
function in response to God’s will.  
 

 In his letter to the church of Ephesus, Paul tells us that we 
are “God’s handiwork created in Christ Jesus” and that we have 
been created to “do good works, which ‘God prepared advance for 
us to do” (Ephesians. 2:8-10).  
 

God has gifted each of us in some way to fulfill some purpose whether large or small. Each of 
us possess different gifts. In addition to understanding the spiritual discipline of serving, we need 
to discern those gifts which we each possess and how they can be best used in response to God’s 
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call to serve the needs of our members, those outside our church, and the functioning of the 
church itself. 

 
Thus, the question “what are my spiritual gifts?” is vitally important. Unless one knows 

the answer, he or she will not likely be highly effective in serving God. When a person struggles 
to do something for which God did not create him to do, the results are likely to be frustration, 
burnout, or giving up on the church altogether. In contrast, discovering one’s spiritual gifts, 
clarifies God’s call for his or her life. Spiritual gifts are like a personal job description from God. 
As one discovers his or her spiritual gifts and commences using them effectively, he or fulfills 
God’s will for him or her. God has no hands, feet, lips, eyes and ears in this world to advance 
the work of his kingdom except through those persons he created and gifted. Therefore, God is 
glorified through the loving serving by his spiritually gifted people using his God given gifts. 
Thus, the crucial question is what are the God-given gifts that we each possess and how they can 
be best be used in response to God’s call to ministry?  
 
 Furthermore, from an individual’s perspective, at some point in life most persons are 
likely ask is this all there is? What is my purpose in life? Discovering one’s purpose is essentially 
becoming oneself and becoming the person God created one to be. Look inside for one’s burning 
passions, gifts and inclinations which make one unique. Finding one’s God given purpose is 
finding one’s authentic self.1311  
 

Every follower of Christ has been created to be the unique masterpiece God created him 
or her to be. It is the responsibility of the church to equip people to discover their personal calling 
and deploy them to the best places to fulfill that calling.1312 From both the perspective of a church 
whose mission includes both serving others and disciple-making its members and from the 
perspective of an individual seeking to grow into a more Christ-like life, achieving the most 
meaningful serving depends upon discerning where he or she can best and joyfully serve either 
directly or through others. [W]e want to think in terms of ministering in the power of the gifts 
that God gives his people….”1313 What are the God-given gifts we each possess and how they 
can be best used in response to God’s call to ministry? Such gifts and where best applied need 
to be discerned. As a disciple-making church, we need to ask “How does… [our] congregation 
help people to affirm their gifts and discover the ministry to which God is calling them.”1314 

2. Offer Means to Equip for Discerning and Using Spiritual Gifts 
 

It is the responsibility of an intentional disciple-making church to help people to 
discern their gifts and the ministry to which God is calling them. There are a variety of means, 
either individually or in combination with others, for doing so.  

 
 

 
1311 Andy Langford and Mark Ralls, Beginnings: an Introduction to Christian Faith 17-18 (2003) (a participant’s 
guide). 
1312 Todd Wilson and Robert Wegner, “See Volunteers as God’s Masterpieces,” OutreachMagazine.com, December 
11, 2018. 
1313 Dallas Willard, Living in Christ’s Presence: Final Words on Heaven and the Kingdom of God 42 (2014). 
1314 John Ackerman, Listening to God: Spiritual Formation in Congregations 98 (2001). 
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a. Short Term Small Groups 
 
Short term small group programs can be utilized to assist people in 

discerning their gifts. Various short term small group programs and other materials are available 
for to help people discovering their spiritual gifts, personal style and God given passions to serve. 
These programs help persons assess and utilize one’s spiritual gifts, i.e., discover, develop, and 
deploy the spiritual gifts which God has given them. These are likely to be attractive to not only 
those who have progressed in their discipleship process from worship to relational small groups, 
but also to those who already have leanings toward serving in their Walk with Christ. 

 
Willow Creek Community Church has found that the utilization of small groups is 

particularly effective in its efforts to enhance individual spiritual gift discernment and matching 
people to situations calling for the use of such gifts. This is particularly true in a small group 
context in which the group leader knows the individuals and is equipped to guide them toward 
situations matching gifts to ministry needs. Doing so might even lead to new ministries.1315 

 
  b.  Relational Small Groups 

 
Often  God given gifts are so much a part of us that we tend not to be 

aware of them. If not discovered, we shortchange God, ourselves and others as we continue to 
operate without understanding of who we are and the qualities that make us unique. 
Consequently, our gifts are commonly best discerned in community with others, especially in 
relational small groups. It is in the community where we are known, where we trust others to 
listen, and where we can better discern our gifts and the call to which God wants us to apply 
such gifts.  

 
Thus, an important approach to discerning one’s gifts is to (i) incorporate gift 

discernment as one of the purposes of a relational small groups and (ii) utilize the relational small 
group to foster the understanding that serving others comes up, perhaps most often, in the 
numerous situations we encounter every day. Simply be nice and helpful to people. This requires 
no specific skill. It simply requires a loving attitude on our part reflecting God’s love and a 
willingness to take some small action expressing that love attitude which can be well nurtured 
in the context of a small relational group. 

 
c. Other Approaches 

 
In addition to offering short and/or relational small group experiences 

focusing on discerning one’s personality and gifts, other approaches to discerning one’s gifts, 
either separately or in combination with the above, include (i) consultation with one’s pastor, (ii) 
participating in a spiritual retreat which encompasses teaching about spiritual gifts, completion 
of a survey of a person’s gifts and then a small group discussion in which others provide 
discernment as to a person’s gifts,  (iii) participating in a variety of available programs for gift 
discernment, (iv) attending various church meetings (virtually all of which are open here at Fox 
River Congregational Church) which can afford people an opportunity to see where they might 
fit into church activities and/or (v) importantly, participation in a small group. And, of course, 

 
1315 An Inside Look at Willow Creek Community Church 137 (2000) (Paul Braoudakis, Editor). 
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focused prayer, spending time with God’s Word, worship, and participation in small groups can 
lead to participating in God’s love for all the world through serving others.  

 
 
d. Exploring Alternative Programs 

 
To aid in discerning gifts, offering skill development and matching a 

person’s gifts with ministry needs, a church needs to offer some type of program(s) to enhance 
the likelihood and better enable church members to discern and match their gifts. as they are 
motivated to progress in some type of meaningful serving ministry. Alternatives programs for 
doing so need to be explored. Some possibilities include the following. 

 
� “Your Divine Design” (Walk Thru the Bible Seminars) by Chip 

Ingram, in an 8-part DVD series, explores passages from Romans, 
Ephesians, and 1 Corinthians to understand the role of spiritual gifts. 
In the process, you'll be invited to pinpoint your own primary spiritual 
gift and then learn a Biblical process to develop, and deploy your gift 
for greater ministry and significant impact. 
 

� One approach to discovering one’s spiritual gifts involves three 
elements. (1) Pay Attention. What energizes the person and seems to 
come naturally? For example, in response to a particular problem, a 
person with the gift of inter-cessionary prayer will say “Let’s pray.” 
People possessing the gift of leadership start by looking for a solution 
to the problem. Those with the gift of shepherding will immediately 
focus on caring for the person. (2) Try. After gaining a sense of one’s 
gifts, try them, e.g., in some voluntary ministry in the church, or 
simply in situations which occur in everyday life. (3) Develop. Each 
person should seek to develop his or her gifts.  
 

� Churchgrowth.org offers Team Ministry Facilitator’s Resource Kit for 
teaching spiritual gifts to implement a spiritual gifts team ministry in 
a church. The kit helps members identify and understand their 
individual spiritual gifts and equips for ministry in their daily lives. 
People are happier and more productive when exercising his or her 
own gifts rather than begrudgingly serving in some position out of 
guilt or pressure from church leaders or colleagues.   
 

� Finding Your Spiritual Gifts: Expanded Questionnaire; The Easy to Use Self-
Guided Questionnaire (2017) by C. Peter Wagner. Sixteen pages offers 
church members, group leaders, teachers and pastors a questionnaire as a 
guide for discovering and using one’s spiritual gifts..1316   

 

 
1316 Booklet description from christianbook.com. 
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� The Wisconsin Congregational Association sponsored A Lay Ministry 
training program which included a determination of one’s gifts. This program 
centered on a Wall Street Journal’s #1 best seller entitled Strengths Finder 
2.0 (2007) by Tom Rath. Based upon Gallup’s 40-year study of human 
strengths, this book, coupled with a personal on-line survey, focuses on 
learning and applying one’s strengths.  
 

The problem is not that we don’t have enough strengths, but rather the 
problem is that we don’t use the strengths that we have.  Determine one’s 
strengths and then use them. Elements in identifying one’s talents include 
spontaneous reactions, yearnings, rapid learning, satisfactions and taking the 
Strength Finder on-line 2.0 test. The book covers an introduction to finding 
one’s strengths and applying those strengths in the context of 34 themes of 
talent and ideas for action. Following are the talent theme categories.  

 
Achiever              Deliberative            Intellection 
Activator              Developer             Learner 
Adaptability         Discipline             Maximizer 
Analytical             Empathy             Positivity  
Arranger       Focus  Relator 
Belief                    Futuristic             Responsibility 
Command             Harmony             Restorative              
Communication    Ideation             Self Assurance 
Competition          Includer             Significance 
Connectedness      Individualization   Strategic 
Consistency           Input             Woo (Winning  
                                                               Others Over) 
Context 

 
 The on-line test identifies a person’s top five areas. Once identified, the 
book offer suggestions for action to make use of one’s strengths. Although 
the Strength Finder approach is not solely focused on those involved in 
churches, it is said to apply to a person’s work, relationships and/or ministry. 
This approach offers an alternative approach, possibly in combination with 
others, for discerning one’s gifts and helping to match those gifts to current 
or new ministries here at FRCC. 

 
Whatever approach, program, and/or surveys of one’s characteristics a person follows in 

discerning his or her gifts, what next? Reverend Stu Merkel offers a path to success; 
 

� Study your prominent gifts further 

� Give something a fair try. 

� Let God’s spirit work in you. 

� Be patient, clarifying your gifts may take some time . . . days, 
weeks, years 
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� Clarifying your Spiritual Gifts comes from the Body of Christ 

� Celebrate because God has gifted you! 1317 
 

Furthermore, Reverend Merkel concludes his observations of spiritual gifts with the 
following passages from by Paul. 
 

Follow the way of love and eagerly desire gifts of the Spirit….  
(1 Corinthians 14:1) 
 
[T]ry to excel in those [gifts] that build up the church. 
(1 Corinthians 14:2) 

 
To discern one’s spiritual gifts is to come to know God’s will and purpose for one’s life. This, 
in turn, better enables one to glorify God and edify others.1318 
 
 To reiterate, the importance for the members of our church to discover and utilize their 
God given gifts cannot be overemphasized. One’s growth toward a more Christ-like life is 
seriously deterred by one’s failure to do so. Consequently, if we as a church are serious about 
being an effective disciple-making church, it is our responsibility to develop and implement a 
way or combination of ways, on a churchwide basis, for our members to discern and apply their 
God given gifts.  
 

God gifts each of us 
 

for the common good and [such gifts] are to be exercised in love 
to build up the Body of Christ... Today, as in the New Testament 
times, a spiritually vital church recognizes the essential role that 
spiritual gifts play in the life and ministry of the church and 
organizes itself so that those gifts can be exercised.1319 (Emphasis 
supplied.) 

 
This is essential in fostering disciple-making success. 

 
B. IMPLEMENTATION OF PERSONALITY STYLE EVANGELISM1320 
 

Fostering disciple-making success also embodies implementing personality style 
evangelism. While people acting individually can utilize their own personality style to influence 
unbelievers, a greater impact is possible when members of a congregation work together as a 
whole with each person discovering and employing his or her own evangelism personality styles. 
Thus, any church desiring to enhance the overall effectiveness of its evangelism efforts should 

 
1317 “My Spiritual Gifts; What Gift or Talent Has God Given Me?, Wisconsin Congregational Leadership and Lay 
Ministry Training Program, February 22, 2011 (led by Stu Merkel).  
1318 Id.   
1319 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 72(1993). 
1320 This Section draws primarily on Jeffrey A. Johnson, Got Style? Personality –Based Evangelism, 147-51 (2009).   
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consider instituting personality style evangelism on a church-wide basis. An overall process for 
church-wide personality style evangelism includes the following several elements. 

 
� Prayer – Prayer augments all else. The pastor(s) and lay leadership, when 

spending time together, should intentionally and continually seek the Lord for 
discernment concerning what the congregation should be doing in reaching out 
to the skeptics and unbelievers in the community. Each church member, both 
individually and when a part of a group, pray for personal prospects by name and 
need on a regular basis.  
 

� Individuals Personality Evangelism Style Assessment – A church should offer a 
means for individual members of the congregation to assess his or her evangelism 
personality style(s). The various evangelism personality styles (confrontational, 
intellectual, testimonial, interpersonal, invitational and serving styles) are 
discussed in PART FIVE, Section IX.C.5. above. When a person knows his or 
her style and comes to understand that evangelism is most effective when a he or 
she engages in a manner natural to him or her, the stage is set for overcoming 
fears, fostering motivation and providing training members for effective personal 
relationship evangelism.  
 

As considered in Section V.A. above. all church members need to 
discover their individual God given gifts to better discern God’s call to a specific 
ministry for them. Consideration should be given to whether a personality style 
and gift evaluation surveys should be conducted in conjunction with or separately 
from one another. 

 
� Assessment of the Church’s Personality Style and Gifts -- In addition to assessing 

members’ gifts and personality styles from the perspective of each individual, 
such information should be compiled on a church-wide basis to determine the 
primary set of both gifts and personality styles of the congregation as a whole By 
ascertaining the church’s primary strengths based upon the God given gifts of its 
members and discerning the primary evangelism personality styles running 
throughout the congregation, a church is better positioned to focus its time, energy 
and resources on motivating and training its people for effective evangelism.  
 

� Personality Styles Specific Training – After determining the personality style 
composition of both individuals and the congregation as a whole, offer 
evangelism training relevant to persons’ specific personality style or styles. In 
doing so, however, also incorporate the basic elements of evangelism which apply 
commonly across the range of different evangelism styles. 

 
� Vision Casting – “Every time there is an opportunity to vision cast about a the 

mission of the church, evangelism should be at the top of the list,”1321 This vision 
should be spread by whatever means of communication is available such as from 

 
1321 Bill Hybels: “5 Ways to Embed Evangelism into Your Culture,” OutreachMagazine.com, May 1, 2014. 
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the pulpit, in training sessions, small group gatherings, programs, bulletins, 
newsletters, websites, social media, internet, etc. Members should be urged to 
participate in personality evangelism evaluation and incorporate the results in 
their outreach efforts. 

 
Effective evangelism is a church-wide team effort. All members of the church need to be 

involved. An important component of effective evangelism is determining what is the personality 
evangelism style(s) of each individual member. What style is most natural for him or her?  Assess 
and train the person in his or her style.  

 
Unleash your church to reach out to the community in a variety of 
ways, and encourage and support them, as God uses them all to 
lead many into the church and ultimately into a relationship with 
Christ.1322 
 

C. FOSTER PERSONAL COMMITMENT  
 

Although we are saved by grace, not by what we do, Jesus calls upon us to follow him 
now, not wait until we are nearing death. God wants us now to mature spiritually by developing 
the characteristics of Jesus. Spiritual maturity does not occur automatically. Being a follower of 
Christ (a disciple), involves embarking on and continuing a process of growing in the image of 
Christ. An effective disciple-making church fosters a strong desire in its members, and perhaps 
others, to come to know and experience God. The goal is for each person to understand, embrace 
and commit to following Christ by becoming more like him in thoughts, feelings and actions. 
This is achieved through the understanding, learning and practicing the spiritual disciplines 
taught and reflected in Christ's life. A prime responsibility of a disciple-making church is to 
communicate understanding, create expectations and foster motivation of persons to commit to 
growing as a disciple. 

1. Commitment: A Choice Must Be Made 
 

The question is how does one grow as a follower of Christ. As considered earlier, 
one does so by in engaging in the on-going practice of spiritual disciplines. This is more than 
simply asking and trying to do “what Jesus would do” as particular situations come up. Like an 
athlete, we need to constantly try to be prepared and able to do what Jesus would do. Learn and 
practice the spiritual disciplines as a way of life that enabled Christ to receive God’s constant 
and effective support while doing his will. We need to avoid simply making an occasional stab 
at doing so or simply trying to respond at a particular point in time to the question “what would 
Jesus do.”  

 
If we are to be serious about spiritual transformation, we must not 
merely “try harder,” we must “train wisely.” Growth in our 
relationship with God results from training in the spiritual 
disciplines. … Spiritual disciplines are the practices we live by 

 
1322 Mark Mittelberg, Becoming a Contagious Church: Increasing Your Church’s Evangelism Temperature 156 
(2007) (revised edition of Building a Contagious Church). 
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that enable us to do what we cannot do by will power alone. These 
practices help us grow in the ability to love God and people – true 
indicators of spiritual well-being.1323 
 

If one becomes a believer (a convert) but his or her habits remain the same, he or she will 
experience little of the life Christ offers. Failure to submit to and practice spiritual disciplines 
bars entry into a powerful new life. One does not excel without training and we are not exempted 
from this rule when we enter the kingdom of grace.1324 This requires commitment. 

 
Discipleship, the process of becoming more like Christ, starts with a decision, a 

commitment.   
 
Becoming like Christ is the result of the commitments we make. 
We become whatever we are committed to! ….Without a 
commitment to grow, any growth that occurs will be 
circumstantial, rather than intentional. Spiritual growth is too 
important to be left to circumstances.1325 

 
We become that to which we commit. 
 

Reverend Mike Matheny, in a guest sermon at FRCC, observed that joining a church, 
believing in God, and accepting the teachings of Christ are part of being a follower of Christ. 
However, he went to emphasize there is more. One growing as a follower is a committed learner, 
student and follower of his teacher. Thus, to be a disciple of Christ is not only to believe in him 
but also to follow wherever he might lead.  A disciple follows Christ's example and seeks to 
learn and live a Christ-like life.  
 

We either are or are not a follower of Jesus. It requires commitment and 
effort. Each person has to make a choice one way or another. There is no 
in between.1326 – (Emphasis supplied.) 

 
The choice may be informed and intentional or it may be uninformed and/or passive. Whatever 
the manner, a choice is made which results in either commitment to or lack thereof to growing 
toward a more Christ-like life.  
 
 2. Responsibility of the Church 

 
Researcher George Barna emphasizes the importance of commitment and the 

church’s role in fostering it. He selected five churches which he evaluated as being highly 
effective in making disciples. He then summarized the best aspects of these churches resulting 
in a “best of” model. An essential element of an effective disciple-making church is that 

 
1323 John Ortberg, The Life You Always Wanted  22-23 (2004) (Participant’s Guide). 
1324 Dallas Willard, The Spirit of Disciplines: Understanding How God Changes Lives, 114, 21 (1988).  
1325 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 333 1995). 
1326 Mike Matheny, “Discipleship: Come Follow Me,” January 27, 2002 (sermon) 
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“[c]hurch membership is granted only when a person covenants to participate in a focused, 
demanding discipleship process.”1327  

 
Unfortunately, too many are afraid to commit, they just drift. Others make half-hearted 

commitments and succumb often to competing values leading to frustration and mediocrity. 
Nevertheless, both the church as a whole and its members individually, must understand, that 
"every choice has eternal consequences, so…[a person] had better choose wisely."1328 
(Emphasis supplied.)  

 
In the successful church model, leaders both teach and ask for commitment.  As a church, 

we can do several things to encourage and help people to commit to and move along the path 
embracing the various stages of the disciple-making process. Ultimately, however, a person’s 
progress depends upon his or her personal commitment to follow Christ.  

 
Consequently, to be an effective disciple-making church, we need to be to be quite 

proactive in fostering persons’ commitment to learn, understand and practice the spiritual 
disciplines which place them where God is most likely to exercise his transforming power toward 
a Christ-like life. In doing so, as a church, we need to be prepared to accept that a few people, 
who are overly sensitive to what they perceive as undue pressure, might leave the church. As 
Lonnie Richardson and others have noted, there are always highly sensitive people who leave a 
church for little reason. It is important that we don’t defer to such over sensitivity at the expense 
of not doing those things which encourage other people to commit to that which contributes to 
their spiritual growth and transformation. Don’t appease the lowest denominator at the cost of 
not successfully moving others along in their spiritual growth.1329 As a church, we must be very 
proactive in motivating people to commit to moving along a path leading to transformation 
toward a more Christ-like life. 

 
3. Means to Foster Commitment 

 
Quite commonly most people with families, jobs and/or other activities have 

limited discretionary time. This is the time for which a church competes. People make time for 
what they consider to be most important to them. To be an effective disciple-making church, we 
cannot buy into the busyness excuse. Instead, it is essential to embark upon an intentional and 
concerted effort to convince individuals and people as a whole, that taking steps to explore, begin 
and progress on their journey with Christ is fundamentally important for them with lots of fun 
and fellowship along the way.  

 
Thus, the question becomes how do we effectively encourage and better help people to 

commit to the disciple-making process leading to their spiritual growth? There are various 
approaches to foster commitment either separately or in combination with one another; two of 
which are explored in the next two subsections.  

 
 

 
1327 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 307 (2006). 
1328 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 180 (2002). 
1329 Fox River Congregational Church, Minutes of the Task Force on Disciple-Making, December 10, 2008, p.5. 
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a. Cost-Benefit Ratio of  Following Christ Versus Non-Discipleship 
 

As considered earlier in PART II, Section III.D. we all are confronted with 
the temptation to refrain from a serious commitment to following and growing in Christ because 
of the perceived costs of active discipleship such as time, effort, other desires and priorities. 
Others make half-hearted commitments, but then often succumb to competing values or 
temptations. For some, this is due to a lack understanding as to what discipleship calls for. For 
others, an understanding of the nature of the commitment to discipleship gives rise to concern as 
to the time demands or costs discipleship. Their time is consumed by work, career, family, 
recreation and other self-interests and desires. Their lives are too are too busy to be distracted by 
spending time and energy on the practice of spiritual disciplines. For many engaging in spiritual 
disciplines connotes work and drudgery. Thus, the costs of discipleship are perceived as being 
quite high, hence the lack of motivation to commit. 

 
Yes, growing as a disciple requires a response to God’s call for obedience. It calls for 

serious commitment and effort. This involves learning, practicing and engaging in various 
spiritual disciplines aimed at connecting with God, connecting with other believers, connecting 
with both believers and unbelievers through serving and connecting with those outside the faith. 
Such effort is motivated by a clear direction and the ultimate rewarding goal of growing toward 
living a Christ-like life and entering into a personal relationship with God. Furthermore, when 
considering costs of engaging in committed discipleship, too often people fail to recognize the 
overriding benefits of discipleship which include growing in a loving and intimate personal 
relationship with God who is the perfect friend, growing in loving relationships with others, 
acceptance of oneself and a sense of well-being1330 The goal of spiritual disciplines is Christ-
likeness. When this is understood, the effort becomes a joy than drudgery.1331 

 
Not only are the benefits of growing toward Christ likeness profound, the failure to 

commit to discipleship engenders far greater costs than perceived costs of loss of some time to 
pursue other desires and priorities. The failure to follow Christ costs us  

 
� the loss of a life penetrated throughout by love and joy, an abiding peace, 

patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,  
� the loss of a faith that views life in the light of God’s governance for our own 

good,  
� the loss of security in God’s promises,  
� the loss of hope in discouraging circumstances,  
� the loss of ability to do make the right choices, and  
� the loss of the opportunity to enter into a personal relationship with our God – the 

perfect friend.1332  
 

 
1330 Steve A. Peay, “Introduction to The Spiritual Life,” 1998 (First Congregational Church of Wauwatosa, Lenten 
Series) (drawn from notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson). . 
1331 Donald S. Whitney, Spiritual Disciplines for the Christian Life 17 (1991). 
1332 Dallas Willard and Bill Hybels, “The Great Omission (Defining Moments, Willow Creek Program, 2008). 
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In discerning the cost-benefit ratio of following Christ versus the costs of non-
discipleship, the case for following Christ is overwhelming. Christ promises us the abundant 
life1333 and that his yoke is easy and the burden is light.1334  
 

Instill the mission of our church and the stages of discipleship into the DNA of our 
members not only to guide the church as to what it should be doing, but also to motivate 
individual’s commitment to follow Christ. Thus, it is incumbent on the church to offer clarity 
about and foster commitment to growing as disciple of Christ by 

 
� casting and continually recasting fundamental understanding of 

discipleship and inspire members of our church (and others) to sincerely 
following Christ 

 
� communicating the cost-benefit ratio of following Christ versus non-

discipleship 
 

� creating high expectations for members of our church (and others) to grow 
in their discipleship, and  
 

� repeatedly calling for commitment to becoming and growing as disciples 
of Christ.  

 
  b.  Saddleback Approach to Commitment1335 

  
Rick Warren’s approach at Saddleback Church to fostering commitment 

to spiritual growth consists of five elements. 
 
(i) Ask People for Commitment. If a church doesn't ask its people for commitment, 

it won't get it. If you don't ask for commitment, other organizations will. People commit to things 
all the time. The question is to whom or to what? A prime reason there are so many weak 
Christians is that they are only partially committed to many causes rather than being wholly 
committed to the most important cause of all. Encourage and teach people to make wise 
commitments. 

 
(ii) Ask Confidently for a Big Commitment. People are attracted to a challenging 

vision, especially when it provides meaning to their lives. Weak appeals do little. Remember 
people respond to a passionate vision. The vision here is life transformation through progressive 
steps toward becoming a Fully Devoted Follower of Christ.   

 

 
1333 “I have come that they may have life, and have it to the full.” – (John 10:10)  
1334 “[M]y yoke is easy and my burden is light.” (Matthew 11:30) “The secret of the easy yoke is simple, actually. 
It is the intelligent, informed, unyielding resolve to live as Jesus lived in all aspects of his life....”  Dallas Willard, 
The Spirit of Disciplines: Understanding How God Changes Lives 10 (1991). 
1335 This Section draws primarily on Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising 
Your Message 344-47(1995). 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+11:30&version=NIV
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(iii) Be Specific in Asking for Commitments. Inform people as to exactly what is 
expected of them. Ask them to commit to Christ, then to baptism, membership, disciplines for 
spiritual maturity, serving ministry and reaching out to others. Develop covenants at each stage 
of the process which spell out what each commitment involves. For example, at the conclusion 
of Saddleback’s class on spiritual habits, everyone is asked to sign covenant cards. Each year 
commitments are renewed and new cards are issued. Annual recommitment helps those who 
became discouraged or quit to make a fresh beginning.  

 
(iv) Explain Benefits of Commitment. People commit to whatever is important to them 

whether it be work, family, recreation, sleeping in on Sunday morning, movies, concerts, travel, 
etc. Commonly, the focus of their commitments is what they perceive to be of benefit to 
themselves and their families. Thus, it is essential to make clear the benefits and importance of 
spiritual growth.  

 
Repeatedly God sets forth the benefits in scripture. Many of the commands in scripture 

have wonderful promises attached to them.  
 

“[E]xplain the personal benefits, the family benefits, the benefits 
to the body of Christ and society in general, and the eternal 
benefits of committing to spiritual growth.”1336  

 
Address people’s innate desire to learn, grow and improve by communicating the disciple-
making process in terms of value and benefits to them For example, "Here is what this class, 
program, activity or experience will do for you" and "here are the benefits resulting from your 
commitments.” At each stage of spiritual growth, state the values and the benefits to the 
participants. 

 
(v) Build on Commitment Rather than Toward Commitment. Start with whatever 

commitment a person has no matter how weak. Growing towards a more Christ-like life requires 
a commitment to at least take a step forward along this path. Challenge people to make this step 
a commitment and then help them grow into it. It may work better to divide a big commitment 
into smaller steps and gradually lead people along.  

 
As a Congregational church, here at FRCC becoming a member of the church requires 

owning the church covenant. Both our current covenant and that one being recommended involve 
the individual covenanting with God and each other to pursue the path toward a more Christ-like 
life. This is a big, foundational commitment. However, it should be understood that one cannot 
do everything first. Following through on the commitment is a step-by-step process on-going for 
the rest of one’s life. Warren’s suggestion that smaller step by step commitments, which build 
upon one another, should perhaps be incorporated into our covenanting process. The 
recommended revised church covenant, focusing on growth and the stages of disciple-making, 
embraces this approach. 
 

To raise the level of commitment of people to growing in their spiritual maturity, 
Saddleback uses the above five means; i.e., (i) ask people for commitment, (ii) ask for a big 

 
1336 Id. at 346. 
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commitment, (iii) be specific in asking for commitments (perhaps using a covenant), (iv) explain 
benefits of commitment and (v) build on commitment rather than toward commitment at the 
outset. This approach, integrated with the communication of the understanding of God’s call and 
the comparative benefits and cost of discipleship and non- discipleship offer powerful means to 
motivate commitment. Additional approaches to motivating commitment might also be 
explored.  

 
4. Concluding Observation on Fostering Commitment 

  
  Common sense, experience in other successful churches such as Saddleback, and 
our own life experiences inform us that commitment is essential to success in any worthwhile 
endeavor. This is especially true in the context of a church motivating people to commit to 
embarking on the path of growing in Christ’s image through the practice of spiritual disciplines. 
Thus, a prime responsibility of the church is to communicate understanding, create expectations 
and motivate persons’ commitment to progressing in their Walk with Christ. Communicating the 
stark comparative differences in the costs and benefits of discipleship versus the costs and 
benefits of and non- discipleship provide powerful motivation for people to positively respond 
and commit to God's call to follow Christ. To be effective, the church’s call for commitment 
needs to be aggressive rather than passive. 
 
D. SELF-ASSESSMENT AND SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
 
 1. Need 
 

In his letter to the Corinthians, Paul calls upon us as well, as the Corinthians, to 
examine and test ourselves to see if we really are in the faith. Although we get physical checkups, 
Paul urges that we give ourselves spiritual checkups and look for a growing awareness of Christ’s 
presence and power in our lives. “Only then will we know if we are truly Christian or merely 
imposters.  If we’re not taking active steps to grow closer to God, we are drawing further away 
from him.”1337  
 
 Presumably, most of us are not very conscious of the specific nature of our shortcomings 
in trying to become Fully Devoted Followers of Christ. Although we generally accept that we 
fall short, at best, only a few translate this recognition into self-assessment as to how we might 
do better. In short, we don’t think about it very much. So, we do little if anything about it, 
especially in light of all the other things we either need or want to do. If this is a correct surmise, 
then perhaps a key to motivating ourselves and our members to commit to more intentional 
discipleship is developing a system of self-assessment.  
 

In addition to fostering commitment to spiritual growth, a self-assessment mechanism 
helps guide a person in discerning a development plan to better enable him or her to progress in 
growing toward a more Christ-like life. Furthermore, one is more likely to commit if they have 
some idea as to the specifics to which they are committing.  
 

 
1337 Study note for 2 Corinthians 13:5 in Life Application Study Bible (NIV 1991). 
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 Both Willow Creek and Saddleback churches have discerned the importance of self-
assessment. By an extensive survey of current church members and 500 of those who left the 
church, Willow Creek discovered that it was insufficiently meeting the needs of segments of its 
members in developing their personal relationships with God. Thus, Willow has moved from an 
activity based approach to a spiritual journey approach in growing its members toward spiritual 
maturity. Willow initiated a program to enable its individual members to assess where they are 
on their spiritual journey. The goal is for every member of the church to have their own personal 
spiritual growth plan and to be able to answer the question, at any time, where he or she is 
currently and what is the next step in his or her spiritual growth development. In turn, the church 
will then be able to better help persons in customizing individual “personal spiritual growth 
plans” for them to pursue.1338 Furthermore, as noted below, a self-assessment form is utilized in 
the small group program Doing Life Together series based upon Rick Warren’s Purpose Driven 
Life book.  
 
 If successful churches, such as Willow Creek and Saddleback, have discovered the need 
for self-assessment mechanisms and/or development of customized plans for individuals to 
assess where they are and guide them on their spiritual journey, this strongly suggests that FRCC 
should do like-wise. 
 

2. Alternative Approaches to Self-Assessment 
 
A system of personal self-assessment requires some sort of measures by which to 

evaluate the current status and the growth of both individuals and the church with respect to 
progress, or lack thereof, with respect to discipleship-making. The following discussion offers 
some illustrative approaches to self-assessment. One or more of these, or others yet to be 
discovered, either separately or in some combination thereof offer methods for self-assessment 
as to where one is on his or her spiritual growth path. 
 
  a. FRCC Marks of Being a Disciple Approach to Self-Assessment 
 

Our mission is to grow toward living a Christ-like life in our thoughts, 
feelings and action. This spiritual growth involves pursuing certain relationships called for by 
Christ. A person pursuing these relationships reflects the marks of growing as a disciple of Christ. 
In turn, they provide a framework for self-assessment. With respect to each of these 
relationships, we can list the prime attributes which are characteristic of such relationship. This 
affords some specificity for self-assessment.  

 
The following discussion serves as an illustrative effort of allocating attributes to each 

relationship.  
 

(i)   Connecting with God – The mark of a maturing follower of Christ seeking to 
connect with God is the continual pursuit of an intimate relationship with God. 
This is achieved through learning and practice of spiritual disciplines, especially 

 
1338 Gene Appel, “Can Willow Change,?” Willow Creek Association Acts 2 Conference (2006).  
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the foundational disciplines of prayer, spending time with God’s Word and 
worship.  

 
Questions to ask with respect to spiritual disciplines in general might 

include have I undertaken a serious effort to understand what spiritual disciplines 
are about and what they are? What practices work best for me? Questions with 
respect to spending time with God’s Word, might include, do I regularly spend 
time with God’s Word? Have I learned how to effectively study the Bible and 
apply its teachings to my life? Questions to be asked in self-evaluation of the 
meaningfulness of one’s worship experience include have I acquired the 
knowledge of the purposes of worship? Do I regularly attend worship services? 
Am I an active engaged participant, rather than simply an observer, in worship 
services? Does the worship service get my concentrated attention? Do I 
participate in the worship ministry?  Questions relating to prayer might include 
have I learned and practiced prayer in various ways? Other questions, do I know 
what type of spirituality works best for me? Am I constantly seeking to discern 
God’s will and then act upon it?  

 
(ii)   Connecting with Other Believers – People seeking to become more Christ-like 

in their thoughts, feelings and actions regularly and meaningfully connect with 
other believers by sharing life with them in Christian fellowship. We need each 
other for mutual encouragement, caring and accountability.  This happens when 
believers spend time together, encourage one another, support each other each 
other, serve one another and practice mutual accountability in the learning and 
practicing spiritual disciplines. The spiritual discipline of connecting with other 
believers requires active and regular participation in relational small groups. One 
who fully and meaningfully pursues intimate relationships with other believers in 
Christian community reflects various attributes including trustworthiness, 
honesty, humility, courtesy, grace, sympathy, reliability, love, openness, caring, 
accepting of others, affirming and, being supportive as well as being a listener, a 
learner, one who accepts correction and is accountable. 

 
Questions to be asked to self-evaluate oneself with respect to pursuing 

intimacy with other believers might include to what extent do I reflect the above 
characteristics? Do I regularly and often participate in Christian fellowship 
involving building shared relationships of love, trust, friendships, vulnerability 
and support with one another through relational small groups and/or individual 
one on one relationships? Am I intentional in encouraging, participating in and 
enhancing such relationships?  

 
(iii)   Connecting with Other through Serving – Since God calls upon each of us to 

serve others, a mark of a maturing believer is serving the physical, emotional, 
spiritual and/or relational needs of others in a loving and caring way. The 
attributes of one who serves include the generous offering of time, talent and 
treasure for the care, protection, and nurture of other people. Serving requires 
doing, not just talking. Furthermore, serving others should not be approached in 
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a casual, unthinking, cavalier manner. To achieve the most meaningful serving, 
one needs to reflect a willingness to do what is necessary to discern his or her 
God given gifts and discern where God wants them to be applied. Then, through 
study and practice, equip oneself to best utilize those gifts in God’s service. 
Equipping includes knowing the basic practices of faith (worship, Bible study, 
prayer, etc.) as well as additional knowledge and skills specific to one’serving  
call.  

 
When evaluating oneself, questions to be asked include have I truly come 

to know the importance of serving in the disciple-making process and my role in 
it?  Am I offering my time, talent and/or treasure to serve the needs of others in a 
loving caring way? Have I undertaken the steps necessary to discover my gifts 
and where God wants me to apply them? Have I undertaken those steps necessary 
to equip myself for serving? Am I participating in the serving ministry of the 
church? Am I consciously seeking opportunities, whether large or small, to serve 
the needs of others during the daily routine of my life? 

 
(iv)   Connecting with People Outside the Faith – Since God so loves people, to be 

a friend of God we must care about whom God cares so much about. "Friends of 
God tell their friends about God."1339 God calls on us to reach out to others, share 
the gospel and one’s own story and contribute to bringing them into a community 
of believers. To grow in our relationship with God we need to learn and practice 
the spiritual discipline of evangelism as an integral part of our Christian life. 

 
In self-evaluating our evangelism efforts, what types of questions do we 

need to ask about ourselves? These might include the following. Have I come to 
know the importance of evangelism in my becoming a Fully Devoted Follower 
of Christ? Do I really care about people, their salvation and eternal destiny? Am 
I intentional in my efforts to enter into personal relationships in a way that may 
ultimately bring people to Christ? Do I share the Gospel and my story with others? 
Do I invite people to join me in Christ related experiences such as church 
gatherings, short term and relational small groups, Alpha, worship services, etc.? 
Do I do so in a non-threatening manner? Do I reflect Christ in my words and 
deeds? Have I undertaken efforts to equip myself through knowledge and practice 
to be more effective in evangelism efforts? Do I participate in church outreach 
and evangelism experiences (e.g., the Alpha course either as a participant, inviting 
others and/or or assisting in its conduct)? 

 
There are various means of spiritual disciplines for pursuing the relationships of 

connecting with God, believers, others whether believers or not by serving them, and those 
outside the faith. To grow in one's Walk with Christ an individual needs to progressively engage 
in various spiritual disciplines. Doing so evidences spiritual growth thereby evidencing "marks 
of discipleship." When one understands what these marks of discipleship are and how they might 
be practiced, he or she is more likely to commit, embark and continue in response to God's call 

 
1339 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 97 (2002). 
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to follow Christ. Thus, to be an effective disciple-making church, we need to establish and 
communicate marks of discipleship by which a person can evaluate how they are doing. 

 
Appendix E contains a Spiritual Growth Self-Assessment Survey form, subject to a few 

recommended additions, which was used once during an FRCC worship service. This form 
incorporates questions such as those mentioned above. There has been little follow-up and the 
process has not been repeated. However, this format affords a substantial possible starting in 
renewing the effort for an effective evaluation process to for individuals to better determine 
where they are in their own Walk with Christ and for the church to evaluate the effectiveness its 
efforts to foster its mission. 

 
In evaluating or rating oneself, it is important to note that there is no pass or fail grade. 

Every individual is at a different stage in his or her Walk with Christ. The purposes of the 
assessment are to provide a sense where one is in his or her Walk and discern what areas should 
next be worked on. Periodic evaluations offer measures of progress and/or retreats and serve as 
a guide on what to do next. 

 
  b. Willow Creek Approach to Self-Assessment  
 
   As noted above, Willow Creek initiated a self-assessment program to 
enable its members to evaluate where they are on their spiritual journey. In turn, this should lead 
to customized individual spiritual growth plans. On the assumption that Willow’s materials 
would be germane to our consideration of a self-assessment program, hopefully, at some point 
they either are or will become publicly available.     
 
  c. Purpose Driven Life Approach to Self-Assessment 
 

Saddleback Church has developed a small group program entitled “Doing 
Life Together” based upon Rick Warren’s Purpose Driven Life book. The six major study topics 
are God’s purposes, fellowship, discipleship, ministry, evangelism and worship. Incorporated in 
this course is a self-assessment form entitled “Purpose Driven Life Health Assessment.” This 
form raises a series of questions for each of the major topics with provision for the individual to 
rate oneself on a scale of 1 to 5 ranging from just beginning, to getting going, to well developed. 
The major topics are connecting with Gods family, growing to be like Christ, developing your 
shape to serve others, sharing your life mission every day, and surrendering your life for God’s 
pleasure. A copy of this self-assessment appears in Appendix F. Drawing upon its content, 
structure and/or methodology should be explored when crafting a potentially revised FRCC self-
assessment form for our members. 
 
  d. Deepening, Equipping and Ministering  

Approach to Self-Assessment1340 
   
   Jeffrey Jones offers a disciple assessment tool for individuals and a 
disciple assessment also for congregations. He structured this approach to disciple-making 

 
1340 This Section draws primarily on Jeffrey D. Jones, Traveling Together: A Guide for Disciple-forming 
Congregations 171-174 (2006).  
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around the concepts of deepening (growing in relationships with God and with the disciple-
forming community), equipping (growing giftedness), and ministering (growing in serving).  
 
 Jones utilizes a Discipleship Assessment Tool for Individuals. A copy is attached as 
Appendix G. At the outset of the survey, the stage is set for thoughtful responses and planting 
seeds for future growth. 
 

REFLECT BACK ON THE LAST SEVERAL WEEKS AND answer each of 
these questions. After you have completed them, note the areas of 
significant involvement as well as those in which you have done 
little recently. Then, make plans to enhance the weaker areas of 
your own growth as a disciple.1341 

 
Here, the person is instructed to reflect back on the last several weeks and answer a series of 
questions relating to each of these concepts (deepening, equipping and ministering). The 
questions require an explanatory answer rather than providing answers employing a rating 
according to some scale. The questions are grouped according to three categories: (i) How has 
deepening been a part of my life these past few weeks? For example, a question under that 
category is “In what ways have I grown in my relationship with Christ?” (ii) How has equipping 
been a part of my life these past weeks?” And, (iii) “How has ministering been a part of my life 
these past weeks? 
 
 Upon completion, one is to note the areas in which he or she has been significantly 
involved as well as those areas in which the person has done little recently. Then. personally 
determine a plan or plans to enhance the weaker areas in one’s growth as a disciple.1342  
 
 Hereto, drawing upon this self-assessment form for its content, structure and/or 
methodology may be helpful when crafting a self-assessment form for our members.  
 
  e. Calhoun Spiritual Growth Planner Approach to Self-Assessment1343

  
In her book Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices That Transform 

Us, Adele Ahlberg Calhoun offers a “Spiritual Growth Planner” for a person’s use in exploring 
his or her spiritual orientation. Marks on the planner reveal one’s inertia, one’s desire and one’s 
growth. By taking periodic inventories, a person may see the invisible process of growth bearing 
fruit. The planer is said to be an invitation to recognize where God is at work and is calling. The 
planner is intended to put a person in touch with his or her longing for God that translates into 
intentional motivation for the spiritual journey. 

 
The planner asks which of seven expressions of desire for God resonates most deeply; 

worship the trinity, open yourself to God, relinquish the false self and idols of your heart, share 
your life, hear God’s Word, incarnate the love of Christ, and pray your life. Select the strongest 
desire and then proceed through an assessment in that area by responding to specific questions 

 
1341  Id at 171. 
1342 Id. at 171. 
1343 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 256-63 (2005). 
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and rating yourself on particular attributes relevant to that area. This “Spiritual Growth Planner” 
can be found in Appendix 1 of Calhoun’s book.1344 The Calhoun approach offers us another self-
assessment spiritual growth planning method worthy of consideration. 

 
 f. Christian Life Profile Assessment 
 

   How can you think, act and be like Jesus? Pastor Randy Frazee believes 
there are 30 key beliefs, practices, and virtues which help a Christian to think, act and be like 
Jesus. His Christian Life Profile Assessment Workbook is designed to help a person assess where 
he or she is in relation to these beliefs, practices, and virtues. Responding to questions posed 
helps answering the questions “how am I doing?” and “where do I need to grow?” Once areas 
are identified where one wants to grow, the workbook offers suggestions and plans to help one 
realize that growth.  
 

The Christi Life Profile journey is best experienced in a small group community that 
seeks to encourage, pray for, and hold each other accountable for progress. The goal is to redo 
the profile a year later to monitor progress. In addition, there is a compressive disciple tool kit 
which enables churches to assess the Christian beliefs, practices, and virtues of each of their 
members which better enables churches to help everyone grow. There are four sessions each 
containing a video, lecture, leader-led discussion, and group discussion. 
 
  g. Foss’s Six Marks of Discipleship Assessment for Individuals1345 
  
 

Michael Foss sets forth six marks of discipleship. 
 

� Daily prayer 
� Weekly worship 
� Bible reading 
� Serving 
� Spiritual friendships and mutual accountability in the context of 

caring relationships 
� Giving 

 
 To foster individuals practicing these six marks of discipleship, Foss’s church gives a 
credit size plastic card for the wallet, carrying in pockets or sticking on the refrigerator which 
lists the six marks. The front side of the card leads off with “Marks of Discipleship” followed by 
the church’s name, address, time of services, etc. The reverse side leads off saying  
 

To the glory of God, I believe I am called... 
"to the measure of the full stature of Christ " – Eph. 4:12 

 
                     I will strive to... 

 
1344 Id. at 257-263. 
1345 This section is drawn from Michael W. Foss, Power Surge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church 
88-106 (2000). 
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followed by listing the basic or foundational practices (marks of discipleship) of those who want 
to live active lives of faith as disciples of Christ.1346 
 
 These six marks of discipleship, to which the church calls for commitment, do not 
constitute an exhaustive list of the spiritual disciplines which a Christian might practice. 
However, they are considered foundational practices that become the bedrock upon which lives 
of faithful discipleship are built.1347  
 
  h. Flourish Discipleship 360 Assessment1348   
    
   Flourish is an organization whose mission is to assist churches and leaders 
to flourish and to strengthen disciples of Christ through assessment, trainings courses, and 
support services. Here the focus is on assessment. 
 
 Within the first year or two when a person first comes to knows Christ, there may be 
tremendous spiritual growth. Often this is followed by a plateau. One significant factor for this 
occurring is that people lack understanding of and intentionality about how to pursue their own 
discipleship. Effective assessments allow individuals, leadership and entire churches to explore 
areas of discipleship strengths and determine where growth is needed.  

 
Flourish’s Discipleship 360° Assessment 2.0 seeks to address this need so as to better 

enable a person(s) to explore the health of his or her discipleship in areas of strength and in areas 
where growth is needed. The assessment consists of seventy items in which disciples are asked 
whether they strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree or disagree, agree, or strongly agree. The 
result is a tool that measures the relative health of a disciple in eight core qualities and twenty 
associated characteristics of discipleship. The results allow the participant to develop a strategy 
for growth in the areas most needed for greater spiritual maturity. 

 
The above Subsections a - h. raise various approaches to personal self-assessment with 

respect to of where one is at in growing as a follower of Christ. Drawing upon one or more of 
these, either separately or integrated with the FRCC marks of discipleship approach discussed in 
Subsection a. above, is worth further consideration.  

 
Each of these is embraced by the marks of discipleship used in the FRCC personal 

assessment survey noted above. 
 
 3. Self-Assessment Mechanism Process 
 
  In the context of the recommended Mission Statement for Fox River 
Congregational Church, the church should reflect the marks of discipleship which evidences a 
Christian life seeking to become a fully devoted follower of Christ.  

 
 

1346  Id. at 88-89. 
1347 Id. at 89. 
1348 This section is drawn from flourishmovement.org. 
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The next step is to develop and implement a self-assessment mechanism which offers an 
approach to not only encourage commitment to spiritual growth, but also to provide an assist in 
charting a course for future progress in such growth. The above review of the various alternative 
approaches and forms for self-assessment serves as a basis for development of a self-evaluation 
form for use in our church. Such self-assessment form would then be provided to each member 
of the congregation in some type of anonymous self-evaluation process. Each person would be 
asked to evaluate himself or herself with respect to each of the marks and how they have or have 
not grown over a period of time with respect to each. The responses should also indicate where 
the person needs to concentrate his or her growth in the following months or year ahead, how he 
or she plans on doing so, and what type of church programs he or she would like to see either 
continued or implemented to assist doing so. Such a self-assessment survey would not only 
encourage people to act in progressing in their Walk with Christ, responses (if compiled) would 
help measure the progress our church as a disciple-making church. 

 
Doing this survey periodically (e.g., quarterly, semiannually or annually) would provide 

a means of self-accountability which, in turn, would further encourage people to undertake steps 
to advance their spiritual growth in their Walk with Christ. In addition, if copies of such self-
assessments, on perhaps an anonymous basis, are made available to the church, such would not 
only help measure the effectiveness of our church in attempting to carry out our disciple-making 
efforts, it would also aid its ability to offer programs, activities and experiences targeted at 
specific areas in which our members indicate a need.  
 
 To maximize the number of member survey responses and to increase the likelihood that 
individuals will act on their self-assessments to further their Walk with Christ, major effort as to 
the importance of this activity, for both our members individually and our church as a whole, 
should be trumpeted on repeated basis. This could be done by sermons, newsletters and urgings 
through other sources.  
 
 Whereas a pastor talking about spirituality all of the time from the pulpit is not likely to 
be highly effective, a pastor talking to people individually is more likely to have greater impact. 
Periodic private visits with members of the congregation raising questions as to where they sense 
they are at in their spiritual journey and what kind of progress they are making could markedly 
encourage people to engage in self-assessment and commitment. Ask individual members 
questions as to the state of their soul; are you at peace with your neighbor; do you know at least 
some of the creed (at least that God loves you); do you pray regularly, etc.? There are not many 
churches where the pastor asks and listens to individual members about where they are on their 
spiritual journey.1349 The impact of doing so could be huge. 
 
 Once a person, through filling out such a self-assessment survey or otherwise, discerns 
that “Yes, there are some specific areas which I should to work on,” he or she is more likely to 
commit to progressing on the path to growing in spiritual maturity. It might be a small step or 
steps, but this either initiates or continues a process for spiritual growth. The likelihood of 
committing is even greater if some specific relevant program, experience or activity is offered 
by our church and the personal benefits of the program for the individual are clearly explained. 

 
1349 John Ackerman, Listening to God: Spiritual Formation in Congregations 72 (2001). 
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Few churches establish a means or system to measure what is happening in the life of its 

members. Rarely will believers tie into a trustworthy and competent partner who will hold them 
accountable to specific and measurable goals. The implementation of a self-assessment 
mechanism is a foundational element in fostering commitment to and growing in one one’s 
spiritual maturity. However, to be effective on an on-going basis, the growth process needs to be 
conducted in a relational setting which involves an element of accountability, e.g., relational 
small groups.  
 

In short, the development and implementation of a self-assessment and a personal growth 
program should engender not only commitment to spiritual growth; it also provides a tool to 
better measure and provide a guide for a person to advance in his or her spiritual formation.   

 
E. ASSESSMENT OF CHURCH’S DISCIPLE-MAKING EFFORTS 
 
 1. Need for Assessment 
 

To the extent that we, as a church, fail to imbue members of the congregation 
with an understanding of, commitment to and personal involvement in the various aspects of 
discipleship (not only in a church context, but in day-to-day Christian living), we are failing to 
achieve the mission purposes of our church (i.e., growing toward a more Christ-like life by 
connecting with God, other believers, others through serving, and people outside the faith). 
Furthermore, if we don’t have people in the pews having a greater understanding about what  
being a fully devoted follower of Christ is all about and being excited about growing in Christ, 
we are not only failing in our mission, more specifically, we are unlikely to be successful in 
reaching out to people outside our church. Growth comes from members in the pews being 
inspired, excited and eager to invite others to join in.     

 
 To be an effective disciple-making church, a church needs not only to offer disciple-
making experiences, it also needs to foster people’s commitment to progress in their Walk with 
Christ. Ultimately the question posed for our church is whether we are fulfilling the mission 
Jesus gave us? Since Jesus calls us to make disciples, we should know whether we are doing a 
good job at it.1350 Scripture calls for assessment. “Be sure you know the condition of your flocks, 
give careful attention to your herds….” (Proverbs 27:23) And, as our senior Pastor emphasizes, 
“Growing churches buy into the concept that what is measured improves. Growing churches 
make bold plans and then measure their results to see if they are on target.”1351 
 

Thus, we need to ask, are people coming to Christ, are they being discipled, are they 
taking their next step. in growing toward a more Christ-like person? In short, are we making 
disciples?1352 Where are we being successful and where are we falling short? 

 
Answering these questions calls for the development and implementation of a means to 

assess to the effectiveness of the church’s efforts. A systematic means to do has yet to be 
 

1350 Ed Stetzer, “Do Small Churches Need Self-Assessment?”, OutreachMagazine.com., November 23, 2014. 
1351 Lonnie Richardson, “Let the Church Grow,” August 25, 2019 (sermon). 
1352 Chris Bell, “Creating a Welcoming Culture,” OutreachMagazine.com, September 26, 2013. 
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implemented at FRCC. To become a more effective disciple-making church, it is necessary to 
determine what is and is not working well as the basis for what should be added, enhanced, and/ 
or discarded. Assessing the church needs to be a regular on-going process in order to discern 
what continues to work, what needs improvement, what no longer is effective, and what are the 
changing circumstances which need to be addressed.  However, in doing so, it is important that 
it be understood, by both the evaluators and those being evaluated, that the purpose is not to 
criticize or judge. But rather, “[e]valuation is a way to learn and grow through the ministry 
experience.”1353 

 
 What does a church look like if its members are growing in their Walk with Christ? 
Active faith translates into attitudes and behaviors. This is far more than simply agreeing with a 
set of beliefs set forth in a creedal formula. The question is what would a church look like if its 
members were disciples (i.e., growing towards a more Christ-like life in their thoughts, feelings 
and actions). It would reflect a positive attempt to translate belief into behavior. Faith is active. 
The discipleship model expects the transformation of lives in a community of faith.1354 This, in 
turn, raises the question, what are indicators that lives are being transformed. That is, what are 
the marks in a person’s life which evidence that spiritual transformation is occurring  
 
 However, remember the earlier discussion that it is God who causes transformation. The 
role of the individual is to engage in those practices which place him or her in a situation where 
God is more likely to cause transformation to occur. It is a person’s sincere and genuine 
engagement in those practices, i.e., the various spiritual disciplines considered above in PART 
THREE above, which constitute the content of disciple-making experiences. It is engagement in 
these practices which reflect one’s growth as a disciple. These are marks of discipleship by which 
not only can an individual evaluate him or herself, but also by which a church can assess itself. 
The degree to which members reflect and are growing these marks also evidences the degree to 
which the church is a disciple-making church.    
 
 2. Initial Church Evaluation Efforts at FRCC  
 
   The discussion in this section of the initial church evaluation efforts here at FRCC 
draws almost entirely upon the Year End Report of the Accountability Team which was adopted 
at the June 6, 2004 Annual Meeting.  

 
In addition to monitoring and facilitating coordination of planning, policies, programs 

and activities, among its responsibilities the Accountability Team is responsible for developing, 
implementing, assisting, overseeing and/or conducting evaluation mechanisms with respect to 
all that the Church does with special focus on the activities of the mission purpose teams.1355 The 
basic questions to be considered are (a) How are we doing? Are we doing the right things? If 
yes, are we doing them well? Can we do them better? (b) Are there things we aren't doing that 
we should be doing? (c) Are there things that we are doing, that we should not be doing? These 

 
1353 Maria Mallory White, “Evaluation as Collaboration,” Alban Weekly, November 16, 2015. 
1354 Michael W. Foss, Power Surge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church 82 (2000). 
1355 By-Laws of Fox River Community Congregational Church (as Amended September 11, 2011), Article IV., 
Section B.1.f. (1). 
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evaluations are to be based upon whether that being evaluated significantly contributes to the 
achievement of one or more of the mission purposes of our Church.  

 
In undertaking this effort, it was understood that the Accountability Team would work in 

close conjunction with each of the other teams. The Accountability Team lacks authority and 
responsibility to control the actions of the other Teams. Instead, it is to partner with the other 
teams in a close, cooperative and supportive manner to advance the effectiveness of the ministry 
of our Church. Good interaction is facilitated by the fact that all team leaders are also members 
of the Accountability Team.  

 
 a. Evaluate Based on Purpose 
 

   Defining purposes and incorporating them into a mission statement, 
establishing our environment as to how we "do church" (Congregational Way), discerning our 
core values, setting forth our vision, putting into place an overall conceptual strategic framework 
predicated on our purposes and organizing our church structure around such purposes all together 
set the stage to be a purpose-driven-disciple-making church. Equally important, we must 
rigorously apply our mission purposes to everything we do as a church. This includes evaluating 
what we do based upon our mission purposes. That is, we need to evaluate on purpose. 
 
 The success or effectiveness of a church is measured by the extent to which it meets or 
fails to achieve its mission. To be successful, we must constantly evaluate what we do to answer 
the question "how are we doing?" In performing evaluations, the basic questions to be asked are 
we accomplishing our mission, what are we doing that is an obstacle to accomplishing our 
mission, and what aren't we doing that needs to be done to accomplish our mission.  
 
 Furthermore, evaluation prioritizes ministry accomplishment. What is evaluated tends to 
be what gets done. Evaluation affirms and encourages that which serves the mission and leads 
to corrections of that which does not.  
 
 In short, without an on-going evaluation process to review the results achieved or not 
achieved, needed corrections are unlikely to happen, incentive opportunities are lost and targets 
sought are unlikely to be reached. It is essential to build evaluation mechanisms around our 
mission purposes in a manner integrated into our various programs and activities on an on-going 
basis so as to enhance our effectiveness as a disciple-making church. 
 
 However, this is easier said than done. In the context of church operations, we are 
exploring relatively unknown waters. Few churches have put into place an effective on-going 
evaluation system. It is probably even rarer in churches of a congregational nature as 
distinguished from those with a more hierarchical mode of authoritative church governance. 
Nevertheless, it had been the belief and the hope of the Accountability Team that we had 
embarked upon a significant and sound beginning. 
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b. “Getting Everyone on the Same Page:” Develop Common   
              Understanding of Team Responsibilities  

 
At the outset, the Accountability Team concluded that was essential to 

develop a common understanding as to who is supposed to be doing what. That is, get everyone 
on the same page. Every team member of every team needs to be familiar with the elements of 
our mission, vision and core values and where their team fits into the process. Then the 
Accountability Team implemented the following approach to foster a common understanding.  

 
A common presentation, entitled "Achieving Our Vision," was presented to the 

individual teams covering the overall strategic framework to achieve our Vision, where each 
team fitted in our overall ministry, and the specific responsibilities of each team. The Summary 
of the Responsibilities for each team were not something new, but rather were directly based 
upon the elements of our church Vision as previously and unanimously adopted by the 
Congregation. The Summary for each respective team was made available to every team member 
as part of the presentation to that team.  The Accountability Team was available to make the 
presentation to individual teams. The various teams reported back positive reactions as to the 
worth of this effort in enhancing common understanding and in providing guidance for their 
team activities. 

 
 On several occasions, Lonnie Richardson and others have emphasized that an essential 
element in a successful church is constantly keeping the Mission and the Vision of the church in 
the forefront of everyone's thinking. This requires periodically recasting the Mission and Vision 
to members of the congregation as a whole. Thus, the Accountability Team unanimously 
concurred that the presentation, "Achieving our Vision" (periodically updated as appropriate), 
should be presented annually to each of our respective teams at the beginning of our operational 
year. Despite occasional communication of these materials, generally speaking the process feel 
into disuse. Furthermore, over the period of several years, the “Achieving Our Vision,” has not 
been subject to periodic review for possible updating, something which should be done. 
  

c. Team Status Reports: Essential Feedback Mechanism in  
   the Conduct of the Monitoring and Evaluation Functions 
 
   In order to perform the monitoring and evaluation functions, it is 
necessary to develop and implement a periodic feedback mechanism(s) from each team to 
provide an informational base upon which evaluations can be made. After some 
experimentation, the Accountability Team concluded that two types of Status Reports are 
needed.  
 

� Update Status Reports should provide brief summaries as to what the individual 
Team is doing and information as to what the Accountability Team needs know 
in order to perform its coordination function. Furthermore, such reports afford an 
opportunity to seek the Accountability Team’s help when needed. Such reports 
should be made at each Accountability Team meeting. These reports establish an 
on-going environment for exchanging ideas and lending support to one another. 
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� Full Evaluation Status Reports should be designed to provide information to 
facilitate the process of evaluating how we are doing in seeking to accomplish 
our mission purposes. This includes such information as (i) a synopsis of that 
team's brainstorming activity including identifying needs which need to be 
addressed and working strategies designed to meet those needs, (ii) a progress 
reports as to that team's activities already underway, and (iii) input, on an on-
going basis, from that team's members as to their thoughts on how the 
Accountability Team can support and facilitate their efforts.  
 

Importantly, the Full Evaluation Status Reports should respond to a series 
of theme questions which directly relate mission purposes and vision. Such 
questions include the following. (i) How are we doing? Are we doing the right 
things? If yes, are we doing them well. Can we do them better? Thus, the Full 
Evaluation Status Report should include a summary of activities already 
underway as well as an evaluation of those activities completed. (ii) Are there 
things we aren't doing that we should be doing? In this context the Report should 
include a synopsis of the team’s brainstorming activity including identifying 
needs which to be addressed and working strategies designed to meet those needs. 
(iii) Are there things that we are doing, that we should not be doing because they 
do not significantly contribute to a mission purpose? (iv) Are we moving at an 
appropriate pace? Responding to questions such as these should generate answers 
that better enable evaluations as to whether that being evaluated significantly 
contributes to the achievement of one or more of the mission purposes of our 
Church.1356  

 
 Full Evaluation Status Reports were not expected at every meeting of the Accountability 
Team, but rather on a more periodic basis (e. g., quarterly). Although Update status reports 
continue to occur on a relatively informal basis, the process and preparation and provision of 
Full Evaluation Status Reports have not taken hold.  
 
  d. Feedback Mechanisms 
 

In addition to the Update and Full Status Reports, a variety of additional 
feedback tools are available. In its initial evaluation efforts, the Accountability Team considered 
several, including the following. Occasionally, some have been used. Further consideration of 
these items seems warranted for possible future implementation. 

 
� Post-Modern Reviews After Every Event, Programs, Activities – (e. g., worship 

services, small group programs, Exploring Church Membership Class, serving 
activities, outreach events, etc.). Such reviews should be conducted and/or 
involve the relevant team, participants in the conduct of the event, the pastor and 
other professional staff members. volunteer lay assistants, and other persons 
providing a representative cross section of the congregation.   

 
1356 These questions are embraced in a guideline, adopted by the Accountability Team, entitled “Feedback of 
Information to the Accountability Team.”  
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� Use an evaluation feedback sheet at the end of a class, workshop or other events. 

Among other things, always ask what were the objectives, did we meet our 
objective(s), how can we do better?  

 
� Exit Interviews of Persons Who Have Dropped Our Church or Out of an On-

Going Activity 
 

� Secret Shopper – (one who reflects the target group). This seems particularly 
relevant for worship services and other events designed to attract new people 
 

� Suggestion Boxes 
 

� First Impression Cards for New Attendees and Repeat Newcomer Survey 
 

� Evaluation Comment Cards for Members 
 

� Periodic Personal Survey of Members/and Regular Attendees re their 
evaluation of various aspects of our Church’s ministry and how the church 
could better support them in their own personal Walk with Christ   
 

� Evaluation Focus Groups 
 
� Track Attendance Trends at all worship services, events, programs, small groups, 

classes, etc. Determine both absolute numbers and percentage of the target group. 
This will reflect whether the church is trending up or down. However, although 
widely used in past years, the value relying on attendance figures has significantly 
decreased.1357 
  

� Track Financial Trends 
 

Furthermore, the frequency of feedback methods is critical. Obtain feedback on a regular 
basis so as to track trends rather than risking reliance on odd ball results from a non-
representative day. To the extent possible utilize numerical ratings.  

 
e. Standards for Evaluation 

 
   In order to evaluate how we are doing as a disciple-making church, 
standards are needed upon which to base the evaluation. In its initial efforts many years ago, the 
foundational standards flowed directly from the Vision: Building for the Future of Our Church 
which was adopted by our Congregation. These were incorporated in the Summary of 
Responsibilities for each team. The Summaries focused on those portions of the mission, core 
values and vision statements most relevant to the work of the respective teams as well as on the 
By-Laws which set forth with more specificity the responsibilities of each of team. These 

 
1357 Nathan Kirkpatrick, “Are Churches Counting What Counts” Alban Weekly, February 190, 2020. 
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summaries, in essence, set forth the general standards (responsibilities) for each team and 
provide some basis for evaluation as to how the teams are doing. team. However, if the Mission 
Statement recommended in this resource book is adopted, the church organizational structure 
will be somewhat changed (discussed in Section VIII. below) and the vision and core value 
statements need to be reviewed and possibly updated. Similarly, the Summaries of 
Responsibilities for each team will also need to be reconsidered.  
 
 In summary, before the Accountability Team and each of the other teams, with respect 
to their own spheres of responsibility, are to perform the evaluation function, several elements 
need to be determined, developed and implemented.  
 

� Develop Standards for Evaluation -- With our mission purposes, core values and 
vision as the foundational standards, we need to develop quantitative and 
qualitative standards which provide a practical means to ascertain how well we 
are doing and what yet needs to be done in order to advance our mission purposes. 
This includes the development of strategic plans for each team which need to be 
evaluated in terms of our church’s mission purposes, vision and core values, their 
specific objectives and what has and has not been accomplished. 

 
� Determine the information needed to evaluate performance based upon the 

standards referred to. above. That is, we need to obtain information that enables 
us to discern what is going well, where are there problems, what we aren't doing 
that we should be doing, etc. 

 
� Develop Feedback Mechanisms -- We need to implement feedback mechanisms 

which generates the information needed to evaluate. Such feedback mechanisms 
might include, for example, various types of response cards, secret church 
shoppers, post mortem sessions after events, surveys, team status reports, etc. 

 
To date, an on-going formalized evaluation system has yet to be developed and 

implemented. This should be done through cooperative efforts among the Accountability or its 
successor (as considered in in Section VIII.C.9.) and other teams in a manner to promote on-
going quality mindset of excellence throughout the congregation. 
 

3. Marks of Discipleship Defined in Context of  
Recommended FRCC Mission Statement 

 
As expressed earlier, in business terms, our Church is in the disciple-

development business. The product is transformed lives, i.e.,  - an expanding body of people 
growing toward more Christ-like life lives in their thoughts, feelings and actions. The role of our 
church in general and our teams in particular is to motivate and better enable individuals to 
progress through the stages of discipleship in their Walk with Christ by moving them to deeper 
levels of spiritual maturity and levels of commitment. This requires a series of processes 
designed to move people through various stages of development. Each team is an integral part 
of this series of processes to encourage and better enable people to progress toward becoming 
Fully Devoted Followers of Christ, the ultimate result of achieving our mission purposes.  
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As a church we want to be able to measure our effectiveness in motivating and assisting 

people’s progress in their Walk with Christ. The questions are how do we measure our 
effectiveness and what information feedback systems are needed to do so? 

 
A system of self-assessment requires some sort of measures by which to assess. This 

requires some specificity as to what it means to be a follower of Christ. This is provided by the 
recommended Mission Statement for FRCC which sets forth four foundational marks of 
discipleship   

 
(i) connecting with God in a loving and intimate relationship as modeled by 

Christ (e.g., prayer, spending time with God’s word, worship, and other 
spiritual disciplines),  

 
(ii)  connecting with other Christian believers through love, caring and sharing life 

together,  
 
(iii)  connecting both believers and non-believers through lovingly serving their 

physical, emotional and spiritual needs, and  
 
(iv) connecting with people outside the faith through lovingly witnessing the good 

news of Christ, leading them to accept Christ as Lord and Savior, and bringing 
them into congregational life. 

 
To assess the effectiveness of FRCC, we need to develop a means to measure to what 

extent church members are in fact progressing in their efforts to make these connections, i.e., to 
what extent do they reflect theses marks of discipleship. Successful evaluation begins with 
articulated goals formulated in the context of the mission purposes of the church and then 
development of the means to assess he results. “Without articulated goals, there is nothing to 
evaluate.”1358 As that well known philosopher Yogi Berra said, “If you don’t know where you 
are going, you might wind up some place else.” Two approaches, which complement one 
another, offer a means to evaluate whether we are progressing in advancing the mission of our 
church.   

 
 First, track persons’ progress through the stages of discipleship as well as movement 
within particular stages. The path starts with experiences in coming to Christ leading to 
conversion and then proceeds (not necessarily in sequential order) to worship, basics of faith, 
personal spiritual disciplines, becoming a member of the church, assimilation, participation in 
relational small groups, growing in serving both believers and nonbelievers and reaching out to 
those outside the faith by sharing the gospel with them. To some extent, assessment of a church’s 
effectiveness can be achieved by numerical tracking of persons as they move to and within the 
various stages. Such numbers don’t provide in depth knowledge as to whether, for example, 
participation in a small group in fact leads to a growing faith and significant progress in a 
person’s Walk. Nevertheless, a growing number of persons moving into, within and through 

 
1358 Jeffrey Kaster, “Why I Love Program Evaluation,” Alban Weekly, February 10, 2020. 
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stages of disciple-making evidences that the church is fostering those conditions which lead 
people toward a more Christ-like life.  
 
 Second, in addition to numerical tracking, tapping into individuals’ personal self- 
assessments can the most revealing. Although subjective, self-assessments, such as those 
considered earlier in Section D. above, inform as to where people think they are at, where they 
need to go and, when done on a periodic basis, whether there has been progress, stagnation or 
retrogression. This not only informs the church as to how it is doing, it points to areas where 
improvements need to be made. 
 
 Of course, the basic problem with this approach is getting church members on a 
widespread basis to periodically conduct a self-examination and then make their results available 
to the church on either a known or anonymous basis. However, a combination of (i) diligent on-
going effort to communicate the importance of this effort to effectuate the work of the body of 
Christ of which they are a part and whom they seek to follow and (ii) development of a system 
of confidentiality and anonymity will enable the assessment process to go forward. 
 
 Rick Warren has said “Giving people a track to run on and then evaluate their spiritual 
growth has proven indispensable.”1359 The combination of tracking our members’ progress 
through and within the stages of discipleship and gathering persons’ self-assessments of where 
they are evidencing the marks of discipleship would better enable FRCC in its disciple-making 
efforts. 
 
 In applying the two approaches, it is not suggested that the earlier comments reflecting 
the initial efforts of the Accountability Team are no longer relevant. To the contrary they as well 
as the recommendations here should be considered for integration with each other to maximize 
the effectiveness of assessing our church’s effectiveness as a disciple-making church. 
 

4. Other Approaches to Church Self-Assessment 
 

There are other churches and sources which, in some manner, embrace the marks 
of discipleship as a basis for self-assessment as to how their church is doing. Although these 
sources tend to express and/or list the marks in different ways, at least for the most part, the list 
of marks expressed by one are essentially consistent with the others. Certainly, it would be worth 
considering other frameworks for evaluating the effectiveness of our church either in addition 
to, in lieu of, or integrated with the marks of discipleship used in the context of the recommended 
FRCC Mission Statement. But, whatever is done, it must center on effectuating the Mission of 
our church.  
 

A few other approaches appear to be worth mentioning for consideration. And, 
presumably there are others. 
 
 
 

 
1359 James Long, “The Outreach Interview: Rick Warren,” Outreach Magazine, p.12 at 104, January/February 
2013. 
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  a. Transformational Church Initiative 
 
   One alternative approach, offered by LifeWay,1360 is the 
Transformational Church initiative. LifeWay developed its transformational church concept by 
surveying thousands of churches considered to be leading examples of spiritual transformation 
from numerous denominations This provided a biblical framework for the Transformational 
Church Assessment Tool (TCAT). TCAT provides a scorecard type of measuring the tangibles 
such as leadership training, worship attendance and number of people participating in some type 
of Bible study. But, it does more. TCAT assists churches in garnering an honest look at how 
their members perceive they are doing in the context of spiritual transformation.1361  
 

Integral in this effort is Transformational Church: Creating a New Scorecard for 
Congregations (2000) by Ed Stetzer and Thom Rainer.1362 It is recommended that prior to 
launching into the assessment tool, church leaders prepare by reading their book and use the 
accompanying DVD as basis of discussions among church staff, small group leaders, etc.1363 
Next conduct the TCAT in the church. Some churches opt to work with a trained TCAT 
consultant who can facilitate the discovery process. However, it is essential that the insights 
garnered and decisions made emerge from within the body of the church, not from an external 
source. Although results are not likely to be flawless, sound research can reveal strengths and 
weakness which a local church may not otherwise perceive.1364  
 
 The Transformational Church concept, coupled with TCAT, was designed to offer 
churches tools to maintain their focus on biblical principles and guidelines being a disciple-
making/transformational church while also providing guidance on engaging the church’s culture 
and growing the church. This approach offers an intriguing possibility as FRCC considers how 
best to develop and implement an on-going effort of self-assessing our church as a disciple-
making/transformational church as to what needs to be continued, improved, added, or deleted 
from current and/or future efforts. 
 
  b. Natural Church Development   
  

Another alternative for church assessment is the “Natural Church 
Development” developed by a German researcher and writer Charles Schwarz who studied 1,000 
churches in 32 countries. Data was compiled and processed involving 4.2 million responses to 
questions designed to ascertain what factors are needed for a church to thrive and to determine 
to what degree a church reflects these characteristics.1365 Although every church is unique, the 

 
1360 LifeWay, whose CEO is Thom Rainer, is a very large non-profit provider of religious and Christian resources. 
It consults with churches and offers biblical solutions through various ministries, resources, enrichment and training 
events, age-group products, leadership development, evangelism, discipleship, music, worship, marriage, and 
parenting. It conducts research studies and directs industry development and strategic projects.  
1361 tcat.lifeway.com/what-is-it/tda. 
1362 In a separate forum, Thom Rainer also offers, “10 Questions to Diagnose the Evangelistic Health of Your 
Church,”  OutreachMagazine.com, July 17, 2014. 
1363 tcat.lifeway.com/what-is-it/tda. 
1364 Id. 
1365 David J. Claassen, “The ‘Natural Way’ to Grow Your Church,” Congregationalist, p.6, July/August/September 
2003). Charles Schwarz founded and directed the Institute of Natural Church Development. Smart Resources is the 
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eight, characteristics of healthy church were found to be universal in nature and essential for 
church health and growth. The eight characteristics are the following.1366 
 

� Empowering Leadership – Church leaders train, and prepare others to be effective 
leaders. They empower others to lead and assist them to serve effectively. Current 
leadership resists attempting to hold on to power and positions for themselves. 
 

� Gift-Oriented Ministry – Everyone in the church is helped in discovering, developing, 
and exercising their gifts in a manner fostering the advancement of the church’s 
mission and their own spiritual growth.  
 

� Passionate Spirituality – Members of the church evidence intimacy with God. This 
is reflected by spiritual disciplines being learned and practiced by many in the church 
out of a sense of delight rather than a sense of duty. There is a hunger to grow to 
know God better and to please him.  
 

� Functional Structures –The church needs functioning systems whose pieces fit well 
together. The systems need to facilitate, not impede, progress. 
 

� Inspiring Worship Service – There needs to be a sense of God's awesome presence in 
worship. People should feel inspired and be positively challenged by the messages, 
should be actively engaged in the worship service both intellectually and emotionally, 
and should experience celebrative worship in an atmosphere of love. 
 

� Holistic Small Groups – Such groups are small communities within the larger church 
community. Small groups offer a place where people experience trust, transparency, 
care, challenge, support and accountability. Individual felt needs are caringly 
addressed within such groups 
 

� Need-Oriented Evangelism – The needs, questions, and problems of the non-
Christian are addressed by the church in intentional ways. Without being "pushy" or 
"manipulative" the church discerns needs in people's lives and lovingly tries to meet 
those needs in a way that fulfills the core need of a faith in Christ. 
 

� Loving Relationships – Authentic Christian community occurs when members really 
care about each other. People today are most deeply moved by a clear demonstration 
of Christ's love. 

 
Healthy churches are said to possess these eight characteristics to a significant degree. 

Of course, no church is perfect. (These characteristics are reflected in the above discussion of 
approaches to evaluation.)  Every church will possess some if not all of-the eight factors to 
varying degrees. The minimum factor is the characteristic which a church possesses to the least 

 
publisher of materials developed by Charles Schwarz. SmartChurch also provides consulting services to churches 
representing numerous denominations.  
1366 Id. 
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degree. This is the area that will be most likely to inhibit a church from moving forward. A 
church should identify its minimum factor and address strengthening in that area. The process 
for discovering a church's minimum factor is to conduct the Natural Church Development 
Survey. Thirty members of the church and the pastor fill out the questionnaire forms which are 
sent to NCD where they are analyzed by computer. With the returned results, an implementation 
guide is utilized to assist the church to strategize ways to build an awareness and an appropriate 
response to the church's minimum factor. The church also sees a statistical snapshot as to its 
strengths.  These strong areas are used to strengthen the minimum factor.1367 

 
  c. Renovo Spiritual Life Inventory for Churches 
 

This spiritual inventory offers a means to benchmark and track the 
spiritual growth in a congregation. It goes beyond measures such as attendance and financial 
giving to determine whether the church is making a real difference in growing people toward a 
more Christ-like life. This inventory utilizes an anonymous congregational online survey said to 
be easy to understand, simple to administer and repeatable over time to monitor change. A large 
data base derived, from over 2000 churches, enables a church to compare its results to that of 
other churches. The inventory is designed to enable church leaders track over time whether their 
congregation is moving toward Christ and discern whether ministry allocations of resources are 
in fact elevating the spiritual health of its members.1368     

 
d. Toler – Nelson Approach 

 
Churches are in the faith business. They help people grow spiritually. 

Quality organizations seek information which gives them objective feedback as to how they are 
doing as measured against the mission of the church. Stan Toler and Alan Nelson offer a detailed 
approach for evaluating how a church can undertake an evaluation of how it is doing.  
 
 Feedback should be obtained on a regular basis. This enables tracking trends rather than 
relying on an odd ball result from a quirky, non-representative day. Furthermore, when possible, 
incorporate numerical rating responses feedback mechanisms to provide a more accurate sense 
of what important. 
 
   (1) Feedback Instruments 
 

Getting quality feedback is critical for assessing how our church 
is doing. Various feedback instruments should be considered. The following are some 
possibilities.    

 
� Growth in Attendance Trends1369 – Flat or declining numbers of persons attending 

worship services or other aspects of ministry are red flags suggesting closer look. 
Specific questions to ask include:  

 
1367 Id. Information and survey can be obtained from SmartChurch Resources. 
1368 Website at renovo.services/churches/. 
1369 Stan Toler and Alan Nelson, The Five Star Church: Serving God and His People with Excellence 147-48 
156(1999). 
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–    Are we growing? 
–    How do our monthly attendance figures compare to last year? The last  
            five years? 
–    What are the trends? 
–    How are the various individual services, programs and ministries doing in  
            attendance? 
–    Are we tracking small groups and Sunday school classes to determine the  
           percentage of our regular attendees participating in a small  
           group environment? 

 
� Growth in Financial Trends1370 – Although a church should not see itself in the 

money raising business, it does need to raise enough to be able to serve people. 
Financial figures afford a clue as to how a church is doing. When people give more 
money, this may indicate that they are excited about what is happening in the church, 
a good sign. Questions to ask might include: 

 
–    How do the finances compare to previous results? 
–    How many new regular givers have emerged? 
–    What is the average gift amount? 

 
In analyzing attendance and financial numbers, discern whether there is particular 
event or campaign which has skewed the results. Although these statistics may not 
explain why there are certain trends, other feedback mechanisms may be able to do 
so. 

 
� First Time Attendees and Guests1371 – First impressions are crucial. If they are 

negative, newcomers are unlikely to return, hence little growth. A church needs to 
discern and correct the causes of adverse first impressions. So, seek feedback. 
Provide first time visitors a simple newcomers' survey. Keep the survey brief, 
requiring only a minute or two to complete with a few open-end questions at the end 
to elicit a longer response. Try to ascertain if the person fits the target profile. Use 
the newcomer survey to ascertain how people find out about the church, the one thing 
they really like about the church (if any), and one idea as to how we can make the 
church experience better. Provide a readily available place to deposit the survey 
and/or provide a self-addressed envelope. Compile the responses and look for trends.  

 
� Periodically Survey Regular Customers1372  – In addition to surveying visitors, 

conduct a periodic survey, perhaps on a quarterly basis, of regular attendees and 
members of the congregation. This might be done through the worship service 
bulletin (an insert), possibly done as part of the worship service. Each survey should 
highlight those areas of ministry which the church wants to assess. Announce the 

 
1370 Id. at 141-42, 
1371 Id. at 142-43, 148-49. 
1372 Id. at 143, 149. 
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survey prior to the worship service. The shorter the survey, the more likely an 
immediate after the service or by e-mail responses. Responses can be anonymous. 

 
� End of Activity Feedback Sheets1373  – A quality improvement process requires 

obtaining feedback on programs, events and curriculum, as well as on leaders of the 
same. At the end of the activity, provide an evaluation sheet to participants 
requesting, on an anonymous basis, their views on such items as physical facilities, 
location, content, leader, and other parts of the experience. The questionnaire should 
address some specific issues followed by some open-end questions. 
 

� Focus Groups1374 — Gathering people (current and/or potential church members) in 
small groups to discuss ministry issues. Face to face conversations permits greater 
depth and exploration.  Focus groups can offer invaluable insights as to what people 
are thinking and feeling and they can be useful in brainstorming new projects as well 
as critiquing a current ministry(s).  
 
 Focus groups, in effect, occur all the time. People gather during the coffee hour 
after the worship service, in restaurants, and/or in small groups expressing their joys, 
frustrations, opinions and ideas about various aspects of the church. By intentionally 
gathering a group, feedback can be recorded and channeled constructively. The 
purpose of focus groups is not to persuade, but rather to gain feedback so as to better 
be able to address problems and improve the quality of the ministry. Carefully select 
the focus group leader who needs good listening skills and the ability to ask 
penetrating questions. 

 
� Suggestion Boxes1375 – Provide a suggestion box where anonymous comments can 

be made. Encourage approval when something is done well, share ideas for 
improvement and point out problems. 
 

� Exit Interviews1376  – Whenever someone leaves the church, especially if they have 
been active in the church, after about a month make contact. This is especially 
important if the person is part of the church’s target group. Ask why they left. 
Whether done by phone or in writing, this should be done in a non-threatening 
manner with an attitude that we really want to do better in serving people. Ask how 
our ministry did not fulfill their needs. Some may even return because they sense that 
someone cared.   

 
(2)  Reaction to Feedback Mechanisms 

 
There always is a concern about various feedback mechanisms 

which can be critical of persons and/or what they are doing. This is a particularly sensitive issue 
in an organization which functions through a cadre of volunteers. How can you put people under 

 
1373 Id. at 150-51. 
1374 Id. at 143-44,  151-52. 
1375 Id. at 152. 
1376 Id. at 152-54. 
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a magnifying glass by encouraging critiques when peersons are donating their time, effort and 
dollars. The key is communicating an understanding as to why feedback is being done. When 
the goal is people growth, including growth of those subject to feedback, and continued 
improvement in the quality of the ministry to which we are all dedicated, feedback serves as an 
important mechanism to achieve such goals. With a quality improvement mindset in which 
gathering feedback is part of the normal process, feedback efforts will become a natural and 
accepted part of the manner in which the ministry is conducted. God deserves our best. Most 
people will rise to the task.1377 
 

In summary, the goal is ministry excellence. Evaluation of what we do as a church, as 
measured by the church’s mission statement, is essential for successfully growing a disciple-
making church. Various approaches have been considered above. As a church, it is incumbent 
to determine what approach or combination of approaches, (including perhaps some methods 
not touched upon here), to better discern on-going basis what we should create anew, where to 
improve upon what we are doing, and/or what we should cease doing. Meaningful evaluation is 
critical in growing as an effective disciple-making church. 

 
 

VI. CREATING AND STRUCTURING SMALL 
       GROUPS FOR DISCIPLE-MAKING 

 
 PART FOUR sets forth the stages of disciple-making through which we envision a 
person will travel in growing as a follower of Christ. PART FIVE considered the content of 
disciple-making experiences at the various stages. These discussions highlighted the 
fundamental roles which small groups, both short term and relational small groups, must play in 
our church’s efforts if we are to be an effective disciple-making church.  
 

While the ultimate focus are relational small groups, as previous discussion throughout 
this resource book demonstrates, short term small groups also play a vital disciple-making role 
in in a variety of ways and contexts. This section focuses on the factors which need to be 
considered in creating and structuring small groups for effective-disciple-making.  
 
A. IMPLEMENTATION OF SHORT TERM SMALL GROUPS 

 
 1. Forming Short Term Small Groups 
 

Short term small groups serve to teach the basics as well as more advanced levels 
of faith, spark interest in spiritual growth through introduction to spiritual disciplines, train and 
equip members for various ministerial roles (e.g., leading a small group), offer an introductory 
small group relationship experience as a bridge to participation in a relational small group, 
learning spiritual disciplines, etc. With short term group programs being introductory in nature, 
the number of sessions is limited. If the number of persons attracted to the program offered 
exceeds the size of a manageable proportions (e.g., in excess of 8 to 10 people), more than one 
group should be formed. In this situation, depending upon the nature of the program, a classroom 

 
1377 Id. at 145, 155-56. 
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type presentation might be made to all interested persons followed by attendees splitting into 
their separate groups. Otherwise, there can be a separate presentation to each small group.  

 
Short term small groups may be formed or sponsored in any one of several ways. There 

is no rigid format or protocol for doing so. For example, an individual or group of individuals 
may want to form and/or participate in a short term small group because of interest in particular 
topic and/or to test drive a small group experience before committing to a longer term relational 
small group.  

 
A more structured approach is for a small group program to be sponsored by one of the 

church teams to spark interest in a variety of topics at various stages of disciple-making process 
starting with conversion experiences and continuing on in the context of worship, basics of faith, 
personal spiritual disciplines, exploring church membership and assimilation, growing in serving 
others and growing in sharing Christ. In each situation, focus should be on some aspect of 
moving people along in their spiritual formation coupled with serving as a bridge to relational 
small groups.  

 
All members of the congregation, through the various means of public communication 

and by personal invitation or encouragement, should be encouraged to participate in some type 
of short term small group and/or a relational small group. The motivation might be to test drive 
a small group experience or to form a small group around a topic of particular interest to him or 
her. All teams need to explore and include either a small short term or longer relational small 
group component into their team activities, programs and events. Teams themselves should 
function as a small group rather than simply being a committee performing some tasks. 
 

Other than the situation where a few people want to “test drive” entering into a relational 
experience with one another, short term small groups would, subject to maximum size limits, 
typically be open to anyone interested in participating. Such groups would be announced publicly 
and sign up opportunities would be offered. Short term small groups are low commitment in 
terms of duration. They typically last from four to eight weeks. They introduce people to the 
small group experience as well as to the specific subject being presented. A major purpose of 
such groups is to support people moving into, within and/or through a stage of discipleship and 
across the bridge to relational small groups, and/or to equip people for serving or evangelism.  

 
2. Standards 
 

Despite the flexibility associated with short term small groups, three standards 
should be adhered to. First, the group effort should be done with excellence. Poor group 
experience is likely to dissuade persons from moving on to other group experiences whether 
short term or relational. Second, prior to the conclusion of the short term small group experience, 
in some manner, people should be encouraged and supported to move on to a relational small 
group either because of interest in the subject matter or in continuing and deepening one’s small 
group experience. A not uncommon result of a short term small group experience is the desire 
of the participants (or at least some of them) to continue and to evolve their group into a relational 
small group. Third, the content of short term group programming should embrace some 
fundamental aspect of fostering spiritual growth such as (i) a general introduction to spiritual 
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disciplines, (ii) modeling Bible study, (iii) introduction to alternative forms of prayer, (iv) 
overview of basic Christianity, (v) equipping for serving, evangelism and/or leading and/or 
participating in relational small groups, or (vi) understanding the Congregational Way. 

  
3. Leaders 
 

  A key element to successful short term small groups is the leader of the group. 
Without engaging in lengthy leadership training, which would deter many potential volunteer 
group leaders, there are a couple of approaches to preparing volunteers to lead a short term small 
group. First, there is “quick start” method. Typically, this approach begins with a retreat or 
seminar during which potential volunteer leaders receive an overview of the materials they will 
be using and some basics on leading a group. The availability of such training would enable 
persons interested in leading a group to learn how and test whether they want to do so before 
committing to lead a group. Then, they go out and lead a group. Such persons might be from a 
sponsoring ministry team. Or, a volunteer leader may simply be an individual who wants to start 
a group or a person who has been requested by his or her on-going relational small group to learn 
how to lead that group in a short term subject of interest to the group.1378 
 

The “inspire and hand out the materials” to a volunteer leader method offers an 
alternative approach. Although perhaps less effective than if a person were to attend a retreat or 
seminar, it possesses the merit of being more workable and requiring less start up time. Observe 
and invite those who express interest and who appear to have the capability to lead. Sometimes 
all it takes is for someone to ask. Develop responses to overcome standard objections. General 
public announcements can be used to solicit interested people. Provide handout material and 
programs that virtually lead themselves. Group leaders of existing groups or teams should 
discern who in their group might be good future group leaders.  
 

Fortunately, today there are a lot of resources that virtually teach themselves, especially 
those programs with video components and leader guides. The pastor, the person leading the 
small group ministry, or a person on the sponsoring team simply gathers the person or persons 
interested in leading a small group, lays out the small group plan, and hands out the materials to 
be used to those who want to go forward in either starting his or her own group or leading a 
group arranged for by church sign up efforts.1379 
 

In short, in creating, structuring and attracting people to lead short term small groups, 
we need to be creative, open and flexible. There is no one exclusive way to finding, attracting 
and preparing small group leaders. 

 
B. BUILDING TRANSFORMATIONAL FELLOWSHIP  

AROUND RELATIONAL SMALL GROUPS 
 
Since God is love, his very nature is relational. Not only does God command that we live 

a life of loving one another, when he creates man in his own image, we are inherently relational 
and purposed to loving one another. However, love cannot be learned in isolation. Love involves 

 
1378 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 239 (2006). 
1379 Id. at 239-40. 
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relationships. Life is meant to be shared. The spiritual discipline of connecting with others in 
Christian fellowship is crucial to spiritual formation and central to the Christian experience. 

 
To reiterate earlier discussion, participation in relational small groups is foundational for 

spiritual growth. Christians are called to belong, not just to believe. Sharing life with other 
believers, in an environment of mutual acceptance, caring, sense of belonging, accountability, 
integrity, trust and love is central to the Christian experience. Following Christ requires that we 
walk alongside others to encourage, equip and challenge one another in love to grow in the image 
of Christ. Most nurturing of a spiritual life and ministry occurs in committed on-going relational 
small groups. Following Christ is not something that is simply taught. Following Christ needs to 
be lived. Relational small groups serve as a prime, perhaps indispensable, vehicle for doing so. 

 
Failure of persons to connect with a meaningful relationship building small group tends 

to result either in slow or even stagnation in their spiritual growth. It takes an authentic 
relationship building community to form a disciple. Let's make no mistake. Participation in 
relational small groups is crucially important if we are to spiritually grow toward a more Christ-
like life. Failure of a church to foster a relational small group environment significantly lessons 
the effectiveness of its disciple-making efforts.  

 
At FRCC, the absence of church-wide participation in meaningful small relational group 

relationships reveals a major gap in our disciple-making efforts. An earlier comment bears 
repeating here. Since we are called by God to grow toward a more Christ-like life through the 
learning and practice of spiritual disciplines and since relational small groups are not only the 
prime but also the virtually indispensable means of effectively doing so, as a disciple-making 
church, we need to concentrate priority efforts on offering spiritual formation experiences 
through relational small groups. A fundamental goal of our church should not simply be a church 
with just a few relational small groups. But rather, a fundamental strategy is for our church to 
become a church of relational small groups with all church members participating in a relational 
small group of some sort.  
 

Whatever the particular area of concentration, relational small groups offer much needed 
opportunities to create environments and offer experiences enabling people to connect and share 
life with others. In turn, such Christian fellowship communities better enable their participants 
to experience spiritual growth, i.e., the continual pursuit of the four vital relationships of 
connecting with God, connecting with other believers, connecting with others through serving 
their needs and connecting with those outside the faith. The ultimate purpose of relational small 
groups is to move people toward a deeper relationship with God through growing more Christ-
like in thoughts, feeling and actions.  

 
1. Crucial Role 

 
  a. Providential Relationships1380 
 

 
1380 Andy Stanley, Deep & Wide: Creating Churches Unchurched People Love to Attend 131-37 (2012). 
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Often, in relating their faith stories, people tell about the individuals 
whom God has placed in their path, e.g., perhaps a family member, neighbor or even a person 
they barely knew. Commonly, there may be more than a one-time occurrence where other 
persons intersect with one’s faith journey. These intersections have been referred to as 
providential relationships which occur when we hear from God through someone and when we 
see God in someone. In these situations, faith grows.  

 
Can a church create a providential relationship? The answer is no. However, a church 

can create an environment conducive to the development of these types of relationships. Create 
a model which is relationship-centric. Explore how to get people connected and keep them 
connected. Be aggressive to transition the unchurched and the unbelievers, as well as believers 
into authentic community. This is achieved by moving people into closed small groups for a 
period of time. The model applies to kids and youths as well as adults. Focus on conversation 
and relationship building rather than class presentations. Relationships are built and providential 
situations are likely to occur.  
  

b. Authentic Community 
 

“Life is meant to be shared.”1381 The Bible terms this shared experience 
as fellowship. In the Christian sense "fellowship" means more than just socializing, fun and food. 
It is more than showing up for worship service. Real fellowship is experiencing life together. It 
involves "loving, honest sharing, practical serving, sacrificial giving, sympathetic comforting 
and all of the 'one another' commands found in the New Testament."1382A transformational 
community emerges when participants “embrace a shared commitment as to the attitudes and 
practices that open us up to Christ.”1383 The absence of a community which recognizes and 
embraces seeing “other people as necessary instruments of God’s grace… limits the work of 
transformation in our lives.”1384   
 
 In real fellowship, people experience authenticity. It is not superficial, surface level chit 
chat. Instead, real fellowship embraces genuine heart to heart and sometimes gut-wrenching 
sharing. It arises when people are honest about who they are and what is occurring in their lives. 
It occurs when people share their hurts, reveal their feelings, confess their failures, express their 
doubts, admit their fears, acknowledge their weaknesses, and request prayers. We experience 
real fellowship when we become open about our lives. Real fellowship occurs as we pursue and 
build intimate relationships with fellow believers. This requires both courage and humility. It 
requires overcoming our fear of exposure, rejection and being hurt. However, it is the only way 
to grow spiritually and become emotionally healthy.1385 

 
It is in relational small groups where participants have the opportunity to experience 

authentic community, i.e., real fellowship embracing accountability, belonging, caring and 

 
1381 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 138 (2002. 
1382 Id. at 138. 
1383 IVP Book Club Digest, Feb. 16, 2015, p.2 describing Ruth Haley Barton’s book, Life Together in Christ. 
1384 Id. 
1385 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 140 (2002). 
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spiritual growth through intimacy with God, community with believers, serving others and 
connecting with the unchurched.  It creates an environment for providential relationships.  

 
 Questions for consideration in creating a relational small group environment for giving 
rise to providential relationships and authentic life sharing community include: 
 

� does our ministry model connect people quickly and keep them connected? 
� does our model offer clear steps into community? 
� does our model avoid classing people at the expense of creating community? 
� what can be done programmatically to create more relational connections in our      

ministry model?1386 
 

It is the responsibility of a disciple-making church to create environments giving rise to the 
creation of providential relationships through the creation of authentic communities, i.e., well-
structured and conducted relational small groups. 
 

2. The Disciple-Making Environment: Conditions  
for Transformation in Relational Small Groups 

 
  Humans have demonstrated the ability to survive and even thrive in the most 
inhospitable environment – e.g., Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s experience in Nazi prison camps. People 
can grow spiritually despite negative families and/or churches. However, our exploration here 
centers not on how Christians grow despite their environment, but rather on discerning and 
offering the best environment for such growth.1387 
 
 Experience demonstrates that simply meeting in a relational small group format does not 
automatically result in spiritual growth. Certain spiritual disciplines must occur in the small 
group context to facilitate transformation in us. The factors in relational small groups which 
converge to create such transformation can be summarized by saying   

 
[w]hen we (1) open our hearts in transparent trust in each 
other, (2) around the truth of God’s Word (3) in the spirit 
of mutual accountability, we are in the Holy Spirit’s 
hothouse of transformation.1388 
 

Stanley and Willits define authentic community around the ABC’s of group life – accountability, 
belonging and caring.1389 John Ortberg focuses on confession, application, accountability, 
guidance and encouragement.1390 Bill Hull sets forth the environmental conditions in terms of 

 
1386 Andy Stanley, Deep & Wide: Creating Churches Unchurched People Love to Attend 137 (2012). 
1387 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ  154 (2006). 
1388 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples a Few at a Time 154 (2003).  
1389 Andy Stanley and Bill Willits, Creating Community: 5 Keys to Building a Small Group Culture 106 (2004). 
1390 John Ortberg, “No More Mr. Nice Group: Five Practices that Take Small Groups Beyond Polite Sharing to 
the Disciplines that Change Lives,” (christianitytoday.com/biblestudies/areas/biblestudies/articles/070704.html). 
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trust, grace, humility, submission and affirmation.1391 Rick Warren elements for cultivating 
community include honesty, humility, courtesy, confidentiality and frequency.1392  
 
 Clearly, these various expressions of the environmental conditions for effective disciple-
making are either related to or overlap one another. The following discussion elaborates   upon 
several practices each as a part of an integrated expression of the environmental conditions 
setting the stage for transformation toward a more Christ-like life in the members of our church. 
These relational small group practices express the marks of disciple-making community. Some 
of these are also applicable to short term small groups and relevant to other aspects of church 
ministry. However, here the focus is on relational small groups.  
 
 Often small groups are criticized on the basis that nothing spiritual happens in our 
meetings. This may result from the absence of one or two of the basic elements of spiritual 
experiences in the context of small groups. The two elements of spiritual experience are content 
and process. Content refers to the explicit topic or issue discussed. A group’s content is spiritual 
when dealing with religious or spiritual topics. Process encompasses the manner in which group 
members interact with one another and with God. The process is spiritual when members act in 
ways that are genuine, generous and gracious. It is spiritual when participants experience their 
interchanges as an opportunity for faith formation, for deepening their spiritual lives. The leader 
of the group is responsible for not only content but also for process. Simply placing something 
spiritual on the agenda will not ensure faith formation. Attention also needs to focus to the 
spiritual character of the group process. 1393 
  

Content for relational small groups is discussed in PART FIVE, Section VII.B.4 above. 
The manner in which group members interact is considered in the subsections immediately 
below.  

 
Several ingredients are necessary for a healthy environment to encourage people out of 

their shells into active and meaningful disciple-making relationships. When present, these 
conditions or characteristics of relational small groups create a disciple-making environment 
leading to spiritual formation. They need to be increasingly reflected by group members as the 
group evolves into deeper relationships and life sharing.  To these characteristics we now turn. 
 
  a. Understanding of and Commitment to Agreed upon Purposes 
 
   “Community satisfies two basic human needs; the need for relationship 
and the need for participation in purpose greater than ourselves.”1394 Meaningful relationships 
start with agreed upon goals. If everyone in a group pursues different objectives, little will be 
gained. Thus, foundational for a meaningful relational small group is an agreed upon group 
covenant. The group covenant making encompasses mutual agreements not only setting forth 
the mission purposes of the group, but also establishes shared norms as to the manner in which 

 
1391 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 155 (2006). 
1392 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 145-51 (2002). 
1393 Thomas R. Hawkins, Cultivating Christian Community 87-89 (2001). 
1394 Id. at 73 (2001).  
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group members interact with one another.   Furthermore, although objectives of different groups 
might vary somewhat, for a group to be a disciple-making group, two goals are foundational. 
 

The first goal is to grow toward maturity in Christ. That is, the first basic goal of disciple-
making relational small groups is for each person to grow in his or her Walk with Christ. We 
seek transformation into becoming increasingly like Christ in our thoughts, feelings and actions. 
This is fundamental to participation in meaningful relational small groups. 
 
 The second goal is equip to teach others. Growing in one’s own discipleship involves 
helping others in finding Christ and then journeying with them toward Christ-likeness. This 
requires becoming equipped to do so. Being a follower of Christ includes the understanding that 
a disciple internalizes the value of multiplying and growing the number of Christ followers and 
that each disciple is to contribute to this reproduction process.1395  
 

In short, the basic goals for relational small disciple-making group members are to grow 
toward becoming more like Christ and to encourage and support others in their journey toward 
doing the same. 

 
Through a covenant committed to by each member of a relational small group, the 

context is created in which participants in the group experience the gift of community. Covenants 
not only establish a higher quality of relationships, they also unite us in a shared purpose to 
which God calls us. A relational small group covenant not only defines the larger purposes to 
which members commit (which need to be consistent with the mission purposes of the church), 
it also establishes the norms defining how members relate to one another and to God. Groups are 
most likely to experience God’s gift of community when the members negotiate explicit 
covenants articulating their norms and vision which connect the group to one another and to 
God.1396 

 
For discussion of recommended relational small group covenant for FRCC, see Section 

3.a. below.  
 

b. Relational Trust and Transparency 
 

(1) Need for Trusting Relationships 
 

We live in a culture in which people are often, if not constantly, 
on the move. People change jobs, move to different communities and turn over their relationships 
at an astonishing rate. As a result, our society primarily reflects acquaintances, colleagues and 
allies, rather than real and close friends. We may be able to work together to get things done. We 
may be gifted in small talk, shop talk and weather talk. However, we tend to trust no one with 
the last 10 percent of ourselves. In a crisis there are few, if any, with whom we trust with our 
lives.1397 

 
 

1395 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples a Few at a Time 131 (2003).  
1396 Thomas R. Hawkins, Cultivating Christian Community 74-75 (2001).  
1397 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 133 (2005). 
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 In contexts of relating to others, the basic question a person asks is whether “I can trust 
me with you?” This question reflects a yearning for acceptance and for a safe place to be the real 
me. We want to be honest about our dreams, disappointments, hurts, failings and successes. In 
such an environment, we come out of our shell. However, too often in Christian environments, 
the answer to this question has been “no.” So, people remain in their shells. However, this need 
not and should not be the case.  
 
 In real fellowship, people experience mutuality. Mutuality is giving, receiving and 
depending upon one another. Mutuality is at the core of fellowship. Mutuality is the building of 
reciprocal relationships, sharing responsibilities and aiding one another. We are all more 
consistent in our faith when others are there to walk with us and encourage us. The Bible calls 
for mutual accountability, encouragement, serving and honoring.1398 However many, if not most 
people, lack such supporting and loving relationships.   

 
Relational small groups can fill this void. They afford an opportunity to enter into an 

authentic, confidential and healing relationship with a committed group of fellow journeyers in 
Christ in which people encourage, support and help one another as each person seeks to live out 
God’s will in his or her life. Relational small groups are intended to take participants to deep 
levels of the soul of each other. They offer a vehicle for continuity and development of 
relationships. Such groups attend to peoples' stories as well as the hard questions concerning 
lifestyles, priorities, goals and spiritual well-being.  

 
As trust builds, members learn how to listen deeply to one another in the presence of 

Christ. They promise to encourage, help, support, challenge and pray for one another. Intentional 
spiritual nurture, care and listening are primary reasons for gathering. Therefore, a major portion 
of group time is devoted to authentic sharing life together.1399  
 
 Most importantly, the foundation of growing disciples is to foster an ever increasing 
openness and transparency. Why is transparency an essential for transformation? To the extent 
we are willing to reveal to others areas of our life that need God’s transforming touch, we invite 
the Holy Spirit to make us new. Willingness to enter into an intimate relationship expresses our 
true yearnings to invite God to transform our lives.1400 It moves us to a more intimate relationship 
with God. 
 
 One might argue that he or she already has a transparent relationship with God. God 
already knows all about us. There is nothing we can withhold from him. It isn’t anyone else’s 
business what I am struggling about so long as God is not being deceived.  But herein lies the 
problem, i.e., deception. We have an infinite capacity for self-deception and self-justification. 
While we tend to be hard on others, we tend to be soft on ourselves.  
 

…. [T]hose who try to go it alone or who refuse to listen to others 
set themselves up for futile wandering at best and disaster at worst. 
Spiritual arrogance, rooted in self-centeredness and overly self-

 
1398 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 140-41 (2002). 
1399 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 133 (2005). 
1400 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples a Few at a Time 154 (2003). 
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confident reliance on one’s own thinking and experience, can 
easily lead to making significant personal mistakes and to hurting 
others.1401  

 
As long as struggles in our Christian growth are known only to God and not recognized by 
ourselves, we will not defeat the sins besetting us.1402  
 

Self-disclosure (transparency) increases in direct proportion to the trust we sense with 
our partners in the discipling relationship. To the extent we find a safe place to be who we are, 
we are then free to discover our unique creation waiting to be unleashed. Thus, to create an 
environment of transparency in which we come to know ourselves, we need to be in a discipling 
relationship with others which is founded on trust.1403 This is a message that needs to be clearly 
and forcefully communicated to those aspiring to grow as followers of Christ. 

 
   (2) Building Trust: Character Traits  

Engendering Effective Relationships  
   

Trust is based on whether a person is honest and reliable. Although 
he or she may not always agree with you, you can trust him or her to listen without judging or 
condemning you. Being in relationship with a trustworthy person enables you to be under that 
person’s influence. When you trust a person to the point that you permit him or her to speak into 
your life, when you permit yourself to be vulnerable with that person, transformation can begin 
to take place. Relationships of trust afford the foundation for transformational discipleship.1404 
 

Cultivating a small group community in which members will trust and rely upon one 
another in intimate life sharing relationships requires that the members of the group reflect 
certain elements of character.  

 
� Cultivating fellowship takes Honesty. It is essential in our lives that there is 

someone who loves us enough to tell us the truth, even when doing so is painful. 
We share our true feelings with each other. Otherwise, we are likely to continue 
in our destructive ways. Not uncommonly we know what needs to be said, but 
are afraid to say it. Real fellowship can be undermined, if not destroyed, if this 
fear factor prevails and a person's life can fall apart because of such failure. An 
honest answer is the mark of friendship. Care enough for someone to confront 
them when they are going astray.  

 
Don't reduce real fellowship to superficiality because of fear of conflict. 

Frankness is more valued than flattery. Until we care enough to confront and 
resolve underlying problems, we will never grow close. Honesty, openness, and 
being non-judgmental are characteristics which enable spiritual formation to 
happen. However, this is not a license to say anything we want, wherever we 

 
1401 Timothy C. Geoffrion, “Giving Up on Finding Christian Community,” Alban Weekly, November 10, 2008. 
1402 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples of a Few at a Time 155 (2003). 
1403 Id.  
1404 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 156 (2006). 
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want and whenever we want to say it. Honesty is not rudeness. There is a right 
time and a right way to do things.1405 

 
� Cultivating fellowship takes Humility. – Arrogance. self-importance, smugness 

and stubborn pride destroy fellowship.  Pride builds barriers between people. 
Humility builds bridges. Humility can be developed by admitting our 
weaknesses, by being patient with the weaknesses of others, by being open to 
correction, and by focusing the spotlight on others.1406 

 
 Humility is essential for transformation. Without it, there is no 
submission. Without submission, trusting relationships don’t occur and people 
don’t let themselves be vulnerable. No vulnerability means no one can influence 
us. Without influence, we don’t change. Humility is an environmental condition 
for transformation to occur.1407 
 

Through the group process, we are on the journey together. No one person 
can offer a complete model for another. A sign of maturity is the ability and 
willingness to learn from the least likely source.1408 
 
 Note, however, that humility does not involve thinking less of oneself, 
but rather it involves thinking of oneself less. Humility is thinking more of others. 
Focus on serving rather than centering on oneself.1409  

 
� Cultivating fellowship takes Courtesy and Respect, – Courtesy may be defined as 

respecting differences, being considerate of the feelings of others and being 
patient with people who irritate us. Typically, there is at least one difficult person 
in every group. This affords us an opportunity for growth and tests our fellowship. 
Despite a member's faults, he or she is one of us.1410 

 
 A helpful key to courtesy is understanding where people are coming from. 
This creates more understanding. Also, do not down play another person's doubts. 
Even though you don't fear something, this doesn't make another person's fear 
invalid. Real fellowship occurs when people feel safe to share their doubts and 
fears without being judged.1411 

 
1405 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 146-47 (2002), 
1406 Id. at 148. 
1407 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 158 (2006). 
1408 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples of a Few at a Time 131 (2003). 
1409 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 148 (2002). 
1410 Id. at  149.  
 

Welcome with open arms fellow believers who don’t see things the way you do. And don’t jump 
all over them every time they do or say something you don’t agree with – even when it seems that 
they are strong on opinions but weak in the faith department. Remember they have their own 
history to deal with. Treat them gently. Rick Warren, “5 Keys for Making the Most of Small 
Groups,” OutreachMagazine.com., February 26, 2019.  

 
1411 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 149 (2002).  
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� Cultivating Fellowship Takes Grace. – Grace means treating others better than 

they deserve. Fellowship is a relationship of grace where mercy wins over justice. 
Mistakes are rubbed out rather than rubbed in. We all stumble, fall and need help 
to recover. Offer mercy to each other and be willing to receive it from them. 
Forgiveness is an essential element of fellowship.  God forgives us, we should 
forgive others. In real fellowship, energy is applied to resolution rather than 
retaliation.1412  

 
Grace goes further. It not only means forgiving one another, it requires 

looking past faults and offering praise and support. An environment of grace 
engenders acceptance and a willingness to look for and see the good in other 
people. Faults and problems can be handled better in an environment of grace. 
When people feel accepted, supported and affirmed, they are more open to 
change than in situations in which they are defensive. People who love and 
support can influence others as well as making themselves available for 
transformation,1413 

 
� Cultivating fellowship takes Sympathy. –In real fellowship people experience 

sympathy. Sympathy is not simply offering advice and cosmetic aid. But rather, 
sympathy involves entering into and sharing the pain of others. It communicates 
an understanding of what the other person is going through and expresses that 
what they feel is not wrong or off the wall. Sympathy serves two fundamental 
human needs: the need to be understood and to have one's feelings validated. 
When a person understands and affirms the feelings of another, fellowship is 
built.1414  
 

� Cultivating fellowship takes Confidentiality. – Only in a safe environment of 
warm acceptance and trusted confidentiality will people become open and share 
their hurts, needs and mistakes. What is shared in the group must stay in the 
group. The group needs to deal with it, not gossip about it.1415 It is important for 
members of the group to discuss and commit their mutual understanding of 
confidentiality in the group’s context. A basic rule of thumb is one must not 
repeat someone else’s story without that person’s permission.1416 

 
� Cultivating fellowship takes Reliability. – The discipling relationship is 

established for the purpose of growing together toward Christ. There is a 
covenantal character to the relationship. Participants commit to agreed upon 
elements that shape the relationship. Being reliable includes getting together on 
a regular time schedule – preferably weekly.1417 Building a genuine fellowship 

 
1412 Id. at 142-43. 
1413 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 157 (2006). 
1414 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 141 (2002).  
1415 Id.  at 150. 
1416 John Ackerman, Listening to God: Spiritual Formation in Congregations 102 (2001). 
1417 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples of a Few at a Time 130 (2003). 
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requires frequent and regular gatherings of the group. Relationships take time and 
commitment. Fellowship cannot be built on convenience (getting together when 
we feel like it). Make gathering frequently as a matter of priority. Fellowship is 
built on the conviction that I need this for my spiritual health. Fellowship requires 
an investment of time and being a reliable participant.1418 

 
� Cultivating fellowship takes Love, Caring and a Sense of Belonging – It is 

essential that all that is done in discipling relationships is done in love for those 
with whom we journey. Trust in disciple-making is founded on love. They are 
inseparable. Love creates the environment in which Christ can be formed within 
us.1419 In a loving authentic community, people naturally care for those with 
whom they are connected. 

 
 Walking with each other in difficult times is an essential characteristic of a relational 
small group. Entering a covenantal relationship lasting a year or more affords opportunity to 
address peoples’ highs and lows. Paul captures an essence of relationships. “If one part [of the 
body of Christ] suffers, every part suffers with it: if one part is honored, every part rejoices with 
it.” (1Corinthians12:26) This is particularly true with respect to small groups of believers. Trust 
is gained through the faithfulness of partners who sustain each other when times are tough. Being 
carried by the faith of others is typically the manner in which we learn to trust God. Let my faith 
carry you for a while and someday yours will carry me. This is a characteristic of a discipling 
group as members build transparent trust in one another.1420 

 
In short, to build trust which encourages people to open themselves to others and to God 

in deep and mutual transparent relationships (which is essential for substantial transformation), 
members of the groups need to reflect several character traits including (1) honesty, (2) humility, 
(3) courtesy, (4) grace, (5) sympathy, (6) confidentiality, (7) reliability and (8) love, caring and 
sense of belonging. Practicing these qualities encourage and better enable members of the group 
to move deeper and deeper into the waters of transformation toward a more Christ-like life in 
thoughts, feelings and actions..  

 
c. Listening 

 
  The spiritual practice of listening arises from two perspectives. Members 

of a relational small group are responsible to help other members be aware of God’s hand on 
their lives. From this perspective, the listeners are those seeking to enhance the development of 
mutual trusting and supportive relationships and enhanced discernment for others. The second 
perspective is a listener who is seeking from others comfort, support and aid in discerning 
choices with which he or she is confronted.    

 
 
 
 

 
1418 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 150-51 (2002). 
1419 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples of a Few at a Time 131 (2003). 
1420 Id. at 157-58. 
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(1) Be a Listener  
 

We all have a myriad of conflicting choices confronting us which 
need to be sorted out by hearing God’s voice. However, God’s voice can be drowned out by the 
din of the world and/or the confusion resulting the multitude of options with which we are 
confronted. There is no end of issues requiring calling for guidance from our God: e.g., direction 
in employment, ethical dilemmas, marital problems, errant teens, unsaved family members, 
friends or colleagues, desires, discerning God’s call, etc. We need places where we can sort out 
these conundrums with people who care for us, listen to us and stay with us long enough to help 
us through difficult choices.1421 A small relational small group, which has developed mutual 
trustworthy relationships, offers an excellent environment for listening to one another. 
 
 Well-tried spiritual discipline practices form and transform people. Listening is a basic 
practice for Christian communities of faith. How we listen reveals how we value ourselves and 
others. Without listening, Christian community is not possible. Listening and being listened to 
are the basic and primary means of feeling being understood and accepted. Being listened to is 
the way we discover ourselves as acceptable and valuable. “Everyone should be quick to listen, 
slow to speak and slow to become angry….” (James 1:19) 
 
 Listening involves suspending our own agenda and forgetting about what we want to say. 
Listening is attentive receptivity to another person. When we listen, we suspend judgment (don’t 
disagree or formulate and give advice), we don’t focus on what interests us or what we desire. 
We control our emotional reactions. When we listen, we create an environment in which the 
other person feels welcomed and cared for.  
 
   (2) Guidelines for Listening 
 
    There are both barriers to and guidelines for the practice of 
listening. For one discussion of these see Hawkins book on cultivating Christian community.1422 
 
 By listening, we create a welcoming space where others feel acknowledged and accepted. 
The practice of listening involves centering on others rather than ourselves. It is an important 
element of spiritual growth.  

 
d. Accepting 

 
Authentic community embraces and reflects the sense of being accepted, 

a sense of belonging. Accept one another. “You are my brother.” As a person senses acceptance, 
he or she become more comfortable from which an increasing tendency to be open emerges.  The 
sense of belonging is more important than before since we live in a culture which increasingly 
prioritizes belonging over believing. People need to know that they will be missed when they 
don’t show up. The sense of belonging is built by sharing life experiences.1423  

 
 

1421 Id. at 160. 
1422 Thomas R. Hawkins, Cultivating Christian Community 38-42 (2001). 
1423 Andy Stanley and Bill Willits, Creating Community: 5 Keys to Building a Small Group Culture 106 (2004). 
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e. Affirming  
 

Those sharing in the disciple making journey need to affirm each other as 
to their uniqueness and value to the God. “Way to go. I am proud of you.” We starve for honest 
and meaningful affirmation in a world that is better at criticizing or rebuking us. In the small 
group relationship, there is the opportunity to observe the formation of the unique creations God 
has made each of us to be and to affirm that which God is birthing.1424 
 

When we express appreciation for other persons’ strengths and contributions, they are 
more likely to come out of their shells. Affirm one another. Also create the expectation of the 
other doing better or well.1425  

 
If no one else affirms them, they are likely to try to affirm themselves to feed their own 

ego and try to get notice and recognition. But, when a person is affirmed and respected, he or 
she will be more relaxed and will contribute without coming from a sense of an unmet need to 
build up his or her own ego or self-esteem.1426 When we are affirmed by others, we gain 
knowledge about our gifts and character. “Being acknowledged is the foundation for all future 
growth.”1427  

 
We need to know that others are committed to and love us. We need the embrace, 

encouragement and support of others. This does not happen when we are alone, nor does it occur 
in large gatherings. It does happen in smaller communities. Small groups supply love, 
encouragement and embrace which people need as they continue their journey toward 
transformation.1428 The spiritual discipline of listening and being listened to offers basic ways of 
accepting and affirming one another which, in turn, leads along the path spiritual growth. 

 
  f. Confession 
 

It is at the deep end of the pool of transparent trust where mutual confession 
of sin and addiction occurs. To reach the deep end, we must first move through the shallower 
waters of encouragement, support through life’s difficulties, and prayerful listening. Only after 
these stages are we likely to confess our sins. Few believers experience safe context in which 
they reveal to another that which lurks in the recesses of their hearts. However, until we can 
articulate to another those things which have a hold on us, we will continue to live suppressed 
by them. As James admonished, “[t]herefore confess your sins to each other and pray for each 
other so that you may be healed.” (James 5:16)1429 Un-confessed sin is a burden. The spiritual 

 
1424 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples of a Few at a Time 156-57 (2003). 
1425 Stu Weber, “Keynote Opening Comments,” No Regrets 2011 Conference of Christian Men (Elmbrook 
    Church, Wisconsin). 
1426 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 159-60 (2006). 
1427 John Ackerman, Listening to God: Spiritual Formation in Congregations 84 (2001). 
1428 John Ortberg, “No More Mr. Nice Group: Five Practices that Take Small Groups Beyond Polite Sharing to 
the     Disciplines that Change Lives,” 
(christianitytoday.com/biblestudies/areas/biblestudies/articles/070704.html). 
1429 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples of a Few at a Time 160 (2003). 
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discipline of confession and absolution removes the burden. Furthermore, confession contributes 
to avoiding future sin.1430 

  
 Each of us wears a mask and hides our true-self, at least to some extent. Confession 
removes our masks. Thus, confession is one of the most formative practices in a small group. 
Disclosure of brokenness, temptations and sin contribute to healing, forgiveness and spiritual 
growth. Without valuing truth and confession, transformation is less likely. By removing our 
masks through the spiritual discipline of confession, we acknowledge the reality of who we truly 
are thereby opening ourselves to God’s transforming power.1431 
 
 Bringing the shame of our sense of guilt into the open with believers we trust is liberating.  
Once something is admitted in front of others, it begins to lose its power to control us. 
Furthermore, when one boldly confesses, this offers invitation for the others in the group to go 
deeper and withhold nothing that gets in their way of obedience to Christ. And, when we confess, 
we receive through our partners in the discipling relationship words of comfort coming from 
God himself.1432 
 
 The lack of mutual confession is a major failure which hinders the process of life 
transformation.1433 
 
 When a member(s) of the group openly talks about his or her faults, stresses, pressures 
and troubles in life, the small group grows. Most people lack the opportunity to do sor elsewhere. 
People spend a lot of time pretending their lives are fine. However, for them to grow, to be 
transformed, persons need to be open and honest about their pain.1434  
 
 In short, a condition for accelerated growth in Christian life is learning to swim in the 
deep waters of trust stemming from relational transparency. Trust stems from relational 
transparency which is a fundamental condition of life transformation. Such transparency is 
engendered by participating in a relational small group environment reflecting a combination of 
(a) character traits which engender effective relationships, (b) affirming others, (c) walking with 
others in difficult times, (d) reflective listening, and (e) confession. Learning this swim can be 
scary. Once one learns to trust the water to hold him or her up, the experience becomes relaxing 
and refreshing. 1435 
 

g. Accountability 
 
   A crucial condition for an environment conducive to accelerated spiritual 
growth is mutual accountability. Accountability involves inviting others into our lives to 

 
1430 Dallas Willard, The Spirit of the Disciplines: Understanding How God Changes Lives 188 (1988). 
1431 John Ortberg, “No More Mr. Nice Group: Five Practices that Take Small Groups Beyond Polite Sharing to 
the  
    Disciplines that Change Lives,” (christianitytoday.com/biblestudies/areas/biblestudies/articles/070704.html). 
1432 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples of a Few at a Time 161 (2003). 
1433 Id. at 162. 
1434 Rick Warren, “5 Keys for Making the Most of Small Groups,” OutreachMagazine.com., February 26, 2019. 
1435 Id. at 162. 
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challenge our priorities and relationships with God, with other believers, with those we serve 
and with those outside the faith.1436  
 
 At the outset, engaging in meaningful accountability is difficult. To do so requires an 
environment of mutual trust among members of the group. Creation of a mutually trusting 
environment requires group participants to develop, embrace and exhibit the characteristic traits 
which engender a trust relationship considered above. Trust relationships evolve and build over 
time. Thus, it should not be expected that persons will commit to mutual accountability at the 
beginning of the group. However, group members should commit to serious effort to work with 
the others in the group to build such trusting relationships. 
 

A potential danger inherent in the small group setting is “vague “sharing” stemming from 
weak or totally absent accountability. We are unlikely to deepen our relationship with God in a 
casual way.  

 
People do not drift into full devotion to Christ. People do not drift 
into becoming loving, joy-filled, patient, winsome, changers. It 
requires intention and effort.1437 
 

We need to commit in a serious and intentional manner. 
 

What are my commitments about prayer, about scripture, about 
my use of money, about evangelism, about servanthood, about 
truth? Keeping these commitments requires a community of 
accountability to serve as a scale revealing how we’re achieving 
our goals or missing them.1438  
 

Don’t go it alone. Scripture calls for us to “confess…our sins to each other and pray for 
each other so that… [we] may be healed. The prayer of a righteous person is powerful and 
effective.” (James 5:16) We need encouragement and accountability. Training in the spiritual 
disciplines involves constant repetition which requires discipline. Since self-discipline is rare, 
we need others to hold us accountable. This means submitting our self to at least one other 
person. Few, if any, make spiritual breakthroughs without the support of and accountability to at 
least one other person.1439  

 
 God calls upon Christians to help other Christians in their pursuit of spiritual growth. 
Providing a relational small group environment offering the opportunity for spiritual 
accountability is a key aspect of growing disciples. The Bible tells us the importance of 
encouraging one another through mutual accountability. 
 

 
1436 Andy Stanley and Bill Willits, Creating Community: 5 Keys to Building a Small Group Culture 106 (2004). 
1437 John Ortberg, “No More Mr. Nice Group: Five Practices that Take Small Groups Beyond Polite Sharing to 
the Disciplines that Change Lives,” (christianitytoday.com/biblestudies/areas/biblestudies/articles/070704.html). 
1438 Id. 
1439 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 199 (2006). 
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And let us consider how we may spur one another on toward 
love and good deeds,  not giving up meeting together, as some 
are in the habit of doing, but encouraging one another….  
(Hebrews 10:24-25) 

 
A small group needs to encourage and support serious discussion about sensitive issues 
challenging an individual. The group needs to develop an openness and trust that gives people 
the freedom to share without fear of embarrassment or betrayal.1440 Every person in the church 
needs someone to spur them to reach their goals whether the goals are spiritual, health, career or 
family. Most people lack trusting, encouraging, accountable relationships. But, they need them. 
A need that relational small groups can meet.1441 
 

When a person makes a commitment in a small group setting, the mechanism is in place 
for accountability. The relationship between those on a discipleship journey together is 
covenantal. The covenant is a mutual agreement between two or more persons which clearly 
expresses the expectations and commitments in the relationship. Implicitly, the partners give to 
each other the authority to hold them to that to which they have mutually agreed. This gives rise 
to accountability which has been said to be “a willing decision to abide by certain standards and 
a voluntary submission of oneself to review by others in which one’s performance is evaluated 
in light of these standards.”1442 One approach suggested to implement a practice of accountability 
in a small group is for a member of the group to request that he or she be held accountable. In 
such case, other group members are permitted, at the next meeting, to ask whether progress has 
been made toward the person's stated goal.  

 
 A true friend has both the right and responsibility to tell his friend that he is wrong or 
treading a dangerous path. Accept a friend’s well-founded advice knowing that he wants what is 
best for me and wants me to grow.1443 

 
 Participating members’ commit to an agreed upon covenant.  The covenant serves several 
purposes. 1444 It  
 

� provides a standard to which members of the small group can hold each 
other accountable,  
 

� increases intensity by setting high the bar of discipleship (a common 
failing of churches is that they fail to ask people to do what Jesus calls for 
them to do), and  
 

� invites our partners to hold us accountable (when one specifically 
commits, he or she is more likely to act.). 

 
1440 Ajith Fernando, “What Biblical Discipling Is Not,” OutteachMagazine.com, February 28, 2019. 
1441 Rick Warren, “5 Keys for Making the Most of Small Groups,” OutrachMagazine.com, February 26, 2019. 
1442 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples of a Few at a Time 168 (2003). 
1443 Stu Weber, “Keynote Opening Comments,” No Regrets 2011 Conference of Christian Men (Elmbrook 
    Church, Wisconsin). 
1444 Id. at 169. 
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h. Discerning God’s Will  
 

(1) Group Discernment 
 

The goal of Christian experience is to discern God’s will to enable 
us to make wise choices in harmony with his will. Discernment concerns the discovery of God’s 
specific will for the everchanging circumstances of our lives. Discernment involves monitoring 
moods, thoughts, emotions and affections for what they reveal about movements either toward 
or away from God and his intentions. In doing so, one needs to be cognizant of two limitations 
on discerning God’s will. First, we can only discern what God intends us to do (not what someone 
else is to do). Second, we can’t discern what may happen in the future. God intends us to choose 
in a specific situation at this particular moment in time.1445 

 
Discernment can occur in at least three settings. The first setting is personal in which the 

individual discerns God’s will for him or her. (ii) The second setting involves a group which 
helps clarify or confirm one’s personal discernment. (iii) The third setting is a formal group 
seeking God’s will together for the group’s common life.  

 
Although God does guide people individually, he also speaks through others. As quoted 

earlier,  
 

[God] guides groups of people and can instruct the individual 
though the group experience…. [Jesus assured] that when a people 
genuinely gathered in his name his will could be discerned. The... 
[Holy] Spirit would utilize the checks and balances of the different 
believers to ensure that when their hearts were in unity they were 
in rhythm with the heartbeat of the Father. 1446 

 
By inviting a group of Christians to assist us in clarifying clarify God’s intentions, rather 

than requesting advice, we are asking the group to create a climate in which we can better discern 
God’s word to us. Posing questions offer different angles of vision, and raise the person’s 
thinking capacity. Rather than a formless interchange, use a structured process for group 
discernment to help an individual.1447 For a more detailed discussion of a structured process for 
group discernment, see Hawkins book Cultivating Christian Community.1448  Discernment 
should not be confused with decision making by consensus. The primary goal of communal 
discernment is to seek God and, in finding God, discover his will. No one has all the truth; 
everyone is part of the truth. We can best discover the whole of God’s truth by entering into 
prayerful, open listening and dialogue with God and one another.1449 
 

 
1445 Thomas R. Hawkins, Cultivating Christian Community 56-57 (2001). 
1446 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth 176-77 (rev. ed. 1988). 
1447 Thomas R. Hawkins, Cultivating Christian Community 63 (2001). 
1448 Id.at 63-71 (2001). 
1449 Id.at 65-66. 
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 Since discerning God’s call is fundamental to every person’s growing as a follower of 
Christ and given the unique ability of a relational small group to vitally contribute to this effort, 
it is essential that relational small groups assume the responsibility of doing so. Every relational 
small group should reflect and vigorously pursue creating transformational disciple-making 
experiences better enabling its members to discern God’s specific call for them both individually 
and as a group. 
 

(2) Discerning the Truth of and Applying God’s Word 
 

Transparency in our relationships with others and the building of 
trust in those relationships are foundational to the transforming process of disciple-making. Also 
foundational are discerning and applying the truth of God’s Word in our daily lives.  
 
 Paul well summarizes the nature and value of the Word of God. 
 

All scripture is God breathed [inspired] and is useful for 
teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in 
righteousness, so that the man of God may be thoroughly 
equipped for every good work. (2 Timothy 3:16-17) 
 

It is in scripture that we hear fully God’s Word. It is only here that we find the complete story of 
God’s self-revelations. It provides the truth about God, ourselves, and matters of faith and 
practice. Paul sets forth the four things for which scripture is useful: (a) teaching, (b) reproof or 
rebuking, (c) correction, and (d) training in righteousness.1450 
 

� Teaching – The purpose of scripture has been well summarized. 
 

In the word of God, the Spirit of God has revealed the true 
nature of the world we live in, the true nature of man and of 
God, the ultimate consummation of history, the pattern of 
relationships and responses to God and to life which 
corresponds with the way things really are.1451 

 
It is essential that one seeking to grow more Christ-like be offered and takes the 
opportunity to cover the essential teachings of Christian life in a systematic method 
so as to cultivate this reality. Today, we assume that people have a reservoir of 
biblical knowledge. More likely, most potential disciples possess only bits and pieces 
of Christian teaching interspersed with world views from contemporary secular 
culture. Thus, spending time in the Word should be a central feature of a relational 
small group’s activity.  

 
� Reproof – Scripture offers us a perspective through which we can view reality. In 

turn, this enables us to discern changes we need to make in our lives. The term reproof 
means showing a person his or her sin and summoning such person to repentance.  

 
1450 Id. at 162-67 
1451 Larry Richards as quoted in id. at 163. 
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Scripture serves as a mirror evidencing our true-selves vis-a-vis that which we are 
called to be. When we look in the mirror of the Word, we see two images. The first 
is the way we currently are. The second reflects the manner which God intends us to 
be. Seeing the contrast leads to conviction which, in turn, leads to repentance and the 
desire for transformation.   

 
� Correction – Reproof is not intended to leave us wallowing in guilt and self-

condemnation. Instead, it leads to repentance which is followed by the cleansing 
mercy of God. This is followed by correction which means to be restored or 
reestablished. Whereas reproof is the rebuke of the Spirit which exposes, correction 
is to be put back on to the right path. 

 
� Training in Righteousness: Spiritual Disciplines – The ultimate objective of 

scripture is to guide and to provide the inner strength leading to a more Christ-like 
life in thoughts, feeling and actions, i.e., growing in the image of Christ.  Scripture 
provides the training manual for righteous living. Becoming like Christ involves 
learning and practicing the spiritual disciplines that place oneself in the presence of 
God’s transforming influence.  

 
As noted earlier, there is a difference between trying to live a Christian life 

and training to do so. Trying is attempting to do something without preparation. 
Too many supposed followers of Christ try without preparation. However, just like 
trying to run a marathon, not much success is achieved in the absence of training 
over a period of time. The need for preparation is as essential to vibrant spiritual 
life as it is the case in any physical or intellectual activity. Learning to think and 
feel like Christ is at least as demanding as preparing for a marathon. 
 

Training requires discipline. Any discipleship process necessitates a 
disciplined practice of study, mediation and memorization of scripture. The Word 
as the seed of life must be deeply planted if it is to bear fruit. The Word not only 
informs, it performs. Jesus equates the Word with the seed of new life. We need to 
plant the seed deep so that our life will bear fruit.1452 It is important for a small 
group to follow a logical path to incrementally build the big picture of the Christian 
life through study and application of the Word.  
 

The format of a relational small group is well situated for study and 
application of the Word. Programs and leaders offer content and leadership in 
teaching the content. Self-disclosure arising from trusting relationships and group 
comment comparing what scripture calls us to do and what we actually do satisfies 
the element of reproof. The mutual accountability of the group guides toward 
correction and discipline for practicing the spiritual disciplines(s) placing oneself 
in the presence of God’s transforming influence. 

 
 
 

 
1452 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples of a Few at a Time 166-67 (2003). 
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i. Summary of the Environment for Transformation  
in the Context of Relational Small Groups  

 
    Several qualities characterize discipling relationships in the 
context of disciple-making relational small groups which foster personal transformation toward 
a more Christ-like life.  
 

� Participants understand and concur with the disciple-making purposes of the 
group. 

 
� The group understands the need for and works toward creating an environment 

of relational transparency and mutual trust through developing and applying the 
character traits engendering effective mutual relationships. These characteristics 
include honesty, trust, humility, courtesy, grace, affirmation, sympathy, 
confidentiality, reliability, love, caring and providing a sense of belonging.  

 
� Members of the group practice the spiritual discipline of listening to others with 

respect to both hearing concerns expressed by others and hearing comments by 
others in response to their own concerns.  

 
� Members of the group reflect the sense of being accepted, a sense of belonging. 
 
� Group members respect and affirm others as to their uniqueness and value to the 

God.  
 
� The group’s trusting mutual relationships grow toward individual members 

valuing and practicing confession of brokenness, temptations and sin thereby 
opening themselves to God’s transforming power.  

 
� Group members commit to and strive toward creating an environment of mutual 

accountability in which individual members voluntarily abide by certain 
standards and a voluntary submission of oneself to review by others in which 
one’s performance is evaluated in light of these standards. Group members 
challenge one another as to their efforts in the practice of spiritual disciplines 
appropriate for that person. 

 
� The group vigorously pursues creating transformational disciple-making climate 

which better enables its members to discern God’s specific call for them both 
individually and as a group. 

 
3. Forming Relational Small Groups 

 
a. Relational Small Group Covenant 

   
To reiterate earlier comments, community serves two basic human needs; 

the need for relationships with others and the need for involvement in purposes greater than 
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oneself. This is best achieved through covenant making. Covenants not only establish a higher 
quality of relationships; they also unite us in a shared purpose to which God calls us. Through 
the making and committing to a covenant, small groups articulate their common purposes, vision 
and norms which connect the group to one another and to God.1453 

 
  (1) Establish Common Understanding as to Purposes  

 
At the outset of the formation of a relational small group, it is 

essential to develop a common understanding and concurrence of group members as to the 
purpose(s) of the group. It is difficult to reach goals, if the goals are not known. In the absence 
of a common purpose, people will come into the group with different expectations. One might 
expect intensive Bible study while another looks forward to fun and games. Conflicts will arise 
as people go off in different directions. Little positive is likely to result. Thus, there needs to be 
a unifying mechanism.  

 
To enhance common understanding, to bind the group together and to engender 

commitment and mutual accountability, each relational small group should have a covenant 
expressing the group’s purposes, expectations and procedures. Agreeing to such covenant should 
be is a condition for participating in the group.1454 The experiences of successful relational small 
group programs in other churches demonstrate that group members committing to a written 
covenant underlies a successful relational small group. However, it needs to be understood that 
even though a person commits to the covenant, if the person later concludes that he or she either 
cannot or does not want to live up to the covenant, thereby leaving the group, the group should 
be non-judgmental and wish the departing person well in his or her Walk with Christ.  

 
Here at FRCC two foundational purposes for relational small groups have been 

established by the Discipleship Team. The first foundational goal is spiritual growth through 
getting connected. This goal is directed at providing a group relationship building environment 
in which we journey together experiencing spiritual growth toward becoming Fully Devoted 
Followers of Christ. That is, we seek life transformation toward becoming increasingly like 
Christ in our thoughts, feelings and actions  by (a) connecting with God, (b) connecting with 
other believers through sharing lives with one another, (c) connecting with believers and non-
believers through serving them, and (d) connecting with those outside the faith through sharing 
Christ  and bringing persons into our Christian community.1455 This goal reflects FRCC’s current 
Disciple Mission Statement and more explicitly and clearly by the above recommended new 
Mission Statement for our church.   

 
The second foundational goal of relational small groups is reproducing disciples. Christ 

trained his disciples to go out to form new disciples. Similarly, as we grow spiritually, we are to 
go out and help others in their spiritual growth. Thus, as we form and structure a relational small 

 
1453 Thomas R. Hawkins, Cultivating Christian Community 73-74 (2001). 
1454 For an examples of a small group covenant, see Andy Stanley and Bill Willits, Creating Community: 5 Keys to 
Building a Small Group Culture 182 (2004); Bill Donahue, Leading Life Changing Small Groups 89 (2002);  
Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples of a Few at a Time 170 (2003). 
1455 Jon S. Hanson, “Getting Connected: Importance and Nature of Relational Small Groups,” presentation on behalf 
of the Fox River Congregational Church Discipleship Team at FRCC Group Link Conference, February 24, 2013. 
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group, there should be the expectation that the group will not continue forever. But rather, after 
a period of time, perhaps time 12 to 24 months, the group will evolve and birth new disciple-
making relational small groups. This will not only multiply the opportunities for others to 
spiritually grow through a relational small group experience, but also will help prevent group 
stagnation.1456 

 
Although there can be a wide variety of relational small groups, each reflecting the 

common interests of that group, the foundational purposes of relational small groups are  (i) 
mutual spiritual nurture leading to growth and transformation toward a more Christ-like life 
and (ii) contributing to others in doing the same. Specific group interests and purposes must be 
consistent with these primary mission purposes which should be included in the group covenant. 
Virtually any such group is appropriate so long as it includes seeking to achieve these primary 
purposes.  

 
Furthermore, the group covenant of all relational small groups should include one or 

more foundational purposes and/or/topics focusing on spiritual growth so as to support achieving 
the primary purpose. The spiritual formation purposes/topics from which such selection should 
be made include  

 
� gaining an overview of spiritual disciplines in general, 
� learning and practicing spiritual disciplines of worship, prayer 

and/or Bible study in particular 
� serving others and  
� reaching out to the unchurched.1457 

 
Of course, it is recognized that few, if any, groups can effectively focus on all of these 

foundational topics, at least not at the same time. However, a group should incorporate at least 
one in its activities. Furthermore, over time a group may move from one topical area to another 
and/or return to a previous area. 

 
In determining a group’s purposes, a caution should be noted. Experience has been that 

groups implode if their mission is too small.1458 Think big. We have a big God. Let’s not 
underestimate him and what he can do for us and with us if we let him. 

 
(2)  Establish Common Understandings as to Expectations  

re Core Values Contributing to Spiritual Growth  
 

Not only should the covenant set forth the purposes of the 
relational small group, the covenant should also express expectations as to spiritually oriented 
core values that contribute to spiritual growth. These include (a) striving for intimacy, (b) 
insisting on serving and evangelism and (c) committing to reproduce.1459 

 
 

1456 Id. 
1457 Fox River Congregational Church, Minutes of the Disciple-Making Task Force,  November 19, 2008, 
1458 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 231 (2006). 
1459 Id. at 235-36. 
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   (a) Striving for Intimacy  
 

Within a few weeks of commencing, the group should 
substantially move from being structure based to being founded on love and support. Connect 
with one another face to face and experience “the love of God through the love of God’s 
people.”1460 Establish relationships and bond with one another. Intimacy creates a safe 
environment which permits a lowering of defenses and permits the real me to emerge. Only then 
can we open ourselves not only to each other, but also to God. This becomes a basis for life 
transformation.  

 
As extensively considered in Section VI.B.2. above, there are several characteristics in a 

relational small group which are essential for an environment of creating spiritually forming 
communities which lead to life transformation. Not only must group members understand and 
commit to the agreed upon purposes, they must understand how to strive to build relational 
transparency and trust. Character traits which engender effective trusting relationships include 
honesty, humility, courtesy, grace, sympathy, confidentiality, reliability, love, caring and giving 
a sense that one belongs. As trust and intimacy deepen, the members as a group come more and 
more to being able to discern God’s truth and apply his Word to their lives.  

 
Encouraging people to open themselves up to one another, in turn, opens us up to God 

thereby inviting God to transform us toward a more Christ-like life. Connecting in genuine 
Christian fellowship in a small group fosters spiritual growth which is central to the Christian 
experience.1461 

 
Furthermore, out of trust and intimacy with others comes an openness and willingness to 

be accountable to others which is critical for a person’s spiritual formation. Becoming a Fully 
Devoted Follower of Christ requires commitment, training and action which require discipline. 
Since on-going self-discipline is rare, we need others to hold us accountable. Voluntary 
accountability involves inviting others into our lives to challenge our priorities, our failures to 
practice spiritual disciplines, and our relationships. Sustained spiritual growth occurs when we 
are personally challenged and encouraged by others. Few people make spiritual breakthroughs 
without the support of and voluntary accountability to others, hence a fundamental role of 
relational small groups.1462 

 
  (b) Growing in Serving Others and  

Sharing Christ (Evangelism)  
 

Each small group needs a mission outside itself. Christ was 
a man for others, so should his disciples. Failure to serve others and reach out to and share the 
gospel with others sets the stage for inward self-centered focus. Without serving and evangelism, 
Bible study becomes academic, prayer becomes stale and fellowship becomes shallow. Serving 

 
1460 Elmbrook Church, “Group Life Ministry” (brochure). 
1461 Jon S. Hanson, “Getting Connected: Importance and Nature of Relational Small Groups,” presentation on behalf 
of the Fox River Congregational Church Discipleship Team at the Group Link Conference, February 24, 2013. 
1462 Id.  
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and evangelism are catalysts not only for spiritual development, they are also responses to God’s 
call for mission.1463 Progress in both areas is essential in disciple-making.  

 
Members of a relational small group can motivate, equip and support fellow members in 

progressing to and within the growing to serve and growing in sharing Christ stages of disciple-
making. Through small group Bible study and discussion, members can become well-grounded 
in God’s call to serve and reach out to others.  Follow this up with the learning the “how to” as 
well as the “what.” Then, the group, which reflects the characteristics an authentic relational 
small group considered above, is well positioned to motivate, support and hold each other 
accountable for engagement in serving and/or evangelism. This might take the form of individual 
efforts, involvement in one of the church’s serving or evangelism ministries, or active 
involvement in a joint group serving and/or evangelism project. The latter is more likely to bring 
the group even closer together. Whichever route is followed, members of the group have not 
only advanced the mission of the church, they have also placed themselves in situations where 
God is more likely to cause life transformations thereby advancing one on his or her path toward 
a more Christ-like life. Thus, serving and evangelism should be included in the relational small 
group’s covenant. 

 
(c) Committing to Reproduce: A Disciple  

Finds and Teaches Other Disciples  
 

Disciple-making commonly fails because we don’t expect 
it to reproduce disciples. Today’s churches typically have approached disciple-making as 
optional. Instead, we just meet with ourselves, interact about ourselves and address issues about 
ourselves. We function in a closed system. In contrast, once we are taught, equipped and growing 
in  being disciples, we should also find and help inteaching others to become and grow as 
disciples. Christ trained his disciples and they went out. When we are trained, we should go out 
and make disciples rather than remaining forever in our own small group. We are helping others 
in becoming disciples within our own relational small group. But we are called to do more.1464 
“Groups must expand and multiply so that eventually every believer can be connected to 
others.”1465 Multiplying groups opens the door for more people to participate in relational small 
group life which, in turn, contributes to their growth in spiritual formation.1466 

 
Relational small groups should not exist solely for themselves.  They also should desire 

that other unconnected people experience group life. Thus, relational small groups must have a 
viable strategy for growth and reproduction so that everyone who gathers as a part of the local 
church is included in some kind of relational connection. 

 
 William Barclay said “Every Christian must see themselves as the link to the next 
generation.”1467 Create small, reproducible, long term groups as a means to transmit the gospel 
from one generation to the next. Make it a priority to reproduce Fully Devoted Followers of 

 
1463 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 235-36 (2006). 
1464 Id. at 71-72. 
1465 Bill Donahue, Leading Life Changing Small Groups  23 (2002). 
1466 Andy Stanley and Bill Willits, Creating Community: 5 Keys to Building a Small Group Culture 158 (2004). 
1467 As quoted by Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples of a Few at a Time 197 (2003). 
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Christ by walking with them toward maturity in Christ. There is no greater eternal investment or 
legacy to leave behind.1468 

 
Christ trained his disciples to go out to form new disciples. Similarly, as we grow 

spiritually, we are to go out and help others in their spiritual growth. Thus, as we form and 
structure a relational small group, there is the expectation that the group will not continue forever. 
But rather, after a period of time (perhaps 12 to 24 months), the group will split up and birth new 
disciple-making relational small group. This will not only multiply the opportunities for others 
to spiritually grow through a relational small group experience, but also will help prevent group 
stagnation.1469 Thus, as we form and structure relational small groups, there should be an 
expectation that the group will reproduce into new disciple-making relational small groups. This 
is part of the vision. As a follower of Christ, one not only seeks one’s own spiritual growth but 
also to help others to grow spiritually. Healthy small groups embrace the call for developing 
reproducing disciples. To engender this result, the group should establish not only a start date 
but also a potential end or expansion end date after which members form new groups. The time 
span determined should reflect the group’s purposes.1470 In short, one foundational goal of a 
relational small group needs to be reproducing disciples. This needs to be included in the group 
covenant.  
 

(3) Establish Procedural Expectations Supporting  
the Functioning of the Relational Small Group 

 
Members of relational small groups should covenant with one 

another not only with respect to their common understanding of the purposes and expectations 
for the group, they also need to address the manner of conduct according to which the group is 
to function. That is, the covenant should include the common understanding of the ground rules 
to which all are to abide. These include the expectations of and commitment to regular 
attendance, being on time, the place and frequency of meetings, and the manner in which 
members will interact with one another (including mutual trust, honesty, confidentiality, 
openness, accountability, respectful discussion, etc.). Committing to procedural ground rules 
shows respect for other members of the group and contributes to developing good habits. 

 
Relational small groups are established for the purpose of growing together toward 

Christ-likeness. Practicing the spiritual discipline of fellowship requires participation in frequent 
and regular gatherings of the group. Building and maintaining relationships take time and 
commitment. This involves gathering together on a regular and frequent basis. It cannot be 
overemphasized that the mere fact that people come together in a small group format does not 
automatically build meaningful spiritual growth relationships. Not only must group members 
learn and practice the spiritual discipline of regular and frequent participation in relational small 
groups, such groups need to be structured to maximize the likelihood of spiritual growth. 
Fellowship cannot be built on convenience (i.e., getting together only when we feel like it or 
when we have nothing better to do). Commitment to regular participation in group gatherings is 

 
1468 Id. at 197.  
1469 Jon S. Hanson, “Getting Connected: Importance and Nature of Relational Small Groups,” presentation on behalf 
of the Fox River Congregational Church Discipleship Team at the Group Link Conference, February 24, 2013. 
1470 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 236 (2006). 
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a priority. Fellowship is built on the conviction that not only do I need this for my own spiritual 
growth, but also the spiritual growth of others in the group depends in some part upon me.1471 

 
Clearly, it is essential to stress the principle of confidentiality at the outset and any other 

time deemed appropriate. Discussion of what members perceive as confidential will reinforce 
the importance and parameters of what is intended. A basic rule of thumb is that one does not 
repeat another person’s story without that person’s permission.  

 
Another principle enhancing the sense safety in the group is the general acceptance that 

a person need not speak if he or she does not want to.1472 
 

 And, more generally, the covenant should express the commitment to remain faithfully 
engaged with others on their journey. The deliberate and intentional nature of relational small 
groups requires shared commitment.1473  

 
In establishing the ground rules, the group members should be asked what else they 

consider important in a group experience so as to create a safe environment for them. That is, let 
the group participate in generating a list of expectations.  

 
(4) Recommended Model Covenant for Relational Small Groups 

 
   The Discipleship Team has previously put into place a Covenant 

for Relational Small groups here at Fox River. However, to date, the few relational small groups 
which have been formed have tended not to incorporate a covenantal base for their small group 
efforts. In order to render our relational small groups efforts more effective in growing disciples, 
it is recommended here that the church place more emphasis and efforts in establishing a 
covenantal base for such groups using the following recommended covenant. The recommended 
covenant is essentially that adopted 2009 by the Discipleship Team.  

 
 

RELATIONAL SMALL GROUP COVENANT 
  
 

Foundational Purposes 
 

(1) Getting Connected 
 
Provide a group relationship building environment in 

which we journey together experiencing authentic community and 
spiritual growth toward a more Christ-like life in our thoughts, 
feelings and actions through connecting with (a) God, (b) other 
believers through sharing lives with one another, (c) believers and 

 
1471 Jon S. Hanson, “Getting Connected: Importance and Nature of Relational Small Groups,” presentation on behalf 
of the Fox River Congregational Church Discipleship Team at the Group Link Conference, February 24, 2013. 
1472 John Ackerman, Listening to God: Spiritual Formation in Congregations 102 (2001). 
1473 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 133 (2005). 
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non-believers through serving them, and (d) people outside the 
faith through evangelism. 

 
 (2) Reproducing Disciples   

 
Become reproducing disciples by evolving over a 12 to 24 

month period into new disciple-making relational small groups 
and/or expanding our current group so as to multiply the 
opportunities for others to grow spiritually through a relational 
small group experience.   

 
 

Core Values Fostering Spiritual Growth 
 in Our Relational Small Group 

 
(1) We will seek to learn and practice spiritual disciplines in 
response  to God’s invitation to a personal relationship with Him 
by opening ourselves to transformation toward a more Christ-like 
life through the learning and practicing the spiritual disciplines of, 
although not exclusively, (a) spending time with God’s Word for 
discerning and applying His truth in our daily lives, (b) 
communicating with God through prayer, and (c) including an 
element of worship in our group (as well is in our corporate and 
private worship) life.1474 
 
(2) We will strive to grow an authentic Christian community 
of sharing life together in which relationships are built upon love, 
caring, encouragement, support, belonging, trust, and openness.  
 
(3) We will seek to foster an environment of voluntary 
accountability which involves voluntarily inviting others into our 
lives, to challenge our priorities, to address our failures and to 
practice spiritual disciplines, and to praise our successes. 
 
(4) We will seek to grow in serving the needs of others and 
evangelize through witnessing and bringing people outside the 
faith into congregational life as catalysts for spiritual growth and 
as responses to God’s call for mission. 
  
(5) We commit to regular participation in group gatherings as 
a priority recognizing that fellowship is needed not only for my 
spiritual growth but also the spiritual growth of other group 
members depends in part upon me. 
p 

 
1474 It is through the practice of spiritual disciplines that we respond to God’s invitation to a personal relationship 
with him through placing ourselves in a situation where he is more likely to transform us.  
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(6) We seek to enjoy our gatherings and have fun.1475 
 
(7) We commit to other core values, if any agreed to by all 
members of the group (either inserted here or attached to this 
commitment).  

 
Ground Rules 

 
(1) Meeting Schedule 
 

§ The group will meet for a period of approximately 12 to 24 
months, commencing on __________ (subject to possible 
shortening or extension) as determined by the group. 
 

§ The group will meet on ______________ [Insert day of the week] 
at _______ [Insert the time] unless otherwise agreed upon.1476  
 

§ The group will gather at _______________ [insert location] 
unless otherwise agreed upon. 

 
(2) Group Conduct 

 
§ Subject to exceptional circumstances (e.g., emergencies, 

travel, holidays), group members will participate on a regular 
basis. 

 
§ Each group member is entitled and encouraged to express his 

or her opinions while remaining on topic. However, a decision 
not to speak is respected.  
 

§ Each group member will contribute to a climate of honesty, 
trust and mutual caring and support. 
 

§ Matters of a personal nature raised in the group shall remain 
confidential.  
 

§ If at any point in time, a member of this group can no longer 
continue to pursue the commitments made in this covenant, he 
or she will be excused from further participation with love, 
encouragement and prayer in his or her pursuit of spiritual 
growth in another way and/or format. 
 

 
 

1475 Fun creates bonding, enthusiasm, ease in working together, tolerance, and acceptance of other peoples’ ideas, 
accountability and support. Include some fun activities. 
1476 At a minimum, a group should meet no less than twice per month. If this is agreed upon, insert the 1st and 3rd or 
2nd and 4th the day of the week. 
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(3) Group Structure 
 

§ The group size will not exceed eight. 
 

§ After the group has gathered ____ times (insert number, e.g. 
1-3), the group will be closed unless all members, by secret 
vote, agree to the addition of a new member(s) 
 

I agree, together with other members of this group, to honor this 
agreement. 

 
[Group Members Sign]  

 
 

Such a covenant serves as a foundation for an effective disciple-making relational small 
group experience. 

 
b. Structuring Relational Small Groups 

 
Some relational small groups may highly structured with a designated 

leader. Other groups are more laid back and share leadership rotating around the group. 
Whichever modus operandi, it is important to have a structure that supports the purposes and 
expectations. Several aspects of structure need to be considered: (1) structuring the gatherings, 
(2) open or closed group, (3) size of group, and (4) gender of group. 

 
(1) Structuring the Gatherings 

 
Sound structure for a relational small group rests not only  upon 

fostering the foundational purposes of the group, the core values for spiritual growth and the 
procedural expectations of the group. There also needs to be some mechanism(s) to guide the 
group when it gathers. This might take the form of some type of curriculum or utilization of 
guide books and questions to lead discussion. It might consist of an agenda which includes 
sharing of personal life experiences, prayer, attention to scripture, etc. The nature of the structure 
can vary widely. Different structures might be used at different times. The group can rely on the 
leader or reach common agreement as to the structure for the gatherings which can evolve or 
change over time. But whatever structural mechanism is chosen, it is essential that when the 
group gathers, the ensuing time together does not result in aimless wanderings with little 
relationship to the purposes of the group and a lack of progress toward members’ spiritual 
growth. 

 
   (2) Open or Closed Groups? 
 

Healthy churches typically have both open and closed groups. 
Open groups offer an on-going curriculum or series of programs which enables a non-member 
of the group to enter into the study at any point of time. These groups can emphasize evangelism 
with a goal of being an entry point for guests. Closed groups limit entry once the group is 
underway. They emphasize discipleship with the goal being to strengthen believers spiritual 
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walk.1477 Should relational small groups here at FRCC be open (i.e., anyone can join at any time) 
or closed (i.e., new members are not accepted after the mission is established and the members 
are securely in place)? Each type of structure is better suited to address certain purposes.  

 
    (a) Closed Groups  
 

The effectiveness of a relational small group depends upon 
how well it delivers on its promise – i.e., providing a small group environment in which 
participants experience predictability, authentic community and spiritual growth. Small groups 
function most effectively when there is a “closed door” policy. That is, once the group is 
underway, new members are not permitted unless the entire group signs off on the addition of a 
new member.1478   
 
 Closed groups offer the attributes of (i) predictability, (ii) authentic community, 
and (iii) spiritual formation. 

 
� Predictability1479 – A changing group membership undermines the effectiveness 

of a group gathering. Essential to the relational small group concept is 
predictability. Here, being predictable means who the participants can expect to 
attend the group gathering. Relationships take time to form. Whatever interferes 
with the building of relational momentum tends to defeat the purpose. Every 
shared story, common experience, shared dream or fear builds relationships. 
Introducing new people disrupts this experience. In a closed group, there is no 
revolving door. 

 
Also being predictable refers to what the participants can expect from the 

group. Everyone’s expectations should be on the same page right from the start. 
There should be clarity about the purpose of the group. A group is not likely to 
be successful if one expects Bible study, another expects a support group and a 
third expects simply a social or fellowship gathering. 

 
There should also be clarity as to the group’s values, e.g., standards for 

relating to one another, guidelines on how, when and where to meet, etc. Groups 
with changing memberships are often forced to modify one more elements of 
predictability, or spend time in considering doing so, and often are compelled to 
backtrack. Frequent changes may tear asunder the relational foundation of the 
group.  

 
� Authentic Community1480 – Closed groups work best for spiritual formation for 

several reasons. They offer an authentic community which can be defined as a 
group engendering sense of belonging, care, trust and accountability. Authentic 
community embraces belonging - i.e., the sense of being accepted, connection 

 
1477 Chuck Lawless, “Keeping Small Groups Evangelistic,” OutreachMagazine.com, January 7, 2015. 
1478 Andy Stanley and Bill Willits, Creating Community: 5 Keys to Building a Small Group Culture 102-03 (2004). 
1479 Id. at 104-05. 
1480 Id. at 106-07. 
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and comfort with a group of people. An authentic community creates an 
environment for the development of mutual trust which is essential to foster the 
kind of self-revelation and openness which spiritual formation requires. When the 
group membership experiences periodic changes, such trust is harder to maintain. 
As a result, effective relational small groups evolve over time. Development of 
mutual trust is deterred, if not defeated, if a group is open to non-committed 
persons who simply drop in to tryout the group. Furthermore, an open group does 
not afford the necessary structure and environment conducive to accountability. 
If people drift in and out, it is difficult to establish the types of relationships 
necessary for mutual accountability.  

 
Groups that constantly change seldom experience 
authentic community. They are weakened in their ability 
to deliver accountability, belonging and care because they 
are never able to build the relational capital to get to that 
depth of relationship.1481 

 
� Spiritual Formation1482 – Due to their predictability and authentic community, 

relational small groups enable people to better experience spiritual growth. Well-
functioning closed relational small groups offer an environment conducive for 
practicing the spiritual disciplines leading to connecting with God, other believers 
through sharing live together, others through serving their needs and reaching out 
to the unchurched. Coming together in deepening relationships results in 
encouraging, challenging, supporting and holding one another accountable. 
Furthermore, when a group is closed, the church can better monitor its progress 
and help those who are struggling in their devotional life. Thus, participation in a 
closed relational small group is a prime means and opportunity for transformation 
into a more Christ-like life, the essence of being a follower of Christ.  

 
(b) Concern over Closed Relational Small  

Groups Excluding Newcomers  
  

The emphasis on relational small groups being closed does raise a 
natural and important concern. Closed groups, when considered alone, does not project a 
welcoming and inviting community. Such perception would tend to deter newcomers from 
becoming a part of a church which is certainly contrary to a foundational purpose of our church. 
However, it should be recognized that when churches offer only or emphasize open groups, the 
potential for spiritual growth through relational small groups is likely to be substantially lessened 
if not deterred. 

 
The long-range goal of Christians gathering in small groups should 
be discipleship rather than evangelism. In fact, evangelism will 
result from proper discipleship. The lack of passion for the Great 
Commission comes from a lack of character – a lack of spiritual 

 
1481 Id. at 107. 
1482 Id. at 107-08. 
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depth – rather than a lack of strategic vehicles for reaching 
others.1483 

 
 Furthermore, here at FRCC there are several “open door” circumstances and 
opportunities for quickly bringing additional people into the fellowship of the church without 
the necessity of undermining the in-depth relation building experiences foundational to spiritual 
growth offered in the context of closed groups. These alternatives include the following: 
 

� The on-going welcoming of people by our members as a whole. This has been an 
ongoing experience in our church which we need to continue to emphasize and 
encourage. It will not change because we have closed relational small groups. 

 
� Our pastor and the lay leaders engage in welcoming experiences for newcomers 

and lead them into fellowship opportunities. 
 
� The church offers a variety of fellowship events to which all are invited. 
 
� All are invited to participate with various teams and committees. 
 
� There will be an on-going series of short term small group opportunities 

introducing relationship building experiences which, in addition may lead 
participants to form new relational small groups. 

 
� New relational small groups will be formed on an on-going basis in which people 

will have an opportunity to experience.  
 
� An element of the recommended relational small group covenant is involvement 

of its members in outreach efforts. Such may occur in a multitude of ways, e.g., 
personal relational evangelism bringing newcomers into a variety of church 
programs including open short term small groups, group outreach projects and 
other assimilation efforts. 

 
Thus, there are numerous opportunities and circumstances reflecting openness in our church.  

 
Relational small groups can and should play a significant role in reaching out to the 

skeptics and unbelievers, but they can do so without being open groups. As a church, structures 
and implements relational small groups emphasis should be on closed relational groups. 

 
    (c) Season for Closed Groups  
 

A legitimate concern about closed groups is the potential 
that they become stagnant and inwardly focused over a period of time. Furthermore, they may 
become cliques resulting in divisiveness in the church. Thus, relational small groups need to be 
challenged to multiply after the end of their covenant period, e.g., 18 to 24 months. By splitting 

 
1483 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 233 (2006). 
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into new groups with new members, fresh experiences and vitality are interjected. So, a part of 
a group’s expectation from the outset should be that, regardless of how great the group 
experience has been, at some point the group will need to end and regenerate into new groups 
and/or expand the current group with a person(s) acceptable to existing members.  This not only 
benefits current participants; it also offers opportunities for additional people to enter into an 
existing relational small group experience.1484  

 
(3) Size of Relational Small Groups 

 
Another question relating to group structure is whether there 

should be size parameters. On the other hand, if there are too few people, when a few do not 
show up, there is not enough to offer a viable group experience. On the other hand, when a group 
becomes too large, the number of personal interactions experienced by each member decreases. 
Too many people tend to inhibit individuals in freely sharing.  

 
Furthermore, when a group gets too large, its leader cannot provide an appropriate level 

of care necessary for life transformation of each individual member of the group. As a general 
rule, the member to leader ratio should not exceed 10 to 1. When groups exceed this size, it is 
time to consider birthing a new group.1485  

 
 As a general proposition, the more limited size groups tend to be more effective. Some 
suggest limiting groups to triads, i.e., 3 or perhaps 4 people at the most. This size group tends to 
more readily reflect the environmental characteristics so important to transformation including 
intimacy, truth and accountability. Groups of 6 to 10 are said to tend to emphasize intimacy, but 
discerning God’s truth and accountability are more likely to become secondary. The triad (or a 
very small group) discipling process is said to balance all three attributes.1486 However, 
depending upon the make up the membership of a small group, larger small groups (i.e., greater 
than 3 persons and no larger than 10), can also exhibit the environmental characteristics so 
important to transformation. Furthermore, when a church fosters 6 to 10 people relational small 
groups, the door is open for a greater number of people to participate in the relational small group 
experience. The experience of other churches having successfully implemented the small group 
process suggests that groups of up to 10 people tend to be quite viable.   
 

(4) Relational Small Groups and Gender1487 
 

The question has been asked whether genders should be kept 
separate or mixed in small relational groups. It has been suggested that, at least in the intimacy 
of the very small triad group arrangement, it is best to limit the group to the same gender. People 
tend to find it more difficult to be transparent about their personal feelings and circumstances in 
a mixed gender group. This tends to limit the development of the intimacy sought as an essential 
element in the disciple-making process. However, if the opposite situation occurs and intimacy 
is achieved in a mixed gender group, there is the possibility of inappropriate bonding as between 

 
1484 Andy Stanley and Bill Willits, Creating Community: 5 Keys to Building a Small Group Culture 108-09 (2004). 
1485 Bill Donahue, Leading Life Changing Small Groups 24 (2002). 
1486 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples of a Few at a Time 171 (2003). 
1487 This Section draws primarily on upon Greg Ogden, id. at 199.  
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persons of different sexes. There have been situations in which an intense spiritual environment 
has resulted in spiritual passion which has led to inappropriate relationships.  

 
On the other hand, it can be argued that true relational maturity is not achieved until the 

different sexes have the ability to understand one another. Perceiving things in different ways 
contributes to the mutual growth of all. Furthermore, couples might decline to participate in a 
relational group unless they do so with their partner. 

 
4. Supporting the Organization of a Relational Small Group 
 

  a. Church Leaders’ Participation in Small Group Ministry 
 

Before embarking upon a relational small group ministry, it must be 
something the church leader/pastor really wants to do. Among the elements that George Barna 
discovered among effective disciple-making churches is that “[t]he senior pastor is an 
irrepressible advocate of discipleship.”1488 The urge needs to come from the Holy Spirit. 
Although various aspects of a small group ministry can be delegated to others, the church leader 
must personally own, communicate and continue to communicate the vision of wanting people 
to walk more meaningfully with God.1489  
 

People will hear the passion in the leader’s voice, see the 
determined look in the leader’s eyes, and measure the effort in the 
leader’s actions. The leader must make the small-group effort 
personal and that means participation. The most powerful aspect 
of leading is modeling. Anything less and small groups won’t 
become integral to the life of the congregation, because the leader 
doesn’t embody the values.1490  
 

However, the responsibility for effectuating and participating in relational small groups 
rests not only on the senior pastor and others on the professional staff of a church. Other church 
leaders must also be active and enthusiastic participants. All leaders of our church (lay, assistant 
lay and team leaders, team members, as well as our pastor(s), should be especially urged to 
commit to participating. This should be done on an on-going basis since at Fox River 
Congregational Church those in leadership roles change over time with significant frequency.1491 
 

b. An Overseeing Body 
 
There should be somebody or team that oversees the viability of relational 

small group efforts in our church. What role, if any, should this body play in the 
organizational/structural aspects of the formation of relational small groups? 

 

 
1488 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 307 (2006). 
1489 Id. at 237-38. 
1490 Id. at 238. 
1491 Fox River Congregational Church, Minutes of the Task Force on Disciple-Making, November 19, 2008, pp.7-
8. 
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At this point in time, here at FRCC, there are not many people who are experienced in 
either participating in or leading relational small groups. For such groups to be effective in 
spiritual formation, some guidance or educational efforts are needed. A knowledgeable 
representative of the team responsible for overseeing relational small groups should participate 
in the initial organizational aspects of a relational small group as well as provide personal and/or 
written resources to the person spearheading organizing the group. For example, a format, guide, 
a check list of items to consider, a sample of a small group covenant should be prepared. Perhaps 
some discussion as to what such groups are all about and how they operate might be in order. 
However, it cannot be over emphasized that such help is to be provided as a guide, not as a 
dictate. The ultimate decision as to how a group is to be organized is for the group itself to make. 
However, the design and conduct of the group must serve advancement in the accomplishing of 
the mission of the church, i.e., growing people toward a more Christ-like life through pursuing 
one or more of the four connecting relationships. 

 
 Quality leadership is the most essential element for healthy groups and multiplying 
relational small groups. Ultimately, all group leaders should be responsible to recruit and train 
apprentices until they are able to assume leadership in another newly formed group or takes over 
an existing group. “The key to a successful cell [relational small] group] ministry is training, 
training, and more training.”1492 

 
The primary relational small group breakdown is the failure to oversee and help guide 

small group leaders. Because of other demands on pastoral staff, experienced small group lay 
leaders are essential. As the number of small groups multiply, a successful, experienced leader 
can be designated to offer guidance to a group of small group leaders (perhaps as many as five). 
They don’t lead the small groups, but rather attend several group sessions in order provide 
training and counsel to the leaders who, in turn, guide their apprentices.1493 The appropriate small 
group team church ministry support team provides oversight for the development, training and 
conduct of the small groups. 

 
 5. Getting Started: Leading Relational Small Groups 
 
  As emphasized and concluded throughout this document, a high impact effective 
disciple-making church needs to be organized as a relational small group church. The burden of 
ministry is spread by mobilizing lay people and training them to lead groups. The basic building 
block is a small group of approximately 6 -10 people led by a trained leader. Whether there is a 
designated leader or various people share in leading a group on a rotating basis, good leadership 
is a necessary condition for both starting and then experiencing successful small groups. It has 
been said that the most strategic persons in the church are the small group leaders.1494This is true 
with respect to short term as well as relational small groups although the training and skill level 
needed is greater for the latter. 
 
 
 

 
1492 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 183 (1993). 
1493 Id. at 184-85. 
1494  Paul Braoudakis (Editor), An Inside Look at Willow Creek Community Church 117 (2000). 
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  a.  Selection of Leaders  
 

The church body responsible for fostering an effective disciple-making 
relational small group effort incurs the primary responsibility for finding and selecting potential 
leaders and encouraging them to give it a try. Whether potential leaders arise from a , triad, larger 
small group, apprentice experience or some other method, care needs to be exercised in their 
selection. A potential selectee for leadership should meet certain criteria which offer the 
expectation of successful relational small group experiences. Selection of invitees should be 
preceded by considerable thought and prayer. One should be convinced that the Lord is drawing 
him or her to those to whom the invitations are extended.1495 Among the desired small group 
leadership attributes are the following. 
 

� Character/Loyalty to Christ – Regardless of a person’s talent, if one lacks character 
he or she will likely engender negative results. Character determines impact. Christ 
modeled such character qualities as humility, servanthood, obedience, sacrifice and 
love.1496 We seek people for leadership roles whose behavior and lifestyle are aligned 
to Jesus’ desires for us of “openness to self –examination and a hunger to place our 
lives at his disposal.”1497 
 

� Suitability and Teachability – There is little worse than a godly non-leader who is 
asked to lead. Select people to lead who have the aptitude to lead. They don’t need to 
be able to lead large movements by inspiration. But, they do need to be able to lay 
out a plan, run a simple program and be willing and able to be trained.1498  

 
Teachability is an essential trait. Jesus chose his disciples not on the basis of 

what they were at the time of the call, but rather on what they would become. 
Remember, the disciples he selected were not distinguished according the world’s 
standards. This should caution us to avoid the temptation of selecting people based 
on cultural norms. Simply because one has achieved professional or academic 
success, leadership positions, etc., or because he or she has an outgoing personality, 
occupied positions of influence and/or possesses wealth does not necessarily mean 
that he or she is loyal and/or teachable in the context of a disciple-making 
arrangement. Don’t overlook people simply because they lack society’s emblems of 
success.1499 However, reachability is an important triat.  

 
� Reliability – A leader needs to be reliable. To be reliable, one must be available – i.e., 

he or she must have both the time and the willingness to undertake the obligations of 
leadership. Ask, “Do you have the time?”1500 Furthermore, look for stable members 
in our community, that is, people who are likely to stay around for the long term. This 

 
1495 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples of a Few at a Time 177 (2003). 
1496 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 242 (2006). 
1497  Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples of a Few at a Time 180 (2003). 
1498 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 242-43 (2006). 
1499 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples of a Few at a Time 180 (2003). 
1500 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 243 (2006). 
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is essential if we are to reproduce small groups over time.1501 And finally, be wary of 
inviting people who ask to be a member of the triad or very small group. Do they 
want to be in a disciple-making relationship leading to growing into a Christ-like life? 
Or, do they have some hidden agenda?1502 

 
 In short, the first step in creating a reproducible discipleship group is finding the right 
people. Be careful when selecting whom to invite as potential leaders. Look for the qualities of 
character, loyalty, suitability, teachability and reliability.  
 
  b. Training Leaders for Relational Small Groups 
 
   (1) Nature of Training 
 

Selecting potential leaders and attracting them to relational small 
groups is only half the battle. It is equally important to focus on the experience that they have 
when they participate.1503 “Effective leaders are not born; they are made.”1504 Leadership skills 
are transferable; they are teachable and learnable habits. Developing new leaders is a current 
leader’s top priority. Connect young leaders with one another. Nurture their capacity for 
leadership. Share the vision and mission that is calling for their leadership. Identify potential 
leaders and then train them by providing them with the skills and resources needed to be 
effective. Then, get out of their way. Provide practical on the job training as Jesus did with his 
12 disciples. “The most strategic person[s] in the life-change process of the church is [are] the 
small group leader[s].”1505 Thus, small group leadership development is crucial. Teach, model 
and mentor.1506  

 
Small group leadership experience opportunities can be provided on three levels: helper, 

apprentice and leader. Helpers are given specific tasks with additional responsibilities when 
persons perform well at the helper level. Such persons then advance to the apprentice level. They 
too are given more responsibilities when earned. Apprentices who are active in ministry and 
committed to the mission, vision and strategic goals of the church are the best leadership 
candidates. Initially look for the qualities of faithfulness to God and likability to others.1507  

 
A relational small group organizational structure is foundational for a high impact 

disciple-making church. In order to multiply small groups, it is crucial to reproduce trained small 
group leaders and provide ongoing training and overview support. A high impact church 
multiplies its small groups, small group leaders and those providing overview and guidance as it 
grows in advancing its mission. The process of developing leaders at whatever level has been 
referred to as the “training loop” or “disciple loop.”  

 

 
1501 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples of a Few at a Time 190 (2003). 
1502 Id. at 191-92. 
1503 Missy Lovick, “5 Tips for Small Group Life,” Outreach Magazine (March/April 2008). 
1504 Michael J. Foss, Power Surge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church 151(2000). 
1505 Bill Donahue, Leading Life Changing Small Groups  23 (2002). 
1506 Michael J. Foss, Power Surge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church 151-55 (2000). 
1507 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 182-83 (1993). 
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The sequence is: 
 

� You do it, they watch! 
� They do it, you watch! 
� They do it, you support!  
� They get others to do it!1508 

 
 The goal is for the church to act and think like a single team rather than several little 
teams. Avoid becoming departmentalized with each team doing its own thing without concern 
for the bigger picture. Even in small churches there must be some periodic gathering place where 
people can share ideas and critique each others' ministries. Gathering church leaders periodically 
helps to build relationships, eases the sharing process, and unifies efforts. Avoid tunnel 
vision.1509   

 
The point cannot be overemphasized that small group leaders are shepherds who are 

responsible to help people spiritual grow.1510 Thus, it is essential for a disciple-making church to 
support its small group leaders through encouragement, training and on-going coaching. The 
best resources of the church should be employed to ensure that the small group leaders have 
everything necessary to be effective.1511 

 
 To support a variety of relational small groups, experiences for training group leaders are 
needed. Such experiences should include (1) the exposure or re-exposure to the mission and 
process of disciple-making in our church, (2) group dynamics, (3) familiarity with subject matter 
and/or resources which will be the focus of the group, (4) the nature and responsibilities of 
members of small groups, (5) the process for organizing a small group, and (6) methods of Bible 
study, prayer and spiritual disciplines in general. Relational small group leaders should be taught 
and periodically reminded of the value of sharing life together, growing together, serving 
together and reaching out together.1512 Too often churches limit the teaching of small group 
leaders to how to run a good meeting. However, importantly, leaders need to learn how to lead 
their people relationally closer to God. Be sure group leader training includes opportunity to 
experience all the elements that make the relational small group work.1513 
 
   (2) Resources for Training Relational Small Group Leaders 
 

Various resources for training small group leaders should be 
explored. Some possibilities include the following.  

 
� Bill Donahue, who has served as Executive Director of the Willow Creek 

Association and launched a church-wide small group ministry, has authored 
and co-authored a series of books and programs for building a small group 

 
1508 Id. at 189 
1509 Stan Toler and Alan Nelson, The Five Star Church: Serving God and His People with Excellence 61-62 (1999). 
1510 Missy Lovick, “5 Tips for Small Group Life,” Outreach Magazine (March/April 2008). 
1511 Bill Donahue, Leading Life Changing Small Groups 23 (2002). 
1512 Missy Lovick, “5 Tips for Small Group Life,” Outreach Magazine (March/April 2008). 
1513 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 238 (2006). 
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ministry and training small group leaders. These aid small group leaders to 
learn the basics of leading a successful small group. Small groups, like 
nothing else, have the power to transform lives. They offer the most effective 
route to discipleship growth. Whether a person is leading for the first time or 
has been doing so over a period of years, Donahue’s works are designed to 
assist leaders to more effectively facilitate group discussion and encourage 
and support group members leading toward authentic life transformation. His 
ready-reference format highlights the requirements and responsibilities of a 
small group leader, offers insight into the group formation process and 
answers practical questions on meeting preparation and encouraging group 
participation. His series of works1514 should be explored in structuring, 
implementing and overseeing the development of a small group ministry here 
at FRCC.  
 

� The Upper Room offers several tips for leaders of small groups. 
 

o Always begin and end with a scripture reading and prayer. Allow 
members opportunities to voice their prayer concerns or joys. 
 

o Remind members that the group is a forum for respectful, open 
discussion and mutual learning. Vital groups invite people to reflect 
on sensitive or even controversial issues. A spirit of humility and a 
genuine desire to learn from others enriches the experiences of the 
group members. 
 

o Invite contributions from all, but respect members who choose to 
remain silent. Encourage members to share ideas and experiences 
briefly so that one member doesn't dominate the sessions. 
 

o Keep discussions moving within the focus of the planned topic, but 
always be sensitive to what's being shared by members. Gently guide 
the discussion back on track after acknowledging members' 
statements. 
 

o Ask members to evaluate the sessions regularly. Make adjustments to 
strengthen fellowship within the group. Use simple questions such as: 
What went well? What did you learn? What could be improved?1515 

 
� David Earley’s book on effectively leading small groups focuses on the habits 

of (i) leading a healthy multiplying group, (ii) praying for group members 
daily, (iii) inviting new people to visit the group weekly, (iv) contacting group 
members regularly, ((v) preparing for the group meeting, (6) mentoring an 

 
1514 E.g., Leading Life-Changing Small Groups: Groups that Grow, (2012); Coaching Life-Changing Small Group 
Leaders (with Greg Bowman); the Equipping Life-Changing Small Groups DVD, et al. e.g., amazon.com, 
christianbook.com, etc. 
1515 upperroom.org/ministry-areas/small groups.  
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apprentice leader, (vii) planning group fellowship activities, and (viii) being 
committed to personal growth.1516  

 
� A compilation of the Discipleship Journal’s 101 best ideas for small groups 

includes a substantial section aimed at small group leaders on best ways to 
plant, water and grow healthy small groups as well as on ideas for immediate 
use in small groups in such areas as Bible study, prayer, fellowship, 
evangelism, serving and missions.1517 

 
In his book, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched, 

Linus J. Morris urges that the training of small group leaders and apprentices develop skills 
related to personal evangelism as well as leadership. These skills include the following.1518   

 
� How to become a skilled listener – The cell leader needs to listen to what is 

both said and not said. Read body-language. Affirm emotions without being 
driven by them. The cell leader strives to maintain coherency in the discussion 
by using natural breaks to restate and summarize the discussion topics.  
 

� How to give appropriate feedback – The group leader waits for voicing his or 
her own comments. He refrains from answering his own questions. When the 
discussion lags, he should rephrase the question under discussion. Don’t be 
intimidated by silence. Respect and accept all comments.  
 

� How to keep a balance of discussion between members – A sensitive leader 
encourages new or quiet members to participate. Discourages over-talkative 
members from dominating the discussion. Keep the group on the topic by 
discouraging irrelevant and other non-essential discussion. 
 

� How to handle controversy without squelching it – During debatable subjects, 
the leader needs to be careful as to how much influence he should attempt to 
exert. Too much leader input squelches participation and good group 
discussion. However, too little input may result in confusion and running off 
course.  
 

Furthermore, small group leaders need to possess or develop various attributes 
engendering his or her likeability in the view of group participants. Desiring to be liked is not a 
terrible thing. Caring what others think (while not being dominated by it) shapes one’s responses, 
and helps becoming a more loving and generous person. If group members genuinely don’t like 
the leader, who is a representation of Christ for them, then such leader probably acts as a barrier 
to them enjoying Jesus thereby impeding their spiritual growth.1519 Among the attributes to be 
cultivated are  

 
1516 Dave Earley, 8 Habits of Effective Small Group Leaders: Transforming Your Ministry Outside the Meeting. 
(2001). 
1517 Discipleship Journal’s 101 Best Small-Group Ideas (1996) (compiled by Deena Davis). 
1518 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 186-87 (1993). 
1519 Ben Reed, “12 Pointers for Small Group Leaders,” OutreachMagazine.com, July 6, 2015.  
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� Listen intently 
� Share one’s own story 
� Be authentic – be real, open and honest with one’s own struggles and victories 
� Be consistent in showing at the group gathering, week after week after week 

regardless whether your feel like it; consistency builds trust. 
� Go beyond the normal and expected – (e.g., invite group member for coffee or a meal, 

communicate with one who you expect will have a difficult day, call on birthday, 
offer to watch kids, etc.) 

� Give grace when it’s not deserved 
� Remember birthdays, anniversaries and kids’ names 
� Provide needed resources 
� Be yourself – (if you’re funny, be funny, If you’re contemplative, be contemplative, 

if life of a party, be the life of the party, if an intellectual, be an intellectual, etc. Be 
the you who God created you to be.1520 

 
In addition to finding or preparing of written materials covering these subjects, it would 

be well to obtain or create a training DVD to do the same. Such DVD could be later shown to 
the members of the group as part of the group’s organizational process.  
 
 Since meaningful relational small groups are crucial in the growth spiritual growth of 
members of our church toward a more Christ-like life in thoughts, feeling and actions, it is crucial 
that there be effective group leaders. Consequently, the church cannot be casual about finding, 
selecting and training leaders. In structuring our church and implementing strategies to advance 
our mission and vision, the development of small group leaders must be a major component.  

 
  c. Sources of Relational Small Group Leaders: Getting Started 
 
   To be an effective disciple-making church, we need to rely upon members 
of our congregation to serve as relational small group leaders. Presumably, there are some people 
who are just not cut out to be leaders. Others, for whatever reason, have no interest and just do 
not want to undertake this disciple-making role. There are probably several others who are 
potentially good leaders, and perhaps even interested in doing so, but are reluctant dragons 
because of a lack of confidence. For these persons, an invitation, coupled with availability of a 
digestible amount of training materials and programmatic support, may result in their becoming 
volunteer leaders. Motivational urgings (one on one or in a more general format) from a pastor 
and/or others contribute to generating volunteers.  
 

There are a variety of other contexts or approaches which offer potential sources from 
which volunteer leaders may emerge and serve as the basis for getting relational small groups 
started. 

 
 Whatever the, criteria, selection process and, training of relational small group leaders at 
some point relational small groups need to be organized and begin functioning. The relational 

 
1520 Id. 
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small group leaders are the foundation. Where and how are they to be found and the groups 
started? Various approaches have been suggested for doing so. 
 
   (1) Starting Prototype Relational Small Groups  

 
To start a relational small group ministry, one approach is to open 

a beachhead done through a prototype small group consisting of a very limited number of 
potential small group leaders.1521 Although a prototype group can start in several ways, 
“[p]erhaps the most successful ones are created informally as pastors risk sharing their struggles 
and propose to others that they enter in a disciplined process of growth together [with him].”1522 
However, the initiator might very be another leader who is well versed in relational small group 
concepts and/or experience. The leader (pastor or otherwise) forms a prototype relational small 
group as a model for future relational small groups and their leaders. If the prototype group 
consists of three persons, it has been referred to as a triad (considered in Section (2) below). 
After an appropriate period of time, when all are immersed in the relational small group 
experience and capable of leading a group, the original prototype group/triad splits up with each 
participant going out to form new relational small groups based upon the prototype unit model. 

 
Thus, one source of leaders emerges from the formation of a prototype relational small 

group composed of persons who are potentially small group leaders. In forming the group, it is 
essential to select the right future potential leaders. (See Section a. above). Look for people who 
have the time, interest and gifts to lead.  

 
Prototype groups are not formed by open announcements and signups. Instead, after the 

leader carefully and prayerfully considers whom he or she wants to invite to participate, a 
personal invitation is extended. Stress that the invitation is not a random one, but rather it 
emerges from serious thought and prayer. Emphasize that the Jesus model was to have a few 
journey with him and that he continues today to make disciples though intentional relationships. 
The foundational role of deepening personal relationships with others in spiritual formation, as 
well as the nature of and requirements for successful relational small groups, should be fully 
explored and understood. Gather these potential leaders in a comfortable setting, e.g., a home, 
and explain what is planned and why they were selected. Present the vision of the foundational 
importance of the disciple-making process and the crucial role that relational small groups play 
in that process. 

 
It is essential that the prospect has the opportunity to clearly understand the extent of the 

commitment involved participating in this relationship. There are expectations of time including 
preparation, travel and meeting time. If the group is to be in leading the development of an 
effective relational small group ministry, members of the prototype group are likely to 
experience transformation themselves at some point in time. Importantly, this group is not simply 
undergoing training. Itself is a relational small group in the fullest sense of the word. The group 
should reflect the same relational characteristics discussed earlier which characterize an effective 
relational small group. The purpose of the prototype is not only leadership training, but also 

 
1521 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 229 (2006). 
1522 John Ackerman, Listening to God: Spiritual Formation in Congregations 109 (2001). 
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spiritual formation of those participating in the group. Thus, the prospective member of the 
protype should be aware and accepting of significant change in some area(s) of his or her life. 
   

Don’t seek or accept an immediate response. The person should not only consider 
readiness to commit to the process and the potential results therefrom, but also to the time 
commitment in context of his or her other life responsibilities and activities.  

 
If the invitee accepts, inform him or her that there will be (or already is) a third party 

joining the group. If a third (possibly fourth and/or fifth) person has not yet been settled upon or 
there is none in mind, enlist the invitee’s aid in discerning who it should be. Repeat the process 
until the group has been filled. 

 
After leadership has been modeled in the initial session or sessions, the leadership role is 

transferred from one person to another at following sessions. This role should be rotated.  Among 
other things, this builds confidence in people to lead new groups in the future which in turn will 
repeat the process expanding the number of people experiencing transformation emerging from 
the relational small group experience. 

 
At some point in time, the prototype group ends and its members will go out and start 

new groups of the same nature or fill leadership roles in other larger relational small groups 
needing a leader. Overtime, this prototype group approach promises to exponentially multiply 
the number of relational small groups. This will substantially contribute to the growing of 
disciples throughout the church. 

 
  (2) Starting a Triad Relational Small Group  
 

A variation on the prototype group, as a model for disciple-
making, is the triad. Here, the size of the group is very limited. The pastor invites only two, or 
at most, three other persons into a covenantal relationship structured around a Bible based 
curriculum. The group meets weekly for approximately 1½ hours. Invest in a relationship with 
two other people for approximately a year. (A discipling relationship varies in length depending 
upon the relational dynamics and the growth process unique to each relationship.) Each person 
will then repeat the process with two other people. The repeated efforts do not get boring because 
the dynamics of each relationship are different. (Although a group of four people also works, 
experience suggests that three people work more effectively.) This process is repeated leading 
to an ever-expanding number of reproducing small relational groups experiencing spiritual 
formation.1523 

 
 A single triad sets the foundation for a multiplication of self-initiating, reproducing 
followers of Christ. After the 1st year, each member of the initial triad starts a new group resulting 
in 9 disciples at the end of the 2nd year. Those, in turn, form new groups resulting in 27 disciples 
at the end of the 3rd year.1524 Over time, the growth of disciples increases to great numbers 
assuming, for the most part, that only a few of the participants drop out of the process.  
 

 
1523 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples of a Few at a Time 176-77 (2003). 
1524 Id. at 185. 
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In short, to grow a multigenerational discipling network, (1) start with one triad, (2) have 
a long term vision, and (3) select people carefully and wisely.1525  
 
 The prototype or triad relational small groups (the beachhead approach to creating a 
relational small group ministry) are quite small. They embrace relatively intense efforts for 
discipling one another. Furthermore, they are led by a well-trained leader with one primary 
ultimate aim being the on-going reproduction of such discipling groups with qualified persons 
to lead them.  This approach should perhaps become an integral part of our disciple-making 
efforts here at Fox River. However, sole focus on this approach tends to ignore a large number 
people who either are not invited to participate in one of these limited groups or don’t want to. 
Thus, the second prong to relational small group development involves starting larger relational 
small groups. 
 
   (3) Starting Larger Relational Small Groups:  
                                                Training Groups to Be Groups 
 

The prototype group and triad approaches commence with the 
selection and training of a very limited number of future leaders who are together for an extended 
period ranging from several months to a year or more. These now trained leaders go out and 
invite a few more people and repeat the general experience. This establishes a beachhead for 
expanded growth in disciple-making. Over time, this process promises to lead toward many 
progressing through the discipleship process. But during this extended period of time, there are 
many others who are left out of the relational small group experience because of the lack of 
leaders. This is particularly true in a growing church. Waiting several years to address the 
relational spiritual needs of these people, especially where their numbers grow fasters than the 
number of those who are incorporated into relational small groups, has been described as 
“spiritual infanticide.”1526 
 
 This is the situation confronting us at Fox River. We have approximately 160 church 
members with the number growing. However, up to this point, we have had only limited success 
in relational small group formation and virtually no leadership training, strategy and 
programming. If we are to be a disciple-making church for more than just the few, we need to 
take a two prong approach simultaneously. Gather up relational small groups, with perhaps as 
many as 8 to 10 people each (albeit smaller per group would be better) for both fellowship and 
spiritual growth. It is both easier and quicker to grow small group leaders who only need to create 
the beginnings of a nurturing environment. At the same time initiate and grow the beachhead 
reproducing leader approach which will serve as the source of leaders for more extensive 
spiritual growth experiences to more and more people over a period of time.1527 Furthermore, 
many of the people nurtured in the larger small groups will prove to be good candidates for 
leading new small groups in the future.  
 
 Sources of leaders for these larger relational small groups can be varied. Some leaders 
might simply emerge at the grass roots level. That is, a person may simply decide that he or she 

 
1525 Id. at 194. 
1526 Id. at 191. 
1527 Id. at 191 
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wants to form a small group, goes out and does it. Or, a group of people decide among themselves 
that they want to start a group and either choose their own leader or request that that the church 
provide one. People might respond by signing up for a publicly announced relational small group 
opening because of interest in the focus of that group being formed. At some point, the small 
prototype groups or triads should kick an increasing source of small group leader. Potential 
leaders might be recruited/invited by the pastor or other church leadership. Solicit general 
interest. Observe people and, when promising, ask them to lead a small group.  
 

An additional beginning step in creating a relational small group might be to build the 
start of relationships with potential members through a social event or meal together. A current 
member of a group can witness what the group experience has meant to him or her. The leader 
presents the vision and parameters of the small group. Interested persons are invited participate 
with the group on an introductory basis. When the focus of the proposed group is on outreach, 
be sure to involve people having unchurched friends.1528 
 
 Another potential source of leaders are relational small groups who rotate the leadership 
role among all members of the group. Sharing the leadership responsibility renders some people 
more likely to be attracted to further leadership possibilities. This expands the number of people 
upon whom we might draw to serve as small group leaders.  
   

Once groups are established, and on-going, leaders of such groups should discern who 
might be a potential future leader.  Over time, a major source of leaders might be those persons 
who have served as apprentice leaders. 

 
 d. Apprentices: Source of Future Relational Small Group Leaders 

 
   Since the vitality and effectiveness of a church depends upon the quality 
of its small group leaders, it is the responsibility of a disciple-making church to identify and 
develop new leaders. This is best achieved by one leader training the next. Discerning persons 
with leadership potential most often is achieved by current small group leaders as they observe 
those with whom they are working. Incorporate them into the life of the group as potentially 
evolving apprentice leaders. Furthermore, pastors, other church leaders and others also often spot 
those with potential.1529 A development system should be established which brings eager people 
to the surface. Here are potential future leaders. Have an evaluation system and place people 
where they belong and prepare them to serve in ways best suited to their interests, character and 
competence.1530 
 
 Whether it is a small group leader or someone else asking a person to become an 
apprentice leader, typical objections often need to be overcome. For example, “I don’t have the 
time.” However, people make time for those things they deem important. Share the importance 
of leadership in the body of Christ. “Cast a vision for the life change that can occur as they rise 
to the occasion and accept the challenge of… [helping to lead] a group….” Or, the objection 

 
1528 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 164 (1993). 
1529 For a list of characteristics suggesting a potential leader, see Bill Donahue, Leading Life Changing Small Groups  
68 (2002). 
1530 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 262 (2006). 
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might be “I don’t have the gift of leadership.” This may be overcome by reminding people that 
leadership stems primarily from character. As to knowledge and skills, such can be achieved by 
appropriate training. Or, the objection might be “I am not the leadership type,” Here the response 
might be to examine what is meant by leadership. Leadership in a relational small group is not a 
take charge type person seeking to exercise control. Nor does a leader need to possess superior 
knowledge. But rather, a leader is one who facilitates life change through caring for, shepherding, 
discipling and loving others.1531  
 

Developing leaders through an apprenticeship program must be an integral part of small 
group life. When groups grow to their maximum size, they are to reproduce themselves. 
Leadership training should be available at all levels so that when it comes time to launch a new 
group, leadership is available.1532 Apprentices provide a major source for filling leadership roles 
in the near future. We must conscientiously be on the look out for potential leaders, be willing 
to invite, and be able to lay out the benefits and respond to objections. However, be aware that a 
coerced positive response is not likely to result in a durable commitment 
 
  e. Orienting Potential Participants to the  
                                    Relational Small Group Experience 

 
Regardless of the manner of formation, the potential members of the 

group need to be gathered and the nature of relational small groups needs to be explored, 
understood and accepted as the structure upon which to proceed. Understanding of and 
committing to the environmental conditions for spiritual growth and transformation are 
foundational to the success of any relational small group. At the outset, members of the group 
should be informed of and commit to the nature of relational small groups including the 
environmental conditions necessary for personal transformation as well as the purposes, 
expectations and manner of functioning. If available and appropriate, each group should view a 
video presentation for its organizational meeting which reviews the purposes and priorities of a 
relational group, suggests what one can do to get the most out of the group experience, and 
indicates what the group participants can expect. Clear expectations at the outset constitute an 
important key for a group to be successful.  

 
A DVD program, including a participant’s guide, aimed at training groups to be group1533 

coupled with the earlier discussion re the recommended Fox River Congregational Church 
Covenant for Relational Small Group,1534 offers a substantial basis for relational small groups to 
be effective. This program is described as a curriculum which guides both the small group leader 
and all the members of group together into a new closeness and effectiveness. It is designed to 
create healthy dynamics and an atmosphere fostering personal growth. It is aimed at equipping 
both group leaders and members with values and skills for creating and sustaining life changing 
small groups. It covers such topics as five habits of life changing small groups (i.e. care for one 
another, safe environment for being one self and accepting others unconditionally, authenticity, 

 
1531 Bill Donahue, Leading Life Changing Small Groups  69 (2002). 
1532 Randy Frazee, The Connecting Church: Beyond Small Groups to Community 167 (2001). 
1533 Henry Cloud, Bill Donahue and John Townsend, ReGroup: Training for Groups To Be Groups (2007). 
1534 See Subsection B.3.a,(4) above. 
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spurring one another in spiritual growth, and helping and receiving help in one’s needs).1535 This 
program, perhaps coupled with relevant material covered in section(s) above, promises to offer 
a good basis for the conduct of effective groups. 

 
A structure for the small group needs to be established. To do so, develop a covenant that 

establishes the goals and objectives of the group. An agreed upon covenant clarifies what the 
group members are committing to do, the time and level of commitment they are making, a 
measure by which to gauge their progress, and the permission given to the leader and others to 
hold them mutually accountable. People need to take tangible action which expresses to others 
in their community that “I’m really committed to this.”1536 (For a more detailed discussion of a 
relational small group covenant, including one recommended for our church, see Section 
VI.B.3.a,(4) above.) 

 
The essentialness of mutual accountability and support in relational small groups needs 

to be stressed as well as emphasizing that, within the context of loving relationships, this is not 
a harsh condition. An element of being a disciple is to support each other in realizing God’s 
dream for all of us. This means engaging in activities that require discipline. Community 
discipline helps build personal discipline.1537 

 
At the orientation meeting, permit potential members of the group to raise questions and 

concerns before the group commences. Based upon these reactions, changes can be made to 
customize the group structure to the interests and needs of the group. It may require more than 
one organizational meeting before agreed upon purposes, expectations and commitments are 
finally determined. Then give the prospective participants a few days to decide whether they 
want to commit and be accountable to the covenant.  
 
 The person who will, at least initially, lead the group needs to be well prepared before 
the group’s orientation and organizational meeting. For relational groups to be effective-disciple-
making experiences, the church needs to assure that there will be periodic training sessions for 
new leaders as well as more advanced training for on-going leaders.  
 
  f. Teams, Committees and Other On-Going Groups 
 

To date, few of our team or committee meetings stray very far from 
focusing on the business at hand. However, such focus is too limited. In addition to a business 
agenda, our teams should gather in a manner to engender the development of deepening 
relationships (fellowship). In helping them do so, questions to be asked with respect to each team 
might include the following. 
 

Do committees conduct their business like any other organization, 
or are they forums where community is formed? Does prayer serve 
as bookends for meetings, polite words at the beginning and end? 

 
1535 Henry Cloud, Bill Donahue and John Townsend, ReGroup: Training for Groups To Be Groups 25 (2007) 
Participant’s Guide). 
1536 Bill Hull, The Complete Book of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ 246-47 (2006). 
1537 Id. at 246. 
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Does the committee listen for God’s will? Do leaders take steps to 
make room for the Spirit’s presence in the meeting? Are 
individuals invited to notice the Spirit’s presence in the meeting? 
Do they check in with their own stories? Can the group members 
discern a corporate spirit at work? Are leaders expected to grow 
spiritually during their term, or is it assumed that they will be 
burned out by the end of their duty? Does anyone evaluate whether 
there is too much busyness?1538 

 
Questions such as these should be posed to our various teams and committees. If the responses 
are too often negative, consideration needs to be given as to how to train our various team (and 
their committee) leaders, as well team members, to learn how to listen to God as they conduct 
the church’s (God’s) business.  
 

Since our church teams and committees typically do not meet on a weekly or frequent 
basis and since they are gathered for the conduct of church business, such bodies are not ideal 
vehicles for the development as fully on-going relational small groups. Nevertheless, team and 
committee meetings offer potential venues for the introduction of relationship building and 
opportunities for helping people progress in their spiritual formation. Here we have already 
formed groups who meet, at least somewhat, on a regular albeit not on a frequent basis. The 
members have volunteered to serve in a ministry of the church. They are leaders in the church. 
Thus, there is potentially fertile ground to be sown.  

 
In the past, it has been suggested that team gatherings are one place to begin instituting 

relational small group concepts. The Task Force on Disciple-Making concurred that the 
relational concept should be incorporated in team meetings on an introductory basis. Doing so 
affords, albeit only an introductory basis, an opportunity to deepen relationships with other team 
members, more than would otherwise occur. This should engender greater appreciation of the 
importance of relation building in disciple-making.1539 Team members are among the leaders in 
the church. Moving them towards some understanding and experiencing the relational small 
group concept would be a significant step forward. 

 
In addition, it has been suggested that, as part of our efforts, we should work through our 

strengths, i.e., already on-going groups, which have gathered around a common interest. For 
example, those participating in our choir have gathered around a common interest, i.e., music in 
a religious context. Perhaps their activity could be extended into a relational small group activity 
such as exploring the role of music in spiritual growth. Similarly, those responsible for worship 
could engage in a small group experience centering on the purposes of worship. The same 
approach might also be applied our other teams.1540  

 
There is more to teams than just conducting business.  
 

 
1538 John Ackerman, Listening to God: Spiritual Formation in Congregations 99 (2001). 
1539 Fox River Congregational Church, Minutes of the Task Force on Disciple-Making, November 19, 2008, p.13. 
1540 Fox River Congregational Church, Minutes of Task Force on Disciple-Making, December 10, 2008, p.2. 
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In a discipleship congregation, ministry teams are seen 
microcosms of the larger congregational culture. Teams – no 
matter what their specific ministry goals and objectives might be 
– are garden plots for spiritual growth and the experience of a 
caring, committed community. Teams are made of people with a 
shared passion, a common commitment, and clear ends in mind. 
As such, they are marvelous opportunities for spiritual growth 
through Bible study, prayer, and conversation. Every team 
meeting must begin with scripture and prayer. Ideally all team 
meetings will provide an opportunity for all team members to 
"check in" with one another.1541 

 
In short, not only should a team gather to conduct its business, it should also nurture spiritual 
growth of its members through prayer, Bible reading/study and sharing life together through 
conversation.  
 

The church needs to foster team and committee movement toward becoming more like a 
relational small group in their nature.  One approach would be to institute training at the outset 
of the operational year of the church either at one of the initial meetings of each team or at a 
retreat for all teams and committees. This opportunity for spiritual formation, as well as 
discerning how God wants his work to be done, should not be ignored. 
 

An additional or alternative approach would be to have each team add to its agenda for 
every meeting, either at the beginning or ending of a team meeting, the opportunity for deepening 
relationships. Perhaps our pastor could attend the initial team meetings to get the process 
underway and on-going until the team leader (or other team member) becomes comfortable as 
the facilitator of this activity. 

 
  g.  Small Groups: Foundational Principles  

for Next Generation Ministry1542 
 
   Gen Z individuals have been defined as persons born during the period 
1997 and 2012. Research project finds GEN Z characterized as recession marked (born in the 
midst of the early 2000’s recession) Wi-Fi enabled (teens spending 9 hours per day on line), 
multiracial, gender fluid, and post Christians (although 78% believe in God, only 41% regularly 
attended church services. The millennial generation experience many knocks and dismissive 
generalities from church pastors, volunteer and thought leaders, and other older adults. It is now 
being urged to avoid doing the same with the younger generation, understand what makes them 
unique and their attributes. “If you seek to understand someone and assume to believe the best 
about them it’s amazing how much influence you can gain with them.”1543 Jesus applied this 
approach with tax collectors, zealots and prostitutes. Presumably, today’s church can do the same 

 
1541 Michael W. Foss, PowerSurge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church 146 (2000). 
1542 This section is drawn from Shane Sanchez, “3 Foundational Principles for Next-Gen Ministry,” 
OutreachMagazine.com, October 20, 2020. 
1543 Id. 
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with kids and teenagers. Three foundational principles are suggested to start an approach to 
influence Gen Z.  
 

First, develop strategy outlasting personality. Build a ministry that lasts beyond a leader’s 
personality. While a personality of a particular leader offering charisma, coolness, likeability of 
a particular leader, etc. plays an important role influencing others, such disappears when the 
person leading moves onto something else. Thus, it is important to strategize how deal with these 
situations when such a leader leaves the scene. 
 

Second, build system based upon leaders worth following: leadership for next-gen 
ministry. Particular care needs to be taken in selecting group leaders for those in Generation Z 
which includes kids from middle school through students in high school. Build a small group 
volunteer leadership system which focuses on finding, training and supporting the kinds of small 
group leaders we want kids and students to trust and model their lives after. Such groups are 
important, especially for this age group. Note that 81% of the GEN Z say that community is part 
of their “ideal church.” Thus, participation in an effective small group is not only important for 
this age group, it can attract and keep them. The critical question is whether current and future 
adult group leaders are the kind of adults we want our students to become. Yes, volunteers are 
needed to be found and willing. They need to be the right persons rather than simply mediocre 
volunteers. This sounds harsh, but the next generation deserves adults worth following. 

 
� Set a high Bar – To build a system which attracts adult leaders that are worth 

following, set a high bar. Adult volunteers will usually respect what ministry 
leaders expect and inspect. Don’t anticipate extraordinary results when low or 
ordinary expectations for volunteers are the standard. Quality volunteers rise to 
the level of expectations set for them. Furthermore, to better ensure quality, 
consistent and mission-oriented leadership, shift from a year-by-year 
commitment to a 4-year commitment for high school leaders. The departure of a 
leader from a group often undermines effectiveness or even continuance of that 
group and may even lose students from a significant Christian faith.   

 
� Develop Adult Leaders Spiritually – A critical function for next-gen ministries is 

creating volunteer systems which help adult leaders grow spiritually. Many 
churches recruit millennial adults. Millennials tend to reflect a high degree of 
being biblically skeptical. Consequently, a church should not expect Millennials 
generally to be biblically founded spiritual mentors for Gen Z. This suggests 
taking the spiritual development of volunteer leaders just as seriously as that of 
the kids and students. Create environments where volunteers can build their 
theological foundation. Not only would this enhance the kids and students 
progressing in their Walk with Christ, it would also do so for the volunteer leaders 
themselves.   
 

Third, involve the parents. Barna’s research demonstrates that 68% of youth pastors say 
that their primary struggle are parents who do not prioritize their teen’s spiritual growth. 
However, doing nothing about this may miss one of the great opportunities for building a strategy 
that reaches Gen Z. A fascinating insight from Barna’s research is that 4 out of 5 Christian teens 
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say they can share honest questions, struggles and doubts with their parents. Thus, it would be 
foolish to discount parental influence in the spiritual formation of their child or teenager. To be 
strategic about reaching Gen Z, be strategic about including the parents on the journey. Choose 
to believe that parents care about the faith of their kids. Develop a strategy to resource, support 
and encourage parents to become actively involved.  

 
In short,  
 

[w]e have an opportunity to help Gen Z build a faith of 
their own, but… to do so… [w]e need incredible adult 
small group leaders that kids and students can trust. 
When we set a high bar and choose to believe that 
fostering the spiritual growth of our leaders is our 
responsibility, we’ll start heading in the right 
direction.1544 
 

And, then, involve the parents in developing the faith of their kids. 
 

 6. Differing Natures of Relational Small Groups 
 
  All relational small groups are not the same. The spiritual discipline of 
community through small groups can be practiced in different ways with variations in their focus. 
Groups take on their own particular attributes based on the participants and their interests.1545 
However, despite their varying natures, a church without small groups built as an integral part 
of its structure is unlikely to produce optimal life transformation for people looking for spiritual 
growth, serving and evangelism opportunities.1546 
 
 Groups can widely vary as to the purposes for their gathering. The focus of different 
groups may fall in one or more of several categories including the following.1547 

 
Some groups gather primarily for fun activities such as potluck meals, picnics, a swim 

party, day outings at a tourist attraction or ballgame, etc. Such outings offer some opportunity 
for Christians to enjoy and get to know one another. The fun focus can serve as an appealing 
entry point for new people. However, fun groups offer limited value in moving people in growing 
toward Christlikeness. While such activities provide opportunities for fellowship, these 
gatherings are essentially secular, coffee type chit chat fellowship with little emphasis on 
spiritual development.   
 

 
1544 Id. 
1545 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 149-150 (2005). 
1546 Bill Donahue, Leading Life Changing Small Groups 23 (2002). 
1547 See, e.g., David Claassen, “Great Small Groups; A Primer for Small group Ministry in the Church,” The 
Congregationalist, Fall 2005; Ed Stetzer, “Strategy Matters in Fast Growing Churches,” October 28, 
2014.OutreachMagazine.com; Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the 
Unchurched 155 (1993). 
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 A second broad category of small groups are those that are task oriented. They focus on 
performing a specific task, perhaps in the serving in a church ministry (e.g., the choir, Sunday 
school teachers) or some charitable function, or perhaps in some outreach efforts. 
 
 A third broad category of relational small groups is a learning group. These may focus 
on study of the Bible, learning and practicing alternative forms of prayers, learning and 
practicing other forms of spiritual disciplines, understanding and applying the way of Christian 
living.  Biblical illiteracy is rampant through churches. Scheduled and regular prayer time with 
other Christians, outside worship services, occurs rarely. Thus, the learning small group 
encourages, supports and better enables growth to a more Christ like life through the learning 
and practice of various spiritual disciplines. 
 

Another type of group are affinity groups. These are groups who have gathered because 
of their common interests which may or may not be necessarily church oriented, e.g., motorcycle 
riding, fishing, quilting, caring for others, social and fun.  

 
A relational small group might be based on similar stages in life (singles, married, youth, 

children, elderly), men and women groups.    
 
There are also accountability groups which focus upon supporting one another in 

establishing and maintaining good habits in practicing spiritual disciplines.  
 
Another basis for relational small group formation is geography. Here, persons gather 

with others who live in the same area or neighborhoods. This approach may be particularly 
appealing to those persons belonging to a church which encompasses a large area. This better 
facilitates becoming involved in community serving opportunities as well more easily reaching 
out to non-believers in their neighborhood and inviting them to participate in the group. 
 

One example of extensive use of small groups is Elmbrook Church (Brookfield 
Wisconsin). Life Groups are considered to be the heartbeat of Elmbrook Church believing that 
they offer the single best way to find community. Members of the group connect either weekly 
or bi-weekly for Bible discussion, prayer together, and encouragement of one another. There are 
groups for men, women, couples, and individuals; for the young in age and the young at heart. 
They gather in various places in the community, e.g., on the church campuses or in homes. Some 
groups require preparation and a long-term commitment. Other groups invite a person just show 
up and engage. Some groups are ongoing which may be joined at any time.1548 

 
Differing small groups are necessary to attract and meet the individual needs and interests 

of different believers as well as the diverse needs of the church as a whole. People can grow 
toward a Christ-like life, care for each other, and make other contributions in various types of 
groups. Real fellowship is experienced in different ways at different times. For example, 
fellowship occurs when sharing and studying God's Word together. It is also experienced when 
serving and/or when outreaching together. Perhaps the deepest sense of fellowship emerges at 
times of suffering when we enter into each other's pain and grief and carry each other's 

 
1548 elmbrook.org/ministries/life-groups. 
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burdens.1549 Relational small groups are a means of connecting people and offering them a place 
for self-disclosure and meaningful interaction. Within this context each group decides their 
purpose, duration, number, etc. Small groups come in a variety of shapes, sizes and forms.
  

 
However, although the common interest(s) which brings together a relational small group 

can vary from group to group, the foundational purpose of spiritual growth needs to be included 
in the experience of every group. In general, Bible study, prayer, sharing life together and 
mission through serving and/or outreaching need to be a part of the experience of every relational 
small group in order for significant spiritual growth to occur.. 

 
Relational small groups aimed at effectively fostering persons growing as followers of 

Christ are covenantal in nature such as those based upon the recommended relational small group 
covenant considered in Section 3.a.(4) above. Although covenantal in nature (being based upon 
the two foundational goals and six core values), various relational small groups need not be the 
same. Differing small groups are necessary to meet the needs and interests of the different 
members of our congregation. The learning and practice of spiritual disciplines through 
relational small groups can be practiced in many ways with each group taking on those attributes 
reflecting its particular common interests and needs. It is ultimately up to the members to shape 
their own group. However, when doing so, such needs to be done within the context of the group 
covenant reflecting the foundational purposes and core values.1550 

 
7. Essential Goals of Relational Small Groups 

 
  Relational Small Groups serve one or a some combination of several goals 
including edification, leadership development, evangelism and multiplication, and pastoral care.  
 

� Edification – A foundational and primary goal of relational small groups is 
edification, i.e., growing members toward a more Christ-like life in their thoughts, 
feelings and actions. Structure the group for members to nurture and care for each 
other and helping one another in growing to maturity in Christ. Although edification 
is rooted in the Bible, the primary purpose of the group is not Bible study. Emphasis 
on Bible study tends to intellectualize scripture and internalize faith rather placing 
the emphasis on the application of the Bible to personal growth. The goal of the small 
group “is not Bible information, but life transformation.”1551  
 

� Evangelism – A second essential function of a relational small group is evangelism. 
Although edification is foundational to everything else, edification, groups must 
avoid becoming ingrown and focusing solely on themselves. Small groups need to be 
involved in personal relationship evangelism in some manner on an on-going basis. 
For example, each member of the group might be asked to set a measurable outreach 

 
1549 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? 141 (2002). 
1550 Jon S. Hanson, “Getting Connected: Importance and Nature of Relational Small Groups,” presentation on behalf 
of the Fox River Congregational Church Discipleship Team Group Link Conference, , February 24, 2013. 
1551 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 156 (1993). 
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goal and be held accountable for achieving it (e.g., establish a relationship and 
successfully invite an unbeliever to some church activity within a specified time).1552  
 

� Pastoral Care – As a church grows larger, the responsibilities for pastoral care, which 
commonly fall upon the pastor and /or his staff, become overwhelming. A 
decentralized pastoral care structure is needed to assure that all persons’ needs are 
met. The role of the pastoral pastor and his pastoral staff should shift from providing 
pastoral care to equipping lay church members to provide the bulk of pastoral care. 
Caring small groups draw believers together with love and commitment for Christ 
and for one another. Frequently coming together in a small caring group develops a 
sense of acceptance and support not often found elsewhere. Furthermore, small 
groups can undertake offering care to persons outside their group. Involvement of 
small groups contributes to decentralizing the caring function and enables the church 
pastor to focus on those things for which he is best positioned to do.1553 At the same 
time, group members themselves grow toward a more Christ-like life. 
 

� Leadership Development – As a church grows, the increasing number of relational 
small group will increase the demand for more group leaders. An important element 
in filling this demand is for current relational small groups to have both a leader and 
an apprentice. Once trained the apprentice can serve either his current group with its 
leader moving on or the apprentice can assume leadership of a new group. Leaders 
need spiritual maturity, relational strength, leadership skills, and evidence a visible 
life of faith. The multiplication of well led groups expands the ability of the church 
to reach out to and bring more people into and grow in the family of Christ.1554 
 

� Multiplication – To be an effective disciple-making church, a church needs to 
continually seek not only to increase the number of persons embraced within current 
small groups, but also seek to multiply the number of small groups. Current groups 
generate new leaders enable the formation of additional groups.1555  

 
Generally, a relationally small group starts with three to eight or ten people. 

Dynamics change when a group reaches this size. As groups become larger, they 
become more leader centered and experience a decline in heart-to-heart fellowships, 
trust, transparency, intimacy and participation. Thus, it is imperative to 
grow/multiply the number of relational small groups rather than increasing the 
current size of existing groups.   

 
 Within the parameters of the above key elements, flexibility reigns. Leaders and groups 
are at liberty to experiment in adapting small group principles in performing various functions 
and growing their members in the image of Christ. Discern what actually works rather than how 

 
1552 Id. at 157. 
1553 Id. at 154-55. 
1554 Id. at 156-57. 
1555 Id. at 157. 
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it should work.1556 However, it is the responsibility of the church to foster and assure that the 
fundamentals of relational small groups are understood and incorporated in all the groups. 
 
 

VII. BUILDING A CONTAGIOUS CHRISTIAN CHURCH1557  
 
 PART FIVE, Section IX. considers evangelism in the context of the Growing into the 
Evangelism Stage of disciple-making. There the focus centered upon the role and development 
of individual believers in personal relationship evangelism and the church’s responsibility in 
creating evangelism disciple-making experiences. The following discussion here, shifts focus 
from the individual’s perspective to the church’s perspective of building a contagious Christian 
church. Of course, this includes the church activities considered earlier, but there are additional 
approaches and supporting evangelistic functions to be considered. 
 
A. SYNERGY: INTEGRATION OF PERSONAL AND CHURCH OUTREACH EFFORTS 
  

The early Christians not only preached the gospel, they strove to persuade people of its 
life-changing message. They delivered the message with conviction and the power of the Holy 
Spirit. The gospel message led people to believe in Christ, to repent and to be saved from sin and 
eternal death. Similarly, today a “spiritually vital church is one that mobilizes it members to 
witness and creates many opportunities for them to present the gospel.”1558  

 
There is little ambiguity or doubt that evangelism is central to what 
we’re supposed to be about…. [The Great Commission was given 
by Christ] for all churches of all time, so it includes every one of 
us who is a part of those congregations.” 1559 – (Emphasis 
supplied.)  

 
Thus, each person’s individual personal relational evangelism plays a crucial role in bringing 
people to Christ. To be an effective disciple-making church, it is essential for a church to 
motivate, equip and support ordinary believers to communicate their faith naturally and do so 
effectively. People come to Christ one life at a time – usually through the influence of one or 
two authentic Christians who have built genuine relationships with them. All believers can and 
should have that kind of impact on the people round them.1560  
 

However, more is needed than enthusiastic and equipped individuals to effectively reach 
out to others. There also needs to be evangelistically active churches synergistically functioning 
along with them.  There are limits to the degree of success which individuals can achieve when 

 
1556 Joel Comiskey, Cell Church Solutions: Transforming the Church in North America 63 (2005). 
1557 The terminology “contagious Christian church comes from Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Christian 
Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism (2001as well as other resources from Willow Creek 
Community Church.  
1558 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched  73 (1993). 
1559 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism  20 
(2001). 
1560 Id. at 21. 
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carrying out unsupported Lone Ranger evangelism. Those being reached tend to fall through the 
cracks when evangelistic efforts aren’t well integrated with and followed up by the rest of the 
local church.1561 
 
  Rather than engaging in various efforts in isolation, effective disciple-making churches 
integrate personal evangelism of individuals with church creative outreach events, Bible 
teaching, relevant worship, etc. When individual personal relationships develop with persons 
outside the faith, there needs to be a place to bring them to experience a relevant church service 
event or other activity. When a person asks spiritual questions, classes, teachers, or small groups 
need to be available to help them. When a commitment to Christ is finally made, the church can 
offer a course of action whereby such person can find community, spiritual growth and 
accountability in a small group. Developing a synergistic approach for individual and church 
efforts affords a powerful evangelistic approach. This is essential for effective outreach 
efforts.1562   

 
B. CHURCHES THAT REACH LOST PEOPLE1563  

 
Churches which have been successful in bringing people to Christ reflect four 

fundamental characteristics; truth, experience, serving and prayer.  
 

� Truth – All proclamations, assertions and efforts must be grounded in absolute 
truth. Truth is on our side. Jesus said, “I am the way and the truth and the life….” 
(John 14:16) Efforts to attract persons to Christ and his church by shading or 
circumventing gospel truth are doomed to fail. Whether the mode of 
communication is debate, dialogue, stories, or testimonies, they must be founded 
on truth. 
 

� Experience God – While speaking the truth about God, it is essential, to remember 
that God is more than facts. In a commercial context, Harley Davidson does more 
than simply offer a high-quality motorcycle and service. It also sells the 
experience of a Harley. It is crucial for a church to help people experience God. 
God is love, mercy, compassion and joy. People possess an inherent hunger to 
experience him. Thus, when reaching out to people not only tell them about God 
but also afford opportunities to experience God (e. g., worship services, small 
groups, outreach events, etc.). Invite people to welcoming and friendly activities, 
rather than to intimidating, situations, where they can at least get a glimpse God,  
 

� Serving – Serving others is the third essential component in reaching out to and 
sharing Christ with people. Serve their practical needs before attempting to share 
Christ’s love. Reflect Christ’s love in practical terms. Once their interest has been 
engendered, they become open to a more explicit sharing of Christ’s love. Thus, 

 
1561 Id. at 21-23. 
1562 Id. at 23. 
1563 This Section draws primarily on Lee Strobel, “Churches that Reach Lost People” (Willow Creek Association 
Conference on How to Build a Contagious Church, October. 15-16, 2004). 
 .   
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think in terms of how the church may discern and help meet problems of persons 
in the community. Show people in need that the church cares. Develop a sense in 
the community that the Jesus place is a place where they want to go. Serve in a 
manner which is attractive so that people will want to discover what motivates 
the server’s love and caring.  
 

� Cognizance of Dependence on God: Prayer – In attempting to reach out to others 
(evangelism), remain cognizant of our dependence on God. Such dependence is 
reflected by prayer. Pray in three ways. First, pray persistently for the lost. For 
example, engender the practice by all church members to pray daily for one 
minute for a specific lost person. Second, pray for opportunities to approach a 
lost person. Third, prayers are needed to ask God to embolden us to reach out to 
others, to communicate the emptiness of a life without Christ and salvation 
through the cross, to help us to open their heart to accept Christ, and to open the 
door to spiritual conversations.  

 
Reviving and strengthening evangelism results only “to the extent that we locate 
ourselves in God’s plans and God’s reality through a discipline of prayer. Take 
time to pray. Pray for nonbelievers. Intercede for the next generation of 
Christians.”1564 

 
When implementing a synergistic approach to its evangelism (and other efforts), these 

crucial elements of truth, offering opportunities to experience God, serving and cognizance of 
dependence on God through prayer need to remain in the forefront of the church’s efforts.  
 
C. EVANGELISTIC VALUES  
 
 Seven contagious (evangelistic) values serve as the foundation of outreach efforts. These 
values, which are rooted in scripture, provide the essential principles which need to be owned, 
modeled and instilled in the culture of the church in order to build a contagious Christian church. 
 

� Value #1 – People Matter to God. Effective evangelistic efforts are founded on both 
leaders and church members deeply believing that people matter to God. “For God 
so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son….” (John 3:16) Jesus clearly 
manifests that we need to see every person as one who is created in the image of God 
and is loved by God. The church needs to cultivate this core value in the hearts of its 
members.1565  
 

� Value #2 – People Are Spiritually Lost. Contrary to the belief of many that “I am OK, 
you’re OK,” the Bible manifests a very different picture. No one is righteous. 
Thankfully, Jesus declared that his mission is “to seek and to save the lost.” (Luke 
19:10) This offers a simple statement of truth about those yet to find Jesus and his 
grace. People don’t become right with God simply because they do good or loving 

 
1564 Barna, Reviving Evangelism 101 (1919). 
1565 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism 35-37 
(2001). 
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things and/or engage in sincere religious activities. No matter how good people are, 
failing to know Christ leads to a Christ-less eternity. The Bible makes clear that “all 
have sinned and fall short of the glory of God.” (Romans 3:23) Thus, everyone needs 
to know, accept and follow Christ.1566  
 

� Value #3 – People Need Christ. Modern thinking militates against biblical teaching. 
Christians should not impose their beliefs on others. Some believe there are different 
paths to God, or perhaps there is no God at all. Everyone has their own truth. To the 
contrary, however, Christ taught “I am the way and the truth and the life. No one 
comes to the Father except through me.” (John 14:6) And, “Salvation is found in no 
one else….” (Acts 4:12). While this message is unpopular or politically incorrect for 
many, biblically it is inescapable.1567 People are spiritually hungry. Christ is the 
answer to this hunger and salvation. The gospel needs to be proclaimed with 
clarity.1568 
 

� Value #4 – People Need Answers. People need more than simply hearing the gospel 
preached. To assist people in moving toward Christ, their questions need to be 
addressed. Demonstrate that the Christian faith is built upon a foundation of truth 
which can be trusted. Thus, it is important to not only declare the gospel to the 
doubters and unbelievers, it must be defined it and defended. Deal with intellectual 
roadblocks. Failure to answer questions offers excuse for disbelief. As Peter 
admonished, “Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks you to 
give the reason for the hope that you have. But do this with gentleness and respect.”  
(1 Peter 3:15)1569  
 

� Value #5 – People Need Community. God designed and created people to share life 
together and with him in community. People need community. A church collectively 
and members individually are responsible for building a church where authentic 
community flourishes for not only current members, but also for those who not yet 
convinced – a place where persons can “test drive” the Christian faith before moving 
ahead to becoming part of it. Thus, a church needs to expose outsiders to genuine 
biblical fellowship. When a church does so, Christ is with us and the person we are 
trying to reach. Provide opportunities to experience a taste of genuine community. 
Doing so, enhances the likelihood that a person will be motivated to participate in 
becoming members of God’s family.1570  
 

� Value #6 – People Need Cultural Relevance. Cultural barriers, exist which deter 
secular persons from hearing and understanding the gospel message. These include 
such things as language used, manner of dress, musical tastes, personal motivators, 
cultural norms, beliefs and spiritual interests, styles of learning, both religious and/or 

 
1566 Id. at 37-38.  
1567 Id. at 39. 
1568 Lonnie Richardson, “Contagious Christianity: Taking the Plunge,” July 8, 2001 (sermon). 
1569 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism 42-45 
(2001). 
1570 Id. at 46-47. 
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secular traditions, etc.1571 Paul recognized the need to overcome cultural barriers in 
communicating the gospel message. 

 

Though I am free and belong to no one, I have made 
myself a slave to everyone, to win as many as possible. To 
the Jews I became like a Jew, to win the Jews. To those 
under the law I became like one under the law (though I 
myself am not under the law), so as to win those under the 
law. To those not having the law I became like one not 
having the law (though I am not free from God’s law but 
am under Christ’s law), so as to win those not having the 
law. To the weak I became weak, to win the weak. I have 
become all things to all people so that by all possible 
means I might save some. I do all this for the sake of the 
gospel, that I may share in its blessings. (1 Corinthians 
9:19-23) 

 
Of course, Paul only made such accommodations when doing so did not to 

compromise his spiritual integrity.  While it is necessary to take appropriate risks in 
reaching out to others, this must not be done in a manner or situation which detracts 
from the gospel message. 

 
 Do not alter or compromise the message it in any way. But rather, the value 

of cultural reference only impacts such things language, buildings, clothes, choice of 
music, cultural points of reference, habits, teaching styles and traditions. Express 
biblical truths in language and terminology that the listener will more likely 
understand and in the context of his or her culture, e.g., use “forgiver and leader” 
rather than “Savior and Lord.” Dress in ways that minimize cultural barriers (e.g., 
causal rather than coats and ties). Utilize music, which complements the message and 
appeals to the listeners. Convey not only the costs of following Christ, but also bring 
out the tremendous benefits of doing so in a manner to draw upon peoples’ personal 
motivations. Communicate in the context of familiar local culture points of reference. 
Adjust to the habits of the listeners (e.g., time and day of the event such as worship 
services). Tailor the occasion (worship or other gatherings) to the level of spiritual 
and relational openness of those being reached out to. Employ those modes of 
communication attuned to the learning style(s) of the recipient (reading, listening, 
visual, hearing). Teach using the tools of drama, video, multimedia to raise spiritual 
interest and preset biblical truths. Draw upon both religious and secular traditions 
(e.g., various stories, holidays) to present spiritual truths. In short, crack the cultural 
code for each generation and, in a manner relevant to them, communicate the full 
gospel message.1572  
 

� Value #7 – People Need Time. While some unbelievers come to Christ rather quickly, 
after having been exposed to the gospel message, most skeptics and unbelievers need 

 
1571 Id. at 49. 
1572 Id. at 50-58.  
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more time and perhaps some space to recognize that the rational side of Christianity 
makes sense as they consider and balance the costs and benefits of actually following 
Christ. Pressing persons to take steps for which they are not ready very likely will 
backfire. Although they should be encouraged and sometimes challenged, avoid 
pushing them prematurely. Find the right balance between persistence and patience. 
Permit people to proceed at their own and God’s pace. Plant the seed and rely on God 
to make it grow.  (1 Corinthians 3:6)1573 We each can do our part by sharing the good 
news and then trust the Lord to do the rest.1574 

 
In short, seven evangelistic values have been discerned which provide the foundation for 

building an effective contagious Christian church; 
 

Ø People Matter to God   
Ø People Are Spiritually Lost 
Ø People Need Christ 
Ø People Need Answers 
Ø People Need Community 
Ø People Need Cultural Relevance 
Ø People Need Time. 

 
Having ascertained these evangelistic values, the question becomes how to put them into effect 
so as to reach the doubters and atheists. What is the evangelic process? 
 
D. EVANGELISTIC PROCESS 
 

Evangelism is one of the core missions embraced by FRCC’s current and the 
recommended Mission Statements. The discernment of the evangelism values affords a 
foundation to support working toward accomplishing this mission in the context of the culture 
within which the church functions. In doing so, it is important to recognize that evangelism is 
not simply an event. It is a process. To be effective in carrying out the evangelism mission, it is 
important to establish a step-by-step strategy to put its mission and values into action.  

 
There is a proven six stage process, implemented by Willow Creek Community Church, 

which can lead to a highly effective contagious evangelism effort in other churches. The six 
stages are  

 
� own and model evangelism values, 
� instill evangelism values,  
� empower an evangelism point person, 
� liberate and equip every believer,  
� develop a diverse evangelism team, and  
� innovate high impact events.  

 

 
1573 Id. at 59.   
1574 Upper Room (Daily Devotional), p.44, May-June, 2019. 
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Critical for the church is to get both its leaders and its members to affirm and carry out their 
roles. To this six stage evangelism process we now turn 

 
1. Stage 1:   Owning and Modeling Evangelistic Values –  

Life Style of Personal Evangelism1575 
 

The shape of an organization is a reflection of those who lead it. As taught by 
Sam Walton in a commercial context, the values which permeate the culture of an organization 
are the values flowing out of the people who run it. Thus, the first stage of creating a contagious 
Christian church centers on church leaders embedding an evangelistic culture in the church by 
personally owning and modeling evangelistic values themselves.  

 
“When the pastor and the leadership of the church are fired up 
about living a lifestyle of evangelism, they are sending a clear 
message to the congregation that it is a priority.”1576 

 
The values which permeate the culture of an organization are those that flow out of the people 
who lead it.1577 To build contagious churches, leaders “must own and model evangelistic 
values.”1578 The key idea in Stage 1 is that “Leaders must model contagious lives.”1579 As said 
in 1 Timothy 4:12, “… set an example for the believers in speech, in conduct, in love, in faith 
and in purity.” (Emphasis supplied.)  
 

[U]ntil leaders are modeling evangelism that other people can 
imitate – and can convince their people that it’s meaningful and 
doable – the people will continue to cheer and applaud from the 
sidelines.1580 

 
 Thom Rainer highlights that in recent years there has been  
 

a precipitous decline in the amount of time church leaders spend 
doing evangelism, or doing activities that have an outward 
focus…. If the pastors and church leaders are not serious about 
reaching people with the gospel… [d]on’t expect the members to 
do so either.1581  

 
1575 For an extensive discussion of Stage 1. See either id. at 87-110 or Mark Mittelberg, Becoming a Contagious 
Church: Increasing Your Church’s Evangelism Temperature (2007) (revised edition of Building a Contagious 
Church).  
1576 Bill Hybels, “5 Ways to Embed Evangelism into Your Culture,” OutreachMagazine.com, May 1, 2014. 
1577 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism 89 
(2001). 
1578 Id. In “5 Ways to Embed Evangelism into Our Culture,” OutreachMagazine.com, May 1, 2015. Bill Hybels sets 
forth 14 practices for church leaders to raise and maintain one’s evangelistic enthusiasm.  
1579 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism 111 
(2001). 
1580Rick Richardson, “Confronting the Challenges of Leading Evangelism,” OutreachMagazine.com, May 12, 2020.  
1581 Thom Rainer, “The 5-Hour Challenge That Will Make Your Church Focus Outward,” 
OutreachMagazine.com, February 21, 2019. 
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Rainer issues a challenge to pastors, staff and church leaders. Commit a specified amount of time 
per week to evangelism and outwardly focused ministries. Mark time on the calendar.  Then 
“don’t let busyness and excuses that keep you from fulfilling your challenge.”1582 
 

2. Stage 2:  Instilling Evangelistic Values in the People Around Us  
 

  a. Deepen Convictions: Evangelize Those Called to Evangelize  
 
   In recent years there has been a dramatic change in Christians’ views on 
sharing their faith. Those engaged in evangelism have been and are confronted with mounting 
challenges including,    
 

� Stay in Your Lane – Over 80% of Americans say that they believe one should not 
criticize the life choices of others. Consequently, spiritual conversations, such as 
telling someone that he or she is in desperate, existential need of a Savior confront 
stiff and increasing social pressure not to offend.1583 
 

� Extremism – Attitudes toward Christianity are moving beyond perceiving 
Christianity as being merely irrelevant to being viewed as extreme. Three out of five 
adults (and 83% of non-Christians) believe efforts to convert another person to 
Christianity is religious extremism.1584 

 
� Other challenges include secular rising, belief in the self, bad religion, skepticism of 

sincerity, outsourcing evangelism, conversational barriers, and not-so-great 
commission.1585  

 
Thus, not surprisingly, the percentage of Christians has substantially increased who say “I would 
avoid discussions about my faith if my non-Christian friend would reject me. Increasingly, 
numerous Christians have come to believe that it is the responsibility of the church to do the 
work of sharing the faith with others. That is, outsource the responsibility for spiritual 
conversations to others.1586 
 
 Effective evangelism has little future if Jesus followers are unwilling to share their faith. 
Regardless of those external factors influencing non-Christian attitudes toward Christianity, 
“practicing Christians must believe their faith is worth sharing.”1587  
 
 Unfortunately, the Barna researchers have found that the situation is not as favorable as 
we would like. 

 
1582 Id. 
1583 Barna, Reviving Evangelism 88 (2019). 
1584Id. at 88. Other challenges include secular rising, belief in the self, bad religion, skepticism of sincerity, 
outsourcing evangelism, conversational barriers, and not-so-great commission. See id. at 88-89. 
1585 See id. at 88-89. 
1586 Id. at 89.  
1587 Id. at 46. 
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[W]hile more than nine out of 10 practicing Christians agree that 
part of their faith means being a witness for Jesus (96%), and eight 
out of 10 strongly agree that “the best thing that could ever happen 
to someone is for them to come to know Jesus” (79%), one-quarter 
also believes it is “wrong to share one’s personal beliefs with 
someone of a different faith in hopes that they will one day share 
the same faith” (27%). Among Millennials, the percentage is 
nearly half (47%).1588 

 
 Furthermore, the data demonstrates that among millennials there is great ambivalence 
being called to share their faith with others.  Some Millennials are unsure about evangelism or 
think it as morally wrong. Younger Christians are aware of the cultural resistance to spiritual 
conversations sharing the gospel which highlight people’s differences. Young Christians’ 
hesitance to share the faith is quite understandable in today’s culture which casts a negative light 
on proselytization. Three out of five Christian Millennials believe people today are likely to take 
offense when one tries to share his or her faith with them. Thus, it is no surprise that Christians, 
especially younger Christians, are becoming even less willing to share the gospel.1589  
 
 It is difficult to cultivate a deep and resilient faith conviction which embraces the call to 
evangelize in a cultural environment which says do not either implicitly or explicitly criticize 
another’s life.  
 
 Furthermore, a major challenge confronting churches seeking to more effectively reach 
out to people to bring them to Christ and participating in a Christian fellowship community is 
what has been referred to as the Not- So-Great Commission. A most surprising finding in recent 
years is that of 51% of Christian churchgoers report that they have never heard of the concept of 
the Great Commission. This reflects an incredible unawareness of the fundamental calling for 
every Christian to make disciples.1590 
 
 Nevertheless, the fundamental truth never changes. People need Christ. Evangelism 
needs to be ingrained not only in our church leaders but also in the church body as a whole. The 
Barna study highlights  
 

the Christian community’s profound need to bolster our 
confidence that they [members of the community] matter… in our 
materialistic, accelerated, frenetic, experience and emotion-driven 
society....  Among the convictions that require our recommitment 
is this: Evangelizing others is good and worthy of our time, energy 
and investment. 
 
 …[This includes passing on and deepening a] resilient 
faith to Christian young people (this is also a form of evangelism), 

 
1588 Id. at 46. 
1589 Id. at 48. 
1590 Id. at 89. 
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planning especially for the pivot point of the high school and 
college-age years. The dropout problem is real, and it has a 
chilling effect on the overall evangelistic environment…. [E]very 
day that faith for the next generation must be among the Church’s 
top priorities.1591 

 
 Critical is the fact that Millennials are less committed than older Christians to the belief 
that the best that could happen to someone is for them to come to know Jesus. This is key. For 
those who believe the best thing that can happen to someone is to know and follow Jesus, they 
can be motivated to share the faith. If this belief is lost, then they won’t. And. it appears that a 
growing number of Christians are not sure exactly how good the good news is. Christians must 
be reminded and understand that the good news is genuinely good news for everybody to 
experience and everybody to share. Thus, there is a growing need to “evangelize” Christians as 
to the importance [and morality] of evangelism. Once the younger Christians are committed to 
deepening and sustaining their resilient faith, they then need to be persuaded that for them, as 
well as other Christians, evangelism is an essential element of following Christ.1592  
 

Spiritual hunger is not static— and Christians can help it grow. 
The data indicates that spiritual hunger varies among non-
Christians in part depending on the Christians they know. When 
non-Christians have experienced vibrancy, personal care, 
intelligence, reasonableness and a gentle, non-judgmental 
approach from Christians, their spiritual curiosity overall and their 
interest in Christianity specifically are elevated. This implies that 
spiritual hunger has a social element. We all play a part in 
encouraging or depressing the spiritual hunger of our 
neighbors.1593 (Emphasis supplied.) 

 
 To be an effective disciple-making church, church needs to evangelize those called by 
Christ in his Great Commission to be evangelists, i.e., the young, middle-agers and those more 
advanced in years. To better enable persons to follow God’s call, an effective disciple-making 
church needs to (1) deepen the members of its community faith convictions and (2) instill 
evangelism values church-wide.  
 

b. Elements of Instilling Evangelistic Values1594 
 

Perhaps the most overlooked requirement in building a contagious 
Christian church is the spiritual maturity of current church members. Not uncommonly, churches 
traditionally focus on the wants and desires of those already within the church. Effective church 
wide evangelism outreach requires church members to learn and accept limiting their own 

 
1591 David Klingman, “What’s Next for Evangelism”  Barna,  Reviving Evangelism 94 (2019).    
1592 Id. at 84-85. 
1593 Id. at 82. 
1594 Mark Mittleberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism 116-
128. 
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preferences with respect to worship styles, other ministries and church practices. This 
necessitates a church to instill evangelism values on a church-wide basis. 

 
When leaders consistently and aggressively communicate values, over time the culture 

of the church will change. This starts by owning and modeling evangelistic values (Stage 1). 
Then leaders need to move to Stage 2, i.e., instilling these values in the people around them. The 
question becomes how to motivate people who aren’t excited about becoming involved in 
personal evangelism. Instilling evangelistic values embraces several elements including the 
following. 
 

� Pray – Pray for embedding the values of evangelism. First, leaders do so for 
themselves. Next, equip those being led to pray for the lost. Call upon each person to 
make of list of, e.g., three persons whom they hope will come to Christ and then pray 
for them daily. Also, include outreach related prayers in team meetings, classes and 
services throughout the church.  

 
� Vision Casting – Pastors and core lay leaders clearly and repeatedly cast God’s vision 

for the congregation. Here, vision means the discerned God’s purpose for the 
particular church and the God’s Kingdom contribution work the church is to do in 
the local community. Spread the vision by all means of communication available:  the 
pulpit, disciple-making training, newsletters, bulletins, websites, small groups, and 
social media. Budgets and various ministries must reflect this God given focus. 
Things that do not, set them aside.1595 

 
� Lead It – Church leaders need to clearly and repeatedly emphasize that evangelism is 

central to what the various ministries are to be about. For people to become personally 
involved, convince them that the mission is biblical, Christ honoring, essential and 
urgent. The lives and future of many people depend upon it. As Reverend Bill Hybels 
emphasizes, not only is walking the walk key, talking the talk is also key. Pastors 
need to teach about evangelism on an on-going and regular basis.1596 “[I]t’s going to 
take a constant lifting of people’s vision in order to overcome the gravitational pull 
toward self-centeredness.”1597 Furthermore, importantly, emphasize those who 
actively become involved in reaching out to others for Christ, grow in their own 
personal Walk with Christ. 

 
� Tell the Truth about It – An essential part of leadership is honesty and complete 

communication about the problem(s) which need to be overcome. Break the bad news 
as to how far short we are in achieving our mission. Create a sense of urgency.  

 
� Teach It – Whether it is the pastor, Sunday school teacher, small group leader or 

someone else who speaks in a ministry situation, raise the evangelism temperature in 
the church via straightforward teaching of the biblical values calling for evangelism. 

 
1595 Jeffrey A. Johnson, Got Style? Personality Based Evangelism 148 (2009). 
1596 Bill Hybels, “5 Ways to Embed Evangelism into Our Culture,” OutreachMagazine.com, May 1, 2014. 
1597 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Courageous Church, Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism 119 
(2001). 
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Teach regularly from key passages. Go over the seven values of considered above. 
Show that evangelism can and should flow out of each individual’s God given 
personality rather than one size fits all. When trying to instill the value of evangelism, 
it is important for clear, passionate biblical teaching which comes from the highest 
level in the church as well as from other leaders. 

 
� Illustrate It – Although it is necessary to go through a cycle of topics and scripture 

passages to provide a balanced teaching diet to the church, nevertheless the value of 
evangelism needs to be constantly lifted up. This can be done through evangelism 
illustrations though focusing on a different primary topic. Repeatedly illustrate the 
value of evangelism. 

 
� Study and Discuss It – Offer church members the opportunity to study and discuss 

evangelism in small group settings. Such small group efforts are more effective when 
done in concert with the teaching and vision casting from the pulpit. 

 
� Disciple It – Life change best occurs in the context of a small group where 

participants disciple one another. 
 
� Inspire It – Pastors, leaders and other members of influence should participate in 

events outside their normal circle which can provide increased inspiration for 
evangelism, e.g., visit effective outreach churches in the local area, attend outreach 
conferences, discuss evangelism materials with leaders in the church, etc. A moderate 
investment in training and travel can reap great rewards.1598  

 
� Personalize It – Motivate people by presenting the call for evangelism on a personal 

level. Help members see how evangelism efforts can attract persons they care about, 
e.g., son, daughter, grandchild, friend, etc.  “[W]hen a loved one’s life and eternity 
are at stake, levels of personal interest and motivation climb sharply.”1599 

 
� Fund It – Evangelism is a major priority for a disciple-making church. Planning 

meetings and retreats, attending evangelism conferences and workshops, training, 
outreach events, etc. require money. Money needs to be allocated to where the church 
convictions are. Thus, evangelism should be a major part of the church’s budget.  

 
� Schedule It – In addition to investing money in outreach efforts, church 

leaders need to invest one’s own time. Make time. Schedule rooms and time 
slots for outreach-oriented efforts. Also, don’t wait until one is fully prepared. 
If one does so, it may never happen. Take up the challenge and go for it. 

 
� Measure It – In order to be managed, it needs to be measured. Count conversions, 

attendance at outreach events, baptisms, persons in exploring Christianity groups, 

 
1598 Id. at 124. 
1599 Id.  
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people in training courses, and members participating in and with the evangelism 
team. 

 
� Reinforce It – To inspire and create those persons active in outreach efforts, make 

heroes out of ordinary Christians having a contagious influence. Reinforce and 
celebrate the good things that are happening. Leaders should express gratitude 
through personal thanks, notes, comments from the pulpit, etc. “It is vital that we 
affirm them. Do so in front of the entire congregation, Underscore the importance of 
what they’re doing.”1600 

 
� Celebrate It – “Nothing fires up an individual Christian or a church more than seeing 

the tangible results of evangelism in the form of new believers. We need to find 
appropriate ways of telling stories about how they came to Christ….1601 And 
importantly, celebrate when persons cross the line of faith. The Bible expresses that 
every time someone does so, there is rejoicing in heaven. (Luke 15:10) Willow Creek 
Community Church takes this to heart. When people come to Christ, the congregation 
gathers along the lakeshore on the church’s campus bringing picnics and blankets to 
sit on when people are baptized. Then there is a lot of shouting, cheering and 
celebrating.1602 

 
c.  Process to Instill Evangelism Values  
 
 (1) Start Small 

 
When undertaking to instill evangelism values start small. Rather 

than starting with the church as a whole, begin with small groups especially one involving the 
leadership. Talk and reemphasize that since God cares for the lost, so should we. Pray for the 
lost during the services and at small group meetings. Get the church into the same mindset. 
Possibly use, e.g., the booklet Three Habits of Highly Contagious Christians, in small group 
discussion.1603 

 
Perhaps the initial small discussion group, here at Fox River, should consist of 

professional staff, our lay and team leaders (the Accountability Team).. Then each team leader 
can lead his or her team in the small group discussion. Defer going to the body of the church 
until the evangelistic values have been instilled in the leadership group. 
 

(2) Vision Casting Periodically to Congregation as a Whole  
 

Every time there is an opportunity to vision cast about the mission 
of the church, evangelism should prominent. When we offer support groups to those who are 
hurting, we want people to get healing and meet the great healer, i.e., Jesus Christ. When we 

 
1600 Id. at 127. 
1601 Id. at 127-28.  
1602 Bill Hybels, “5 Ways to Embed Evangelism into Our Culture,” OutreachMagazine.com, May 1, 2014. 
1603 Rickey Bolden, “Instill Evangelism Values in the People Around Us,” How to Build a Contagious Church” 
Willow Creek Association Conference, October 15-16, 2004. 
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provide relief (food, clothing, etc.) in times of crisis, we want to introduce people to Christ 
because he is the one who meets all our needs. At the heart of effective outreach, there is a 
burning desire to see people come to faith. Don’t pass up an opportunity to vision cast to every 
ministry about the impact they’re having and/or can have in reaching people for Christ.1604 

 
Once the church leadership has embraced the values of evangelism, then it is time to go 

to the Congregation as a whole. The minister should preach evangelism values every week for a 
period of time. At some point during worship services, each member of the congregation should 
drop the name of a specific lost person, for whom they will pray, into a prayer box. This will 
increase personal commitment to do so. In addition to sermons, leaders can teach through a 
variety of techniques such as small discussion group, Bible studies, etc.   Here the teaching 
should not emphasize theology, but rather on doing, how to do evangelism.1605 
 

3. Stage 3:  Empower an Evangelism Point Person 
 
  a. Designating an Evangelism Point Person 

 
Many pastors possess great desire and intentions to grow the number of 

persons coming to Christ. But, when they try to do it all, they are overwhelmed. A pastor cannot 
alone build a contagious church. Nevertheless, for any business to survive it needs to serve both 
present customers well and bring in new customers. Churches seeking effectively evangelize 
need to designate someone, as an Evangelism Point Person to oversee the efforts reaching out to 
new customers. Vital growing churches have someone other than pastor in charge of evangelism 
efforts. This is not only true with respect to large churches, it may be even be truer for small 
churches where evangelistic work tends to be done by one person, i.e., the pastor. Failure to have 
a person to oversee the church’s evangelism efforts most likely will lead to overwhelming the 
pastor to the detriment of the church as a whole. A ministry of such importance as evangelism 
needs someone put in charge. To be an effective disciple-making church in the area of 
evangelism, clearly authorize and empower an Evangelism Point Person, perhaps be best 
achieved by incorporation in the By-Laws. Such person will partner with the Senior Pastor in 
championing evangelism. And, he or she would also automatically become member of the 
Evangelism Team in developing and implementing a strategic evangelism plan.1606   

 
The person selected should be someone who has proven to be a leader (someone who 

knows how to get things done) and who possesses evangelistic passion. He or she should also 
reflect several specific elements of character, competency and chemistry (i.e., how he or she 
relates to others).1607  

 
At the outset, the Evangelism Point Person might be a volunteer, but at some point, this 

position might call for a paid professional. If and when going the professional route, look for 

 
1604 Bill Hybels, “5 Ways to Embed Evangelism into Your Culture,” OutreachMagazine.com, May 1, 2015. 
1605 Rickey Bolden, “Instill Evangelism Values in the People Around Us,” How to Build a Contagious Church” 
Willow Creek Association Conference, October 15-16, 2004. 
1606 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism132-
36 (2001). 
1607 Id. at 138-139. For a list of specific characteristics for each category, see id. at 139, 
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someone not only within one’s own church, other churches and related organizations, but also 
look in the business/professional community1608 For alternative places to find a such person, see 
the citation below.1609   
 

b. Responsibilities of the Evangelism Point Person 
 

(1) Supplementary Roles  
 
The Evangelism Point Person’s responsibilities occur throughout 

all six stages of the evangelistic process. He or she plays supplementary roles in Stages 1, 2 and 
3 of the evangelistic process. In Stage 1, in addition to the pastor and other leaders, he or she 
owns evangelism values and lives and models an evangelistic life. In Stage 2, he or she should 
assume a partnering role with the pastor in raising and instilling evangelistic values in people 
around him or her. In Stage 3, the Evangelism Point Person needs to find and equip additional 
leaders from among the congregation to assist him or her. Most of these persons should remain 
in their other ministries or teams throughout the church, while, at the same time, aligning 
themselves with the Evangelism Point Leader. By doing so, they are positioned to uplift and 
implement outreach values and activities within their differing teams or ministries.1610 

 
(2) Primary Responsibilities  

 
Although the Evangelism Point Person partners with the pastor 

and other church leaders in the first three stages of the evangelism process, in conjunction with 
the Evangelism Team, Stages 4, 5 and 6 are primarily his or her responsibility. These include the 
following. 

 
� Training 100% of the Church – In Stage 4 of the evangelistic process, the first and a most 

important responsibility is to implement training (whether in seminars, classes, small 
groups, church-wide campaigns, or combination thereof) to assist every believer in the 
church in developing the skills and confidence to communicate and share their faith to 
others.1611 Furthermore, offer age-appropriate training for kids and youth. When they 
learn the importance of personal evangelism at an early age, they may traverse that path 
into and throughout their adult years.1612 

 
� Mobilizing the Church's Evangelism Specialists (the 10%) – Typically 10% of a 

congregation have a passion and gift for evangelism. An advantage of offering ongoing 
training is that it provides the Evangelism Point Person, and those involved in the 
training, numerous opportunities to identify and recruit those with gifts or passion for 
evangelism.  Such people are vital for effective outreach efforts. Invite them to occasional 

 
1608 Mark Mittelberg, “You Are Not Alone: Empowering Leadership for a Contagious Church,” (Willow Creek 
Association Conference on How to Build a Contagious Church, October. 15-16, 2004).. 
1609 Id. at 139-42. 
1610 Mark Mittelberg, Becoming a Contagious Church: Increasing Your Church’s Evangelism Temperature 77-78 
(2007) (revised edition of Building a Contagious Church). 
1611 This Section draws primarily on id. at 78. 
1612 Bill Hybels, “5 Ways to Embed Evangelism into Our Culture,” OutreachMagazine.com, May 1, 2014. 
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gatherings designed to charge their evangelistic batteries and alert them to upcoming 
outreach opportunities and training events. Here, and in Stage 5 of the evangelistic 
process, is when the Evangelism Point Person gathers and mobilizes this group of 
enthusiasts and outreach momentum can really build.1613 

 
� Unleashing an Array of Outreach Ministries and Events – Once the point person has 

mobilized a cross ministry group of highly motivated evangelists, in Stage 6 of the 
evangelistic process, the needed human resources are available to launch a wide range of 
outreach ministries and events. These people can help create and determine what efforts 
should be tried to reach lost people and then make it happen.1614  

 
In addition, in conjunction with the Evangelism Team, the Evangelism Point Person 

needs to be an advocate for the lost; fighting for a budget at budget meetings, fighting for space 
to conduct evangelism activities, etc. Whereas other ministries in a church voice their and 
congregation members concerns, there is no one to represent non-Christians who are not around 
to be heard. They need an advocate.  
 
  c. Making the Evangelism Point Person Position Work 
 

In order to make the Evangelism  Point Person position work, (i) empower 
him or her, (ii) provide adequate evangelism resources, (iii) render the point person leader 
accountable, and (iv) encourage him or her.1615 The latter two are self-explanatory. Here the 
focus is on empowering the Evangelism Point Person.  
 

Commonly in churches, there exists considerable resistance by individual members of 
the congregation to becoming actively involved in evangelism efforts, as well as to the church 
allocating considerable time and resources away from serving current members of the church.  
Thus, it is essential that the pastor empower the person who is centrally involved in the 
evangelism cause. The role of the point person needs to be authorized and clarified. The 
congregation needs understand that the pastor and other church leadership including the 
Evangelism Team have vested trust and authority in this person.   
 

This needs to be done both initially and reinforced periodically in vision presentations 
clarifying the evangelistic mission of the church. Furthermore, the empowerment should be done 
in a very public laudatory manner before the congregation. The congregation needs to know 
where the overseeing responsibility resides and have confidence in such person. Put the mantle 
of leadership on him or her in a manner which instills confidence (e.g., at a worship service or 
congregational meeting). 
 
 In addition, empowerment also emerges through interaction with other church leaders. 
Evangelism cuts across all the ministries of the church. If the point person becomes viewed as 
just another ministry leader, one of many ministries of the church, effective outreach efforts are 

 
1613 Mark Mittelberg, Becoming a Contagious Church: Increasing Your Church’s Evangelism Temperature  79 
(2007)  (revised edition of Building a Contagious Church). 
1614 Id. at 79. 
1615 See id. at 79-85.  
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unlikely to emerge. Thus, he or she needs be involved with other ministries so that outreach 
efforts are embraced by all the church ministries. However, the leader must focus on evangelism 
and not be burdened with responsibilities more appropriate for other ministries.    
 

4. Stage 4: Liberating and Equipping Every Believer 
 

In most churches, a relatively low number of members actually participate in 
reaching out to the unbelievers or doubters. To be an effective disciple-making church, this 
reluctance must be overcome. People are unlikely to engage in an activity about which they know 
little and do not feel prepared to undertake. A church needs to focus on liberating and equipping 
every believer (i.e., 100%) in the church for evangelism. To do so involves addressing the 
following: 

 
� dealing with their misconceptions about evangelism,  

 
� equipping them to engage in personal evangelism and  

 
� implementing the concepts of evangelism based upon practice, feedback and 

repetition. 
 

Each of these elements is considered in the context of the earlier discussion of personal 
relationship evangelism. Each person needs to be liberated from the negative attitudes which 
deter him or her from participating in reaching out others and to be equipped to effectively 
engage in personal relationship evangelism.1616 
 
 5. Stage 5: Mobilize the Church’s Evangelism Specialists:  

  Develop a Diversified Evangelism Group 
 
  a. Role of a Diversified Evangelism Group 
  
   In the process of creating a 100% church membership involvement in the 
evangelism process, don’t ignore those possessing a special gift to be evangelists. In a typical 
church perhaps 10% possess (possibly latently) a passion for evangelism. However, they are 
dispersed around the church engaged in different roles. With respect to evangelism they are 
isolated. Discover who these people and bring them together in a manner to provide support for 
each other. In turn, they can serve as evangelism champions for the other 90%. Build this 10% 
into a diversified evangelism group.1617 
 
 However, in doing so, do not gather them all together as one continuous on-going team. 
If this occurs, they probably won’t return to their former ministries. So, avoid having them 
hangout together all the time. Instead of creating an evangelism department gather these people 
on a relatively infrequent basis, perhaps 4 to 6 times annually for encouragement and support. 

 
1616 See discussion in PART FIVE, Section IX.C.3 & 6.  above.  
1617 Mark Mittelberg. “Rallying a Team for the Frontline Action:  Developing a Diverse Evangelism Team,” 
(Willow Creek Association Conference on How to Build a Contagious Church, October. 15-16, 2004). 
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Encourage them to continue to participate in their former ministries or teams. Gather the 
evangelism-oriented people together, fire them up and send them back to their personal lives and 
other ministries. The purpose is not simply to build a small group of contagious Christians. The 
purpose is to develop and maintain a contagious evangelism ministry throughout the entire 
church, especially through the other church teams. These people are to champion evangelism 
throughout the church as well as individually continuing to personally engage in direct outreach 
efforts with persons who have not yet come to Christ.1618 
 
  b. Shape of the Diversified Evangelism Group Ministry1619 
 

The Diversified Evangelism Group Ministry might be described as “a 
centralized, cross-departmental, multi-styled, easy-access, regular but not-too-frequent gathering 
of evangelism enthusiasts from all over the church… to MOBILIZE the Church’s Evangelism 
Specialists – the 10%.”1620  
 

This ministry offers a place where persons can gather for inspiration and ideas, but not a 
place where people set up permanent residence. It constitutes a gathering of those possessing a 
particular bent towards and passion for evangelism. This team is led by the Evangelism Point 
Person. It is both centralized and cross departmental because evangelism is a value and activity 
which transcends any one ministry, team or group. The purpose is to become a contagious 
church, not just a contagious department. The Diversified Evangelism Team is multi-styled 
because it embraces a wide range of evangelism approaches. There should be easy access in 
terms of time and place so as to remove obstacles for participation. Furthermore, avoid projecting 
this team as an elite group of specialists. If a person has a passion to try, he or she is welcome. 
The gatherings should be frequent enough, e.g., four to six times a year) to build relationships, 
but not too frequent necessitating people to choose between other church involvements.  

 
c. Nature of Infrequent Gatherings of  

Diversified Evangelism Group1621 
 
   Gatherings of this group afford opportunities for the enhancement of 
evangelism efforts through various types of experiences. Of course, given the time frame (e.g., 
a 2.5 hour breakfast and hanging out together), a gathering can only embrace some of these 
elements. However, the elements can vary somewhat from gathering to gathering depending 
upon what is most important at that particular time.  
 
 The components of the gathering, in some combination, should include the following. 
 

 
1618 Id.. 
1619 This Section draws primarily on Mark Mittelberg, Becoming a Contagious Church: Increasing Your Church’s 
Evangelism Temperature  108 (2007) (revised edition of Building a Contagious Church). 
1620 Id.  
1621 This Section draws on id. at 109-17  and Mark Mittelberg. “Rallying a Team for the Frontline Action:  
Developing  a  Diverse Evangelism Team,” (Willow Creek Association Conference on How to Build a Contagious 
Church, October. 15-16, 2004). 
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� opportunity for various of relational connections through sharing a meal 
together  

� encouraging and teaching one another one another by telling their evangelism 
stories relating successes and failures 

� bit of training, teaching and skills reinforcement by evangelism leaders from 
both within and outside the church  

� bit of practice, role playing 
� inspiration  
� encouragement  
� opportunity for questions 
� tap into peoples’ ideas 
� inside scoop on upcoming outreach opportunities,  
� highlighting available resources,  
� group prayer  
� healthy accountability (perhaps through smaller groups), 
� expression of appreciation for their devotion and efforts  
� celebration not only for the fruits of evangelism efforts, but also for the 

evangelizers themselves 
� pray together 
� laugh with one another 

 
It is important for the Evangelism Point Person, the Senior Pastor and the Evangelism 

Team leader and to participate in these gatherings.  Evangelism is a major ministry of the church 
deserving of their time. 
 
  d. Finding the Evangelistic Core1622  
 

The next step in mobilizing the Diversified Evangelism Team is 
discovering and gathering those persons who evince some interest, passion, and/or gifts for 
evangelism. The purpose is to bring them together in a group affording them an opportunity to 
discover whether they may have such interest, passion and/or gifts. If yes, challenge them to go 
the next step.  
 

Where does a church find those to make up this evangelistic core? Not many persons are 
likely to simply stand up and identify themselves. For those who don’t, various approaches can 
be employed to find and encourage them. These include the following. 

 
� The pastor, the Evangelism Point Person, other church leaders, and small group 

team leaders should be constantly alert in discerning persons evincing some 
interest, passion and/or gifts for evangelism. 

 
� In training campaigns, classes, seminars, etc., and Becoming a Contagious 

Christian type courses, prospects tend to emerge.  
 

1622 See Mark Mittelberg, Becoming a Contagious Church: Increasing Your Church’s Evangelism Temperature  
117-23 (2007).  
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� Potential candidates might be discovered in various group gatherings, especially 

small groups focusing on evangelism or perhaps in spiritual gifts discovery small 
groups.   

 
� Seize opportunities, which may in the context of a worship service, or a series of 

services, focusing on evangelism. Suggest a short after service opportunity to 
learn more about how a person might explore getting involved. Then challenge 
those who attend to try basic training, attend the next Diversified Evangelism 
Group gathering, participate in a small group studying, and/or participating in 
some evangelism activity.  

 
� Partner with church ministries in identifying persons.  

 
� Provide periodic compelling announcements to spur interest in the team.  

 
� Send invitations to the entire congregation to check out participating in the team.  

 
� Challenge members of the Diversified Evangelism Team to invite others to give 

it a try.  
 

In each of these situations, look for people reflecting some interest or passion and/or evangelistic 
gifts. When such a person is discerned, pull them aside and invite them to a next step opportunity 
of trying out the Diversified Evangelism Group to explore where they are and where they might 
go in response to their interest in and gift for evangelism. 
 
 In short, the Diversified Evangelism Group consists of those persons reflecting a passion 
for evangelism and possessing an evangelistic gift. Through the leadership of the Evangelism 
Point Person, with positive support of the Senior Pastor, the Evangelism Team and other church 
leaders, they gather periodically for mutual encouragement, support and training for the purpose 
of returning to their other ministries in the church to enhance those ministries contributions to 
the outreach efforts of the church as well as continuing and enhancing their own personal 
evangelism efforts and progressing in their Walk with Christ.  
 

Unlike the more formally organized teams of our church, members of the Diversified 
Evangelism Group are neither appointed (except for the Evangelism Point Person) nor elected. 
All are welcome. They come of their own volition and are under no compulsion to continue if it 
doesn’t work out for them. However, through championing evangelism efforts throughout the 
various ministries of the church, this group of persons can vitally and substantially contribute to 
fostering the evangelism mission of the church. 

 
6. Stage 6: Innovating High Impact Outreach Events 

 
In building a contagious Christian church, a church (i) should consider mobilizing 

the 5% to 10% of the congregation to be champions for evangelism through a Diversified 
Evangelism Group (Stage 5 of the evangelistic process), (ii) should encourage, enlist, train and 
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support 100% of the members of the congregation in participating in personal relationship 
outreach efforts, and (iii), develop and implement high impact outreach events and ministries to 
further the evangelism process (Stage 6). Members individually reach out to people to build 
relationships. Then, invite/bring such persons to church events.1623 As said in Colossians 4:5, “ 
make the most of every opportunity.”  

 
There are a wide variety of church events and activities which can contribute to the 

evangelism process. These can be grouped according to three general categories: (a) worship 
services, (b) non-worship events and (c) small groups. The wide range of church outreach 
activities and events and elements in the development and implementation of these categories of 
outreach efforts are considered in Section F. below.  

 
E. CONTAGIOUS CHRISTIAN MINISTRY 
 
  The concept of building contagious Christian church, discussed above, rests upon 
six stages: 
 

Stage 1: Owning and Modeling Evangelistic Values –  
  Life Style of Personal Evangelism 

 
Stage 2:  Instilling Evangelistic Values in the People Around Us 
 
Stage 3: Empowering an Evangelism Leader 

   
Stage 4: Liberating and Equipping Every Believer 
  
Stage 5: Mobilizing the Church’s Evangelism Specialists:  
              Develop a Diversified Evangelism Team 
 
Stage 6: Innovating High Impact Outreach and Ministry Events 

 
  For these stages to successfully implement outreach efforts, several conditions are 
necessary including the following. 
 

� Fully Committed Leadership: – Pastors and other church leaders need to be fully 
committed to the church’s evangelistic mission (Stages 1-3). Evangelistic values 
must be owned and then instilled in others. 

 
� Participation of Entire Church: – The church needs to encourage, support and equip 

all members’ participation in outreach efforts. Unremitting effort toward 
accomplishing this is crucial not only in reaching unbelievers, but also in growing 
the members’ own discipleship growth. The powerful outreach of the early church 
involved broad participation of the entire group of ordinary Christians. “Every 

 
1623 Lee Strobel, “Innovating High-Impact Outreach Ministries and Events.” (Willow Creek Association 
Conference on How to Build a Contagious Church, October. 15-16, 2004). 
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Christian is a part of the church to which Jesus gave his Great Commission, and we 
each have a vital role to play.”1624  

 
� Alignment of the Church Ministries: – On-going effort to align all of the church’s 

ministries with the church’s evangelistic mission is crucial. It is likely that in the 
process of strengthening the evangelistic values and culture in the church, pockets of 
resistance or even disinterest will emerge. While many of these ministries and 
functions fulfill other important church purposes, which is good, it is important that 
those functions also be maximized for the church’s outreach mission. In all situations, 
apply the principle articulated in Colossians 4:5 – “Be wise in the way you live around 
those who are not Christians. Make good use of your time.” All ministries of the 
church should include an evangelistic perspective in all that they do. Make use of 
every opportunity, whether worship services, outreach events, small groups, serving 
situations, etc. as a means to reach out to the lost. Don’t let fear and traditional church 
strongholds deter outreach efforts.1625 We must align the entire church to accomplish 
its mission of reaching lost people for Christ. We need to be wise about what to 
address and when to do so. Nevertheless, we must be courageous to move ahead as 
the Spirit leads1626   

 
� Strategic Coordination of All Outreach Activities: – Be cognizant that that every 

class, worship service, event, small group gatherings, classes, etc. afford 
opportunities to point people to strategic next steps. Plan and schedule activities so 
one flows out into another. For example, hold an outreach event a couple of weeks 
after completion of a contagious Christian course or hold an exploring Christianity 
small group gathering immediately following a sermon or sermon series on 
evangelism. Every class, serving, event, etc. offers a natural opportunity to point 
people toward the next step.1627  
 

� Other Conditions: – There are other conditions essential in building a successful 
contagious Christian church. The task is neither natural or easy.  Sustained effort is 
required. Hold a high view of the Bible and emphasize the message of salvation and 
the need to trust Christ. And commit to prayer and the role of the Holy Spirit. Do not 
relegate these to merely one step in the evangelism process. Weave prayer into every 
stage.1628  

 
 The recommended mission for Fox River embraces and calls for our response (both 
individually and collectively as a church) to Christ’s command to reach out to non-believers in 
efforts to lead them to acceptance of Christ, participation in Christ’s family (the local church) 
and progressing in their walk toward growing more Christ-like in their thoughts, feelings and 

 
1624  Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism 377 
(2001). 
1625 Id. at 379-80. 
1626 Id. at 379-80. 
1627 Id. at 380-81. 
1628 Id. at 382-84. 
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actions. There are various ways a church can approach outreach efforts. The building of a 
contagious church, as considered above, affords a basis for structuring our church for major 
outreach efforts here at Fox River subject to additions, alterations and/or deletions which may 
be integrated into this basic framework as considered in other parts of this book. Regardless of 
how our church resolves the specifics of our evangelism efforts, through the influence of prayer 
and the speaking of the Holy Spirit, we need to become people “inspiring fellow church members 
with our lives, and teaching them, so that they in turn they will go and tell the message of God’s 
love and truth to others.”1629  

 
While of prime importance, evangelism is not the sole calling of our church. As Andy 

Stanley so tersely puts it, to be an effective disciple-making church, the church must both go 
deep and go wide. Go wide through outreach efforts to bring in the lost, i.e., the unbelievers. 
But, once people come to Christ (current as well as new members), go deep in helping them 
grow in their faith leading to more Christ-like lives in their thoughts, feelings and action. One 
should not be sacrificed for the other. Christ calls us to go both wide and go deep. 
 
F. OUTREACH EVENTS 
 

1. Key Elements in Developing Outreach Events  
 
 There are several questions and principles to consider in getting on to the right 

track in developing and implementing an outreach event. 
 
  a. Who Are We Trying to Reach?  
 
   First, know the target whom the church is trying to reach. This determines 
the type and level of event to be created and implemented. Furthermore, knowing the target 
group enables focusing on the particular needs and interests of this set of unbelievers. Knowing 
the specific goal establishes to whom invitations should primarily be extended and to whom 
promotional efforts should be directed. Defining the focus of evangelism efforts is considered 
more fully in Section G. below. 
 
  b. What Are We Trying to Achieve?1630  
 

Outreach events fall at different points on the continuum between lightly 
and heavily evangelistic. The primer level of event seeks to start people on a spiritual quest. 
These are low intensity events offering less in teaching and spiritual challenge and more in 
relationship building and areas of common interest (e.g., sporting or other types of events). Or, 
they might be aimed at simply at bringing people into the church to demonstrate that church 
members are quite normal people. The goal is to attract visitors, especially those outside the 

 
1629 Mark Mittelberg, Becoming a Contagious Church: Increasing Your Church’s Evangelism Temperature 180 
(2007) . 
1630This Section draws primarily on Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We 
View and Do Evangelism 222-23 (2001); Lee Strobel, “Innovating High-Impact Outreach Ministries and Events.” 
(Willow Creek Association Conference on How to Build a Contagious Church, October. 15-16, 2004). 
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faith, to the church campus, relate them to an in area of common interest (e.g., financial planning, 
music, fun, sporting event, etc.) and expose them to Christians in a non-threatening manner.  

 
Mid-intensity level events gently challenge participants to investigate what they have 

heard and assure them that the church welcomes one and all (regardless of race, ethnicity and 
religious or non-religious background). These middle range level events are designed to assist 
persons in progressing on their spiritual journey toward reaching a decision for Christ.  

 
High intensity outreach events focus on clarifying the gospel message, eliminate any 

confusion as to its meaning, and strip away the excuses which often hold people back. Challenge 
people to trust Christ. The purpose is helping people to cross the line of faith and commit their 
lives to Christ. Often these events afford an opportunity to pray and accept Christ right then and 
there.  

 
Be clear in defining the broad purpose of the outreach event, the target to be reached, and 

the type of outreach event is to be held. Then articulate the specific goals and design the event 
accordingly. 

 
In all cases, however, structure church outreach events with emphasis on building 

relationships. Members of the congregation are expected to participate with a friendship building 
attitude. The programs should be non-threatening. Newcomers are not singled out, pressured or 
embarrassed. Fun events might include picnics, ice-cream socials, square dances, sporting 
events, concerts with different types of music, chili cook-offs, etc. Both food and music are key 
elements for successful friendship building events.1631  

 
  c. How Does Event Fit into a Larger Evangelistic Process?1632  
 

Don’t develop and implement outreach events in isolation from one 
another. 

 
View them as important threads in the overall fabric of the church. 
…[Consider] some basic questions: How does this effort fit into 
the church’s overarching mission and goals? How could we adjust 
the timing or positioning of the event to help it create more 
ministry synergy? What will precede it that we could build on? 
What will follow our event that it could feed into.1633 

 
Effective application of outreach events requires designing and implementing a series of 

events which lead people farther along on the path to accepting Christ. For example, the first 
event might simply involve inviting a substantial number of people to a get acquainted, setting 

 
1631 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 194-96 (1993). 
1632 This Section draws primarily on Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We 
View and Do Evangelism 229-30 (2001): Lee Strobel, “Innovating High-Impact Outreach Ministries and Events.” 
(Willow Creek Association Conference on How to Build a Contagious Church, October. 15-16, 2004). 
1633 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism 229 
(2001). 
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the stage for beginning relationships. A subsequent event could focus on showing that the church 
body is a fun, meaningful, positive, caring and/or non-intimidating group of people. The next 
event might be designed to encourage seekers to participate in a short term small group 
discussions.  
 
 The crucial point is to create outreach events not in isolation from one another, but rather 
as a part of a process to move people further along in their journey. “Always give seekers a next 
step.”1634 Such outreach events, when done with excellence, can provide a powerful supplement 
to the evangelism process. However, unless church members are confident that the events will 
be done well, they are unlikely to invite and encourage others to attend.  
 
  d. Integrate Outreach Events with Other Opportunities.1635 
 

In addition to outreach events being designed to fit together with other 
outreach events, as part of the process of moving people progressively to next step, outreach 
events also need to be integrated with other ministry activities of the church. Every outreach 
event should be designed to move people Show them clearly a next step or steps. For example, 
encourage them to attend next week’s worship service, other program or participation in some 
serving opportunity. Make clear that questions are welcomed and that services are designed to 
be relevant to them. In short, offer series of relevant and interesting events to those outside the 
faith and communicate what will occur.1636   
 
  e. Promotion1637 
 

Holding an event does little good if people don’t show up. Promote 
outreach events powerfully and accurately. Put substantial time and effort into getting the word 
out.  

 
There are numerous modes of promotion including mailings, websites, radio and TV 

spots, social media, billboards, signs, flyers, and letters to people moving into the area. They all 
can have an impact. Create a buzz in the target community about the event.  

 
Primarily promote through various types of invitations, especially those personally made, 

rather than relying mainly on advertisement. Promote through relationship building including 
information as to what, where (easy directions) and when. One method, often overlooked, is 
providing a high quality and well-worded printed piece for members to use as a tool to invite 
their friends. This tool has more impact than the impersonal kind since it comes with an 
endorsement and encouragement of a trusted friend. It can be particularly effective with an offer 
of a ride and/or a brunch or tasty pizza before or after the event.  

 
1634 Id. at 230. 
1635 Mark , Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism  229-31 (2001) 
Willow Creek Resources); 
1636 Lee Strobel, “Innovating High-Impact Outreach Ministries and Events.” (Willow Creek Association 
Conference on How to Build a Contagious Church, October. 15-16, 2004). 
1637 This Section draws primarily on Mark Mittelberg, Becoming a Contagious Church: Increasing Your Church’s 
Evangelism Temperature 146-48 (2007) (revised edition of Building a Contagious Church). 
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  Importantly, be accurate as well as creative in all promotional efforts. If it promoted as a 
sporting or music event, such better be the primary focus. That is, promote with integrity. No 
bait and switch! That is, don’t attract people by offering them one thing and then provide 
something else. Doing so is a real turn off and will likely to negate future efforts to reach such 
persons.  
 
  f. Other Elements in Effective Outreach Events1638 

 
  There are several other elements which contribute of successful outreach 

events including the following. 
 
� Communicate the purpose of the event and the target not only to those involved in 

putting it together and implementing it, but also to the church family as a whole.  
 

� Design the event to fulfill the purpose. 
 

� “[B]e culturally relevant while remaining doctrinally pure.”1639 The outreach event 
should be well designed for the people the event is trying to reach and for the intensity 
level of evangelism intended.  
 

� Plan, prepare and execute with excellence. Although avoid the paralysis of 
perfectionism, remember we live in a culture where people are accustomed to things 
being well done. Deliver at a level which makes people want to come back and bring 
their friends. 
 

� Evaluate the results of the event in terms of the actual number of people affected. If 
it was a high intensity event, how many people came to Christ. That is, evaluate based 
upon actual impact on those trying to be reached. Then, consider how the event might 
be improved for future use or perhaps be discarded. Surveys, response cards, etc. are 
means to get a sense as to how we are doing. However, remember that we can’t 
convert non-believers. Only the Holy Spirit can do so. All we can do is contribute to 
the process. Keep at and pray for God’s help. (For further discussion of evaluation of 
outreach events, sees Section 3 below.)   

 
 An effective disciple-making church needs to develop and implement an 
evaluation process. And, of course, once an event or series of outreach events have 
occurred and been evaluated, the church needs to apply what has been learned in the 
conduct of future events.  

 
 

 
1638 This Section draws primarily on Mark Mittelberg, Becoming a Contagious Church: Increasing Your Church’s 
Evangelism Temperature 140-44, 149-50 (2007) (revised edition of Building a Contagious Church) 
1639 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism  228  
(2001). 
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 2. Wide Range of Outreach Events 
 
There are a wide variety of church events and activities which can contribute to 

the evangelism process. As noted earlier, these can be grouped according to three general 
categories: (a) worship services, (b) small groups and (3) other non-worship events.   

 
  a. Worship Services 
 

By the end of the 1990’s a trend had emerged and still continues 
somewhat among several churches today. Separate worship services were designed specifically 
to attract and relate to persons outside the faith. Rather than just offering worship focused on the 
already believers, offer services especially relevant to those who have not yet crossed the bridge 
to faith. Such services, commonly referred to as seeker services, are provided in a manner 
enabling the unbelievers and skeptics to feel comfortable and safe rather than out of place and 
threatened. The Christian message is shared only in a very basic way. Music was selected to 
support the message in a manner pleasing and attractive to seekers. It is important for such 
services to be perceived by church members as being attractive to and comfortable for their 
unchurched friends as a condition of their willingness to invite their them to attend. Services 
which attract people outside the faith to return are essential to an effective evangelism 
process.1640 

  
 However, as an alternative to holding separate worship services constructed especially 
for people outside the faith, a church might continue to hold regular services which also take into 
account sensitivity to such persons’ needs. Such an approach, entitled worship evangelism, is 
considered in some detail in the PART FIVE, Section II.E. above. In addition to other factors 
mentioned there, a worship service evangelism approach recommends itself for Fox River 
Congregational Church which is a relatively small church perhaps lacking the resources to offer 
two separate significantly different worship services. Furthermore, such services may very well 
be more effective in building a contagious Christian church.  
 
 It is also important to recognize the dramatic shift which has occurred in the American 
workplace.  More people and more people work on weekends including Sunday mornings. 
According to a 2016 the Bureau of Labor Statistics time study, 34% of the workforce works on 
the weekend. With the U. S. workforce being approximately 160 million over 54 million work 
on the weekend, many on Sunday. If someone works either Saturday or Sunday, they are unlikely 
to attend Sunday services. The problem becomes greater with respect to Sunday only services.  
Holiday weekends, increasing growth of entrepreneur activities, and family travel to 
accommodate kids’ sports and other activities all deter participation in Sunday services. This is 
a huge demographic that churches are missing, i.e., those likely to disregard attending worship 
services because of the work or other routines overlapping weekends. Most churches haven’t 
adjusted their worship service routine to accommodate this reality. While not advocating 
abandoning Sunday worship, serious consideration needs to be given to offering a non-Sunday 

 
1640 Lee Strobel, “Innovating High-Impact Outreach Ministries and Events.” (Willow Creek Association 
Conference on How to Build a Contagious Church, October. 15-16, 2004).   
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alternative worship service(s). Seeking to be an effective disciple-making church, this is an area 
which FRCC should seriously consider.1641 
 
  b.  Short Term Small Groups Aimed at Attracting  
                                    Skeptics and Unbelievers 
 

Short term small groups, designed specifically to attract skeptics and 
unbelievers, have played a powerful role in leading people to Christ. This is achieved by creating 
informal small groups, gathered in comfortable non-threatening environments, discussing their 
questions about and objections to the faith. The opportunity for discussion (rather than being 
preached at) arouses interest and attracts participation, especially when invited by a friend. 
Furthermore, it offers opportunity to develop relationships which enhances the appeal to keep 
coming back. This short term small group evangelism approach, along with description of three 
highly successful short term small group evangelism programs available to any church (e.g., 
seeker/exploring Christianity small groups, the Q-Place variant and the Alpha programs), are is 
discussed in PART FIVE, Section IX.E above. This form of short term small group is an 
approach to be actively fostered and implemented on an on-going basis by a church seeking to 
enhance its evangelism efforts. 

 
And, as discussed earlier, there are other small groups based on the interpersonal style of 

evangelism which contribute to the evangelism efforts. Build a church around small groups that 
foster community, authentic relationships, mutual accountability and intentional evangelism. 
Both short term and relational small groups play a fundamental role in this evangelism effort.  

 
  c. Other Non-Worship Outreach Events  
 

In addition to worship services and short term small group programs noted 
above, there is a wide variety of other non-worship events and activities which can provide safe 
and attractive gatherings for seekers, skeptics and unbelievers. These helps fuel the invitational 
approach to evangelism. Some possibilities are considered immediately below. 

 
(1) Matthew Parties 
 

“Matthew Parties” refer to social events named for the parable of 
the great banquet. 

 
So go to the street corners and invite to the banquet anyone you 
find. So the servants went out into the streets and gathered all the 
people they could find, the bad as well as the good…. (Matthew 
22:9-10)   

 
Matthew parties are aimed at facilitating inviting people to gather together in an environment 
conducive to initiating and deepening relationships between Christians and non-Christians. They 
enable people getting to know one another. Such "parties" might include, formal banquets block 

 
1641 Thom Rainer, “The Largest Group of People Many Churches Are Missing,” OutreachMagazine.com, October 
17, 2019, 
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parties, sports-oriented events, private dinners, dessert or coffee times with neighbors next door, 
etc. They might be by invitation only by ticket with the ticket for admission being the bringing 
of a friend. Such gatherings fall in the low range of evangelistic intensity scale. The sponsor 
might be a small group of believers or the church as a whole. The intent is to draw people who 
don't know Christ into a social setting where they rub shoulders with believers, especially those 
possessing an interpersonal style of evangelism.1642 
 

(2) Children Ministry as an Outreach to Children 
 

Willow Creek Community Church has utilized a highly successful 
children’s ministry, called Promisedland for Kids, which teaches God’s word in relevant and 
creative ways coupled with developing friendships in a loving discipling way. Use drama, video, 
puppets, activities to apply Bible lessons in their daily lives. Since kids love interacting with one 
another and learning about Jesus in fun ways, an outreach opportunity is created for them for 
them to invite their friends and schoolmates. 1643 

 
One has church successfully offered a weekly dinner and Bible study for children. The 

meals are full, not just hot dogs and chips. This is not based upon fun and games to entertain the 
kids, but rather focuses on dynamic Bible lessons. The kids are drawn to the love involved in the 
meal, the meal preparation and interacting with other kids. Emphasis is on passion for Jesus and 
loving the kids.1644 

 
This type of activity offers the potential for a double benefit. First, it brings other children 

on to the path of growing in Christ. Second, many adults who are not involved in attending 
church may have a nagging sense that perhaps they should try a church, especially for the sake 
of their kids who “could use a little religion.” This, in turn, may lead to parents to find what the 
church is all about. This suggests that a disciple-making church should make an affirmative effort 
for the children in their church to invite their friends from outside the church to join them in fun 
and learning.1645 

 
(3) Other Examples of Outreach Events 

 
The list of possible outreach events and activities to draw people 

into some form of interaction with the church and its members can go on and on. A few more 
will be touched upon here which may prove useful in our church’s thinking.  

 
� Hosting one or multiple night financial management seminars or small groups 

open to the community has proven to be effective bringing people in. Relevant 
topics like getting out of debt, planning for retirement, saving for college and 
thriving as a single-income family are all subjects, when well-promoted, have 

 
1642 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism  293-
94 (2001).  
1643 Id. at 311-12.  
1644 Christy Heitger-Ewing, “Little Church, Big Reach,” OutreachMagazine.com, November 26, 2017. 
1645. Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism 
(2001). 
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been effective in drawing a crowd. When a church demonstrates to its 
surrounding community that it cares about the issues that are important to them, 
a platform for connection begins to build.1646  
 

� Host a community Playdate by making the church available where moms with 
young children can come to get together and interact with other adults while their 
children play together. Such playtime can be scheduled on a monthly basis 
complete with themes, activity stations and snacks for the kids. As part of the 
process, provide the parents with information about the church and introduce 
them to church staff, leaders and other volunteers.1647 

 
� A “big-day” approach to outreach events still works, but the choice of the big 

days has changed. Traditionally, Easter and Mother’s Day have been selected for 
outreach emphasis based on the rationale that Easter is the one day when 
everybody still goes to church, and Mother’s Day is when Mom (often the only 
churchgoer in the family) could get her clan to attend. The “big-day” approach 
can still be effective.  
 

However, the problem today for many churches is their failure to update their 
cultural calendar. The biggest days no longer tend to be Easter or Mother’s Day. 
Easter lacks the cultural impetus to attend which once existed. Further, Easter 
occurs around spring break of many, if not most, public schools and colleges. 
This results in one of the biggest vacation weekends of the year. Some church’s 
attendance is actually starting to dip on Easter. Similarly, with families highly 
spread out geographically, the draw on Mother’s Day has also lessened. 

 
But there is a new set of “big days, which offer good opportunities for 

outreach, in particular, services surrounding Christmas Eve and the first weekend 
following the start of school year (either in August or September). Some churches 
are even experiencing more people on Christmas Eve than on Easter as well as 
major spikes in attendance for the weekend closest to the start of the new school 
year.1648   
 

� Other examples of outreach possibilities include neighborhood parties, bringing 
a friend to a music concert, Easter egg hunts, barbeque and carnival outings, 
sporting or other events on church grounds, free car washes coupled with handing 
out information on the church and offering tours of the church campus, Christmas 
pageants, and holding a confessional booth both on and off the church campus at 
which the church member confesses to the other person rather than vice-versa 
(which has proven to intrigue the non-church goers). The possibilities for 
outreach events are only limited by the lack of church member or staff creativity.  

 
1646 Scott Marshall, “New Year, New Leaf: 4 Ways to Connect with Seekers as the Year Begins,” 
OutreachMagazine.com, December 6, 2012. 
1647 “Idea Starter: Host a Communitywide Playdate,” OutreachMagazine.com, July 23, 2014. 
1648 James Emery White “3 New Outreach Realities that Many Churches Still Don’t Get,” OutreachMagazine.com, 
September 7, 2017. 
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3. Evaluation of Outreach Events 

   
After an event has occurred, it is important to evaluate the results to determine 

whether it is worth repeating. If so, how might it be improved? If not, move on to other efforts. 
The following series of questions might serve as a basis for evaluation.  
 

� What was the objective of the event? 
� Was the objective of the event achieved? If not, why not? 
� If it is a low intensity event, how many people came? If it was a middle level 

event, how people signed up for offerings such as the exploring Christianity small 
groups, the Q-Place Variant, the Alpha program, etc.  

� What positive things can be done to improve the next event like this?  
� What should not be repeated at the next event like this? 
� Did the event advance the stated mission of the church? 
� Was the event effectively communicated to the congregation and the 

outside community? 
� Was the event worth the financial cost and human effort? 
 

Evaluation need not be scary. To ease anxiety and foster openness, recast evaluation as a 
learning experience. It is not to threaten or judge those involved in the event. View the evaluation 
as a collaborative effort to focus on learning from the experience to enhance ministry to even 
better serve those who we aim to serve. Be open and invite to the evaluation process those 
persons who either have an interest in the ministry and/or who can offer perspectives which 
could contribute to the exploration and a review of the findings. Furthermore, evaluation should 
be on-going. Evaluation should be a collaborative effort and woven into the culture of the church. 
Foster a culture which values learning, curiosity, improvement, growth and accountability.1649 

 
G. INTENTIONALITY AS TO OUR TARGETS 
 

1.  Who Are We Trying to Reach? 1650  
 

In fostering the achievement of our mission purpose of reaching out to and 
bringing people to Christ and into the local church community, it is important not to approach 
this fundamental task with a casual attitude. When asked "who is your church trying to reach?" 
a common response is likely to be "everyone." However, no church can do it all. For an individual 
church to be effective in evangelism it needs to determine who it is primarily trying to reach.1651    

 
1649 Maria Mallory White, “Evaluation as Collaboration,” Alban Weekly, November 16, 2015. 
1650 Except where otherwise noted, this Section draws primarily of the contents of (i) Jon S. Hanson, “Where 
Congregationalism in Growing the Family of Christ?” September 5, 2007 (prepared on behalf of the Congregational 
Church Development Division of the National Association of Congregational Christian Churches (requested and 
reviewed by CCDD members but not intended to suggest that all members necessarily concurred with all that was 
said); (ii) Fox River Congregational Church Outreach Events Task Force Report,, “Strategic Framework for 
Outreach Events,” pp.2-4, May 19, 2007, and (iii) notes prepared by Jon S. Hanson which summarize and integrate 
three presentations at National Outreach Conference, November 8-11, 2006,  
1651 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church, The Church that Makes a Difference 155-57 91995).  
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As a general principle we should welcome virtually anyone who comes. However, 

outreach efforts should not be aimed at raiding other churches for their members. Our mission is 
not to specifically grow our church, but rather, it is to grow Christ's family. Simply reshuffling 
people from one church to another not only fails to do so, it utilizes and wastes resources which 
have been entrusted to us by God as his stewards. If we focus on our self-centered growth 
purposes rather than on God's purposes, it is unlikely that God will bless our efforts with much 
success. 
 

Despite this limiting parameter, however, we are confronted with a broad universe of 
opportunity for outreach: (1) unbelievers, (2) doubters, (3) non-church goers sometimes referred 
to as the unchurched or lapsed Christians (i.e., those who may have been involved in church at 
some point but no longer participate in a church community on a regular basis), and (4) church 
goers who are looking for a new church affiliation either because of a change in personal 
circumstance (e.g., a relocation) or dissatisfaction with their current church affiliations.1652  

 
This universe of people embraces a wide range of attitudes, mindsets and personal 

circumstances. A church needs to determine to whom and how it can most effectively outreach. 
Successful outreach efforts are those directly targeted toward the persons we are primarily trying 
to reach. In defining a target group, ask what does the target group understand about God and 
the gospel? People are not spiritually the same.  We need to meet them where they are. When 
we have a clear idea who we are targeting, we can more effectively select and implement those 
outreach efforts most likely to attract these people. 
 

This, in turn, requires an understanding of the contemporary cultural environment within 
which we function with the 21st Century is well underway. 
 

a.  Today’s Evangelism Environment:  
Distinct but Overlapping Cultural Eras 

 
   The cultural context has changed over the years, the centuries, and 
continues to do so today. Most importantly, it is now commonly perceived that there are three 
distinct, but not mutually exclusive, eras as to different views as to how one perceives and 
communicates truth: (a) the Pre-Modern Era, (b) the Modern Era and (c) the Post-Modern Era. 
 
   (1) Pre-Modernism  
 

In Pre-Modernism (sometimes referred to Christendom), 
discerning the truth is somewhat mysterious. Truth is revealed by God primarily through 
scripture. This view came to dominate with the expansion of the Christian church. Since its 

 
1652 Welcoming church-goers seeking a new church affiliation does not constitute efforts to raid other churches. 
These are people who, on their own initiative, are looking elsewhere. Either they will find what they are seeking or 
they will cease their church participation. In either case, if our church can fulfill their needs, even though not 
growing Christ’s family, we are contributing against a decline of active participants in his family. However, this 
should not be the focus of our outreach time and resources. The natural focus of our outreach efforts is on 
unbelievers, doubters and the unchurched.  
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founding in the early 1600s, until relatively recently, the United States has lived under the 
paradigm of Christendom. For a long time, our culture accepted a whole series of Christian 
assumptions. The U.S. has been a Christian country. Its people knew about Christ. Pre- 
Modernism reflected the mindset of processing the perception of truth through the filter of a 
concept of God. Well into the 1900s, people generally expressed belief in God and, at least 
occasionally, went to church. There was a sympathetic and influential relationship between the 
Christian community and this nation’s government. Christianity was accepted as the norm.  
  

(2) Modernism  
 

The seeds of Modernism were sown in the early 1500s with the 
early scientists such as Copernicus who asserted that the earth revolves around the sun. Since 
the Catholic Church had long maintained that everything revolves around the earth, seeds of 
doubt were planted. If the church erred here, where else might it be wrong? Darwin further cast 
doubt upon the teachings of the church. In the view of many, science and reason came to rule. 
In the 1800s, the German philosopher Nietzsche (sometimes referred to as the prophet of 
modernism) asserted that God is dead. There is no absolute objective truth. Instead, the 
foundations of truth are rationalism and empiricism, things discerned in the material world. The 
Bible is suspect. There is little acceptance of the supernatural.  

 
By the 1900s the modernism era emerged as a major cultural mindset. More recent 

generations, such as the baby boomers, tended to fall away from both the church and the 
Christian view. Instead, the trend has been toward a more Modernism perspective in which 
science and reason rules. Truth is no longer perceived as absolute. God receded from the center 
of perceptions. 

 
(3) Post-Modernism  

 
The 1970s ushered in dramatic times. The Supreme Court, in the 

Roe v. Wade decision upholding the right to abortion, rendered an earthquake event. In the same 
period, the divorce rate took off. Women’s rights became the rage. Families fell apart. Single 
mothers, working to make ends meet, no longer felt they had time to go to church. Fathers often 
failed in their parental responsibilities. This confluence of events resulted in numerous children 
not being raised in a church. Adult participation in church related activities dramatically 
declined. Substantial segments of the population became disconnected with the church. The 
concepts of family, marriage and our cultural moral compass changed. Community has broken 
down. Generation X grew up as a non-Christian generation. Thus, the church no longer was seen 
as a resource for answers and support.  
 
 Paralleling these developments, questions were raised as to where has science, reason 
and so-called progress gotten us. We have had two world wars, the Korean, Viet Nam and Middle 
East wars. Totalitarianism abounds. The world is replete with problems and misery. The Age of 
Reason has not provided meaning or positive answers. 
 

Lacking having been schooled in the basics of Christianity (or other faith traditions) by 
their baby boomer parents and being skeptical of modernism, much of the younger generations 
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feels something is missing. Material gains and successes, achieved in what has often been seen 
as the rat race, have raised doubts as to the assumptions of Modernism. The Post-Moderns are 
seeking to connect with something, but don’t know what. Consequently, they have emerged with 
a Post-Modernism seeking and curious mindset. Although not anti-Modernism, the Post- 
Moderns are willing to critique the assumptions of Modernism. The more recent generations of 
the of the Post-Modern era is referred to as the Millennial Generation or Generation Y. Although 
there is some disagreement as to who fall within this classification, as a general rule those born 
between 1980 and the early 2000s fall within the Post-Modern category. Now, there has emerged 
Generation Z (those born after 2000 (sometimes referred to Boomlets) consisting of toddlers, 
those reaching their teen years and those growing into early adulthood. 

 
b. Defining Our Target(s) 

 
  The recommended mission for FRCC includes encouraging, equipping 

and supporting members of our church in growing toward a more Christ-like life by connecting 
with those outside the faith lovingly witnessing the good news of Christ, leading them toward 
accepting Christ as Lord and Savior, and bringing them into congregational life. This embraces 
atheists, doubters and those who have fallen away from the church for whatever reasons. This 
offers a rather broad potential target range. Thus, the question becomes how to further define 
who we are primarily trying to reach so as to implement more tailored outreach efforts leading 
toward positive impactful results. There are at least four basic factors influencing the definition 
of whom we should focus upon in our outreach efforts; (1) nature of persons who are most 
susceptible to being successfully reached, (2) relative impact of successfully reaching alternative 
groups, (3) nature of our church in relation to the target group, and (4) demographics in our 
geographical area.  

 
   (1) Nature of Persons Most Susceptible to Successful Outreach  

 
 In defining our target(s), we are confronted with a population 

which exhibits three different mindsets: Pre-Modernism, Modernism and Post-Modernism 
(including Millennials and Generation Z). In order to maximize our impact, within the 
fundamental framework of our mission purposes, we need to explore where we can be most 
effective in reaching out and bringing people to God’s family and nurturing them as they 
undertake or continue progress in their Walk with Christ.  

 
 Although we have entered moved into the Post-Modern Era, it is important to recognize 
that all transitions from one era to another take place over a period of time and that transitions 
are not complete with respect to all segments of the population. Thus, while we continually live 
in a transition period, there are significant segments of the population which embrace the central 
perceptions and beliefs of one (or perhaps even a combination) of the three eras. This should be 
kept in mind as we as a church consider various approaches to outreach. 
 
    (a) Pre-Modern Mindset  
 

As noted above, the Pre-Modernism mindset embraces the 
perception of truth primarily through the filter of the concept of God, especially as that truth is 
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revealed through the Bible. Pre-Moderns generally express belief in God, at least on occasion go 
to church, and tend to accept the concept (if not the practice) of God’s truth being the normative 
standard for living. For Christians God’s Word is revealed through the Bible, for Jews it is 
through the Old Testament, and for Muslims it is through the Koran. Here, we are considering 
those Pre-Moderns with at least a somewhat Christian orientation.  

 
With respect to the segment of the population with at least some Christian orientation, 

presumably a substantial segment of these people are currently members of a church or have 
leanings towards a particular church. Since, as noted above, our church is not called reshuffle 
Christian oriented persons from one church to another, this removes a significant percentage of 
the number of persons possessing a Christian Pre-Modern mindset from being a prime target for 
our outreach efforts. 

 
This is not to say that there are not some opportunities. There are people, although they 

have fallen away from regular church involvement, who possess some religious/church 
background and continue to harbor some sense of God and notions of Christian beliefs. Even 
though they are religious opt outs, they might possess a strong Christian memory. These people 
might be susceptible to the Billy Graham’s approach which was to urge his listeners to come 
home to what they knew to be true – i.e., the Christian message. He sought to tap into an existing 
Christian conscience. In particular, this approach might be effective for young non-churchgoing 
parents who went to church as children. They may now sense that when their children reach 
Sunday school age, perhaps they should return to church. 

 
Another small, but not to be ignored group, of Pre-Modern Christians are those seeking 

affiliation with a new church either because of change of circumstances or dissatisfaction with 
their current church. 

 
While the opportunities for outreach to those with at least a somewhat Christian oriented 

Pre-Modern mindset are declining as we move further and further into the Post-Modern Era, 
some opportunities do exist and should not be ignored. Here, however, the emphasis is less on 
reaching out to unbelievers and doubters and leading them to an acceptance of Christ as Lord 
and Savior, but rather the focus is more on nurturing people who have at least some start in their 
Walk with Christ.  

 
   (b) Modern Mindset 

 
By the latter half of the 20th Century modernism emerged 

as a major cultural mindset. In particular, the baby boomer generation has drifted or run away 
from the Christian perspective in general and the church in particular. Absolute truth is rejected. 
Science and perceived reason rule. Success, money and materialism are glorified. One-self and 
self-indulgence assume the center of one’s life. God has receded from the center of perceptions 
if not disappearing altogether from view. 
    

Those possessing the Modern Mindset promise to be the most difficult to reach. They 
strongly reject either the existence or importance of God. Other factors, primarily science, reason 
and personal desires, control the world in which they live. They perceive themselves as the 
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worthy center of their attention and indulgence. Since Christianity poses a perceived threat to 
doing what they want to do, they are little motivated to respond to the Christian message. The 
Modern Mindset possesses little curiosity about the Christian perspective. While no group is 
immune to change, the Moderns appear to be the group least susceptible to outreach efforts. 

 
    (c) Post-Modern Mindset 

 
The Post-Modern Era is substantially reflected by younger 

generations, often referred to as Millennials (perhaps ranging in age from the late teens, early 
20s to the early 40s) and even the younger Generation Z. However, while the characteristics 
which exemplify Post-Moderns are most often observed in the younger generations, these 
characteristics can also be found among the baby boomers and even older persons. One era tends 
to influence those of another era. Thus, our focus here is on the Post-Modern mindset rather than 
simply the younger generation.  

 
The Post-Modern mindset is characterized by several elements including the following. 
 

� Ignorance of Christian Beliefs – The younger generation, as well as some others, 
has not generally been exposed to the basics of Christianity or other religious 
beliefs. Their parents, having fallen away from the church, did not raise their 
children in a Christian context. Even though they may accept the notion of God, 
they have little sense of who God is or that he even matters. 

 
� Relativism – Being persons lacking a grounding in any of the three faith traditions 

(Christianity, Judaism or Islam), the Post-Modern mindset perceives truth as 
being relative rather than absolute. Truth is processed differently in different 
cultures and eras. Who is to say that one person’s perception of truth is better than 
that of someone else? They live in an environment which confronts them with a 
lot of confusing messages.  

 
� Pluralism – Lacking a sense of absolute truth derived from a religious foundation, 

the culture of Post-Modernism preaches tolerance with a capital T. All is relative. 
As a result, there is little critical thinking. Everything is O: K. For those who 
assume there is a God, Post-Moderns believe that all ways lead to God. Gods of 
all religious are the same or equal. There are many diverse paths to God. 
Maintaining that Jesus is the only way is like spiritual racism. At least until the 
very recent years, religious pluralism is politically correct. However, more 
recently there are increasing efforts to ban public expression of religious beliefs. 
Such is becoming politically incorrect.  
 

� Meaningful Life and Spiritual Curiosity – Post-Moderns tend to believe that there 
should be more to life than getting up every day, going to work, coming home, 
doing chores, eating out once in a while, etc. and repeat the same pattern day after 
day. Isn’t there more meaning to life than simply chasing after money and 
material things?  They want to believe that life is meaningful and has a purpose. 
Some young adults turn to religion as a backlash against a culture obsessed with 
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sex and money or against parents who gave them little or no direction. 
Materialism has become much less of a factor compared to the viewpoint of their 
parents’ generation.  
 

Young non-Christians talk about spiritual matters a lot 
more than older adults and are twice as likely to 
express personal interest in Christianity. Millennials 
report many more faith conversations and evangelistic 
encounters than older non-Christians. This is partly 
due to greater religious diversity among their family 
and friends—but that’s not the whole story. For at least 
some young adults, there appears to be greater 
curiosity about spirituality and, specifically, deeper 
interest in Christianity.1653 

 
Thus, those possessing a Post-Modern mindset embrace a different 

approach than those holding the Modernism view. They are looking for the real 
thing, for real meaning, for truth. They tend to be sold on the supernatural 
(remember they don’t accept that science and reason have all the answers), but 
they don’t know who or what to believe. Might just possibly the church be the 
real thing? Consequently, Post-Moderns are spiritually hungry. They are more 
spiritually curious than their predecessors. They. possess a greater interest in how 
all things spiritual relate to their lives and the world around them. While rejecting 
dogma, they are reaching out for personal and convenient ways to find answers. 
Spiritual matters are thought to be important. Questions about faith are more 
likely to be on their agenda.  

 
� Making a Difference – Simply achieving career success and making a lot of 

money has not proven sufficiently satisfying for the Post-Moderns. While not 
forsaking money, this group is more attuned to the problems around the world. A 
high percentage seeks meaning by serving as volunteers for what they perceive 
are worthy projects. While not forsaking the making of money, they also want to 
make a difference. A representative expression captures a common sense of a 
Millennial. “While our age group likes money and things too, we measure 
ourselves more by how we make a difference in the world.”1654 They are socially 
conscious. Feeling that they are special and privileged, they exhibit a 
responsibility to give back. “Millennials will not stay long at work or causes that 
have little greater meaning or purpose. [Thus it is important that a church’s] 
mission and vision [be] clear, compelling and inexhaustible. … If your church 
doesn’t have a burning sense of purpose and vision, … [it will] look lame … to 
the average 22 year-old.”1655 
 

 
1653 Barna, Reviving Evangelism 68 (2019).. 
1654. Jeff Trubey and Ben Casey, “Meet the Millennials: Who They Are and Why Your Church Should Care,” 
OutreachMagazine, p.108 at 110, January/February 2007. 
1655 Carey Nieuwhof, “12 Cultural Treads Yu Can’t Afford to Ignore,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 3, 2015. 
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I find a deep hunger, especially among members of the 
younger generation, for something worth committing 
one’s life to. …[T]he two great hungers of our time are the 
hunger for spirituality and the hunger for social justice – 
and the connection between the two has great power to 
motivate people to action.1656 
 
Post-Moderns seek challenge, both intellectually and spiritually. Too 

many churches create church worship services, programs and/or other activities 
that are merely observed. These church programs, which require little sacrifice or 
effort, give rise to little or no commitment. And, they fail to provide a sense of 
meaning on a personal level.1657 Furthermore, 

 
[d]efining faith by the things you won’t do doesn’t create 
a compelling style of life. And young people are hungry 
for an agenda worthy of their commitment, their energy 
and their gifts.1658 

 
A 2014 study found that for 6 in 10 Millennials, a “sense of purpose” is a 

significant factor in choosing whether or not to work for a particular employer. 
What is the why and the how underlying the job to which they are to give 
themselves. Regardless of facilities, staff, programs and opportunities, lack of 
clarity and excitement in vision turns off cause-hungry young people. The same 
applies in a church context. Millennials want to make a difference. They want to 
know the cause behind the vision, why is it that we do what we do?  They want 
to be involved. To attract Millennials, vision, cause opportunity for active 
involvement need to be a part of the church’s DNA.1659 Offer them a loving God 
who is worth sacrificing for.1660 

 
� Non-Favor of Traditional Church – In trying to find meaning in their lives, some 

Post-Moderns return to the religion of their parents. More often, however, the 
Post-Moderns generally don’t like attending traditional worship services. They 
shy away from religious labels and increasingly identify with no specific religion. 
An increasing number are those who are termed “Nones,” i.e., people who don’t 
identify with any religion. Or those who do call themselves Christian, they call 
themselves non-denominational. Furthermore, in the process of trying to discover 
themselves, religion is more likely to strike a responsive chord if it does so on a 
personal level e.g., college minister clubs, smaller and less formal worship which 
is individualized, etc. Although looking for answers, younger adults tend not to 
look toward churches for answers to their questions. 

 
1656 Jim Wallis, The Great Awakening: Reviving Faith and Politics in a Post-Religions Right America  26 (2008). 
1657 Jeff Trubey and Ben Casey, “Meet the Millennials: Who They Are and Why Your Church Should Care,” 
Outreach Magazine, p.108 at 114, January/February 2007. 
1658 Jim Wallis, The Great Awakening: Reviving Faith and Politics in a Post-Religions Right America 26 (2008). 
1659 William Vanderbloemen, “The Secret to Reaching Millennials,” OutreachMagazine.com, May 4, 2016.  
1660 Alban Weekly, “Proclaiming Passion: The Theological Challenge of Youth Ministry,” August 10, 2006. 
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� Dislike and Distrust of Authority – Post-Moderns don’t trust persons in authority 

and dislike pronouncements. Authority is not readily accepted. Don’t tell people 
what to do or what to believe. They don’t like being told to believe in this or that 
dogma. They want to find their own path. The use of guilt to motivate people to 
change and come to faith is not well received. The sense of guilt is not pervasive 
in the younger generations. Trust of authority has to be earned. This takes time. 
 

� Dialogue – Rather than trusting and accepting authority, Post-Moderns want to 
dialogue and process information themselves. They want to reach their own 
conclusions. They want to talk, not just listen. They want to be listened to, heard 
and respected. A church needs to offer meaningful venues for both in-house and 
online dialogue. 

 
� Meaningful Relationships – Despite their attraction to technological gadgets, with 

the breakdown of family and community, the impersonal nature of an increasingly 
automated and technological society and the impermanence of today’s personal 
relationships, for many people there is a great sense of loneliness. Despite the 
internet, texting and social media, there remains a deep underlying sense of 
wanting deeper personal relations with other people. They long for human 
relationships. They seek community, a sense of belonging. They seek others who 
listen, care and are there for them. 

 
[Y]oung adults want churches to be relational – a 

place for intergenerational conversation and fellowship. They 
want to be valued for their own specific gifts and welcomed 
into the life of the church – not treated as a separate group…. 

 
 Contrary to popular perception, these tech-savvy 
people yearn for a loving, authentic and inclusive experience 
– not a high –tech presentation with lots of flash. The worst 
thing a church can do … is attempt to look “cool.”1661 
 

Too often, Post-Moderns either fail to find community in a church or simply do not think 
of a church as a place where one can find and foster relationships. When they do try a church 
worship service, program or activity, they often don’t get the sense that people care about them 
or whether are not they are even there. They want a sense of being welcomed and accepted.1662 
“[U]ltimately, millennials are looking for a church that supports their faith formation and offers 
them fellowship.”1663 
 

 
1661 Karen Gwynn Massey, “Dreaming, Talking, Acting” (What Millennials Want), Congregationalist, p.14, 
September 2017. 
1662 Jeff Trubey and Ben Casey, “Meet the Millennials: Who They Are and Why Your Church Should Care,” 
OutreachMagazine.com, January/February, p.108, 2007. 
1663 Karen Gwynn Massey, “Dreaming, Talking, Acting” (What Millennials Want), Congregationalist, p.14, 
September 2017. 
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 Despite the obstacles of ignorance of Christian beliefs (something which can be taught 
if there is a curiosity to learn), a sense of relativism (stemming from a lack of a foundation of 
Christian beliefs) and pluralism, those with a Post-Modern mindset seek a more meaningful life, 
express belief in some God (however limited the understanding), exhibit a greater acceptance of 
and curiosity about spiritual matters, seek to make a difference, relish challenge and 
commitment, and long for meaningful connectedness or fellowship with others. Furthermore, 
many younger adults are more likely than those in older generations to be in a “searching season” 
of life seeking identity and better answer to question. Hence, they are more open to change or 
transformation. These attributes, offer a tremendous opportunity for successful outreach if we 
create a safe, comfortable and non-threatening place and manner to engage them.  
 

  (2) Relative Impact of Successfully Reaching Alternative Groups 
 
    (a)  Those Not Yet Having Accepted Christ:  

Impact on an Individual 
 
     Despite one’s good works, good intentions and 
participation in church and other religious activities, it is beyond our ability to meet God’s perfect 
standards so as to be able to cross the chasm which separates us from God. However, God so 
loved the world that he gave us his only son to die on the cross to atone for our sins. By his grace, 
God offers us the gift of salvation. However, for a gift to take effect, the recipient must receive 
it. All that we need to accept the gift is to believe in Christ and accept him as Lord and Savior, 
God assures us of eternal life in personal relationship with him. This is the good news. However, 
to be effective, the gift must be accepted. Those who do not accept will not have eternal life with 
God. Although we don’t know precisely what the alternative will be, we can be quite confident 
it is not good. 
 
 This essence of the gospels is highly relevant in the determining toward whom we should 
focus primary attention in our outreach efforts. Those who have accepted Christ in the past are 
assured of salvation and eternal life even if they have since fallen away from the church. 
Although other adverse consequences are likely, God does not withdraw his promise of eternal 
life with him or her. Thus, the consequences of not reaching these people pose substantially less 
adverse import than failing to reach those who have not yet accepted Christ. The impact of 
reaching the lost is much greater. This strongly suggests that we as a church, should focus our 
primary attention where the impact is the greatest, i.e., the unbelievers and doubters.  
 

(b) The Powerhouse Generation 
 
     Research suggests that Millennials will be one the most 
impactful age groups ever to emerge in America. This generation is working within the fabric of 
society rather rebelling against it, a sharp contrast to the 1960s counter culture. The college 
graduates of this generation are said to be on the track to become a “powerhouse generation” full 
of technology planers, community shapers, institution builders and world leaders. Set apart by 
its mastery of technology, this generation will be characterized by more of a world citizen 
mentality. It will be a generation at ease in harnessing technology and the building of a diverse 
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community – both locally and globally.1664 Furthermore, the beliefs and value systems which 
these people embrace presumably will substantially carry through to their children and those 
who view them as leaders. This reemphasizes the importance of reaching out to and bringing in 
today’s younger generation. If we can reach these future leaders of technology, community 
shapers, institution builders and world leaders, we will greatly magnify the opportunity for 
spreading Christianity and adding to the family of Christ. 
 
 Furthermore, today the Millennials and those that follow account for nearly 50% of the 
population in the United States. They are the key to the now and future vitality of the church. 
Any church concerned about its on-going impact in advancing the Kingdom of God must focus 
efforts on reaching out to the Millennials.1665  
 

The time is now. Reach Millennials when they are still in the early stages in developing 
their faith direction. Among other places, look to college and high school campuses. 

 
[B]ecause this highly influenced and influential generation sounds 
a bullhorn of tolerance and is more interested in spirituality than 
its predecessors, the college years are often an optimal time for 
introducing unchurched millennials to a new community that 
shows them the love of Christ in ways that resonate with them: 
relationships, community service, global awareness.1666 
 

If churches fail do so, they have “lost opportunity to mobilize for the Kingdom a generation 
wired to reach the world… [This] could be the most devastating event ever experienced by the 
modern church.”1667 
 

(3) Nature of Our Church in Relation to the Target Group  
 

For reasons considered in Subsection a. above, as a general 
proposition, the nature of a substantial group persons most susceptible to successful outreach are 
those possessing a Post-Modern mindset. Furthermore, as noted in Subsection b. above, success 
with this group promises to have the greatest impact in growing and nurturing Christ’s family. 
However, these conclusions are of little import if a church does not possess the characteristics 
(either actual or near future potential) which are attractive to persons holding a Post-Modern 
mindset. So, a critical question for us to consider is nature of our church in relation to this target 
group. 
 
 Many of the attributes of the Post-Modern mindset render these people susceptible to 
outreach by churches in general which have an evangelism orientation. Moreover, 
Congregational churches in particular, and especially our church which has adopted a well 

 
1664 Jeff Trubey and Ben Christy, “Meet the Millennials: Who They Are and Why Your Church Should Care,” 
Outreach Magazine, p.108, 110, January/February. 2007.  
1665 Karen Gwynn Massey, “Dreaming, Talking, Acting” (What Millennials Want), Congregationalist, p.14, 
September 2017. 
1666 Jeff Trubey and Ben Christy, “Meet the Millennials: Who They Are and Why Your Church Should Care,” 
Outreach Magazine, pp. 108, 114, January/February 2007.  
1667 Id.  
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defined set of Congregational Principles, are particularly well suited to reach out to the Post- 
Moderns. The Christian faith has answers for what they are seeking so long as they are 
approached in a manner acceptable to them.  
 

(a)  Meaning and Spiritual Curiosity 
 

The Christian faith offers the basis for a meaningful life which is 
one of the prime quests of the Post-Moderns. When this is coupled with significant spiritual 
curiosity, often with acceptance that there is at least some type of God, the door is wide open for 
outreach.  

 
(b) Relevancy 

 
Post-Moderns tend to possess a strong interest in how all 

things spiritual relate to their lives and the world around them. Here is one of the strengths of 
our church. Sermons and discipleship-oriented programs and activities are, and presumably will 
continue to be, strongly oriented to bringing understanding as to how God’s Word is relevant in 
our everyday lives. This is a message to which Post-Moderns are likely to respond. 

 
(c) Freedom of Exploration and Thought 

 
Post-Moderns reject dogma. They dislike authority of 

other people telling them what to think and what to do. Instead, they like to gather information, 
dialogue with others, raise questions and doubts, process information and reach their own 
conclusions.  

 
 Professor of Religion Timothy Beal addresses the question “Can Religion Still Speak to 
Younger Americans?”1668 The fastest growing population on the religious landscape are those, 
referred to as “Nones” who do not identify with any religion. They are either indifferent to or 
even antagonistic to religion. According to a 2018 American Family Survey released by the PEW 
Research Center, the two most significant reasons driving them away are (i) questioning a lot of 
religious teachings and (ii) disagreeing with positions churches take on political/social issues, 
especially those relating to sexuality and science. The implication is that a person being religious 
should not question religious teachings and must share positions which a religious organization 
takes on political/social issues. However, experience with students has shown that when many 
“Nones” are given access to religion not as a set of teachings and positions but as a space for 
active engagement with enduring questions, they lean in.” People are energized by a diversity of 
interpretations and viewpoints. “What we need is sustained conversation in a context that allows 
and even welcomes different experiences and points of view.”1669  Exploring the faith in the 
context of a Congregational church such as ours is a natural for this type of mindset.  

 
We are organized around a Covenant rather than around a required adherence to set 

dogma, faith statements or creed. Instead, we embrace liberty of private conscience in 
interpreting the gospel and developing our own faith convictions as led by the Holy Spirit, 

 
1668 Wall Street Journal, November 16, 2019. 
1669Id. 
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scripture, prayer and reason. Sincerity of conviction requires full opportunity for intellectual 
freedom and personal experience. We are not told that we have to think this or that. We raise 
questions, we dialogue and we reach our own conclusions. (Of course, freedom of the 
Congregational Way is freedom from the authority of other persons so that we can be more 
completely obedient to the authority of God.) Our freedom of private conscience obligates each 
of us to carefully and honestly think through and reach our own conclusions (giving appropriate 
regard to the opinions of others) as to the meaning of God's Word and his will for us. For God 
to be truly meaningful to us, we must discover our faith first hand. 

 
Since Post-Moderns reject being told that they have to think this or that, since they like 

to apply their intellect in reaching their beliefs and values, since they like to raise questions and 
doubts, and since they like to dialogue and challenge, they should feel very comfortable with the 
methodology which is part of the very fabric of our Congregational Way. There is wide latitude 
to explore the faith in an open and non-threatening environment without being subject to 
pronouncement or judgments. 

 
   (d) Absence of Hierarchy 
 

The perception of the institutional traditional church is 
anathema to Post-Moderns. They don’t understand its forms and rituals. Most importantly, they 
reject hierarchical institutions which attempt to exert authority over what they believe and do.  

 
Here again, our Congregational church should be particularly appealing. Other than being 

under the headship of Christ, we lack layers of authority. Our church is autonomous. It is not 
subject to outside denominational or other types of clerical or lay authority. The congregation is 
self-governing. It serves as the active and real (as distinguished from a perfunctory) governing 
body of our church. It is the arbiter of policy. Although a minister has special duties, he or she 
is one of the members of the church, not set over the members. The minister offers expertise, 
guidance and support which an individual may accept, reject or modify. This minimal structure 
should appeal to the Post-Moderns. 

 
    (e) Making a Difference  
 
     Post-Moderns want to make a difference. They want to be 
challenged. They don’t want to sit back and simply observe what others are doing. This is 
evidenced by the fact that a significant number of Post-Moderns serve as volunteers for what 
they perceive are worthy projects. Serving is an important value. 
 
 FRCC’s adopted expression of the “Essential Principles of Congregationalism” speaks 
to this value as well in stating that all of us, where live, work as well as in church are called to 
the ministry of servanthood.1670 As a matter of practice, as we grow our congregation, we seek 
involved people who are difference makers. Serving is a cardinal principle of the Christian faith 

 
1670 “All Christians are called to this ministry of servanthood in the world to the glory of God.” Fox River 
Congregational Church. “The Congregational Way: Essential Principles of Congregationalism,” adopted 
June 22, 2003. 
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in general as well as of our church in particular; a principle akin that that of the Pos- Modern 
mindset.  

  
    (f) Challenge and Commitment 
 
     Post-Moderns seek challenge (both intellectually and 
spiritually) and commitment. They don’t want to be simply observers or be involved in things 
which require little or no sacrifice. They want to be involved in a meaningful way. They want a 
sense of meaning. 
 
 At the foundation of Christian faith in general and in our Congregational church in 
particular are challenges and commitments. Christ challenges his followers and asks for 
commitment. In addition, our church is organized around commitment. We are gathered and 
organized by Covenant in which we personally commit to a series of things including our 
church’s mission purposes. These mission purposes are meaningful, challenging, and require 
sacrifice. The appeal to the Post-Modern mindset seems quite evident. 
 
    (g) Fellowship 
    

Because of the breakdown of family and community, the 
impersonal nature of an increasingly automated and technological society and the impermanence 
of today’s personal relationships, many persons of the Post-Modern Era lack the connectedness 
or fellowship of a caring, loving and supportive group or community of people. They want to 
connect with others. They long for personal human relationships and a sense of belonging. 

  
Not only is a deep, loving, supportive and caring fellowship a call of Christ, it is 

embodied in our mission statement and covenant. And, such fellowship is practiced by our 
congregation. This should prove to be a great attraction to the Post-Moderns seeking to connect 
with others.  

 
 In short, the nature of the Christian faith, the elements of Congregationalism in general 
and the Principles of Congregationalism as adopted by and practiced by our church in particular 
embrace many of the predispositions of those possessing a Post-Modern mindset. Thus, the 
nature of our church should greatly enhance our ability for successful outreach to this segment 
of our population.  
 

c. Other Factors in Defining Our Target(s)  
 
(1) Subcultures 

 
    In order to fulfill the call of the Great Commission, bodies of 
believers are needed who can relate the gospel in culturally relevant ways.1671 Here culture refers 
to the life style and mindsets (as to values, interests, hurts and fears) of persons living within an 
area readily accessible by the church.1672 Jesus commanded his followers to make disciples of 

 
1671 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 137 (1993). 
1672 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 165 (1995). 
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all people. All people include multiple subcultures (especially in urban areas). In order to reach 
people, the church needs to design strategies to reach diverse subcultures.  A subculture is a 
group consisting of persons bound together by a similar world view. Their common values, 
codes, behaviors, perceived needs and life styles generate a unique group identity. In reaching 
out to people, to be effective, a church needs to penetrate a group and express God’s truth in 
ways which makes sense to that particular subculture which it is trying to reach.1673 
Consequently, as our church reaches out for Christ, primarily to those possessing a Post-Modern 
mindset, we need to shape our efforts in a manner relevant to and receivable by a group’s 
particular characteristics. Of course, such must not be done in a manner compromising the 
message of the gospel.  
 
 Awareness of certain demographic factors present strategic opportunities for sharing the 
gospel-. These demographic groups include (a) uprooted members of society, (b) religious non 
Christians, (c) ethnic minorities, (d) people with low income, and (c) young adults. 

    (a)  Uprooted Members of Society  
 

 A mobile society uproots people who become 
disconnected from a framework of family, friends, work and faith. They tend to be engulfed by 
the demands for economic survival and often leave behind cultural and religious patterns. The 
bad news is that many leave behind their faith. The good news is that many displaced persons 
are receptive to a fresh presentation of Christianity.1674 
 
    (b)  Religious Non-Christians   

     Persons possessing the greatest sense of being on a 
spiritual quest are those who are currently practicing religious non-Christians, e.g., primarily 
Muslims, Hindus and Buddhists as well as those raised in these those faiths but are not currently 
religious. The Barna study found that two-thirds of respondents connected to a religion other 
than Christianity indicated some level of spiritual hunger. Their percentage is less than that for 
practicing Christians, but significantly higher than that for lapsed Christians and religiously 
unaffiliated non-Christians (atheists, agnostics and nones).1675 

 This signal of openness is an opportunity. Getting to know 
neighbors or co-workers who come from non-Christian religious 
backgrounds introduces Christians to people different from them 
but who share a higher-than-average interest in spirituality…. 
Millennials are more likely to already have such friendships, 
compared with older Christians—so Gen_X, Boomer and Elder 
believers may need to step out of their everyday zone of comfort 
to establish new relationships.1676 

 
1673 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 137 (1993). 
1674 Id. at 136. 
1675 Barna, Reviving Evangelism 70 (2019).  
1676 Id. at 70. 
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    (c) Ethnic Minorities 

     Data indicates that generally ethnic minorities reflect more 
spiritual hunger than that which occurs among white adults. This suggests considering how 
greater ethnic diversity might increase the spiritual temperature in a given Christian community 
and how to connect with people in such groups.1677 

    (d) People with Low Income 

     Adults reporting an annual household income less than 
$50K appear to be more aware of their spiritual hunger than do higher earners. This is true 
regardless of ethnicity. They more readily acknowledge and accept that they have “unanswered 
spiritual questions” and that “something feels missing from my life” The Christian message of 
hope has always uniquely impacted the poor. The high level of spiritual openness among lower-
income Americans offers a real invitation and opportunity for Christians to reach out to, connect 
with and share the gospel message with those having a lower income. 1678  

Amid cultural prejudice against and frequent marginalization of 
the poor and disadvantaged, Christianity stresses the inestimable 
value and shared humanity of all persons, and beckons them all to 
a kingdom where the last will be first—a kingdom that poor people 
often seem to yearn for more deeply than their richer 
neighbors.1679 

(2) Geography  
 
    Selecting a target group based upon the susceptibility of the group 
to outreach, the relative potential impact of successful outreach as between groups and the nature 
of our church in relation to the target group or groups being considered does little good if the 
group or groups under consideration are not physically present in the geographical area in which 
outreach efforts will to be conducted.  
 

Reasonable driving distance is very subjective which can vary according to the nature of 
the drive. Rural persons tend to be more willing to drive further distances than urban drivers. 
People are likely to drive further if they can travel on expressways vis-à-vis miles of city stop 
lights. As a rule of thumb, 12 stoplights or a 15 to 20 minute each way may reach the limit of 
toleration of many.1680 City and suburban dwellers tend not to view their residential 
neighborhood as their primary focus of social identity. They are accustomed to travel by car or 
public transportation. Mobility is a way of life thus reducing necessity of selecting a small 
neighborhood church.1681 So, don’t necessarily define a group strictly according the nature of the 
immediate neighborhood. Most urbanites and/or or suburbanites think less in terms of miles to 
be traveled, but rather are more influenced by the time it takes to travel. when choosing a church, 
Thus, in deciding upon a geographical scope of a target group, consider the mileage radius in 

 
1677 Id. at 72. 
1678 Id. at 72. 
1679 Id. at 72. 
1680 Id. at 161. 
1681 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 140 (1993). 
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terms of time which involves the nature of the roads and the number of stoplights for a person to 
travel to the local church. 

 
  (3) Demographics in Defining Our Target Group 
 

Demographic data covering our geographical area may provide 
some clues as to the sufficiency of a presence of those persons we want to reach. Determine the 
type of people in the selected geographical area. Avoid overdoing data collection. The most 
relevant demographic facts are age, marital status, income (median and average), education level, 
and predominant types of occupations. These factors help in discerning how to minister to people 
and how to communicate the good news. For example, young adults have different hopes and 
fears than retirees. Emphasizing the assurance of heaven as the result of salvation plays better to 
older groups whereas emphasis of fellowship with Christ and church members is more likely to 
be well received by young adults. For the message to be effective, the nature of the audience 
needs to be well understood.  

 
There are numerous resources to obtain information on the population in a church’s target 

area.1682 Such is helpful in defining the target group(s) according to ethnic group, age, marital 
and family status, income levels, education and occupation.  

 
 A summary of demographic 2004 data1683 for our geographical area shows the following. 
The Pewaukee area is predominantly affluent and younger in age. It exhibits a relative high level 
of education with a substantial number of married couples with children. 45% of the households 
are classified as affluent families, 24% as middle American families and 21% as young and an 
upcoming. Survey questions as to faith indicate that 31% of the respondents are strongly 
involved in their faith, 31% are somewhat involved in their faith and 38% are not involved in 
their faith. Slightly more have decreased their involvement in the last 10 years as compared to 
those who have increased their involvement. 81% of the respondents believed that there is a God 
although only 57% view God is being active in the world. However, when responding to 
questions related to spiritual and personal issues, church does not loom large. 32% noted dealing 
with stress, 17% noted finding companionship, 15% noted finding life direction, 12% noted 
finding a good church, and 9% noted finding spiritual teaching. Presumably for this type of 
information to be worthwhile, it would need to be updated.  
 
 However, the demographic survey, being general in nature, does not provide great light 
on the presence or absence of the characteristics of the Post-Modern mindset in our geographic 
area. It is also limited to an area encompassed by a three-mile radius from our church whereas 
our mass marketing reach and our members’ personal evangelism outreach extend to where our 
members live, work and play which is considerably beyond the three-mile radius. Nevertheless, 
However, the demographic data does reveal in our most immediate vicinity a relatively well 
educated and younger population with a greater leaning towards acceptance rather than rejection 
of the existence of God. Thus, there is little, if anything, in these several year findings to deter 

 
1682 E.g., U. S. Census library, county or city planning departments, newspaper offices, local Chamber of Commerce, 
the United Way, local contractors and/or realtors, and utility companies. Large church denominations also maintain 
data bases which perhaps can be accessed. 
1683 Prepared by Bob Dieringer, member of Fox River Congregational Church. 
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the selection of the Post-Modern mindset as our primary target group.  Nevertheless, it might 
prove to be worthwhile to update the above noted information.  
 
 The Barna report provides a significant amount of updated highly useful and important 
data which is considered earlier. However, research for the Barna study utilized nationalized data 
which does not focus on the local area in which Fox River Church functions. Thus, there is no 
suggestion here that the Barna should replace localized demographic information.  
 
 Most importantly,  
 

[t]he best way to find-out the culture mindset and lifestyle of people is to talk to 
them personally. …Take your own survey. Ask them what they feel are their 
greatest needs. Listen for their hurts, interests, and fears. No book or demographic 
report can replace actually talking with people in your in your own community. 
  …There is no substitute [for one-one interaction].1684   

 
  d. Summary  
 
   Today, it is crucial to recognize that there is no dominating Christian 
world view. Each of the sweeps of history poses opportunities and challenges as to the view of 
truth. God raises and works through good and faithful people in each era. However, in doing so, 
we need to be mindful of the different mindsets of the substantial majority of non-Christians 
today reflecting a modernism or Post-Modernism perspective (younger people especially 
reflecting the latter). As we undertake our evangelism efforts, we need to go where the people 
are and adapt our approaches to ways which make sense to them. A review of such factors as (1) 
susceptibility to outreach, (2), the relative impact of successfully reaching different potential 
target groups, and (3) and the nature of our church in relation to the characteristics of the different 
groups lead to the conclusion that the primary focus of our church’s outreach efforts should be 
those persons possessing a Post-Modern mindset discussed above.. The review of geography and 
demographic data suggests a sufficient presence of this group in our geographic area. Although 
the attributes of this mindset are most commonly reflected among the younger generation, such 
attributes can also be found in older age groups as well. So, our primary focus should be on those 
persons possessing a Post-Modern mindset, not necessarily on specific age groups per se.  
 
 As people increasingly seek a more meaningful life, exhibit a greater acceptance of and 
curiosity about spiritual matters and long for connectedness (fellowship) with others, if we create 
a safe and comfortable place and manner to engage them, there is a tremendous opportunity for 
successful outreach.  
 
 2. Targeting Strategy 
 
  a. Aim Your Style at Your Target 
 
   After defining the primary target group, next is developing a ministry 
strategy which is consistent with the target group’s cultural or sub-cultural patterns.  

 
1684 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 166 (1995). 
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The styles of worship, music, preaching, leadership and programs need to 
be culturally contextualized to fit the [primary] targeted unchurched…. 
To reach the diverse subgroups… the patterns, forms, style and structure 
of the church must be culturally relevant.1685 

 
Without sacrificing biblical principles, adapt to the culture which the church is trying to reach. 
Don’t let cultural differences constitute a barrier (e.g., style of dress) to getting out the 
message.1686 
 
 Urban and suburban residents tend to be more keen and more open to the development 
of relationships than they are to being a part of some social or religious institution. The old time 
door to door visitations are unlikely to be effective. Instead, a church needs a contextual approach 
to outreach which encourages the development of relationships and ultimately friendships. Offer 
people opportunities to become involved in activities before asking them to make a profession 
of faith. Don’t require theological conformity before a newcomer can become assimilated into 
church activities. As one convert commented, “you evangelized us not by evangelizing us. You 
included us.”1687 
 
  b. Key on Networks  
 
   Once a subgroup is targeted, it is important to recognize that every 
subgroup (or subculture) consists multiple networks such as geographical, business, social and/or 
personal networks. An effective church develops a strategy to reach each of these networks with 
the gospel. Thus, an effective outreach strategy is for the church to encourage and train its 
Christian members to establish a presence and become involved in these personal networks 
through various social organizations which bring people together. Typically, people are involved 
in a personal network in the range of 20 to 30 people with whom they relate and trust – e.g., 
family, neighbors, friends, worker colleagues, and those persons exclusive to a life style enclave. 
The church should develop a strategy which motivates and supports believers in efforts to 
develop positive relationships with those who are outside the faith in their own personal network 
of family and friends. Believers should not isolate themselves from the unchurched who are 
around them.1688 But rather, they should embark on the proximity principle espoused in the “Just 
Walk Across the Room” evangelism.1689  
 
   c. Felt Need Ministries 
 
    Jesus attracted crowds by responding to people’s needs. People 
crowded around him because he addressed their physical, emotional, spiritual and relational 
problems. He did not judge some needs as being more legitimate than others nor did he make 
people feel guilty because of their needs. Each person was treated with dignity and respect. 

 
1685 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 141 (1993). 
1686 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 195-96 (1995). 
1687 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 142 (1993). 
1688 Id. at 142-43. 
1689 Discussed in PART FIVE, Section IX.C.4.c.  
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“Jesus often met a felt need to establish a beachhead for evangelism...”1690 Here is a model of a 
fundamental strategy for reaching the subcultures of the primary target as well as occasionally 
other groups (e.g., the pre-moderns and/or the moderns in addition to the Post-Moderns). That 
is, develop a church “felt need” ministry through church groups offering sustenance to those in 
the outside community who reflect specific needs or interests. This is one form of serving 
evangelism which is considered in PART FIVE, Section IX.D.4. above.  
 

The more a church can identify and minister to felt needs, the 
more effective its outreach will be. Understanding felt needs 
contextualizes ministry and connects the believers with the interests 
and life stages of unbelievers. While felt need groups begin with a 
focus on a common interest, they ultimately move to deeper spiritual 
needs as well.1691 

 
  In summary, a church’s targeting strategy involves (a) aiming your style at 

your target, (b) key on networks, and (c) offer felt need ministries. 
 

H. ATTRACTING NEWCOMERS 
 
1. What Is Unlikely to Attract First Time Visitors1692 

 
In order to attract first time visitors, it is essential to understand the shifting 

cultural landscape of those outside your church and what really matters to the unchurched. There 
are churches which still focus on communicating what they offer. For example, a flyer in the 
mailbox might promise relevant and practical messages, contemporary music, great coffee and 
so on. This is predicated on the belief that if you offer something, the unchurched will come. 
But, for the most part they don’t. 

  
It is tempting to believe that encouraging casual dress, offering Starbucks coffee, playing 

rock music, and then delivering a message in a popular style, the church will be enormously 
appealing. However, this approach hasn’t worked in over a decade. Even if a church offering 
such characteristic is successful in drawing in the unchurched, the question is whether that is 
what really brings them in? Let’s accept that a successful contemporary church does promise 
and provide contemporary music, casual dress, and good coffee. But people already have these 
things. They do not need to go to church to experience them. If they want Starbucks, they go to 
Starbucks. If they like contemporary music, they have easy access with their iPod. When they 
do come to church, they may appreciate those things when they attend. But, it is very unlikely 
that this is what draws them in the first place.  

 
Looking at an analogous situation. In a newspaper there are usually dozens of ads 

offering new cars. One is very unlikely to read these ads unless he or she is in the market for a 

 
1690 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 219 (1995). 
1691 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 145 (1993). 
1692 This Section draws primarily on James Emery White, “Why You’re Not Reaching the Unchurched,” 
OutreachMagazine.com, August 12, 2015.  
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car. If one is not in the market for a car, it doesn’t matter whatever the offers are. Such person 
doesn’t pay attention to these offers because he or she is not in the market for a car. 

 
The same is true with respect to a church. The unchurched don’t see church as a need in 

their lives, even though they might be interested in spiritual things. They no longer tie such 
interest to a need to find a particular faith, much less a particular church. They are not in the 
market for a church so offering them some niceties, by itself, is not likely to draw them in.  

 
2. An Inviting Church   
 

The number one and preponderant reason that growing churches are attracting the 
unchurched to attend a church a worship service or other church event or activity is an invitation 
by a family member or a friend. Churches grow because their members and attendees talk about 
it to their unchurched friends. This occurs naturally and comfortably in their conversations like 
the mention of a good movie, a favorite restaurant, or a treasured vacation spot. This occurs 
because the church has created a culture of invitation in its members.1693 

 
Data confirms that now is a very opportune time to connect the unchurched to a church 

by simply extending an invitation to come to a church activity whether it be a worship service 
or some other event or activity.1694 

 
Once they’ve been invited and attend, the things the church offers which appeals to them 

will enhance the likelihood of their return. In addition to prayer, being an inviting church is the 
crucial first element successively outreaching to people. 

 
Being an inviting church involves more than an initial invitation. We want people to 

return. The effective disciple-making church reflects relational intentionality. Many churches 
struggle to retain their attendees because of failure to connect them in relationships. Proximity 
with other people does not automatically lead to community. The 30 second meet and greet either 
before or after a worship service, or other event, does little to connect visitors with the church. 
Instead, small groups opportunities offering themes of interest to visitors need to be available 
coupled with intentionality of church members to connect them with such a group. A small group 
environment provides opportunity to bring a visitor into authentic community and a connection 
with church.1695 

 
3. Serving 
 

When reading the Gospels, it is hard to overlook the fact that Jesus attracted large 
crowds. He played to their consumer instincts. Rather than the content of his messages, which 
were commonly not understood, people flocked to Jesus because he fed them, healed them, 
comforted them, and promised them things which they could not get elsewhere.1696 Caringly and 

 
1693 Id.   
1694 Thom Rainer, “5 Insights About the Unchurched That Might Surprise You,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 
28, 2017.  
1695 Ed Stetzer, “Breaking the Attendance Barrier, OutreachMagazine.com, July/August 2016. 
1696 Andy Stanley, Deep and Wide 16-17 (2012).  
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lovingly serving people’s physical, emotional and/or spiritual needs opens the door to 
communicating a sense that there is something positive about the Christian faith. When a 
church’s members do so on a widespread basis, the potential for bringing people to embarking 
upon a faith journey may prove to exceed the imagination. (For discussion of serving, see PART 
FIVE, Section VIII.) 

 
4. Marketing 

 
Churches have an immensely important message to give, but it is of little avail if 

no one is there to listen. Many churches rely on mass marketing in various forms, e.g., press 
releases, paid adds, mass mailings, etc., which on their own, lack great effect. Rick Warren has 
said 
 

Some of the tools have changed. For instance, advertising has been 
on a death curve for about 30 years. It's getting less and less 
effective. The reason? We're in an over advertised society. We're 
bombarded with thousands and thousands of messages. I started 
the church on direct mail. If I were starting today, I would not use 
direct mail. I'd be using social media. …Telephone, radio, 
television—each innovation has brought new opportunities. And 
now the Internet. ...We have more tools for outreach at our 
disposal than ever before.1697 

 
 Although there has been a continuing assumption that typically a person’s first 
experience with a church is the Sunday morning service, this is no longer true. Today, a high 
proportion of people who attend a church for the first time have already visited the church on 
line. This is true whether the church has an on-line experience, a killer website, a social media 
presence, or even a website from 2008. People now commonly check out a church, perhaps a 
week or even months prior to entering a church for the first time.1698 

Well done websites offer great promise with respect to those who know about it and are 
interested enough to access it. A church’s website maybe the first point of contact with a church 
for many people. Make it as attractive as possible. Facebook offers another possibility as do 
exciting newsletters with lots of pictures. One Milwaukee church has found it to be effective to 
place prominent internet adds on onmilwaukee.com which many young adults (including college 
students) use for their weekend entertainment information.  

 
Find ways to use various on-line medias to spread the word about the church and 

welcoming them into our faith community. With many people spending substantial time on these 
devices and using social media, chances are that some will take notice of well-done posts and 

 
1697 James Long, "The Outreach Interview: Rick Warren," Outreach Magazine, p.100 at 104, January/February 
2013.  
1698 Carry Nieuwhof, “Why Charismatic Churches Are Growing (and Attraction Churches are Past Peak),” 
November 18, 2018, outreachmagazine.com. 
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tweets. “We need to do what we can to leverage the power of this incredible tool God has given 
us to build bridges and reach people.”1699  

 
To the extent marketing is utilized, avoid that which has proven to become increasingly 

ineffective. Commonly church mass marketing focus on contemporary music, coffee and casual 
dress. Or sometimes the pastor’s face is prominently displayed. on the page.  

 
Really? That’s what will get an unchurched person to attend? They 
already have contemporary music, coffee and the ability to dress 
casually. Such things reflect an ’80s mentality, back when boomers 
were actively looking for a church. That world no longer exists.1700 

 
Whatever marketing is done, it is important to develop the church’s most effective story 

about who we are, what our ministry is about and how that vision can impact peoples’ lives.1701  
 

However, the critical lesson is that, while marketing and media efforts can play a 
significant role, they cannot replace personal relationships as the prime means for both bringing 
people in and encouraging/supporting them in commencing on and continuing a spiritual 
walk.1702 
 

To the extent marketing might aid our church’s outreach efforts is beyond the realm of 
this document to offer a comprehensive and detailed marketing suggestions.  But, it is worth 
noting a unique perspective by Reverend. Les Wicker, First Congregational Church of Naples. 
He urges that in marketing one’s church, whatever its form, market it first to one’s own members. 
They are the first group which receives the message. Marketing can energize one’s own people 
and get them excited about the church. This, in turn, is likely to be conveyed to those outside the 
church in personal relationship invitational situations.1703 
 
I. CREATING IRRESISTIBLE ENVIRONMENTS   
 

On any given day persons may walk onto a church campus. His or her first impression 
may determine whether ultimately he or she becomes a lifelong member of the congregation or 
never again steps foot in the building. The environment influences what comes to people’s minds 
when they think about a church, especially if they are first time attendees. Environments matter. 
To attract those from outside the church and enhance the likeliness of their return, create 
irresistible environments.1704  

 

 
1699 Ed Stetzer,  “Leverage Tech to Advance the Kingdom,” OutreachMagazine.com, February 28, 2018. For 
discussion of using  Facebook videos, see Phil Cooke, “4 Steps to Use Facebook Videos to Boost Attendance,” 
OutreachMagazine.com, January 9, 2020.  
1700 James Emery White, “3 New Outreach Realities that Many Churches Still Don’t Get,” OutreachMagazine.com, 
September 7, 2017. 
1701 Phil Cooke, “How to Get Your Message Heard,” OutreachMagazine.com, January 31, 2013. 
1702 Ed Stetzer, “Want More Visitors? It has to get Personal,” OutreachMagazine.com, July 15, 2017. 
1703 Les Wicker, “Marketing Your Church,” Congregationalist, p30, September 2017.  
1704 Andy Stanley, Deep and Wide 156 -57 (2012). 
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1. Evaluate Environments 
 
For a church to be attractive to the unchurched, as well as to current members, 

create and sustain attractive environments so that even people who have yet to buy into the 
church’s theology will want to return. To do so, determine what is meant by irresistible 
environment for each specific ministry and all other areas of the church (e.g., parking lots, 
ministry areas for children, high school students, small groups, worship services, weekend 
gatherings, etc.). Establish and implement a standard of excellence for ministry environments. 
A church seeking to go wide as well as deep better develop and implement standards for its 
various ministry environments because people who come do evaluate.1705 

 
2. Ingredients for Irresistible Environments 

 
Several essential ingredients underlying the creation of great environments for 

attracting and retaining the unchurched include (a) an appealing setting, (b) availability of 
information, (c) a welcoming prior to the commencement of the worship service, (d) cultural 
adaptation, (e) engaging presentations, (f) helpful content, (g) relational integrity, and (h) secret 
church shopper  
 
  a.  An Appealing Setting   

 
 An appealing setting depends on several factors. 
 

� Brighten up the environment. Every ministry environment has a physical 
setting. The physical areas reflect the image of the church and how it ministers 
to people.1706 Make it attractive and comfortable for the target audience, a 
place where a person likes to be. There is only on chance for creating a 
positive first impression. Clean and tidy communicates that the church 
expects and welcomes guests.1707 Furthermore, don’t underestimate the 
olfactory senses which are the most impactful of all five senses for long-term 
memories. Every church environment has the potential for both positive 
(coffee, citrus) and/or negative (mold, bleach) smells. In evaluating the 
potential guest experiences, apply the smell test especially in entrances, 
restrooms and child care facilities.1708  

 
Furthermore, facilities and environment impact people’s impressions and 

mindset before even entering into the worship service or other church 
activities. Mediocrity does not appeal. Some places are depressing while 
others lift the spirits. Unchurched persons should enter an environment which 
is bright and cheerful. Project the image that this church is a warm, friendly, 
joyful and relevant place. The physical appearance of the church’s ministry 
environments needs to be monitored and evaluated on an on-going basis. 

 
1705 Id. at 157-63. 
1706 Stan Toler and Alan Nelson, The Five Star Church: Serving God and His People with Excellence 180 (1999). 
1707 Andy Stanley, Deep and Wide 168 (2012).. 
1708 Greg Atkinson, “8 Unintentional Barriers to New Visitors, “OutreachMagazine.com, January 18, 2012. 
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Environments tend to deteriorate and become dated. Many churches waste 
money by spending it on poor quality items rather than investing in 
excellence. The question is not what is this going to cost, but rather what is it 
going to cost us if we don't improve.1709 
 

Responsibility needs to be vested in some person or persons to see the 
church’s environment as guests see it. Look at the church’s facilities –  inside 
and out – as to the mood that it creates. See what needs to be done before 
guests see it.1710  
 

� Welcoming greeters and ushers are vitally important in creating a positive 
initial impression of the church. Four types of greeters can contribute to this 
effort; parking lot attendants to direct traffic. Outside greeters who casually 
greet people as they approach the building, hosts stationed at information 
tables who escort rather than simply direct newcomers as to where they need 
to go, and ushers who greet people as they enter the worship service area, pass 
out programs and assist in special situations. Greeters should be persons who 
project personal warmth, smile easily and are friendly.1711 
 
 In addition, greeters and ushers are particularly well suited and 
strategically located to identify guests and point them out to other church 
members. Hence, the Evangelism Team has recommended that the 
responsibilities of greeters and ushers (who currently fall within the sphere of 
the Worship Team’s responsibilities) be expanded to include the 
following:1712 
 

o When guests enter the building, provide information as to where 
everything is located (e.g., sanctuary, restrooms, fellowship room and 
Sunday school rooms), and information areas.  
 

o Invite guests to join us for coffee and refreshments following the 
service.  
 

o Immediately after the worship service, be the first people to exit the 
sanctuary and position themselves between the sanctuary and the exit 
before guest leave the building. Invite the exiting guests to join in the 
coffee hour, walk them to the (whether the Sanctuary or Fellowship 
Room and introduce them to other members of the church.  
 

o Whether before or after the service attempt to get guests names and, 
contact information. 
 

 
1709 Stan Toler and Alan Nelson, The Five Star Church: Serving God and His People with Excellence 183 (1999). 
1710 Andy Stanley, Deep and Wide 172 (2012) and Warren at 264-69 (Church). 
1711 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 257-58 (1995). 
1712 Fox River Congregational Church, Evangelism Team, “Welcoming Guests at Our Worship Services: 
Responsibilities of Ushers and Greeters, February 12, 2008. 
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o A successful church has created a team of volunteers to follow up with 
first time guests. When a volunteer, rather than a professional staff 
person, takes time to follow up with a guest, there is a completely 
different feel. A volunteer perceives this as an outreach ministry, not 
simply as a task to be done. Either a personal call or a handwritten 
note (not an e-mail) introduces the caller/writer, ask if they have any 
questions about the church and how the church might pray for them. 
If interests or needs are revealed, an opportunity is opened for possible 
serving, perhaps through a felt needs group or care visitation.1713 
 

o Introduce church members to the guests and/or point out guests to 
church members suggesting they visit with the guests and welcome 
guests to come back. 
 

o Provide whatever information obtained to the pastor and/or whomever 
is the appropriate person for follow up. 

 
It should be noted that the above recommendations of the Evangelism 

Team have not incorporated in the December 2018 Usher and Greeter 
Instructions.  

 
Although currently at Fox River, the ushers, greeters, etc. function under the 
scope of the Worship Team, it might be more effective to form specific guest 
welcoming group to assume responsibilities for and create ideas about these 
interrelated functions. However, the Worship Team should continue to 
determine usher instructions with respect to their role during the actual 
conduct of the worship service. 

� To be a guest friendly church, Church members in general should be sensitive 
to, understand and accept the responsibility to seek out and welcome 
newcomers and guests both before and after worship services. Too 
commonly, however, church members say “our church is friendly” when in 
the fact the church seems quite cold to visitors. Instead of outward friendliness 
to visitors, members tend to gather into tight, impenetrable groups with their 
friends.1714  

 
The Bible is replete with admonitions of 

hospitality and servanthood. …[C]hurch members…] 
should understand that the servant-like spirit should 
also be manifest when we gather to worship. Guests are 
often uncomfortable, if not intimidated, when they 
visit a church. We are to be gracious and sacrificial 
servants to them.1715  

 
1713 James P. Long, “Empowering Volunteers: Gateway Growth,” OutreachMagazine.com, March 31,  2014. 
1714 Dan Hotchkiss, “Five Lies We Like to Tell About Our Church Growth” Alban Weekly, April, 9, 2018. 
1715Tom Rainer, “The 10 Commandments of Guest Friendly Churches,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 30, 2015.  
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Thus, when newcomers come to our worship services or other events, it is 
essential that our members recognize their presence and welcome and 
converse with them. 
  

This includes creating and maintaining a welcoming environment by all 
members of the congregation, a message that needs to be periodically 
communicated and reemphasized. We should never assume that members of 
our congregation, on a widespread basis, actively engage in friendly 
interactions with visitors to our church. Church members need to know that 
showing Christ’s love begins by taking a genuine, hospitable interest in 
people God brings to us.1716  
 

To respond to the need for more guest-friendly church members, the 
following “Ten Commandments” set forth characteristics which should be 
reflected in church members so as to be a guest friendly member,1717 

 
o Pray for persons in the worship service whom one does not recognize.  

 
o Smile which contributes to the sense of welcome.  

 
o Sit with guests during worship services if they are off by themselves. 

 
o Move to the middle seats in a row so as to leave sufficient seats on the 

aisles so guests do not have to climb past them. 
 

o  Leave back row seats open so guests do not have or move down to the 
front where they are likely to feel uncomfortable. 

  
o Offer one’s seat to a guest when space is lacking.  

 
o Do not save seats. Placing coats, Bibles, etc. on seats in effect puts up an 

unwelcoming “Do Not Trespass” sign.  
 

o Ushers help seat the guests.  
 

o Offer assistance to guests if they appear to not to know where to go.  
 

o Greet someone he or she does not know both before and after the service. 
Do not tarry too long in one’s own group so as to miss an opportunity to 
welcome, speak and begin to connect with guests. 

 
1716 Ronnie Martin, “3 Ways to Create a Welcoming Environment for Visitors,” OutreachMagazine.com, December 
23, 2018. 
1717 Tom Rainer, “The 10 Commandments of Guest Friendly Churches,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 30, 2015.  
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o The utilization of mystery guests to come and evaluate a church’s 

facilities, discussed Section h. below, also applies here. A person 
unknown to the members of the congregation should be invited to 
participate in one or more worship services and assess whether the 
church was guest friendly during his or her visit. Resulting feedback 
may suggest what the church should do to enhance the guest friendliness 
of the congregation in general as well as that of ushers and greeters in 
particular.  

 
� Accessibility of the senior pastor offers a subtle and powerful statement. 

Whether the pastor locates himself at an information counter, participates in 
a meet and greet, walks around the campus shaking hands, announces and 
remains at the altar after the service, etc., being present and readily accessible 
are key to generating positive guest impressions. Especially with respect to a 
large church, visibility counters the rock star or unavailable stigma that many 
guests have come to expect in a church.1718 

  
� Place directional signs in readily seen locations identifying entrances, 

nursery, bathrooms, worship area, etc. Even small churches can be 
intimidating to first-time guests. Be sure there is adequate signage throughout 
the facilities. Although members know where to go, guests do not.1719  
 

� Both being organized and, as importantly, appearing organized 
communicates that the church is serious about what it does.1720  
 

� Of course, facilities must not only be safe, especially in readily locatable and 
accessible children areas, they must appear to be safe. “Unsafe is 
unappealing.” An environment that appears safe communicates valuing kids 
of both church members and visitors.1721 
 

� Design, decor and attention to detail should reflect understanding the target 
audience and conveying that the church content is relevant to them.1722  
 

� Quality improvement also applies to the personal appearance of the pastor, 
staff, volunteers who greet, ushers, those who serve in the nursery and Sunday 
School, etc. This does not necessarily mean formal rather than casual dress 
and appearance. One can be casual without looking tacky, disheveled or 
unclean. Dress like those people to whom we are ministering. Think about 

 
1718 Greg Atkinson, “8 Unintentional Barriers to New Visitors, “OutreachMagazine.com, January 18, 2012. 
1719 Thom Rainer, “5 Things the Unchurched See When They Come to Your church, “OutreachMagazine.com, 
September 6, 2012. 
1720 Andy Stanley, Deep and Wide 169 (2012). 
1721 Id. at 169-70 (2012). 
1722 Id. at 170. 
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how we appear to those we want to attract. Look nice and appear professional 
whatever the style.1723 
 

A few final comments on creating an appealing setting. Anthropologists say that our 
physical surroundings – housing, buildings, decorations, attire, etc. – reflect how we think about 
ourselves. Our self-image relates to how we value and think of others. Seeking excellence in the 
physical presentation of the church is a very important element of ministry. Yes, we know that 
there are physically shoddy buildings housing churches that are full and spectacular building 
churches which are relatively empty. A quality environment alone does not build a vital church, 
but does contribute to attracting people to give it a try and enhances the experience of those 
already there. Remember that Solomon’s Temple, blessed by God, was the best in its day. 
Excellence glorifies God.1724  
 
  b. Provide Readily Available Information about Our Church 
    

Interest in attending our church for the first time may arise from a variety 
of sources, e. g., an invitation by a friend, seeing the sign at the front of our church property, 
hearing about us via a grapevine, etc. Whatever the reason, for someone’s interest in our church 
to continue, they will want to learn more about us. Too often in churches, people tend to visit 
and quickly leave in the absence of any sense of connection with members and the lack of 
information which might further garner their interest. Thus, when newcomers cross our 
threshold, in addition to whatever personal touch our members offer, encourage their continued 
interest. Provide readily available information setting forth various aspects about our church, our 
mission, our ministry, elements of our vision, our Congregational Way, our teams, and our 
people (both members and pastor), etc. Making information available as to who we are and what 
are we about can play an important role in whether a person returns. Showcase the church. This 
calls for developing and making readily available informational tools to assist people "find a 
place" before they became discouraged and depart.1725 General information needs to be provided 
about the church, its ministries and small groups. Also, make available to church members 
attractive informational brochures which they can use in the process leading up to an invitation 
to attend some activity at our church. 

 
Newcomers visiting a church want to know what this particular community of faith 

believes and practices. Thus, a church interested in attracting and retaining new people needs to 
be upfront and clear about both.  An effective mission statement is essential for a disciple-making 
church. It provides the basis for a checklist against which the quality of life together and the 
individual personal growth as disciples can be held accountable. A published mission statement 
offers a first view people have into the soul of the community of faith and lets people know what 
to expect. And, it serves as a basis for strategic planning and implementation. The mission 
statement and the key words which summarize it create a deep sense of shared purpose and 

 
1723 Stan Toler and Alan Nelson, The Five Star Church: Serving God and His People with Excellence 185 (1999). 
1724 Id. 
1725 Paul Braoudakis (Editor), An Inside Look at Willow Creek Community Church 135 (2000). See discussion 
below on Willow Creek Community Church’s approach to providing readily accessible information.  
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direction.1726 Such should be clearly visible and available for the taking. This also applies to 
other materials, such as pamphlets, about the church. Wall graphics can also serve in informing 
visitors. Of course, all such materials should be done with excellence. 

 
 To fulfill this informational role, a variety of questions should be considered. What topics 
should be covered? If we were newcomers attending a church for the first or second time or 
participating in a session(s) getting to know the church, what information would we want? Who 
are our targets with respect to specific information to be presented? What is the purpose of each 
informational piece? What format(s) should be used, e. g., brochures, booklets, etc.? What other 
questions do we need to ask?  
 
 General information or publications embrace all that a church prints – brochures, Sunday 
worship folders, monthly newsletter, letterhead and business cards, etc. They say a lot about the 
quality of the church. Even those materials which are primarily for in-house use get around and 
are seen. Communicate excellence. Understand the importance of presenting ourselves well on 
the printed page. If it can’t be done well, don't do it at all. Every piece of information reflects 
who we are. Don’t reflect mediocrity.1727  
 
 Willow Creek Community Church has offered a rather detailed approach to providing 
readily accessible information. This model, discussed immediately below, is worth consideration 
in attempting to develop and approach suitable for here at FRCC.1728 

 
In a readily accessible and highly visible location there should be a welcoming 

center/information table manned by friendly people both before and after worship services and 
other major church events. Eliminate clutter, keep things simple, provide only up to date 
information and contact information. Provide only the most important things a person needs to 
know about the church. The primary goal is to make the initial connection with guests and guide 
them to their next step. 

 
Volunteers and/or staff respond to information needs of visitors and outside callers in 

several ways. 
 

� A call center responds to telephone calls from people seeking a variety of 
information concerning the life of the church. 
 

� A guided tour of the facilities, including a description of the various ministries of 
the church, are provided. This aids in connecting with people based on their 
needs. 
 

� An information and welcome center provides basic information and ministry 
literature to attendees informing them not only about the church, but also offering 

 
1726 Michael W. Foss, Power Surge: Six Marks of Discipleship for a Changing Church (2000), see Chapter 6, pp.111 
et seq. 
1727 Stan Toler and Alan Nelson, The Five Star Church: Serving God and His People with Excellence 183-85 
(1999). 
1728 Paul Braoudakis (Editor), An Inside Look at Willow Creek Community Church 135-36 (2000). 
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"first step" tools towards connecting with the ministry services and small group 
opportunities which meet their specific needs.  
 

� One way to help create a good first impression is providing a welcome packet to 
each new visitor reflecting what the church believes and offers. Include in the 
packet a brochure or pamphlet providing a welcome letter from the pastor 
expressing appreciation for the visitor coming, the mission of the church,1729 
current ministries and programs, schedule of events, perhaps a note about sermon 
series, perhaps a small gift, and contact information for the pastor, staff and team 
leaders. 

 
� A welcome center in which volunteers come alongside people in a safe and 

comfortable environment to encourage them toward developing a relationship 
with the church and assist them in becoming acquainted with the ministries and 
services of the church. 
 

� Small groups designed to help newcomers become familiar with the church and 
assist them in becoming connected to the church. 
 

� A Phone Team responds to visitors and attendees who submit questions and 
requests on a tear off portion of the worship service bulletin. 

 
There will be new attendees who whose relational needs which go beyond informational 

needs. In these situations, it is important to connect them to the appropriate persons or groups 
relevant to helping with their needs. Connections to the church community can be facilitated 
though an assimilation team and/or other appropriate knowledgeable volunteers (perhaps located 
in the information and welcome center) who can direct them in one of three ways. 

 
� Assist unconnected people find a place relevant to their interests and gifts where  

volunteers serve in a church ministries. 
 
� Help unconnected people identify and connect with small groups looking for new 

members or perhaps create a new small group.  
 
� Refer hurting people (e.g., those in need of grief support) to a care team or group. 

 
In short, through readily availability of information and of means of connecting with the 

church community, the probability of return visits and church involvement can be significantly 
enhanced.   
 
 
 
 

 
1729 If the recommended Mission Statement for FRCC is adopted, the pamphlet “Getting Connected: Becoming a 
Fully Devoted Follower of Christ (Disciple-Making Mission Statement at Fox River Congregational Church” (2009) 
should be updated. 
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  c. Welcoming Prior to Commencement of Worship Service 
 
   Rick Warren offers several suggestions relevant to both visitors and 
church members. Prior to the commencement of the worship service, as people enter the building 
and the sanctuary, the playing of appropriate music, whether by tape or live, creates a positive, 
relaxing and welcoming atmosphere. Offer a public welcome that relaxes newcomers. Refer to 
newcomers and return visitors as "guests." The term visitor implies they are not here to stay. The 
term guest implies someone who is welcome and who we want to make comfortable.1730 
  

Furthermore, Warren recommends avoiding silence before the service. Walking into a 
silent large room with numerous people can be unnerving to someone who does not know what 
is going on. There is a place for silence in the service but not before a service starts. (This is not 
to suggest doing away with the practice at Fox River of asking attendees to greet one another, 
especially guests, after the first hymn.) The atmosphere before the service should be alive, happy 
and contagious. Play upbeat background music to encourage normal and happy conversation. 
Begin and end each service asking attendees to greet one another and invite all to refreshments 
after the service.1731 

 
However, this suggestion should be weighed against earlier comments (PART THREE, 

Section I.C.5.c.) above considering the spiritual discipline of worship including warming up for 
worship by settling in the sanctuary for a bit of quiet time in thought and reflection on why we 
are gathered in preparation to fully worship. From this perspective, the church should create 
conditions in the sanctuary conducive to preparing for the worship.  

 
 Avoid the hang-up that many unchurched persons have about churches, i.e., they only 
want me here to collect money. Provide a disclaimer about the offering. For example, before the 
service commences comment that “Those of you who are visiting today are our guests. As our 
guests you are not expected to contribute to our offering. Our hope is that you benefit from this 
worship service not that you make a financial gift.” In short, from the outset, seek to make the 
unchurched guests feel comfortable and welcome,1732 rather than wanted for his or her money. 
 

 d. Cultural Adaptation  
 

   A major obstacle to the spread and acceptance of the gospel is not 
theology, but rather it is the prevailing culture. 

 
A major issue facing the Western church is making the gospel 
message intelligible and attractive to people unfamiliar with the 
church. People receive the Good News of Christ when it is 
presented in a culturally appropriate manner…. To carry out the 
Great Commission, the church needs to keep the gospel biblical in 

 
1730 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church: Growth without Compromising Your Message 258-59, 260-61 
(1995). 
1731 Id. at 263. 
1732 Id. at 262-63. 
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content [and] culturally significant in form.1733 (Emphasis 
supplied.) 

 
 Christ attracted people not only because of his teachings and unique character, but also 
because he fit into the local culture. He grew up in a normal way as part of a family, working in 
a normal job, attending local functions and worshipping in a synagogue. In his ministry, he spoke 
the local dialect, taught through familiar stories about fishing, farming and other everyday 
occurrences. He asked questions which brought listeners into dialogue with him. And, his 
parables were relevant to people’s lives. The early church also was culturally attractive. 
Although the primary appeal was spiritual vitality, people also were attracted because of the 
church’s adaptation of its structure and message to the local culture.1734  
 

Don’t make new guests wonder what is being talked about. People visiting may be from 
a different culture or background. They may not immediately understand church vocabulary. Use 
language guests can understand. Define terminology when words used which might not be 
understood. This is particularly true with respect to “church” things such as baptisms or taking 
communion. If the message or other aspects of a worship service or other church events are 
confusing, persons are less likely to come back.1735 
 

The task of contextualization is paramount to the mission of the church 
because we are called to understand and speak to those around us in a 
meaningful way.1736 

 
Similarly, Paul adapted the manner of expressing his message to Jewish and Gentile 

audiences. When addressing Jews, he drew upon the Old Testament. When addressing the 
Athenians, instead of employing Jewish concepts and terminology, Paul started with premises of 
Greek philosophers. In his first letter to the Corinthians, he set forth his adaptive approach for 
different audiences. 

 
Though I am free and belong to no one, I have made myself a slave 
to everyone, to win as many as possible. To the Jews I became like 
a Jew, to win the Jews. To those under the law I became like one 
under the law (though I myself am not under the law), so as to win 
those under the law. To those not having the law I became like one 
not having the law (though I am not free from God’s law but am 
under Christ’s law), so as to win those not having the law. To the 
weak I became weak, to win the weak. I have become all things to 
all people so that by all possible means I might save some. I do all 
this for the sake of the gospel, that I may share in its blessings. (1 
Corinthians 9:19-24) 

 

 
1733 Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 100 1993). 
1734 Id. at 101. 
1735 Ron Edmondson, “4 Do’s and Don’ts for Engaging New Guests,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 26, 2015.  
1736 Ed Stetzer, “3 Things Churches Love that Kill Outreach,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 27, 2015. 
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 The ministries of Jesus, the early church and the teachings and writings of Paul evidence 
and highlight the importance of adapting and contextualizing the proclamation of the gospel 
message to the culture of the audience being addressed. 

 
  e. Engaging Presentations  

 
The fifth ingredient of an irresistible environment is offering engaging 

presentations whether they be sermons, lectures, leading discussions in small group, etc. 
Engaging presentations are those which attract and hold people’s attention. It is presumed that 
the presentations are true in the scriptural sense. However, here the focus centers on an essential 
ingredient of an irresistible environment, i.e., is the presentation engaging.   
 

Jesus was not content to simply say what was true. Being right was 
not enough. Being biblical was not enough. Being exegetically 
correct was not enough. That was not his purpose in coming. He 
came to seek and save that which was lost. And, he communicated 
to that end. …To seek and save the lost, you must first capture 
their attention. That is exactly what he did.1737 

 
That is, as Jesus modeled, to seek and save the lost, you must first capture their attention. To 
present the scripture in an un-engaging manner communicates that the Bible is boring and 
irrelevant and the church is boring and irrelevant. So, commit to offering engaging presentations 
in all the ministry environments of the church.    
 

To engage is to secure and hold one’s attention. An engaging presentation offers 
information in an interesting manner. It makes text come alive through illustrations and fresh 
applications. Furthermore, the manner of presentation determines a listener’s attention span. It 
is primarily the manner of the presentation, not the content, which determines interest. 
Furthermore, an engaging presentation may utilize of variety of techniques in addition to or in 
lieu of talk, e.g., visuals, interviews, note-taking, outlines, etc.1738 

 
Reverend Ron Edmondson offers four specific do’s for engaging new guests.1739  
 

� Put new guests at ease right from the outset and make them feel welcomed.  In 
the early minutes, try get them to laugh, shed a tear, or reflect. Something personal 
helps them to know and begin to trust the speaker. The more one can connect 
quickly with newcomers, the greater the likelihood of keeping their attention. 
 

� Make guests feel love by avoiding criticizing them or making them feel bad about 
themselves or that are alone. When the message is hard-hitting, include oneself 
in the struggle.  
 

 
1737Andy Stanley, Deep and Wide 173-74  (2012).  
1738 Id. at 175-76.  
1739 Ron Edmondson, “4 Do’s and Don’ts for Engaging New Guests,” OutreachMagazine.com, August 26, 2015. 
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� People only listen to people they trust. Trust is earned by authenticity. Be honest 
with people. Communicate that oneself is not perfect. Be transparent and hold 
oneself out in the context of the message. 
 

� Leave the audience with a way to act on the message. People need both a 
challenge and what is or are the next step(s) in responding to the challenge. So, 
close with some practical ways to implement the truth or a personal challenge. 
Pose a question to help them process the message.  

 
To be effective a church needs implement a process which enables utilizing those (i) 

gifted as engaging presenters to present, (ii) skilled content creators to create content, and (iii) 
relationally savvy group leaders to facilitate group discussions and fellowship interactions. 
Utilize people to do what they do best. Select presenters, provide them with great content and 
turn them loose. Free group leaders from presenting and let them facilitate. Don’t allocate a task 
that is gift dependent to those who lack the requisite gift.1740 
 
   f. Helpful Content 

 
 The final component of an irresistible ministry environment is helpful 

content (based upon that which is scripturally true). That is, will the audience find it useful? Will 
it change the way people think? Does it offer a fresh perspective? Will the audience know what 
to do with what they have heard, i.e., is it actionable? To be helpful, the content must do one or 
a combination of two or three things:  

 
� help people thinking biblically,  
� help people behave biblically, and 
� help people contextualize biblical teaching.1741 

 
(1) Thinking Right1742  
 

Thinking and believing right is seeing the world through God’s 
eyes. Helping people to think right (biblically) leads to growing belief and faith which, in turn, 
leads to behaving more in accordance with God’s will. Such can be life changing. Using simple 
statements having the potential to lodge in the minds and hearts of the listeners can be life 
transforming in growing towards a more Christ-like life in thoughts, feelings and actions. 
Presenters, and communicators and curriculum/sermon creators should write and communicate 
a simple and clearly crafted bottom line. Truth is only helpful if people understand it.  
 
 Thinking right and believing right are catalysts for transformation. However, application 
makes all the difference. It is useless to know something if one doesn’t know what to do with it. 
So, not only teach, but challenge people to do something. Thus, a key goal for presenters is an 
affirmative answer to the question will the listeners know what to do with that which is being 
taught. Challenge the audience to do something. 

 
1740 Andy Stanley, Deep and Wide 176-78 (2012). 
1741 Id. at 182. 
1742 This Section draws upon Andy Stanley, Deep and Wide 182-85 (2012).  
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   (2) Intentional Contextualizing1743  
 

For content to be helpful, it must be contextualized for the 
audience. It needs to address a felt need, otherwise it is irrelevant to that person. Furthermore, to 
be helpful, content normally is presented in a way that is age and stage of life specific. Be 
intentional in selecting content for the particular audience being addressed. Address the specific 
issues of people in the community. For those seeking more in-depth theological training, offer 
separate opportunities. Don’t neglect equipping and inspiring persons to become followers of 
Jesus rather simply becoming Bible scholars. Lead people to Christ and then into a growing 
relationship with Christ. To be an effective disciple-making church, it must be both deep and 
wide. 
 

In evaluating content, one might consider these questions.  
 

� Is the content helpful? 
� Does the content offer a potentially new and helpful perspective? 
� Does the content provide applications or next steps?  
� Is the content age and stage of life specific?1744  

 
  g.   Relational Integrity 
 

Authenticity and transparency in creating and sustaining relationships are 
foundational for genuine community. For genuine community to be achieved, the atmosphere of 
love needs to be present in the life of the church as a family of God. If first time visitors and 
especially returnees fail to sense this in a congregation, they are unlikely to be drawn into the 
fellowship of the church.  Pastors, key leaders and, perhaps even more importantly, relational 
small groups need to emphasize relational issues such as caring, integrity, communication, 
building trust, and learning how to forgive. Bottom line is the need to for people to come together 
on a regular basis in a manner practicing authentic, transparent, relationship-building which in 
turn is reflected in encounters with newcomers and returnees.1745  

 
  h. Secret Church Shopper 
 

As a supplement to internal church people doing evaluations, periodically 
evaluate church’s environment through an outsider’s eyes. Those who are at the church everyday 
or, at least quite often, get used to things the way they are and fail to notice something(s) which 
may not be just right. Thus, find a person or persons who have never been to our church, 
sometimes an unchurched person. Such persons should be someone whom people of the church 
do not know resulting in them being unaware that an evaluation is being done. That is, utilize 
secret church shoppers.  

 

 
1743  This section draws primarily on id. at 185-92. 
1744 Id. at 191. 
1745 Stephen A. Macchia, Becoming a Healthy Church; 10 Traits of a Vital Ministry 19 (1999). 
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Ask the secret church shopper to assess the church entire environment including physical 
facilities (signage, parking lot, the building’s exterior and interior), availability of information, 
welcoming, cultural adaption, engaging presentation, helpful content, atmosphere of 
friendliness, caring and love, etc.  

 
Our minds often overlook information that is familiar. … First 
impressions are huge for people stepping into a church for the first 
time. If they don’t come back, they will rarely tell you why. …We 
should be aware of what newcomers are seeing and feeling. … 
We’ll need to initially answer three questions – who [will do it], 
what [will he or she do] and how [will it be done]. The who means 
finding a shopper who fits the profile of the type of person we’re 
trying to reach. …[T]he goal is a descriptive report of what the 
shopper saw, did and experienced. …Criticism is our most 
important resource for growth and improvement…. The secret 
shopper idea would work best if done periodically, so we could 
look for trends.1746 

 
Questions for the unknown visitor to respond to might include the following:  
 

� was it obvious where the children’s ministry was located and that it was clean, 
safe and well-staffed?  

� did you observe anything that would lead you to believe that the church values 
diversity?  

� describe and what was your opinion of the worship service?  
� over-all was the church friendly and welcoming?  
� how was the seating both as to location and comfort-wise?  
� was signage adequate, obvious and clear?  
� were restrooms accessible and clean?  
� were church members positive and upbeat?  
� was information about the church readily available?   
� did you feel unwelcome pressure?  
� what was your overall impression of the church?  
� would you return to the church and, if not, why not? and 
� are there other observations you care to make? etc.1747 

 
The secret church shopper(s) should be someone one who has never been to our church, 

perhaps even an unchurched person. Provide him or her a guide as to what to evaluate and asked 
what to.  Take copious notes and be blunt in his or her observations and comments. A church 
seeking to create an irresistible environment should face the reality of what guests observe and 

 
1746 Sam Toler and Alan Nelson, The Five Star Church: Serving god and His People with Excellence, 126-130 
(1999). For an example of a secret shopper survey covering the categories facilities, hospitality, nursery, children, 
youth. worship service, restrooms, visual image package, follow up and miscellaneous, see id. at 227-230. 
1747 Mystery Visitor, “The Pastor Stood on a Diving Board – Lessons from a Mystery Visitor,” 
OutreachMagazine.com, October 29, 2017.  
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feel when they come to the church. Shortcomings need to be discerned and rectified to avoid 
deterring potential newcomers and possible returnees. 1748 And finally, avoid utilizing a secret 
church shopper only on a one-time basis. Use a multiple number of secret church shoppers and 
do so on a frequent basis.  

 
 i. Summary 
 

In summary, to attract newcomers initially and encourage visitors to 
return, create and maintain, on an on-going basis, an irresistible environment. Such an 
environment involves several elements. The filters to gauge the irresistibility of a church’s 
environment are several including the following. 

 
� an appealing setting  

� provide readily available information about our church 

� welcoming prior to the commencement of the worship service 

� cultural adaptation  

� engaging presentations  

� helpful content  

� relational integrity 

� secret church shopper 

Each ministry in a church should be periodically evaluated through these filters. Utilization of 
secret shoppers, in addition to other forms of internal evaluation, further enhances the ability to 
create and maintain an irresistible church environment. 

 
J. PLANTING A CHURCH  

 
Another approach to bringing people to Christ and nurturing them in their on-going walk 

with him is planting a church. Here at Fox River, being a church plant several years ago, we are 
familiar with the concept and practice of church planting. A church plant can be accomplished 
in several ways by a church individually or in conjunction with other churches. Many church 
plants have been highly successful.  

 
 There are some who advocate that all churches, whatever their size, should become 
involved in planting new churches. Christ was clear about his mission. He came to “seek and 
save the lost.” He didn’t remain on earth enabling everyone come to him on a physical one-on –
one basis. The plan was more than that. He sent the Holy Spirit into the hearts of his followers 
so that his light would sign in multiple places throughout the world. Christ commanded, “Go 
therefore and make disciples…” (Matthew 28:19) Eleven disciples commenced spreading the 
gospel across the globe. This was their mission. Spread and multiply. It is urged that the fastest 
way to bring as many people as possible to a saving disciple-making faith is not solely attempting 

 
1748 Thom Rainer, Who Moved My Pulpit 46-47 (2016). 
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to add members to one’s own church. The answer is argued to be not addition, but rather it is 
multiplication through the planting of churches.1749 

However, exploring the planting of churches approach to evangelism is beyond the scope 
of this document. Nevertheless, this possibility may be something that FRCC may want to 
consider at some future time. 

 
K. STRATEGY FOR REACHING SECULAR PEOPLE 
 
 The recommended Mission for Fox River Congregational Church, with respect to 
outreach, expresses that it is the mission of FRCC  
 

to encourage, equip and support people in growing toward more Christ-
like lives in their thoughts, feelings and actions by…  
 

connecting with people outside the faith through lovingly 
witnessing the good news of Christ and the power of God’s 
love for all people, leading them to accept Christ as Lord 
and Savior, and bringing them into congregational life. 

 
However, unless the evangelistic values, and good intentions are translated into a step-by-step 
strategy geared specifically to people outside the faith. evangelism efforts are unlikely to achieve 
significant impact. Willow Creek Community church has developed and implemented an 
effective strategy reaching secular people consisting of three basic steps.1750 
 

1. Step 1: Build Relationships 
 

…. [T]o follow the example of Jesus and lots of others in 
the pages of the Bible… challenge believers in this church 
to build relationships with nonchurched people. On a 
regular basis, we’ve got to leave the huddle of close 
Christian fellowship, take some risks and get to know 
some nonchurched people. We’ve got to build relational 
bridges....1751   

 
The church needs to instill and develop in believers a consciousness which engenders the habit 
of asking God to lead them to an unbeliever or skeptic with whom one can establish a relationship 
as well as asking God for aid in doing so. Thus, Step 1 in the church’s evangelistic strategy is 
for all church members to commit, as part of the whole congregation, to building relational 
inroads with people who need to be reached as Jesus did. When the relationship is, or becomes, 

 
1749 Jake Mills, “Why Every Church Should Multiply,” Outreachmagazine.com,  2019-02-17.  
1750 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism 68 et 
seq.  (2001). 
1751 Id. at 68. 
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one of friendship, the ability of the believer is enhanced for discerning what spiritual questions 
that person has and to provide him or her with relevant, biblical answers.1752  
 

2. Step 2: Share a Verbal Witness 
 
  It is important to take advantage of opportunities to share our faith regardless of 
the fear of awkwardness in doing so.  
 

Believe that God is both willing and able to give you what you 
need in order that you might joyfully spread the word about his 
Son… however seemingly awkward it may feel at first.1753 

 
After building a trusting relationship, the next step in reaching out to the nonbelievers is offering 
verbal witness. It is incumbent on the believer, when an appropriate opportunity arises, to offer 
a brief, clear and compelling explanation who Christ is and what he has done for us. Scripture 
calls upon us to do so. 

 
… always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks 
you to give the reason for the hope that you have. But do this with 
gentleness and respect (1 Peter 3:15).  

 
 Each believer needs to be willing to assume risks and initiate spiritual conversations, to 
clearly articulate the message of salvation and the coming Kingdom of God in ways which non-
Christians can understand. Consequently, it’s imperative that the church develop and implement 
means to prepare all of its members to build relationships, witness the impact of Christ in their 
lives, and articulate the truths of the gospel.1754 
 
 3. Step 3: Invite Friends to Outreach Events 

 
Scripture says  

 
How, then, can they call on the one they have not 
believed in? And how can they believe in the one 
of whom they have not heard? And how can they 
hear without someone preaching to them? – 
(Romans 10:14) 

 
In order for skeptics and unbelievers to hear, someone needs to either preach, teach or lead them 
to a basic understanding of the Christian faith and to experience the joy of relationships in 
following Christ. Someone has to do it, but an individual church member does not have to lead 
a person to Christ all by him or herself. Thus, Step 3 of the strategy to reach those outside the 

 
1752 Id. at 69-71. 
1753 Gloria Furman, “How to Start Conversation about Jesus,” Outreachmagazine.com, November 20, 2018. 
1754 Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church: Revolutionizing the Way We View and Do Evangelism 72-75 
(2001). 
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faith is for the church to offer both attractive and interesting worship and non-worship outreach 
events and activities, as well as short term and relational small group opportunities, to which 
members invite them to attend in an attractive irresistible church environment. Effective 
evangelism is a church-wide team evangelism effort. Combining individual efforts with well 
executed worship and non-worship events, the message of the Word can be communicated and 
loving relationships can grow initiating a person’s embarkation and/or continuation on a path 
leading to accepting and growing in Christ. This combination leads to powerful results.1755 
 

Of course, in the process must not compromise biblical truth or standards. Avoid the 
temptation to tone down expressing biblical truths. Communicate the gospel without 
compromise. Avoid substituting uplifting stories and positive platitudes for the for the humbling, 
eternity altering truth of the gospel. Be faithful and courageous in preaching and teaching the 
gospel message.1756 

 
 It doesn’t require a modern message to reach modern people. The gospel message is 

unchanging applying to all people. Yes, it may require addressing a modern culture in a manner 
to which the culture will listen. However, the message must not be diluted. There is no success 
when losing the message in the process.1757 And, Paul condemns those who modify or soften the 
gospel when preaching or teaching. “[S]o now I say again: If anybody is preaching to you a 
gospel other than what you accepted, let them be under God’s curse!” (Galatians 1:9)   

 
It is the responsibility of a disciple-making church to structure itself and will itself to 

carry out the three stage strategy of (i) relationship building, (ii) sharing Christ and (iii) 
invitation. Become a contagious Christian church by motivating, training, equipping and 
supporting all of its members to actively engage in personal relationship evangelism and by 
providing attractive opportunities to which they can invite people to whom they are reaching out. 
A strategy that integrates an individual’s personal relationship evangelism outreach efforts with 
well executed worship and non-worship outreach events has proven to be quite effective.   

 
As Christ said, 
 

The harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few. Ask the Lord of 
the harvest, therefore, to send out workers into his harvest field.  
(Luke 10:2) 

 
Let’s do it. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
1755 Id. at 76-77. 
1756 Id. at 340-41. 
1757 Id. at 345. 
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VIII. CHURCH ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
           AND TEAM RESPONSIBILITIES 
  
 The effectiveness of a church as a disciple-making church, in significant part, depends 
upon its organizational framework being based upon and implemented for the accomplishment 
of its disciple-making mission.  The current organizational structure of FRCC reflects the intent 
of doing so. However, the passage of time and the discussion considered in this resource book 
raises to some suggested modifications. But, most importantly, the adoption of the 
Recommended Mission Statement and a greater awareness of the Stages of the Disciple-Making 
Process incumbent on a person growing toward a more Christ-like life call for reconsideration 
of some aspects our organizational structure.  
 
A. FRCC ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
 
 1. Current Organizational Structure  
 

The current organizational structure here at FRCC is set forth in the church By-
Laws. Our adopted basic principles of governance are fundamental for the organizational 
structure of the church.   
 

 Under the Headship of Christ and consistent with the 
Church Mission and Covenant, determination of Church policies 
is reserved exclusively to the Congregation. In reviewing Church 
policies, programs and activities, the Congregation, as well as 
those persons or bodies developing such policies, programs and 
activities, shall conduct its evaluation with the primary standard 
being whether they significantly contribute to the achievement of 
Church Mission and/or Covenant.1758 

 
 That is, the current organizational structure at FRCC is based upon Christ as the head of 
the church. Under Christ, the Congregation is the policy making body. Serving under the 
Congregation currently are seven teams. Those commonly referred to as the mission purpose 
teams include the Worship, Discipleship, Fellowship, Service and Evangelism Teams. The two 
support teams are the Accountability and Administrative Teams. Team responsibilities are set 
forth in the By-Laws. In the context being a Congregational church, although the senior pastor, 
as well as other staff under him, does not occupy a command and control role authority, our 
senior pastor is highly respected and is quite influential as the leader of the church.  
 
 2. Recommended Organizational Structure 
 
  The following discussion offers a modified team structure and allocation of team 
responsibilities. The proposed set of teams is as follows: 

 
 

 
1758 Fox River Congregational Church By-Laws, Article IV.A.1.a. (2011). 
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Ø Worship 
Ø Fellowship 
Ø Evangelism  
Ø Assimilation – (new) 
Ø Adult Christian Education – (formerly Discipleship) 
Ø Sunday School and Youth Christian Education – (formerly Discipleship) 
Ø Serving   
Ø Relational Small Groups – (new) 
Ø Ministry Support – (formerly Accountability) 
Ø Administration 

 
The recommended changes involve amending the church By-Laws with respect to 

creating new and deleting old teams, name changes, and team responsibilities. However, the 
By-Laws remain the same with respect to team membership with the exception of the Ministry 
Support Team (formerly the Accountability Team) whose membership will consist of all team 
leaders and up to a maximum of 4 at-large members.  The recommended team responsibilities, 
considered below, reflect both currently FRCC adopted By-Laws, church vision and core value 
statements, current team descriptions, outlines of current strategies applicable to each mission 
purpose team, as well as other recommendations considered throughout this resource book. 

 
 3. Major Changes in Team Structure  
 
  Several significant changes in team organizational structure will be noted here 
before getting into the specifics of team responsibilities.  
 
 Newly created is an Assimilation Team. Our church lacks systematic and coordinated 
efforts to assimilate prospective, new and even on-going members into the life of the church. 
When we fail to do so, the disciple-making effectiveness of our church is dramatically reduced. 
The new Assimilation Team is to play a major role in remedying this defect. 
 

Second, no longer will there be a Discipleship which currently is responsible for matters 
relating to the mission purpose of discipleship (growing faith and spiritual maturity) which 
includes the Christian education for adults, youth and children and organizing small groups. As 
a result, as is common in other churches, the educational component of discipleship is often 
equated to what discipleship is all about. This narrow and erroneous perception of discipleship 
tends to result in under-emphasizing attention and concern about the responsibility for disciple-
making throughout the rest of a church. However, as considered in some depth at the outset of 
this research book, disciple-making is at the core of our entire church’s ministry.   
 

The recommended Mission Statement reestablishes that FRCC seeks to encourage, equip 
and support people in growing toward more Christ-like lives in their thoughts, feelings and 
actions (i.e., discipleship) by connecting with God, other Christian believers, believers and non-
believers through serving, and those outside the faith through evangelism. worship, fellowship, 
serving and evangelism all constitute integral elements in the disciple-making process. Thus, it 
is important to emphasize that disciple-making is not merely one of several the ministries of the 
church which falls solely under the province of the Discipleship Team. But rather, disciple-
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making is at the core of what God calls upon each of us to do both individually and as a church 
collectively. Disciple-making is the function of the entire church which means it is the 
responsibility of all church leadership, all teams and all members of our church. Creating and 
growing disciples is the role of the entire church, not simply that of one team. Thus, it is 
recommended that there no longer be a Discipleship Team. Its responsibilities will be reallocated 
to a new and/or other existing teams.   
 
 Third, the new Adult Christian Education Team emerges from the former Discipleship 
Team. Its focus will be on adult Christian education and supporting other teams in related areas. 

 
Fourth, a new Sunday School and Youth Christian Education Team is created to assume 

responsibilities in this area from the former Discipleship Team. 
 
 Fifth, the new Relational Small Group Team is created to foster, create, train and lead 
relational small groups. Currently this responsibility has been assumed by the Discipleship 
Team. Although some progress has been made, the Discipleship Team has been consumed by 
other activates. As explored earlier, participation in relational small groups is a critical element 
in a successful disciple-making church. The recommended mission calls for fostering the 
movement of every member of the congregation into an effective disciple-making relational 
group. Thus, a new Relational Small Group Team devoted to fostering, creating, training and 
leading relational small groups is needed as a fundamental component in our church 
organizational structure. 
 
 Sixth, the Accountability Team, having an unsuitable name for the Team’s current and 
future functions, is renamed Ministry Support Team covering a wide gamut of responsibilities. 
 
 Fellowship, Serving and Administrative Teams continue as before in the organizational  
structure. 
 
B. TEAM RESPONSIBILITIES: GENERAL  
 

Section C. below considers specific responsibilities for each team, Here, focus is on 
general responsibilities of all teams.  

 
 1. Enculturation of the Mission 
 

Foundational of an effective disciple-making church is its mission. This requires 
deeply embedding our Mission in the culture of our church. As an important element in doing 
so, it is the responsibility of pastors, staff, all teams and ministries to be actively involved in the 
enculturation process. Thus, a general responsibility for every team in their team meetings, 
programs and other activities is to incorporate, in a meaningful manner, reaffirmation of the 
recommended Covenant which includes the recommended Mission.    
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 2. Disciple-Making Process 
 
  All teams, especially team leaders, need to be cognizant of and understand their 
responsibility for advancing the Mission of our church and advancing people through the stages 
of discipleship. All teams are, or should be, actively involved in disciple-making. This has been 
well recognized by FRCC when it adopted a general standard applicable to all mission purpose 
teams. 

 
 In business terms, we are in the disciple-development 
business. The product is transformed lives - an expanding body of 
Christ-like people. The role of our Mission Teams is to motivate 
and better enable individuals to progress in their Walk with Christ 
by moving to deeper levels of spiritual maturity and levels of 
commitment. This requires a series of processes designed to move 
people through various stages of development. Each mission 
purpose Team is an integral part of this series of processes to 
encourage and better enable people to progress toward becoming 
Fully Devoted Followers of Christ -- the ultimate result of 
achieving our… mission purposes.1759 

 
While each team has an area of primary focus, in all they do, they are also responsible for 
considering how and what they can do to advance other elements of our mission either separately 
or in conjunction with other teams. 

 
In any organization, consisting of teams or other similar bodies, there is a tendency for 

each unit to focus virtually all of its attention and efforts on its particular area of prime 
responsibility. The unit tends to function within its relatively exclusive area. In a church context, 
all too commonly, there is little tendency to be continually alert to supplementing the efforts of 
others in moving persons through and within the various stages of discipleship.  

 
In a church context, various questions might be asked. For example, here at FRCC, how 

often does the Worship Team focus on assuring that greeters and ushers perform their function 
in a manner to foster outreach to visitors through fellowship? How often does performing various 
types of serving embrace significant and on-going efforts aimed at leading the unchurched, 
among those being served, in the direction of Christ? Does the Evangelism Team efforts result 
in not only leading people toward Christ, but also toward their assimilation into the body of the 
church? Has the former Discipleship Team conduct of short term small group programs served 
as a frequent bridge to relational small groups? The purpose of noting questions such as these is 
not intended to be critical of past or current practices, but rather to suggest that teams in 
performing their primary functions teams should not do so with an exclusive mindset.  

 
Instead, in planning and performing team activities, the church mission and the entire 

disciple-making process should be kept in view. The recommended Mission for FRCC consists 
of helping people connect with God, connect with other Christians in fellowship, connect with 

 
1759 Fox River Congregational Church, “Foundational Standards & Outline of Comprehensive Strategy Applicable 
to Each Mission Purpose Team,” adopted, June 6, 2004. 
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both Christians and others through serving, and connect with the those outside the faith. In this 
effort, the disciple- making process (Stages of Disciple-Making) consists of conversion, worship, 
basics of the faith, personal spiritual disciplines (nurturing the faith), getting to know the church 
(church membership), assimilation, participation in short term and ultimately relational small 
groups, growing in serving, and growing int sharing Christ (evangelism). The general standard 
for all teams quoted above calls for non-exclusivity in team thinking whether proceeding 
individually as a team or in conjunction with another team whose primary focus is in that area.  

 
In short, it is the responsibility of all teams to be alert to when and, where it can, be 

supportive of other teams and ministries in moving people through the stages of disciple-making. 
 
3. Fostering Fellowship 
 
 Although there is a Fellowship Team, fostering fellowship is a natural and 

essential responsibility of all teams as well as each member of the church. The concept of 
encouraging and enabling fellowship as a church-wide phenomenon is well expressed in the 
FRCC Vision Statement.  

 
 Gathered Covenant Fellowship -- We envision a Christian 
fellowship gathered around and bound in love to Christ and one 
another by a covenant freely entered into; a Christian fellowship 
of believers personally committed to follow Christ by creating an 
environment of friendships, belonging and personal relationships 
where members learn, share, nurture, laugh, love, celebrate joys, 
grow and pray with one another; a Christian fellowship where the 
hurting, the depressed, the frustrated, and the confused can find 
love, trust, acceptance, support, hope, forgiveness, guidance, 
encouragement and healing; and a Christian fellowship where the 
self can grow and where communion with God can be richer.1760 

 
The opportunity for fostering fellowship arises in all that the various teams do both in the context 
of the activity being pursued and among team members themselves.  

 
In short, it is the responsibility of all teams to be alert to and supportive of other teams 

and ministries in fostering fellowship and assimilation in moving people through the stages of 
discipleship. 
 
 4. Foster Team Member Spiritual Growth 
 

Team meetings should be more than simply the conduct of business. In addition, 
they offer opportunity for team members to gather in a manner fostering their own personal 
spiritual growth. Among other possibilities, this not only involves building fellowship, but 
moments for prayer and spending a bit of pertinent time with Scripture. Thus, a general 
responsibility for all teams is to foster team member personal spiritual growth through 
fellowship, prayer and scripture.  

 
1760 Fox River Congregational Church, “Vision for the Future of Our Church,” adopted June 22, 2003. 
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C. INDIVIDUAL TEAM RESPONSIBILITIES  
 
 The following Subsections 1. through 10. consider and recommend the specific 
responsibilities for each team under the recommended new team structure. 
 

1. Worship Team  
 
 a. Underlying the Responsibilities of the Worship Team  
 

The recommended mission for FRCC includes, among other elements, 
encouraging, equipping and supporting people  

 
in growing toward more Christ-like lives in their thoughts, 
feelings and actions by connecting with  

 
God in a loving and intimate relationship 
through worship, prayer, scripture, and other 
spiritual disciplines…. 

 
Reflecting this element of recommended mission is the currently adopted worship core value at 
FRCC.   

 
Worship is at the heart of a Christian church. Christ's first and 
greatest commandment is to love God with all your heart, soul and 
mind. As a prime means of expressing praise, love and gratitude 
to God, inspiring and uplifting worship is fundamental to our 
faith.1761 

 
And, in our Vision Statement, we 
 

envision a Christian fellowship in which all members gather 
together as a worshipping community to express our love, 
reverence, praise and gratitude to God in joyful, inspiring, 
energetic, prayerful and creative worship. Such worship includes 
the revelation of God's Word, especially as that Word is revealed 
in the Bible, through creative and learned preaching, so that we 
might discern and be obedient to God's will.1762  

 
The worship core value and vision reflect church direction in carrying out this element of mission 
purpose. 
 

Worship services are to be  
 

 
1761 Fox River Congregational Church, Statement of Core Values of Our Church” (adopted June 22, 2003). 
1762 Fox River Congregational Church, “Vision for the Future of Our Church,” adopted June 22, 2003. 
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imbued with the expectancy of inviting and experiencing the 
presence of Christ in our midst; the expectancy of the revelation 
of God's Word and will for us; the expectancy of the Holy Spirit 
entering into our lives to guide, sustain and empower us; the 
expectancy of a loving and caring personal relationship with God; 
and the expectancy of the great things and joy which God has 
prepared for those that love him.1763 
 

 With these underlying foundational elements providing the context for worship, a context 
for defining the role of the Worship Team is provided.  
 
  b. Responsibilities of the Worship Team     

 
The prime responsibility for the conduct of worship rests with the Senior 

Pastor. In general, the role of the Worship Team is to assist in the worship function. Specific 
Worship Team responsibilities include the following: 

 
� provide support, consultation and recommendations to Senior Pastor (and/or his 

or her designated person) resulting in the implementation of an effective worship 
program by 

 
o offering vital worship leading people to experience God’s presence’ and 

transformation in their spiritual growth path  
 

o attracting and engaging believers, unbelievers and unchurched  
 

o offering genuinely participatory rather than spectator oriented worship  
 

o offering meaningful opportunities for confession and prayer  
 

� provide inspiring music expressing love, praise, reverence and gratitude to God 
 

� assist in the sacraments and liturgy 
 

� oversee special worship events  
 

� arrange for and train ushers and greeters with emphasis on creating a welcoming 
and fostering fellowship environment among both existing members and visitors  
 

 
1763 Fox River Congregational Church “Foundational Standards & Outline of Comprehensive Strategy Applicable 
to Each Mission Purpose Team,” adopted, June 6, 2004 .  Although creating a genuine sense of expectancy of God 
in our lives is a responsibility for all of our Teams, creating a genuine sense of expectancy of Christ's presence in 
our midst in worship is a particular function of the Worship Team. 
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� arrange for and/or offer teaching experiences on the purposes and the hows of 
worship (though preaching and small group programs which also foster 
fellowship)  
 

� as common with all teams 
 

o be alert to where and when it can, be supportive of other teams and 
ministries in fostering fellowship, assimilation and moving people 
through the stages of discipleship 

 
o foster personal spiritual growth of Worship Team members by 

incorporating regular personal relationship fellowship building, prayer 
and scripture opportunities among Team members 

 
o incorporate reaffirmation of Covenant in all team meetings and, where 

appropriate, in Team programs, ministries and events  
 

2. Fellowship Team 
 
 a. Underlying the Responsibilities of the Fellowship Team  
 

The recommended Mission for FRCC calls for the church  
 

to encourage, equip and support people in growing 
toward more Christ-like lives in their thoughts, 
feelings and actions by connecting with… Christian 
believers through love, caring and sharing life 
together… 

 
 The currently adopted fellowship core value at FRCC reflects this element of the 
recommended mission.   

 
 God calls us to belong as well as to believe. We are not 
meant to live alone or in relative isolation from one another. 
Instead, we belong to Christ's family. We are a community of 
believers voluntarily "gathered together around Christ" in 
fellowship with Christ and with one another through our common 
love of Christ. Such fellowship calls for frequent and meaningful 
personal relationships with one another creating an environment 
for richer communion with God, growth of self, and mutual 
support and service to one another. Loving, trusting, sharing, 
forgiving and respectful relationships should permeate every 
aspect of church life making our church a secure and loving home, 
family and community for all.1764 

 
 

1764 Fox River Congregational Church, Statement of Core Values of Our Church” (adopted June 22, 2003). 
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Similarly, as noted above, the FRCC vision statement envisions a Christian fellowship 
environment of friendships, personal relationships, sense of belonging and nurturing one another. 
This is reflected in  the recommended mission.   

 
 With these underlying foundational elements providing the context for fellowship, they 
also provide context for defining the role of the Fellowship Team.   
 

 b.  Responsibilities of the Fellowship Team  

Although all teams are responsible for fostering fellowship in the context 
of their responsibilities, the Fellowship Team focus centers on fellowship. Specific Team 
responsibilities include the following: 

� create, promote and implement activities and programs creating environments 
fostering sense of belonging and friendships through the development of warm, 
knowing and caring personal relationships founded on respect, understanding, 
forgiveness, trust and love  
 

� offer church-wide social fellowship offering opportunities for people to get to 
know one another. Means to do so include   

 
o host refreshments after worship services and refreshment/meals at church 

events in conjunction with other teams sponsoring such events 
 

o foster home fellowship social gatherings 
 

� as common with all teams 
 

o be alert to where and when it can, be supportive of other teams and 
ministries in fostering fellowship, assimilation and moving people through 
the stages of discipleship 
 

o foster personal spiritual growth of Fellowship Team members by 
incorporating regular personal relationship fellowship building, prayer and 
scripture opportunities among Team members 

 
o incorporate reaffirmation of Covenant in all team meetings. and, where 

appropriate, in Team programs, ministries and events  
 

3. Evangelism  Team 
 
 a. Underlying the Responsibilities of the Evangelism Team  
 

The recommended mission for FRCC includes, among other elements, 
encouraging, equipping and supporting people  
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in growing toward more Christ-like lives in their thoughts, 
feelings and actions by connecting with … 
 

people outside the faith though lovingly witnessing the 
good news of Christ and the power of God’s love for all 
people, leading them to accept Christ as Lord and Savior, 
and bringing them into congregational life.   

 
The unchurched specifically embrace both persons outside the faith who are atheist or doubters 
and those persons who have fallen away from the church for whatever reason.  

 
The currently adopted evangelism core value reflects this element of recommended 

mission for FRCC. This value expresses that   
  

 [a]ll people including the unchurched people (i.e., non 
believers and believers without meaningful affiliation with a 
church) have value and matter to God. Therefore, they matter to 
us….  
 
 God desires for us to reach as many people as possible with 
the life-changing message of Jesus the Christ. Thus, we are 
committed to pursuing a wide range of methods and policies 
(including one on one personal evangelism, life style role model 
evangelism and serving physical, mental and spiritual needs), 
which do not compromise our integrity or commitment to biblical 
truth, to reach out and witness the Gospel to the unchurched so as 
to win them to being followers of Christ (followed by discipling 
them toward Christian maturity). A fundamental reason for our 
church to exist is to lead others to accepting Christ as Lord and 
Savior (i.e., conversion).  
 
 We are committed to creating and maintaining a friendly, 
welcoming and non-threatening environment in which those not 
yet committed feel safe and free to explore the Christian faith.1765 

 
 And, in our Vision Statement, we 
 

envision a Christian fellowship in which all members seek to win 
others to Christ by reaching out to all by entering into personal 
relationships, by sharing the Gospel and by bearing witness by 
word and deed to the power and love of God so that others may 
know and accept Christ as Lord and Savior, and by maintaining a 
welcoming and non-threatening environment in which those not 
yet committed to Christ can feel safe and free to explore the 
Christian faith. … Recognizing that God desires that we reach as 

 
1765 Id.   
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many people as possible with the life-transformation message of 
Jesus Christ, we envision using a wide range of traditional and 
creative methods and policies.1766 
 

 With these underlying foundational elements providing the context for evangelism, the 
role of the Evangelism Team can be better defined. 
 

b. Responsibilities of the Evangelism Team  

The Evangelism Team role is to plan, promote, organize and oversee 
efforts leading people outside the faith in getting to know and accept Christ as Lord and Savior, 
and to active participation in our Christian fellowship community. Specific Evangelism Team 
responsibilities include the following:  

� both directly and in conjunction with the Senior Pastor (and/or his designated 
person) repeatedly communicate, permeate and instill into the church culture 
Christ’s call for evangelism, evangelism values, and an evangelism lifestyle in all 
members of the church 
 

� encourage, train, equip, support, and foster commitment of all church members in 
developing knowledge. skills and confidence to engage in personal relationship and 
serving evangelism including fostering members’ understanding of their natural 
personal traits and style for evangelism and using their God given gift(s) and 
personality characteristic in reaching out to others  

 
� plan, promote, organize and oversee efforts and activities leading people outside 

the faith to know and accept Christ as Lord and Savior and to actively participate 
in our Christian fellowship community, including the following  

 
o offer meaningful experiences to people outside the faith through building 

personal relationships. small group gatherings, teaching basics of faith and 
responding to questions, objections and doubts leading toward acceptance 
of Christ as Lord and Savior 
 

o either directly and/or in conjunction with the senior pastor (and/or persons 
he or she designates), foster clearly understood alternative ways and 
opportunities to accept Christ as Lord and Savior  

 
o foster evangelism through the formation of evangelism oriented short term 

and/or relational small groups either directly and/or in support of the 
Relational Small Group, Team and/or other teams  

o when appropriate, consult with and recommend to the Pastor and/or 
Worship Team as to the nature and effectiveness of worship services in 
attracting and engaging those outside the faith (worship evangelism) 

 
1766“ Fox River Congregational Church, “Vision for the Future of Our Church,” adopted June 22, 2003.   
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o gathering and developing evangelistic leaders to serve on other teams to 

uplift and implement evangelism values and activities in those teams 
 

o foster the maintenance of an attractive, welcoming and non-threatening 
environment in which those not yet committed to Christ feel safe and free to 
explore the Christian faith. 

 
� as common with all teams 

 
o be alert to where and when it can, be supportive of other teams and 

ministries in fostering fellowship, assimilation and moving people through 
the stages of discipleship 

 
o foster personal spiritual growth of Evangelism Team members by 

incorporating regular personal relationship fellowship building, prayer and 
scripture opportunities among Team members 

 
o incorporate reaffirmation of Covenant in all team meetings. and, where 

appropriate, in team programs, ministries and events  
 
4. Assimilation Team   

 
a. Underlying the Responsibilities of the Assimilation Team  

 
   As expressed earlier,  
 

The role of… [the church] is to motivate and better 
enable individuals to progress in their Walk with Christ 
by moving to deeper levels of spiritual maturity and 
levels of commitment. This requires a series of 
processes designed to move people through various 
stages of development.1767 

 
 Without movement, programs, events or other activities are simply ends unto themselves. 
To be an effective disciple-making church, the ministry process must be intentional about 
moving people through the stages of discipleship, that is, assimilate people into the various stages 
as an on-going process.  
 

As newcomers are drawn to the church, through evangelism efforts or otherwise, the 
church should endeavor to quickly assimilate them into the life of the church which reduces the 
likelihood that they will drop out. As noted earlier, the key question is “what will help 

 
1767 Fox River Congregational Church, Foundational Standards and Outline of Comprehensive Strategy Applicable 
to Each Mission Purpose Team: General Standard Applicable to All Mission Purpose Teams, adopted by 
Congregation, June 6, 2004.  
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newcomers become a part of this church.” The answer is the more friends a newcomer makes, 
the greater the likelihood that he or she will become involved. People try out a church for a 
variety of reasons. They stay primarily for one of two reasons – friendships and meaningful 
ministry involvement. The assimilation stages of disciple-making embrace assimilating efforts 
both (i) before persons become members, thereby enhancing the likelihood that they will opt to 
do so, and (ii) after becoming members thereby enhancing the likelihood of on-going active 
participation in both the church’s mission and in personal spiritual growth.  
 

With these underlying foundational elements providing the context, the role of the 
Assimilation Team can be better defined. 

 
b. Responsibilities of the Assimilation Team 

 
Assimilation is an on-going process throughout a person’s Walk with 

Christ as he or she progresses to, within and through the stages of disciple-making (spiritual 
growth). As considered earlier, within in the context of their own specific responsibilities, 
fostering assimilation, in the various stages of disciple-making, is a general responsibility of all 
teams. However, to date FRCC has lacked a concentrated focus on assimilation, hence the need 
for an Assimilation Team.  

The Assimilation Team role is to plan, promote, organize and oversee efforts leading 
both members and prospective members to assimilate into and progress through the various 
stages of discipleship. Specific Assimilation Team responsibilities include the following: 

 
� develop and make available a current information data base on team, small group 

and other church offerings and opportunities for participation 
 

� foster and facilitate participation in assimilation opportunities including 
discerning prospective participants, encouraging their exploration, and assisting 
in making connections 

 
� offer relationship building assimilation opportunities either directly and/or on 

conjunction with other teams  including matching new and/or already believers 
with an existing group of believers or create a new group 
 

� foster becoming a church member 
 

� recognize and celebrate new members 
 

� as common with all teams 
 

o be alert to where and when it can, be supportive of other teams and 
ministries in fostering fellowship, assimilation and moving people through 
the stages of discipleship 
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o foster personal spiritual growth of Assimilation Team members by 
incorporating regular personal relationship fellowship building, prayer and 
scripture opportunities among Team members 

 
o incorporate reaffirmation of Covenant in all team meetings. and, where 

appropriate, in team programs, ministries and events  
 
5. Adult Christian Education Team 
 

a. Underlying the Responsibilities of the 
            Adult Christian Education Team   
 
 In his Great Commission Christ commanded that we, both as the church 

and as individual disciples,  
 
go and make disciples of all nations…  and teaching them to obey 
everything I have commanded you. – (Matthew 28:19-20)) 
 

FRCC’s current mission statement reflects this command calling us to teach “what Jesus taught 
so that we may grow toward living a Christ-like life …."  Furthermore, our current covenant 
calls upon each of our members to “GROW in the knowledge and expression of our faith.”  
 
As expressed in FRCC’s core values, 
 

 After someone has made a decision for Christ, he or she 
must be discipled which is the process of helping people become 
more like Christ in their thoughts, feelings, and actions. This 
involves teaching and mentoring people in the foundations of the 
Christian faith, encouraging them, and praying for them so that 
they may follow Christ more effectively. This process begins 
when a person accepts Christ as his or her Lord and Savior and 
continues throughout the rest of his or her life. Thus, a 
fundamental role for our Church is discipling believers’ growth 
toward life transforming Christian maturity and cultivating a 
Christ-like and loving atmosphere within our Church community. 
 
 Discipling calls for Bible based continuing Christian 
education at all age levels.1768 

 
FRCC Vision includes envisioning 

 
a Christian fellowship mentoring people in the foundation of the 
Christian faith by teaching them what Jesus taught; encouraging 
them; and praying with them so that they may grow toward living 
a Christ-like life in their thoughts, feelings, and actions. This 

 
1768 Fox River Congregational Church, Statement of Core Values of Our Church” (adopted June 22, 2003). 
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discipling process of growing in one's faith begins when a person 
accepts Christ and continues throughout the rest of his or her 
life.1769  

 
With these underlying foundational elements providing the context, the role of the Adult 

Christian Education Team can be better defined. 
 

b. Responsibilities of the Adult Christian Education Team 

  The Adult Christian Education Team is responsible for matters relating to 
the Mission Purpose of encouraging, equipping and supporting people in their on-going Walk 
with Christ by offering experiences to better enable them to connect with God in a loving and 
intimate relationship through prayer, scripture and other spiritual disciplines. Christian education 
is an on-going process throughout a person's life.  Specific Adult Christian Education Team 
responsibilities include the following: 

� offer Christian adult (including youth) educational experiences to foster 
understanding of and commitment to  

 

o Fox River Congregational Church Mission and growing toward being more 
Christ-like through progressing through the stages of stages of discipleship 
 

o basic, refresher and advanced knowledge of the Bible and other spiritual 
growth subjects 
 

o God’s call for transformed living and the elements of Christian living  
 

o the nature and practice of spiritual disciplines 
 

� in consultation with the Senior Pastor (or his or her designated person),  
 
o offer Exploring Church Membership Class opportunities for non-members 

to learn and understand the church’s mission, covenant, stages of 
discipleship, core values, vision, the Congregational Way, benefits of being 
a member, how the church is organized, how to get involved in small groups 
and/or ministry, and membership requirements. Offer similar learning 
opportunities to current members.  

 
o for confirmed church youth, offer preparatory church membership program 

experiences including Exploring Church Membership Class, age suitable 
basic Christian education, and other spiritual growth programs and activities 

 
 

 
1769 Fox River Congregational Church, Vision for the Future of Our Church (adopted June 22, 
2003). 
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�    as common with all teams, 
 

o be alert to where and when it can be supportive of other teams and ministries 
in fostering fellowship, assimilation and moving people through the stages 
of discipleship 

 
o foster personal spiritual growth of Adult Christian Education Team 

members by incorporating regular personal relationship fellowship 
building, prayer and scripture opportunities among Team members 

 
o incorporate reaffirmation of Covenant in all team meetings and, where 

appropriate, in team programs, ministries and events  
 

6. Sunday School and Youth Christian Education Team 
 

  The Sunday School and Youth Christian Education Team responsibilities include 
the following:  
 

� offer age appropriate biblically based Christian education programs and 
experiences for children and youth of the church up to and including eighth grade 
and confirmation  
 

� recruit and schedule teachers 
 

� as common with all teams 
 

o be alert to where and when it can, be supportive of other teams and 
ministries in fostering fellowship, assimilation and moving people through 
the stages of discipleship 

 
o foster personal spiritual growth of Sunday School and Youth Christian 

Education Team members by incorporating regular personal relationship 
fellowship building, prayer and scripture opportunities among Team 
members 

 
o incorporate reaffirmation of Covenant in all team meetings. and, where 

appropriate, in team programs, ministries and events  
 
7. Serving Team  
 

a. Underlying the Responsibilities of the Serving Team  
 

  In his second Greatest Commandment, Christ calls upon us to love our 
neighbor. (Matthew 22:40)  Christ calls us to reflect his radical love for all people. Our Mission 
includes encouraging, equipping and supporting members of our church in connecting with both 
believers and non-believers through serving their physical, emotional and spiritual needs. The 
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church is "to prepare God's people for works of service, so that the body of Christ may be built 
up...." (Ephesians 4:12) 

 
 FRCC Core Value Statement reflects Christ’s call.  
 

 By serving the spiritual, emotional and physical needs of 
others in the name of Jesus, we respond to God's call to love our 
neighbor as ourselves. Since caring for people honors God, our 
Church is here to minister to (serve) people in Christ's name….    

 
Every follower of Christ has been created unique with 

valuable gifts which are meant to be discovered, developed and used 
in furtherance of God's will.1770  

 
And, our Vision Statement lends further emphasis when  
 

envision[ing] a Christian fellowship expressing its love for others 
by serving, in the name of Christ, their spiritual, emotional and 
physical needs through encouraging and equipping every member 
for significant ministry in the family, church, community and the 
world. Such fellowship assists members in discovering, developing 
and using their unique gifts to minister to the needs of others through 
a broad range of caring ministry and mission opportunities.1771  

 
Our Senior Pastor Lonnie Richardson poignantly points out that serving is not beyond 

those of us who are ordinary persons. Look at the serving of Mary, the mother of Christ, who, 
was a very ordinary persons.  
 

We are all members of the body of Christ. God has no other hands 
and minds in the world but ours. …God is still calling ordinary 
people to do his work and assuring us that he will be with us as we 
do.1772  

 
With these underlying foundational elements providing the context, the role of the 

serving Team can be better defined. 
 

b. Responsibilities of the Serving Team     
 

The role of the Serving Team is to encourage, equip and support members 
of the church engaging in a variety of serving ministries to both those within and outside the 
church. Specific Serving Team responsibilities include the following: 

 
 

1770 Fox River Congregational Church, Statement of Core Values of Our Church” (adopted June 22, 2003). 
1771 Fox River Congregational Church, Vision for the Future of Our Church (adopted June 22, 
2003. 
1772 Lonnie Richardson, “To Be Like Mary,” December. 20, 2015 (sermon). 
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� teach and foster understanding  
 
o the biblical, mission and spiritual discipline bases for serving  

 
o serving evangelism  
 

� foster a churchwide serving culture encouraging and equipping all church 
members to participate in a serving church ministry and/or serving in individual 
personal life circumstances  

 
o foster and assist persons discerning and developing their personal gifts for serving 

and help matching persons’ gifts with serving needs and opportunities both inside 
and outside the church 

 
o foster and assist persons serving physical, emotional and spiritual needs of 

others whether or not they are believers or in our church community  
 

o in consultation with and support for Senior Pastor (or his or her designated 
person), provide pastoral care for both those inside and outside church 
including visiting shut-ins in nursing homes, hospital, private homes, etc.  

 
o foster identifying and serving felt need groups both within and outside the 

church community 
 

� as common with all teams 
 

o be alert to where and when it can, be supportive of other teams and 
ministries in fostering fellowship, assimilation and moving people through 
the stages of discipleship 

 
o foster personal spiritual growth of Serving Team members by incorporating 

regular personal relationship fellowship building, prayer and scripture 
opportunities among Team members 

 
o incorporate reaffirmation of Covenant in all Team meetings and, where 

appropriate, in Team programs, ministries and events  
 
8. Relational Small Group Team       
 

  a. Underlying the Responsibilities of the Relational Small Group Team  
 

Since God is love, his very nature is relational. Christ has made it crystal 
clear that not only is the first and greatest commandment is to love God with all of your heart, 
mind and soul, but also the second greatest commandment is to “Love your neighbor as 
yourself.” (Matthew 22:36-39)  He commands us to live a life of love. Love cannot be learned 
nor lived in isolation from others. Life is meant to be shared.  
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In Genesis 2:18 “[t]he LORD God said, ‘It is not good for the man to be alone.’” Here 

divine knowledge and mandate is clearly expressed. People are to connect with and enter into 
loving, caring personal relationships with others. We are further spurred to do so in Hebrews 
10:24-25 which says 

 
And let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love 
and good deeds, not giving up meeting together, as some are in the 
habit of doing, but encouraging one another….  

 
As Proverbs 15:22 sagely expresses, “Plans fail for lack of counsel, but with many advisers they 
succeed.”  
 

We need others to help us navigate our way in our process of spiritual transformation. 
“Regular and prayerful companionship becomes a life-changing vehicle of God’s grace”1773 for 
both those persons receiving and those offering on-going loving and caring support. Most 
nurturing of a spiritual life occurs in committed on-going relational small groups. Following 
Christ is not something that is simply taught. Following Christ needs to be lived. The relational 
element in Jesus’ model must be at the heart of becoming a Fully Devoted Follower of Christ.  

 
From this discussion and conclusions reached earlier. (1) On-going relational small 

groups constitute a virtually indispensable element for those seeking transformation toward a 
more Christ-like life and a growing relationship with God. (2) Small groups need to be an integral 
part of the church structure, not merely an appendage or an after-thought add on. And, (3) every 
church member and attendee should effectively be encouraged to become involved in a relational 
small group. 

 
With these underlying foundational elements providing the context, the role of the 

Relational Small Group Team can be better defined. 
 

b.  Responsibilities of Relational Small Group Team 
 

The Relational Small Group Team role is to foster participation in a 
relational small group by all members of the congregation leading to spiritual growth toward a 
more Christ-like life. Specific Relational Small Group Team responsibilities include the 
following: 
 

� foster creation and, implementation of relational small groups which lead people 
toward spiritual growth (a more Christ-like life) through learning, understanding 
and practicing spiritual disciplines (including worship, prayer, spending time with 
God’s Word), and basics of Christian living including fellowship, serving and 
evangelism 
 

 
1773 Adele Ahlberg Calhoun, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us 123 (2005). 
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� equip relational small group participants for effective relational small group 
experiences 
 
o foster understanding the attributes underlying effective relational small 

groups including honesty, humility, courtesy, confidentiality, caring, 
reliability, support in difficult times, reflective listening, affirming one 
another, mutual trust, mutual accountability and confession 

 
o develop and implement means to help relational small group 

members to discern their gifts and match them to ministry  
 
o find, train and develop relational small group leaders either directly and/or 

in conjunction with other church leadership training programs 
 

� foster church-wide the multiplication of and participation in relational small 
groups either directly and/or supporting other teams doing so  
 

� foster relational small groups undertaking serving and/or evangelism efforts, 
projects or activities 
 

� as common all with teams 
 

o be alert to where and when it can, be supportive of other teams and 
ministries in fostering fellowship, assimilation and moving people through 
the stages of discipleship 

 
o foster personal spiritual growth of Serving Team members by incorporating 

regular personal relationship fellowship building, prayer and scripture 
opportunities among Team members 

 
o incorporate reaffirmation of Covenant in all Team meetings and, where 

appropriate, in Team programs, ministries and events  
 
 

  a. Underlying the Responsibilities of the Ministry Support Team  
 

As emphasized throughout this resource book, our church is in the 
disciple-making business, i.e., the whole church all the time. Teams need to function in 
conjunction with one another rather than each doing their own thing with little interaction with 
other teams and ministries. The absence of on-going awareness and mutual support inhibits 
advancing the carrying out our God called for mission of making disciples. Consequently, it is 
essential that it be the responsibility of every team to be alert to where and when it can be 
supportive of other teams and ministries in moving people through the stages of discipleship. 
This poses the question how can the ability of individual teams be enhanced to better fulfill this 
responsibility?  
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 The goal is for the church to act and think like a single team rather than several little 
teams. Avoid becoming departmentalized with each team doing its own thing without concern 
for the bigger picture. Even in small churches, there must be some periodic gathering place 
where people can share ideas and critique each other’s ministries. Gathering church leaders 
periodically helps to build relationships, eases the sharing process, and unifies efforts. Avoid 
tunnel vision. Build an overall church team mindset to avoid individual team and ministry 
barriers.1774   

 
The Ministry Support Team (the reconstituted Accountability Team), among other 

things, plays a major role in this area. It functions as a forum to enhance the interchange of 
information as to what each individual team is doing, plans to do, needs help in doing, and what 
ideas it offers for other teams to consider doing. This is achieved through regular meetings of 
the Team whose membership consists of all team leaders as well as elected at large members. In 
addition, it is expected that the Senior Pastor (or person(s) designated by him or her) will 
participate ex officio. 

 
Furthermore, in any organization there are a variety of functions which can best be 

performed by one unit rather calling on several units to individually do so on their own behalf.  
The Ministry Support Team serves in this role in providing to the various teams and ministries 
of the church various support functions.  

 
With these underlying foundational elements providing the context, the role of the 

Ministry Support Team can be better defined. 
 

b.  Responsibilities of Ministry Support Team  
 
The Ministry Support Team is to provide team and ministry support 

services better enabling them to advance the Mission of the church. Specific Ministry Support 
Team responsibilities include the following: 
 

� foster teams functioning together in advancing the mission of the church 
including facilitating coordination of church policies, planning, programs and 
activities 
 

� directly and/or in conjunction with the senior pastor (or his or her designated 
person) and/or other teams, foster understanding of and commitment by all 
members of the church to following Christ by progressing the through the stages 
of discipleship 
 

� foster excellence in all that the church does; assuring quality in the physical and 
welcoming environment of the church, quality in the content of disciple-making 
experiences offered by the church, and quality of spiritual results in growing, 
disciples. 

 
 

1774 Stan Toler and Alan Nelson, The Five Star Church: Serving God and His People with Excellence 61-62, 68 
(1999). 
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� develop, implement and foster periodic individual spiritual growth self- 
assessment of all members of the church and foster development of individual 
personalized spiritual growth plans 

 
� in consultation with the Senior Pastor (or his or her designated person), 

implement annual financial stewardship campaign 
 

� institute a church-wide program for all church members to discover their gifts, 
talents and interests, guide them in matching their characteristics into existing or 
new ministries and/or team roles, encourage their commitment to serve, and foster 
appropriate teams to train and assist them in their growth1775 

 
� either directly and/or in conjunction with other teams and/or the senior pastor (or 

his or her designated person), institute periodic assessment of the church’s 
disciple-making efforts evaluating whether they significantly contribute to the 
achievement of mission purposes of the church and, when appropriate, 
recommend to teams and/or the Congregation areas for continuation, 
improvement or removal 
 

� directly and/or in conjunction with Senior Pastor (and/or his or her designated 
person), foster leadership recruitment and development process. and prepare for 
emerging leadership needs 
 

� foster people volunteering for teams and other church ministries  
 

� make available and distribute church public information  
 

� as common with all teams 
 

o be alert to where and when it can, be supportive of other teams and 
ministries in fostering fellowship, assimilation and moving people through 
the stages of discipleship 

 
o foster personal spiritual growth of Ministry Support Team members by 

incorporating regular personal relationship fellowship building, prayer and 
scripture opportunities among Team members 

 
o incorporate reaffirmation of Covenant in all Team meetings and, where 

appropriate, in Team programs, ministries and events 
 
 
1 

 
1775 However, in doing so, the Ministry Support Team will neither directly nor indirectly endorse a person for a 
Team or Officer position. 
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0. Administrative Team 
 

The Administrative Team possesses overall authority over the administrative 
aspects of the church’s operations including annual budget, personal oversight, communications 
both within and outside the church, membership, financial affairs, records and reporting, 
investments, audits, borrowing, financial planning, gifts to the church, maintenance of physical 
assets, purchase, sale, and/or mortgage of real property, fund raising for specific church projects 
(other than annual financial stewardship campaign), and emergency actions. Since no changes 
are recommended here in this resource book with respect to the current responsibilities of the 
Administrative Team and since its responsibilities are set forth in lengthy detail in the FRCC By-
Laws, these responsibilities will not be reiterated here, but are set forth in Appendix H.   
 
 However, there are three new specific team responsibilities which apply to all teams. 
Thus, the Administrative Team responsibilities also include the following: 
 

� as common with all teams 
 

o be alert to where and when it can, be supportive of other teams and 
ministries in fostering fellowship, assimilation and moving people through 
the stages of discipleship 

 
o foster personal spiritual growth of Administrative Team members by 

incorporating regular personal relationship fellowship building, prayer and 
scripture opportunities among Team members 

 
o incorporate reaffirmation of Covenant in all Team meetings and, where 

appropriate, in Team programs, ministries and events  
  

 
IX.  MINISTRY SYSTEMS 

 
 A local church (and its members) is part of the body of Christ. The church consists of a 
number of systems. A system is a combination of parts which function and operate together. A 
disciple-making church seeks to align its vital systems in a manner designed to effectively 
advance the mission of the church. In the context of our church, moving people in growing 
toward a more Christ-like life, we need all of our systems to be designed and implemented in a 
manner to effectively work together in moving people through the stages of disciple-making 
from bringing people in, leading them to believing in and accepting Christ (conversion), worship, 
basics of faith, nurture of faith through spiritual disciplines, getting to know the church and 
becoming members of our church family, assimilation, participation in small groups (ultimately 
relational small groups), growing in serving others, and growing in reaching out to and sharing 
Christ with those outside the faith  (atheists, skeptics and  others who are outside any church 
family including lapsed Christians).  
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An effective church consists of several essential systems working together.1776 
 

� Intercessory System – The most important system is intercessory prayer. Through 
prayer Christians discern God’s will. Effective churches emphasize intercessory 
prayer in several ways including regularly scheduled prayer times and private prayer 
for every leader and church member.  
 

� Outreach System – Effective outreach calls for a leadership team imbued with a 
passion for the lost. Several actions can be used to create a passion for evangelism 
and bringing people in.  
 

(i)  Leaders need to own and model evangelistic values and instill these values in 
people around them throughout the congregation. Preach and talk about the 
need and God’s call for outreach. Leaders need to impart an outreach 
mentality to small groups and individual members of the congregation as a 
whole. 
 

(ii)  Train members of the church for outreach. Small group leaders are to be  
        trained to assist members reach out to new people and add newcomers into 

their groups. 
 

(iii)  Create friendship building activities which facilitate relationships.  
        Especially, focus on small group ministries.  

 
(iv)  Personal relationship evangelism and small groups serve as the foundation 

for bringing people to Christ, assimilation into the church, and growing 
people in their Walk with Christ. 

 
� Nurture System – Relational small groups are the primary source for nurture. 

Preaching, teaching, worship, baptism and communion serve as other avenues for 
nurture. Instruction in basic beliefs and principles of Christianity and engaging in 
spiritual disciplines are an integral part of the assimilation and growth process. 
 

� Worship System – Worship services which experience and celebrate the presence of 
God are central to one’s transformation toward a more Christ-life in one’s thoughts, 
feelings and actions. It is critical for the worship system to embrace quality and 
attractive elements. These include an inspiring message, engaging music, a future 
challenge, and an awe-inspiring understanding and awareness of God’s presence. 
However, as important as worship services are in standing alone, they must also well 
complement other ministries of the church.  
 

� Leadership System – Underlying the effectiveness of a disciple-making church, under 
the headship of Christ, is church leadership including pastors and professional staff, 

 
1776 The following discussion draws primarily on is primarily drawn from Linus J. Morris, The High Impact Church: 
A Fresh Approach to Reaching the Unchurched 275-82 (1993). 
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lay and team leaders, and leaders of small groups. Vision is the glue that unifies the 
church. Each member of the leadership team must know his or her role and how it 
relates to the overall mission of the church. Good leaders reproduce themselves 
through apprentice training. 
 

� Management System – Akin to the leadership system is the management system. 
Good management starts with a vision which stems from the purpose that God has 
for the church. To translate vision into action, clear objectives – both short and long 
range goals – are established along with measurable standards and timeframe 
schedules. An effective management system maximizes the use of time and people 
which requires delegation, clarification of roles, encouragement of team leaders, and 
conflict resolution and reconciliation.  
 

� Communication System – Effective communication is necessary to prevent confusion 
and inefficiency. A good communication system becomes increasingly important as 
a church grows. Small churches can readily communicate through verbally face to 
face conversations. Decisions are made and easily reported to members. In larger 
churches, media support is needed involving internet, social media, bulletins, 
announcements, flyers, newsletters, letters, brochures, banners, etc. 
 

� Administrative and Finance System – When the pastor(s) and those responsible 
growing disciples get sidetracked by administrative matters, their effectiveness 
decreases. An effective administrative system is crucial. This includes adequate staff, 
accounting procedures, financial and property management, and capital equipment 
planning. As a church grows, the need grows for people capable of handling these 
specialized tasks also grows. A church administrative system often determines the 
disciple-making effectiveness of the church.  

 
An effective disciple-making church has many inter-related ministries. A  

“systems approach” is needed for overall coordination. Develop the needed systems as the 
church grows and trust God to give rise to the men and women to fill the ever-expanding ministry 
roles.1777 

 
  

 
1777 Id. at 282. 
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SUMMARY  

 
 
Christ invites us to follow him. To become and grow as his disciples is not a simple jaunt 

through the woods. However, one does not have to do it alone. A local church is here to help us 
if it understands and commits to the responsibility of doing so. Fox River Congregational Church 
has sought to do so since its inception and has advanced in major ways. However, it has been 
many years since a comprehensive review has occurred. It is the purpose of this resource book 
to provide an extensive resource for our church to consider how we can grow as a more effective 
disciple-making church. Background information, recommendations and suggestions are offered 
here for consideration. It is the hope and prayer that this resource will meaningfully contribute 
in our church’s efforts to grow more as an effective disciple-making church. The comments 
below highlight some of the main areas considered. 

 
� Disciple-Making: Core Mission of the Church  
� Essential Elements of a Disciple-Making Church 
� Clarity of Mission  
� Content of Disciple-Making Experiences: Spiritual Disciplines 
� Process of Disciple-Making Experiences: Stages of Disciple-Making 
� Stages of Disciple-Making: Program Content  
� Church Implementation of Vision for Disciple-Making   

 
 

I. DISCIPLE-MAKING: CORE MISSION OF THE CHURCH 
 
Christ’s command in the Great Commission (Matthew 28:19) serves as marching orders 

for the church. We are to go out proclaiming the good news, lead people to Christ, and invite 
and lead people into the embrace of fellowship within our Christian family. And, this command 
goes even further. It calls upon us to make disciples. We are called upon not only to be disciples 
ourselves but also to “make disciples.” The Great Commission charges us to lead the lost to 
Christ, bring them into the body of Christ and then equip and support them to become more 
Christ-like. The responsibility for carrying out this function, both becoming disciples ourselves 
and helping others do the same, falls upon all believers, not just upon church leaders.  Churches 
make a fundamental mistake when they categorize discipleship as simply one of the ministries 
of the church. But rather, making disciples should be viewed as the CORE of our church’s 
ministry and integral in all that we do.  

 
 Christ’s command to make disciples involves two types of growth – width and depth. 

We are to reach people beyond the body of believers. Grow the number of believers. That is 
width. And, we are to make true disciples of them, as well as of ourselves, teaching them to obey 
all that he has commanded. That is depth. To be an effective disciple-making church, a church 
must vigorously pursue both width and depth.  
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 Regardless of whatever else it does, the only question that really matters is whether a 
church encourages and offers real opportunities for people to experience the transforming love 
of Christ in ways that touch their greatest needs and highest hopes and do so in ways which lead 
them to be people that God wants and created them to be? The key to leading people to becoming 
what God created them to be lies in the recovery of churches’ identity as disciple forming 
community. Disciple-making is at the core of effective church ministry. 
 

 
II. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF A DISCIPLE-MAKING CHURCH 

 
   The crucial question is how can we most effectively structure what we do as a church to 
make disciples? Spiritual growth is the process of believers becoming transformed into the image 
of Christ. All that a church does must mesh together to engender life transformation. To be 
effective, we need to foster and create disciple-making experiences in three key areas:  

 
Ø defining and communicating understanding of our disciple-making mission with 

clarity  
 

Ø knowing and effectively offering the content of disciple-making experiences   
 

Ø understanding the nature of the process, i.e., where people need to go (the stages of 
disciple-making) to experience the content of disciple-making  

 
 

III. CLARITY OF MISSION 
 
The foundation of creating effective disciple-making experiences is a crystal-clear 

mission as to what we are about. Clarity requires answering two fundamental questions. First, 
what does God want us to become? Second, what do we need to do to grow toward a Christ-like 
life?  As expressed in the recommended Mission Statement for Fox River Congregational 
Church, God wants us to become Fully Devoted Followers of Christ, by growing toward a Christ-
like life in our thoughts, feelings and actions. This involves connecting in four crucial 
relationships:  

 
Ø connect intimately with God,  

 
Ø connect with other believers through sharing life together,  

 
Ø connect with both believers and non-believers through serving their needs, and  

 
Ø connect with people outside the faith.  
 

It is in the pursuit of these relationships that we open ourselves up to God and place ourselves in 
situations where God is most likely to transform us into the image of Christ thereby becoming 
people that God intends us to be. This is a clear mission as to what disciple-making is about.  
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IV. CONTENT OF DISCIPLE-MAKING EXPERIENCES 

 
Growing as a follower of Christ requires spiritual growth toward living a more Christ-

like life through understanding, learning and incorporating various spiritual disciplines into 
one’s everyday living. To be an effective disciple-making church, a church needs to encourage, 
equip and support people through the learning and practicing of spiritual disciplines. This 
requires addressing what should be the content of such experiences and what is the best process 
through which the content is learned, understood and practiced. The content of disciple-making 
experiences can be grouped according to “getting connected” in four crucial relationships.  
 

Ø Connect with God – While not exhaustive, the content of the disciple-making 
experiences fostering the pursuit of intimacy with God include the spiritual 
disciplines of prayer, spending time with God’s Word, worship, silence and solitude, 
meditation, discernment of and obedience to God’s will, and using different forms of 
spirituality (i.e., the different ways we connect with God to hear God’s voice).  

 
Ø Connect with Other Believers – Initially, this involves fellowship in the community 

of the church as a whole. However, more importantly is connecting with other 
believers in small groups.  God does not intend that we live alone or in isolation from 
others or only in casual relationships. We have been created for relationships. Thus, 
it is essential that a disciple-making church foster the spiritual discipline of 
participation in well- structured relational small groups through which life can be 
intimately shared in the context of mutual love, encouragement, care, support and 
accountability.  

 
Ø Connect with Others Through Serving – To foster people’s efforts to connect with 

ministry through serving others, both those inside or outside a local church’s family. 
A disciple-making church needs to instill the understanding that the spiritual 
discipline of serving others reflects loving help, caring, and sharing the love of God 
in the world. Serving consists of offering resources, such as time, talent, expertise, 
influence and treasure, for the care, protection and nurture of other people. One’s 
spiritual gifts and God’s call need to be discerned and his or her knowledge and skills 
need to be developed. Acts of serving offer hands in effectuating the second greatest 
commandment “Love your neighbor as yourself” (Matthew 22:38) 

 
Ø Connect with the People Outside the Faith – In his ultimate sacrifice on the cross, 

Christ demonstrated a loving obsession for all people. He calls upon each of us to 
share this love and introduce people to God. Christ’s ministry modeled evangelism. 
In the Great Commission he commanded us to “go” out to others. Doing so is 
important to God, to the persons reached and not reached, to us in our spiritual growth  
and to local churches. Thus, connecting with the those outside the faith (through 
reaching out to, sharing Christ with and bringing people in) is a fundamental aspect 
of being a follower of Christ; i.e., growing toward a more Christ-like life.  
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 Growing as a follower of Christ is more than simply accepting a set of beliefs. It is also 
how we conduct our lives. The essence of a disciple is to be a follower of Christ by seeking to 
grow more Christ-like in one’s thoughts, feelings and actions. Thus, the responsibility of the 
individual Christian is to follow Christ by embarking upon and continuing those practices 
modeled by Christ (commonly referred to as spiritual disciplines), which offer experiences in 
which we are more likely to connect with God and be subject to God’s transforming power. The 
four general categories of spiritual disciplines, which mark a person growing and transforming 
into a disciple of Christ, are the habits focusing on connecting with God, connecting with other 
believers, connecting with others through serving, and connecting with the people outside the 
faith. These categories encompass the substantive content areas for disciple-making experiences. 

 
        For a person to embark upon and grow as a disciple, one needs to understand God’s 
call upon him or her, be able to express it and be committed in his or her efforts in striving to 
meet the call in his or her daily living. Doing so is founded first on the clarity of the call which 
is expressed in the recommended Mission Statement for FRCC. Next is awareness of the spiritual 
disciplines offering the opportunities of connecting with God. And finally, there needs to be 
personal commitment to on-going engagement in those spiritual disciplines which best work for 
each individual. Practicing spiritual disciplines are to be done for the purpose of spiritual growth, 
rather than merely engaging in a church ritual or to impress others. Principles applicable to 
meaningful practice of spiritual disciplines include purpose, commitment, assumption of 
personal responsibility, understanding why, learning how, training and perseverance. 

 
 

V. PROCESS OF DISCIPLE-MAKING EXPERIENCES: 
STAGES OF DISCIPLE-MAKING 

 
The first of the three principal elements undergirding an effective disciple-making church 

is defining the mission with clarity and members of the church embracing the disciple-making 
mission of the church. The second principal element undergirding an effective disciple-making 
church is communicating understanding of following Christ and fostering participation in the 
content of disciple-making experiences, i.e., spiritual disciplines, which lead to the 
accomplishment of the Mission. The third principal element undergirding an effective disciple-
making church is understanding the nature of the process, i.e., where people need to go. This 
consists of the stages of disciple-making which progressively move people along the path toward 
a more Christ-like life.  

 
 As a disciple-making church, our responsibility is not only to communicate 

understanding of and the hows of spiritual disciplines, but also support our members (and others) 
to progress in their spiritual formation through the practice of spiritual disciplines. This requires 
designing and implementing a process or path encompassing the various stages of disciple-
making. The content of disciple-making experiences consists of meaningful practice of various 
spiritual disciplines reflecting the pursuit of connecting in the four connecting relationships. 
Guiding where people need to go involves establishing a spiritual growth path, i.e., stages of 
disciple-making, which promise to effectively deliver the content of disciple-making 
experiences. To continually grow toward a more Christ-like life, one needs to pursue the four 
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critical connecting relationships by progressing (not necessarily in a sequential order) to, within 
and through the stages of discipleship. 
 

The recommended process or stages of disciple-making consist of the following.:  
 

Ø Conversion Process – One initiates becoming a follower of Christ by accepting him 
as Lord and Savior. The process leading up to and including conversion is the initial 
step in connecting with God. The conversion stage of disciple-making consists of the 
thoughts, feelings, experiences and/or relationships leading to the decision for and 
commitment to Christ.  
 

Ø Vital Transforming Worship – A maturing follower of Christ continually pursues an 
intimate relationship with God. Foundational in doing so is the spiritual discipline of 
participation in vital transforming worship.  Christ promised to be with us when we 
gather in his name. Through reverence, awe, submission, praise and thanksgiving, 
worship services offer a time and place where we respond to and encounter our living 
God leading to a personal and intimate relationship with him. Failure to move from 
one’s initial experience with Christ to regular and deeply personal involvement in 
worship presents a serious roadblock in one connecting in an intimate relationship 
with God. 

 
Ø Basics of Faith – For those who are newcomers to the faith, movement along the 

spiritual path requires understanding the basics of the faith beyond the rudimentary 
understandings underlying the conversion decision to accept Christ. Gaining greater 
understanding of the basics of faith may occur in the context of any one of several stages 
of disciple-making. This may happen as early as the conversion stage, result from 
teachings during worship services (from sermons or otherwise) or occur later, for 
example, during becoming a member of the church or at some point in the context of 
participating in a small group. However, whatever the context, proceeding to, within 
and beyond the basics of faith disciple-making stage is a foundational element for one 
to grow in his or her spiritual formation. This stage of disciple-making can also serve as 
a valuable refresher experience for on-going members of the church.  
 

Ø Spiritual Disciplines Nurturing Faith – Spiritual disciplines are the content of 
disciple-making experiences. Engaging in personal spiritual disciplines (including 
worship, prayer, spending time with God’s Word) introduces a sense of intimacy and 
accountability in our faith walk which places us in situations where God is more 
likely to cause transformation toward a more Christ-like life. One learns and practices 
spiritual disciplines in the pursuit of connecting with God, connecting with other 
believers, connecting with others by serving their needs and connecting with those 
outside the faith. To grow in one’s Walk with Christ a person needs to progressively 
engage in various spiritual disciplines. The disciple-making stage of practicing a 
personal spiritual discipline(s) is not a one time or one place exercise. It is an-on-
going stage of discipleship which interrelates with the other stages such as 
participation in small groups, growing in serving and growing in sharing Christ with 
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persons outside the faith.  Spiritual growth is a process that takes time. Practicing and 
growing in spiritual disciplines continues through one’s lifelong Walk with Christ.  

 
Ø Getting To Know the Church and Church Membership – Scripture paints the church 

as an essential organism in which Jesus dwells. The church is the body of Christ in 
which he continues his incarnation by dwelling in his people. The church is nothing 
less than Christ’s replacement on earth. The church is not an optional afterthought 
for those who accept Christ as Lord. Instead, a person’s involvement in a local church 
is central in God’s plan. A believer’s role involves doing his or her assigned part in 
building Christ’s church through the spiritual gifts he or she has been given. Thus, a 
major disciple-making stage, as one progresses as a follower of Christ, is becoming 
a part of Christ’s family through membership in and assimilation into a local church.   

 
As a condition of membership, one needs to learn, understand and commit to 

the mission purpose of the church both from the perspective of what the church 
collectively seeks to do and, most importantly, the responsibility of and expectation 
for the individual to grow more Christ-like in his or her thoughts, feelings and actions. 
This involves getting to know and committing to what church membership is about 
including its mission, covenant, expectations, organizational structure and, in the 
context of Fox River Congregational Church, doing church in the Congregational 
Way.  

 
Ø Assimilation into the Life of the Church – The disciple-making growth process is just 

beginning when one becomes a member of a church. Membership is more than simply 
belonging. Rather, membership connotes deep connectedness with and a 
responsibility towards others. Assimilation moves uninvolved persons to where he or 
she becomes an indispensable part of the church family in advancing Jesus’ mission. 
And, importantly, assimilation into the life of the church enhances the likelihood of 
one progressing on his or her disciple-making path toward a more Christ-like life. 
Assimilation is a crucial and an on-going stage of disciple-making.  

 
The key to assimilation is persons experiencing opportunities giving rise to 

new friendships and meaningful ministry involvement. In turn, these foster growth in 
their growing a more Christ-like life. Furthermore, although assimilation is normally 
thought of in the context of those persons growing toward becoming a member of a 
church and/or persons who have newly become members, the concept of assimilation 
also applies to already on-going members who have yet to become active participants 
in the life of the church.  

 
Ø Small Groups 

 
� Relational Small Groups – God created us to be in relationships with others. 

Christians are called to belong, not just to believe. Following Christ is not 
something that is simply taught. but rather needs to be lived. The most 
effective place for life transformation occurs within the context of intentional 
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relationships. The best place for intentional relationships is participation in a 
relational small group.  

 
Too often, relationships in a typical church are neither deep, close nor 

frequent. Casual relationships do little to contribute to life transformation. 
Thus, developing meaningful relationships in relational small groups (in 
which where every person senses love, caring, belonging, trust, 
encouragement, support and accountability) is crucial to spiritual formation 
and central to the Christian experience. Most nurturing of a spiritual life 
occurs in committed on-going relational small groups. The relational element 
in Jesus’ model is at the heart of becoming a Fully Devoted Follower of 
Christ. It is central to the Christian experience. Failure to connect in a 
relational small group leads to stagnation of spiritual growth. Participation in 
relational small groups constitutes a virtually indispensable element for those 
seeking transformation toward a more Christ-like life and a growing 
relationship with God.  
 

� Short Term Small Groups – Limited duration short term small group programs 
(e.g., 4 to 8 weeks in duration) have become a popular trend in churches today 
Although much good can come from such groups, when standing alone, their 
prime failing is the lack of developing on-going deepening relationships with 
other believers after these short term small group sessions conclude. 
Nevertheless, short term small groups can serve one or more of three 
important functions:   

 
o spark spiritual growth by addressing various topics such as basics of 

faith, Bible studies, exploring theological questions for faith 
formation, etc. 

 
o introduce people to small group experiences thereby providing a 

bridge to relational small groups which are essential for deeper and 
broader spiritual growth experiences  

 
o train people in various aspects of disciple-making such as small group 

leadership, serving others, and/or evangelism.  
 

It cannot be overemphasized that progressing to and becoming active in small 
groups, both short term and ultimately relational small groups, constitutes major 
advancement in growing through the stages of disciples-making resulting in growing 
toward a more Christ-like life in thoughts, feelings and actions. Small relational 
groups nurture not only continuing pursuit of intimacy with God (both within the 
context of a small group and also in personal private devotions), but also they nurture 
moving on to Christ’s mission of serving others and reaching out to and bringing 
people to Christ. 
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Ø Growing into Serving Others  & 
Growing into Sharing Christ   

 
The disciple-making stages of the conversion process, vital transforming 

worship, learning the basics of faith, practicing personal spiritual disciplines 
nurturing faith, getting to know the church and church membership, assimilation 
into the life of the church, and committed involvement in a relational small (and 
possibly some short term small) group all nurture us in growing toward a more 
Christ-like life. These stages of disciple-making primarily and vitally contribute 
to our growing intimacy with God and connecting with other believers in loving, 
caring and supportive relationships through the practice of the various spiritual 
disciplines.  

 
But there is more. Christ calls us to mission. We are to serve others and 

to reach out to those outside the faith. Growing in serving the needs of others and 
reaching out to and sharing Christ with others not only respond to God’s call for 
mission but also, in doing so, further enables us to connect with God in an 
intimate relationship and connect in relationships with others (both those being 
served and those being reached as well as those with whom we work with in doing 
so). Growing into serving others and sharing Christ with others (evangelism) 
constitute the last two stages of disciple-making. However, one’s progress 
through the various stages does not necessarily occur sequentially. 

 
 

VI. STAGES OF DISCIPLE-MAKING: PROGRAM CONTENT 
 

Following the procedural path consisting of the various stages of disciple-making leads 
a person to disciple-making experiences essential to growing toward a more Christ-like life. It is 
the role of a disciple-making church to offer such experiences in meaningful ways to foster the 
practice of various spiritual disciplines leading to enhancing connections with God, with other 
believers, with others through serving their needs, and with people outside the faith. Thus, the 
question for the church becomes what should be the content of disciple-making experiences and 
how should they be delivered. PART FIVE suggests some content possibilities for consideration 
with respect to each stage of disciple-making. This is done in some detail which will not be 
reiterated here. These suggestions are offered to indicate the type of subject matter appropriate 
for the various stages of disciple-making and to provide a starting point for exploring and 
reviewing possible programs, events, activities and materials for use. 
 
 

VII. CHURCH IMPLEMENTATION OF VISION 
FOR DISCIPLE-MAKING 

 
To implement a vision for effective disciple-making, several key elements need to be 

addressed and implemented by a church seeking to be an effective disciple church. These include 
the following.  including the following. 
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1.  Foundation for Implementation of an Effective Disciple-Making Church  
 
  There are five foundational structural components which undergird an effective 
disciple-making church: (i) mission, (ii) process (stages of disciple-making), (iii) model, (iv) 
programming, and (v) alignment  

 
Ø Our Mission is predicated on the Great Commandment and the Great 

Commission. The recommended Mission for Fox River Congregational calls for 
us to be to be a disciple-making church by encouraging, equipping and supporting 
persons in growing toward a more Christ-like life in thoughts, feelings and actions 
by connecting in four relationships, i.e., with God, with fellow Christians, with 
persons through serving their needs, and with the people outside the faith. The 
Mission must be the nonnegotiable imperative for a disciple-making church All 
that the church does must be based upon and reflect its mission. To be an effective 
disciple-making church, we must to be passionate about our mission and structure 
our church in a manner to accomplish it 

 
Ø The Process by which by which one grows as a follower of Christ, i.e., the Stages 

of Disciple-m\Making, needs to be clear, fostered and implemented to move 
people toward developing and enhancing connecting in the four critical 
relationships. 

 
Ø A church Model is the framework a church creates to advance its mission. The 

model serves as the organizational principle under which programming operates. 
The small group model, designed to funnel all people into small groups, has 
proven to be highly successful. Not only are relationships and Christian 
fellowship best developed in small groups, other aspects of spiritual formation in 
growing toward a more Christ-like life are also fostered. 

 
Ø Programming content (whether in worship services, program studies, events or 

other activities and whether on-going or new) should be considered with the 
questions does this and, if so, is this the best way to foster advancing the mission 
our church. Furthermore, the model of programs should foster and facilitate 
utilization of the small group model which plays a fundamental role leading 
people to grow in following Christ. This is the critical concept to keep front and 
center in developing a strategy for continuation of, change in, or adding to what 
we are doing as Christ’s church.  

 
Ø Without Alignment among the various components of a congregation (pastors, 

church leaders, church staff, volunteers, and all other members of the church), a 
church is out of sync with different components pulling in different directions. 
When all are pulling in the same direction, the likelihood of effective results is 
greatly enhanced. Foundational to alignment is a congregation understanding the 
mission of its church. It is impossible to create alignment in a congregation if 
there are multiple understandings of the congregation’s purpose. Clarity of 
mission is essential. Start by asking whether the program contributes to achieving 
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the primary purpose, i.e., mission. In an aligned congregation all that is done 
relates to and foster achievement of its mission. Without clarity of mission there 
will be no alignment. Without alignment, it is very difficult to grow a 
congregation and engage in a consistently faithful and effective disciple-making 
ministry. 

 
2. Excellence in Implementing and Growing a Disciple-Making Church:  

Quality Improvement  
 

  As a local church we are God's franchise in the community. Excellence honors 
God. Therefore, in all that we do as a church, we need to be committed to the standard of 
excellence by every person exercising their God-given spiritual gifts to the best of his or her 
ability. If in presenting ourselves as a reflection of God's love and character we do so in a 
mediocre manner, we fail to honor God who deserves the best we can offer. Thus, as we seek to 
grow in effectiveness as a disciple-making church, we need to embrace the goal of on-going 
quality improvement. This is not simply becoming more efficient in what we do, but rather be 
efficient in a manner which enhances our effectiveness in advancing our mission. That is, in all 
that we do in encouraging, equipping and supporting people in their growth toward a more 
Christ-like life in their thoughts, feelings and actions, we should do so in a manner of pursuing 
excellence. This does not say that we will always achieve excellence. We are imperfect human 
beings. But, strive we must.  

 
  Growing disciples is on-going process requiring on-going rather than periodic efforts. 

Hence a church needs to develop an on-going process for excellence in such areas as assuring 
quality in the physical and welcoming environments of our church, assuring quality in the 
content of disciple-making experiences, and assuring quality results in our spiritual growth 
efforts. When a church undertakes an excellence process analysis and follows up with needed 
changes, the natural result is increased effectiveness in its disciple-making efforts. 

 
3. Implementing Leadership in a Disciple-Making Church  

 
 Quality leadership is foundational for an effective disciple-making church. In 

order to create and sustain quality leadership, a church needs to consider and institute several 
elements including the following. 
 

Ø Possession of positive personal leadership characteristics is the sine qua non of 
effective leadership. Effective leadership depends upon how he or she goes about 
exercising one’s leadership role, especially connecting with and investing in his 
or her people and giving them work in a manner meaningful to them. Be aware 
of these needed characteristics when looking for and using persons in leadership 
capacities.   

 
Ø Leadership development, for those having some ministry responsibility, can be 

critical for effectiveness. Simply vesting responsibility in someone and leaving 
them figure out what they are to do is an invitation to failure. To assure an on-
going and expanding supply of leaders in various capacities and responsibilities, 
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it is important for a church to institute a leadership development program for both 
those currently occupying leadership positions and those coming on board as 
leaders in a variety of situations. Furthermore, waiting until the church needs a 
leader is the worst time trying to find one. Instead, institute a process for 
identifying potential leaders before they are needed. The key is to be people 
focused rather than need focused. This requires intentional and on-going leader 
development effort. 

 
Ø Equip leaders for ministry success. Plan and prepare for success by inviting the 

right person to the right ministry, determine the desired results for each ministry, 
identify the skills and core competencies need to achieve the desired results, and 
invest in the necessary training materials and tools. Equipping is an ongoing 
process. Ministry and culture change. Equipping is not an event. It is a life style.  
Equipping needs to be an integral part in the life of a disciple-making church. 
 

Ø Develop team leaders and team members. Structure a church around teams. The 
team approach enhances communication, creates broader ownership, is more 
rewarding to participants, better models the Christian community, and 
contributes to growing team members in their own individual Walks with Christ. 
This not only fosters a basic purpose of the church (fellowship), it enhances 
productivity and quality. This is particularly true in the context of more recent 
generations who want to participate, make a difference, and see their ideas acted 
upon. Leadership selection and development are the crux of establishing and 
conducting quality improvement ministry teams. An importantly, since effective 
relational small groups are the heart of growing of people toward a Christ-like 
life in thoughts, feelings and actions, as groups form and expand in number, 
increasingly small group leaders will need to be found and trained.  

 
4. Implementing Effective Stages of Disciple-Making Path  

 
  Growing as a disciple is the process of becoming transformed into the image of 
Christ. To grow spiritually one needs to move through Stages of Disciple-Making which offer 
experiences of spiritual disciplines that better place oneself in situations where God is more 
likely to transform him or her. Needed is a pathway leading people step-by-step from the point 
of initial contact with the church to spiritual maturity through growing toward a more Christ-
like life. Thus, it is incumbent for a disciple-making church to not only to clearly express its 
disciple-making mission purpose and the characteristics or marks of discipleship by which the 
mission is to be achieved, but also it is the responsibility of the church to set forth Stages of 
Disciple-Making to, within and through which one progresses to grow toward a more Christ- 
like life by connecting with God, other believers, others through serving, and the persons outside 
the faith. A church which recognizes disciple-making as its core mission, is confronted with the 
responsibility of implementing a process (i.e., Stages of Disciple-making) to encourage and 
support people in their efforts to grow in their Walk with Christ. It is the development of a clear 
spiritual path and the means to traverse such path to engender movement which demand our 
church’s on-going focused attention. Conditions underlying successful implementation of a 
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process which effectively moves people through the Stages of Disciple-Making include the 
following. 

 
Ø Clear Path. The Stages of Disciple-Making must be clear and understood. The 

recommended Stages of Disciple-Making, as set forth in this Summary Section 
V., establishes a process in which various programs, ministries and other are 
intentional tools to move people along in their Walk with Christ rather than 
simply being isolated or non-integrated experiences. When specific programs, 
events, ministries and other experiences are draped on this pathway structure, a 
simple clear path of disciple-making process is provided for a person to follow.  

 
Ø Intentionality of Movement. Grow people through a process that has a purpose (a 

mission). To respond to the challenge of moving people through the Stages of 
Disciple-Making, both the church and the individual need to be intentional about 
movement. They must commit and remain committed throughout the Walk with 
Christ.  
 

Ø Encouragement of Movement at Each Stage. Movement to, within or through the 
Stages of Disciple-Making needs to be encouraged at each and every stage. The 
church needs to determine and foster various ways to encourage movement to, 
within and through each stage There must be a system of intentional effort to 
move people along in their Walk with Christ. At each stage the spiritual growth 
experiences offered need to be perceived as attractive both with respect to being 
interesting, exciting and worthwhile, as well as offering convenient scheduling 
with respect to persons’ availability, so as to induce people to move to, within 
and, in some cases, beyond a particular stage. As a church, we need to evaluate 
the content offered to assure that selected offers meaningful spiritual formation 
experiences attractive to potential participants. Furthermore, programmatic and 
small group efforts do little good if the discipleship process is not repeatedly well 
communicated as an integral part of the fabric of the church.  

 
 Both the church and individuals need to recognize that disciple-making is 
one step at a time and that people progress at different paces. Furthermore, one’s 
path may not be sequential. Different people may enter the process at different 
points and proceed in different ways.  However, the goal is ultimately to move to 
and experience each of the Stages of Disciple-Making as we pursue intimacy with 
God, intimacy in a community of believers, serving others and connecting with 
the people outside the faith.  The church is responsible for effectively fostering 
peoples’ movement through the Stages of Discipleship. 

 
5. Fostering Disciple-Making Success  
 
 In addition to engendering movement to, within and through the Stages of 

Disciple-Making, there are several additional means to foster successful disciple-making 
applicable across the range of the Stages of Disciple-Making.  
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Ø Implementation of Means to Discern and Match Persons’ Gifts to Ministry – In 
addition to understanding the spiritual discipline of serving, we need to discern 
those God given gifts which we each possess and how they can be best used in 
response to God’s call for us to serve the needs of our members, those outside our 
church, and the functioning of the church itself. When a person struggles to do 
something for which God did not create him to do, the results are likely to be 
frustration, burn out, or giving up on the church altogether. In contrast, 
discovering and using one’s God given gifts clarifies God’s call for one’s life, 
glorifies God, and brings joy and growth in one’s Walk with Christ. From both 
the perspective of a church whose mission includes both serving others and 
disciple-making its members and from the perspective of individuals seeking to 
grow into a more Christ-like life, the crucial question becomes what are the God 
given gifts that we each possess and how can they be best be used in response to 
God’s call to ministry? The importance for the members of our church to discover 
and utilize their God given gifts cannot be overemphasized. One’s growth toward 
a more Christ-like is seriously deterred by one’s failure to do so.   
 
 Consequently, if we as a church are serious about being an effective 
disciple-making church. it is our responsibility to develop and implement a way 
or combination of ways, on a church wide basis, for our members to discern and 
apply their God given gifts. These include short term and/or relational small 
groups using gift discovery programs and materials as well as discerning the 
gifts of others in one’s group. Other gift discerning approaches are available as 
well including periodic church-wide gift surveys. A spiritually vital church 
recognizes the essential role that God given gifts plays in the life and ministry 
of the church and organizes itself so that those gifts can be discerned and 
exercised. This is an essential in ingredient in fostering disciple-making success. 

 
Ø Implementation of Personality Style Evangelism – While persons acting 

individually can utilize their own personality style to influence unbelievers, a 
greater impact is much more likely to result when members of a congregation 
work together as a whole with each person discovering and employing his or her 
own evangelism personality styles. Thus, a church desiring to enhance the overall 
effectiveness of its evangelism efforts should consider instituting personality 
style evangelism on a church-wide basis. An overall process for church-wide 
personality style team evangelism embraces several elements including (i) both 
individual and collective church prayer on what to do and for the opportunity to 
encounter prospects, (ii) individual personality evangelism style assessment for 
all members of congregation better enabling reaching out to others in a style 
natural to him or her, (iii) assessment of church’s personality style and gifts to 
better focus energy, resources and training for effective evangelism, (iv) 
incorporating the basic elements of evangelism commonly applicable across the 
range of different evangelism styles, and (v) vision casting the church’s 
evangelism mission 
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Ø Foster Personal Commitment – Being a follower of Christ (a disciple) involves 
embarking on and continuing a process of growing in the image of Christ. This 
is achieved through the understanding, learning and practicing spiritual 
disciplines by moving though the Stages of Disciple-Making. The process is 
neither easy nor does it lack challenges. But, if one‘s habits remain the same, he 
or she will experience little of the “abundant” life Christ offers. Growing toward 
a more Christ-like life is a choice. It is the result of the commitments we make 
and spiritual practices we do. A critical responsibility of a disciple-making church 
is to communicate understanding, create expectations and motivate persons’ 
commitment to progress in their Walk with Christ. Communicating the stark 
comparative differences in the costs and benefits of following Christ versus the 
costs and benefits of non- discipleship provide powerful motivation for people to 
positively respond and commit to God's call to follow Christ. A church needs to 
confidently ask people for commitment. Whatever the specific approach, to be 
effective the church’s call for commitment needs to be a clear, aggressive and 
positive.  
 

Ø Implement Self-Assessment and Spiritual Development Plans – In his letter to the 
Corinthians Paul calls upon us, as well as the Corinthians, to examine and test 
ourselves to see if we really are in the faith. He urges that we give ourselves 
spiritual checkups and look for a growing awareness of Christ’s presence and 
power in our lives. Presumably, most of us are not very conscious of the specific 
nature of our shortcomings in trying to become Fully Devoted Followers of 
Christ. Although we generally accept that we fall short, at best, only a few 
translate this recognition into self-assessment as to how to do better. Typically, 
we view ourselves as being pretty good persons. A key to motivating ourselves 
and our church members to commit to more intentional discipleship is developing 
a system of self-assessment which not only fosters commitment to spiritual 
growth, but also helps guide a person in discerning a development plan to better 
enable him or her to progress in growing toward a more Christ-like life. 
Furthermore, one is more likely to commit if they have some idea as to the 
specifics to which he or she is committing.  
 
 Several highly successful churches have discovered the need for self- 
assessment mechanisms and/or development of customized spiritual development 
plans for individuals to personally assess where they are and guide themselves on 
their spiritual journey. This gives rise to the goal that every member of the church 
(as well as others involved in the albeit not members) have his or her their own 
personal spiritual growth plan and be able to answer at any time the question 
where he or she is currently and what is the next step in his or her spiritual growth 
development. In turn, the church will then be able to better help persons in 
customizing individual “personal spiritual growth plans” for them to pursue. 
Alternative approaches to a self-assessment are available (some considered 
earlier in PART SIX, Section V.D. above) including an approach used by our 
church based upon a self-assessment survey conducted several years ago. 
Whatever the alternative approach is selected, an on-going self-assessment plan 
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and the development of individual personal spiritual growth plans are of prime 
importance for greater church effectiveness in disciple-making efforts. 

 
Ø Assessment of the Church’s Disciple-Making Efforts – Scripture calls for 

assessment: “Be sure you know the condition of your flocks, give careful 
attention to your herds….” (Proverbs 27:23). This calls for the development and 
implementation of a means to assess the effectiveness of our church’s disciple-
making efforts. To progress as an effective disciple-making church, we must 
regularly ask whether we are advancing the mission to which Jesus calls us, i.e., 
make disciples by leading people to accept Christ as Lord and Savior and grow 
them to be more like Christ in their thoughts, feelings and actions. What does a 
church look like when people are growing in their Walk with Christ? The 
discipleship model anticipates transformation of lives. This, in turn, raises the 
question, what are the marks in a person’s life which evidence that spiritual 
transformation is occurring and the church is advancing its mission. The 
recommended Mission Statement for FRCC sets forth the foundational marks of 
discipleship; (i) connecting with God in a loving and intimate, relationship, (ii) 
connecting with other Christian believers through love, caring and sharing life 
together, (iii) connecting with people through loving serving, and (iv) connecting 
with the people outside the faith by witnessing the good news, bringing them to 
Christ and into Christian fellowship in the church.  
 
 To assess the effectiveness of FRCC as a disciple-making church, we need 
to develop a means to assess, on an on-going basis, to what extent people are in 
fact progressing in their efforts to make these connections, i.e., to what extent do 
they reflect theses marks of discipleship. Two approaches, which complement 
one another, offer means of doing so. (1) Keep track of persons’ progress within 
and through the Stages of Disciple-Making. Although such numbers don’t 
provide in depth knowledge as to persons growing in faith, nevertheless they 
evidence whether the church is fostering peoples’ participation in experiences 
which may lead toward a more Christ-like life. (2) Drawing upon individuals’ 
personal spiritual self-assessments, such as that considered earlier, can be most 
revealing. Subjective, self-assessments inform as to where people think they are, 
where they need to go and, when done on a periodic basis, whether there has been 
progress, stagnation or retrogression. This not only informs the church as to how 
it is doing, it points to areas where improvements need to be made.  
 
 Developing an effective assessment of our church’s disciple-making 
efforts, such assessment needs to be implemented on a regular on-going basis 
consisting of the following elements. With our mission purposes, core values and 
vision as the foundational standards, we need to develop quantitative and 
qualitative standards providing practical means to answer are we advancing our 
mission, what are we doing that is an obstacle to advancing our mission, and what 
aren't we doing that needs to be done to advance our mission. Determine the 
information needed to evaluate church performance. Then, develop feedback 
mechanisms to generate the information needed to evaluate.  
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6. Implementing the Creation and Structuring Small Groups for Disciple-Making  

 
 Earlier discussion highlights the fundamental roles which both short term and 

relational small groups small groups must play if we are to be an effective disciple-making 
church. Here the focus is on factors which need to be considered in creating, structuring and 
implementing small groups for effective-disciple-making. Every church member and attendee 
should be aggressively encouraged to become involved in either or short term and/or relational 
small group.  

 
Ø Form and Implement Short Term Small Groups 

 
 There is no rigid format or protocol for forming short term small groups, 

encouraging  interest for participation, the manner of conduct, nor as to who may 
sponsor the group (e.g., a team, an individual or group of individuals). However, 
despite the high degree of flexibility, three standards should be adhered to;  (i) 
group conduct should be done with excellence (avoid poor group experience 
which is likely to dissuade persons from moving on to other group experiences), 
(ii) prior to the conclusion of the group experience participants should be 
encouraged and supported in progressing to a relational small group, and (iii) the 
content of short term group programming should embrace some fundamental 
aspect of fostering spiritual growth to, within and/or through the Stages of 
Disciple-Making. The key element in the success of a short term small group is 
the leader. Therefore, the church should afford some means of attracting and 
training potential leaders. 

 
Ø Building Transformational Fellowship around Relational Small Groups  

 
� Crucial Role of Relational Small Groups. Since God is love, his very 

nature is relational. When he creates persons in his own image, we are 
inherently relational and purposed to love one another. However, love 
cannot be learned in isolation, but rather love involves relationships. In 
the Christian sense "fellowship" means more than just socializing, fun and 
food. Real fellowship is experiencing life together. Life is meant to be 
shared. The spiritual discipline of connecting with others in Christian 
fellowship characterized by mutual acceptance, caring, sense of 
belonging, accountability, integrity, trust and love is fundamental to the 
Christian experience. Following Christ requires that we walk alongside 
others to encourage, equip and challenge one another in love to grow 
toward the image of Christ. Most nurturing of a spiritual life and ministry 
occurs in committed on-going relational small groups. Following Christ 
is not something that is simply taught. Following Christ needs to be lived. 
Relational small groups serve as a prime, perhaps indispensable, vehicle 
for doing so. At FRCC, the absence of church-wide participation in 
meaningful small relational group experiences reveals a major gap in our 
disciple-making efforts. Failure of a church to foster a relational small 
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group environment significantly undermines the effectiveness of its 
disciple-making efforts.  

 
 As a disciple-making church, we need to concentrate priority 
efforts on offering spiritual formation experiences through relational 
small groups. A fundamental goal of our church should not simply be a 
church with just a few relational small groups. But rather, a fundamental 
strategy for our church needs to become a church of relational small 
groups with all church members participating in a relational small group 
of some sort.  

 
� Encourage Churchwide Participation in Relational Small Groups. It is 

essential that relational small groups should not be considered simply as 
an appendage or an alternative to other operational aspects of the church. 
But rather, relational small groups need to be an integral and central part 
of the church strategy and structure. They constitute a foundational and 
indispensable stage of effective disciple-making. Participation in an 
effective relational small group is the ultimate goal of assimilation efforts. 
Thus, all members of the congregation, through the various means of 
public communication and personal invitations, should be encouraged to 
participate in some small group. The motivation might be to test drive a 
small group experience or to form a small group around a topic of 
particular interest to him or her. All teams need to explore and wrap either 
a small short term or longer relational small group component into their 
team activities, programs and events. Teams themselves should function 
as a small group rather than simply being a committee performing some 
task. 

 
� Conditions for Transformation through Relational Small Groups. 

Experience demonstrates that simply meeting in a relational small group 
format does not automatically result in spiritual growth. Several 
ingredients are necessary for a healthy environment to encourage people 
out of their shells into active and meaningful disciple-making 
relationships. When present, these characteristics of relational small 
groups create a disciple-making environment leading toward spiritual 
formation. They need to be increasingly reflected by group members as 
the group evolves into deeper relationships in sharing life together.   
 

 Such qualities, considered in earlier discussion, include working 
toward creating an environment of relational transparency and mutual 
trust through developing characteristics such as honesty, listening, 
respecting and affirming others as to their uniqueness and value to the 
God, humility, confidentiality, reliability, caring and love. Grow trusting 
mutual relationships fostering confessions thereby opening oneself to 
God’s transforming power. Strive toward creating an environment of 
mutual accountability in which group members challenge one another as 
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to their efforts in the practice of spiritual disciplines effective for that 
person. In short, a relational small group should reflect and vigorously 
pursues the creation of transformational disciple-making climate which 
better enables its members to discern and pursue God’s specific call for 
them both individually and as a group. 
 

� Forming and Structuring Covenant Based Relational Small Groups: 
Relational Small Group Covenant. Community serves two basic human 
needs; the need for relationships with others and the need for involvement 
in purposes greater than oneself. Relational small groups are covenantal 
in nature. A relational small group covenant not only fosters an 
environment for higher quality relationships, but also unites group 
members in a shared purpose for which God calls us. Through the making 
and committing to a covenant, relational small groups articulate their 
common purposes, vision and the norms which connect the group to one 
another and to God.  

 
It is the responsibility of an effective disciple-making church to 

create a model covenant for relational small groups which establishes 
understanding of and commitment to (i) the foundational purposes of 
mutual spiritual nurture leading to growth and transformation toward a 
more Christ-like life and contributing to others in doing the same, (ii) the 
expectations as to core values contributing to spiritual growth (e.g., 
striving for intimacy with other members of the group, growing in serving 
others, sharing Christ with people outside the faith, and going out and 
reproduce disciples by finding and teaching others), and (iii) procedural 
expectations as to the manner of group conduct supporting meaningful 
functioning of the group in building and maintaining relationships (e.g., 
participation in frequent and regular gatherings, manner of interacting 
with one another such as mutual trust, honesty, confidentiality, openness, 
accountability, respectful discussion, etc.). In order to both foster and 
place greater emphasis and effort in effectuating meaningful relational 
small groups, our church needs to establish a covenantal base for such 
groups. In doing so, it is recommended here that the church adopt and 
institute as a model, the relational small group covenant. (See discussed 
in PART SIX Section VI.B.3.a.(4). 

 
Although effective disciple-making is covenantal in nature, 

relational small groups need not be the same, i.e.. identical in structure 
and mode of operation.  Groups take on their own particular attributes and 
focus based on the nature of the participants and the interests which draw 
them together. Differing small groups are necessary to meet the needs and 
interests of the different members of our congregation. The learning and 
practice of spiritual disciplines through relational small groups can be 
practiced in many ways with each group taking on those attributes 
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reflecting its particular common interests and needs. It is ultimately up to 
the members to shape their own group.  

 
However, the foundational purpose of spiritual growth needs to be 

included in the experience of every group. In general, in addition to 
sharing life together, spending some time with the Word and prayer, 
serving and/or outreach need to be a part of the experience of every 
relational small group in order for significant spiritual growth to occur. In 
building, fostering and implementing a church-wide relational small 
group effort, the church should accept the varying natures of groups, but 
do so in the context of covenantal groups embracing the elements of 
growing toward more Christ-like lives. 

 
 7, Building a Contagious Christian Church    

 
 Earlier discussion in this resource book on evangelism centered upon the role and 

development of individual believers engaging in personal relationship evangelism and the 
church’s responsibility in creating evangelism disciple-making experiences to encourage, equip 
and support such efforts. Here, focus shifts from the individual’s perspective to the church’s 
perspective in building a contagious Christian church. In addition to church evangelistic efforts 
considered elsewhere, additional facets of church efforts need to be considered. 

 
Ø Synergy: Integration of Personal Relationship Evangelism and Church Outreach 

Effort – The Great Commission leaves little ambiguity that evangelism is central 
to what our church is to be about. This includes every member of our 
congregation. Each individual’s personal relational evangelism efforts play an 
important role in bringing people to Christ. To be an effective disciple-making 
church, it is the responsibility of the church to motivate, equip and support 
ordinary believers to communicate their faith naturally and effectively.  

 
However, there are limits to the degree of success which individuals can 

achieve when carrying out unsupported Lone Ranger evangelism. When 
individual personal relationships develop with persons outside the faith, at some 
point there needs to be a place and situation to bring them for a relevant, 
interesting, attractive experience (e.g., an engaging worship service, an 
exploring small group to discuss questions, participation in a friendly small 
group, etc.). Developing a synergistic approach for individual and church efforts 
affords a powerful evangelistic approach and is essential for effective outreach 
efforts.   

 
Ø Characteristics of Churches that Reach People – Churches which have been 

successful in bringing people to Christ reflect five fundamental characteristics; 
(i) all proclamations, assertions and efforts must be grounded in absolute truth, 
(ii) afford opportunities helping people to experience God or at least get a glimpse 
of God, (iii) serving others needs reflecting God’s love in practical terms, (iv) 
share the good news by word at an appropriate time, and (v) remain cognizant of 
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dependence on God through prayer by all church members (praying persistently 
for the lost, for opportunities to approach people outside the faith, and for 
boldness to open the door for spiritual conversations). When implementing a 
synergistic approach to its evangelism (and other efforts), these crucial elements 
of truth, offering opportunities to experience God, serving, sharing the good 
news, and cognizance of dependence on God through prayer need to remain in 
the forefront of our church’s efforts.  

 
Ø Evangelistic) Values Evangelistic values serve as the foundation of outreach 

efforts. These values, which are rooted in scripture, provide the essential 
principles which need to be owned, modeled and instilled in the culture of the 
church in order to build a contagious Christian church. They include 

 
people matter to God  
people are spiritually lost 
people need Christ 
people need answers 
people need community 
people need cultural relevance 
people need time.  

 
Having discerned these evangelistic values, the question becomes how to put 
them into effect so as to reach the doubters, atheists and others. What is the 
evangelic process? 

 
Ø Evangelistic Process – Evangelism is a core mission embraced by FRCC’s 

current and recommended Mission Statements. To be an effective disciple-
making church, we need to develop and implement a strategy to build a 
contagious Christian church. The discernment of the evangelism values affords a 
foundation for doing so.  

 
Based upon these values, Willow Creek Community Church has 

predicated its evangelism efforts on a six stage evangelistic process consisting of 
the following: (i) church leaders own and model evangelism values, (ii) instill 
evangelism values into the culture of the church to excite people to become 
involved in personal relationship evangelism,(iii)  empower an evangelism  point 
person to lead implementation of a strategic evangelism plan, (iv)liberate people 
from fears of doing evangelism and equip every believer for personal relationship 
evangelism, (v) mobilize evangelism specialists in a diverse evangelism group 
ministry, and (vi) innovate high impact outreach events. Willow Creek 
evangelistic process provides a highly successful model for building a contagious 
church. Here at Fox River this and other approaches should be explored for 
additions, alterations and/or deletions which may be integrated into or in lieu of 
this basic framework.   
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Several conditions underlay successful implementation of an evangelistic 
process including fully committed church leadership, broad congregation 
support, alignment with the evangelism mission and other church ministries, and 
strategic coordination of all outreach activities with one building upon another.   

 
Ø Width and Depth – Although evangelism is a foundational element in our mission, 

it not the sole calling of our church. To be an effective disciple-making church 
we must not only go wide through outreach efforts to bring in the lost, but also 
once people come to Christ (current as well as new members), we must go deep 
in helping them grow in their faith leading to more Christ- like lives in their 
thoughts, feelings and action. One should not be sacrificed for the other. We are 
called to go both wide and deep. 

 
Ø Attracting the Unchurched 

 
� An Inviting/Connecting Church. The preponderant reason that growing 

churches attract the unchurched to attend a church worship service, 
program, other event or activity is an invitation by a family member, a 
friend or one who is the process of establishing a relationship. This occurs 
on a widespread basis when a church has created a culture of invitation in 
its members. Furthermore, failure to engage newcomer guests in 
relationships lessens the likelihood of a return.  The 30 second meet and 
greet either before or after a worship service, or other event, does little to 
connect visitors with the church. More is required.  

  
In contrast, small group opportunities offering themes of interest 

to visitors need to be available coupled with intentionality of church 
members to connect newcomers with such a group. A small group 
environment provides opportunity to bring a visitor into authentic 
community and a connection with church. Informal small groups, 
gathered in comfortable non-threatening environments, affording 
opportunity for discussion and questions, arouse interest and attract 
participation, especially when invited by a friend. Furthermore, such 
groups provide opportunity to connect and develop in relationships which 
enhances the appeal to keep coming back. It is essential that our church 
be an inviting/connecting church. 

 
� Serving – Caringly and lovingly serving peoples physical, emotional 

and/or spiritual needs opens the door to communicating at least a sense 
that there is something positive about the Christian faith. When church 
members do so on a widespread basis, the potential for bringing people in 
and ultimately leading them to embarking on a faith journey may prove to 
exceedingly successful. 
 

� Marketing – Churches have an immensely important message to offer, but 
it is of little avail if no one is there to listen. Whatever mass marketing is 
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done, it is important to develop the church’s most effective story about 
who we are, what our ministry is about and how that vision can impact 
peoples’ lives. Find ways to use various on-line and other medias to 
spread the word about the church and welcoming them into our faith 
community. To the extent marketing is utilized, avoid that which has 
proven to become increasingly ineffective.  
 

 Furthermore, whatever form our mass marketing takes, first 
market our own members. Get them excited about the church. This, in 
turn, is likely to be conveyed to those outside the church in personal 
relationship invitational situations. However, the critical lesson is that, 
although marketing and media efforts may help somewhat, they cannot 
replace personal relationships and invitations as the prime means for both 
bringing people in and encouraging and supporting them in commencing 
a continuing a spiritual journey. 

 
Ø Outreach Events.  

 
The sixth stage of the evangelistic process is to innovate and implement 

high impact outreach events There are several questions and principles to 
consider to get on the right track in developing and implementing an outreach 
event including (i) who are we trying to reach, (ii) what are we trying to achieve, 
(iii) how does the event fit into a larger evangelistic process (always give a 
prospect the next step), (iv) integration of outreach events with other 
opportunities, and (v) promotion.  

 
There are a wide variety of church events and activities which can 

contribute to the evangelism process. These can be grouped under three general 
categories (worship services, short term small groups designed specifically to 
attract skeptics and unbelievers, and other non-worship events).   

 
Ø Intentionality as to Our Targets  

 
In fostering the achievement of our mission purpose of reaching out to 

and bringing people to Christ and into the local church community, it is important 
not to approach this fundamental task with a casual attitude. The universe of 
unchurched people embraces a wide range of attitudes, mindsets and personal 
circumstances. When we have a clear idea as to whom we are targeting, we can 
more effectively select and implement those outreach efforts most likely to attract 
these people. We need to be intentional about primary our targets. 

 
In doing so, we need to be mindful of the different mindsets of the 

substantial majority of non or lapsed Christians today reflecting a Modernism or 
Post-Modernism perspective (younger people especially reflecting the latter). We 
need to go where the people are and adapt our approaches to ways which make 
sense to them. A review of such factors as (i) susceptibility to outreach, (ii), the 
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relative impact of successfully reaching different potential target groups, and (iii) 
and the nature of our church in relation to the characteristics   the different groups 
lead to the conclusion that the primary focus of our church’s outreach efforts 
should be those persons possessing a Post-Modern mindset (including Millennials 
and younger). Post-Modern people, who increasingly seek a more meaningful 
life, exhibit a greater acceptance of and curiosity about spiritual matters and long 
for connectedness (fellowship) with others. If we create a safe and comfortable 
place and manner to engage them, there is a tremendous opportunity for 
successful outreach. Geography and demographic data suggest a sufficient 
presence of this group in our geographic area. Although the attributes of this 
mindset are most commonly reflected among the younger generation, such 
attributes can also be found in older age groups as well. So, our primary focus 
should be on those persons possessing the Post-Modern mindset, not necessarily 
on specific age groups per se.  

 
Ø Creating Irresistible Environments 

 
On any given day persons may walk onto our church campus. His or her 

first impression may ultimately determine whether he or she becomes a lifelong 
member of the congregation or never steps foot in the building again. 
Environments matter. To attract those from outside the church and enhance the 
likeliness of their return, create irresistible environments. To do so, define what 
is meant by irresistible environment for each specific ministry and all other areas 
of the church (e.g., parking lots, ministry areas for children, small groups, worship 
services, etc.). Establish and implement standards of excellence for all ministry 
environments. Newcomers who come, do evaluate. Several essential ingredients, 
considered in earlier in the resource book underlay the creation of great 
environments for attracting and retaining the unchurched. Each ministry in the 
church should be periodically evaluated and necessary corrections and 
improvements made. Utilization of secret shoppers, in addition to other forms of 
internal evaluation, further enhances the ability to create and maintain an 
irresistible church environment. 

 
Ø Strategy for Reaching Secular People  

 
Unless the evangelistic values and good intentions are translated into a 

step-by step strategy, significant advancement in our church’s efforts to build a 
contagious Christian church advancing our evangelism mission is unlikely to 
occur. The foundation of an effective strategy consist of three basic steps.  

 
� Step 1: Build Relationships. The church needs to instill and engender in 

believers the habit of asking God to lead them to an unbeliever or skeptic 
with whom one can establish a relationship as well as asking God for aid 
in doing so. Thus, Step 1 in the church’s evangelistic strategy is for all 
church members to commit to building relationships with people who 
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need to be reached. When the relationship is, or becomes, one of 
friendship, discern and utilize the opportunity for spiritual conversations.  

 
� Step 2: Share a Verbal Witness. After building a trusting relationship, 

offer verbal witness. Each believer needs to be willing to assume risks and 
initiate spiritual conversations. It is imperative that the church develop 
and implement means to prepare all of its members to build relationships, 
witness the impact of Christ in their lives, and articulate the truths of the 
gospel (i.e., personal relationship evangelism). 

 
� Step 3: Invite Friends to Outreach Events. For unbelievers to come to 

Christ, someone needs to lead them to a basic understanding of the 
Christian faith and to experiencing the joy of relationships in following 
Christ. However, an individual church member does not have to lead a 
person to Christ all by him or herself. Step 3 of the strategy to reach 
unbelievers is for the church to offer both attractive and interesting 
worship and non-worship outreach events, as well as short term and 
relational small group opportunities, to which members invite unbelievers 
to attend in an attractive irresistible church environment. Effective 
evangelism is a church-wide team evangelism effort. By combining 
individual efforts with well executed worship and non-worship events, the 
message of the Word can be communicated and loving relationships can 
grow initiating a person’s embarkation on a path leading to accepting and 
to growing in Christ.  

 
It is the responsibility of a disciple-making church to structure and 

will itself to carry out this e three-stage strategy of (i) relationship 
building, (ii) sharing Christ and (iii) invitation. We should strive to 
become a contagious Christian church by motivating, training, equipping 
and supporting all of our members to actively engage in personal 
relationship evangelism and by providing attractive opportunities to 
which they can invite people whom they are reaching out to. A strategy 
that integrates an individual’s personal relationship evangelism outreach 
efforts with well executed worship and non-worship outreach events and 
offers an irresistible environment has proven to be quite effective in 
building a contagious Christian church.   

 
8.  Team Organizational Structure  

 
  The effectiveness of a church as a disciple-making church, in significant part, 
depends upon its organizational framework being based upon and implemented for the 
accomplishment of its mission.  The passage of time since the last organizational review here at 
FRCC and the discussion considered here in this the resource book gives rise to recommended 
modifications. But, most importantly, the adoption of the recommended mission statement and 
a greater awareness of the steps in the disciple-making progress for persons seeking to grow 
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toward a more Christ-like life call for reconsideration of several aspects our current 
organizational structure.  
 

Ø Recommended Organizational Structure 
 

  As established in the By-Laws of our church, the current organizational 
structure is founded upon Christ as the head of the church. Under Christ, the 
congregation is the policy making body. Serving under the Congregation are 
currently seven teams whose responsibilities are set forth in the By-Laws. In the 
context being a Congregational church, although the senior pastor as well as other 
staff under him, do not occupy command and control role authority, our senior 
pastor is highly respected and influential as the leader of the church.  

 
The recommended organizational changes involve amending the church 

By-Laws with respect to creating new and deleting old teams, team name 
changes, and team responsibilities. Several significant recommended changes in 
team organizational structure are noted here.  

 
� To remedy our current lack of a systematic and coordinated efforts to 

assimilate prospective new and even on-going members into the life of 
the church, a newly created Assimilation Team is recommended to play a 
major role in remedying this defect. 

 
� Creating and growing disciples is the role of the entire church, not simply 

that of one team. Worship, fellowship, serving and evangelism are all 
integral elements of discipleship. Thus, it is recommended that there no 
longer be a Discipleship Team whose current responsibilities will be 
reallocated to a new and/or other existing teams.   
  

� The new Adult Christian Education Team emerges from the former 
Discipleship Team. Utilizing a variety of means, including short term 
small groups, its primary focus will be on adult Christian education, 
training short term small group leaders, and supporting other teams in 
related areas. 

 
� The new Sunday School and Youth Education Team is created to assume 

responsibilities in this area formerly exercised by the Discipleship Team. 
This includes youth up to and through confirmation. 

 
� The new Relational Small Group Team is created to assume the 

responsibility, previously under the scope of the former Discipleship 
Team, to foster relational small groups as a fundamental component in 
advancing our disciple-making mission which calls movement of every 
member of the congregation into an effective disciple-making relational 
group. A new team focusing on creating, training and leading relational 
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small groups needs to be a fundamental component in our church 
organizational structure. 

 
� Create the Ministry Support Team which is a rename for the current 

Accountability Team whose current name is unsuitable for the Team’s 
current and future functions covering a wide gamut of responsibilities. 

 
In short, the recommended team structure consists of the ten teams: 
 

(i)  Worship 
(ii)  Fellowship 
(iii)   Evangelism 
(iv)    Assimilation 
(v)  Adult Education  
(vi)    Sunday School and Youth Education 
(vii) Serving 
(viii) Relational Small Group 
(ix)  Ministry Support 
(x)  Administrative  

 
Ø Team Responsibilities in General  

 
o Disciple-Making Process.  In any organization consisting of teams or 

other similar bodies, there is a tendency for each unit to focus virtually all 
of its attention and efforts on its particular area of prime responsibility. In 
a church context, all too commonly, there is little tendency to be 
continually alert to supplementing the efforts of others teams in moving 
persons to, within and through the various Stages of Disciple-Making 
leading toward a more Christ-like life. Consequently, it must be 
communicated and emphasized that all teams, especially team leaders, 
need to be cognizant of and understand their responsibility for advancing 
the overall Mission of our church, not just focusing on their specific area 
of responsibility. All teams need to be alert as to when and, where it can, 
be supportive of other teams and ministries in moving people through the 
Stages of Disciple-Making. This general responsibility needs to be 
specifically included in the By-Laws for each team. 

 
o Fostering Fellowship. Although there is a Fellowship Team, fostering 

fellowship is a natural and essential responsibility of all teams as well as 
each member of the church. The concept of encouraging and enabling 
fellowship as a church-wide phenomenon is well expressed in the FRCC 
Vision Statement which envisions a Christian fellowship gathered around 
and bound in love to Christ and one another. In all that a team does, it 
should create and incorporate an environment of friendships, belonging, 
and caring personal relationships. The opportunity for fostering 
fellowship arises in all that the various teams do both in the context of the 
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activity being pursued and among team members themselves. In short, it 
is the responsibility of all teams to be alert to and supportive of other 
teams and ministries in fostering fellowship and assimilation in moving 
people through the Stages of Disciple-Making. 

 
o Foster Team Member Spiritual Growth. Team meetings should be more 

than simply the conduct of business. These meetings offer opportunity for 
team members to gather in a manner fostering their own personal spiritual 
growth. Among other possibilities, this not only involves building 
fellowship with one another, but also moments for prayer and spending a 
bit of time with scripture. Thus, a general responsibility for all teams is to 
foster team member personal spiritual growth through fellowship, prayer 
and scripture and perhaps in other ways as well as conducting team 
business.   

 
� Individual Team Responsibilities  

 
The detailed recommended responsibilities specific for each team are set 

forth above in PART SIX, Section VIII C. above. These reflect the recommended 
Mission Statement, current FRCC By-Laws, our current adopted church vision 
and core value statements, current team descriptions, outlines of current strategies 
applicable to each mission purpose team, and suggestions and recommendations 
offered in this resource book.  

 
 

CONCLUDING OBSERVATION 
 

Successfully encouraging, equipping and supporting the spiritual growth of our church, 
especially on a widespread basis, is unlikely to result from a haphazard and/or sporadic approach 
to disciple-making. However, a strategically sound approach to offering disciple-making 
experiences can have a profound impact on the lives of people. With disciple-making the core 
mission of FRCC, we need to address how our church can best achieve this mission. How best 
can we turn religious, as well as irreligious, people into becoming Fully Devoted Followers of 
Christ? The suggestions and recommendations presented and discussed in this resource book 
offer real opportunities for people to experience the transforming love of Christ in ways that 
touch their greatest needs and highest hopes and do so in ways which lead them to be people that 
God wants and created them to be. 
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APPENDIX B 

 
THE CONGREGATIONAL WAY:  

ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES OF CONGREGATIONALISM 
 

(as adopted by Fox River Congregational Church, June 22, 2003) 
 
 

Preamble 
 
 Every church must determine in some manner the way it goes about "doing church." 
Each church is a bit different and each Congregational church may hold somewhat different 
views as to what constitutes the Congregational Way. As a Congregational church and as a 
congregation which has reflected upon the Congregational Way, our way of "doing church" is 
reflected in the following Statement of the Essential Principles of Congregationalism. These 
principles are commonly understood, shared, accepted and adopted by our Congregation as a 
whole. They provide a common and shared expression as to our understanding of the 
Congregational Way by which we seek to carry out our mission and reach our vision - that is, 
the way we "do church."  

 
1. Christian Faith 

 
A Congregational church consists of those individuals called to God to 
believe in Jesus Christ as their Lord and Savior and to enter into a 
personal relationship with Him.  
 

2.  Voluntary Fellowship in a "Gathered Church" 
 
A Congregational church is a "gathered church" arising from a group of 
people voluntarily drawn together in fellowship through their common 
love of Christ by the power of the Spirit. The "gathered church" engages 
in frequent and meaningful personal relationships with one another for 
richer communion with God, growth of self and service to others. 
 

3.   Covenantal People 
 
By entering into ("owning") a common agreement (the "covenant") 
between God and ourselves, Congregationalists enter into a personal 
commitment to God and to each other to live a life with Christ according 
to God's will as that will is revealed through Christ. Through the covenant 
relationship men and women are bound together not by law but 
voluntarily in love for God and for one another. 
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4. Equality Among Believers 
 
A fundamental principle of Congregationalism is that all believers in 
Jesus Christ are equal in the sight of God.  
 

5.  Freedom in Faith 
 

(a) Congregationalism does not require adherence to a specific creed. 
Every Congregationalist possesses full liberty of private conscience in 
interpreting the gospel and developing his or her own faith convictions as 
led by the Holy Spirit, scripture, prayer and reason. Sincerity of 
conviction requires full opportunity for intellectual freedom and personal 
experience. 
 
(b) Freedom in faith is not freedom to do whatever one wants. Our 
freedom is for God's sake, not our own. Freedom of the Congregational 
Way is freedom from the authority of other persons so that we can be more 
completely obedient to the authority of Christ. Such freedom places more 
responsibility on us not less. Not only are we as individuals not compelled 
to accept the opinions of others, we are not free to uncritically do so. Our 
freedom of private conscience obligates each of us to carefully and 
honestly think through and reach our own conclusions (giving 
appropriate regard to the opinions of others) as to the meaning of God's 
Word and His will for us. For God to be truly meaningful to us, we must 
discover our faith first hand.  
 

6. Freedom in Matters of Conduct 
 
As in matters of faith, Congregationalists also accept the freedom of 
private conscience in the conduct of daily life. A Congregational church 
does not seek to impose human inventions, traditions, institutions or 
authorities on an individual's personal walk with Christ. One's educated 
conscience, informed by the Holy Spirit, scripture, prayer and reason, is 
his or her guide to conduct.  
 

7.   People of the Word 
 
At the heart of Congregationalism is a life of worship as a People of the 
Word. Congregationalists are people eagerly seeking to find, understand 
and do the Word of God, especially as that Word is revealed in the Bible. 
God's Word is our authority, discipline and mandate. Consequently, 
preaching of the Word and prayerful study of the Bible are central to our 
faith. 
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8.   Governance of the Church 
 

 a.  Headship of Christ  
 

The supreme authority for Christians is God's will as His will is 
revealed through Jesus Christ. Christ and only Christ is the head 
of each local church.  

 
 b.   Autonomy of Local Church - Free Polity 
 

As we understand the Congregational Way, each local 
Congregational church is autonomous, i. e., self governing, 
entirely free from external political control and ecclesiastical 
authority, pronouncements and creeds. Governance of the church 
stems not from an administrative hierarchy involving a Pope, 
apostolic succession, presbyters or synods. Our governance 
comes directly from Christ, therefore our church is free before 
God to order its own life as it feels directed by the Holy Spirit.  

 
 c. Church Meeting: Role of the Congregation 
 

The Church Meeting is the whole people of God in a given local 
church meeting together and governing themselves under the 
guidance of Christ. Through the Church Meeting the congregation 
serves as the active and real (as distinguished from a perfunctory) 
governing body of each local Congregational church. 

 
9.  Ministry of a Congregational Church 

 
 a.  General Ministry of All Christian Believers.  

 
The Congregational Way accepts and fosters the principle that we 
are all ministers where we live and work as well as in church.  Our 
Christian ministry is our understanding and expression of the 
mind and mission of Christ that demonstrates a common life of 
gratitude, devotion, witness, service, celebration and discipleship. 
All Christians are called to this ministry of servanthood in the 
world to the glory of God.  

 
 b.  Ordained Ministry 

 
In addition to the general ministry of all Christian believers, the 
ordained ministry is a call by God to the pastoral ministries of  

 
(1) the Word of God through careful study, faithful 

interpretation and proclaiming the Word;  
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(2) responsible administration of the sacraments of baptism 

and Eucharist; and  
 
(3) building up and guiding members of the congregation in 

their performance of the general ministry.  
 

In the tradition of the Congregational Way, an ordained minister 
is called by the particular local church he or she is to serve. 

 
 c. Unity of Ministry 

 
 There is one ministry in Christ, but there are diverse gifts and 
evidence of God’s grace throughout the Body of Christ. General 
and ordained ministries are complimentary rather than 
subservient to one another. 

   
10. One Holy Catholic (Universal) Apostolic Church 

 
Despite differences in matters of faith and the form of governance, all 
Christian churches are still a part of the one catholic (universal) apostolic 
church.   
 

11.  Freedom in Fellowship with Other Churches 
 

Congregationalists believe that it is God's will for them and their 
churches to love, pray for and support churches of Christ everywhere. A 
Congregational church is free to form any kind of Christian fellowship 
with other churches as led by the Holy Spirit. However, such an 
association with others must be free of any outside authority over the local 
church.  
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APPENDIX C 
 

FOX RIVER CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH: 
VISION FOR THE FUTURE OF OUR CHURCH 

 
 
 To be a biblically functioning community of believers so that Christ's redemptive 
purposes can be accomplished in the world, we here set forth  the vision for the future of our 
Church. 
 
 Expectancy –We envision a Christian fellowship seeking and inviting Christ's presence;  
expecting to see and experience Christ in our midst; expecting revelation of God's Word and 
discerning His will for us; expecting the continuous entering of the Holy Spirit into our lives to 
guide, sustain, and empower us; expecting life transformation; expecting a loving and caring 
personal relationship with God; expecting great things to happen; and expecting wonders and 
joy that God has prepared for those that love Him. 
 
 All of Life  – We envision a Christian fellowship consisting of members living out all of 
life, with joy and enthusiasm, as a response to God's love and grace. No dichotomy occurs 
between our spiritual and church life on the one hand and secular life on the other. Our faith, 
hope and love extend to all of life which is sacred and devoted to God. 
 
 Bible Centered  – We envision a Bible centered fellowship in which the Bible, as God's 
inspired Word, serves as our authoritative and trustworthy rule of faith and conduct in all that 
we do. Scripture is relevant to the needs of all people for all times including the specific problems 
of contemporary living. 
 
 Worship  – We envision a Christian fellowship in which all members gather together as 
a worshipping community to express our love, reverence, praise and gratitude to God in joyful, 
inspiring, energetic, prayerful and creative worship. Such worship includes the revelation of 
God's Word, especially as that Word is revealed in the Bible through creative and learned 
preaching, so that we might discern and be obedient to God's will.  
 
 Service  – We envision a Christian fellowship expressing its love for others by serving, 
in the name of Christ, their spiritual, emotional and physical needs through encouraging and 
equipping every member for significant ministry in the family, church, community and the 
world. Such fellowship assists members in discovering, developing and using their unique gifts 
to minister to the needs of others through a broad range of caring ministry and mission 
opportunities.  
 
 Making Disciples – We envision a Christian fellowship helping to transform people’s 
lives by making disciples of Christ through the process of bringing people to knowing and 
accepting Christ as Lord and Savior (evangelism); helping them mature into a Christ-like life 
(discipling); involving people in our fellowship; and equipping, motivating and sending them 
out to do Christ's work (service).  
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 Evangelism – We envision a Christian fellowship in which all members seek to win 
others to Christ by reaching out to all by entering into personal relationships, by  sharing the 
Gospel and by bearing witness by word and deed to the power and love of God so that others 
may know and accept Christ as Lord and Savior, and by maintaining a welcoming and non-
threatening environment in which those not yet committed to Christ can feel safe and free to 
explore the Christian faith. We envision expanding the community of Christ through growth in 
our own fellowship, growth through new church plantings, or through other efforts. Recognizing 
that God desires that we reach as many people as possible with the life-transformation message 
of Jesus Christ, we envision using a wide range of traditional and creative methods and policies 
to generate growth consistent with maintaining our integrity and commitment to biblical truth. 
 
 Discipling – We envision a Christian fellowship mentoring people in the foundation of 
the Christian faith by teaching them what Jesus taught; encouraging them; and praying with them 
so that they may grow toward living a Christ-like life in their thoughts, feelings, and actions. 
This discipling process of growing in one's faith begins when a person accepts Christ and 
continues throughout the rest of his or her life.  
 
 Gathered Covenant Fellowship – We envision a Christian fellowship gathered around 
and bound in love to Christ and one another by a covenant freely entered into; a Christian 
fellowship of believers personally committed to follow Christ by creating an environment of 
friendships, belonging and personal relationships where members learn, share, nurture, laugh, 
love, celebrate joys, grow and pray with one another; a Christian fellowship where the hurting, 
the depressed, the frustrated, and the confused can find love, trust, acceptance, support, hope, 
forgiveness, guidance, encouragement and healing; and a Christian fellowship where the self 
can grow and where communion with God can be richer. 

 
 Service  – (see above)  
 
 Equality – We envision a Christian fellowship in which all are embraced as being equal 
in the sight of God and all, under the headship, guidance and direction of Christ, are entitled to 
equal opportunity to be heard, to influence and to determine church policies and practices. 
 
 Freedom in Faith – We envision a Christian fellowship in which all follow Christ by 
seeking to grow in faith and personal commitment according to the dictates of individual private 
conscience. Convictions of faith require full opportunity for intellectual freedom and personal 
experience as led by rational thought guided by the Holy Spirit. We envision a fellowship which 
embraces freedom of inquiry, willingness to express convictions and hear convictions of others, 
and freedom to respectfully disagree. However, our freedom in faith is not freedom to do 
whatever one wants, but rather freedom from the authority of other persons and institutions so 
that we can be free to be more completely obedient to the authority of Christ. 
 
 Freedom in Governance and Fellowship – We envision a Christian fellowship which, 
subject to God's will as revealed through Christ, is entirely self-governing and free from all 
external ecclesiastical and political control; but which, as led by the Holy Spirit, also freely 
enters into loving, praying and supportive fellowship with other churches.  
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 Priesthood of Believers – We envision a Christian fellowship in which all members enjoy 
the benefits and accept the responsibilities for the work of the church in becoming vital, fully-
empowered partners in general ministry ("priesthood of believers") where they live and work as 
well as in the church.  
 
 Presence in Society – We envision a Christian fellowship reaching into society with 
compassion and justice, not by manipulating political power to impose Christian standards on a 
secular and pluralistic society, but rather by serving as a conscience to the world by 
demonstrating the love and righteousness of God in word and deed. We envision a Christian 
fellowship encouraging its members, as individuals guided by their Christian values, to be active 
citizens in the local, regional, national and international community of which we are all a part. 
 
 Creativity and Cultural Relevance – We envision a Christian fellowship functioning in 
all that we do in an innovative, adaptable, creative and culturally-relevant manner which does 
not compromise scripture, our mission, the Congregational Way, our core values or otherwise 
the basics of our faith.   
 
 Excellence – We envision a Christian fellowship striving to meet a high standard of 
excellence in all that we do by every member using his or her God-given gifts to the best of his 
or her ability so as to honor God who deserves the best that we can offer.  
 
 "City on the Hill” – We envision a Christian fellowship, as modern-day heirs to the 
heritage of our Pilgrim/Puritan forebears, serving as a latter day "City on the Hill" model as to 
"doing church" in the Congregational Way to the glory of God.  
 
 Stewardship – We envision a Christian fellowship honoring God by joyfully returning to 
Him a portion of His gifts - material, talent, time and energy - generously, proportionally and 
regularly.  
 
 Family Affirming – We envision a Christian fellowship which lovingly affirms, 
strengthens and spiritually nurtures the family. 
 
 Ministry Campus – We envision a beautiful, spacious, and inspiring ministry campus 
grounds and facilities conducive to ministering to the total person (spiritually, emotionally, 
physically and socially); to providing ministerial services and to offering a variety of 
opportunities helping  people connect with our Lord and with one another. 
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APPENDIX D 
    

FOX RIVER CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH: 
STATEMENT OF CORE VALUES OF OUR CHURCH 

 
(adopted June 22, 2003) 

 
 

Before setting forth the Statement of Core Values of  Our Church, it is essential that we 
have a common understanding of (1) what core values are, (2) why they are important and (3) 
what they are not. 
 
1. What Are Core Values? - Definition 
 
 As used in this Statement, core values are the primary beliefs held collectively by our 
Church which respond to the question Why we do what we do? They are the beliefs which 
motivate people to act. Here is where we stand, here is where we draw the line. In the context of 
our church, core values may be defined as "the constant, passionate, biblical core beliefs that 
drive the ministry." 
 
2. Importance of  Core Values 
 
 The basic structure in building for the future of our Church consists of six foundational 
elements: - (1) mission (i. e., what God calls our Church to do),  (2) how we "do church" (the 
essential principles of Congregationalism, (3) core values, (4) vision (i. e., the visual image of 
what our ministry will look like in the future, (5) strategic planning, and (6) organization around 
the purposes of the Church. The core values held by members of the Congregation are closely 
intertwined with the other foundational elements of the church. They impact the formulation of 
our mission, how we "do church," our vision for the church and even our strategy and our 
organizational structure to accomplish our mission and vision.  
 
 It is essential that a church's core values are reflected in and/or are consistent with these 
other foundational elements. To the extent there are serious inconsistencies between the core 
values which drive our members and the other foundational elements, the potential for serious 
problems and ineffective ministry is quite real. However, when core values, mission, "doing 
church," vision, strategy and organizational structure are aligned, the likelihood of a dynamic 
and effective church greatly increase. Since our collective core values as a church will impact 
all that we do in the future as a church, thereby impacting each of us as members of the Church, 
we need a common understanding as to what our core values are. 
 
3. What Core Values Are Not - Not a Creedal Statement 
 
 Being a statement of what both motivates and what is collectively important to the 
members of this Church, naturally the Statement of Core Values sets forth a variety of deeply 
held convictions. However, while accepting and adopting this Statement of Core Values, such 
Statement is not a statement of faith or a creed binding on individual members of our 
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Congregation. But rather, our Statement of Core Values provides a guide as to the general thrust 
of our Church collectively. Individuals are free to accept and/or reject in part or whole various 
aspects of the Core Value Statement. Subscribing to some or all of the Statement is not a 
condition of membership. Instead, freedom of conscience is one of the essential elements of our 
Congregational Way as well as being one of core values.  
 

 
Core Values of Our Church 

 
 Drawn from a survey of the Congregation and adopted by the Congregation, the 
following statement sets forth our common understanding of the core values of this Church.  
 
1. Trinity 
 

 There is one God who exists eternally in three persons - Father, Son and 
Holy Spirit, each fully God yet each  distinct from the other. God the Father 
created heaven and earth and all things in it. He continues to sustain his creation 
and is operating throughout history to fulfill His redemptive purpose which is to 
call all people to fellowship with him. Jesus the Son was born, lived, died by 
crucifixion, was raised from the dead and ascended to heaven to join the Father 
as our arisen Lord and Savior. God the Holy Spirit sustains, guides and 
empowers us in growing into a life of Christ-like character.  

 
2. Salvation 
 

 While originally created to have fellowship with God, humans have defied 
God and chosen to go their own independent way thereby alienating themselves 
from God. Jesus satisfied divine justice thereby enabling reconciliation with God 
by voluntarily dying on the cross for forgiveness of our sins.  
 
 Salvation (reconciliation with God) cannot be earned through human 
effort, but rather salvation comes from our response to God's offer of grace 
through faith (belief and trust)  in Christ. Good works reflect an appropriate 
response to, not a condition of, God's love and grace. 
 
 With God's resurrection of Christ, Christ conquered death making good 
on His promise that all who believe in Him will live. God offers eternal life, as 
well as salvation, to those who have faith in Christ. 

 
3. Our Relationship with God 
 
  Christ is our Lord and Savior through whom God reveals himself to us.  

 
 God created all people, in his image, whom he loves deeply. In his love 
for us, God gives us free will. We honor God through worship, obedience and 
service. 
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 God seeks and invites all of us to live in loving fellowship with Him and 
with each other. God is a personal God with whom we can enter into a caring, 
loving, and personal relationship.   

 
 Faith develops through spiritual disciplines such as worship, prayer, 
sacraments, service, studying and applying scripture, and fellowship.  

 
4. Worship  
 

 Worship is at the heart of a Christian church. Christ's first and greatest 
commandment is  to love God with all your heart, soul and mind. As a prime 
means of expressing praise, love and gratitude to God, inspiring and uplifting 
worship is fundamental to our faith. 
 
Preaching 

 
Since our life of worship depends upon the frequent revelation of God's 

Word, we seek to find, understand and do the Word of God, especially as that 
Word is revealed in the Bible and through the life, teachings, death and 
resurrection of Jesus the Christ. Thus, preaching and hearing the Word of God 
is central to our faith.  Whatever its style, preaching is more than simply lecturing 
or informing (education). Preaching is to make the case for God, declare the 
Good News, and win the verdict. It is to challenge and inspire us to make God's 
agenda our agenda. 

 
Sacraments 

 
The sacraments of baptism and communion constitute fundamental 

elements in our worship of God. 
 

Music 
 
 Music, in various forms, serves  as an integral element in the worship of 
God, expression of our faith, fellowship and outreach. 
 

 Confession and Forgiveness 
 

 An important element of worship is the confession and forgiveness of sin. 
 
5. Prayer  

 
Through prayer we personally communicate and strengthen our personal 

relationship with God who hears and answers. Prayer serves as a catalyst for 
spiritual development. 
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Learning how to pray and frequent opportunities for private and 
corporate prayer are important elements of church. Conception, planning, and 
execution of all aspects of our Church's ministry and activities need to be 
characterized by reliance on prayer. 

 
6. Bible 
 

 The Bible is the inspired Word of God. It is fundamental in our 
understanding of the character of God. It is the authoritative and trustworthy rule 
of faith and practice for Christians. Scripture rather than church tradition is final 
authority. Scripture is relevant to the needs of all people both for all times and  
the specific problems of contemporary living. 

 
 Preaching and teaching God's Word with integrity and authority enables 
seekers to find Christ and believers to mature in Him. 
 
 Our church should be a Bible centered ministry in all that we do. The 
Bible is especially important in preaching, Christian education, conduct of the 
ministries of our Church, and personal conduct. 

 
7. Life as an Integrated Whole 
 

 It matters how one lives his or her life. The gospel is not something simply 
to be read and understood, but to be lived. Faith is the fundamental and practical 
element of living.  It extends to all of life. Every act and task in life, not simply 
one's act of worship, is the response of a steward of God. For the person of 
Christian faith, there is no distinction between religious and secular life. All of 
life is God's. 
 

8. Fellowship in a "Gathered" Church Bound Together by Covenant  
 

 God calls us to belong as well as to believe. We are not meant to live alone 
or in relative isolation  from one another. Instead, we belong to Christ's family. 
We are a community of believers voluntarily "gathered together around Christ" 
in fellowship with Christ and with one another through our common love of 
Christ. Such fellowship calls for frequent and meaningful personal relationships 
with one another creating an environment for richer communion with God, 
growth of self, and mutual support and service to one another. Loving, trusting, 
sharing, forgiving and respectful relationships should permeate every aspect of 
church life making our church a secure and loving home, family and community 
for all. 
 
 By entering into ("owning") a common agreement (the "covenant") 
between God and ourselves, we personally commit to God and to each other to 
live a life with Christ according to God's will as that will is revealed through 
Christ.  
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 Our local church is a congregation of believers who gather together for 
worship, prayer, instruction, encouragement, mutual accountability as to life 
within our Church community, and fellowship with one another. Through the 
church, we invest time, energy and resources to fulfill the mission of our Church.  
 

9. Discipleship: - Growth in Christ-Like Life 
 

 After someone has made a decision for Christ, he or she must be discipled 
which is the process of helping people become more like Christ in their thoughts, 
feelings, and actions. This involves teaching and mentoring people in the 
foundations of the Christian faith, encouraging them, and praying for them so 
that they may follow Christ more effectively. This process begins when a person 
accepts Christ as his or her Lord and Savior and continues throughout the rest 
of his or her life. Thus, a fundamental role for our Church is discipling believers 
growth  toward life transforming Christian maturity and cultivating a Christ-like 
and loving atmosphere within our Church community. 

 
 Discipling calls for Bible based continuing Christian education at all age 
levels. 

 
10. Service/Ministry  
 

 By serving the spiritual, emotional and physical needs of others in the 
name of Jesus, we respond to God's call to love our neighbor as ourselves. Since 
caring for people honors God, our Church is here to minister to (serve) people in 
Christ's name including participation in missions.  
 
 Every follower of Christ has been created unique with valuable gifts 
which are meant to be discovered, developed and used in furtherance of God's 
will. Each of us has a mission in the world no one else can perform. We are 
committed to encouraging, equipping  and assisting each and every member in 
discovering, developing and using their gifts in ministry to meet the needs of 
others.  
 
 In light of God's love for us, we encourage people to serve Christ through 
love and gratitude rather than through guilt, shame and condemnation. 

 
11. Reaching Out -Sharing the Good News (Evangelism) 
 

 All people including the unchurched people (i. e., non-believers and 
believers without meaningful affiliation with a church) have value and matter to 
God. Therefore, they matter to us.  
 
 While aware of the advantages of a small, intimate congregation, we 
recognize that growth is the natural consequence resulting from our reaching out 
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to those exploring Christianity as well as from our other ministries. Trusting God 
to lead us to appropriate growth and size, we set no maximum nor minimum limits 
on the growth and size of our Church.   
 
 God desires for us to reach as many people as possible with the life-
changing message of Jesus the Christ. Thus, we are committed to pursuing a wide 
range of methods and policies (including one on one personal evangelism, life 
style role model evangelism and serving physical, mental and spiritual needs), 
which do not compromise our integrity or commitment to biblical truth. to reach 
out and witness the Gospel to the unchurched so as to win them to being followers 
of Christ (followed by discipling them toward Christian maturity). A fundamental 
reason for our church to exist is to lead others to accepting Christ as Lord and 
Savior (i. e., conversion).  

 
 We are committed to creating and maintaining a friendly, welcoming and 
non threatening environment in which those not yet committed feel safe and free 
to explore the Christian faith. 
 

12. Congregational Way 
 

 We are committed to the Congregational Way both in general and as to 
each of the Essential Elements of Congregationalism as adopted by our 
Congregation.  
 
 Our Pilgrim/Puritan forebears sought to be a "City on the Hill" model as 
how to do church. As modern day heirs to this heritage, we are committed to 
serving as a role model and challenge for other churches as to "doing church" in 
the Congregational Way to the glory of God.  

 
13. Culturally Relevant: Creativity and Innovation 
 

 In today's rapidly changing world, the forms and methods of our worship 
and ministry must be continually evaluated and, if necessary, altered to fit current 
needs and new conditions. While proven techniques should not be discarded at a 
whim, creativity, innovation, and adaptability are to be encouraged to assure that 
we are culturally relevant in today's world. Effectiveness in ministry rather than 
church tradition is paramount. We seek to communicate the Good News of Christ 
to contemporary society in ways that can best be understood. However, seeking 
to be culturally relevant shall only be done in a manner which does not 
compromise scripture, the basics of our faith, our message and/or our integrity. 

 
14. Excellence 
 

 As a local church we are God's franchise in the local community. 
Excellence honors God as well as attracting and inspiring people. Therefore, in 
all that we do as a church, we are committed to the standard of excellence by 
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every person exercising their God-given spiritual gifts to the best of his or her 
ability. If in presenting ourselves as a reflection of God's love and character, we 
do so in a mediocre manner, we fail to honor God who offers us love, salvation 
and eternal life. He deserves the best we can offer. 

 
15. Family Affirming  
 

 God calls upon us for the spiritual nurture of the family not only as an 
expression of our love for others, but also as one of God's means to spread and 
perpetuate the Christian faith. We are committed to providing an environment 
which strengthens marriages and families. 

 
16. Tithing 
 

 All that we have is a gift from God. Tithing (the giving of 10% of one's 
income to the church), as well as giving of one's time and talents, is an 
appropriate response to God's grace which allows us to trust God for meeting 
our needs. 

 
17.  Social. Economic Justice, Moral, Environment and/or Civil Rights  Issues 
 

 Our Church encourages members, as individuals guided by their 
Christian values, to be active and responsible citizens in the local, regional, 
national and/or international community of which we are all a part.  
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APPENDIX  E 
 

FOX RIVER CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH:  
SPIRITUAL GROWTH SELF ASSESSMENT SURVEY 

 
 

A. Need for Spiritual Growth Self Assessment  
 
 Most of us are not very conscious of the specific nature of our shortcomings in trying to 
become Fully Devoted Followers of Christ by growing toward a more Christ-like life in our 
thoughts feelings and actions. Although we all recognize that we fall short in general, too few of 
us translate this recognition into self-assessment as to how we might do better. Since we don’t 
think about our spiritual growth, we tend to do little about it. A key to more intentional spiritual 
growth is to undertake a spiritual growth self-evaluation.  This, in turn, will serve as a guide for 
developing a personal customized spiritual growth plan which, through digestible steps over 
time, progresses to a more fulfilling personal relationship with God. 

B. Methodology 
 

A system of self-evaluation requires some sort of measures by which to assess. In its 
adopted Disciple-Making Mission Statement, FRCC provides the basis for such measures in the 
four crucial relationships (sometimes referred to as the Marks of Discipleship) – i.e., connecting 
(i) with God, (ii) with other believers, (iii) with believers and non-believers through serving, and 
(iv) with the unchurched through evangelism. By thoughtfully and truthfully responding to some 
specific questions about one’s own journey in each of these four relationships, a person can 
discern (1) a pretty good sense of where he or she is in his or her spiritual growth toward a more 
Christ-like life and (2) those spiritual areas in which he or she might next seek to grow.  

The following Spiritual Growth Self-Assessment survey asks several questions with 
respect to each of these four relationships. (Note – the category of connecting with God is divided 
into two categories: worship and other spiritual disciplines.) Based upon the scale provided, 
simply circle the number reflecting your response to each question. Total the circled numbers 
for each section and transfer each total to the Self Rating Sheet on the next page under the column 
for that relationship on the row whose numbers in the parentheses includes your total numbers. 
The italicized heading in that row indicates approximately where you are in your spiritual 
journey with respect to that particular relationship.  

Based upon the results, select one or two categories upon which you would like to focus 
your next spiritual growth efforts whether individually or through some program offering of the 
church. Periodically repeat the self-evaluation survey (e.g., every 3 months) and compare to 
previous results. This provides a sense of growth or lack thereof and where to go next. 
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C. Church Assistance in an Individual’s Spiritual Growth 

 The final page asks (1) for your suggestions as to what type of church offerings would 
assist you in your spiritual growth journey and (2) whether you would like a personal and private 
visit with Pastor Lonnie with respect to your spiritual growth. Please return this page to the 
church (or Pastor Lonnie directly) either anonymously or signed.  
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SPIRITUAL GROWTH SELF-ASSESSMENT 
 
 

                                                                                                          Scale: 0 = Not at All 
1 = Fair 
2 = Making Progress 
3 = Getting Good 

  4 = Well Developed 
 
 
CONNECTING WITH GOD:  PURSUING A LOVING AND AN INTIMATE RELATIONSHIP WITH 

HIM 
     
 Worship Services 
 
Can I express a clear understanding of the purposes of worship?                            0   1   2   3   4    
 
Do I understand and practice preparation for worship?                         0   1   2   3   4   
 
Do I regularly attend worship services?                                                                    0   1   2   3   4 
 
Does the worship service engage my concentrated attention?                                  0   1   2   3   4 
 
Do I sense the prescence of God during the worship service                                    0   1   2   3   4 
 
Do I experience, a more Christ like life stemming from worship services?             0   1   2    3   4            
          
                 TOTAL                 
 
 Other Spiritual Disciplines 
 
Have I undertaken a serious effort to understand what different                              0   1   2   3   4 
spiritual disciplines are about?  
 
Do I know and practice regularly one or more spiritual discipline(s)            0   1   2   3   4 
and know which ones work best for me?         
 
Do I believe the Bible is credible?                                       0   1   2   3   4   
 
Do I regularly spend time with God’s Word?                        0   1   2   3   4 
 
Have I learned how to effectively study the Bible                    0   1   2   3   4 
and apply its teachings to my life?  
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Do I understand  the nature, elements and types of prayer?                    0   1   2   3   4 
 
Do I practice prayer regularly?                 0   1   2   3   4 
 
Do I sense a deepening in my friendship with God?                0   1   2   3   4 
                   
                      TOTAL  
      
 
CONNECTING WITH OTHER BELIEVERS: LOVING AND SHARING LIFE TOGETHER 
 
Do I regularly connect with other believers through sharing                     0   1   2   3   4 
life together in a relational small group(s)?  
 

If yes, does such group foster spiritual growth toward a more Christ-like   0   1   2   3   4 
Christ life through building mutual relationships of 
encouragement, trust, openness, caring, support and 
accountability?   

 
                                   (Note – score either the above or below 
                                                       question, not both)  

 
If no, am I intentional about finding a such relational small group           0   1   2   3   4 
and/or encouraging others to participate with me in such a relational  
small group? 

 
Am I willing to share my real needs for prayer and support  from others?              0   1   2   3   4 
 
Am I willing to participate in voluntary mutual accountability through 
confessing my faults and being challenged to improve?                                          0   1   2   3   4 
 
Am I growing in my ability to share and show my love toward others?            0   1   2   3   4 
 
          TOTAL 
 
 
CONNECTING WITH OTHERS: LOVINGLY SERVING THEM 

 
Am I regularly praying to God to show me opportunities 0   1   2   3   4 
 
Have I truly come to know the importance of service in the disciple-making         0   1   2   3   4 
process and my role in it?   
 
Am I offering my time, talent and treasure to serve the needs of others in a           0   1   2   3   4 
loving caring way?  
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Have I undertaken the steps necessary to discover my gifts and where God           0   1   2   3   4 
wants me to apply them?  
 
Have I undertaken those steps necessary to equip/develop myself for service?      0   1   2   3   4 
 
Am I participating regularly in the serving ministry of the church?                       0   1   2   3   4 
 
Am I consciously seeking opportunities to serve the needs of others during           0   1   2   3   4 
the daily routine of my life?   

TOTAL  
 
 
CONNECTING WITH THE UNCHURCHED: LOVINGLY REACHING OUT, SHARING 
THE GOSPEL AND INVITING THEM INTO CONGREGATIONAL LIFE 

 
Have I come to know the importance of evangelism in becoming a Fully               0   1   2   3   4 
Devoted Follower of Christ?  
 
Do I really and lovingly care about other peoples’ salvation and eternal                 0   1   2   3   4 
destiny?  
 
Have I undertaken efforts to equip myself through knowledge and practice           0   1   2   3   4 
to be more effective in evangelism efforts?              
 
Am I intentional in my efforts to enter into and invest time in personal                  0   1   2   3   4 
relationships in a way that may ultimately bring people to Christ?                     
  
Am I regularly praying for God to provide me with natural opportunities             0   1   2   3   4 
to share is love with the unchurched? 
 
When opportunities arise, do I share the Gospel and/or my story with others?       0   1   2   3   4 
                     
Do I regularly invite unchurched people to join me in Christ related experiences   0   1   2   3   4 
such as church gatherings, short term small groups, Alpha, worship services, etc.?  
 
Do I participate in church outreach experiences (e.g., the Alpha course                  0   1   2   3   4  
either as a participant or assisting in its conduct)?       
___________ 
          TOTAL 
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SPIRITUAL GROWTH SELF ASSESSMENT: RATING SHEET 
 
 

CONNECTING  WITH  GOD: 
 
 
WORSHIP      SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES     OTHER BELIEVERS     OTHERS: SERVICE  
UNCHURCHED 
                                                                                                                                                                    
  

WELL DEVELOPED    
 

    (15-16)                (22-24)                                     (15-16)                                    (25-28)                   (29-32) 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
GETTING GOOD 

 
    (11-14)                 (16-21)                                       (11-14)                                    (18-24)                   (21-28)                        
 
____________________________________________________________________________
__ 
 

 
MAKING PROGRESS 

 
          (7-10)             (10-15)                                        (7-10)                                       (11-17)                   (13-20) 
 
 
____________________________________________________________________________
__ 

 
FAIR 

 
          (3-6)                 (4-9)                                            (3-6)                                          (5-10)                       (5-12) 
 
 
____________________________________________________________________________
__ 

 
NOT AT ALL 

 
         (0-2)                  (0-3)                                              (0-2)                                            (0-4)                        (0-4)  
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CHURCH ASSISTANCE IN AN  
INDIVIUDUAL’S SPIRITUAL GROWTH  

 
 
 
(1) HOW MAY THE CHURCH BETTER ENCOURAGE, EQUIP AND/OR SUPPORT YOUR 

SPIRITUAL GROWTH THROUGH, PROGRAMS, EVENTS, OTHER TYPES OF EXPERIENCES, 
TOPICS COVERED AND/OR OTHERWISE? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
(2) WOULD YOU LIKE A PRIVATE AND PERSONAL VISIT WITH PASTOR LONNIE 

CONCERNING YOUR SPIRITUAL GROWTH JOURNEY TOWARD A MORE CHRIST-LIKE 
LIFE? 

 
 
(3)  IN WHAT AREA(S) AND HOW WILL I TRY TO ADVANCE MY WALK WITH CHRIST?  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
NAME (OPTIONAL): _______________________________  DATE: ____________ 
 
 
TELEPHONE NUMBER (OPTIONAL): __________________ 
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APPENDIX F 
 

PURPOSE DRIVEN LIFE SELF ASSESSMENT FORM1778 
 
 
                                           Scale:      1 =  Just Beginning           

                                                      3 =  Getting Going 
                                     5 =  Well Developed 
 
CONNECTING WITH GOD'S FAMILY 
 
I am deepening my understanding of and friendship with God                1  2   3   4   5 
in community with others  
 
I am growing in my ability both to share and to show my love                       1  2   3   4   5 
to others 
 
I am willing to share my real needs for prayer and support from others          1  2   3   4   5 
 
I am resolving conflict constructively and am willing to forgive others          1  2   3   4   5 
 
 
                                                                        CONNECTING Total          
 
 
GROWING TO BE LIKE CHRIST 
 
I have a growing relationship with God through regular time in                          1  2   3   4   5 
the Bible and in prayer (spiritual habits)  
 
I am experiencing more of the characteristics of Jesus Christ (love, 
joy, peace, patience, kindness, self-control, etc.) in my life        1  2   3   4   5 
 
I am avoiding addictive behaviors (food, television, busyness, and 
the like) to meet my needs                       1  2   3   4   5 
 
I am spending time with a Christian friend (spiritual partner)  
who celebrates and challenges my spiritual growth          1  2   3   4   5                             
 
                          GROWING Total 
 
 
 

 
1778 Drawn from the small group entitled “Doing Life Together” based upon Rick Warren’s Purpose Driven Life 
book. 
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DEVELOPING YOUR SHAPE TO SERVE OTHERS 
 
I have discovered and am further developing my unique God-given              1  2   3   4   5 
shape for ministry    
 
I am regularly praying for God to show me opportunities to serve 
him and others            1  2   3   4   5 
 
I am serving in a regular (once a month or more) ministry in the 
church or community          1  2   3   4   5 
 
I am a team player in my small group by sharing  
some group role or responsibility          1  2   3   4   5                                                                         
 
 
      DEVELOPING Total__ 
 
 
SHARING YOUR LIFE MISSION EVERY DAY 
 
I am cultivating relationships with non-Christians and praying  1  2   3   4   5 
for God to give me natural opportunities to share his love  
 
I am investing my time in another person or group who needs 
to know Christ personally        1  2   3   4   5 
 
I am regularly inviting unchurched or unconnected friends to 
my church or small group        1  2   3   4   5 
 
I am praying and learning about where God can use me and 
our group cross-culturally for missions     1  2   3   4   5 
 
 
      SHARING Total __ 
 
 
SURRENDERING YOUR LIFE FOR GOD'S PLEASURE  
 
I am experiencing more of the presence and power of God in 
my everyday life         1  2   3   4   5 
 
I am faithfully attending my small group and weekend services 
to worship God         1  2   3   4   5 
 
I am seeking to please God by surrendering every area of my life 
(health, decisions, finances, relationships, future, etc.) to him   1  2   3   4   5 
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I am accepting the things I cannot change and becoming 
increasingly grateful for the life I've been given    1  2   3   4   5 
 
     SURRENDERING Total__ 
 
At the beginning of the assessment period, total your scores for each purpose, and place them on 
the chart below. Reassess your progress at the end of thirty days. Be sure to select your spiritual 
partner and the one area in which you'd like to make progress over the next thirty days. 
 
        Connecting          Growing            Developing            Sharing           Surrendering 
 
        Beg.   End.            Beg.   End.        Beg.   End.           Beg.   End.           Beg.   End. 

 
________________________________________________________________________ 

Well Developed 
20 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 

Very Good 
16 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 

Getting Good 
12 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 

Fair 
8 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 

Just Beginning 
4 
 
 
 
Beginning Assessment Total ____   Ending Assessment Total ____ 
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APPENDIX G   
 

DISCIPLE ASSESSMENT TOOL FOR INDIVIDUALS1779 
 
 
 
REFLECT BACK ON THE LAST SEVERAL WEEKS AND ANSWER each of these questions. After you 
have completed them, note the areas of significant involvement as well as those in which you 
have done little recently. Then, make plans to enhance the weaker areas of your own growth as 
a disciple. 
 
 
How has deepening been a part of my life these past weeks? 
 

• In what ways have I grown in my relationship with Christ? 
• In what ways have I become more aware of myself as a person—my strengths, my 

weaknesses, my struggles, my fears, my hopes, the temptations I face, the risks I 
avoid, the challenges I undertake? 

• In what ways have I developed a stronger community in which to share my own faith 
journey and encourage the journeys of others? 

• What can I do to enhance my own deepening? 
 

How has equipping been a part of my life these past weeks? 
 
• Have I discovered new gifts or used old ones in new ways? 
• How is my call being lived out? Is it still vital? Am I sensing a new call? 
• What have I learned that is important to my living as a disciple? 
• What skills have I acquired or improved that increase my ability to live as a disciple? 
• What can I do to enhance my own equipping? 

 
How has ministering been a part of my life these past weeks? 
 

� In what ways is the leadership role I play my ministry? 
� In what other ways am I living out my discipleship – at home, in the church, at 

work and in the community? 
� How has my involvement in ministering strengthened my life as a disciple? 
� What can I do to enhance my own ministering? 

 
 
 
 
  

 
1779Jeffrey D. Jones, Traveling Together: A Guide for Disciple Forming Congregations 171-172 (2006).  
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APPENDIX H  
 

FOX RIVER CHURCH CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH: 
BY-LAWS RE ADMINISTRATIVE TEAM 

 
 
 
ARTICLE IV – GOVERNANCE 
 
B.  Teams 
 

1.  Responsibilities of Teams 
 

g.  Administrative Team 
 

The responsibilities of the Administrative Team are set forth 
below. 

 
(1)  Budget - In consultation with the other Teams, formulate 
and present a recommended proposed annual church budget, based 
upon the mission purposes of this Church, for approval by the 
Congregation at the first Regular Meeting in the calendar year. To 
enable this activity, at a date determined by the Administrative 
Team, each Team shall submit to the Administrative Team its 
proposed itemized budget, based upon the mission purposes of this 
Church, of proposed expenditures and revenues, if any, for the next 
one or two (2) years as the Administrative Team so determines. 
 
(2)  Oversight of Personnel - Exercise general oversight 
responsibilities as to personnel, whether volunteer or paid, 
including recommendations as to compensation (including 
benefits) and performance evaluation in accordance with standards 
adopted by the Congregation. The Administrative Team shall make 
recommendations to the Congregation on all matters of 
administrative personnel procedure, policy and compensation 
(including benefits). It shall maintain supportive relationships with 
the ministers and other staff members and, with the advice of the 
Accountability Team, assist them to evaluate the fulfillment of 
their calling. At the discretion of the Congregation, the  
Administrative Team oversight of personnel matters is subject to 
review, ratification and/or change by the Congregation. 
 
(3)  Communications - Formulate and present recommended 
programs of communications both internally within and externally 
outside of the Church for consideration and approval by the 
Congregation, and implement and administer that which is 
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approved. Communication programs recommended by other 
Teams within their respective spheres of responsibility shall be 
communicated to the Administrative Team for purpose of overall 
coordination of church communications. 
 
(4)  Membership - Discharge the administrative responsibilities 
pertaining to membership in this Church as set forth in Article I. 
above. 
 
(5)  Financial – In accordance with either policies or specific actions 
approved by the Congregation, the Administrative Team shall 
exercise powers and duties with respect to Church financial assets. 
In doing so, it is authorized to engage in the following activities. 
 

(a)  Financial Affairs - The Administrative Team shall 
manage and safeguard the funds of the Church, designate 
depositories and authorize routines for approval of the Treasurer. It 
shall establish policies and procedures for the purchase of all goods 
and services. It shall be responsible for cash management of all 
Church funds and for approving all expenditures by the Church. 
 

(b) Financial Records and Reporting – The  
Administrative Team shall maintain monthly financial schedules in 
accordance with accepted accounting policies showing funds 
received, expenditures made, activity relevant to budget, cash on 
hand and investments, and any other information relevant to 
managing the financial affairs of the Church in a prudent and 
fiscally responsible manner. The Administrative Team shall at 
least quarterly report to the Congregation the financial affairs of 
the Church including the relationship of such financial results to 
the budget. 
 

(c)  Investments - In accordance with standards adopted 
by the Congregation, the Administrative Team shall administer the 
investment activities of the Church including investing reserve 
funds and, where applicable, funds of separate foundations or 
trusts for specific purposes established in accordance with  
paragraph (g) below. The funds and property of the Church, unless 
specifically otherwise provided by deed, gift, bequest, device, 
grant or contribution, may be invested in real estate, both improved 
and unimproved, intangible or intangible personal property and/or 
in securities of one or more types as may be authorized by the 
Administrative Team in accordance with policies or specific 
actions approved by the Congregation. Church investments shall 
be published to the Congregation at least quarterly. 
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(d)   Audit - In accordance with Article IV.C.2.c. below, 
provide advice to the Congregation as to membership of the Audit 
Committee, review the findings and recommendations of the Audit 
Committee and provide to the Congregation the Team's own 
findings and recommendations as to the audit report. 
 

(e)  Borrowing - When required in the interest of the 
Church, the Administrative Team may recommend to the 
Congregation that the Church borrow funds, the purpose of the 
borrowing, the amount of funds to be borrowed and the manner of 
such borrowing. The Team has no authority to borrow funds for 
any purpose without specific approval by the Congregation. If the 
recommendation is approved by the Congregation, the Team shall 
authorize the proper officers of the Church to make, execute and 
deliver in the name and on behalf of the Church such notes, bonds 
and other evidence of indebtedness as the Congregation authorizes 
and the Team shall have power to mortgage or pledge the property 
of the Church, or any part thereof, as security for such 
indebtedness as the Congregation authorizes. 
 

(f)  Financial Plan - The Administrative Team shall 
formulate and present a recommended long range financial plan for 
approval by the Congregation and implement that which is 
approved. 
 

(g) Gifts - The Administrative Team shall review 
memorials and special gifts, including planned giving, and shall 
administer and invest all funds received therefrom as well as 
naming trustees when appropriate. Before becoming the property 
of the Church, each gift, bequest, device, grant or contribution 
must be accepted by the Team. It shall discuss, consider, and 
determine with donors whereby Church projects are proposed, the 
availability of projects, and the appropriateness of the use of these 
gifts for the Church. It may also establish and administer a 
memorial fund. All activity conducted pursuant to this section shall 
be done in consultation with other Teams whose areas of 
responsibilities would be directly affected by such gifts and in 
accordance with policies or specific actions approved by the 
Congregation. 
 
(6)  Physical Property Assets - In accordance with either 
policies or specified actions approved by the Congregation, the 
Administrative Team shall exercise powers and duties with respect 
to Church physical property assets. In doing so, it is authorized to 
engage in the following activities. 
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(a)  Facilities Management - The Administrative Team 
shall be responsible for management of rental facilities and 
maintaining and managing the physical property and facilities of 
the Church. All such property shall be kept, used and disposed of 
for the benefit of the Church. 
 

(b)  Real Property - When appropriate the 
Administrative Team shall recommend to the Congregation for 
approval the purchase, sale, or mortgage of real property. The 
Team shall have no power to buy, sell, or mortgage real estate 
without specific authority being granted by the Congregation. 
 
(7)  Emergency Action - The Administrative Team is 
authorized take emergency action with respect to urgent matters 
which need to be dealt with before a Meeting of the Congregation 
can be held. 

 
 


